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COVER NOTE FOR REVISION OF Q1A(R) 
STABILITY TESTING OF  

NEW DRUG SUBSTANCES AND PRODUCTS 
 

The purpose of this note is to outline the changes made in Q1A(R) that result from 
adoption of ICH Q1F “Stability Data Package for Registration Applications in 
Climatic Zones III and IV”. These changes are: 
 

1. The intermediate storage condition has been changed from 30°C ± 2°C/60% 
RH ± 5% RH to 30°C ± 2°C/65% RH ± 5% RH in the following sections: 

 2.1.7.1  Drug Substance - Storage Conditions - General Case 

 2.2.7.1  Drug Product - Storage Conditions - General Case 

 2.2.7.3  Drug products packaged in semi-permeable containers 

 3  Glossary - “Intermediate testing” 

 

2. 30°C ± 2°C/65% RH ± 5% RH can be a suitable alternative long-term storage 
condition to 25°C ± 2°C/60% RH ± 5% in the following sections: 

 2.1.7.1  Drug Substance - Storage Conditions - General Case 

 2.2.7.1  Drug Product - Storage Conditions - General Case 

 

3. 30°C ± 2°C/35% RH ± 5% RH has been added as a suitable alternative long-
term storage condition to 25°C ± 2°C/40% RH ± 5% and the corresponding 
example for the ratio of water-loss rates has been included in the following 
section: 

 2.2.7.3  Drug products packaged in semi-permeable containers 

 

Mid-stream switch of the intermediate storage condition from 30°C ± 2°C/60% RH ± 
5% RH to 30°C ± 2°C/65% RH ± 5% RH can be appropriate provided that the 
respective storage conditions and the date of the switch are clearly documented and 
stated in the registration application. 

 

It is recommended that registration applications contain data from complete studies 
at the intermediate storage condition 30°C ± 2°C/65% RH ± 5% RH, if applicable, by 
three years after the date of publication of this revised guideline in the respective ICH 
tripartite region. 
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STABILITY TESTING OF NEW DRUG SUBSTANCES AND PRODUCTS 

1. INTRODUCTION  

1.1. Objectives of the Guideline 
The following guideline is a revised version of the ICH Q1A guideline and defines the 
stability data package for a new drug substance or drug product that is sufficient for a 
registration application within the three regions of the EC, Japan, and the United 
States. It does not seek necessarily to cover the testing for registration in or export to 
other areas of the world. 

The guideline seeks to exemplify the core stability data package for new drug 
substances and products, but leaves sufficient flexibility to encompass the variety of 
different practical situations that may be encountered due to specific scientific 
considerations and characteristics of the materials being evaluated. Alternative 
approaches can be used when there are scientifically justifiable reasons. 

1.2. Scope of the Guideline 
The guideline addresses the information to be submitted in registration applications 
for new molecular entities and associated drug products. This guideline does not 
currently seek to cover the information to be submitted for abbreviated or abridged 
applications, variations, clinical trial applications, etc.  

Specific details of the sampling and testing for particular dosage forms in their 
proposed container closures are not covered in this guideline. 

Further guidance on new dosage forms and on biotechnological/biological products can 
be found in ICH guidelines Q1C and Q5C, respectively. 

1.3. General Principles 
The purpose of stability testing is to provide evidence on how the quality of a drug 
substance or drug product varies with time under the influence of a variety of 
environmental factors such as temperature, humidity, and light, and to establish a re-
test period for the drug substance or a shelf life for the drug product and 
recommended storage conditions. 

The choice of test conditions defined in this guideline is based on an analysis of the 
effects of climatic conditions in the three regions of the EC, Japan and the United 
States. The mean kinetic temperature in any part of the world can be derived from 
climatic data, and the world can be divided into four climatic zones, I-IV. This 
guideline addresses climatic zones I and II. The principle has been established that 
stability information generated in any one of the three regions of the EC, Japan and 
the United States would be mutually acceptable to the other two regions, provided the 
information is consistent with this guideline and the labeling is in accord with 
national/regional requirements. 

2. GUIDELINES 

2.1. Drug Substance 

2.1.1. General 
Information on the stability of the drug substance is an integral part of the systematic 
approach to stability evaluation.  

2.1.2. Stress Testing 
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Stress testing of the drug substance can help identify the likely degradation products, 
which can in turn help establish the degradation pathways and the intrinsic stability 
of the molecule and validate the stability indicating power of the analytical 
procedures used. The nature of the stress testing will depend on the individual drug 
substance and the type of drug product involved. 

Stress testing is likely to be carried out on a single batch of the drug substance.  It 
should include the effect of temperatures (in 10°C increments (e.g., 50°C, 60°C, etc.) 
above that for accelerated testing), humidity (e.g., 75% RH or greater) where 
appropriate, oxidation, and photolysis on the drug substance.  The testing should also 
evaluate the susceptibility of the drug substance to hydrolysis across a wide range of 
pH values when in solution or suspension.  Photostability testing should be an 
integral part of stress testing. The standard conditions for photostability testing are 
described in ICH Q1B. 

Examining degradation products under stress conditions is useful in establishing 
degradation pathways and developing and validating suitable analytical procedures.  
However, it may not be necessary to examine specifically for certain degradation 
products if it has been demonstrated that they are not formed under accelerated or 
long term storage conditions. 

Results from these studies will form an integral part of the information provided to 
regulatory authorities. 

2.1.3. Selection of Batches 
Data from formal stability studies should be provided on at least three primary 
batches of the drug substance. The batches should be manufactured to a minimum of 
pilot scale by the same synthetic route as, and using a method of manufacture and 
procedure that simulates the final process to be used for, production batches.  The 
overall quality of the batches of drug substance placed on formal stability studies 
should be representative of the quality of the material to be made on a production 
scale. 

Other supporting data can be provided. 

2.1.4. Container Closure System 
The stability studies should be conducted on the drug substance packaged in a 
container closure system that is the same as or simulates the packaging proposed for 
storage and distribution. 

2.1.5. Specification 
Specification, which is a list of tests, reference to analytical procedures, and proposed 
acceptance criteria, is addressed in ICH Q6A and Q6B.  In addition, specification for 
degradation products in a drug substance is discussed in Q3A. 

Stability studies should include testing of those attributes of the drug substance that 
are susceptible to change during storage and are likely to influence quality, safety, 
and/or efficacy. The testing should cover, as appropriate, the physical, chemical, 
biological, and microbiological attributes. Validated stability-indicating analytical 
procedures should be applied. Whether and to what extent replication should be 
performed will depend on the results from validation studies.  
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2.1.6. Testing Frequency 
For long term studies, frequency of testing should be sufficient to establish the 
stability profile of the drug substance. For drug substances with a proposed re-test 
period of at least 12 months, the frequency of testing at the long term storage 
condition should normally be every 3 months over the first year, every 6 months over 
the second year, and annually thereafter through the proposed re-test period. 

At the accelerated storage condition, a minimum of three time points, including the 
initial and final time points (e.g., 0, 3, and 6 months), from a 6-month study is 
recommended. Where an expectation (based on development experience) exists that 
results from accelerated studies are likely to approach significant change criteria, 
increased testing should be conducted either by adding samples at the final time point 
or by including a fourth time point in the study design. 

When testing at the intermediate storage condition is called for as a result of 
significant change at the accelerated storage condition, a minimum of four time 
points, including the initial and final time points (e.g., 0, 6, 9, 12 months), from a 12-
month study is recommended. 

2.1.7. Storage Conditions 
In general, a drug substance should be evaluated under storage conditions (with 
appropriate tolerances) that test its thermal stability and, if applicable, its sensitivity 
to moisture.  The storage conditions and the lengths of studies chosen should be 
sufficient to cover storage, shipment, and subsequent use. 

The long term testing should cover a minimum of 12 months’ duration on at least 
three primary batches at the time of submission and should be continued for a period 
of time sufficient to cover the proposed re-test period. Additional data accumulated 
during the assessment period of the registration application should be submitted to 
the authorities if requested. Data from the accelerated storage condition and, if 
appropriate, from the intermediate storage condition can be used to evaluate the 
effect of short term excursions outside the label storage conditions (such as might 
occur during shipping).  

Long term, accelerated, and, where appropriate, intermediate storage conditions for 
drug substances are detailed in the sections below. The general case applies if the 
drug substance is not specifically covered by a subsequent section.  Alternative 
storage conditions can be used if justified.  

2.1.7.1. General case  

Study Storage condition Minimum time period covered by 
data at submission 

Long term* 
25°C ± 2°C/60% RH ± 5% RH 
or 
30°C ± 2°C/65% RH ± 5% RH 

12 months 

Intermediate** 30°C ± 2°C/65% RH ± 5% RH 6 months  

Accelerated 40°C ± 2°C/75% RH ± 5% RH 6 months  

*It is up to the applicant to decide whether long term stability studies are performed 
at 25  2°C/60% RH  5% RH or 30°C  2°C/65% RH  5% RH.  
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**If 30°C  2°C/65% RH  5% RH is the long-term condition, there is no intermediate 
condition. 

 

If long-term studies are conducted at 25°C ± 2°C/60% RH ± 5% RH and  “significant 
change” occurs at any time during 6 months’ testing at the accelerated storage 
condition, additional testing at the intermediate storage condition should be 
conducted and evaluated against significant change criteria. Testing at the 
intermediate storage condition should include all tests, unless otherwise justified. The 
initial application should include a minimum of 6 months’ data from a 12-month 
study at the intermediate storage condition. 

“Significant change” for a drug substance is defined as failure to meet its specification. 

2.1.7.2. Drug substances intended for storage in a refrigerator 

Study Storage condition Minimum time period covered by 
data at submission 

Long term 5°C ± 3°C 12 months 

Accelerated 25°C ± 2°C/60% RH ± 5% RH 6 months  

 

Data from refrigerated storage should be assessed according to the evaluation section 
of this guideline, except where explicitly noted below. 

If significant change occurs between 3 and 6 months’ testing at the accelerated 
storage condition, the proposed re-test period should be based on the real time data 
available at the long term storage condition. 

If significant change occurs within the first 3 months’ testing at the accelerated 
storage condition, a discussion should be provided to address the effect of short term 
excursions outside the label storage condition, e.g., during shipping or handling. This 
discussion can be supported, if appropriate, by further testing on a single batch of the 
drug substance for a period shorter than 3 months but with more frequent testing 
than usual. It is considered unnecessary to continue to test a drug substance through 
6 months when a significant change has occurred within the first 3 months. 

2.1.7.3. Drug substances intended for storage in a freezer 

Study Storage condition Minimum time period covered by 
data at submission 

Long term - 20°C ± 5°C 12 months 

 

For drug substances intended for storage in a freezer, the re-test period should be 
based on the real time data obtained at the long term storage condition. In the 
absence of an accelerated storage condition for drug substances intended to be stored 
in a freezer, testing on a single batch at an elevated temperature (e.g., 5°C ± 3°C or 
25°C ± 2°C) for an appropriate time period should be conducted to address the effect of 
short term excursions outside the proposed label storage condition, e.g., during 
shipping or handling.  

2.1.7.4. Drug substances intended for storage below -20°C  
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Drug substances intended for storage below -20°C should be treated on a case-by-case 
basis. 

2.1.8. Stability Commitment 
When available long term stability data on primary batches do not cover the proposed 
re-test period granted at the time of approval, a commitment should be made to 
continue the stability studies post approval in order to firmly establish the re-test 
period. 

Where the submission includes long term stability data on three production batches 
covering the proposed re-test period, a post approval commitment is considered 
unnecessary. Otherwise, one of the following commitments should be made: 

1. If the submission includes data from stability studies on at least three production 
batches, a commitment should be made to continue these studies through the 
proposed re-test period. 

2. If the submission includes data from stability studies on fewer than three 
production batches, a commitment should be made to continue these studies 
through the proposed re-test period and to place additional production batches, to 
a total of at least three, on long term stability studies through the proposed re-
test period. 

3. If the submission does not include stability data on production batches, a 
commitment should be made to place the first three production batches on long 
term stability studies through the proposed re-test period. 

The stability protocol used for long term studies for the stability commitment should 
be the same as that for the primary batches, unless otherwise scientifically justified. 

2.1.9. Evaluation 
The purpose of the stability study is to establish, based on testing a minimum of three 
batches of the drug substance and evaluating the stability information (including, as 
appropriate, results of the physical, chemical, biological, and microbiological tests), a 
re-test period applicable to all future batches of the drug substance manufactured 
under similar circumstances. The degree of variability of individual batches affects 
the confidence that a future production batch will remain within specification 
throughout the assigned re-test period. 

The data may show so little degradation and so little variability that it is apparent 
from looking at the data that the requested re-test period will be granted. Under these 
circumstances, it is normally unnecessary to go through the formal statistical 
analysis; providing a justification for the omission should be sufficient. 

An approach for analyzing the data on a quantitative attribute that is expected to 
change with time is to determine the time at which the 95% one-sided confidence limit 
for the mean curve intersects the acceptance criterion. If analysis shows that the 
batch-to-batch variability is small, it is advantageous to combine the data into one 
overall estimate. This can be done by first applying appropriate statistical tests (e.g., 
p values for level of significance of rejection of more than 0.25) to the slopes of the 
regression lines and zero time intercepts for the individual batches. If it is 
inappropriate to combine data from several batches, the overall re-test period should 
be based on the minimum time a batch can be expected to remain within acceptance 
criteria. 
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The nature of any degradation relationship will determine whether the data should be 
transformed for linear regression analysis. Usually the relationship can be 
represented by a linear, quadratic, or cubic function on an arithmetic or logarithmic 
scale. Statistical methods should be employed to test the goodness of fit of the data on 
all batches and combined batches (where appropriate) to the assumed degradation 
line or curve. 

Limited extrapolation of the real time data from the long term storage condition 
beyond the observed range to extend the re-test period can be undertaken at approval 
time, if justified. This justification should be based on what is known about the 
mechanism of degradation, the results of testing under accelerated conditions, the 
goodness of fit of any mathematical model, batch size, existence of supporting stability 
data, etc. However, this extrapolation assumes that the same degradation 
relationship will continue to apply beyond the observed data. 

Any evaluation should cover not only the assay, but also the levels of degradation 
products and other appropriate attributes. 

2.1.10. Statements/Labeling 
A storage statement should be established for the labeling in accordance with relevant 
national/regional requirements. The statement should be based on the stability 
evaluation of the drug substance. Where applicable, specific instructions should be 
provided, particularly for drug substances that cannot tolerate freezing. Terms such 
as “ambient conditions” or “room temperature” should be avoided.  

A re-test period should be derived from the stability information, and a retest date 
should be displayed on the container label if appropriate. 

2.2. Drug Product 

2.2.1. General 
The design of the formal stability studies for the drug product should be based on 
knowledge of the behavior and properties of the drug substance and from stability 
studies on the drug substance and on experience gained from clinical formulation 
studies. The likely changes on storage and the rationale for the selection of attributes 
to be tested in the formal stability studies should be stated. 

2.2.2. Photostability Testing 
Photostability testing should be conducted on at least one primary batch of the drug 
product if appropriate. The standard conditions for photostability testing are 
described in ICH Q1B. 

2.2.3. Selection of Batches 
Data from stability studies should be provided on at least three primary batches of 
the drug product.  The primary batches should be of the same formulation and 
packaged in the same container closure system as proposed for marketing. The 
manufacturing process used for primary batches should simulate that to be applied to 
production batches and should provide product of the same quality and meeting the 
same specification as that intended for marketing. Two of the three batches should be 
at least pilot scale batches and the third one can be smaller, if justified. Where 
possible, batches of the drug product should be manufactured by using different 
batches of the drug substance. 
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Stability studies should be performed on each individual strength and container size 
of the drug product unless bracketing or matrixing is applied. 

Other supporting data can be provided. 

2.2.4. Container Closure System  
Stability testing should be conducted on the dosage form packaged in the container 
closure system proposed for marketing (including, as appropriate, any secondary 
packaging and container label). Any available studies carried out on the drug product 
outside its immediate container or in other packaging materials can form a useful 
part of the stress testing of the dosage form or can be considered as supporting 
information, respectively. 

2.2.5. Specification  
Specification, which is a list of tests, reference to analytical procedures, and proposed 
acceptance criteria, including the concept of different acceptance criteria for release 
and shelf life specifications, is addressed in ICH Q6A and Q6B.  In addition, 
specification for degradation products in a drug product is addressed in Q3B. 

Stability studies should include testing of those attributes of the drug product that 
are susceptible to change during storage and are likely to influence quality, safety, 
and/or efficacy. The testing should cover, as appropriate, the physical, chemical, 
biological, and microbiological attributes, preservative content (e.g., antioxidant, 
antimicrobial preservative), and functionality tests (e.g., for a dose delivery system). 
Analytical procedures should be fully validated and stability indicating. Whether and 
to what extent replication should be performed will depend on the results of 
validation studies.  

Shelf life acceptance criteria should be derived from consideration of all available 
stability information. It may be appropriate to have justifiable differences between 
the shelf life and release acceptance criteria based on the stability evaluation and the 
changes observed on storage. Any differences between the release and shelf life 
acceptance criteria for antimicrobial preservative content should be supported by a 
validated correlation of chemical content and preservative effectiveness demonstrated 
during drug development on the product in its final formulation (except for 
preservative concentration) intended for marketing.  A single primary stability batch 
of the drug product should be tested for antimicrobial preservative effectiveness (in 
addition to preservative content) at the proposed shelf life for verification purposes, 
regardless of whether there is a difference between the release and shelf life 
acceptance criteria for preservative content. 

2.2.6. Testing Frequency 
For long term studies, frequency of testing should be sufficient to establish the 
stability profile of the drug product. For products with a proposed shelf life of at least 
12 months, the frequency of testing at the long term storage condition should 
normally be every 3 months over the first year, every 6 months over the second year, 
and annually thereafter through the proposed shelf life. 

At the accelerated storage condition, a minimum of three time points, including the 
initial and final time points (e.g., 0, 3, and 6 months), from a 6-month study is 
recommended. Where an expectation (based on development experience) exists that 
results from accelerated testing are likely to approach significant change criteria, 
increased testing should be conducted either by adding samples at the final time point 
or by including a fourth time point in the study design. 
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When testing at the intermediate storage condition is called for as a result of 
significant change at the accelerated storage condition, a minimum of four time 
points, including the initial and final time points (e.g., 0, 6, 9, 12 months), from a 12-
month study is recommended. 

Reduced designs, i.e., matrixing or bracketing, where the testing frequency is reduced 
or certain factor combinations are not tested at all, can be applied, if justified.  

2.2.7. Storage Conditions 
In general, a drug product should be evaluated under storage conditions (with 
appropriate tolerances) that test its thermal stability and, if applicable, its sensitivity 
to moisture or potential for solvent loss. The storage conditions and the lengths of 
studies chosen should be sufficient to cover storage, shipment, and subsequent use.  

Stability testing of the drug product after constitution or dilution, if applicable, should 
be conducted to provide information for the labeling on the preparation, storage 
condition, and in-use period of the constituted or diluted product. This testing should 
be performed on the constituted or diluted product through the proposed in-use period 
on primary batches as part of the formal stability studies at initial and final time 
points and, if full shelf life long term data will not be available before submission, at 
12 months or the last time point for which data will be available.  In general, this 
testing need not be repeated on commitment batches. 

The long term testing should cover a minimum of 12 months’ duration on at least 
three primary batches at the time of submission and should be continued for a period 
of time sufficient to cover the proposed shelf life. Additional data accumulated during 
the assessment period of the registration application should be submitted to the 
authorities if requested. Data from the accelerated storage condition and, if 
appropriate, from the intermediate storage condition can be used to evaluate the 
effect of short term excursions outside the label storage conditions (such as might 
occur during shipping).  

Long term, accelerated, and, where appropriate, intermediate storage conditions for 
drug products are detailed in the sections below.  The general case applies if the drug 
product is not specifically covered by a subsequent section.  Alternative storage 
conditions can be used, if justified. 

2.2.7.1. General case 

Study Storage condition Minimum time period 
covered by data at 
submission 

Long term* 25°C ± 2°C/60% RH ± 5% RH 
or 
30°C ± 2°C/65% RH ± 5% RH 

12 months 

Intermediate** 30°C ± 2°C/65% RH ± 5% RH 6 months  

Accelerated 40°C ± 2°C/75% RH ± 5% RH 6 months  

*It is up to the applicant to decide whether long term stability studies are performed 
at 25  2°C/60% RH  5% RH or 30°C  2°C/65% RH  5% RH.  

**If 30°C  2°C/65% RH  5% RH is the long-term condition, there is no intermediate 
condition. 
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If long-term studies are conducted at 25°C ± 2°C/60% RH ± 5% RH and  “significant 
change” occurs at any time during 6 months’ testing at the accelerated storage 
condition, additional testing at the intermediate storage condition should be 
conducted and evaluated against significant change criteria. The initial application 
should include a minimum of 6 months’ data from a 12-month study at the 
intermediate storage condition. 

In general, “significant change” for a drug product is defined as: 

1. A 5% change in assay from its initial value; or failure to meet the acceptance 
criteria for potency when using biological or immunological procedures;  

2. Any degradation product’s exceeding its acceptance criterion;  

3. Failure to meet the acceptance criteria for appearance, physical attributes, and 
functionality test (e.g., color, phase separation, resuspendibility, caking, 
hardness, dose delivery per actuation); however, some changes in physical 
attributes (e.g., softening of suppositories, melting of creams) may be expected 
under accelerated conditions;  

and, as appropriate for the dosage form: 

4. Failure to meet the acceptance criterion for pH; or 

5. Failure to meet the acceptance criteria for dissolution for 12 dosage units. 

2.2.7.2. Drug products packaged in impermeable containers 

Sensitivity to moisture or potential for solvent loss is not a concern for drug products 
packaged in impermeable containers that provide a permanent barrier to passage of 
moisture or solvent. Thus, stability studies for products stored in impermeable 
containers can be conducted under any controlled or ambient humidity condition.  

2.2.7.3. Drug products packaged in semi-permeable containers 

Aqueous-based products packaged in semi-permeable containers should be evaluated 
for potential water loss in addition to physical, chemical, biological, and 
microbiological stability. This evaluation can be carried out under conditions of low 
relative humidity, as discussed below. Ultimately, it should be demonstrated that 
aqueous-based drug products stored in semi-permeable containers can withstand low 
relative humidity environments.  

Other comparable approaches can be developed and reported for non-aqueous, 
solvent-based products. 

 

Study Storage condition Minimum time period 
covered by data at 
submission 

Long term*  25°C ± 2°C/40% RH ± 5% RH 
or 
30°C ± 2°C/35% RH ± 5% RH 

12 months 

Intermediate** 30°C ± 2°C/65% RH ± 5% RH 6 months 
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Accelerated  40°C ± 2°C/not more than (NMT) 
25% RH 

6 months  

*It is up to the applicant to decide whether long term stability studies are performed 
at 25  2°C/40% RH  5% RH or 30°C  2°C/35% RH  5% RH.  

**If 30°C  2°C/35% RH  5% RH is the long-term condition, there is no intermediate 
condition. 

 

For long-term studies conducted at 25°C ± 2°C/40% RH ± 5% RH, additional testing at 
the intermediate storage condition should be performed as described under the 
general case to evaluate the temperature effect at 30°C if  significant change other 
than water loss occurs during the 6 months’ testing at the accelerated storage 
condition. A significant change in water loss alone at the accelerated storage condition 
does not necessitate testing at the intermediate storage condition. However, data 
should be provided to demonstrate that the drug product will not have significant 
water loss throughout the proposed shelf life if stored at 25°C and the reference 
relative humidity of 40% RH. 

A 5% loss in water from its initial value is considered a significant change for a 
product packaged in a semi-permeable container after an equivalent of 3 months’ 
storage at 40°C/NMT 25% RH.  However, for small containers (1 mL or less) or unit-
dose products, a water loss of 5% or more after an equivalent of 3 months’ storage at 
40°C/NMT 25% RH may be appropriate, if justified. 

An alternative approach to studying at the reference relative humidity as 
recommended in the table above (for either long term or accelerated testing) is 
performing the stability studies under higher relative humidity and deriving the 
water loss at the reference relative humidity through calculation. This can be 
achieved by experimentally determining the permeation coefficient for the container 
closure system or, as shown in the example below, using the calculated ratio of water 
loss rates between the two humidity conditions at the same temperature. The 
permeation coefficient for a container closure system can be experimentally 
determined by using the worst case scenario (e.g., the most diluted of a series of 
concentrations) for the proposed drug product.  

Example of an approach for determining water loss: 

For a product in a given container closure system, container size, and fill, an 
appropriate approach for deriving the water loss rate at the reference relative 
humidity is to multiply the water loss rate measured at an alternative relative 
humidity at the same temperature by a water loss rate ratio shown in the table below. 
A linear water loss rate at the alternative relative humidity over the storage period 
should be demonstrated.  

For example, at a given temperature, e.g., 40°C, the calculated water loss rate during 
storage at NMT 25% RH is the water loss rate measured at 75% RH multiplied by 3.0, 
the corresponding water loss rate ratio. 

Alternative relative 
humidity 

Reference relative 
humidity 

Ratio of water loss rates at 
a given temperature  

60% RH 25% RH 1.9  

60% RH 40% RH 1.5 
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65% RH 35% RH 1.9 

75% RH 25% RH 3.0 

 

Valid water loss rate ratios at relative humidity conditions other than those shown in 
the table above can also be used.  

 

2.2.7.4. Drug products intended for storage in a refrigerator 

Study Storage condition Minimum time period covered 
by data at submission 

Long term 5°C ± 3°C  12 months 

Accelerated 25°C ± 2°C/60% RH ± 5% RH 6 months  

 

If the drug product is packaged in a semi-permeable container, appropriate 
information should be provided to assess the extent of water loss. 

Data from refrigerated storage should be assessed according to the evaluation section 
of this guideline, except where explicitly noted below. 

If significant change occurs between 3 and 6 months’ testing at the accelerated 
storage condition, the proposed shelf life should be based on the real time data 
available from the long term storage condition. 

If significant change occurs within the first 3 months’ testing at the accelerated 
storage condition, a discussion should be provided to address the effect of short term 
excursions outside the label storage condition, e.g., during shipment and handling. 
This discussion can be supported, if appropriate, by further testing on a single batch 
of the drug product for a period shorter than 3 months but with more frequent testing 
than usual. It is considered unnecessary to continue to test a product through 6 
months when a significant change has occurred within the first 3 months. 

2.2.7.5. Drug products intended for storage in a freezer 

Study Storage condition Minimum time period covered 
by data at submission 

Long term - 20°C ± 5°C 12 months 

 

For drug products intended for storage in a freezer, the shelf life should be based on 
the real time data obtained at the long term storage condition. In the absence of an 
accelerated storage condition for drug products intended to be stored in a freezer, 
testing on a single batch at an elevated temperature (e.g., 5°C ± 3°C or 25°C ± 2°C) for 
an appropriate time period should be conducted to address the effect of short term 
excursions outside the proposed label storage condition. 

2.2.7.6. Drug products intended for storage below -20°C  

Drug products intended for storage below -20°C should be treated on a case-by-case 
basis. 
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2.2.8. Stability Commitment 
When available long term stability data on primary batches do not cover the proposed 
shelf life granted at the time of approval, a commitment should be made to continue 
the stability studies post approval in order to firmly establish the shelf life. 

Where the submission includes long term stability data from three production batches 
covering the proposed shelf life, a post approval commitment is considered 
unnecessary. Otherwise, one of the following commitments should be made: 

1. If the submission includes data from stability studies on at least three production 
batches, a commitment should be made to continue the long term studies through 
the proposed shelf life and the accelerated studies for 6 months. 

2. If the submission includes data from stability studies on fewer than three 
production batches, a commitment should be made to continue the long term 
studies through the proposed shelf life and the accelerated studies for 6 months, 
and to place additional production batches, to a total of at least three, on long 
term stability studies through the proposed shelf life and on accelerated studies 
for 6 months. 

3. If the submission does not include stability data on production batches, a 
commitment should be made to place the first three production batches on long 
term stability studies through the proposed shelf life and on accelerated studies 
for 6 months. 

The stability protocol used for studies on commitment batches should be the same as 
that for the primary batches, unless otherwise scientifically justified. 

Where intermediate testing is called for by a significant change at the accelerated 
storage condition for the primary batches, testing on the commitment batches can be 
conducted at either the intermediate or the accelerated storage condition. However, if 
significant change occurs at the accelerated storage condition on the commitment 
batches, testing at the intermediate storage condition should also be conducted. 

2.2.9. Evaluation 
A systematic approach should be adopted in the presentation and evaluation of the 
stability information, which should include, as appropriate, results from the physical, 
chemical, biological, and microbiological tests, including particular attributes of the 
dosage form (for example, dissolution rate for solid oral dosage forms).  

The purpose of the stability study is to establish, based on testing a minimum of three 
batches of the drug product, a shelf life and label storage instructions applicable to all 
future batches of the drug product manufactured and packaged under similar 
circumstances. The degree of variability of individual batches affects the confidence 
that a future production batch will remain within specification throughout its shelf 
life. 

Where the data show so little degradation and so little variability that it is apparent 
from looking at the data that the requested shelf life will be granted, it is normally 
unnecessary to go through the formal statistical analysis; providing a justification for 
the omission should be sufficient. 

An approach for analyzing data of a quantitative attribute that is expected to change 
with time is to determine the time at which the 95 one-sided confidence limit for the 
mean curve intersects the acceptance criterion. If analysis shows that the batch-to-
batch variability is small, it is advantageous to combine the data into one overall 
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estimate. This can be done by first applying appropriate statistical tests (e.g., p values 
for level of significance of rejection of more than 0.25) to the slopes of the regression 
lines and zero time intercepts for the individual batches. If it is inappropriate to 
combine data from several batches, the overall shelf life should be based on the 
minimum time a batch can be expected to remain within acceptance criteria. 

The nature of the degradation relationship will determine whether the data should be 
transformed for linear regression analysis. Usually the relationship can be 
represented by a linear, quadratic, or cubic function on an arithmetic or logarithmic 
scale. Statistical methods should be employed to test the goodness of fit on all batches 
and combined batches (where appropriate) to the assumed degradation line or curve. 

Limited extrapolation of the real time data from the long term storage condition 
beyond the observed range to extend the shelf life can be undertaken at approval 
time, if justified. This justification should be based on what is known about the 
mechanisms of degradation, the results of testing under accelerated conditions, the 
goodness of fit of any mathematical model, batch size, existence of supporting stability 
data, etc. However, this extrapolation assumes that the same degradation 
relationship will continue to apply beyond the observed data. 

Any evaluation should consider not only the assay but also the degradation products 
and other appropriate attributes. Where appropriate, attention should be paid to 
reviewing the adequacy of the mass balance and different stability and degradation 
performance. 

2.2.10. Statements/Labeling 
A storage statement should be established for the labeling in accordance with relevant 
national/regional requirements. The statement should be based on the stability 
evaluation of the drug product. Where applicable, specific instruction should be 
provided, particularly for drug products that cannot tolerate freezing. Terms such as 
“ambient conditions” or “room temperature” should be avoided. 

There should be a direct link between the label storage statement and the 
demonstrated stability of the drug product.  An expiration date should be displayed on 
the container label. 

3. GLOSSARY  
The following definitions are provided to facilitate interpretation of the guideline.  

Accelerated testing 
Studies designed to increase the rate of chemical degradation or physical change of a 
drug substance or drug product by using exaggerated storage conditions as part of the 
formal stability studies. Data from these studies, in addition to long term stability 
studies, can be used to assess longer term chemical effects at non-accelerated 
conditions and to evaluate the effect of short term excursions outside the label storage 
conditions such as might occur during shipping. Results from accelerated testing 
studies are not always predictive of physical changes. 

Bracketing 
The design of a stability schedule such that only samples on the extremes of certain 
design factors, e.g., strength, package size, are tested at all time points as in a full 
design. The design assumes that the stability of any intermediate levels is 
represented by the stability of the extremes tested. Where a range of strengths is to 
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be tested, bracketing is applicable if the strengths are identical or very closely related 
in composition (e.g., for a tablet range made with different compression weights of a 
similar basic granulation, or a capsule range made by filling different plug fill weights 
of the same basic composition into different size capsule shells). Bracketing can be 
applied to different container sizes or different fills in the same container closure 
system. 

Climatic zones 
The four zones in the world that are distinguished by their characteristic prevalent 
annual climatic conditions. This is based on the concept described by W. Grimm 
(Drugs Made in Germany, 28:196-202, 1985 and 29:39-47, 1986).  

Commitment batches 
Production batches of a drug substance or drug product for which the stability studies 
are initiated or completed post approval through a commitment made in the 
registration application. 

Container closure system 
The sum of packaging components that together contain and protect the dosage form. 
This includes primary packaging components and secondary packaging components, if 
the latter are intended to provide additional protection to the drug product. A 
packaging system is equivalent to a container closure system. 

Dosage form 
A pharmaceutical product type (e.g., tablet, capsule, solution, cream) that contains a 
drug substance generally, but not necessarily, in association with excipients. 

Drug product 
The dosage form in the final immediate packaging intended for marketing. 

Drug substance 
The unformulated drug substance that may subsequently be formulated with 
excipients to produce the dosage form. 

Excipient 
Anything other than the drug substance in the dosage form. 

Expiration date 
The date placed on the container label of a drug product designating the time prior to 
which a batch of the product is expected to remain within the approved shelf life 
specification if stored under defined conditions, and after which it must not be used. 
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Formal stability studies 
Long term and accelerated (and intermediate) studies undertaken on primary and/or 
commitment batches according to a prescribed stability protocol to establish or 
confirm the re-test period of a drug substance or the shelf life of a drug product.  

Impermeable containers 
Containers that provide a permanent barrier to the passage of gases or solvents, e.g., 
sealed aluminum tubes for semi-solids, sealed glass ampoules for solutions.  

Intermediate testing 
Studies conducted at 30°C/65% RH and designed to moderately increase the rate of 
chemical degradation or physical changes for a drug substance or drug product 
intended to be stored long term at 25°C. 

Long term testing 
Stability studies under the recommended storage condition for the re-test period or 
shelf life proposed (or approved) for labeling. 

Mass balance 
The process of adding together the assay value and levels of degradation products to 
see how closely these add up to 100% of the initial value, with due consideration of the 
margin of analytical error. 

Matrixing 
The design of a stability schedule such that a selected subset of the total number of 
possible samples for all factor combinations is tested at a specified time point. At a 
subsequent time point, another subset of samples for all factor combinations is tested. 
The design assumes that the stability of each subset of samples tested represents the 
stability of all samples at a given time point. The differences in the samples for the 
same drug product should be identified as, for example, covering different batches, 
different strengths, different sizes of the same container closure system, and, possibly 
in some cases, different container closure systems. 

Mean kinetic temperature 
A single derived temperature that, if maintained over a defined period of time, affords 
the same thermal challenge to a drug substance or drug product as would be 
experienced over a range of both higher and lower temperatures for an equivalent 
defined period. The mean kinetic temperature is higher than the arithmetic mean 
temperature and takes into account the Arrhenius equation.  

When establishing the mean kinetic temperature for a defined period, the formula of 
J. D. Haynes (J. Pharm. Sci., 60:927-929, 1971) can be used. 

New molecular entity 
An active pharmaceutical substance not previously contained in any drug product 
registered with the national or regional authority concerned.  A new salt, ester, or 
non-covalent-bond derivative of an approved drug substance is considered a new 
molecular entity for the purpose of stability testing under this guidance. 
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Pilot scale batch 
A batch of a drug substance or drug product manufactured by a procedure fully 
representative of and simulating that to be applied to a full production scale batch. 
For solid oral dosage forms, a pilot scale is generally, at a minimum, one-tenth that of 
a full production scale or 100,000 tablets or capsules, whichever is the larger. 

Primary batch 
A batch of a drug substance or drug product used in a formal stability study, from 
which stability data are submitted in a registration application for the purpose of 
establishing a re-test period or shelf life, respectively.  A primary batch of a drug 
substance should be at least a pilot scale batch.  For a drug product, two of the three 
batches should be at least pilot scale batch, and the third batch can be smaller if it is 
representative with regard to the critical manufacturing steps.  However, a primary 
batch may be a production batch. 

Production batch 
A batch of a drug substance or drug product manufactured at production scale by 
using production equipment in a production facility as specified in the application. 

Re-test date 
The date after which samples of the drug substance should be examined to ensure 
that the material is still in compliance with the specification and thus suitable for use 
in the manufacture of a given drug product. 

Re-test period 
The period of time during which the drug substance is expected to remain within its 
specification and, therefore, can be used in the manufacture of a given drug product, 
provided that the drug substance has been stored under the defined conditions. After 
this period, a batch of drug substance destined for use in the manufacture of a drug 
product should be re-tested for compliance with the specification and then used 
immediately. A batch of drug substance can be re-tested multiple times and a 
different portion of the batch used after each re-test, as long as it continues to comply 
with the specification.  For most biotechnological/biological substances known to be 
labile, it is more appropriate to establish a shelf life than a re-test period. The same 
may be true for certain antibiotics. 

Semi-permeable containers 
Containers that allow the passage of solvent, usually water, while preventing solute 
loss.  The mechanism for solvent transport occurs by absorption into one container 
surface, diffusion through the bulk of the container material, and desorption from the 
other surface.  Transport is driven by a partial-pressure gradient.  Examples of semi-
permeable containers include plastic bags and semi-rigid, low-density polyethylene 
(LDPE) pouches for large volume parenterals (LVPs), and LDPE ampoules, bottles, 
and vials. 

Shelf life (also referred to as expiration dating period) 
The time period during which a drug product is expected to remain within the 
approved shelf life specification, provided that it is stored under the conditions 
defined on the container label. 

Specification 
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See Q6A and Q6B. 

Specification – Release 
The combination of physical, chemical, biological, and microbiological tests and 
acceptance criteria that determine the suitability of a drug product at the time of its 
release. 

Specification - Shelf life 
The combination of physical, chemical, biological, and microbiological tests and 
acceptance criteria that determine the suitability of a drug substance throughout its 
re-test period, or that a drug product should meet throughout its shelf life. 

Storage condition tolerances 
The acceptable variations in temperature and relative humidity of storage facilities 
for formal stability studies. The equipment should be capable of controlling the 
storage condition within the ranges defined in this guideline. The actual temperature 
and humidity (when controlled) should be monitored during stability storage. Short 
term spikes due to opening of doors of the storage facility are accepted as unavoidable. 
The effect of excursions due to equipment failure should be addressed, and reported if 
judged to affect stability results. Excursions that exceed the defined tolerances for 
more than 24 hours should be described in the study report and their effect assessed. 

Stress testing (drug substance) 
Studies undertaken to elucidate the intrinsic stability of the drug substance. Such 
testing is part of the development strategy and is normally carried out under more 
severe conditions than those used for accelerated testing. 

Stress testing (drug product) 
Studies undertaken to assess the effect of severe conditions on the drug product.  Such 
studies include photostability testing (see ICH Q1B) and specific testing on certain 
products, (e.g., metered dose inhalers, creams, emulsions, refrigerated aqueous liquid 
products). 

Supporting data 
Data, other than those from formal stability studies, that support the analytical 
procedures, the proposed re-test period or shelf life, and the label storage statements.  
Such data include (1) stability data on early synthetic route batches of drug 
substance, small scale batches of materials, investigational formulations not proposed 
for marketing, related formulations, and product presented in containers and closures 
other than those proposed for marketing; (2) information regarding test results on 
containers; and (3) other scientific rationales. 
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STABILITY TESTING: 
PHOTOSTABILITY TESTING OF NEW DRUG SUBSTANCES AND PRODUCTS 

 

1. GENERAL 
The ICH Harmonized Tripartite Guideline covering the Stability Testing of New Drug 
Substances and Products (hereafter referred to as the Parent Guideline) notes that 
light testing should be an integral part of stress testing.  This document is an annex to 
the Parent Guideline and addresses the recommendations for photostability testing. 

A. Preamble 
The intrinsic photostability characteristics of new drug substances and products 
should be evaluated to demonstrate that, as appropriate, light exposure does not 
result in unacceptable change.  Normally, photostability testing is carried out on a 
single batch of material selected as described under Selection of Batches in the Parent 
Guideline.  Under some circumstances these studies should be repeated if certain 
variations and changes are made to the product (e.g., formulation, packaging).  
Whether these studies should be repeated depends on the photostability 
characteristics determined at the time of initial filing and the type of variation and/or 
change made.  

The guideline primarily addresses the generation of photostability information for 
submission in Registration Applications for new molecular entities and associated 
drug products. The guideline does not cover the photostability of drugs after 
administration (i.e. under conditions of use) and those applications not covered by the 
Parent Guideline.  Alternative approaches may be used if they are scientifically sound 
and justification is provided.  

A systematic approach to photostability testing is recommended covering, as 
appropriate, studies such as: 
i) Tests on the drug substance;  
ii) Tests on the exposed drug product outside of the immediate pack;  
and if necessary ;  
iii) Tests on the drug product in the immediate pack;  

and if necessary ;  
iv) Tests on the drug product in the marketing pack.  

The extent of drug product testing should be established by assessing whether or not 
acceptable change has occurred at the end of the light exposure testing as described in 
the Decision Flow Chart for Photostability Testing of Drug Products.  Acceptable 
change is change within limits justified by the applicant.  

The formal labeling requirements for photolabile drug substances and drug products 
are established by national/regional requirements. 
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B. Light Sources 
The light sources described below may be used for photostability testing. The 
applicant should either maintain an appropriate control of temperature to minimize 
the effect of localized temperature changes or include a dark control in the same 
environment unless otherwise justified.  For both options 1 and 2, a pharmaceutical 
manufacturer/applicant may rely on the spectral distribution specification of the light 
source manufacturer. 

Option 1 
Any light source that is designed to produce an output similar to the D65/ID65 
emission standard such as an artificial daylight fluorescent lamp combining visible 
and ultraviolet (UV) outputs, xenon, or metal halide lamp.  D65 is the internationally 
recognized standard for outdoor daylight as defined in ISO 10977 (1993).  ID65 is the 
equivalent indoor indirect daylight standard. For a light source emitting significant 
radiation below 320 nm, an appropriate filter(s) may be fitted to eliminate such 
radiation.  

Option 2 
For option 2 the same sample should be exposed to both the cool white fluorescent and 
near ultraviolet lamp.  

1. A cool white fluorescent lamp designed to produce an output similar to that 
specified in ISO 10977(1993) ; and 

2. A near UV fluorescent lamp having a spectral distribution from 320 nm to 400 nm 
with a maximum energy emission between 350 nm and 370 nm; a significant 
proportion of UV should be in both bands of 320 to 360 nm and 360 to 400 nm.  

C. Procedure 
For confirmatory studies, samples should be exposed to light providing an overall 
illumination of not less than 1.2 million lux hours and an integrated near ultraviolet 
energy of not less than 200 watt hours/square meter to allow direct comparisons to be 
made between the drug substance and drug product.  

Samples may be exposed side-by-side with a validated chemical actinometric system 
to ensure the specified light exposure is obtained, or for the appropriate duration of 
time when conditions have been monitored using calibrated radiometers/lux meters.  
An example of an actinometric procedure is provided in the Annex.  

If protected samples (e.g., wrapped in aluminum foil) are used as dark controls to 
evaluate the contribution of thermally induced change to the total observed change, 
these should be placed alongside the authentic sample.  
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DECISION FLOW CHART FOR 
PHOTOSTABILITY TESTING 

OF DRUG PRODUCTS 
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2. DRUG SUBSTANCE 
For drug substances, photostability testing should consist of two parts: forced 
degradation testing and confirmatory testing. 

The purpose of forced degradation testing studies is to evaluate the overall 
photosensitivity of the material for method development purposes and/or degradation 
pathway elucidation.  This testing may involve the drug substance alone and/or in 
simple solutions/suspensions to validate the analytical procedures.  In these studies, 
the samples should be in chemically inert and transparent containers.  In these forced 
degradation studies, a variety of exposure conditions may be used, depending on the 
photosensitivity of the drug substance involved and the intensity of the light sources 
used.  For development and validation purposes it is appropriate to limit exposure and 
end the studies if extensive decomposition occurs.  For photostable materials, studies 
may be terminated after an appropriate exposure level has been used.  The design of 
these experiments is left to the applicant’s discretion although the exposure levels 
used should be justified. 

Under forcing conditions, decomposition products may be observed that are unlikely to 
be formed under the conditions used for confirmatory studies.  This information may 
be useful in developing and validating suitable analytical methods. If in practice it has 
been demonstrated they are not formed in the confirmatory studies, these degradation 
products need not be further examined.  

Confirmatory studies should then be undertaken to provide the information necessary 
for handling, packaging, and labeling (see section I.C., Procedure, and II.A., 
Presentation, for information on the design of these studies).  

Normally, only one batch of drug substance is tested during the development phase, 
and then the photostability characteristics should be confirmed on a single batch 
selected as described in the Parent Guideline if the drug is clearly photostable or 
photolabile.  If the results of the confirmatory study are equivocal, testing of up to two 
additional batches should be conducted.  Samples should be selected as described in 
the Parent Guideline.  

A. Presentation of Samples 
Care should be taken to ensure that the physical characteristics of the samples under 
test are taken into account and efforts should be made, such as cooling and/or placing 
the samples in sealed containers, to ensure that the effects of the changes in physical 
states such as sublimation, evaporation or melting are minimized.  All such 
precautions should be chosen to provide minimal interference with the exposure of 
samples under test.  Possible interactions between the samples and any material used 
for containers or for general protection of the sample, should also be considered and 
eliminated wherever not relevant to the test being carried out.  

As a direct challenge for samples of solid drug substances, an appropriate amount of 
sample should be taken and placed in a suitable glass or plastic dish and protected 
with a suitable transparent cover if considered necessary.  Solid drug substances 
should be spread across the container to give a thickness of typically not more than 3 
millimeters.  Drug substances that are liquids should be exposed in chemically inert 
and transparent containers.  
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B. Analysis of Samples 
At the end of the exposure period, the samples should be examined for any changes in 
physical properties (e.g., appearance, clarity, or color of solution) and for assay and 
degradants by a method suitably validated for products likely to arise from 
photochemical degradation processes.  

Where solid drug substance samples are involved, sampling should ensure that a 
representative portion is used in individual tests.  Similar sampling considerations, 
such as homogenization of the entire sample, apply to other materials that may not be 
homogeneous after exposure.  The analysis of the exposed sample should be performed 
concomitantly with that of any protected samples used as dark controls if these are 
used in the test.  

C. Judgement of Results 
The forced degradation studies should be designed to provide suitable information to 
develop and validate test methods for the confirmatory studies.  These test methods 
should be capable of resolving and detecting photolytic degradants that appear during 
the confirmatory studies.  When evaluating the results of these studies, it is important 
to recognize that they form part of the stress testing and are not therefore designed to 
establish qualitative or quantitative limits for change.  

The confirmatory studies should identify precautionary measures needed in 
manufacturing or in formulation of the drug product, and if light resistant packaging 
is needed.  When evaluating the results of confirmatory studies to determine whether 
change due to exposure to light is acceptable, it is important to consider the results 
from other formal stability studies in order to assure that the drug will be within 
justified limits at time of use (see the relevant ICH Stability and Impurity 
Guidelines).  

3. DRUG PRODUCT 
Normally, the studies on drug products should be carried out in a sequential manner 
starting with testing the fully exposed product then progressing as necessary to the 
product in the immediate pack and then in the marketing pack.  Testing should 
progress until the results demonstrate that the drug product is adequately protected 
from exposure to light.  The drug product should be exposed to the light conditions 
described under the procedure in section I.C.  

Normally, only one batch of drug product is tested during the development phase, and 
then the photostability characteristics should be confirmed on a single batch selected 
as described in the Parent Guideline if the product is clearly photostable or 
photolabile.  If the results of the confirmatory study are equivocal, testing of up to two 
additional batches should be conducted.  

For some products where it has been demonstrated that the immediate pack is 
completely impenetrable to light, such as aluminium tubes or cans, testing should 
normally only be conducted on directly exposed drug product.  

It may be appropriate to test certain products such as infusion liquids, dermal creams, 
etc., to support their photostability in-use.  The extent of this testing should depend on 
and relate to the directions for use, and is left to the applicant’s discretion.  

The analytical procedures used should be suitably validated.  
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A. Presentation of Samples 
Care should be taken to ensure that the physical characteristics of the samples under 
test are taken into account and efforts, such as cooling and/or placing the samples in 
sealed containers, should be made to ensure that the effects of the changes in physical 
states are minimized, such as sublimation, evaporation, or melting.  All such 
precautions should be chosen to provide a minimal interference with the irradiation of 
samples under test.  Possible interactions between the samples and any material used 
for containers or for general protection of the sample should also be considered and 
eliminated wherever not relevant to the test being carried out.  

Where practicable when testing samples of the drug product outside of the primary 
pack, these should be presented in a way similar to the conditions mentioned for the 
drug substance.  The samples should be positioned to provide maximum area of 
exposure to the light source.  For example, tablets, capsules, etc., should be spread in 
a single layer.  

If direct exposure is not practical (e.g., due to oxidation of a product), the sample 
should be placed in a suitable protective inert transparent container (e.g., quartz).  

If testing of the drug product in the immediate container or as marketed is needed, 
the samples should be placed horizontally or transversely with respect to the light 
source, whichever provides for the most uniform exposure of the samples.  Some 
adjustment of testing conditions may have to be made when testing large volume 
containers (e.g., dispensing packs).  

B. Analysis of Samples 
At the end of the exposure period, the samples should be examined for any changes in 
physical properties (e.g., appearance, clarity or color of solution, 
dissolution/disintegration for dosage forms such as capsules, etc.) and for assay and 
degradants by a method suitably validated for products likely to arise from 
photochemical degradation processes.  

When powder samples are involved, sampling should ensure that a representative 
portion is used in individual tests.   For solid oral dosage form products, testing should 
be conducted on an appropriately sized composite of, for example, 20 tablets or 
capsules. Similar sampling considerations, such as homogenization or solubilization of 
the entire sample, apply to other materials that may not be homogeneous after 
exposure (e.g., creams, ointments, suspensions, etc.).  The analysis of the exposed 
sample should be performed concomitantly with that of any protected samples used as 
dark controls if these are used in the test.  

C. Judgement of Results 
Depending on the extent of change special labeling or packaging may be needed to 
mitigate exposure to light.  When evaluating the results of photostability studies to 
determine whether change due to exposure to light is acceptable, it is important to 
consider the results obtained from other formal stability studies in order to assure 
that the product will be within proposed specifications during the shelf life (see the 
relevant ICH Stability and Impurity Guidelines).  
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4. ANNEX 

A. Quinine Chemical Actinometry 
The following provides details of an actinometric procedure for monitoring exposure to 
a near UV fluorescent lamp (based on FDA/National Institute of Standards and 
Technology study).  For other light sources/actinometric systems, the same approach 
may be used, but each actinometric system should be calibrated for the light source 
used.  

Prepare a sufficient quantity of a 2 per cent weight/volume aqueous solution of 
quinine monohydrochloride dihydrate (if necessary, dissolve by heating).  

Option 1 
Put 10 milliliters (ml) of the solution into a 20 ml colorless ampoule seal it 
hermetically, and use this as the sample.  Separately, put 10 ml of the solution into a 
20 ml colourless ampoule (see note 1), seal it hermetically, wrap in aluminum foil to 
protect completely from light, and use this as the control.  Expose the sample and 
control to the light source for an appropriate number of hours.  After exposure 
determine the absorbances of the sample (AT) and the control (Ao) at 400 nm using a 
1 centimeter (cm) path length.  Calculate the change in absorbance,  A = AT - Ao. 
The length of exposure should be sufficient to ensure a change in absorbance of at 
least 0.9. 

Option 2 
Fill a 1 cm quartz cell and use this as the sample.  Separately fill a 1 cm quartz cell, 
wrap in aluminum foil to protect completely from light, and use this as the control.  
Expose the sample and control to the light source for an appropriate number of hours.  
After exposure determine the absorbances of the sample (AT) and the control (Ao) at 
400 nm.  Calculate the change in absorbance,  A = AT - Ao. The length of exposure 
should be sufficient to ensure a change in absorbance of at least 0.5.  

Alternative packaging configurations may be used if appropriately validated.  
Alternative validated chemical actinometers may be used.  

Note 1: Shape and Dimensions (See Japanese Industry Standard (JIS) R3512 (1974) 
for ampoule specifications)  
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5. GLOSSARY 
Immediate (primary) pack is that constituent of the packaging that is in direct contact 
with the drug substance or drug product, and includes any appropriate label.  

Marketing pack is the combination of immediate pack and other secondary packaging 
such as a carton.  

Forced degradation testing studies are those undertaken to degrade the sample 
deliberately.  These studies, which may be undertaken in the development phase 
normally on the drug substances, are used to evaluate the overall photosensitivity of 
the material for method development purposes and/or degradation pathway 
elucidation.  

Confirmatory studies are those undertaken to establish photostability characteristics 
under standardized conditions.  These studies are used to identify precautionary 
measures needed in manufacturing or formulation and whether light resistant 
packaging and/or special labeling is needed to mitigate exposure to light. For the 
confirmatory studies, the batch(es) should be selected according to batch selection for 
long-term and accelerated testings which is described in the Parent Guideline.  

6. REFERENCES 
Quinine Actinometry as a method for calibrating ultraviolet radiation intensity in 
light-stability testing of pharmaceuticals.  

Yoshioka S. et al., Drug Development and Industrial Pharmacy, 20 (13), 2049 - 2062 
(1994).  
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1. GENERAL 
The ICH harmonised Tripartite Guideline on Stability Testing of New Drug 
Substances and Products was issued on October 27, 1993. This document is an 
annex to the ICH parent stability guideline and addresses the recommendations 
on what should be submitted regarding stability of new dosage forms by the 
owner of the original application, after the original submission for new drug 
substances and products.  

2. NEW DOSAGE FORMS 
A new dosage form is defined as a drug product which is a different 
pharmaceutical product type, but contains the same active substance as included 
in the existing drug product approved by the pertinent regulatory authority.  

Such pharmaceutical product types include products of different administration 
route (e.g., oral to parenteral), new specific functionality/delivery systems  
(e.g., immediate release tablet to modified release tablet) and different dosage 
forms of the same administration route (e.g., capsule to tablet, solution to 
suspension).  

Stability protocols for new dosage forms should follow the guidance in the parent 
stability guideline in principle. However, a reduced stability database at 
submission time (e.g., 6 months accelerated and 6 months long term data from 
ongoing studies) may be acceptable in certain justified cases.  
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BRACKETING AND MATRIXING DESIGNS FOR STABILITY TESTING 

OF NEW DRUG SUBSTANCES AND PRODUCTS 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Objectives of the Guideline 

This guideline is intended to address recommendations on the application of 
bracketing and matrixing to stability studies conducted in accordance with 
principles outlined in the ICH Q1A(R) Harmonised Tripartite guideline on Stability 
Testing of New Drug Substances and Products (hereafter referred to as the parent 
guideline). 

1.2 Background 
The parent guideline notes that the use of matrixing and bracketing can be applied, 
if justified, to the testing of new drug substances and products, but provides no 
further guidance on the subject.  

1.3 Scope of the Guideline 
This document provides guidance on bracketing and matrixing study designs. 
Specific principles are defined in this guideline for situations in which bracketing or 
matrixing can be applied. Sample designs are provided for illustrative purposes, and 
should not be considered the only, or the most appropriate, designs in all cases. 

2. GUIDELINES 

2.1 General 
A full study design is one in which samples for every combination of all design 
factors are tested at all time points. A reduced design is one in which samples for 
every factor combination are not all tested at all time points. A reduced design can 
be a suitable alternative to a full design when multiple design factors are involved. 
Any reduced design should have the ability to adequately predict the retest period or 
shelf life. Before a reduced design is considered, certain assumptions should be 
assessed and justified. The potential risk should be considered of establishing a 
shorter retest period or shelf life than could be derived from a full design due to the 
reduced amount of data collected. 

During the course of a reduced design study, a change to full testing or to a less 
reduced design can be considered if a justification is provided and the principles of 
full designs and reduced designs are followed. However, proper adjustments should 
be made to the statistical analysis, where applicable, to account for the increase in 
sample size as a result of the change. Once the design is changed, full testing or less 
reduced testing should be carried out through the remaining time points of the 
stability study. 

2.2 Applicability of Reduced Designs  
Reduced designs can be applied to the formal stability study of most types of drug 
products, although additional justification should be provided for certain complex 
drug delivery systems where there are a large number of potential drug-device 
interactions.  For the study of drug substances, matrixing is of limited utility and 
bracketing is generally not applicable. 
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Whether bracketing or matrixing can be applied depends on the circumstances, as 
discussed in detail below. The use of any reduced design should be justified. In 
certain cases, the condition described in this guideline is sufficient justification for 
use, while in other cases, additional justification should be provided. The type and 
level of justification in each of these cases will depend on the available supporting 
data. Data variability and product stability, as shown by supporting data, should be 
considered when a matrixing design is applied. 

Bracketing and matrixing are reduced designs based on different principles. 
Therefore, careful consideration and scientific justification should precede the use of 
bracketing and matrixing together in one design. 

2.3 Bracketing 
As defined in the glossary to the parent guideline, bracketing is the design of a 
stability schedule such that only samples on the extremes of certain design factors 
(e.g., strength, container size and/or fill) are tested at all time points as in a full 
design. The design assumes that the stability of any intermediate levels is 
represented by the stability of the extremes tested.  

The use of a bracketing design would not be considered appropriate if it cannot be 
demonstrated that the strengths or container sizes and/or fills selected for testing 
are indeed the extremes. 

2.3.1 Design Factors  
Design factors are variables (e.g., strength, container size and/or fill) to be evaluated 
in a study design for their effect on product stability. 

2.3.1.1 Strength 
Bracketing can be applied to studies with multiple strengths of identical or closely 
related formulations. Examples include but are not limited to (1) capsules of 
different strengths made with different fill plug sizes from the same powder blend, 
(2) tablets of different strengths manufactured by compressing varying amounts of 
the same granulation, and (3) oral solutions of different strengths with formulations 
that differ only in minor excipients (e.g., colourants, flavourings). 

With justification, bracketing can be applied to studies with multiple strengths 
where the relative amounts of drug substance and excipients change in a 
formulation. Such justification can include a demonstration of comparable stability 
profiles among the different strengths of clinical or development batches.  

In cases where different excipients are used among strengths, bracketing generally 
should not be applied.  

2.3.1.2 Container Closure Sizes and/or Fills 
Bracketing can be applied to studies of the same container closure system where 
either container size or fill varies while the other remains constant. However, if a 
bracketing design is considered where both container size and fill vary, it should not 
be assumed that the largest and smallest containers represent the extremes of all 
packaging configurations. Care should be taken to select the extremes by comparing 
the various characteristics of the container closure system that may affect product 
stability. These characteristics include container wall thickness, closure geometry, 
surface area to volume ratio, headspace to volume ratio, water vapour permeation 
rate or oxygen permeation rate per dosage unit or unit fill volume, as appropriate.  
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With justification, bracketing can be applied to studies for the same container when 
the closure varies. Justification could include a discussion of the relative permeation 
rates of the bracketed container closure systems. 

2.3.2 Design Considerations and Potential Risks 
If, after starting the studies, one of the extremes is no longer expected to be 
marketed, the study design can be maintained to support the bracketed 
intermediates.  A commitment should be provided to carry out stability studies on 
the marketed extremes post-approval. 

Before a bracketing design is applied, its effect on the retest period or shelf life 
estimation should be assessed.  If the stability of the extremes is shown to be 
different, the intermediates should be considered no more stable than the least 
stable extreme (i.e., the shelf life for the intermediates should not exceed that for the 
least stable extreme). 

2.3.3 Design Example 
An example of a bracketing design is given in Table 1.  This example is based on a 
product available in three strengths and three container sizes.  In this example, it 
should be demonstrated that the 15 ml and 500 ml high-density polyethylene 
container sizes truly represent the extremes. The batches for each selected 
combination should be tested at each time point as in a full design.  

Table 1:     Example of a Bracketing Design 

Strength 50 mg 75 mg 100 mg 

Batch 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 

Container 
size 

15 ml  T T T    T T T 

100 ml           

500 ml  T T T    T T T 

Key: T = Sample tested 

2.4 Matrixing 
As defined in the glossary of the parent guideline, matrixing is the design of a 
stability schedule such that a selected subset of the total number of possible samples 
for all factor combinations would be tested at a specified time point. At a subsequent 
time point, another subset of samples for all factor combinations would be tested. 
The design assumes that the stability of each subset of samples tested represents 
the stability of all samples at a given time point. The differences in the samples for 
the same drug product should be identified as, for example, covering different 
batches, different strengths, different sizes of the same container closure system, 
and possibly, in some cases, different container closure systems. 

When a secondary packaging system contributes to the stability of the drug product, 
matrixing can be performed across the packaging systems. 

Each storage condition should be treated separately under its own matrixing design. 
Matrixing should not be performed across test attributes. However, alternative 
matrixing designs for different test attributes can be applied if justified.  
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2.4.1 Design Factors 
Matrixing designs can be applied to strengths with identical or closely related 
formulations. Examples include but are not limited to (1) capsules of different 
strengths made with different fill plug sizes from the same powder blend, (2) tablets 
of different strengths manufactured by compressing varying amounts of the same 
granulation, and (3) oral solutions of different strengths with formulations that 
differ only in minor excipients (e.g., colourants or flavourings). 

Other examples of design factors that can be matrixed include batches made by 
using the same process and equipment, and container sizes and/or fills in the same 
container closure system. 

With justification, matrixing designs can be applied, for example, to different 
strengths where the relative amounts of drug substance and excipients change or 
where different excipients are used or to different container closure systems. 
Justification should generally be based on supporting data.  For example, to matrix 
across two different closures or container closure systems, supporting data could be 
supplied showing relative moisture vapour transmission rates or similar protection 
against light. Alternatively, supporting data could be supplied to show that the drug 
product is not affected by oxygen, moisture, or light. 

2.4.2 Design Considerations 
A matrixing design should be balanced as far as possible so that each combination of 
factors is tested to the same extent over the intended duration of the study and 
through the last time point prior to submission. However, due to the recommended 
full testing at certain time points, as discussed below, it may be difficult to achieve a 
complete balance in a design where time points are matrixed.  

In a design where time points are matrixed, all selected factor combinations should 
be tested at the initial and final time points, while only certain fractions of the 
designated combinations should be tested at each intermediate time point. If full 
long-term data for the proposed shelf life will not be available for review before 
approval, all selected combinations of batch, strength, container size, and fill, among 
other things, should also be tested at 12 months or at the last time point prior to 
submission. In addition, data from at least three time points, including initial, 
should be available for each selected combination through the first 12 months of the 
study. For matrixing at an accelerated or intermediate storage condition, care 
should be taken to ensure testing occurs at a minimum of three time points, 
including initial and final, for each selected combination of factors. 

When a matrix on design factors is applied, if one strength or container size and/or 
fill is no longer intended for marketing, stability testing of that strength or container 
size and/or fill can be continued to support the other strengths or container sizes 
and/or fills in the design. 

2.4.3 Design Examples 
Examples of matrixing designs on time points for a product in two strengths (S1 and 
S2) are shown in Table 2. The terms “one-half reduction” and “one-third reduction” 
refer to the reduction strategy initially applied to the full study design. For example, 
a “one-half reduction” initially eliminates one in every two time points from the full 
study design and a “one-third reduction” initially removes one in every three. In the 
examples shown in Table 2, the reductions are less than one-half and one-third due 
to the inclusion of full testing of all factor combinations at some time points as 
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discussed in section 2.4.2. These examples include full testing at the initial, final, 
and 12-month time points. The ultimate reduction is therefore less than one-half 
(24/48) or one-third (16/48), and is actually 15/48 or 10/48, respectively. 

Table 2:   Examples of Matrixing Designs on Time Points for a Product 
withTwo Strengths 

“One-Half Reduction” 

Time point (months) 0 3 6 9 12 18 24 36 

  S 
  t 
  r 
  e 
  n 
  g 
  t 
  h 

S1 Batch 1 T T  T T  T T 

Batch 2 T T  T T T  T 

Batch 3 T  T  T T  T 

S2 Batch 1 T  T  T  T T 

Batch 2 T T  T T T  T 

Batch 3 T  T  T  T T 

Key: T = Sample tested   

“One-Third Reduction” 

Time point (months) 0 3 6 9 12 18 24 36 

  S 
  t 
  r 
  e 
  n 
  g 
  t 
  h 

S1 Batch 1 T  T   T  T   T T 

Batch 2 T T T  T T  T 

Batch 3 T  T T T T T T 

S2 Batch 1 T  T T T T T T 

Batch 2 T T  T T  T T 

Batch 3 T T T  T T  T 

Key: T = Sample tested   

Additional examples of matrixing designs for a product with three strengths and 
three container sizes are given in Tables 3a and 3b. Table 3a shows a design with 
matrixing on time points only and Table 3b depicts a design with matrixing on time 
points and factors. In Table 3a, all combinations of batch, strength, and container 
size are tested, while in Table 3b, certain combinations of batch, strength and 
container size are not tested.  
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Tables 3a and 3b: Examples of Matrixing Designs for a Product with Three 
  Strengths and Three Container Sizes 

3a  Matrixing on Time Points  

Strength            S1            S2            S3 

Container size A B C A B C A B C 

Batch 1 T1 T2 T3 T2 T3 T1 T3 T1 T2 

Batch 2 T2 T3 T1 T3 T1 T2 T1 T2 T3 
Batch 3 T3 T1 T2 T1 T2 T3 T2 T3 T1 

 

3b Matrixing on Time Points and Factors 

Strength            S1            S2            S3 

Container size A B C A B C A B C 

Batch 1 T1 T2  T2  T1  T1 T2 

Batch 2  T3 T1 T3 T1  T1  T3 
Batch 3 T3  T2  T2 T3 T2 T3  

 
Key: 

Time-point 
(months) 

0 3 6 9 12 18 24 36 

T1 T  T T T T T T 

T2 T T  T T  T T 
T3 T T T  T T  T 

  

S1, S2, and S3 are different strengths.  A, B, and C are different container sizes. 

T = Sample tested 

2.4.4 Applicability and Degree of Reduction 
The following, although not an exhaustive list, should be considered when a 
matrixing design is contemplated:  

 knowledge of data variability  

 expected stability of the product 

 availability of supporting data  

 stability differences in the product within a factor or among factors 

and/or  

 number of factor combinations in the study 

In general, a matrixing design is applicable if the supporting data indicate 
predictable product stability. Matrixing is appropriate when the supporting data 
exhibit only small variability. However, where the supporting data exhibit moderate 
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variability, a matrixing design should be statistically justified. If the supportive data 
show large variability, a matrixing design should not be applied.  

A statistical justification could be based on an evaluation of the proposed matrixing 
design with respect to its power to detect differences among factors in the 
degradation rates or its precision in shelf life estimation. 

If a matrixing design is considered applicable, the degree of reduction that can be 
made from a full design depends on the number of factor combinations being 
evaluated. The more factors associated with a product and the more levels in each 
factor, the larger the degree of reduction that can be considered. However, any 
reduced design should have the ability to adequately predict the product shelf life. 

2.4.5 Potential Risk  
Due to the reduced amount of data collected, a matrixing design on factors other 
than time points generally has less precision in shelf life estimation and yields a 
shorter shelf life than the corresponding full design. In addition, such a matrixing 
design may have insufficient power to detect certain main or interaction effects, thus 
leading to incorrect pooling of data from different design factors during shelf life 
estimation. If there is an excessive reduction in the number of factor combinations 
tested and data from the tested factor combinations cannot be pooled to establish a 
single shelf life, it may be impossible to estimate the shelf lives for the missing 
factor combinations.  

A study design that matrixes on time points only would often have similar ability to 
that of a full design to detect differences in rates of change among factors and to 
establish a reliable shelf life. This feature exists because linearity is assumed and 
because full testing of all factor combinations would still be performed at both the 
initial time point and the last time point prior to submission. 

2.5 Data Evaluation 
Stability data from studies in a reduced design should be treated in the same 
manner as data from full design studies. 
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EVALUATION OF STABILITY DATA 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Objectives of the Guideline 
This guideline is intended to provide recommendations on how to use stability data 
generated in accordance with the principles detailed in the ICH guideline “Q1A(R) 
Stability Testing of New Drug Substances and Products” (hereafter referred to as the 
parent guideline) to propose a retest period or shelf life in a registration application. 
This guideline describes when and how extrapolation can be considered when 
proposing a retest period for a drug substance or a shelf life for a drug product that 
extends beyond the period covered by “available data from the stability study under 
the long-term storage condition” (hereafter referred to as long-term data). 

1.2 Background 
The guidance on the evaluation and statistical analysis of stability data provided in 
the parent guideline is brief in nature and limited in scope. The parent guideline 
states that regression analysis is an appropriate approach to analyzing quantitative 
stability data for retest period or shelf life estimation and recommends that a 
statistical test for batch poolability be performed using a level of significance of 0.25. 
However, the parent guideline includes few details and does not cover situations 
where multiple factors are involved in a full- or reduced-design study. 

This guideline is an expansion of the guidance presented in the Evaluation sections of 
the parent guideline. 

1.3 Scope of the Guideline 
This guideline addresses the evaluation of stability data that should be submitted in 
registration applications for new molecular entities and associated drug products. The 
guideline provides recommendations on establishing retest periods and shelf lives for 
drug substances and drug products intended for storage at or below “room 
temperature”*. It covers stability studies using single- or multi-factor designs and full 
or reduced designs. 

*Note: The term “room temperature” refers to the general customary environment 
and should not be inferred to be the storage statement for labeling. 

ICH Q6A and Q6B should be consulted for recommendations on the setting and 
justification of acceptance criteria, and ICH Q1D should be referenced for 
recommendations on the use of full- versus reduced-design studies. 

2. GUIDELINES 

2.1 General Principles  
The design and execution of formal stability studies should follow the principles 
outlined in the parent guideline. The purpose of a stability study is to establish, based 
on testing a minimum of three batches of the drug substance or product, a retest 
period or shelf life and label storage instructions applicable to all future batches 
manufactured and packaged under similar circumstances. The degree of variability of 
individual batches affects the confidence that a future production batch will remain 
within acceptance criteria throughout its retest period or shelf life. 
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Although normal manufacturing and analytical variations are to be expected, it is 
important that the drug product be formulated with the intent to provide 100 percent 
of the labeled amount of the drug substance at the time of batch release. If the assay 
values of the batches used to support the registration application are higher than 100 
percent of label claim at the time of batch release, after taking into account 
manufacturing and analytical variations, the shelf life proposed in the application can 
be overestimated. On the other hand, if the assay value of a batch is lower than 100 
percent of label claim at the time of batch release, it might fall below the lower 
acceptance criterion before the end of the proposed shelf life. 

A systematic approach should be adopted in the presentation and evaluation of the 
stability information. The stability information should include, as appropriate, results 
from the physical, chemical, biological, and microbiological tests, including those 
related to particular attributes of the dosage form (for example, dissolution rate for 
solid oral dosage forms). The adequacy of the mass balance should be assessed. 
Factors that can cause an apparent lack of mass balance should be considered, 
including, for example, the mechanisms of degradation and the stability-indicating 
capability and inherent variability of the analytical procedures. 

The basic concepts of stability data evaluation are the same for single- versus multi-
factor studies and for full- versus reduced-design studies. Data from formal stability 
studies and, as appropriate, supporting data should be evaluated to determine the 
critical quality attributes likely to influence the quality and performance of the drug 
substance or product. Each attribute should be assessed separately, and an overall 
assessment should be made of the findings for the purpose of proposing a retest period 
or shelf life. The retest period or shelf life proposed should not exceed that predicted 
for any single attribute. 

The decision tree in Appendix A outlines a stepwise approach to stability data 
evaluation and when and how much extrapolation can be considered for a proposed 
retest period or shelf life. Appendix B provides (1) information on how to analyze long-
term data for appropriate quantitative test attributes from a study with a multi-
factor, full or reduced design, (2) information on how to use regression analysis for 
retest period or shelf life estimation, and (3) examples of statistical procedures to 
determine poolability of data from different batches or other factors. Additional 
guidance can be found in the references listed; however, the examples and references 
do not cover all applicable statistical approaches. 

In general, certain quantitative chemical attributes (e.g., assay, degradation products, 
preservative content) for a drug substance or product can be assumed to follow zero-
order kinetics during long-term storage1. Data for these attributes are therefore 
amenable to the type of statistical analysis described in Appendix B, including linear 
regression and poolability testing. Although the kinetics of other quantitative 
attributes (e.g., pH, dissolution) is  generally not known, the same statistical analysis 
can be applied, if appropriate. Qualitative attributes and microbiological attributes 
are not amenable to this kind of statistical analysis. 

The recommendations on statistical approaches in this guideline are not intended to 
imply that use of statistical evaluation is preferred when it can be justified to be 
unnecessary. However, statistical analysis can be useful in supporting the 
extrapolation of retest periods or shelf lives in certain situations and can be called for 
to verify the proposed retest periods or shelf lives in other cases. 
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2.2 Data presentation 
Data for all attributes should be presented in an appropriate format (e.g., tabular, 
graphical, narrative) and an evaluation of such data should be included in the 
application. The values of quantitative attributes at all time points should be reported 
as measured (e.g., assay as percent of label claim). If a statistical analysis is 
performed, the procedure used and the assumptions underlying the model should be 
stated and justified. A tabulated summary of the outcome of statistical analysis 
and/or graphical presentation of the long-term data should be included. 

2.3 Extrapolation  
Extrapolation is the practice of using a known data set to infer information about 
future data. Extrapolation to extend the retest period or shelf life beyond the period 
covered by long-term data can be proposed in the application, particularly if no 
significant change is observed at the accelerated condition. Whether extrapolation of 
stability data is appropriate depends on the extent of knowledge about the change 
pattern, the goodness of fit of any mathematical model, and the existence of relevant 
supporting data. Any extrapolation should be performed such that the extended retest 
period or shelf life will be valid for a future batch released with test results close to 
the release acceptance criteria. 

An extrapolation of stability data assumes that the same change pattern will continue 
to apply beyond the period covered by long-term data. The correctness of the assumed 
change pattern is critical when extrapolation is considered. When estimating a 
regression line or curve to fit the long-term data, the data themselves provide a check 
on the correctness of the assumed change pattern, and statistical methods can be 
applied to test the goodness of fit of the data to the assumed line or curve. No such 
internal check is possible beyond the period covered by long-term data. Thus, a retest 
period or shelf life granted on the basis of extrapolation should always be verified by 
additional long-term stability data as soon as these data become available. Care 
should be taken to include in the protocol for commitment batches a time point that 
corresponds to the end of the extrapolated retest period or shelf life. 

2.4 Data Evaluation for Retest Period or Shelf Life Estimation for Drug 
Substances or Products Intended for Room Temperature Storage 

A systematic evaluation of the data from formal stability studies should be performed 
as illustrated in this section. Stability data for each attribute should be assessed 
sequentially. For drug substances or products intended for storage at room 
temperature, the assessment should begin with any significant change at the 
accelerated condition and, if appropriate, at the intermediate condition, and progress 
through the trends and variability of the long-term data. The circumstances are 
delineated under which extrapolation of retest period or shelf life beyond the period 
covered by long-term data can be appropriate. A decision tree is provided in Appendix 
A as an aid. 

2.4.1 No significant change at accelerated condition  
Where no significant change occurs at the accelerated condition, the retest period or 
shelf life would depend on the nature of the long-term and accelerated data. 
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2.4.1.1 Long-term and accelerated data showing little or no change over time 
and little or no variability 

Where the long-term data and accelerated data for an attribute show little or no 
change over time and little or no variability, it might be apparent that the drug 
substance or product will remain well within the acceptance criteria for that attribute 
during the proposed retest period or shelf life. In these circumstances, a statistical 
analysis is normally considered unnecessary but justification for the omission should 
be provided. Justification can include a discussion of the change pattern or lack of 
change, relevance of the accelerated data, mass balance, and/or other supporting data 
as described in the parent guideline. Extrapolation of the retest period or shelf life 
beyond the period covered by long-term data can be proposed. The proposed retest 
period or shelf life can be up to twice, but should not be more than 12 months beyond, 
the period covered by long-term data. 

2.4.1.2 Long-term or accelerated data showing change over time and/or 
variability 

If the long-term or accelerated data for an attribute show change over time and/or 
variability within a factor or among factors, statistical analysis of the long-term data 
can be useful in establishing a retest period or shelf life.  Where there are differences 
in stability observed among batches or among other factors (e.g., strength, container 
size and/or fill) or factor combinations (e.g., strength-by-container size and/or fill) that 
preclude the combining of data, the proposed retest period or shelf life should not 
exceed the shortest period supported by any batch, other factor, or factor combination.  
Alternatively, where the differences are readily attributed to a particular factor (e.g., 
strength), different shelf lives can be assigned to different levels within the factor 
(e.g., different strengths). A discussion should be provided to address the cause for the 
differences and the overall significance of such differences on the product.  
Extrapolation beyond the period covered by long-term data can be proposed; however, 
the extent of extrapolation would depend on whether long-term data for the attribute 
are amenable to statistical analysis. 

 Data not amenable to statistical analysis  

Where long-term data are not amenable to statistical analysis, but relevant 
supporting data are provided, the proposed retest period or shelf life can be up to one-
and-a-half times, but should not be more than 6 months beyond, the period covered by 
long-term data. Relevant supporting data include satisfactory long-term data from 
development batches that are (1) made with a closely related formulation to, (2) 
manufactured on a smaller scale than, or (3) packaged in a container closure system 
similar to, that of the primary stability batches. 

 Data amenable to statistical analysis 

If long-term data are amenable to statistical analysis but no analysis is performed, 
the extent of extrapolation should be the same as when data are not amenable to 
statistical analysis. However, if a statistical analysis is performed, it can be 
appropriate to propose a retest period or shelf life of up to twice, but not more than 12 
months beyond, the period covered by long-term data, when the proposal is backed by 
the result of the analysis and relevant supporting data. 
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2.4.2 Significant change at accelerated condition 
Where significant change* occurs at the accelerated condition, the retest period or 
shelf life would depend on the outcome of stability testing at the intermediate 
condition, as well as at the long-term condition. 

*Note: The following physical changes can be expected to occur at the accelerated 
condition and would not be considered significant change that calls for intermediate 
testing if there is no other significant change: 

 softening of a suppository that is designed to melt at 37ºC, if the melting point is 
clearly demonstrated, 

 failure to meet acceptance criteria for dissolution for 12 units of a gelatin capsule 
or gel-coated tablet if the failure can be unequivocally attributed to cross-linking. 

However, if phase separation of a semi-solid dosage form occurs at the accelerated 
condition, testing at the intermediate condition should be performed. Potential 
interaction effects should also be considered in establishing that there is no other 
significant change. 

2.4.2.1 No significant change at intermediate condition 
If there is no significant change at the intermediate condition, extrapolation beyond 
the period covered by long-term data can be proposed; however, the extent of 
extrapolation would depend on whether long-term data for the attribute are amenable 
to statistical analysis. 

 Data not amenable to statistical analysis 

When the long-term data for an attribute are not amenable to statistical analysis, the 
proposed retest period or shelf life can be up to 3 months beyond the period covered by 
long-term data, if backed by relevant supporting data. 

 Data amenable to statistical analysis 

When the long-term data for an attribute are amenable to statistical analysis but no 
analysis is performed, the extent of extrapolation should be the same as when data 
are not amenable to statistical analysis. However, if a statistical analysis is 
performed, the proposed retest period or shelf life can be up to one-and-half times, but 
should not be more than 6 months beyond, the period covered by long-term data, 
when backed by statistical analysis and relevant supporting data. 

2.4.2.2 Significant change at intermediate condition   
Where significant change occurs at the intermediate condition, the proposed retest 
period or shelf life should not exceed the period covered by long-term data.  In 
addition, a retest period or shelf life shorter than the period covered by long-term data 
could be called for. 

2.5 Data Evaluation for Retest Period or Shelf Life Estimation for Drug 
Substances or Products Intended for Storage Below Room 
Temperature 

2.5.1 Drug substances or products intended for storage in a refrigerator  
Data from drug substances or products intended to be stored in a refrigerator should 
be assessed according to the same principles as described in Section 2.4 for drug 
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substances or products intended for room temperature storage, except where 
explicitly noted in the section below. The decision tree in Appendix A can be used as 
an aid. 

2.5.1.1 No significant change at accelerated condition 
Where no significant change occurs at the accelerated condition, extrapolation of 
retest period or shelf life beyond the period covered by long-term data can be proposed 
based on the principles outlined in Section 2.4.1, except that the extent of 
extrapolation should be more limited. 

If the long-term and accelerated data show little change over time and little 
variability, the proposed retest period or shelf life can be up to one-and-a-half times, 
but should not be more than 6 months beyond, the period covered by long-term data 
normally without the support of statistical analysis. 

Where the long-term or accelerated data show change over time and/or variability, the 
proposed retest period or shelf life can be up to 3 months beyond the period covered by 
long-term data if (1) the long-term data are amenable to statistical analysis but a 
statistical analysis is not performed, or (2) the long-term data are not amenable to 
statistical analysis but relevant supporting data are provided. 

Where the long-term or accelerated data show change over time and/or variability, the 
proposed retest period or shelf life can be up to one-and-a-half times, but should not 
be more than 6 months beyond, the period covered by long-term data if (1) the long-
term data are amenable to statistical analysis and a statistical analysis is performed, 
and (2) the proposal is backed by the result of the analysis and relevant supporting 
data. 

2.5.1.2 Significant change at accelerated condition 
If significant change occurs between 3 and 6 months’ testing at the accelerated 
storage condition, the proposed retest period or shelf life should be based on the long-
term data. Extrapolation is not considered appropriate. In addition, a retest period or 
shelf life shorter than the period covered by long-term data could be called for. If the 
long-term data show variability, verification of the proposed retest period or shelf life 
by statistical analysis can be appropriate. 

If significant change occurs within the first 3 months’ testing at the accelerated 
storage condition, the proposed retest period or shelf life should be based on long-term 
data. Extrapolation is not considered appropriate. A retest period or shelf life shorter 
than the period covered by long-term data could be called for. If the long-term data 
show variability, verification of the proposed retest period or shelf life by statistical 
analysis can be appropriate. In addition, a discussion should be provided to address 
the effect of short-term excursions outside the label storage condition (e.g., during 
shipping or handling). This discussion can be supported, if appropriate, by further 
testing on a single batch of the drug substance or product at the accelerated condition 
for a period shorter than 3 months. 

2.5.2 Drug substances or products intended for storage in a freezer 
For drug substances or products intended for storage in a freezer, the retest period or 
shelf life should be based on long-term data. In the absence of an accelerated storage 
condition for drug substances or products intended to be stored in a freezer, testing on 
a single batch at an elevated temperature (e.g., 5°C ± 3°C or 25°C ± 2°C) for an 
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appropriate time period should be conducted to address the effect of short-term 
excursions outside the proposed label storage condition (e.g., during shipping or 
handling). 

2.5.3 Drug substances or products intended for storage below -20°C  
For drug substances or products intended for storage below -20°C, the retest period or 
shelf life should be based on long-term data and should be assessed on a case-by-case 
basis. 

2.6 General Statistical Approaches  
Where applicable, an appropriate statistical method should be employed to analyze 
the long-term primary stability data in an original application. The purpose of this 
analysis is to establish, with a high degree of confidence, a retest period or shelf life 
during which a quantitative attribute will remain within acceptance criteria for all 
future batches manufactured, packaged, and stored under similar circumstances.  

In cases where a statistical analysis was employed to evaluate long-term data due to a 
change over time and/or variability, the same statistical method should also be used 
to analyse data from commitment batches to verify or extend the originally approved 
retest period or shelf life. 

Regression analysis is considered an appropriate approach to evaluating the stability 
data for a quantitative attribute and establishing a retest period or shelf life.  The 
nature of the relationship between an attribute and time will determine whether data 
should be transformed for linear regression analysis. The relationship can be 
represented by a linear or non-linear function on an arithmetic or logarithmic scale. 
In some cases, a non-linear regression can better reflect the true relationship. 

An appropriate approach to retest period or shelf life estimation is to analyze a 
quantitative attribute (e.g., assay, degradation products) by determining the earliest 
time at which the 95 percent confidence limit for the mean intersects the proposed 
acceptance criterion. 

For an attribute known to decrease with time, the lower one-sided 95 percent 
confidence limit should be compared to the acceptance criterion. For an attribute 
known to increase with time, the upper one-sided 95 percent confidence limit should 
be compared to the acceptance criterion. For an attribute that can either increase or 
decrease, or whose direction of change is not known, two-sided 95 percent confidence 
limits should be calculated and compared to the upper and lower acceptance criteria. 

The statistical method used for data analysis should take into account the stability 
study design to provide a valid statistical inference for the estimated retest period or 
shelf life. The approach described above can be used to estimate the retest period or 
shelf life for a single batch or for multiple batches when the data are combined after 
an appropriate statistical test. Examples of statistical approaches to the analysis of 
stability data from single or multi-factor, full- or reduced-design studies are included 
in Appendix B.  References to current literature sources can be found in Appendix B.6. 
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3. APPENDICES 

Appendix A: Decision Tree for Data Evaluation for Retest Period or Shelf 
Life Estimation for Drug Substances or Products (excluding Frozen 
Products) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tabulate and/or plot 
stability data on all 

attributes at all storage 
conditions and evaluate 
each attribute separately 

Intended 
to be stored in a 

refrigerator? 

No 
No 

Yes to both 

Y= up to 2X, but not 
exceeding X + 12 months; 

 or if refrigerated, 
Y = up to 1.5X, but not  
exceeding X + 6 months 

Significant 
change 

at intermediate
condition? 

No to (1) 

or (2)

No extrapolation; shorter
retest period or shelf life 

can be called for; statistical 
analysis if long-term data 

show variability 

If backed by statistical 
analysis and relevant 

supporting data: Y = up to 
2X, but not exceeding X + 

12 months; or if refrigerated, 
Y = up to 1.5X, but not 
exceeding X + 6 months  

(1)Long- term 
data amenable to 

statistical analysis and 
(2) statistical analysis 

performed?

Yes 

No to (1) or  

(2) or both 

If backed by statistical 
analysis and relevant 
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exceeding X + 6 months 

(1)Long- term
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Statistical analysis 
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no change over time 
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data show: (1) little or 
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No to (1) or 

(2) or both 

Yes to both 
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6 months? 

No 
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analysis if long-term data 

show variability 
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X = Period covered by long-term data 

No 

Yes 
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Appendix B:  Examples of Statistical Approaches to Stability Data Analysis 
Linear regression, poolability tests, and statistical modeling, described below, are 
examples of statistical methods and procedures that can be used in the analysis of 
stability data that are amenable to statistical analysis for a quantitative attribute for 
which there is a proposed acceptance criterion. 

B.1 Data Analysis for a Single Batch 
In general, the relationship between certain quantitative attributes and time is 
assumed to be linear1. Figure 1 shows the regression line for assay of a drug product 
with upper and lower acceptance criteria of 105 percent and 95 percent of label claim, 
respectively, with 12 months of long-term data and a proposed shelf life of 24 months.  
In this example, two-sided 95 percent confidence limits for the mean are applied 
because it is not known ahead of time whether the assay would increase or decrease 
with time (e.g., in the case of an aqueous-based product packaged in a semi-permeable 
container). The lower confidence limit intersects the lower acceptance criterion at 30 
months, while the upper confidence limit does not intersect with the upper acceptance 
criterion until later.  Therefore, the proposed shelf life of 24 months can be supported 
by the statistical analysis of the assay, provided the recommendations in Sections 2.4 
and 2.5 are followed. 

When data for an attribute with only an upper or a lower acceptance criterion are 
analyzed, the corresponding one-sided 95 percent confidence limit for the mean is 
recommended.  Figure 2 shows the regression line for a degradation product in a drug 
product with 12 months of long-term data and a proposed shelf life of 24 months, 
where the acceptance criterion is not more than 1.4 percent. The upper one-sided 95 
percent confidence limit for the mean intersects the acceptance criterion at 31 
months.  Therefore, the proposed shelf life of 24 months can be supported by 
statistical analysis of the degradation product data, provided the recommendations in 
Sections 2.4 and 2.5 are followed.  

If the above approach is used, the mean value of the quantitative attribute (e.g., 
assay, degradation products) can be expected to remain within the acceptance criteria 
through the end of the retest period or shelf life at a confidence level of 95 percent. 

The approach described above can be used to estimate the retest period or shelf life for 
a single batch, individual batches, or multiple batches when combined after 
appropriate statistical tests described in Sections B.2 through B.5. 

B.2 Data Analysis for One-Factor, Full-Design Studies 
For a drug substance or for a drug product available in a single strength and a single 
container size and/or fill, the retest period or shelf life is generally estimated based on 
the stability data from a minimum of three batches. When analyzing data from such 
one-factor, batch-only, full-design studies, two statistical approaches can be 
considered.  

 The objective of the first approach is to determine whether the data from all 
batches support the proposed retest period or shelf life.  

 The objective of the second approach, testing for poolability, is to determine 
whether the data from different batches can be combined for an overall estimate of 
a single retest period or shelf life. 
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B.2.1 Evaluating whether all batches support the proposed retest period or 
shelf life 

The objective of this approach is to evaluate whether the estimated retest periods or 
shelf lives from all batches are longer than the one proposed. Retest periods or shelf 
lives for individual batches should first be estimated using the procedure described in 
Section B.1 with individual intercepts, individual slopes, and the pooled mean square 
error calculated from all batches. If each batch has an estimated retest period or shelf 
life longer than that proposed, the proposed retest period or shelf life will generally be 
considered appropriate, as long as the guidance for extrapolation in Sections 2.4 and 
2.5 is followed. There is generally no need to perform poolability tests or identify the 
most reduced model. If, however, one or more of the estimated retest periods or shelf 
lives are shorter than that proposed, poolability tests can be performed to determine 
whether the batches can be combined to estimate a longer retest period or shelf life. 

Alternatively, the above approach can be taken during the pooling process described 
in Section B.2.2. If the regression lines for the batches are found to have a common 
slope and the estimated retest periods or shelf lives based on the common slope and 
individual intercepts are all longer than the proposed retest period or shelf life, there 
is generally no need to continue to test the intercepts for poolability. 

B.2.2 Testing for poolability of batches 

B.2.2.1 Analysis of covariance 
Before pooling the data from several batches to estimate a retest period or shelf life, a 
preliminary statistical test should be performed to determine whether the regression 
lines from different batches have a common slope and a common time-zero intercept. 
Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) can be employed, where time is considered the 
covariate, to test the differences in slopes and intercepts of the regression lines among 
batches. Each of these tests should be conducted using a significance level of 0.25 to 
compensate for the expected low power of the design due to the relatively limited 
sample size in a typical formal stability study. 

If the test rejects the hypothesis of equality of slopes (i.e., if there is a significant 
difference in slopes among batches), it is not considered appropriate to combine the 
data from all batches.  The retest periods or shelf lives for individual batches in the 
stability study can be estimated by applying the approach described in Section B.1 
using individual intercepts and individual slopes and the pooled mean square error 
calculated from all batches. The shortest estimate among the batches should be 
chosen as the retest period or shelf life for all batches. 

If the test rejects the hypothesis of equality of intercepts but fails to reject that the 
slopes are equal (i.e., if there is a significant difference in intercepts but no significant 
difference in slopes among the batches), the data can be combined for the purpose of 
estimating the common slope. The retest periods or shelf lives for individual batches 
in the stability study should be estimated by applying the approach described in 
Section B.1, using the common slope and individual intercepts. The shortest estimate 
among the batches should be chosen as the retest period or shelf life for all batches. 

If the tests for equality of slopes and equality of intercepts do not result in rejection at 
a level of significance of 0.25 (i.e., if there is no significant difference in slope and 
intercepts among the batches), the data from all batches can be combined.  A single 
retest period or shelf life can be estimated from the combined data by using the 
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approach described in Section B.1 and applied to all batches. The estimated retest 
period or shelf life from the combined data is usually longer than that from individual 
batches because the width of the confidence limit(s) for the mean will become 
narrower as the amount of data increases when batches are combined. 

The pooling tests described above should be performed in a proper order such that the 
slope terms are tested before the intercept terms. The most reduced model (i.e., 
individual slopes, common slope with individual intercepts, or common slope with 
common intercept, as appropriate) can be selected for retest period or shelf life 
estimation. 

B.2.2.2 Other methods 
Statistical procedures2-6 other than those described above can be used in retest period 
or shelf life estimation.  For example, if it is possible to decide in advance the 
acceptable difference in slope or in mean retest period or shelf life among batches, an 
appropriate procedure for assessing the equivalence in slope or in mean retest period 
or shelf life can be used to determine the data poolability.  However, such a procedure 
should be prospectively defined, evaluated, and justified and, where appropriate, 
discussed with the regulatory authority.  A simulation study can be useful, if 
applicable, to demonstrate that the statistical properties of the alternative procedure 
selected are appropriate7. 

B.3 Data Analysis for Multi-Factor, Full-Design Studies 
The stability of the drug product could differ to a certain degree among different 
factor combinations in a multi-factor, full-design study. Two approaches can be 
considered when analyzing such data. 

 The objective of the first approach is to determine whether the data from all factor 
combinations support the proposed shelf life. 

 The objective of the second approach, testing for poolability, is to determine 
whether the data from different factor combinations can be combined for an 
overall estimate of a single shelf life. 

B.3.1 Evaluating whether all factor combinations support the proposed 
shelf life 

The objective of this approach is to evaluate whether the estimated shelf lives from all 
factor combinations are longer than the one proposed. A statistical model that 
includes all appropriate factors and factor combinations should be constructed as 
described in Section B.3.2.2.1, and the shelf life should be estimated for each level of 
each factor and factor combination. 

If all shelf lives estimated by the original model are longer than the proposed shelf 
life, further model building is considered unnecessary and the proposed shelf life will 
generally be appropriate as long as the guidance in Sections 2.4 and 2.5 is followed. If 
one or more of the estimated shelf lives fall short of the proposed shelf life, model 
building as described in Section B.3.2.2.1 can be employed. However, it is considered 
unnecessary to identify the final model before evaluating whether the data support 
the proposed shelf life. Shelf lives can be estimated at each stage of the model 
building process, and if all shelf lives at any stage are longer than the one proposed, 
further attempts to reduce the model are considered unnecessary. 
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This approach can simplify the data analysis of a complicated multi-factor stability 
study compared to the data analysis described in Section B.3.2.2.1. 

B.3.2  Testing for poolability 
The stability data from different combinations of factors should not be combined 
unless supported by statistical tests for poolability. 

B.3.2.1 Testing for poolability of batch factor only 
If each factor combination is considered separately, the stability data can be tested for 
poolability of batches only, and the shelf life for each non-batch factor combination 
can be estimated separately by applying the procedure described in Section B.2.  For 
example, for a drug product available in two strengths and four container sizes, eight 
sets of data from the 2x4 strength-size combinations can be analyzed and eight 
separate shelf lives should be estimated accordingly.  If a single shelf life is desired, 
the shortest estimated shelf life among all factor combinations should become the 
shelf life for the product.  However, this approach does not take advantage of the 
available data from all factor combinations, thus generally resulting in shorter shelf 
lives than does the approach in Section B.3.2.2. 

B.3.2.2 Testing for poolability of all factors and factor combinations 
If the stability data are tested for poolability of all factors and factor combinations 
and the results show that the data can be combined, a single shelf life longer than 
that estimated based on individual factor combinations is generally obtainable.  The 
shelf life is longer because the width of the confidence limit(s) for the mean will 
become narrower as the amount of data increases when batches, strengths, container 
sizes and/or fills, etc. are combined. 

B.3.2.2.1 Analysis of covariance 
Analysis of covariance can be employed to test the difference in slopes and intercepts 
of the regression lines among factors and factor combinations7, 8. The purpose of the 
procedure is to determine whether data from multiple factor combinations can be 
combined for the estimation of a single shelf life. 

The full statistical model should include the intercept and slope terms of all main 
effects and interaction effects and a term reflecting the random error of measurement.  
If it can be justified that the higher order interactions are very small, there is 
generally no need to include these terms in the model.  In cases where the analytical 
results at the initial time point are obtained from the finished dosage form prior to its 
packaging, the container intercept term can be excluded from the full model because 
the results are common among the different container sizes and/or fills. 

The tests for poolability should be specified to determine whether there are 
statistically significant differences among factors and factor combinations. Generally, 
the pooling tests should be performed in a proper order such that the slope terms are 
tested before the intercept terms and the interaction effects are tested before the main 
effects. For example, the tests can start with the slope and then the intercept terms of 
the highest order interaction, and proceed to the slope and then the intercept terms of 
the simple main effects. The most reduced model, obtained when all remaining terms 
are found to be statistically significant, can be used to estimate the shelf lives. 
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All tests should be conducted using appropriate levels of significance. It is 
recommended that a significance level of 0.25 be used for batch-related terms, and a 
significance level of 0.05 be used for non-batch-related terms.  If the tests for 
poolability show that the data from different factor combinations can be combined, the 
shelf life can be estimated according to the procedure described in Section B.1 using 
the combined data. 

If the tests for poolability show that the data from certain factors or factor 
combinations should not be combined, either of two alternatives can be applied: (1) a 
separate shelf life can be estimated for each level of the factors and of the factor 
combinations remaining in the model; or (2) a single shelf life can be estimated based 
on the shortest estimated shelf life among all levels of factors and factor combinations 
remaining in the model. 

B.3.2.2.2 Other methods 
Alternative statistical procedures2-6 to those described above can be applied.  For 
example, an appropriate procedure for assessing the equivalence in slope or in mean 
shelf life can be used to determine the data poolability.  However, such a procedure 
should be prospectively defined, evaluated, properly justified, and, where appropriate, 
discussed with the regulatory authority. A simulation study can be useful, if 
applicable, to demonstrate that the statistical properties of the alternative procedure 
selected are appropriate7. 

B.4 Data Analysis For Bracketing Design Studies 
The statistical procedures described in Section B.3 can be applied to the analysis of 
stability data obtained from a bracketing design study.  For example, for a drug 
product available in three strengths (S1, S2, and S3) and three container sizes (P1, 
P2, and P3) and studied according to a bracketing design where only the two extremes 
of the container sizes (P1 and P3) are tested, six sets of data from the 3x2 strength-
size combinations will be obtained.  The data can be analyzed separately for each of 
the six combinations for shelf life estimation according to Section B.3.2.1, or tested for 
poolability prior to shelf life estimation according to Section B.3.2.2. 

The bracketing design assumes that the stability of the intermediate strengths or 
sizes is represented by the stability at the extremes.  If the statistical analysis 
indicates that the stability of the extreme strengths or sizes is different, the 
intermediate strengths or sizes should be considered no more stable than the least 
stable extreme.  For example, if P1 from the above bracketing design is found to be 
less stable than P3, the shelf life for P2 should not exceed that for P1.  No 
interpolation between P1 and P3 should be considered. 

B.5 Data Analysis For Matrixing Design Studies 
A matrixing design has only a fraction of the total number of samples tested at any 
specified time point. Therefore, it is important to ascertain that all factors and factor 
combinations that can have an impact on shelf life estimation have been 
appropriately tested. For a meaningful interpretation of the study results and shelf 
life estimation, certain assumptions should be made and justified. For instance, the 
assumption that the stability of the samples tested represents the stability of all 
samples should be valid. In addition, if the design is not balanced, some factors or 
factor interactions might not be estimable. Furthermore, for different levels of factor 
combinations to be poolable, it might have to be assumed that the higher order factor 
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interactions are negligible.  Because it is usually impossible to statistically test the 
assumption that the higher order terms are negligible, a matrixing design should be 
used only when it is reasonable to assume that these interactions are indeed very 
small, based on supporting data. 

The statistical procedure described in Section B.3 can be applied to the analysis of 
stability data obtained from a matrixing design study. The statistical analysis should 
clearly identify the procedure and assumptions used. For instance, the assumptions 
underlying the model in which interaction terms are negligible should be stated. If a 
preliminary test is performed for the purpose of eliminating factor interactions from 
the model, the procedure used should be provided and justified. The final model on 
which the estimation of shelf life will be based should be stated. The estimation of 
shelf life should be performed for each of the terms remaining in the model. The use of 
a matrixing design can result in an estimated shelf life shorter than that resulting 
from a full design. 

Where bracketing and matrixing are combined in one design, the statistical procedure 
described in Section B.3 can be applied. 
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B.7 Figures 
Figure 1 
 
 

Shelf life Estimation with Upper and Lower Acceptance Criteria Based on Assay at  
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Figure 2 
 

Shelf life Estimation with Upper Acceptance Criterion Based on a Degradation  
Product at  25C/60%RH
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STABILITY DATA PACKAGE FOR REGISTRATION APPLICATIONS IN 

CLIMATIC ZONES III AND IV 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Objectives of the Guideline 
This guideline describes an approach to broader use of the ICH guideline “Q1A(R) 
Stability Testing of New Drug Substances and Products” (hereafter referred to as the 
parent guideline) and outlines the stability data package for a new drug substance or 
drug product that is considered sufficient for a registration application in territories 
in Climatic Zones III and IV1, 2. 

1.2 Background 
The parent guideline describes the stability data package for the ICH tripartite 
regions (EC, Japan, and the United States), which are in Climatic Zones I and II. The 
parent guideline can be followed to generate stability data packages for registration 
applications in other countries or regions in Zones I and II. For territories in Climatic 
Zones III and IV, the data package as described in the parent guideline can be 
considered applicable except for certain storage conditions. An approach for 
classification of countries according to Climatic Zones I, II, III, and IV can be found in 
the literature3,4. 

The World Health Organization (WHO) has published a guideline “Stability testing of 
pharmaceutical products containing well established drug substances in conventional 
dosage forms” (WHO Technical Report Series, No 863, Annex 5), updated in the 
Report of the thirty-seventh meeting of the WHO Expert Committee on Specifications 
for Pharmaceutical Preparations, Geneva, 22-26 October 2001. The WHO guideline 
describes stability testing recommendations, including storage conditions for all four 
climatic zones. 

The stability testing recommendations in this guideline are based on the parent 
guideline and the WHO guideline. To harmonise with the long-term storage condition 
for Zones III and IV, the intermediate storage condition in the General Case for Zones 
I and II in the parent guideline is changed to 30°C ± 2°C/65% RH ± 5% RH. This 
condition of 30°C ± 2°C/65% RH ± 5% RH can also be a suitable alternative to 25°C 
± 2°C/60% RH ± 5% RH as the long-term storage condition for Zones I and II. 

1.3 Scope of the Guideline 
This document is an annex to the parent guideline and recommends the long-term 
storage condition for stability testing of a new drug substance or drug product for a 
registration application in territories in Climatic Zones III and IV. 
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2. GUIDELINES 

2.1 Continuity with the Parent Guideline 
This guideline should be used in conjunction with the parent guideline and 
subsequently published annexes (Q1B, Q1C, Q1D, Q1E, Q5C). The recommendations 
in the parent guideline and annexes should be followed unless specific alternatives 
are described within this guideline. The following sections of the parent guideline can 
be considered common to any territory in the world and are not reproduced here: 

 Stress testing 

 Selection of batches 

 Container closure system 

 Specification 

 Testing frequency 

 Storage conditions for drug substance or product in a refrigerator 

 Storage conditions for drug substance or product in a freezer 

 Stability commitment 

 Evaluation 

 Statements/labelling 

2.2 Storage Conditions 

2.2.1 General Case 
For the “General case” (as described in the parent guideline), the recommended long-
term and accelerated storage conditions for Climatic Zones III and IV are shown 
below: 

Study Storage condition Minimum time period 
covered by data at 
submission 

Long-term 30°C ± 2°C/65% RH ± 5% RH 

 

12 months 

Accelerated 40°C ± 2°C/75% RH ± 5% RH 6 months 

 
 

No intermediate storage condition for stability studies is recommended for Climatic 
Zones III and IV. Therefore, the intermediate storage condition is not relevant when 
the principles of retest period or shelf life extrapolation described in Q1E are applied. 
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2.2.2 Aqueous-based drug products packaged in semi-permeable containers 
For aqueous-based drug products packaged in semi-permeable containers (as 
described in the parent guideline), the recommended long-term and accelerated 
storage conditions for Climatic Zones III and IV are shown below: 

Study Storage condition Minimum time 
period covered by 
data at 
submission 

Long-term 30°C ± 2°C/35% RH ± 5% RH 

 

12 months 

Accelerated 40°C ± 2°C/not more than 25 % RH ± 5% RH 

 

6 months 

 

As described in the parent guideline, an appropriate approach for deriving the water 
loss rate at the reference relative humidity is to multiply the water loss rate 
measured at an alternative relative humidity at the same temperature by a water loss 
rate ratio (see table below for examples).  
The ratio of water loss rates at a given temperature is calculated by the general 
formula (100 – reference % RH)/(100 – alternative % RH). 

Alternative relative 
humidity 

Reference relative 
humidity 

Ratio of water loss rates at a 
given temperature 

65% RH 35% RH 1.9 

75% RH 25% RH 3.0 
 

Valid water loss rate ratios at relative humidity conditions other than those shown in 
the table above can be used. A linear water loss rate at the alternative relative 
humidity over the storage period should be demonstrated. 

2.2.3 Tests at elevated temperature and/or extremes of humidity 
Special transportation and climatic conditions outside the storage conditions 
recommended in this guideline should be supported by additional data. For example, 
these data can be obtained from studies on one batch of drug product conducted for up 
to 3 months at 50°C/ambient humidity to cover extremely hot and dry conditions and 
at 25°C/80% RH to cover extremely high humidity conditions2. 

Stability testing at a high humidity condition, e.g., 25°C/80% RH, is recommended for 
solid dosage forms in water-vapour permeable packaging, e.g., tablets in 
PVC/aluminum blisters, intended to be marketed in territories with extremely high 
humidity conditions in Zone IV. However, for solid dosage forms in primary 
containers designed to provide a barrier to water vapour, e.g. aluminum/aluminum 
blisters, stability testing at a storage condition of extremely high humidity is not 
considered necessary. 
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2.3 Additional Considerations 
If it cannot be demonstrated that the drug substance or drug product will remain 
within its acceptance criteria when stored at 30°C  2°C/65 % RH  5 % RH for the 
duration of the proposed retest period or shelf life, the following options should be 
considered: (1) a reduced retest period or shelf life, (2) a more protective container 
closure system, or (3) additional cautionary statements in the labeling. 

3. REFERENCES 
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stability]” 
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Drugs made in Germany, 28: 196-202, 1985 (Part I) and 29: 39-47, 1986 (Part II) 
 

3. Dietz, R., Feilner, K., Gerst, F., Grimm, W. 
“Drug Stability Testing – Classification of countries according to climatic zone” 
Drugs made in Germany, 36: 99-103, 1993 
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Drug Development and Industrial Pharmacy, 24, 313-325, 1998 
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PART I: 

TEXT ON VALIDATION OF ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES 
ICH Harmonised Tripartite Guideline 

Having reached Step 4 of the ICH Process at the ICH Steering Committee meeting on 
27 October 1994, this guideline is recommended for adoption  

to the three regulatory parties to ICH 

1. Introduction 
This document presents a discussion of the characteristics for consideration 
during the validation of the analytical procedures included as part of registration 
applications submitted within the EC, Japan and USA.  This document does not 
necessarily seek to cover the testing that may be required for registration in, or 
export to, other areas of the world. Furthermore, this text presentation serves as a 
collection of terms, and their definitions, and is not intended to provide direction 
on how to accomplish validation.  These terms and definitions are meant to bridge 
the differences that often exist between various compendia and regulators of the 
EC, Japan and USA. 

The objective of validation of an analytical procedure is to demonstrate that it is 
suitable for its intended purpose.  A tabular summation of the characteristics 
applicable to identification, control of impurities and assay procedures is included.  
Other analytical procedures may be considered in future additions to this 
document. 

2. Types of Analytical Procedures to be Validated 
The discussion of the validation of analytical procedures is directed to the four 
most common types of analytical procedures: 

 - Identification tests; 

 - Quantitative tests for impurities' content; 

 -  Limit tests for the control of impurities; 

 -  Quantitative tests of the active moiety in samples of drug substance or drug 
product or other selected component(s) in the drug product. 

Although there are many other analytical procedures, such as dissolution testing 
for drug products or particle size determination for drug substance, these have not 
been addressed in the initial text on validation of analytical procedures.  
Validation of these additional analytical procedures is equally important to those 
listed herein and may be addressed in subsequent documents. 

A brief description of the types of tests considered in this document is provided 
below. 

 - Identification tests are intended to ensure the identity of an analyte in a 
sample.  This is normally achieved by comparison of a property of the sample 
(e.g., spectrum, chromatographic behavior, chemical reactivity, etc) to that of 
a reference standard; 
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 - Testing for impurities can be either a quantitative test or a limit test for the 
impurity in a sample.  Either test is intended to accurately reflect the purity 
characteristics of the sample. Different validation characteristics are required 
for a quantitative test than for a limit test; 

 - Assay procedures are intended to measure the analyte present in a given 
sample.  In the context of this document, the assay represents a quantitative 
measurement of the major component(s) in the drug substance.  For the drug 
product, similar validation characteristics also apply when assaying for the 
active or other selected component(s).  The same validation characteristics 
may also apply to assays associated with other analytical procedures (e.g., 
dissolution). 

The objective of the analytical procedure should be clearly understood since this 
will govern the validation characteristics which need to be evaluated.  Typical 
validation characteristics which should be considered are listed below: 

Accuracy 

Precision  
Repeatability 
Intermediate Precision 

Specificity 

Detection Limit 

Quantitation Limit 

Linearity 

Range 

Each of these validation characteristics is defined in the attached Glossary. The 
table lists those validation characteristics regarded as the most important for the 
validation of different types of analytical procedures.  This list should be 
considered typical for the analytical procedures cited but occasional exceptions 
should be dealt with on a case-by-case basis.  It should be noted that robustness is 
not listed in the table but should be considered at an appropriate stage in the 
development of the analytical procedure. 

Furthermore revalidation may be necessary in the following circumstances: 

 - changes in the synthesis of the drug substance; 

 - changes in the composition of the finished product; 

 - changes in the analytical procedure. 

The degree of revalidation required depends on the nature of the changes. Certain 
other changes may require validation as well. 
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TABLE 

Type of analytical 
procedure 

 

IDENTIFICATION TESTING  FOR 
IMPURITIES 

ASSAY 

- dissolution 
(measurement only) 

- content/potency 

characteristics  quantitat.   limit  

Accuracy -  + -  + 

Precision  
    Repeatability 
    Interm.Precision 

 
- 
- 

 
 + - 
 + (1) - 

 
 + 
      + (1) 

Specificity (2) +  + +  + 

Detection Limit -  - (3) +  - 

Quantitation Limit -  + -  - 

Linearity -  + -  + 

Range -  + -  + 

- signifies that this characteristic is not normally evaluated 

+ signifies that this characteristic is normally evaluated 

(1) in cases where reproducibility (see glossary) has been performed, intermediate 
precision is not needed 

(2)  lack of specificity of one analytical procedure could be compensated by other 
supporting analytical procedure(s) 

(3) may be needed in some cases 
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GLOSSARY 

1. ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE 
The analytical procedure refers to the way of performing the analysis. It should 
describe in detail the steps necessary to perform each analytical test. This may 
include but is not limited to: the sample, the reference standard and the reagents 
preparations, use of the apparatus, generation of the calibration curve, use of the 
formulae for the calculation, etc. 

2. SPECIFICITY 
Specificity is the ability to assess unequivocally the analyte in the presence of 
components which may be expected to be present. Typically these might include 
impurities, degradants, matrix, etc. 

Lack of specificity of an individual analytical procedure may be compensated by other 
supporting analytical procedure(s). 

This definition has the following implications: 

Identification: to ensure the identity of an analyte. 

 

Purity Tests:  to ensure that all the analytical procedures performed allow an                    
accurate statement of the content of impurities of an analyte, i.e. 
related substances test, heavy metals, residual solvents content, etc. 

 

Assay (content or potency):  
 to provide an exact result which allows an accurate statement  on the 

content or potency of the analyte in a sample. 

3. ACCURACY 
The accuracy of an analytical procedure expresses the closeness of agreement between 
the value which is accepted either as a conventional true value or an accepted 
reference value and the value found. 

This is sometimes termed trueness. 

4. PRECISION  
The precision of an analytical procedure expresses the closeness of agreement (degree 
of scatter) between a series of measurements obtained from multiple sampling of the 
same homogeneous sample under the prescribed conditions. Precision may be 
considered at three levels:  repeatability, intermediate precision and reproducibility. 

Precision  should be investigated using homogeneous, authentic samples. However, if 
it is not possible to obtain a homogeneous sample it may be investigated using 
artificially prepared samples or a sample solution. 

The precision of an analytical procedure is usually expressed as the variance, 
standard deviation or coefficient of variation of a series of measurements. 
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4.1. Repeatability 
Repeatability expresses the precision under the same operating conditions over a 
short interval of time. Repeatability is also termed intra-assay precision . 

4.2. Intermediate precision 
Intermediate precision expresses within-laboratories variations: different days, 
different analysts, different equipment, etc. 

4.3. Reproducibility 
Reproducibility expresses the precision between laboratories (collaborative studies, 
usually applied to standardization of methodology). 

5. DETECTION LIMIT  
The  detection limit of an individual analytical procedure is the lowest amount of 
analyte in a sample which can be detected but not necessarily quantitated as an exact 
value. 

6. QUANTITATION LIMIT 
The quantitation limit of an individual analytical procedure is the lowest amount of 
analyte in a sample which can be quantitatively determined with suitable precision 
and accuracy. The quantitation limit is a parameter of quantitative assays for low 
levels of compounds in sample matrices, and is used particularly for the determination 
of impurities and/or degradation products. 

7. LINEARITY 
The linearity of an analytical procedure is its ability (within a given range)  to obtain 
test results which are directly  proportional to the concentration (amount) of analyte 
in the sample. 

8. RANGE 
The range of an analytical procedure is the interval between the upper and lower 
concentration (amounts) of analyte in the sample (including these concentrations) for 
which it has been demonstrated that the analytical procedure has a suitable level of 
precision, accuracy and linearity. 

9. ROBUSTNESS 
The robustness of an analytical procedure is a measure of its capacity to remain 
unaffected by small, but deliberate variations in method parameters and provides an 
indication of its reliability during normal usage. 
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PART II: 

VALIDATION OF ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES: METHODOLOGY 
ICH Harmonised Tripartite Guideline 

Having reached Step 4 of the ICH Process at the ICH Steering Committee meeting on 
6 November 1996, and incorporated into the core guideline in November 2005, this 

guideline is recommended for adoption to the three regulatory parties to ICH 

 

INTRODUCTION 
This document is complementary to the parent document which presents a discussion 
of the characteristics that should be considered during the validation of analytical 
procedures. Its purpose is to provide some guidance and recommendations on how to 
consider the various validation characteristics for each analytical procedure. In some 
cases (for example, demonstration of specificity), the overall capabilities of a number 
of analytical procedures in combination may be investigated in order to ensure the 
quality of the drug substance or drug product. In addition, the document provides an 
indication of the data which should be presented in a registration application . 

All relevant data collected during validation and formulae used for calculating 
validation characteristics should be submitted and discussed as appropriate. 

Approaches other than those set forth in this guideline may be applicable and 
acceptable. It is the responsibility of the applicant to choose the validation procedure 
and protocol most suitable for their product. However it is important to remember 
that the main objective of validation of an analytical procedure is to demonstrate that 
the procedure is suitable for its intended purpose. Due to their complex nature, 
analytical procedures for biological and biotechnological products in some cases may 
be approached differently than in this document. 

Well-characterized reference materials, with documented purity, should be used 
throughout the validation study. The degree of purity necessary depends on the 
intended use. 

In accordance with the parent document, and for the sake of clarity, this document 
considers the various validation characteristics in distinct sections. The arrangement 
of these sections reflects the process by which an analytical procedure may be 
developed and evaluated. 

In practice, it is usually possible to design the experimental work such that the 
appropriate validation characteristics can be considered simultaneously to provide a 
sound, overall knowledge of the capabilities of the analytical procedure, for instance: 
specificity, linearity, range, accuracy and precision. 

1. SPECIFICITY 
An investigation of specificity should be conducted during the validation of 
identification tests, the determination of impurities and the assay. The procedures 
used to demonstrate specificity will depend on the intended objective of the analytical 
procedure.  

It is not always possible to demonstrate that an analytical procedure is specific for a 
particular analyte (complete discrimination). In this case a combination of two or more 
analytical procedures is recommended to achieve the necessary level of discrimination. 
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1.1. Identification  
Suitable identification tests should be able to discriminate between compounds of 
closely related structures which are likely to be present. The discrimination of a 
procedure may be confirmed by obtaining positive results (perhaps by comparison 
with a known reference material) from samples containing the analyte, coupled with 
negative results from samples which do not contain the analyte. In addition, the 
identification test may be applied to materials structurally similar to or closely related 
to the analyte to confirm that a positive response is not obtained. The choice of such 
potentially interfering materials should be based on sound scientific judgement with a 
consideration of the interferences that could occur.  

1.2. Assay and Impurity Test(s)  
For chromatographic procedures, representative chromatograms should be used to 
demonstrate specificity and individual components should be appropriately labelled. 
Similar considerations should be given to other separation techniques.  

Critical separations in chromatography should be investigated at an appropriate level. 
For critical separations, specificity can be demonstrated by the resolution of the two 
components which elute closest to each other. 

In cases where a non-specific assay is used, other supporting analytical procedures 
should be used to demonstrate overall specificity. For example, where a titration is 
adopted to assay the drug substance for release, the combination of the assay and a 
suitable test for impurities can be used. 

The approach is similar for both assay and impurity tests: 

1.2.1 Impurities are available 
For the assay , this should involve demonstration of the discrimination of the analyte 
in the presence of impurities and/or excipients; practically, this can be done by spiking 
pure substances (drug substance or drug product) with appropriate levels of 
impurities and/or excipients and demonstrating that the assay result is unaffected by 
the presence of these materials (by comparison with the assay result obtained on 
unspiked samples). 

For the impurity test, the discrimination may be established by spiking drug 
substance or drug product with appropriate levels of impurities and demonstrating 
the separation of these impurities individually and/or from other components in the 
sample matrix. 

1.2.2 Impurities are not available 
If impurity or degradation product standards are unavailable, specificity may be 
demonstrated by comparing the test results of samples containing impurities or 
degradation products to a second well-characterized procedure e.g.: pharmacopoeial 
method or other validated analytical procedure (independent procedure). As 
appropriate, this should include samples stored under relevant stress conditions: 
light, heat, humidity, acid/base hydrolysis and oxidation.  

- for the assay, the two results should be compared; 

- for the impurity tests, the impurity profiles should be compared. 

Peak purity tests may be useful to show that the analyte chromatographic peak is not 
attributable to more than one component (e.g., diode array, mass spectrometry). 
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2. LINEARITY 
A linear relationship should be evaluated across the range (see section 3) of the 
analytical procedure. It may be demonstrated directly on the drug substance (by 
dilution of a standard stock solution) and/or separate weighings of synthetic mixtures 
of the drug product components, using the proposed procedure. The latter aspect can 
be studied during investigation of the range. 

Linearity should be evaluated by visual inspection of a plot of signals as a function of 
analyte concentration or content. If there is a linear relationship, test results should 
be evaluated by appropriate statistical methods, for example, by calculation of a 
regression line by the method of least squares. In some cases, to obtain linearity 
between assays and sample concentrations, the test data may need to be subjected to 
a mathematical transformation prior to the regression analysis. Data from the 
regression line itself may be helpful to provide mathematical estimates of the degree 
of linearity.  

The correlation coefficient, y-intercept, slope of the regression line and residual sum of 
squares should be submitted. A plot of the data should be included. In addition, an 
analysis of the deviation of the actual data points from the regression line may also be 
helpful for evaluating linearity. 

Some analytical procedures, such as immunoassays, do not demonstrate linearity 
after any transformation. In this case, the analytical response should be described by 
an appropriate function of the concentration (amount) of an analyte in a sample.  

For the establishment of linearity, a minimum of 5 concentrations is recommended. 
Other approaches should be justified. 

3. RANGE  
The specified range is normally derived from linearity studies and depends on the 
intended application of the procedure. It is established by confirming that the 
analytical procedure provides an acceptable degree of linearity, accuracy and precision 
when applied to samples containing amounts of analyte within or at the extremes of 
the specified range of the analytical procedure.  

The following minimum specified ranges should be considered: 

- for the assay of a drug substance or a finished (drug) product: normally from 80 to 
120 percent of the test concentration;  

- for content uniformity, covering a minimum of 70 to 130 percent of the test 
concentration, unless a wider more appropriate range, based on the nature of the 
dosage form (e.g., metered dose inhalers), is justified; 

- for dissolution testing: +/-20 % over the specified range;  

e.g., if the specifications for a controlled released product cover a region from 20%, 
after 1 hour, up to 90%, after 24 hours, the validated range would be 0-110% of the 
label claim.  

- for the determination of an impurity: from the reporting level of an impurity1 to 
120% of the specification;  

- for impurities known to be unusually potent or to produce toxic or unexpected 
pharmacological effects, the detection/quantitation limit should be commensurate 
with the level at which the impurities must be controlled; 
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Note: for validation of impurity test procedures carried out during development, it 
may be necessary to consider the range around a suggested (probable) limit. 

- if assay and purity are performed together as one test and only a 100% standard is 
used, linearity should cover the range from the reporting level of the impurities1 to 
120% of the assay specification. 

4. ACCURACY 
Accuracy should be established across the specified range of the analytical procedure.  

4.1. Assay 

4.1.1 Drug Substance 
Several methods of determining accuracy are available: 

a) application of an analytical procedure to an analyte of known purity (e.g. reference 
material); 

b) comparison of the results of the proposed analytical procedure with those of a 
second well-characterized procedure, the accuracy of which is stated and/or defined 
(independent procedure, see 1.2.); 

c) accuracy may be inferred once precision, linearity and specificity have been 
established. 

4.1.2 Drug Product 
Several methods for determining accuracy are available: 

a) application of the analytical procedure to synthetic mixtures of the drug product 
components to which known quantities of the drug substance to be analysed have 
been added; 

b) in cases where it is impossible to obtain samples of all drug product components , 
it may be acceptable either to add known quantities of the analyte to the drug 
product or to compare the results obtained from a second, well characterized 
procedure, the accuracy of which is stated and/or defined (independent procedure, 
see 1.2.); 

c) accuracy may be inferred once precision, linearity and specificity have been 
established. 

                                                 

1 see chapters “Reporting Impurity Content of Batches” of the corresponding ICH-Guidelines: 
“Impurities in New Drug Substances” and “Impurities in New Drug Products” 
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4.2. Impurities (Quantitation) 
Accuracy should be assessed on samples (drug substance/drug product) spiked with 
known amounts of impurities. 

In cases where it is impossible to obtain samples of certain impurities and/or 
degradation products, it is considered acceptable to compare results obtained by an 
independent procedure (see 1.2.). The response factor of the drug substance can be 
used. 

It should be clear how the individual or total impurities are to be determined e.g., 
weight/weight or area percent, in all cases with respect to the major analyte. 

4.3. Recommended Data 
Accuracy should be assessed using a minimum of 9 determinations over a minimum of 
3 concentration levels covering the specified range (e.g., 3 concentrations/3 replicates 
each of the total analytical procedure). 

Accuracy should be reported as percent recovery by the assay of known added amount 
of analyte in the sample or as the difference between the mean and the accepted true 
value together with the confidence intervals. 

5. PRECISION 
Validation of tests for assay and for quantitative determination of impurities includes 
an investigation of precision. 

5.1. Repeatability 
Repeatability should be assessed using: 

a) a minimum of 9 determinations covering the specified range for the procedure 
(e.g., 3 concentrations/3 replicates each); 

or 

b) a minimum of 6 determinations at 100% of the test concentration. 

5.2. Intermediate Precision 
The extent to which intermediate precision should be established depends on the 
circumstances under which the procedure is intended to be used. The applicant should 
establish the effects of random events on the precision of the analytical procedure. 
Typical variations to be studied include days, analysts, equipment, etc. It is not 
considered necessary to study these effects individually. The use of an experimental 
design (matrix) is encouraged. 

5.3. Reproducibility 
Reproducibility is assessed by means of an inter-laboratory trial. Reproducibility 
should be considered in case of the standardization of an analytical procedure, for 
instance, for inclusion of procedures in pharmacopoeias. These data are not part of the 
marketing authorization dossier.  

5.4. Recommended Data 
The standard deviation, relative standard deviation (coefficient of variation) and 
confidence interval should be reported for each type of precision investigated. 
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6. DETECTION LIMIT 
Several approaches for determining the detection limit are possible, depending on 
whether the procedure is a non-instrumental or instrumental. Approaches other than 
those listed below may be acceptable. 

6.1. Based on Visual Evaluation 
Visual evaluation may be used for non-instrumental methods but may also be used 
with instrumental methods. 

The detection limit is determined by the analysis of samples with known 
concentrations of analyte and by establishing the minimum level at which the analyte 
can be reliably detected. 

6.2. Based on Signal-to-Noise  
This approach can only be applied to analytical procedures which exhibit baseline 
noise. 

Determination of the signal-to-noise ratio is performed by comparing measured 
signals from samples with known low concentrations of analyte with those of blank 
samples and establishing the minimum concentration at which the analyte can be 
reliably detected. A signal-to-noise ratio between 3 or 2:1 is generally considered 
acceptable for estimating the detection limit. 

6.3 Based on the Standard Deviation of the Response and the Slope 
The detection limit (DL) may be expressed as: 

DL = 3.3 σ 

 S 

where σ = the standard deviation of the response 

  S = the slope of the calibration curve 

The slope S may be estimated from the calibration curve of the analyte. The estimate 
of σ may be carried out in a variety of ways, for example:  

6.3.1 Based on the Standard Deviation of the Blank 
Measurement of the magnitude of analytical background response is performed by 
analyzing an appropriate number of blank samples and calculating the standard 
deviation of these responses.  

6.3.2 Based on the Calibration Curve 
A specific calibration curve should be studied using samples containing an analyte in 
the range of DL. The residual standard deviation of a regression line or the standard 
deviation of y-intercepts of regression lines may be used as the standard deviation.  

6.4 Recommended Data 
The detection limit and the method used for determining the detection limit should be 
presented. If DL is determined based on visual evaluation or based on signal to noise 
ratio, the presentation of the relevant chromatograms is considered acceptable for 
justification. 
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In cases where an estimated value for the detection limit is obtained by calculation or 
extrapolation, this estimate may subsequently be validated by the independent 
analysis of a suitable number of samples known to be near or prepared at the 
detection limit.  

7. QUANTITATION LIMIT 
Several approaches for determining the quantitation limit are possible, depending on 
whether the procedure is a non-instrumental or instrumental. Approaches other than 
those listed below may be acceptable. 

7.1. Based on Visual Evaluation 
Visual evaluation may be used for non-instrumental methods but may also be used 
with instrumental methods. 

The quantitation limit is generally determined by the analysis of samples with known 
concentrations of analyte and by establishing the minimum level at which the analyte 
can be quantified with acceptable accuracy and precision.  

7.2. Based on Signal-to-Noise Approach 
This approach can only be applied to analytical procedures that exhibit baseline noise. 

Determination of the signal-to-noise ratio is performed by comparing measured 
signals from samples with known low concentrations of analyte with those of blank 
samples and by establishing the minimum concentration at which the analyte can be 
reliably quantified. A typical signal-to-noise ratio is 10:1.  

7.3. Based on the Standard Deviation of the Response and the Slope 
The quantitation limit (QL) may be expressed as: 

QL = 10 σ 

 S 

where σ = the standard deviation of the response 

  S = the slope of the calibration curve 

The slope S may be estimated from the calibration curve of the analyte. The estimate 
of σ may be carried out in a variety of ways for example:  

7.3.1 Based on Standard Deviation of the Blank 
Measurement of the magnitude of analytical background response is performed by 
analyzing an appropriate number of blank samples and calculating the standard 
deviation of these responses.  

7.3.2 Based on the Calibration Curve 
A specific calibration curve should be studied using samples, containing an analyte in 
the range of QL. The residual standard deviation of a regression line or the standard 
deviation of y-intercepts of regression lines may be used as the standard deviation.  
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7.4 Recommended Data 
The quantitation limit and the method used for determining the quantitation limit 
should be presented. 

The limit should be subsequently validated by the analysis of a suitable number of 
samples known to be near or prepared at the quantitation limit.  

8. ROBUSTNESS 
The evaluation of robustness should be considered during the development phase and 
depends on the type of procedure under study. It should show the reliability of an 
analysis with respect to deliberate variations in method parameters. 

If measurements are susceptible to variations in analytical conditions, the analytical 
conditions should be suitably controlled or a precautionary statement should be 
included in the procedure. One consequence of the evaluation of robustness should be 
that a series of system suitability parameters (e.g., resolution test) is established to 
ensure that the validity of the analytical procedure is maintained whenever used. 

Examples of typical variations are: 
- stability of analytical solutions; 
- extraction time. 

In the case of liquid chromatography, examples of typical variations are: 
- influence of variations of pH in a mobile phase; 
- influence of variations in mobile phase composition; 
- different columns (different lots and/or suppliers); 
- temperature; 
- flow rate. 

In the case of gas-chromatography, examples of typical variations are: 
- different columns (different lots and/or suppliers); 
- temperature; 
- flow rate. 

9. SYSTEM SUITABILITY TESTING 
System suitability testing is an integral part of many analytical procedures. The tests 
are based on the concept that the equipment, electronics, analytical operations and 
samples to be analyzed constitute an integral system that can be evaluated as such. 
System suitability test parameters to be established for a particular procedure depend 
on the type of procedure being validated. See Pharmacopoeias for additional 
information. 
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IMPURITIES IN NEW DRUG SUBSTANCES 
 

 

1. PREAMBLE 
This document is intended to provide guidance for registration applications on the 
content and qualification of impurities in new drug substances produced by chemical 
syntheses and not previously registered in a region or member state. It is not 
intended to apply to new drug substances used during the clinical research stage of 
development. The following types of drug substances are not covered in this guideline: 
biological/biotechnological, peptide, oligonucleotide, radiopharmaceutical, 
fermentation product and semi-synthetic products derived therefrom, herbal products, 
and crude products of animal or plant origin.   

Impurities in new drug substances are addressed from two perspectives: 

Chemistry Aspects include classification and identification of impurities, report 
generation, listing of impurities in specifications, and a brief discussion of 
analytical procedures; and 

Safety Aspects include specific guidance for qualifying those impurities that were 
not present, or were present at substantially lower levels, in batches of a new 
drug substance used in safety and clinical studies.  

2. CLASSIFICATION OF IMPURITIES 
Impurities can be classified into the following categories: 

 Organic impurities (process- and drug-related) 

 Inorganic impurities 

 Residual solvents 

Organic impurities can arise during the manufacturing process and/or storage of the 
new drug substance. They can be identified or unidentified, volatile or non-volatile, 
and include: 

 Starting materials 

 By-products  

 Intermediates 

 Degradation products 

 Reagents, ligands and catalysts 

Inorganic impurities can result from the manufacturing process. They are normally 
known and identified and include: 

 Reagents, ligands and catalysts 

 Heavy metals or other residual metals 

 Inorganic salts 

 Other materials (e.g., filter aids, charcoal) 

Solvents are inorganic or organic liquids used as vehicles for the preparation of 
solutions or suspensions in the synthesis of a new drug substance. Since these are 
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generally of known toxicity, the selection of appropriate controls is easily 
accomplished (see ICH Guideline Q3C on Residual Solvents). 

Excluded from this document are: (1) extraneous contaminants that should not occur 
in new drug substances and are more appropriately addressed as Good Manufacturing 
Practice (GMP) issues, (2) polymorphic forms, and (3) enantiomeric impurities. 

3. RATIONALE FOR THE REPORTING AND CONTROL OF IMPURITIES   

3.1 Organic Impurities  
The applicant should summarise the actual and potential impurities most likely to 
arise during the synthesis, purification, and storage of the new drug substance. This 
summary should be based on sound scientific appraisal of the chemical reactions 
involved in the synthesis, impurities associated with raw materials that could 
contribute to the impurity profile of the new drug substance, and possible degradation 
products. This discussion can be limited to those impurities that might reasonably be 
expected based on knowledge of the chemical reactions and conditions involved. 

In addition, the applicant should summarise the laboratory studies conducted to 
detect impurities in the new drug substance. This summary should include test 
results of batches manufactured during the development process and batches from the 
proposed commercial process, as well as the results of stress testing (see ICH 
Guideline Q1A on Stability) used to identify potential impurities arising during 
storage. The impurity profile of the drug substance batches intended for marketing 
should be compared with those used in development, and any differences discussed. 

The studies conducted to characterise the structure of actual impurities present in the 
new drug substance at a level greater than (>) the identification threshold given in 
Attachment 1 (e.g., calculated using the response factor of the drug substance) should 
be described. Note that any impurity at a level greater than (>) the identification 
threshold in any batch manufactured by the proposed commercial process should be 
identified. In addition, any degradation product observed in stability studies at 
recommended storage conditions at a level greater than (>) the identification 
threshold should be identified. When identification of an impurity is not feasible, a 
summary of the laboratory studies demonstrating the unsuccessful effort should be 
included in the application. Where attempts have been made to identify impurities 
present at levels of not more than () the identification thresholds, it is useful also to 
report the results of these studies. 

Identification of impurities present at an apparent level of not more than () the 
identification threshold is generally not considered necessary. However, analytical 
procedures should be developed for those potential impurities that are expected to be 
unusually potent, producing toxic or pharmacological effects at a level not more than 
() the identification threshold. All impurities should be qualified as described later in 
this guideline.  

3.2 Inorganic Impurities 
Inorganic impurities are normally detected and quantified using pharmacopoeial or 
other appropriate procedures. Carry-over of catalysts to the new drug substance 
should be evaluated during development. The need for inclusion or exclusion of 
inorganic impurities in the new drug substance specification should be discussed. 
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Acceptance criteria should be based on pharmacopoeial standards or known safety 
data.  

3.3 Solvents  
The control of residues of the solvents used in the manufacturing process for the new 
drug substance should be discussed and presented according to the ICH Q3C 
Guideline for Residual Solvents. 

4. ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES 
The registration application should include documented evidence that the analytical 
procedures are validated and suitable for the detection and quantification of 
impurities (see ICH Q2A and Q2B Guidelines for Analytical Validation). Technical 
factors (e.g., manufacturing capability and control methodology) can be considered as 
part of the justification for selection of alternative thresholds based on manufacturing 
experience with the proposed commercial process. The use of two decimal places for 
thresholds (See Attachment 1) does not necessarily reflect the precision of the 
analytical procedure used for routine quality control purposes. Thus, the use of lower 
precision techniques (e.g., thin-layer chromatography) can be acceptable where 
justified and appropriately validated. Differences in the analytical procedures used 
during development and those proposed for the commercial product should be 
discussed in the registration application.  

The quantitation limit for the analytical procedure should be not more than () the 
reporting threshold. 

Organic impurity levels can be measured by a variety of techniques, including those 
that compare an analytical response for an impurity to that of an appropriate 
reference standard or to the response of the new drug substance itself. Reference 
standards used in the analytical procedures for control of impurities should be 
evaluated and characterised according to their intended uses. The drug substance can 
be used as a standard to estimate the levels of impurities. In cases where the response 
factors of the drug substance and the relevant impurity are not close, this practice can 
still be appropriate, provided a correction factor is applied or the impurities are, in 
fact, being overestimated. Acceptance criteria and analytical procedures used to 
estimate identified or unidentified impurities can be based on analytical assumptions 
(e.g., equivalent detector response). These assumptions should be discussed in the 
registration application. 

5. REPORTING IMPURITY CONTENT OF BATCHES 
Analytical results should be provided in the application for all batches of the new drug 
substance used for clinical, safety, and stability testing, as well as for batches 
representative of the proposed commercial process. Quantitative results should be 
presented numerically, and not in general terms such as “complies”, “meets limit” etc. 
Any impurity at a level greater than (>) the reporting threshold (see Attachment 1) 
and total impurities observed in these batches of the new drug substance should be 
reported with the analytical procedures indicated. Below 1.0%, the results should be 
reported to two decimal places (e.g., 0.06%, 0.13%); at and above 1.0%, the results 
should be reported to one decimal place (e.g., 1.3%). Results should be rounded using 
conventional rules (see Attachment 2). A tabulation (e.g., spreadsheet) of the data is 
recommended. Impurities should be designated by code number or by an appropriate 
descriptor, e.g., retention time.  If a higher reporting threshold is proposed, it should 
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be fully justified. All impurities at a level greater than (>) the reporting threshold 
should be summed and reported as total impurities.  

When analytical procedures change during development, reported results should be 
linked to the procedure used, with appropriate validation information provided. 
Representative chromatograms should be provided.  Chromatograms of representative 
batches from analytical validation studies showing separation and detectability of 
impurities (e.g., on spiked samples), along with any other impurity tests routinely 
performed, can serve as the representative impurity profiles. The applicant should 
ensure that complete impurity profiles (e.g., chromatograms) of individual batches are 
available, if requested.  

A tabulation should be provided that links the specific new drug substance batch to 
each safety study and each clinical study in which the new drug substance has been 
used. 

For each batch of the new drug substance, the report should include: 

 Batch identity and size  
 Date of manufacture  
 Site of manufacture  
 Manufacturing process  
 Impurity content, individual and total  
 Use of batches  
 Reference to analytical procedure used  

6. LISTING OF IMPURITIES IN SPECIFICATIONS 
The specification for a new drug substance should include a list of impurities. 
Stability studies, chemical development studies, and routine batch analyses can be 
used to predict those impurities likely to occur in the commercial product. The 
selection of impurities in the new drug substance specification should be based on the 
impurities found in batches manufactured by the proposed commercial process. Those 
individual impurities with specific acceptance criteria included in the specification for 
the new drug substance are referred to as "specified impurities" in this guideline. 
Specified impurities can be identified or unidentified. 

A rationale for the inclusion or exclusion of impurities in the specification should be 
presented. This rationale should include a discussion of the impurity profiles observed 
in the safety and clinical development batches, together with a consideration of the 
impurity profile of batches manufactured by the proposed commercial process. 
Specified identified impurities should be included along with specified unidentified 
impurities estimated to be present at a level greater than (>) the identification 
threshold given in Attachment 1. For impurities known to be unusually potent or to 
produce toxic or unexpected pharmacological effects, the quantitation/detection limit 
of the analytical procedures should be commensurate with the level at which the 
impurities should be controlled. For unidentified impurities, the procedure used and 
assumptions made in establishing the level of the impurity should be clearly stated. 
Specified, unidentified impurities should be referred to by an appropriate qualitative 
analytical descriptive label (e.g., “unidentified A", “unidentified with relative 
retention of 0.9”). A general acceptance criterion of not more than () the 
identification threshold (Attachment 1) for any unspecified impurity and an 
acceptance criterion for total impurities should be included. 
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Acceptance criteria should be set no higher than the level that can be justified by 
safety data, and should be consistent with the level achievable by the manufacturing 
process and the analytical capability. Where there is no safety concern, impurity 
acceptance criteria should be based on data generated on batches of the new drug 
substance manufactured by the proposed commercial process, allowing sufficient 
latitude to deal with normal manufacturing and analytical variation and the stability 
characteristics of the new drug substance. Although normal manufacturing variations 
are expected, significant variation in batch-to-batch impurity levels can indicate that 
the manufacturing process of the new drug substance is not adequately controlled and 
validated (see ICH Q6A Guideline on Specifications, Decision Tree #1, for establishing 
an acceptance criterion for a specified impurity in a new drug substance). The use of 
two decimal places for thresholds (See Attachment 1) does not necessarily indicate the 
precision of the acceptance criteria for specified impurities and total impurities. 

In summary, the new drug substance specification should include, where applicable, 
the following list of impurities: 

Organic Impurities  

 Each specified identified impurity 

 Each specified unidentified impurity 

 Any unspecified impurity with an acceptance criterion of not more than () the 
identification threshold 

 Total impurities 

Residual Solvents 

Inorganic Impurities 

7. QUALIFICATION OF IMPURITIES 
Qualification is the process of acquiring and evaluating data that establishes the 
biological safety of an individual impurity or a given impurity profile at the level(s) 
specified. The applicant should provide a rationale for establishing impurity 
acceptance criteria that includes safety considerations. The level of any impurity 
present in a new drug substance that has been adequately tested in safety and/or 
clinical studies would be considered qualified. Impurities that are also significant 
metabolites present in animal and/or human studies are generally considered 
qualified. A level of a qualified impurity higher than that present in a new drug 
substance can also be justified based on an analysis of the actual amount of impurity 
administered in previous relevant safety studies. 

If data are unavailable to qualify the proposed acceptance criterion of an impurity, 
studies to obtain such data can be appropriate when the usual qualification 
thresholds given in Attachment 1 are exceeded. 

Higher or lower thresholds for qualification of impurities can be appropriate for some 
individual drugs based on scientific rationale and level of concern, including drug 
class effects and clinical experience. For example, qualification can be especially 
important when there is evidence that such impurities in certain drugs or therapeutic 
classes have previously been associated with adverse reactions in patients. In these 
instances, a lower qualification threshold can be appropriate. Conversely, a higher 
qualification threshold can be appropriate for individual drugs when the level of 
concern for safety is less than usual based on similar considerations  (e.g., patient 
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population, drug class effects, clinical considerations). Proposals for alternative 
thresholds would be considered on a case-by-case basis. 

The "Decision Tree for Identification and Qualification" (Attachment 3) describes 
considerations for the qualification of impurities when thresholds are exceeded. In 
some cases, decreasing the level of impurity to not more than the threshold can be 
simpler than providing safety data. Alternatively, adequate data could be available in 
the scientific literature to qualify an impurity. If neither is the case, additional safety 
testing should be considered. The studies considered appropriate to qualify an 
impurity will depend on a number of factors, including the patient population, daily 
dose, and route and duration of drug administration. Such studies can be conducted 
on the new drug substance containing the impurities to be controlled, although 
studies using isolated impurities can sometimes be appropriate. 

Although this guideline is not intended to apply during the clinical research stage of 
development, in the later stages of development the thresholds in this guideline can 
be useful in evaluating new impurities observed in drug substance batches prepared 
by the proposed commercial process.  Any new impurity observed in later stages of 
development should be identified if its level is greater than (>) the identification 
threshold given in Attachment 1 (see the “Decision Tree for Identification and 
Qualification” in Attachment 3).  Similarly, the qualification of the impurity should be 
considered if its level is greater than (>) the qualification threshold given in 
Attachment 1. Safety assessment studies to qualify an impurity should compare the 
new drug substance containing a representative amount of the new impurity with 
previously qualified material. Safety assessment studies using a sample of the 
isolated impurity can also be considered. 

8. GLOSSARY 
Chemical Development Studies: Studies conducted to scale-up, optimise, and 
validate the manufacturing process for a new drug substance. 

Enantiomeric Impurity:  A compound with the same molecular formula as the drug 
substance that differs in the spatial arrangement of atoms within the molecule and is 
a non-superimposable mirror image. 

Extraneous Contaminant:  An impurity arising from any source extraneous to the 
manufacturing process. 

Herbal Products:  Medicinal products containing, exclusively, plant material and/or 
vegetable drug preparations as active ingredients. In some traditions, materials of 
inorganic or animal origin can also be present. 

Identified Impurity:  An impurity for which a structural characterisation has been 
achieved.  

Identification Threshold: A limit above (>) which an impurity should be identified. 

Impurity:  Any component of the new drug substance that is not the chemical entity 
defined as the new drug substance. 

Impurity Profile:  A description of the identified and unidentified impurities present 
in a new drug substance. 
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Intermediate:  A material produced during steps of the synthesis of a new drug 
substance that undergoes further chemical transformation before it becomes a new 
drug substance. 

Ligand:  An agent with a strong affinity to a metal ion. 

New Drug Substance:  The designated therapeutic moiety that has not been 
previously registered in a region or member state (also referred to as a new molecular 
entity or new chemical entity). It can be a complex, simple ester, or salt of a 
previously approved drug substance. 

Polymorphic Forms:  Different crystalline forms of the same drug substance. These 
can include solvation or hydration products (also known as pseudo-polymorphs) and 
amorphous forms. 

Potential Impurity:  An impurity that theoretically can arise during manufacture or 
storage. It may or may not actually appear in the new drug substance. 

Qualification:  The process of acquiring and evaluating data that establishes the 
biological safety of an individual impurity or a given impurity profile at the level(s) 
specified. 

Qualification Threshold: A limit above (>) which an impurity should be qualified. 

Reagent:  A substance other than a starting material, intermediate, or solvent that is 
used in the manufacture of a new drug substance. 

Reporting Threshold: A limit above (>) which an impurity should be reported. 
Reporting threshold is the same as reporting level in Q2B. 

Solvent:  An inorganic or an organic liquid used as a vehicle for the preparation of 
solutions or suspensions in the synthesis of a new drug substance. 

Specified Impurity:  An impurity that is individually listed and limited with a 
specific acceptance criterion in the new drug substance specification. A specified 
impurity can be either identified or unidentified. 

Starting Material:  A material used in the synthesis of a new drug substance that is 
incorporated as an element into the structure of an intermediate and/or of the new 
drug substance. Starting materials are normally commercially available and of 
defined chemical and physical properties and structure. 

Unidentified Impurity:  An impurity for which a structural characterisation has not 
been achieved and that is defined solely by qualitative analytical properties (e.g., 
chromatographic retention time). 

Unspecified impurity: An impurity that is limited by a general acceptance criterion, 
but not individually listed with its own specific acceptance criterion, in the new drug 
substance specification.  
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ATTACHMENT 1 
Thresholds 

 

Maximum 
Daily Dose1 

Reporting 
Threshold2,3 

Identification 
Threshold3  

Qualification 
Threshold3  

 2g/day 0.05% 0.10% or 1.0 mg per day 
intake (whichever is 
lower)  

0.15% or 1.0 mg per day 
intake (whichever is 
lower)  

> 2g/day 0.03% 0.05% 0.05%  

 

                                                 
1 The amount of drug substance administered per day 

2 Higher reporting thresholds should be scientifically justified 
 
3 Lower thresholds can be appropriate if the impurity is unusually toxic  
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ATTACHMENT 2 
Illustration of Reporting Impurity Results for Identification and 
Qualification in an Application  

The attachment is only illustrative and is not intended to serve as template how 
results on impurities should be presented in an application file. Normally raw data 
are not presented. 

Example 1: 0.5 g Maximum Daily Dose 

 Reporting threshold = 0.05% 
 Identification threshold = 0.10% 
 Qualification threshold = 0.15% 

"Raw" 
Result 

(%) 

Reported 
Result 

(%) 
Reporting 
threshold 
=0.05% 

Calculated Total Daily 
Intake (TDI) (mg) of the 

impurity 
(rounded result in mg) 

Action 
Identification 

(Threshold 0.10% 
exceeded?) 

Qualification 
(Threshold 0.15% 

exceeded?) 

0.044 Not reported 0.2 None None 
0.0963 0.10 0.5 None None 
0.12   0.121) 0.6 Yes   None1) 

0.1649   0.161) 0.8 Yes Yes1) 

Example 2:  0.8 g Maximum Daily Dose 

 Reporting threshold = 0.05% 
 Identification threshold = 0.10% 
 Qualification threshold = 1.0 mg TDI 

 “Raw” 
Result 

(%) 

Reported 
Result 

(%) 
Reporting 
threshold 
=0.05% 

Calculated Total Daily 
Intake (TDI) (mg) 

of the impurity  
(rounded result in mg) 

Action 
Identification 

(Threshold 0.10% 
exceeded?) 

Qualification 
(Threshold 1.0 mg 

TDI exceeded?) 

0.066 0.07 0.6 None None 
0.124 0.12 1.0 yes     None1)2) 
0.143 0.14 1.1 yes Yes1) 

1) After identification, if the response factor is determined to differ significantly from 
the original assumptions, it may be appropriate to re-measure the actual amount of 
the impurity present and re-evaluate against the qualification threshold (see 
Attachment 1). 

2) To verify if a threshold is exceeded, a reported result has to be evaluated against 
the thresholds as follows: when the threshold is described in %, the reported result 
rounded to the same decimal place as the threshold should be compared directly to 
the threshold. When the threshold is described in TDI, the reported result should be 
converted to TDI, rounded to the same decimal place as the threshold and compared 
to the threshold. For example the amount of impurity at 0.12% level corresponds to a 
TDI of 0.96 mg (absolute amount) which is then rounded up to 1.0 mg; so the 
qualification threshold expressed in TDI (1.0 mg) is not exceeded. 
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ATTACHMENT 3 

Decision Tree for Identification and Qualification 

Yes 

No 

Consider patient population and duration of use
and consider conducting: 

 Genotoxicity studies (point mutation,
chromosomal aberration)a 

 General toxicity studies (one species, usually
14 to 90 days)b 

 Other specific toxicity endpoints, as
appropriate 

Is impurity greater
than identification 

thresholdc? 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Structure 
identified? 

Any 
clinically 

relevant adverse 
effects? 

Qualified 

Yes No No action 

No 

Greater than 
qualification 
thresholdc? 

Yes 

Any  
known human 

relevant risksd? 

No 

Reduce to  
safe level 

Reduce 
to not more than 
() identification 

thresholdc? 

Reduce 
to not more than 
() qualification 

thresholdc? 

No further 
action 

No action 

Reduce to  
safe level 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

No 
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Notes on Attachment 3 

a) If considered desirable, a minimum screen (e.g., genotoxic potential), should be 
conducted. 
A study to detect point mutations and one to detect chromosomal aberrations, 
both in vitro, are considered an appropriate minimum screen. 

b) If general toxicity studies are desirable, one or more studies should be designed 
to allow comparison of unqualified to qualified material.  The study duration 
should be based on available relevant information and performed in the species 
most likely to maximise the potential to detect the toxicity of an impurity. On a 
case-by-case basis, single-dose studies can be appropriate, especially for single-
dose drugs. In general, a minimum duration of 14 days and a maximum 
duration of 90 days would be considered appropriate. 

c) Lower thresholds can be appropriate if the impurity is unusually toxic. 

d) For example, do known safety data for this impurity or its structural class 
preclude human exposure at the concentration present? 
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IMPURITIES IN NEW DRUG PRODUCTS 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Objective of the guideline 
This document provides guidance for registration applications on the content and 
qualification of impurities in new drug products produced from chemically 
synthesised new drug substances not previously registered in a region or member 
state.  

1.2 Background 
This guideline is complementary to the ICH Q3A(R) guideline “Impurities in New 
Drug Substances”, which should be consulted for basic principles.  The ICH Q3C 
guideline “Residual Solvents” should also be consulted, if appropriate.  

1.3 Scope of the guideline 
This guideline addresses only those impurities in new drug products classified as 
degradation products of the drug substance or reaction products of the drug substance 
with an excipient and/or immediate container closure system (collectively referred to 
as “degradation products” in this guideline). Generally, impurities present in the new 
drug substance need not be monitored or specified in the new drug product unless 
they are also degradation products (see ICH Q6A guideline on specifications). 

Impurities arising from excipients present in the new drug product or extracted or 
leached from the container closure system are not covered by this guideline. This 
guideline also does not apply to new drug products used during the clinical research 
stages of development. The following types of products are not covered in this 
guideline: biological/biotechnological products, peptides, oligonucleotides, 
radiopharmaceuticals, fermentation products and semi-synthetic products derived 
therefrom, herbal products, and crude products of animal or plant origin. Also 
excluded from this document are: (1) extraneous contaminants that should not occur 
in new drug products and are more appropriately addressed as good manufacturing 
practice (GMP) issues, (2) polymorphic forms, and (3) enantiomeric impurities.  

2. RATIONALE FOR THE REPORTING AND CONTROL OF 
DEGRADATION PRODUCTS 

The applicant should summarise the degradation products observed during 
manufacture and/or stability studies of the new drug product. This summary should 
be based on sound scientific appraisal of potential degradation pathways in the new 
drug product and impurities arising from the interaction with excipients and/or the 
immediate container closure system. In addition, the applicant should summarise any 
laboratory studies conducted to detect degradation products in the new drug product. 
This summary should also include test results of batches manufactured during the 
development process and batches representative of the proposed commercial process. 
A rationale should be provided for exclusion of those impurities that are not 
degradation products (e.g., process impurities from the drug substance and impurities 
arising from excipients). The impurity profiles of the batches representative of the 
proposed commercial process should be compared with the profiles of batches used in 
development and any differences discussed.  

Any degradation product observed in stability studies conducted at the recommended 
storage condition should be identified when present at a level greater than (>) the 
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identification thresholds given in Attachment 1. When identification of a degradation 
product is not feasible, a summary of the laboratory studies demonstrating the 
unsuccessful efforts to identify it should be included in the registration application.  

Degradation products present at a level of not more than () the identification 
threshold generally would not need to be identified. However, analytical procedures 
should be developed for those degradation products that are suspected to be unusually 
potent, producing toxic or significant pharmacological effects at levels not more than 
() the identification threshold. In unusual circumstances, technical factors (e.g., 
manufacturing capability, a low drug substance to excipient ratio, or the use of 
excipients that are crude products of animal or plant origin) can be considered as part 
of the justification for selection of alternative thresholds based upon manufacturing 
experience with the proposed commercial process. 

3. ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES 
The registration application should include documented evidence that the analytical 
procedures have been validated and are suitable for the detection and quantitation of 
degradation products (see ICH Q2A and Q2B guidelines on analytical validation).  In 
particular, analytical procedures should be validated to demonstrate specificity for the 
specified and unspecified degradation products. As appropriate, this validation should 
include samples stored under relevant stress conditions: light, heat, humidity, 
acid/base hydrolysis, and oxidation. When an analytical procedure reveals the 
presence of other peaks in addition to those of the degradation products (e.g., the drug 
substance, impurities arising from the synthesis of the drug substance, excipients and 
impurities arising from the excipients), these peaks should be labeled in the 
chromatograms and their origin(s) discussed in the validation documentation.   

The quantitation limit for the analytical procedure should be not more than () the 
reporting threshold. 

Degradation product levels can be measured by a variety of techniques, including 
those that compare an analytical response for a degradation product to that of an 
appropriate reference standard or to the response of the new drug substance itself. 
Reference standards used in the analytical procedures for control of degradation 
products should be evaluated and characterised according to their intended uses. The 
drug substance can be used to estimate the levels of degradation products. In cases 
where the response factors are not close, this practice can still be used if a correction 
factor is applied or the degradation products are, in fact, being overestimated. 
Acceptance criteria and analytical procedures, used to estimate identified or 
unidentified degradation products, are often based on analytical assumptions (e.g., 
equivalent detector response). These assumptions should be discussed in the 
registration application. 

Differences between the analytical procedures used during development and those 
proposed for the commercial product should also be discussed. 

4. REPORTING DEGRADATION PRODUCTS CONTENT OF BATCHES 
Analytical results should be provided in the registration application for all relevant 
batches of the new drug product used for clinical, safety, and stability testing, as well 
as batches that are representative of the proposed commercial process. Quantitative 
results should be presented numerically, and not in general terms such as “complies”, 
“meets limit” etc. Any degradation product at a level greater than (>) the reporting 
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threshold (see Attachment 1), and total degradation products observed in the relevant 
batches of the new drug product, should be reported with the analytical procedures 
indicated.  Below 1.0%, the results should be reported to the number of decimal places 
(e.g., 0.06%) in the applicable reporting threshold; at and above 1.0%, the results 
should be reported to one decimal place (e.g., 1.3%).  Results should be rounded using 
conventional rules (see Attachment 2).  A tabulation (e.g., spreadsheet) of the data is 
recommended.  Degradation products should be designated by code number or by an 
appropriate descriptor, e.g., retention time.  If a higher reporting threshold is 
proposed, it should be fully justified. All degradation products at a level greater than 
(>) the reporting threshold should be summed and reported as total degradation 
products.   

Chromatograms with peaks labelled (or equivalent data if other analytical procedures 
are used) from representative batches, including chromatograms from analytical 
procedure validation studies and from long-term and accelerated stability studies, 
should be provided. The applicant should ensure that complete degradation product 
profiles (e.g., chromatograms) of individual batches are available, if requested.  

For each batch of the new drug product described in the registration application, the 
documentation should include: 

 Batch identity, strength, and size 

 Date of manufacture 

 Site of manufacture 

 Manufacturing process 

 Immediate container closure  

 Degradation product content, individual and total 

 Use of batch (e.g., clinical studies, stability studies)  

 Reference to analytical procedure used 

 Batch number of the drug substance used in the new drug product 

 Storage conditions for stability studies 

5. LISTING OF DEGRADATION PRODUCTS IN SPECIFICATIONS 
The specification for a new drug product should include a list of degradation products 
expected to occur during manufacture of the commercial product and under 
recommended storage conditions. Stability studies, knowledge of degradation 
pathways, product development studies, and laboratory studies should be used to 
characterise the degradation profile.  The selection of degradation products in the new 
drug product specification should be based on the degradation products found in 
batches manufactured by the proposed commercial process. Those individual 
degradation products with specific acceptance criteria included in the specification for 
the new drug product are referred to as "specified degradation products" in this 
guideline. Specified degradation products can be identified or unidentified.  A 
rationale for the inclusion or exclusion of degradation products in the specification 
should be presented. This rationale should include a discussion of the degradation 
profiles observed in the safety and clinical development batches and in stability 
studies, together with a consideration of the degradation profile of batches 
manufactured by the proposed commercial process. Specified identified degradation 
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products should be included along with specified unidentified degradation products 
estimated to be present at a level greater than (>) the identification threshold given in 
Attachment 1. For degradation products known to be unusually potent or to produce 
toxic or unexpected pharmacological effects, the quantitation/detection limit of the 
analytical procedures should be commensurate with the level at which the 
degradation products should be controlled. For unidentified degradation products, the 
procedure used and assumptions made in establishing the level of the degradation 
product should be clearly stated.  Specified unidentified degradation products should 
be referred to by an appropriate qualitative analytical descriptive label (e.g., 
“unidentified A", “unidentified with relative retention of 0.9”). A general acceptance 
criterion of not more than () the identification threshold (Attachment 1) for any 
unspecified degradation product and an acceptance criterion for total degradation 
products should also be included. 

For a given degradation product, its acceptance criterion should be established by 
taking into account its acceptance criterion in the drug substance (if applicable), its 
qualified level, its increase during stability studies, and the proposed shelf life and 
recommended storage conditions for the new drug product.   Furthermore, each 
acceptance criterion should be set no higher than the qualified level of the given 
degradation product.   

Where there is no safety concern, degradation product acceptance criteria should be 
based on data generated from batches of the new drug product manufactured by the 
proposed commercial process, allowing sufficient latitude to deal with normal 
manufacturing and analytical variation and the stability characteristics of the new 
drug product. Although normal manufacturing variations are expected, significant 
variation in batch-to-batch degradation product levels can indicate that the 
manufacturing process of the new drug product is not adequately controlled and 
validated (see ICH Q6A guideline on specifications, decision tree #2, for establishing 
an acceptance criterion for a specified degradation product in a new drug product).  

In this guideline, the use of two decimal places for thresholds (See Attachment 1) does 
not necessarily indicate the precision of the acceptance criteria for specified 
degradation products and total degradation products. 

In summary, the new drug product specification should include, where applicable, the 
following list of degradation products: 

 Each specified identified degradation product 

 Each specified unidentified degradation product  

 Any unspecified degradation product with an acceptance criterion of not more 
than () the identification threshold 

 Total degradation products. 

6. QUALIFICATION OF DEGRADATION PRODUCTS 
Qualification is the process of acquiring and evaluating data that establishes the 
biological safety of an individual degradation product or a given degradation profile at 
the level(s) specified. The applicant should provide a rationale for establishing 
degradation product acceptance criteria that includes safety considerations. The level 
of any degradation product present in a new drug product that has been adequately 
tested in safety and/or clinical studies would be considered qualified. Therefore, it is 
useful to include any available information on the actual content of degradation 
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products in the relevant batches at the time of use in safety and/or clinical studies.  
Degradation products that are also significant metabolites present in animal and/or 
human studies are generally considered qualified.  Degradation products could be 
considered qualified at levels higher than those administered in safety studies based 
on a comparison between actual doses given in the safety studies and the intended 
dose of the new drug product. Justification of such higher levels should include 
consideration of factors such as: (1) the amount of degradation product administered 
in previous safety and/or clinical studies and found to be safe; (2) the increase in the 
amount of the degradation product; and (3) other safety factors, as appropriate.   

If the qualification thresholds given in Attachment 1 are exceeded and data are 
unavailable to qualify the proposed acceptance criterion of a degradation product, 
additional studies to obtain such data can be appropriate (see Attachment 3).  

Higher or lower thresholds for qualification of degradation products can be 
appropriate for some individual new drug products based on scientific rationale and 
level of concern, including drug class effects and clinical experience. For example, 
qualification can be especially important when there is evidence that such 
degradation products in certain new drug products or therapeutic classes have 
previously been associated with adverse reactions in patients. In these instances, a 
lower qualification threshold can be appropriate. Conversely, a higher qualification 
threshold can be appropriate for individual new drug products when the level of 
concern for safety is less than usual based on similar considerations (e.g., patient 
population, drug class effects, and clinical considerations).  Proposals for alternative 
thresholds would be considered on a case-by-case basis. 

The "Decision Tree for Identification and Qualification of a Degradation Product" 
(Attachment 3) describes considerations for the qualification of degradation products 
when thresholds are exceeded.  In some cases, reducing the level of degradation 
product (e.g., use of a more protective container closure or modified storage 
conditions) to not more than () the threshold can be simpler than providing safety 
data.  Alternatively, adequate data could be available in the scientific literature to 
qualify a degradation product. If neither is the case, additional safety testing should 
be considered. The studies considered appropriate to qualify a degradation product 
will depend on a number of factors, including the patient population, daily dose, and 
route and duration of new drug product administration. Such studies can be 
conducted on the new drug product or substance containing the degradation products 
to be controlled, although studies using isolated degradation products can sometimes 
be appropriate. 

Although this guideline is not intended to apply during the clinical research stage of 
development, in the later stages of development the thresholds in this guideline can 
be useful in evaluating new degradation products observed in new drug product 
batches prepared by the proposed commercial process.  Any new degradation product 
observed in later stages of development should be identified (see the “Decision Tree 
for Identification and Qualification of a Degradation Product” in Attachment 3) if its 
level is greater than (>) the identification threshold given in Attachment 1. Similarly, 
qualification of the degradation product should be considered if its level is greater 
than (>) the qualification threshold given in Attachment 1.  

Safety studies should provide a comparison of results of safety testing of the new drug 
product or drug substance containing a representative level of the degradation 
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product with previously qualified material, although studies using the isolated 
degradation products can also be considered. 

7. GLOSSARY 
Degradation Product: An impurity resulting from a chemical change in the drug 
substance brought about during manufacture and/or storage of the new drug product 
by the effect of, for example, light, temperature, pH, water, or by reaction with an 
excipient and/or the immediate container closure system. 

Degradation Profile: A description of the degradation products observed in the drug 
substance or drug product. 

Development Studies: Studies conducted to scale-up, optimise, and validate the 
manufacturing process for a drug product. 

Identification Threshold: A limit above (>) which a degradation product should be 
identified. 

Identified Degradation Product: A degradation product for which a structural 
characterisation has been achieved. 

Impurity:  Any component of the new drug product that is not the drug substance or 
an excipient in the drug product.  

Impurity Profile: A description of the identified and unidentified impurities present 
in a drug product. 

New Drug Substance:  The designated therapeutic moiety that has not been 
previously registered in a region or member state (also referred to as a new molecular 
entity or new chemical entity).  It can be a complex, simple ester, or salt of a 
previously approved substance. 

Qualification:  The process of acquiring and evaluating data that establishes the 
biological safety of an individual degradation product or a given degradation profile at 
the level(s) specified. 

Qualification Threshold: A limit above (>) which a degradation product should be 
qualified. 

Reporting Threshold: A limit above (>) which a degradation product should be 
reported. 

Specified Degradation Product: A degradation product that is individually listed 
and limited with a specific acceptance criterion in the new drug product specification. 
A specified degradation product can be either identified or unidentified. 

Unidentified Degradation Product: A degradation product for which a structural 
characterisation has not been achieved and that is defined solely by qualitative 
analytical properties (e.g., chromatographic retention time). 

Unspecified Degradation Product: A degradation product that is limited by a 
general acceptance criterion, but not individually listed with its own specific 
acceptance criterion, in the new drug product specification. 
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Attachment 1:  Thresholds for Degradation Products in New Drug Products  
Reporting Thresholds 

Maximum Daily Dose1 Threshold2,3 

 1  g 0.1% 
> 1 g 0.05% 

 
Identification Thresholds 

Maximum Daily Dose1 Threshold2, 3 

< 1 mg 1.0% or 5 µg TDI, whichever is lower 
1 mg - 10 mg 0.5% or 20 µg TDI, whichever is lower 
>10 mg - 2 g 0.2% or 2 mg TDI, whichever is lower 

>  2 g 0.10% 

 
Qualification Thresholds 

Maximum Daily Dose1 Threshold2,3 

< 10 mg 1.0% or 50 µg TDI, whichever is lower 
10 mg - 100 mg 0.5% or 200 µg TDI, whichever is lower 
>100 mg - 2 g 0.2% or 3 mg TDI, whichever is lower 

> 2 g 0.15% 

 
Notes on Attachment 1 

1 The amount of drug substance administered per day 

2 Thresholds for degradation products are expressed either as a percentage of the drug 
substance or as total daily intake (TDI) of the degradation product.  Lower thresholds 
can be appropriate if the degradation product is unusually toxic. 

3 Higher thresholds should be scientifically justified. 
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1 Note : Actual threshold values should be taken from the preceding table in this attachment. 
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Attachment 2: Illustration of Reporting Degradation Product Results 
for Identification and Qualification in an Application 

The attachment is only illustrative and is not intended to serve as a template how 
results on degradation products should be presented in an application file. Normally 
raw data are not provided. 

Example 1: 50 mg Maximum Daily Dose 
  Reporting threshold: 0.1% 
  Identification threshold: 0.2% 
  Qualification threshold: 200 μg 

'Raw' Result 

 

(%) 

 

 

Reported 
Result 

(%) 

(Reporting 
Threshold = 

0.1%) 

 

Total Daily 
Intake (TDI) 

of the 
Degradation 

Product 

(rounded 
result in μg) 

Action 

Identification 
Threshold 

0.2% 

exceeded? 

Qualification 
Threshold 

200 μg TDI 

exceeded? 

0.04 Not reported 20 None None 

0.2143 0.2 100 None None 

0.349 0.31 150 Yes None1 

0.550 0.61 300 Yes Yes1 

 

Example 2: 1.9 gram Maximum Daily Dose 
  Reporting threshold: 0.05% 
  Identification threshold: 2 mg 
  Qualification threshold: 3 mg 

'Raw' Result 

 

(%) 

 

 

Reported 
Result 

(%) 

(Reporting 
Threshold = 

0.05%) 

Total Daily 
Intake (TDI) 

of the 
Degradation 

Product 

(rounded 
result in mg) 

Action 

Identification 
Threshold 

2 mg TDI 

exceeded? 

Qualification 
Threshold 

3 mg TDI 

exceeded? 

0.049 Not 
reported 

1 None None 

0.079 0.08 2 None None 

0.183 0.181 3 Yes None1, 2 

0.192 0.191 4 Yes Yes1 
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Notes on attachment 2 

 

1 After identification, if the response factor is determined to differ significantly 
from the original assumptions, it can be appropriate to re-measure the actual 
amount of the degradation product present and re-evaluate against the 
qualification threshold (see Attachment 1). 

 

2 To verify if a threshold is exceeded, a reported result has to be evaluated 
against the thresholds as follows: when the threshold is described in %, the 
reported result rounded to the same decimal place as the threshold should be 
compared directly to the threshold. When the threshold is described in TDI, 
the reported result should be converted to TDI, rounded to the same decimal 
place as the threshold and compared to the threshold e.g. an amount of 0.18% 
degradation level corresponds to a TDI of 3.4 mg impurity (absolute amount) 
which is then rounded down to 3 mg; so the qualification threshold expressed 
in TDI (3 mg) is not exceeded. 
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Attachment 3:  Decision Tree for Identification and Qualification of a 
Degradation Product 

 

Yes 

No 

Consider patient population and duration of use 
and consider conducting: 

 Genotoxicity studies (point mutation, 
chromosomal aberration)a 

 General toxicity studies (one species, usually  
14 to 90 days)b 

 Other specific toxicity endpoints, as 
appropriate 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Structure 
identified? 

Any
clinically 

relevant adverse 
effects? 

Qualified 

Yes No No action 

No 

Greater
than qualification 

thresholdc? 

Yes 

Any
known human 
relevant risksd? 

No 

Reduce 
to not more than 
() identification 

thresholdc? 

No further 
action 

No action 

Reduce to 
safe level 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

No 

Is degradation 
product greater than 

identification 
thresholdc? 

Reduce to 
safe level 

Reduce
to not more than 
() qualification 

thresholdc? 
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Notes on Attachment 3 

a) If considered desirable, a minimum screen (e.g., genotoxic potential), should be 
conducted. 

A study to detect point mutations and one to detect chromosomal aberrations, 
both in vitro, are considered an appropriate minimum screen. 

b) If general toxicity studies are desirable, one or more studies should be 
designed to allow comparison of unqualified to qualified material.  The study 
duration should be based on available relevant information and performed in 
the species most likely to maximise the potential to detect the toxicity of a 
degradation product. On a case-by-case basis, single-dose studies can be 
appropriate, especially for single-dose drugs. In general, a minimum duration 
of 14 days and a maximum duration of 90 days would be considered 
appropriate. 

c) Lower thresholds can be appropriate if the degradation product is unusually 
toxic. 

d) For example, do known safety data for this degradation product or its 
structural class preclude human exposure at the concentration present? 
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PART I: 
IMPURITIES: GUIDELINE FOR RESIDUAL SOLVENTS 

Having reached Step 4 of the ICH Process at the ICH Steering Committee meeting on 
17 July 1997, this Guideline is recommended for adoption  

to the three regulatory parties to ICH 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The objective of this guideline is to recommend acceptable amounts for residual 
solvents in pharmaceuticals for the safety of the patient. The guideline recommends 
use of less toxic solvents and describes levels considered to be toxicologically 
acceptable for some residual solvents. 

Residual solvents in pharmaceuticals are defined here as organic volatile chemicals 
that are used or produced in the manufacture of drug substances or excipients, or in 
the preparation of drug products. The solvents are not completely removed by 
practical manufacturing techniques. Appropriate selection of the solvent for the 
synthesis of drug substance may enhance the yield, or determine characteristics such 
as crystal form, purity, and solubility. Therefore, the solvent may sometimes be a 
critical parameter in the synthetic process. This guideline does not address solvents 
deliberately used as excipients nor does it address solvates. However, the content of 
solvents in such products should be evaluated and justified. 

Since there is no therapeutic benefit from residual solvents, all residual solvents 
should be removed to the extent possible to meet product specifications, good 
manufacturing practices, or other quality-based requirements. Drug products should 
contain no higher levels of residual solvents than can be supported by safety data. 
Some solvents that are known to cause unacceptable toxicities (Class 1, Table 1) 
should be avoided in  the production of drug substances, excipients, or drug products 
unless their use can be strongly justified in a risk-benefit assessment. Some solvents 
associated with less severe toxicity (Class 2, Table 2) should be limited in order to 
protect patients from potential adverse effects. Ideally, less toxic solvents (Class 3, 
Table 3) should be used where practical. The complete list of solvents included in this 
guideline is given in Appendix 1. 

The lists are not exhaustive and other solvents can be used and later added to the 
lists. Recommended limits of Class 1 and 2 solvents or classification of solvents may 
change as new safety data becomes available. Supporting safety data in a marketing 
application for a new drug product containing a new solvent may be based on concepts 
in this guideline or the concept of qualification of impurities as expressed in the 
guideline for drug substance (Q3A, Impurities in New Drug Substances) or drug 
product (Q3B, Impurities in New Drug Products), or all three guidelines.  

2. SCOPE OF THE GUIDELINE 
Residual solvents in drug substances, excipients, and in drug products are within the 
scope of this guideline. Therefore, testing should be performed for residual solvents 
when production or purification processes are known to result in the presence of such 
solvents. It is only necessary to test for solvents that are used or produced in the 
manufacture or purification of drug substances, excipients, or drug product. Although 
manufacturers may choose to test the drug product, a cumulative method may be used 
to calculate the residual solvent levels in the drug product from the levels in the 
ingredients used to produce the drug product. If the calculation results in a level equal 
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to or below that recommended in this guideline, no testing of the drug product for 
residual solvents need be considered. If, however, the calculated level is above the 
recommended level, the drug product should be tested to ascertain whether the 
formulation process has reduced the relevant solvent level to within the acceptable 
amount. Drug product should also be tested if a solvent is used during its 
manufacture. 

This guideline does not apply to potential new drug substances, excipients, or drug 
products used during the clinical research stages of development, nor does it apply to 
existing marketed drug products. 

The guideline applies to all dosage forms and routes of administration. Higher levels 
of residual solvents may be acceptable in certain cases such as short term (30 days or 
less) or topical application. Justification for these levels should be made on a case by 
case basis. 

See Appendix 2 for additional background information related to residual solvents. 

3. GENERAL PRINCIPLES 

3.1 Classification of Residual Solvents by Risk Assessment 
The term "tolerable daily intake" (TDI) is used by the International Program on 
Chemical Safety (IPCS) to describe exposure limits of toxic chemicals and "acceptable 
daily intake" (ADI) is used by the World Health Organization (WHO) and other 
national and international health authorities and institutes. The new term "permitted 
daily exposure" (PDE) is defined in the present guideline as a pharmaceutically 
acceptable intake of residual solvents to avoid confusion of differing values for ADI's of 
the same substance. 

Residual solvents assessed in this guideline are listed in Appendix 1 by common names 
and structures. They were evaluated for their possible risk to human health and placed 
into one of three classes as follows: 

Class 1 solvents:  Solvents to be avoided 
Known human carcinogens, strongly suspected human carcinogens, and 
environmental hazards. 

Class 2 solvents:  Solvents to be limited 
Non-genotoxic animal carcinogens or possible causative agents of other 
irreversible toxicity such as neurotoxicity or teratogenicity. 

Solvents suspected of other significant but reversible toxicities. 

Class 3 solvents:  Solvents with low toxic potential 
Solvents with low toxic potential to man; no health-based exposure limit is 
needed. Class 3 solvents have PDEs of 50 mg or more per day.  

3.2 Methods for Establishing Exposure Limits 
The method used to establish permitted daily exposures for residual solvents is 
presented in Appendix 3. Summaries of the toxicity data that were used to establish 
limits are published in Pharmeuropa, Vol. 9, No. 1, Supplement, April 1997. 
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3.3 Options for Describing Limits of Class 2 Solvents 
Two options are available when setting limits for Class 2 solvents.  

Option 1:  The concentration limits in ppm stated in Table 2 can be used. They were 
calculated using equation (1) below by assuming a product mass of 10 g administered 
daily. 

Concentration (ppm)
1000 x PDE

dose
    (1) 

Here, PDE is given in terms of mg/day and dose is given in g/day. 

These limits are considered acceptable for all substances, excipients, or products. 
Therefore this option may be applied if the daily dose is not known or fixed. If all 
excipients and drug substances in a formulation meet the limits given in Option 1, 
then these components may be used in any proportion. No further calculation is 
necessary provided the daily dose does not exceed 10 g. Products that are 
administered in doses greater than 10 g per day should be considered under Option 2. 

Option 2: It is not considered necessary for each component of the drug product to 
comply with the limits given in Option 1. The PDE in terms of mg/day as stated in 
Table 2 can be used with the known maximum daily dose and equation (1) above to 
determine the concentration of residual solvent allowed in drug product. Such limits 
are considered acceptable provided that it has been demonstrated that the residual 
solvent has been reduced to the practical minimum. The limits should be realistic in 
relation to analytical precision, manufacturing capability, reasonable variation in the 
manufacturing process, and the limits should reflect contemporary manufacturing 
standards.  

Option 2 may be applied by adding the amounts of a residual solvent present in each 
of the components of the drug product. The sum of the amounts of solvent per day 
should be less than that given by the PDE.  

Consider an example of the use of Option 1 and Option 2 applied to acetonitrile in a 
drug product. The permitted daily exposure to acetonitrile is 4.1 mg per day; thus, the 
Option 1 limit is 410 ppm. The maximum administered daily mass of a drug product is 
5.0 g, and the drug product contains two excipients. The composition of the drug 
product and the calculated maximum content of residual acetonitrile are given in the 
following table. 

Component Amount in 
formulation 

Acetonitrile content Daily exposure 

Drug substance 0.3 g 800 ppm 0.24 mg 

Excipient 1 0.9 g 400 ppm 0.36 mg 

Excipient 2 3.8 g 800 ppm 3.04 mg 

Drug Product 5.0 g 728 ppm 3.64 mg 

Excipient 1 meets the Option 1 limit, but the drug substance, excipient 2, and drug 
product do not meet the Option 1 limit. Nevertheless, the product meets the Option 2 
limit of 4.1 mg per day and thus conforms to the recommendations in this guideline. 
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Consider another example using acetonitrile as residual solvent. The maximum 
administered daily mass of a drug product is 5.0 g, and the drug product contains two 
excipients. The composition of the drug product and the calculated maximum content 
of residual acetonitrile are given in the following table. 

Component Amount in 
formulation 

Acetonitrile content Daily exposure 

Drug substance 0.3 g 800 ppm 0.24 mg 

Excipient 1 0.9 g 2000 ppm 1.80 mg 

Excipient 2 3.8 g 800 ppm 3.04 mg 

Drug Product 5.0 g 1016 ppm 5.08 mg 

In this example, the product meets neither the Option 1 nor the Option 2 limit 
according to this summation. The manufacturer could test the drug product to 
determine if the formulation process reduced the level of acetonitrile. If the level of 
acetonitrile was not reduced during formulation to the allowed limit, then the 
manufacturer of the drug product should take other steps to reduce the amount of 
acetonitrile in the drug product. If all of these steps fail to reduce the level of residual 
solvent, in exceptional cases the manufacturer could provide a summary of efforts 
made to reduce the solvent level to meet the guideline value, and provide a risk-
benefit analysis to support allowing the product to be utilised with residual solvent at 
a higher level.  

3.4 Analytical Procedures 
Residual solvents are typically determined using chromatographic techniques such as 
gas chromatography. Any harmonised procedures for determining levels of residual 
solvents as described in the pharmacopoeias should be used, if feasible. Otherwise, 
manufacturers would be free to select the most appropriate validated analytical 
procedure for a particular application. If only Class 3 solvents are present, a non-
specific method such as loss on drying may be used. 

Validation of methods for residual solvents should conform to ICH guidelines Text on 
Validation of Analytical Procedures and Extension of the ICH Text on Validation of 
Analytical Procedures. 

3.5 Reporting levels of residual solvents 
Manufacturers of pharmaceutical products need certain information about the content 
of residual solvents in excipients or drug substances in order to meet the criteria of 
this guideline. The following statements are given as acceptable examples of the 
information that could be provided from a supplier of excipients or drug substances to 
a pharmaceutical manufacturer. The supplier might choose one of the following as 
appropriate: 

 Only Class 3 solvents are likely to be present. Loss on drying is less than 0.5%. 

 Only Class 2 solvents X, Y, ... are likely to be present. All are below the Option 1 
limit. (Here the supplier would name the Class 2 solvents represented by X, Y, ...) 

 Only Class 2 solvents X, Y, ... and Class 3 solvents are likely to be present. 
Residual Class 2 solvents are below the Option 1 limit and residual Class 3 
solvents are below 0.5%.  
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If Class 1 solvents are likely to be present, they should be identified and quantified.  

"Likely to be present" refers to the solvent used in the final manufacturing step and to 
solvents that are used in earlier manufacturing steps and not removed consistently by 
a validated process.  

If solvents of Class 2 or Class 3 are present at greater than their Option 1 limits or 
0.5%, respectively, they should be identified and quantified.  

4. LIMITS OF RESIDUAL SOLVENTS 

4.1 Solvents to Be Avoided 
Solvents in Class 1 should not be employed in the manufacture of drug substances, 
excipients, and drug products because of their unacceptable toxicity or their 
deleterious environmental effect. However, if their use is unavoidable in order to 
produce a drug product with a significant therapeutic advance, then their levels 
should be restricted as shown in Table 1, unless otherwise justified. 1,1,1-
Trichloroethane is included in Table 1 because it is an environmental hazard. The 
stated limit of 1500 ppm is based on a review of the safety data. 

TABLE 1. Class 1 solvents in pharmaceutical products (solvents that should be 
avoided). 

Solvent  Concentration limit 
(ppm) 

Concern 

Benzene 2 Carcinogen 

Carbon tetrachloride 4 Toxic and environmental 
hazard 

1,2-Dichloroethane  5 Toxic 

1,1-Dichloroethene 8 Toxic 

1,1,1-Trichloroethane 1500 Environmental hazard 
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4.2 Solvents to Be Limited 
Solvents in Table 2 should be limited in pharmaceutical products because of 
their inherent toxicity. PDEs are given to the nearest 0.1 mg/day, and 
concentrations are given to the nearest 10 ppm. The stated values do not reflect 
the necessary analytical precision of determination. Precision should be 
determined as part of the validation of the method. 

TABLE 2. Class 2 solvents in pharmaceutical products. 

Solvent  PDE (mg/day) Concentration limit 
(ppm) 

Acetonitrile 4.1 410 
Chlorobenzene 3.6 360 

Chloroform 0.6 60 

Cumene1 0.7 70 

Cyclohexane 38.8  3880 

1,2-Dichloroethene 18.7 1870 

Dichloromethane 6.0 600 

1,2-Dimethoxyethane 1.0 100 

N,N-Dimethylacetamide 10.9 1090 

N,N-Dimethylformamide 8.8 880 

1,4-Dioxane  3.8 380 

2-Ethoxyethanol 1.6 160 

Ethyleneglycol 6.2 620 

Formamide 2.2 220 

Hexane 2.9 290 

Methanol 30.0 3000 

2-Methoxyethanol 0.5 50 

Methylbutyl ketone 0.5 50 

Methylcyclohexane 11.8 1180 

N-Methylpyrrolidone2  5.3  530 

Nitromethane 0.5 50 

Pyridine  2.0 200 

Sulfolane 1.6 160 

                                                 
1 The information included for Cumene reflects that included in the Revision of PDE 
Information for Cumene which reached Step 4 in February 2011 and was subsequently 
incorporated into the core Guideline. See Part IV (pages 22-25).  

2 The information included for N-Methylpyrrolidone reflects that included in the Revision of 
PDE Information for NMP which reached Step 4 in September 2002 (two mistyping 
corrections made in October 2002), and was incorporated into the core guideline in November 
2005. See Part III (pages 20-21).  
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Tetrahydrofuran3 7.2 720 

Tetralin 1.0 100 

Toluene 8.9 890 

1,1,2-Trichloroethene 0.8 80 

Xylene* 21.7 2170 
*usually 60% m-xylene, 14% p-xylene, 9% o-xylene with 17% ethyl benzene 

4.3 Solvents with Low Toxic Potential 
Solvents in Class 3 (shown in Table 3) may be regarded as less toxic and of lower risk 
to human health. Class 3 includes no solvent known as a human health hazard at 
levels normally accepted in pharmaceuticals. However, there are no long-term toxicity 
or carcinogenicity studies for many of the solvents in Class 3. Available data indicate 
that they are less toxic in acute or short-term studies and negative in genotoxicity 
studies. It is considered that amounts of these residual solvents of 50 mg per day or 
less (corresponding to 5000 ppm or 0.5% under Option 1) would be acceptable without 
justification. Higher amounts may also be acceptable provided they are realistic in 
relation to manufacturing capability and good manufacturing practice. 

TABLE 3. Class 3 solvents which should be limited by GMP or other quality-
based requirements. 

Acetic acid Heptane 

Acetone Isobutyl acetate 

Anisole Isopropyl acetate 

1-Butanol Methyl acetate 

2-Butanol 3-Methyl-1-butanol 

Butyl acetate Methylethyl ketone 

tert-Butylmethyl ether Methylisobutyl ketone 

Dimethyl sulfoxide 2-Methyl-1-propanol 

Ethanol Pentane 

Ethyl acetate 1-Pentanol 

Ethyl ether 1-Propanol 

Ethyl formate 2-Propanol 

Formic acid Propyl acetate 

                                                 
3 The information included for Tetrahydrofuran reflects that included in the Revision of PDE 
Information for THF which reached Step 4 in September 2002, and was incorporated into the 
core guideline in November 2005. See Part II (pages 18-19). 
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4.4 Solvents for which No Adequate Toxicological Data was Found 
The following solvents (Table 4) may also be of interest to manufacturers of excipients, 
drug substances, or drug products. However, no adequate toxicological data on which 
to base a PDE was found. Manufacturers should supply justification for residual levels 
of these solvents in pharmaceutical products. 

TABLE 4. Solvents for which no adequate toxicological data was found.  

1,1-Diethoxypropane Methylisopropyl ketone  

1,1-Dimethoxymethane Methyltetrahydrofuran 

2,2-Dimethoxypropane Petroleum ether 

Isooctane Trichloroacetic acid 

Isopropyl ether Trifluoroacetic acid 
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GLOSSARY 

Genotoxic Carcinogens:   
Carcinogens which produce cancer by affecting genes or chromosomes. 

LOEL:   
Abbreviation for lowest-observed effect level. 

Lowest-Observed Effect Level:  
The lowest dose of substance in a study or group of studies that produces biologically 
significant increases in frequency or severity of any effects in the exposed humans or 
animals.  

Modifying Factor:   
A factor determined by professional judgment of a toxicologist and applied to bioassay 
data to relate that data safely to humans. 

Neurotoxicity:   
The ability of a substance to cause adverse effects on the nervous system. 

NOEL:   
Abbreviation for no-observed-effect level. 

No-Observed-Effect Level:  
The highest dose of substance at which there are no biologically significant increases 
in frequency or severity of any effects in the exposed humans or animals. 

PDE:   
Abbreviation for permitted daily exposure. 

Permitted Daily Exposure:   
The maximum acceptable intake per day of residual solvent in pharmaceutical 
products. 

Reversible Toxicity:   
The occurrence of harmful effects that are caused by a substance and which disappear 
after exposure to the substance ends. 

Strongly Suspected Human Carcinogen:  
A substance for which there is no epidemiological evidence of carcinogenesis but there 
are positive genotoxicity data and clear evidence of carcinogenesis in rodents. 

Teratogenicity:   
The occurrence of structural malformations in a developing fetus when a substance is 
administered during pregnancy. 
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APPENDIX 1. LIST OF SOLVENTS INCLUDED IN THE GUIDELINE 

Solvent Other Names Structure Class 

Acetic acid Ethanoic acid CH3COOH Class 3 

Acetone 2-Propanone  

Propan-2-one 

CH3COCH3 Class 3 

Acetonitrile  CH3CN Class 2 

Anisole Methoxybenzene OCH3  
Class 3 

Benzene Benzol 
 

Class 1 

1-Butanol n-Butyl alcohol 

Butan-1-ol 

CH3(CH2)3OH Class 3 

2-Butanol sec-Butyl alcohol 

Butan-2-ol 

CH3CH2CH(OH)CH3 Class 3 

Butyl acetate Acetic acid butyl ester CH3COO(CH2)3CH3 Class 3 

tert-Butylmethyl 
ether 

2-Methoxy-2-methyl- 
propane 

(CH3)3COCH3 Class 3 

Carbon tetrachloride Tetrachloromethane CCl4 Class 1 

Chlorobenzene  Cl
 

Class 2 

Chloroform Trichloromethane CHCl3 Class 2 

Cumene1 Isopropylbenzene 

(1-Methyl)ethylbenzene 
CH(CH3)2 

Class 2 

Cyclohexane Hexamethylene 
 

Class 2 

1,2-Dichloroethane sym-Dichloroethane 

Ethylene dichloride 

Ethylene chloride 

CH2ClCH2Cl Class 1 

                                                 
1 The information included for Cumene reflects that included in the Revision of PDE 
Information for Cumene which reached Step 4 in February 2011 and was subsequently 
incorporated into the core Guideline. See Part IV (pages 22-25). 
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Solvent Other Names Structure Class 

1,1-Dichloroethene 1,1-Dichloroethylene 

Vinylidene chloride 

H2C=CCl2 Class 1 

1,2-Dichloroethene 1,2-Dichloroethylene 

Acetylene dichloride 

ClHC=CHCl Class 2 

Dichloromethane Methylene chloride CH2Cl2 Class 2 

1,2-Dimethoxyethane Ethyleneglycol dimethyl 
ether 

Monoglyme 

Dimethyl Cellosolve 

H3COCH2CH2OCH3 Class 2 

N,N-
Dimethylacetamide 

DMA CH3CON(CH3)2 Class 2 

N,N-
Dimethylformamide 

DMF HCON(CH3)2 Class 2 

Dimethyl sulfoxide Methylsulfinylmethane 

Methyl sulfoxide 

DMSO 

(CH3)2SO Class 3 

1,4-Dioxane p-Dioxane 

[1,4]Dioxane 
O O

 
Class 2 

Ethanol Ethyl alcohol CH3CH2OH Class 3 

2-Ethoxyethanol Cellosolve CH3CH2OCH2CH2OH Class 2 

Ethyl acetate Acetic acid ethyl ester CH3COOCH2CH3 Class 3 

Ethyleneglycol 1,2-Dihydroxyethane 

1,2-Ethanediol 

HOCH2CH2OH Class 2 

Ethyl ether Diethyl ether 

Ethoxyethane 

1,1’-Oxybisethane 

CH3CH2OCH2CH3 Class 3 

Ethyl formate Formic acid ethyl ester HCOOCH2CH3 Class 3 

Formamide Methanamide HCONH2 Class 2 

Formic acid  HCOOH Class 3 

Heptane n-Heptane CH3(CH2)5CH3 Class 3 
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Solvent Other Names Structure Class 

Hexane n-Hexane CH3(CH2)4CH3 Class 2 

Isobutyl acetate Acetic acid isobutyl ester CH3COOCH2CH(CH3)2 Class 3 

Isopropyl acetate Acetic acid isopropyl ester CH3COOCH(CH3)2 Class 3 

Methanol Methyl alcohol CH3OH Class 2 

2-Methoxyethanol Methyl Cellosolve CH3OCH2CH2OH Class 2 

Methyl acetate Acetic acid methyl ester CH3COOCH3 Class 3 

3-Methyl-1-butanol Isoamyl alcohol  

Isopentyl alcohol 

3-Methylbutan-1-ol 

(CH3)2CHCH2CH2OH Class 3 

Methylbutyl ketone 2-Hexanone 

Hexan-2-one 

CH3(CH2)3COCH3 Class 2 

Methylcyclohexane Cyclohexylmethane CH3  
Class 2 

Methylethyl ketone 2-Butanone 

MEK 

Butan-2-one 

CH3CH2COCH3 Class 3 

Methylisobutyl 
ketone 

4-Methylpentan-2-one 

4-Methyl-2-pentanone 

MIBK 

CH3COCH2CH(CH3)2 Class 3 

2-Methyl-1-propanol Isobutyl alcohol 

2-Methylpropan-1-ol 

(CH3)2CHCH2OH Class 3 

N-Methylpyrrolidone 1-Methylpyrrolidin-2-one 

1-Methyl-2-pyrrolidinone 
N
CH3

O

 

Class 2 

Nitromethane  CH3NO2 Class 2 

Pentane n-Pentane CH3(CH2)3CH3 Class 3 

1-Pentanol Amyl alcohol 

Pentan-1-ol 

Pentyl alcohol 

CH3(CH2)3CH2OH Class 3 
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Solvent Other Names Structure Class 

1-Propanol Propan-1-ol 

Propyl alcohol 

CH3CH2CH2OH Class 3 

2-Propanol Propan-2-ol 

Isopropyl alcohol 

(CH3)2CHOH Class 3 

Propyl acetate Acetic acid propyl ester CH3COOCH2CH2CH3 Class 3 

Pyridine  N
 

Class 2 

Sulfolane Tetrahydrothiophene 1,1-
dioxide S

O O  

Class 2 

Tetrahydrofuran2 Tetramethylene oxide 

Oxacyclopentane 
O  

Class 2 

Tetralin 1,2,3,4-Tetrahydro-
naphthalene  

Class 2 

Toluene Methylbenzene CH3  
Class 2 

1,1,1-Trichloroethane Methylchloroform CH3CCl3 Class 1 

1,1,2-Trichloroethene Trichloroethene HClC=CCl2 Class 2 

Xylene* Dimethybenzene 

Xylol 
CH3

CH3
 

Class 2 

*usually 60% m-xylene, 14% p-xylene, 9% o-xylene with 17% ethyl benzene 

                                                 
2 The information included for Tetrahydrofuran reflects that included in the Revision of PDE 
Information for THF which reached Step 4  in September 2002, and was incorporated into the 
core guideline in November 2005. See Part II (pages 18-19). 
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APPENDIX 2. ADDITIONAL BACKGROUND 

A2.1 Environmental Regulation of Organic Volatile Solvents 
Several of the residual solvents frequently used in the production of pharmaceuticals 
are listed as toxic chemicals in Environmental Health Criteria (EHC) monographs and 
the Integrated Risk Information System (IRIS). The objectives of such groups as the 
International Programme on Chemical Safety (IPCS), the United States Environmental 
Protection Agency (USEPA), and the United States Food and Drug Administration 
(USFDA) include the determination of acceptable exposure levels. The goal is protection 
of human health and maintenance of environmental integrity against the possible 
deleterious effects of chemicals resulting from long-term environmental exposure. The 
methods involved in the estimation of maximum safe exposure limits are usually based 
on long-term studies. When long-term study data are unavailable, shorter term study 
data can be used with modification of the approach such as use of larger safety factors. 
The approach described therein relates primarily to long-term or life-time exposure of 
the general population in the ambient environment, i.e., ambient air, food, drinking 
water and other media. 

A2.2 Residual Solvents in Pharmaceuticals 
Exposure limits in this guideline are established by referring to methodologies and 
toxicity data described in EHC and IRIS monographs. However, some specific 
assumptions about residual solvents to be used in the synthesis and formulation of 
pharmaceutical products should be taken into account in establishing exposure limits. 
They are: 

1) Patients (not the general population) use pharmaceuticals to treat their diseases 
or for prophylaxis to prevent infection or disease. 

2) The assumption of life-time patient exposure is not necessary for most 
pharmaceutical products but may be appropriate as a working hypothesis to 
reduce risk to human health. 

3) Residual solvents are unavoidable components in pharmaceutical production and 
will often be a part of drug products. 

4) Residual solvents should not exceed recommended levels except in exceptional 
circumstances. 

5) Data from toxicological studies that are used to determine acceptable levels for 
residual solvents should have been generated using appropriate protocols such as 
those described for example by OECD, EPA, and the FDA Red Book. 
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APPENDIX 3. METHODS FOR ESTABLISHING EXPOSURE LIMITS 

The Gaylor-Kodell method of risk assessment (Gaylor, D. W. and Kodell, R. L.: Linear 
Interpolation algorithm for low dose assessment of toxic substance. J Environ. 
Pathology, 4, 305, 1980) is appropriate for Class 1 carcinogenic solvents. Only in cases 
where reliable carcinogenicity data are available should extrapolation by the use of 
mathematical models be applied to setting exposure limits. Exposure limits for Class 1 
solvents could be determined with the use of a large safety factor (i.e., 10,000 to 
100,000) with respect to the no-observed-effect level (NOEL). Detection and 
quantitation of these solvents should be by state-of-the-art analytical techniques. 

Acceptable exposure levels in this guideline for Class 2 solvents were established by 
calculation of PDE values according to the procedures for setting exposure limits in 
pharmaceuticals (Pharmacopeial Forum, Nov-Dec 1989), and the method adopted by 
IPCS for Assessing Human Health Risk of Chemicals (Environmental Health Criteria 
170, WHO, 1994). These methods are similar to those used by the USEPA (IRIS) and 
the USFDA (Red Book) and others. The method is outlined here to give a better 
understanding of the origin of the PDE values. It is not necessary to perform these 
calculations in order to use the PDE values tabulated in Section 4 of this document.   

PDE is derived from the no-observed-effect level (NOEL), or the lowest-observed effect 
level (LOEL) in the most relevant animal study as follows: 

 

            PDE =  
NOEL x Weight Adjustment

F1 x F2 x F3 x F4 x F5
 (1) 

 

The PDE is derived preferably from a NOEL. If no NOEL is obtained, the LOEL may 
be used. Modifying factors proposed here, for relating the data to humans, are the 
same kind of "uncertainty factors" used in Environmental Health Criteria 
(Environmental Health Criteria 170, World Health Organization, Geneva, 1994), and 
"modifying factors" or "safety factors" in Pharmacopeial Forum. The assumption of 
100% systemic exposure is used in all calculations regardless of route of 
administration. 

The modifying factors are as follows: 

F1 = A factor to account for extrapolation between species 

F1 = 5 for extrapolation from rats to humans 

F1 = 12 for extrapolation from mice to humans 

F1 = 2 for extrapolation from dogs to humans 

F1 = 2.5 for extrapolation from rabbits to humans 

F1 = 3 for extrapolation from monkeys to humans 

F1 = 10 for extrapolation from other animals to humans 

F1 takes into account the comparative surface area:body weight ratios for the species 
concerned and for man. Surface area (S) is calculated as: 

 S = kM0.67 (2) 

in which M = body mass, and the constant k has been taken to be 10. The body 
weights used in the equation are those shown below in Table A3.1. 
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F2 = A factor of 10 to account for variability between individuals 

A factor of 10 is generally given for all organic solvents, and 10 is used consistently in 
this guideline. 

F3 = A variable factor to account for toxicity studies of short-term exposure 

F3 = 1 for studies that last at least one half lifetime (1 year for rodents or rabbits; 
7 years for cats, dogs and monkeys).  

F3 = 1 for reproductive studies in which the whole period of organogenesis is 
covered.  

F3 = 2 for a 6-month study in rodents, or a 3.5-year study in non-rodents.  

F3 = 5 for a 3-month study in rodents, or a 2-year study in non-rodents. 

F3 = 10 for studies of a shorter duration.  

In all cases, the higher factor has been used for study durations between the time 
points, e.g., a factor of 2 for a 9-month rodent study. 

F4 = A factor that may be applied in cases of severe toxicity, e.g., non-genotoxic 
carcinogenicity, neurotoxicity or teratogenicity. In studies of reproductive toxicity, the 
following factors are used: 

F4 = 1 for fetal toxicity associated with maternal toxicity 

F4 = 5 for fetal toxicity without maternal toxicity 

F4 = 5 for a teratogenic effect with maternal toxicity 

F4 = 10 for a teratogenic effect without maternal toxicity 

F5 = A variable factor that may be applied if the no-effect level was not established 

When only an LOEL is available, a factor of up to 10 could be used depending on the 
severity of the toxicity. 

The weight adjustment assumes an arbitrary adult human body weight for either sex 
of 50 kg. This relatively low weight provides an additional safety factor against the 
standard weights of 60 kg or 70 kg that are often used in this type of calculation. It is 
recognized that some adult patients weigh less than 50 kg; these patients are 
considered to be accommodated by the built-in safety factors used to determine a PDE. 
If the solvent was present in a formulation specifically intended for pediatric use, an 
adjustment for a lower body weight would be appropriate. 

As an example of the application of this equation, consider a toxicity study of 
acetonitrile in mice that is summarized in Pharmeuropa, Vol. 9, No. 1, Supplement, 
April 1997, page S24. The NOEL is calculated to be 50.7 mg kg-1 day-1. The PDE for 
acetonitrile in this study is calculated as follows: 

PDE =  
50.7 mg kg  day  x 50 kg

12 x 10 x 5 x 1 x 1
 4.22 mg day

-1 -1
-1  

In this example,  
F1 = 12 to account for the extrapolation from mice to humans 
F2 = 10 to account for differences between individual humans 
F3 = 5 because the duration of the study was only 13 weeks 
F4 = 1 because no severe toxicity was encountered 
F5 = 1 because the no effect level was determined 
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Table A3.1. Values used in the calculations in this document. 

rat body weight 425 g mouse respiratory volume 43 L/day 

pregnant rat body weight 330 g rabbit respiratory volume 1440 L/day 

mouse body weight 28 g guinea pig respiratory 
volume 

430 L/day 

pregnant mouse body 
weight 

30 g human respiratory volume 28,800 
L/day 

guinea pig body weight 500 g dog respiratory volume 9,000 L/day 

Rhesus monkey body 
weight 

2.5 kg monkey respiratory volume 1,150 L/day 

rabbit body weight 
(pregnant or not) 

4 kg mouse water consumption 5 mL/day 

beagle dog body weight 11.5 kg rat water consumption 30 mL/day 

rat respiratory volume 290 L/day rat food consumption 30 g/day 

The equation for an ideal gas, PV = nRT, is used to convert concentrations of gases 
used in inhalation studies from units of ppm to units of mg/L or mg/m3. Consider as 
an example the rat reproductive toxicity study by inhalation of carbon tetrachloride 
(molecular weight 153.84) is summarized in Pharmeuropa, Vol. 9, No. 1, Supplement, 
April 1997, page S9. 

 

n

V
 =  

P

RT
 =  

300 x 10  atm x 153840 mg mol

 L atm K  mol  x 298 K
 =  

46.15 mg

24.45 L
 =  1.89 mg / L

-6 -1

-1 -10 082.
 

 

The relationship 1000 L = 1 m3 is used to convert to mg/ m3. 
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PART II: 
IMPURITIES: RESIDUAL SOLVENTS (MAINTENANCE) 

PDE FOR TETRAHYDROFURAN 
ICH Harmonised Tripartite Guideline 

Having reached Step 4 of the ICH Process at the ICH Steering Committee meeting  
on 12 September, 2002 and incorporated into the core Guideline in November 2005, 

this Guideline is recommended for  
adoption to the three regulatory parties to ICH 

 

 

The ICH Q3C guidance reached Step 5 in December of 1997. It had been agreed by 
the members of the Expert Working Group (EWG) that the permissible daily 
exposure (PDE) could be modified if reliable and more relevant toxicity data was 
brought to the attention of the group. In 1999, a maintenance agreement was 
instituted and a Maintenance EWG was formed. The agreement provided for the 
re-visitation of solvent PDEs and allowed for minor changes to the guidance that 
included the existing PDEs. It was also agreed that new solvents and PDEs could 
be added based upon adequate toxicity data. 

The EWG visited new toxicity data for the solvent tetrahydrofuran (THF) late last 
year and earlier this year. The data in review was the information published by 
the U. S. National Toxicology Program (NTP) that consisted of data from several 
mutagenicity studies and two carcinogenicity studies in rodents via the 
inhalational route of administration. Information was sent to the members of the 
EWG for their analysis. 

Animal Toxicity 

Genetic toxicology studies were conducted in Salmonella typhimurium, Chinese 
hamster ovary cells, Drosophila melanogaster, mouse bone marrow cells and 
mouse peripheral blood cells. The in vitro studies were conducted with and 
without exogenous metabolic activation from induced S9 liver enzymes. With the 
exception of an equivocal small increase above baseline in male mouse 
erythrocytes, no positive findings were found in any of the genetic toxicology 
studies. 

Groups of 50 male and 50 female rats were exposed to 0, 200, 600, or 1,800 ppm 
tetrahydrofuran by inhalation, 6 hours per day, 5 days per week, for 105 weeks. 
Identical exposures were given to groups of 50 male and 50 female mice. Under 
the conditions of the studies, there was some evidence of carcinogenic activity of 
THF in male rats due to increased incidences of adenoma or carcinoma (combined) 
of the kidney. There was clear evidence of carcinogenic activity of THF in female 
mice due to increased incidences of hepatocellular adenomas and carcinomas. No 
evidence for carcinogenicity was found in female rats and male mice. 
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Using the lowest THF exposure in the most sensitive specie, the male rat at 200 
ppm was used for the PDE calculation. 

 

ppm 720

mg/day 7.2 











10

1000 x 7.2
Limit

mg/day 7.165
1 x 10 x 1 x 10 x 5

50 x 71.65
PDE

mg/kg 65.17
0.425

290 x 0.105
doseDaily 

mg/L 0.105
7 x 24

5 x 6 x 0.59
dosing continuousFor 

mg/L 59.0mg/m 8.895
24.45

72.10 x 200
ppm 200 3

 

 

Conclusion: 

The former PDE for this solvent was greater than 50 mg/day (121 mg/day) and 
THF was placed in Class 3. The newly calculated PDE for tetrahydrofuran based 
upon chronic toxicity/carcinogenicity data is 7.2 mg/day, therefore, it is 
recommended that Tetrahydrofuran be placed into Class 2 in Table 2 in 
the ICH Impurities: Residual Solvents Guideline. This is also the appropriate 
Class for THF because this Class contains those solvents that are non-genotoxic 
carcinogens and THF has been demonstrated to be a non-genotoxic carcinogen in 
rodents. 
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PART III: 
IMPURITIES : RESIDUAL SOLVENTS (MAINTENANCE) 

PDE FOR N-METHYLPYRROLIDONE (NMP) 
ICH Harmonised Tripartite Guideline 

Having reached Step 4 of the ICH Process at the ICH Steering Committee meeting  
on 12 September 2002 and incorporated into the core Guideline in November 2005, 

this Guideline is recommended for  
adoption to the three regulatory parties to ICH 

(Two mistyping corrections in the first calculation formula have been given  
on October 28, 2002 – this version is corrected) 

 

The ICH Q3C guidance reached Step 5 in December of 1997. It had been agreed by 
the members of the Expert Working Group (EWG) that the permissible daily 
exposure (PDE) could be modified if reliable and more relevant toxicity data was 
brought to the attention of the group. In 1999, a maintenance agreement was 
instituted and a Maintenance EWG was formed. The agreement provided for the 
re-visitation of solvent PDEs and allowed for minor changes to the guidance that 
included the existing PDEs. It was also agreed that new solvents and PDEs could 
be added based upon adequate toxicity data. 

The EWG received new toxicity data for the solvent N-methylpyrrolidone late last 
year. It had been provided to the FDA by the NMP Producers Group. It was a 2-
year chronic feeding study in rats performed by E.I. Dupont de Nemours & Co 
(unpublished data). The data was sent to the members of the EWG for their 
analysis. At the time, that data appeared to be the best available upon which to 
make a recommendation to the Steering Committee regarding a change in the 
status of NMP. At the last ICH meeting, February 28 to March 2, 2000, I briefed 
the Steering Committee on the results of the EWG’s analysis and its consensus 
decision. The consensus was to remove NMP from Class 2 (PDE of 48.4 mg/day) 
and place it into Class 3 with a new PDE of 207 mg/day. Shortly thereafter, 
members of the EWG provided additional comment and data from which lower 
PDEs could be determined. The following paragraphs contain an analysis of an 
appropriate and more sensitive study from which to calculate a new PDE. 

Animal Toxicity 

The following paper was used for the calculation of the PDE for NMP: 

“Effects Of Prenatal Exposure To N-Methylpyrrolidone On Postnatal Development 
And Behaviour In Rats”, Hass U. et al., Neurotoxicol. Teratol.: 1994, 16, (3), 241-
249. 

Wistar rats were exposed by inhalation to 150ppm NMP for 6 hours/day, daily 
from days 7-20 of gestation and were then allowed to litter. No maternal toxicity 
was detected and litter size was unaffected by treatment. No physical 
abnormalities were described. The offspring were reduced in weight, the difference 
being statistically significant up to week 5 after birth. Pre-weaning development 
was impaired as was higher cognitive function related to solving of difficult tasks. 
Basal function of the CNS was normal and there were no effects on learning of low 
grade tasks. A NOEL was not established. 
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ppm 530

mg/day 5.3











10

1000 x 5.3
Limit

5 x 5 x 1 x 10 x 5

50 x 133.58
PDE

mg/kg 133.58
0.33

290 x 0.152
doseDaily 

mg/L 0.152
24

6 x 0.608
dosing continuousFor 

mg/L 608.0mg/m 608.16
24.45

99.13 x 150
ppm 150 3

 

Conclusion: 

This study was chosen because of the toxicity endpoint that was seen, that is, the 
effect of the solvent on the function of the developing nervous system in utero. 
This is a potentially serious toxicity since we do not know if it is a permanent 
effect or if it is reversible. We are not sure if this delayed development could be 
due to the lower body weight of the pups. However, the EWG has decided to be 
cautious in its interpretation and in its safety decision. 

The EWG members thus recommend that N-methylpyrrolidone should be 
kept in Class 2 in Table 2 in the ICH Impurities: Residual Solvents Guideline. A 
new PDE and limit as described above should also be declared for this solvent. 
Class 2 contains those solvents that have significant toxicities such as 
neurotoxicity, non-genotoxic carcinogenicity, teratogenicity etc., and should be 
limited in their use up to the PDE limits listed in the table. 
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PART IV: 
IMPURITIES : RESIDUAL SOLVENTS (MAINTENANCE) 

PDE FOR CUMENE 
ICH Harmonised Tripartite Guideline 

Having reached Step 4 of the ICH Process and incorporated into the core Guideline on 
4 February 2011, this Guideline is recommended for  

adoption to the three regulatory parties to ICH 

 

Introduction 

Cumene [synonyms: Cumol; isopropylbenzene; isopropylbenzol; (1-
methyl/ethyl)benzene; 2-phenylpropane] is listed in the ICH Q3C guideline in Class 3, 
i.e., as a solvent with low toxicity. A summary of the toxicity data used by the EWG to 
establish a Permitted Daily Exposure (PDE) value for cumene at the time when the 
ICH Q3C guideline was signed off at Step 2 in November 1996 is published in 
Connelly et al. (1).  

According to this report from the EWG no data from carcinogenicity studies with 
cumene were available. Regarding genotoxicity data cumene was reported negative in 
an Ames test and in Saccaromyces cerevisiae and positive in in vitro UDS and cell 
transformation assays using mouse embryo cells. Calculation of a PDE value was 
based on a rat toxicity study published in 1956. Female Wistar rats were given 
cumene at doses of 154, 462 and 769 mg/kg by gavage 5 days/week for 6 months. No 
histopathological changes but slight increases in kidney weights at the two higher 
doses were observed suggesting a NOEL of 154 mg/kg. It was concluded that the PDE 
for cumene is 55.0 mg/day i.e., cumene is a solvent with low toxicity to be listed in 
Class 3. (1) 

Meanwhile new toxicity data have been published including results from NTP 2-year 
inhalation studies showing that cumene is carcinogenic in rodents. (2) A reappraisal 
of the PDE value of cumene according to the maintenance agreement from 1999 is 
therefore initiated. For establishing a revised PDE value in this document the 
standard approaches (modifying factors, concentration conversion from ppm to mg/L, 
values for physiological factors) as described in detail in Connelly et al. (1) were used. 

Genotoxicity 

Cumene was not mutagenic in S. typhimurium strain TA97, TA98, TA100, or 
TA1535, when tested with and without liver S9 activation enzymes. Cumene induced 
small, but significant, increases in micronucleated polychromatic erythrocytes in bone 
marrow of male rats treated by intraperitoneal injection. In contrast, no increase in 
micronucleated erythrocytes was observed in peripheral blood of male (up to 1000 
ppm) or female (up to 500 ppm) mice exposed to cumene by inhalation for 3 months. 
(2) 

p53 and K-ras mutations were found in 52% and 87% of lung neoplasms in exposed 
mice compared to 0% and 14% in the chamber controls, respectively. This pattern of 
mutations identified in the lung tumors suggests that DNA damage and genomic 
instability may be contributing factors to the development of lung cancer in mice. (3) 
However, the overall genotoxic profile does not provide sufficient evidence for a direct 
mutagenic mode of action of cumene or its metabolites as the primary cause in 
tumorigenesis. (2) 
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Carcinogenicity 

F344 rats were exposed to concentrations of 250, 500, or 1000 ppm of cumene in air by 
inhalation 6h/day, 5 days/week for 2 years. Increased incidences of respiratory 
epithelial adenoma in the nose and renal tubule adenoma or carcinoma (combined) in 
males at all dose levels. Increased incidences of respiratory epithelium adenoma in the 
nose in females at all dose levels. (2) 

Molecular weight of cumene: 120.19 

LOEL 250 ppm (a NOEL for carcinogenic effects was not established) 

 

mg/l .231mg/m³ 1229 = 
24.45

120.19 x 250
 = ppm 250   

 

 

mg/l 0.22 = 
7x 24

5 x 6 x 1.23
 = dosing continuousFor  

 

 

mg/kg/day 150 = 
kg 0.425

day l 290 x l mg 0.22
 = doseDaily 

-1-1

 

 

Rat respiratory volume: 290 l day-1 

Rat body weight: 0.425 kg 

 

 

mg/day 1.50 = 
10x 10 x 1 x 10 x 5

50 x 150
 = PDE  

 

F1 = 5 to account for extrapolation from rats to humans 

F2 = 10 to account for differences between individual humans 

F3 = 1 because long duration of treatment (105 weeks) 

F4 = 10 because oncogenic effect was reported 

F5 = 10 because a NOEL was not established 

 

ppm 150 = 
10

1000 x 1.5
 =Limit   
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B6C3F1 mice were exposed to concentrations of 125, 250, or 500 ppm (females) or 250, 
500, or 1000 ppm (males) of cumene in air by inhalation 6h/day, 5 days/week for 2 
years. Increased incidences of alveolar/bronchiolar neoplasms in males and females at 
all dose levels. Incidences of hepatocellular adenoma or carcinoma (combined) showed 
a dose-related increase in female mice. (2) 

LOEL 125 ppm (female mice) 

 

mg/l 0.61mg/m³ 614 = 
24.45

120.19 x 125
 = ppm 125   

 

 

mg/l 0.11 = 
7x 24

5 x 6 x 0.61
 = dosing continuousFor  

 

 

mg/kg/day 169 = 
kg 0.028

day l 43 x l mg 0.11
 = doseDaily 

-1-1

 

 

Mouse respiratory volume: 43 l day-1 

Mouse body weight: 0.028 kg 

 

 

mg/day 0.70 = 
10x 10 x 1 x 10 x 12

50 x 169
 = PDE  

 

F1 = 12 to account for extrapolation from mice to humans 

F2 = 10 to account for differences between individual humans 

F3 = 1 because long duration of treatment (105 weeks) 

F4 = 10 because oncogenic effect was reported 

F5 = 10 because a NOEL was not established 

 

ppm 70 = 
10

1000 x 0.7
 =Limit   

Conclusion 

The main carcinogenic effects in the rodent studies can be related to the inhalation 
route of administration (respiratory and olfactory tissues) and may therefore not be 
relevant for a residual solvent in (mainly) orally applied pharmaceuticals. However, 
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systemic carcinogenic effects were also reported (kidney in male rats, liver in female 
mice) and the use of the NTP study data for calculation of a PDE is therefore 
considered appropriate.  

The former PDE for this solvent was greater than 50 mg/day (55 mg/day) and cumene 
was placed in Class 3. The newly calculated PDE for cumene based upon 
carcinogenicity data is 0.7 mg/day, therefore, it is recommended that cumene be 
placed into Class 2 in Table 2 in the ICH Impurities: Residual Solvents Guideline.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Elemental impurities in drug products may arise from several sources; they may be 
added intentionally in synthesis, or may be present as contaminants (e.g., through 
interactions with processing equipment or by being present in components of the drug 
product) and are consequently detectable in the drug product. Since elemental impurities 
do not provide any therapeutic benefit to the patient, element impurity levels should be 
controlled within acceptable limits in the drug product. There are three components of 
this guideline:  the evaluation of the toxicity data for potential elemental impurities, the 
establishment of a Permitted Daily Exposure (PDE) for each element of toxicological 
concern, and development of controls designed to limit the inclusion of elemental 
impurities in drug products to levels at or below the PDE. It is not expected that an 
applicant tightens the limits based on process capability provided that the elemental 
impurities in drug products are held at or below the PDE.  The PDEs established in this 
guideline are considered to be protective of public health for all patient populations, 
including pediatric patients.  In some cases, lower levels of elemental impurities may be 
needed when levels below toxicity thresholds have been shown to have an impact on 
other quality attributes of the drug product (e.g., element catalyzed degradation of drug 
substances). In addition, in the case of high PDEs, other limits may have to be 
considered from a pharmaceutical quality perspective; other guidelines should be 
consulted.   

Developing a strategy to limit elemental impurities in the drug product is consistent 
with risk management processes identified in ICH Q9. The process is described in this 
guideline as a four step process to assess and control elemental impurities in the drug 
product:  identify, analyse, evaluate, and control. 

The PDE of the elements may change if new safety data become available. The guideline 
may be updated to include other elemental impurities or other routes of administration 
as new data become available.  Any interested party can make a request and submit the 
relevant safety data to be considered. 

2. SCOPE  

The PDEs in this guideline have been established based on acceptable safety limits of 
potentially toxic elemental impurities. The guideline applies to new finished drug 
products (as defined in ICH Q6A and Q6B) and new drug products employing existing 
drug substances. The drug products containing: proteins and polypeptides (produced 
from recombinant or non-recombinant cell-culture expression systems), their derivatives, 
and products of which they are components (e.g., conjugates) are in the scope of this 
guideline. In addition, drug products containing synthetically produced polypeptides, 
polynucleotides, and oligosaccharides are within scope of this guideline.   

This guideline does not apply to herbal products, radiopharmaceuticals, vaccines, cell 
metabolites, DNA products, allergenic extracts, cells, whole blood, cellular blood 
components, crude products of animal or plant origin, dialysate solutions not intended 
for systemic circulation or drug products containing elements that are intentionally 
included for therapeutic benefit. 

This guideline does not apply to drug products used during clinical research stages of 
development. In the later stages of development, the principles contained in this 
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guideline can be useful in evaluating elemental impurities that may be present in new 
drug product prepared by the proposed commercial process.   

The application of this guideline to existing marketed drug products will be addressed by 
regional regulatory processes.   

3. SAFETY ASSESSMENT OF POTENTIAL ELEMENTAL IMPURITIES 

3.1 Principles of the Safety Assessment of Elemental Impurities for Oral, 
Parenteral and Inhalation Routes of Administration 

The method used for establishing the PDE for each element impurity is discussed in 
detail in Appendix 1. Elements evaluated in this guideline were assessed by reviewing 
the publicly available data contained in scientific journals, government research reports 
and studies, international regulatory standards (applicable to drug products) and 
guidance, and regulatory authority research and assessment reports.  This process 
follows the principles employed in ICH Q3C: Residual Solvents. The available 
information was reviewed to establish the oral, parenteral and inhalation PDEs provided 
in the guideline.  

A summary safety assessment identifying the critical study for setting a PDE for each 
element is included in Appendix 3.  There are insufficient data to set PDEs by any route 
of administration for osmium, rhodium, ruthenium and iridium. The PDEs for these 
elements were established on the basis of their similarity to platinum.  The PDEs for 
each element included in the guideline are summarized in Appendix 2, Table A.2.1.   

The factors considered in the safety assessment for establishing the PDE were: 

 The oxidation state of the element likely to be present in the drug product; 
 Human exposure and safety data when it provided applicable information; 
 The most relevant animal study; 
 Route of administration; 
 Selection of the relevant endpoints or designations (e.g., International Agency for 

Research on Cancer [IARC] classification, animal carcinogenicity, reproductive 
toxicology, target organ toxicity, etc); 

 The longest duration animal study was generally used to establish the PDE.  In 
some instances, a shorter duration animal study was considered the most 
relevant study. The rationale for using the shorter duration study is provided in 
the individual PDE assessment; 

 In the absence of data and/or where data were available but were not considered 
sufficient for a safety assessment for the parenteral and or inhalation route of 
administration, default factors (see below) were used to derive the PDE from the 
oral PDE; 

 In inhalation drug products, soluble salts are more relevant than particulates to 
assess elemental impurity toxicity. Therefore, inhalation studies using soluble 
salts (when available) were preferred over studies using particulates for 
inhalation assessment and derivation of inhalation PDEs.  

In some cases, standards for daily intake for some of the elemental impurities discussed 
in this guideline exist for food, water, air, and occupational exposure.  These standards 
have developed over time with different regional processes and may use different 
modifying factors or other estimates (e.g., body weight for an individual).  In some cases, 
these standards are not only safety based, rather, based on practical considerations or 
analytical capability. Where appropriate, these standards were considered in the 
assessment and establishment of the PDEs using the approach as outlined in Appendix 1.   
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For PDEs established for inhalation (oral or parenteral routes as applicable), doses were 
normalized to a 24 hour, 7 day exposure. If data were available for local toxicity to the 
lung, those data were considered in establishing the inhalation PDE.  

Where data were available but were not considered sufficient for a safety assessment for 
the parenteral route of administration, modifying factors were employed as follows: 

Oral bioavailability <1% divide by a modifying factor of 100 
Oral bioavailability < 50% divide by a modifying factor of 10 
Oral bioavailability between 50% and 90% divide by a modifying factor of 2 
Oral bioavailability > 90% divide by a modifying factor of 1 

Where inhalation and/or parenteral data were available but were not considered 
sufficient for a safety assessment or Threshold Limit Value (TLV)/Time Weighted 
Average (TWA) values were not available for the inhalation route of administration, a 
calculated PDE was used based on the oral PDE divided by a modifying factor of 100 
(Ball et al. 2007).  In cases where the TLV/TWA or a nonclinical inhalation study was 
used, the dose levels were normalized to a 24 hour, 7 day week.   

PDEs for elements of low risk to human health as impurities in drug products were not 
established.  The elements in this category include:  Fe, B, Al, W, Zn, K, Ca, Na, Mn, and 
Mg. 

For elements not included in this guideline for which there is limited or insufficient data, 
the concepts used in this guideline can be used to determine appropriate PDEs. 

3.2 Other Routes of Administration 

PDEs were only established for oral, parenteral and inhalation routes of administration.  
Sufficient data to permit the establishment of a PDE for other routes of administration 
were generally unavailable. However, the concepts applied and described in this 
guideline can be used to determine appropriate PDEs for other routes of administration.  
Application of the parenteral PDE can provide the basis of a route-specific safety 
assessment. 

3.3 Justification for Element Impurity Levels Higher than the PDE 

Levels of elemental impurities higher than the PDE may be acceptable in certain cases. 
These cases could include, but are not limited to the following situations: 

 less than daily dosing 
 short term exposures (i.e., 30 days or less) 
 specific indications (e.g., life-threatening, unmet medical needs, rare diseases) 

Justification for increased levels in these situations should be made on a case by case 
basis justifying the proposed level using a risk based approach. ICH Q3C and this 
guideline use modifying factors for interspecies (Factor F1) and individual (Factor F2) 
variability.  These modifying factors serve as starting points in extrapolating available 
data to obtain a PDE. The sub-factor approach (WHO, 2009), may be used to justify a 
higher PDE, where data are available, using knowledge of the mode of action and 
pharmacokinetic considerations.  A justification may also include but is not limited to a 
consideration of the duration of the study used to set the PDE relative to the intended 
clinical use (Factor F3), the nature and severity of the toxicity observed, and whether the 
toxicity was reversible (Factor F4).   

An example of the sub-factor approach can be found elsewhere in a risk assessment for 
boron (US Environmental Protection Agency [EPA], 2004). 
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3.4 Parenteral Products 

The parenteral PDEs are applied irrespective of dose volume. 

4. ELEMENT CLASSIFICATION 

The elemental impurities included in this guideline have been placed into categories that 
are intended to facilitate decisions during the risk assessment.   

 Class 1 elemental impurities, As, Cd, Hg, and Pb, are significantly toxic across all 
routes of administration.  Typically they have limited or no use in the 
manufacture of pharmaceuticals but can be present as impurities in commonly 
used materials (e.g., mined excipients) and can not be readily removed from the 
material.  Because of their unique nature, these four elemental impurities require 
consideration during the risk assessment across all potential sources of elemental 
impurities. 

 Class 2 elemental impurities are toxic to a greater or lesser extent based on route 
of administration.  In addition, some of the elements present in this category are 
infrequently observed as impurities in materials used to produce drug products 
and as such, unless intentionally added have a low probability of inclusion in the 
drug product and do not present a significant risk.  Class 2 elemental impurities 
are further categorized to establish when they should be considered in the risk 
assessment and when their contribution can be judged to be negligible.   

o Class 2A: The following elemental impurities require assessment across all 
potential sources and routes of administration:  V, Mo, Se, and Co due to 
their higher relative natural abundance (US Geological Survey, 2005).   

o Class 2B: The following elemental impurities require assessment across 
potential elemental impurity sources only if they are intentionally added 
to the processes used to generate the material under evaluation:  Au, Tl, 
Pd, Pt, Ir, Os, Rh, Ag and Ru. 

 Class 3 elemental impurities are impurities with relatively low toxicity (high 
PDEs) by the oral route administration but require consideration in the risk 
assessment for other routes of administration (e.g., inhalation and parenteral 
routes).  For oral routes of administration, unless these elements are intentionally 
added as part of the process generating the material, they do not need to be 
considered during the risk assessment. For parenteral and inhalation products, 
the potential for inclusion of these elemental impurities should be evaluated 
during the risk assessment. The elemental impurities in this class include:  Sb, 
Ba, Li, Cr, Cu, Sn, and Ni. 

 Class 4 elemental impurities are elemental impurities that have been evaluated 
but for which a PDE has not been established due to their low inherent toxicity 
and/or regional regulations.  If these elemental impurities are present or included 
in the drug product they are addressed following the practices defined by other 
guidelines and regional regulation.  The elements in this class include:  Al, B, Fe, 
Zn, K, Ca, Na, Mn, Mg, and W. 

The classification system is summarized in Table 4.1.   
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Table 4.1:  Elemental Impurity Classification 
 

 Included Elemental 
Impurities 

Include in Risk 
Assessment? 

Class 1 
 

As, Pb, Cd, Hg Yes 

Class 2A V, Mo, Se, and Co Yes 

Class 2B Ag, Au, Tl, Pd, Pt, Ir, 
Os, Rh, and Ru 

Yes only if intentionally 
added 

Class 3 Sb, Ba, Li, Cr, Cu, Sn, 
Ni 

Dependent upon route 
of administration – see 

Class 3 description 

Class 4 B, Fe, Zn, K, Ca, Na, 
Mn, Mg, W, Al 

 

No 

5. ASSESSMENT AND CONTROL OF ELEMENTAL IMPURITIES 

In developing the control strategy for elemental impurities in drug products, the 
principles of quality risk management, described in ICH Q9, should be considered.  The 
risk assessment should be based on scientific knowledge and principles.  It should link 
patient safety considerations with an understanding of the product and its 
manufacturing process (ICH Q8 and Q11). In the case of elemental impurities, the 
product risk assessment would therefore be focused on assessing the levels of elemental 
impurities in a drug product in relation to the PDEs presented in this guidance. 
Information for this assessment includes but is not limited to: data generated by the 
applicant, information supplied by drug substance, reagent and/or excipient 
manufacturers or data available in published literature. 

The applicant should document the assessment and control approaches in an appropriate 
manner. The level of effort and formality of the assessment should be proportional to the 
level of risk.  It is neither always appropriate nor always necessary to use a formal risk 
management process (using recognized tools and/or formal procedures, e.g., standard 
operating procedures.) The use of informal risk management processes (using empirical 
tools and/or internal procedures) can also be considered acceptable.  Tools to assist in the 
risk assessment are described in ICH Q9 and will not be presented in this guideline. 

5.1 General Principles 

For the purposes of this guideline, the assessment process can be described in four steps:  
identify, analyse, evaluate and control.  In many cases, the steps are considered 
simultaneously.  For example, the analyse and evaluate steps may be iterative steps that 
initiate adjustments to control elements. The outcome of the assessment may be the 
result of iterations to develop a final approach to ensure the potential elemental 
impurities do not exceed the PDE.  
Identify: Identify known and potential sources of elemental impurities that may 

find their way into the drug product. 
Analyze: Determine the probability of observance of a particular elemental impurity 

in the drug product.   
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Evaluate: Compare the observed or predicted levels of elemental impurities with the 
established PDE.   

Control: Document and implement a control strategy to limit elemental impurities 
in the drug product.    

5.2 Potential Sources of Elemental Impurities  

In considering the production of a drug product, there are several broad categories of 
potential sources of elemental impurities. 

 Residual elemental impurities resulting from elements intentionally added to 
reactions or processes leading up to the preparation of the drug substance, 
reagents, starting materials or excipients (e.g., metal catalysts). 

 Elemental impurities known or suspected of being present in the drug substance, 
reagents, water, starting materials or excipients used in the preparation of the 
drug product.   

 Elemental impurities known or suspected of being introduced into the drug 
substance and/or drug product from manufacturing equipment. 

 Elemental impurities that are known or suspected of being leached into the drug 
substance and drug product from container closure systems. 

The following diagram shows an example of typical materials or components used in the 
production of a drug product.  Each of these materials or components may contribute 
elemental impurities to the drug product, through any individual or any combination of 
the potential sources listed above. During the assessment, the potential contributions 
from each of these materials or components should be considered to determine the 
overall contribution of elemental impurities to the drug product.   

 
 
* The risk of inclusion of elemental impurities can be reduced through process 
understanding, equipment selection, equipment qualification and Good Manufacturing 
Practice (GMP) processes. 

** The risk of inclusion of elemental impurities from water can be reduced by complying 
with compendial (e.g., European Pharmacopoeia, Japanese Pharmacopoeia, US 

Elemental 
impurities 

in drug 
Product

Container 
Closure 
System

Drug 
Substance

Excipients

Manufacturing 
equipment *

Water **
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Pharmacopeial Convention) water quality requirements, if purified water or water for 
injection is used in the process(es). 

5.3 Assessment – Identification of Potential Elemental Impurities 

Class 1 elemental impurities:  Due to their inherent toxicity, the risk assessment 
should include an assessment of the Class 1 elemental impurities.  All potential sources 
of elemental impurities should be evaluated for the potential to transfer the Class 1 
elemental impurities to the drug product.   

Potential elemental impurities derived from intentionally added catalysts or 
reagents: For this category, the identity of the potential impurities is known and 
techniques for controlling the elemental impurities are easily characterized and defined. 
The predominant elemental impurities that comprise this group are the Class 2 and 3 
elemental impurities. Table 5.1 shows the suggested consideration in the risk 
assessment for each of the elemental impurities covered in this guideline.  As identified, 
if any (Class 1, 2, or 3) elemental impurity is added, it should be considered in the risk 
assessment. 

Potential elemental impurities with a relatively high abundance and/or are 
impurities in excipients or reagents:  Elemental impurities known or suspected of 
being present in the drug substance, reagents, starting materials or excipients used in 
the preparation of the drug product should be considered.  These elemental impurities 
are often associated with mined materials and excipients. The presence of these 
impurities can be variable, especially with respect to mined excipients, which can 
complicate the risk assessment.  The variation should be considered when establishing 
the probability for inclusion in the drug product. The elemental impurities that are of 
most significant to this potential source include the Class 1 and Class 2A elemental 
impurities (see Table 4.1).  For parenteral and inhalation routes of administration, the 
risk assessment should evaluate the probability for inclusion of the Class 1 and most 3 
elemental impurities as shown  in Table 5.1.    

Potential elemental impurities derived from manufacturing equipment:  The 
contribution of elemental impurities may be limited and the subset of elemental 
impurities that should be considered in the risk assessment is relatively small and is 
dependent on the equipment involved. Application of process knowledge, selection of 
equipment, equipment qualification and GMP controls ensure a low contribution from 
manufacturing equipment. The specific elemental impurities of concern should be 
assessed based on knowledge of the composition of the components of the manufacturing 
equipment. The assessment of this source of elemental impurities is one that can be 
utilized potentially for many drug products using similar process trains and processes. 

Elemental impurities leached from container closure systems:  Identifying the 
potential elemental impurities extracted from container closure systems should be based 
on a scientific understanding of likely interactions between a particular drug product 
type and its packaging.  When a review of the materials of construction demonstrates 
that the container closure system does not contain elemental impurities, no additional 
assessment needs to be performed. It is recognized that the probability of elemental 
leaching into solid dosage forms is minimal and does not require further consideration in 
the assessment.  For liquid and semi-solid dosage forms there is a higher probability that 
elemental impurities could leach from the container closure system into the drug product 
during the shelf-life of the product.  Studies to understand potential extractables and 
leachables from the final/actual container closure system (after washing sterilization, 
irradiation) should be performed. 
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Factors that should be considered (for liquid and semi-solid dosage forms) include but are 
not limited to: 

 Hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity 
 Ionic content 
 pH 
 Temperature (cold chain vs room temperature and processing conditions) 
 Contact surface area 
 Container/component composition 
 Terminal sterilization 
 Packaging process 
 Component sterilization 
 Migration potential 
 Duration of storage 
 Inclusion of metal chelating agents in the formulation (e.g., Ethylenediamine 

Tetraacetic Acid [EDTA]). 

Table 5.1:   Recommendation for Consideration During Risk Assessment 

Element Class If intentionally 
added (across 
all routes of 

administration) 

If not intentionally added 

   Oral Parenteral Inhalation 
As 1 yes yes yes yes 
Cd 1 yes yes yes yes 
Hg 1 yes yes yes yes 
Pb 1 yes yes yes yes 
Co 2A yes yes yes yes 
Mo 2A yes yes yes yes 
Se 2A yes yes yes yes 
V 2A yes yes yes yes 
Ag 2B yes no no no 
Au 2B yes no no no 
Ir 2B yes no no no 
Os 2B yes no no no 
Pd 2B yes no no no 
Pt 2B yes no no no 
Rh 2B yes no no no 
Ru 2B yes no no no 
Tl 2B yes no no no 
Ba 3 yes no no yes 
Cr 3 yes no no yes 
Cu 3 yes no yes yes 
Li 3 yes no yes yes 
Ni 3 yes no yes yes 
Sb 3 yes no yes yes 
Sn 3 yes no yes yes 
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5.4 Assessment – Analysis and Evaluation 

As the potential elemental impurity identification process is concluded, there are several 
possible outcomes: the process and product review does not identify any potential 
elemental impurities or the process identifies a list of one or more potential elements.  
When present, the elemental impurities may have a single source or multiple sources.  In 
addition, a number of elemental impurities will be excluded from consideration based on 
the assessment of their probability of occurrence and their potential to exceed the PDE.  
In order to accurately complete the assessment, data regarding potential elemental 
impurity levels may be needed.  The data for this assessment can come from a number of 
sources that include, but are not limited to: 

 Prior knowledge 
 Published literature 
 Data generated from similar processes 
 Supplier information or data 
 Analysis of the components of the drug product 
 Analysis of the drug product 

The applicant’s risk assessment can be facilitated with information about the potential 
elemental impurities provided by suppliers of drug substances, excipients, starting 
materials, reagents, container closure systems, and manufacturing equipment.   

Since the PDE is established on the drug product, it is necessary to compare the 
predicted or known levels of the elemental impurities identified with the established 
PDE in order to define the appropriate steps to take in developing an approach to control 
potential elemental impurities in the drug product. This may be done in several different 
ways and the applicant should consider which option is most appropriate for their use 
given the elemental impurities identified in combination with the source of the elemental 
impurity. 

5.5 Converting Between PDEs and Concentration Limits 

The PDEs, reported in micrograms per day (µg/day) provided in this document give the 
maximum permitted quantity of each element that may be contained in the maximum 
daily intake of a drug product.   Because the PDE reflects only total exposure from the 
drug product, it is useful to convert the PDE, into concentrations as a tool in evaluating 
elemental impurities in drug products or their components. The following options 
describe some acceptable approaches to establishing concentrations of elemental 
impurities in drug products or components that would assure that the drug product 
meets the PDEs.  The applicant may select any of these options as long as the resulting 
permitted concentrations assure that the drug product meets the PDEs for elemental 
impurities.  In the choice of a specific option the applicant must have knowledge of, or 
make assumptions about, the daily intake of the drug product.  In all cases, the PDE 
should be met.  The permitted concentration limits may be used:  

 As a tool in the risk assessment to compare the observed or predicted levels to the 
PDE; 

 In discussions with suppliers to help establish upstream controls that would 
assure that the product meets the PDE; 

 To establish concentration targets when developing in-process controls on 
elemental impurities; 

 To convey information regarding the controls on elemental impurities in 
regulatory submissions. 
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As discussed in Section 5.2, there are multiple sources for elemental impurities in drug 
products.  When applying any of the options described below, elemental impurities from 
container closure systems and manufacturing equipment should be taken into account 
prior to calculating the maximum permitted concentration in the remaining components 
(excipients and drug substance).  If it is determined during the risk assessment that the 
container closure systems and manufacturing equipment do not contribute to the 
elemental impurity level in the drug product, they do not need to be considered.   Where 
contributions from container closure systems and manufacturing equipment exist, these 
contributions may be accounted for by subtracting the estimated daily intake from these 
sources from the PDE prior to calculation of the allowed concentration in the excipients 
and drug substance. 

Option 1: Common permitted concentration limits of elements across drug 
product components for drug products with daily intakes of not more than 10 
grams: 
This option is not intended to imply that all elements are present at the same 
concentration, but rather provides a simplified approach to the calculations. 

The option assumes the daily intake (amount) of the drug product is 10 grams or less, 
and that elemental impurities identified in the risk assessment (the target elements) are 
present in all components of the drug product.  Using equation (1) below, and a daily 
intake of 10 grams of drug product, this option calculates a common permissible target 
elemental concentration for each component in the drug.  This approach, for each target 
element, allows determination of a fixed common maximum concentration in micrograms 
per gram in each component.  The calculated values are provided in Appendix 2 Table 
A.2.2.   

 

)/(

)/(
)/(

daygproductdrugofamountdaily

daygPDE
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        (1) 

 
If all the components in a drug product meet the Option 1 concentrations for all target 
elements identified in the risk assessment, then all these components may be used in 
any proportion in the drug product.  An example of this calculation is shown in Appendix 
4 Table A.4.1.  If the permitted concentrations in Appendix 2 Table A.2.2 are not applied, 
Options 2a, 2b, or 3 must be followed. 

Option 2a:  Common permitted concentration limits across drug product 
components for a drug product with a specified daily intake: 
This option is similar to Option 1, except that the drug daily intake is not assumed to be 
10 grams.  The common permitted concentration of each element is determined using 
Equation 1 and the actual maximum daily intake. 

This approach, for each target element, allows determination of a fixed common 
maximum concentration in micrograms per gram in each component based on the actual 
daily intake provided.  An example of this calculation is provided in Appendix 4 Table 
A.4.2.   

If all components in a drug product meet the Option 2a concentrations for all target 
elements identified in the risk assessment, then all these components may be used in 
any proportion in the drug product.   

Option 2b:  Permitted concentration limits of elements across drug product 
component materials for a product with a specified daily intake: 
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This option requires additional information that the applicant may assemble regarding 
the potential for specific elemental impurities to be present in specific drug product 
components.  The applicant may set permitted concentrations based on the distribution 
of elements in the components (e.g., higher concentrations in components with the 
presence of an element in question).  For each element identified as potentially present 
in the components of the drug product, the total mass of the elemental impurity in the 
final drug product can be calculated as the sum of the product of the component material 
masses at the maximum permitted concentrations established by the applicant.  The 
total mass of the elemental impurity in the drug product cannot exceed the PDEs given 
in Appendix 2 Table A.2.1., as shown in equation 2.  If the risk assessment has identified 
that a specific element is not a potential impurity in a specific component, there is no 
need to establish a quantitative result for that element in that component. This approach 
allows that the maximum permitted concentration of an element in certain components 
of the drug product may be higher than the Option 1 or Option 2a limit, but this should 
then be compensated by lower allowable concentrations in the other components of the 
drug product.  Equation 2 may be used to set component-specific limits for each element 
in each component of a drug product. 

  



N

1k
kk MCdaygPDE       (2) 

k =  an index for each of N components in the drug product 
Ck =  concentration of the elemental impurity in component k (µg/g) 
Mk =  mass of component k in the maximum daily intake of the drug product (g) 
 

An example of this calculation is provided in Appendix 4 Tables A.4.3 – A.4.5. 

Option 3:  Finished Product Analysis:  
The concentration of each element may be measured in the final drug product.  Equation 
1 may be used with the maximum total daily dose of the drug product to calculate a 
maximum permitted concentration of the elemental impurity.  An example of this option 
is provided in Appendix 4 Table A.4.6. 

5.6 Assessment Summary 

The process described above is intended to enable the applicant to focus on those 
elements that require additional control elements.  The process permits the applicant to 
utilize information and knowledge gained across products to establish the particular 
elemental impurities of concern in the specific drug product. 

A number of factors can influence the level of the potential impurity in the drug product 
and should also be considered in the assessment.  These include but are not limited to: 

 Efficiency of removal of elemental impurities during further processing; 
 Natural abundance of elements (especially important for the categories of 

elements which are not intentionally added); 
 Prior knowledge of elemental impurity concentration factors from specific 

sources. 

For elements that are added or are known to be potentially present in excipients or raw 
materials, the analysis should consider the percentage of the excipient or raw material in 
the drug product. Assessment of probable concentrations based on this percent of the 
total composition of the drug product is an additional tool to determine if the 
contribution is relevant. The analysis may include an assessment of the levels or 
concentrations that are identified either in each component (including contributions from 
the container closure system) or in the drug product.  
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The initial design of the facility and qualification of utilities and equipment, as part of 
process qualification, would be expected to identify potential elemental impurities and 
anticipated potential contributions to the drug product.  In general, the contribution of 
elemental impurities from manufacturing equipment and utilities is likely to be 
negligible and would normally be addressed by implementing appropriate GMP 
procedures. However, if the assessment demonstrated that the contribution was 
significant, the anticipated levels of the identified elements should be reviewed as part of 
the risk evaluation process.  

Finally the applicant should consider the significance of the observed level relative to the 
PDE of the element. As a measure of the significance of the observed elemental impurity 
level, a control threshold is defined as a level that is 30% of the established PDE in the 
drug product.  This threshold is used to determine if additional controls may be required.  
If the total elemental impurity level from all sources in the drug product is consistently 
less than 30% of the PDE, applying appropriate assessment of the data and 
demonstrating an adequate control strategy, then additional controls are not required. 

If the assessment fails to demonstrate that an elemental impurity level is below the 
control threshold, controls should be established to ensure that the elemental impurity 
level does not exceed the PDE in the drug product.   

In order to apply the control threshold, sources of variability should be understood.  
Important factors include: 

 Variability of the analytical method 
 Variability of the elemental impurity level in the specific sources 
 Variability of the elemental impurity level in the drug product 

There are many acceptable approaches to document the assessment and may include:  
tables, written summaries of considerations and conclusions of the assessment. The 
summary should identify the elemental impurities, their sources, and the controls and 
acceptance criteria as needed. 

5.7 Control of Elemental Impurities 

Control of elemental impurities includes decision making steps designed to reduce or 
accept the presence of elemental impurities and their respective concentrations that 
were identified and evaluated through the assessment process.  When the assessment 
determines that the levels of elemental impurities are below the control threshold, no 
further control is required but periodic verification testing may be used to confirm that 
the expected levels are consistent and predictive of future (see Section 5.8). The applicant 
should provide a justification for the application of periodic verification testing.   

When the control threshold is exceeded, the controls established should ensure that the 
PDE is not exceeded. There are a number of control elements or approaches that an 
applicant can pursue to control the elemental impurities in drug products. These include 
but are not limited to: 

 Identification of the steps in the manufacturing process that result in the 
reduction of elemental impurities through specific or non-specific purification 
steps; 

 Implementation of in-process or upstream controls, designed to limit the 
concentration of the elemental impurity in the drug product; 

 Establishment of material (e.g., synthetic intermediates and raw materials) or 
excipient specifications to limit the level of elemental impurity contributions 
from those sources; 
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 Establishment of specification limits for the drug substance; 
 Establishment of specification limits for the drug product; 
 Reliance on the compliance with compendial standards for materials used in 

drug product processes; 
 Selection of appropriate container closure systems. 

Where testing and acceptance criteria are established, periodic verification testing may 
be appropriate in some cases (see Section 5.8).  

An illustration of the risk assessment process described above can be found in Appendix 
4. 

5.8 Periodic Verification Testing 

In situations where a test is recommended to be included in the specification to provide 
suitable control of elemental impurities, but where routine measurement for release of 
every batch may not be necessary, it may be possible to apply periodic verification testing 
(periodic or skip lot testing as described in ICH Q6A). It should be noted that allowance 
of periodic verification testing is considered to be helpful to provide periodic confirmation 
that the controls contained within a process perform consistently over the lifecycle of the 
product. Periodic testing is a means to ensure that the risk assessment assumptions are 
valid and ensure that unintended or unknown process or material attributes have not 
changed over time. Application of periodic verification testing should be applied to 
processes or materials that are under a state of control (i.e., consistently meets 
specifications and conforms to an appropriately established facility, equipment, 
processing, and operational control regimen). If upon testing, the elemental impurity 
level exceeds the PDE, the applicant should investigate the cause of the failure, reassess 
the controls that are in place and determine if additional controls may be required.  
Failures observed in periodic verification testing should be reported to the appropriate 
regulatory authorities following the established procedures. 

5.9 Special Considerations for Biotechnologically-Derived Products  

For biotechnology-derived products, the risks associated with elemental impurities being 
present at levels of safety concerns at the drug substance stage are considered low.  This 
is largely due to the following factors: a) elements are not typically used as catalysts or 
reagents in the manufacturing of biotech products; b) elements are added at trace levels 
in media feeds during cell culture processes, without accumulation and with significant 
dilution/removal during further processing; c) typical purification schemes used in 
biotech manufacturing such as chromatography steps and dialysis or Ultrafiltration-
Diafiltration (UF/DF) have the capacity to clear elements introduced in cell 
culture/fermentation steps or from contact with manufacturing equipment to negligible 
levels. As such, a specific control strategy that relates to the control of elements up to the 
biotech drug substance is not generally needed. In cases where the biotechnology derived 
drug substance contains synthetic elements (such as antibody-drug conjugates), 
appropriate controls on the small molecule element for elemental impurities should be 
performed. 

However, potential elemental impurity sources included in drug product manufacturing 
(e.g., excipients) and other environmental sources should be considered for 
biotechnologically derived drug products. The contribution of these sources to the 
finished product should be assessed as typically they are introduced in the drug product 
manufacture at a step in the process where subsequent elemental impurity removal is 
not generally performed. Risk factors that should be considered in this assessment 
should include the type of excipients used, the processing conditions and their 
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susceptibility to contamination by environmental factors (e.g., controlled areas for sterile 
manufacturing and use of purified water), as well as the overall dosing frequency. 

6. SPECIATION 

Speciation is defined as the separation of elemental impurities based on oxidation state, 
organic combination or complexation state. The PDE has been established using the 
toxicity information on the species expected to be in the drug product.   

The applicant is not expected to provide speciation information; however, such 
information could be used to justify higher levels for the more relevant or less toxic 
species.   

7. ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES 
The determination of elemental impurities should be conducted using appropriate 
procedures suitable for their intended purposes. Unless otherwise justified, the test 
should be specific for each elemental impurity identified for control during the risk 
assessment. Pharmacopoeial procedures or suitable validated alternative procedures for 
determining levels of elemental impurities should be used. 

8. LIFE-CYCLE MANAGEMENT OF THE CONTROL STRATEGY FOR ELEMENTAL 
IMPURITIES 

The quality system elements and management responsibilities described in ICH Q10 are 
intended to encourage the use of science-based and risk-based approaches at each 
lifecycle stage, thereby promoting continual improvement across the entire product 
lifecycle. Product and process knowledge should be managed from development through 
the commercial life of the product up to and including product discontinuation. 

The effectiveness of the control strategy should be periodically evaluated throughout the 
product lifecycle. Knowledge gained from development combined with commercial 
manufacturing experience and data can be used to further improve process 
understanding and process performance which can be used to make improvements to the 
control strategy. It is recognized that the elemental impurity data available for some 
components is somewhat limited at this time which may direct the applicant to a specific 
series of control elements. Additional data, if developed, may lead to modifications of the 
control strategy.  

If changes to the drug product process(es) have the potential to change the elemental 
impurity content of the drug product, the established control elements for elemental 
impurities should be re-evaluated. Such changes could include but are not limited to:  
changes in synthetic route, excipient supplier, raw materials, processes, equipment, or 
facilities. All changes are subject to internal change management process (ICH Q10) and 
if needed appropriate regional regulatory requirements. 

9. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SUBMISSION OF ELEMENTAL IMPURITIES CONTROL 
STRATEGY 

The information on the control strategy that is provided in a regulatory submission 
should include the outcome of the risk assessment and a description of the controls 
established to limit elemental impurities. A good location for the description of the 
control strategy is Section 3.2.P.5.6. This summary should include appropriate references 
to the locations of controls on elemental impurities defined in the control strategy (e.g., 
3.2.S and 3.2.P).  A summary of the approach used to develop the control strategy may be 
included in the Quality Overall Summary. 
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GLOSSARY 
ATSDR:   
Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry. 

CEC:  
Commission of the European Community. 

CFR:  
Code of Federal Regulations (USA). 

Change Management:  
A systematic approach to proposing, evaluating, approving, implementing and reviewing 
changes. (ICH Q10) 

Container Closure System:  
The sum of packaging components that together contain and protect the dosage form. 
This includes primary packaging components and secondary packaging components, if 
the latter are intended to provide additional protection to the drug product. A packaging 
system is equivalent to a container closure system. (ICH Q1A) 

Control Strategy: 
A planned set of controls, derived from current product and process understanding, 
which assures process performance and product quality. The controls can include 
parameters and attributes related to drug substance and drug product materials and 
components, facility and equipment operating conditions, in-process controls, finished 
product specifications, and the associated methods and frequency of monitoring and 
control. (ICH Q10) 

Control Threshold:  
A limit that is applied during the assessment of elemental impurities to determine if 
additional control elements may be required to ensure that the PDE is not exceeded in 
the drug product.  The limit is defined as 30% of the PDE of the specific elemental 
impurity under consideration. 

Daily Dose:  
The total mass of drug product that is consumed by a patient on a daily basis. 

EFSA: 
European Food Safety Agency. 

EHC:  
Environmental Health Criteria. (WHO) 

EU SCOEL:   
European Scientific Committee on Occupational Exposure Limits. 

IARC:  
International Agency for Research on Cancer. 

Inhalation Unit Risk:  
The upper-bound excess lifetime cancer risk estimated to result from continuous 
exposure to an agent at a concentration of 1 µg/L in water, or 1 µg/m3 in air. The 
interpretation of inhalation unit risk would be as follows: if unit risk = 2 x 10-6 per µg/L, 
2 excess cancer cases (upper bound estimate) are expected to develop per 1,000,000 
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people if exposed daily for a lifetime to 1 µg of the chemical in 1 liter of drinking water. 
(US EPA) 

IPCS:  
International Programme for Chemical Safety. 

IUPAC:  
International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry. 

IRIS:  
Integrated Risk Identification System, United States Environmental Protection Agency. 

Lowest-Observed-Adverse-Effect Level (LOAEL):  
Lowest concentration or amount of a substance (dose), found by experiment or 
observation, which causes an adverse effect on morphology, functional capacity, growth, 
development, or life span of a target organism distinguishable from normal (control) 
organisms of the same species and strain under defined conditions of exposure. (IUPAC) 

Limit of Detection (LOD):   
The limit of detection of an individual analytical procedure is the lowest amount of 
analyte in a sample which can be detected but not necessarily quantitated as an exact 
value. (ICH Q2) 

Lowest-Observed-Effect Level (LOEL):  
The lowest dose of substance in a study or group of studies that produces biologically 
significant increases in frequency or severity of any effects in the exposed humans or 
animals. 

Modifying Factor:   
A factor determined by professional judgment of a toxicologist and applied to bioassay 
data to relate that data to human safety. (Q3C) (See related term Safety Factor) 

MRL:   
Minimal Risk Level. 

No-Observed-Adverse-Effect Level (NOAEL):  
Greatest concentration or amount of a substance, found by experiment or observation, 
which causes no detectable adverse alteration of morphology, functional capacity, growth, 
development, or life span of the target organism under defined conditions of exposure. 

No-Observed-Effect Level (NOEL):  
The highest dose of substance at which there are no biologically significant increases in 
frequency or severity of any effects in the exposed humans or animals. 

NTP:  
National Toxicology Program. 

OELV:  
Occupational Exposure Limit Value.  

OSHA:  
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (USA). 

PEL:  
Permitted Exposure Limit. 
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Permitted Daily Exposure:  
The maximum acceptable intake of elemental impurity in pharmaceutical products per 
day.  

Product Lifecycle:  
All phases in the life of the product from the initial development through marketing 
until the product’s discontinuation. (ICH Q9) 

Quality: 
The degree to which a set of inherent properties of a product, system, or process fulfills 
requirements (see ICH Q6A definition specifically for quality of drug substance and drug 
products). (ICH Q9) 

Quality Risk Management:  
A systematic process for the assessment, control, communication, and review of risks to 
the quality of the drug product across the product lifecycle. (ICH Q9) 

Quality System:  
The sum of all aspects of a system that implements quality policy and ensures that 
quality objectives are met. (ICH Q10) 

Raw Material:   
A general term used to denote starting materials, reagents, and solvents intended for use 
in the production of intermediates or Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients (APIs). (ICH 
Q7) 

Risk:  
The combination of the probability of occurrence of harm and the severity of that harm. 
(ISO/IEC Guide 51, ICH Q9) 

Risk Acceptance:  
The decision to accept risk. (ISO Guide 73) 

Risk Analysis: 
The estimation of the risk associated with the identified hazards. (ICH Q9) 

Risk Assessment: 
 A systematic process of organizing information to support a risk decision to be made 
within a risk management process. It consists of the identification of hazards and the 
analysis and evaluation of risks associated with exposure to those hazards. (ICH Q9) 

Risk Control:   
Actions implementing risk management decisions. (ISO Guide 73) 

Risk Identification: 
The systematic use of information to identify potential sources of harm (hazards) 
referring to the risk question or problem description. (ICH Q9) 

Risk Management:  
The systematic application of quality management policies, procedures, and practices to 
the tasks of assessing, controlling, communicating, and reviewing risk. (ICH Q9) 
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Safety:  
Practical certainty that adverse effects will not result from exposure to an agent under 
defined circumstances. (EHC 240) 

Safety Assessment:   
An approach that focuses on the scientific understanding and measurement of chemical 
hazards as well as chemical exposures, and ultimately the risks associated with them. 
Often (and in this guideline) used synonymously with risk assessment. Related term: 
Risk assessment. (EHC 340) 

Safety Factor:  
A composite (reductive) factor applied by the risk assessment experts to the No-
Observed-Adverse-Effect Level (NOAEL) or other reference point, such as the 
benchmark dose or benchmark dose lower confidence limit, to derive a reference dose 
that is considered safe or without appreciable risk, such as an acceptable daily intake or 
tolerable daily intake (the NOAEL or other reference point is divided by the safety factor 
to calculate the reference dose). The value of the safety factor depends on the nature of 
the toxic effect, the size and type of population to be protected, and the quality of the 
toxicological information available. Related terms: Assessment factor, Uncertainty factor. 
(EHC 240) 

Severity:  
A measure of the possible consequences of a hazard. (ICH Q9) 

Starting Material:  
A material used in the synthesis of a new drug substance that is incorporated as an 
element into the structure of an intermediate and/or of the new drug substance. Starting 
materials are normally commercially available and of defined chemical and physical 
properties and structure. (ICH Q3A) 

Threshold Limit Value (TLV):  
The concentration in air to which it is believed that most workers can be exposed daily 
without an adverse effect (i.e., effectively, the threshold between safe and dangerous 
concentrations). The values were established (and are revised annually) by the ACGIH 
and are time-weighted concentrations (TWA) for a 7- or 8-hour workday and 40-hour 
workweek, and thus are related to chronic effects. (IUPAC） 

Time Weighted Average (TWA):  
As defined by ACGIH, time-weighted average concentration for a conventional 8-hour 
workday and a 40-hour workweek. (IUPAC) 

URF:  
Unit Risk Factor. 

US DoL:  
United States Department of Labor. 

US EPA: 
United States Environmental Protection Agency. 

WHO:  
World Health Organization. 
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Appendix 1: Method for Establishing Exposure Limits 

The Gaylor-Kodell method of risk assessment (Gaylor DW, Kodell RL. Linear 
Interpolation algorithm for low dose assessment of toxic substance. J Environ Pathol 
Toxicol 1980;4:305) is appropriate for carcinogenic elemental impurities. Only in cases 
where reliable carcinogenicity data are available should extrapolation by the use of 
mathematical models be applied to setting exposure limits. Exposure limits for 
carcinogenic elemental impurities could be determined with the use of a large safety 
factor (i.e., 10,000 to 100,000) with respect to the No-Observed-Effect Level (NOEL).  

Acceptable exposure levels for elemental impurities in this guideline were established by 
calculation of PDE values according to the procedures for setting exposure limits in 
pharmaceuticals (Pharmacopeial Forum, Nov-Dec 1989), and the method adopted by 
IPCS for Assessing Human Health Risk of Chemicals (Environmental Health Criteria 
[EHC] 170, WHO, 1994). These methods are similar to those used by the US EPA (IRIS) 
and the US FDA (Red Book) and others. The method is outlined here to give a better 
understanding of the origin of the PDE values. It is not necessary to perform these 
calculations in order to use the PDE values tabulated in Appendix 2 of this document.  

PDE is derived from the NOEL, or the Lowest-Observed-Effect Level (LOEL) in the most 
relevant animal study as follows:  

PDE = NOEL x Mass Adjustment/[F1 x F2 x F3 x F4 x F5] (1)  

The PDE is derived preferably from a NOEL. If no NOEL is obtained, the LOEL may be 
used. Modifying factors proposed here, for relating the data to humans, are the same 
kind of "uncertainty factors" used in Environmental Health Criteria (EHC 170, World 
Health Organization [WHO], Geneva, 1994), and "modifying factors" or "safety factors" in 
Pharmacopeial Forum. The assumption of 100% systemic exposure is used in all 
calculations regardless of route of administration.  

The modifying factors are as follows:  
F1 = A factor to account for extrapolation between species  
F1 = 5 for extrapolation from rats to humans  
F1 = 12 for extrapolation from mice to humans  
F1 = 2 for extrapolation from dogs to humans  
F1 = 2.5 for extrapolation from rabbits to humans  
F1 = 3 for extrapolation from monkeys to humans  
F1 = 10 for extrapolation from other animals to humans  

F1 takes into account the comparative surface area: body mass ratios for the species 
concerned and for man. Surface area (S) is calculated as:  

S = kM0.67 (2)  

in which M = body mass, and the constant k has been taken to be 10. The body masses 
used in the equation are those shown below in Table A.1.1 

F2 = A factor of 10 to account for variability between individuals  

A factor of 10 is generally given for all elemental impurities, and 10 is used consistently 
in this guideline 

F3 = A variable factor to account for toxicity studies of short-term exposure  

F3 = 1 for studies that last at least one half lifetime (1 year for rodents or rabbits; 7 
years for cats, dogs and monkeys)  
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F3 = 1 for reproductive studies in which the whole period of organogenesis is covered  

F3 = 2 for a 6-month study in rodents, or a 3.5-year study in non-rodents 

F3 = 5 for a 3-month study in rodents, or a 2-year study in non-rodents  

F3 = 10 for studies of a shorter duration  

In all cases, the higher factor has been used for study durations between the time points, 
e.g., a factor of 2 for a 9-month rodent study.  

F4 = A factor that may be applied in cases of severe toxicity, e.g., non-genotoxic 
carcinogenicity, neurotoxicity or teratogenicity. In studies of reproductive toxicity, the 
following factors are used:  
F4 = 1 for fetal toxicity associated with maternal toxicity  
F4 = 5 for fetal toxicity without maternal toxicity  
F4 = 5 for a teratogenic effect with maternal toxicity  
F4 = 10 for a teratogenic effect without maternal toxicity  
F5 = A variable factor that may be applied if the no-effect level was not established  

When only an LOEL is available, a factor of up to 10 could be used depending on the 
severity of the toxicity.  

The mass adjustment assumes an arbitrary adult human body mass for either sex of 50 
kg. This relatively low mass provides an additional safety factor against the standard 
masses of 60 kg or 70 kg that are often used in this type of calculation. It is recognized 
that some adult patients weigh less than 50 kg; these patients are considered to be 
accommodated by the built-in safety factors used to determine a PDE. 

As an example of the application of this equation, consider a toxicity study of cobalt in 
human volunteers is summarized in Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry 
(ATSDR, 2004, op/. cit., Davis JE and Fields JP. Proc Soc Exp Biol Med 1958;99:493-5).  
The Lowest-Observed-Adverse-Effect Level (LOAEL) for polycythemia is 1 mg/kg/day. 
The PDE for cobalt in this study is calculated as follows:  

PDE = 1 mg/kg/day x 50 kg/[1 x 10 x 10 x 1 x 10] = 0.05 mg/day = 50 µg/day 

In this example,  
F1 = 1 study in humans  
F2 = 10 to account for differences between individual humans  
F3 = 10 because the duration of the study was only 3 weeks  
F4 = 1 because no severe toxicity was encountered  
F5 = 10 because a LOAEL was used 
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Table A.1.1:  Values Used in the Calculations in this Document 

Rat body weight  425 g Mouse respiratory volume  43 L/day 
Pregnant rat body weight  330 g Rabbit respiratory volume  1440 L/day 
Mouse body weight  28 g Guinea pig respiratory volume  430 L/day 
Pregnant mouse body 
weight  

30 g Human respiratory volume  28,800 L/day 

Guinea pig body weight  500 g Dog respiratory volume  9,000 L/day 
Rhesus monkey body weight  2.5 kg Monkey respiratory volume  1,150 L/day 
Rabbit body weight  
(pregnant or not)  

4 kg Mouse water consumption  5 mL/day 

Beagle dog body weight  11.5 kg Rat water consumption  30 mL/day 
Rat respiratory volume  290 L/day Rat food consumption  30 g/day 
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Appendix 2: Established PDEs for Elemental Impurities 

Table A.2.1:  Permitted Daily Exposures for Elemental Impurities1 

Element Class2 Oral PDE 
µg/day 

Parenteral 
PDE, µg/day 

Inhalation 
PDE, µg/day 

As 1 15 15 1.9 
Cd 1 5.0 6.0 3.4 
Hg 1 40 4.0 1.2 
Pb 1 5.0 5.0 5.0 
Co 2A 50 5.0 2.9 
Mo 2A 180 180 7.6 
Se 2A 170 85 140 
V 2A 120 12 1.2 
Ag 2B 170 35 6.9 
Au 2B 130 130 1.3 
Ir3 2B 1000 10 1.4 
Os3 2B 1000 10 1.4 
Pd 2B 100 10 1.0 
Pt 2B 1000 10 1.4 
Rh3 2B 1000 10 1.4 
Ru3 2B 1000 10 1.4 
Tl 2B 8.0 8.0 69 
Ba 3 13000 1300 340 
Cr 3 11000 1100 2.9 
Cu 3 1300 130 13 
Li 3 780 390 25 
Ni 3 600 60 6.0 
Sb 3 1200 600 22 
Sn 3 6400 640 64 
1 PDEs reported in this table are rounded to 2 significant figures (µg/day).   
2 Classification as defined in Section 4. 
3 Insufficient data to establish an appropriate PDE; the PDE was established based on 

platinum PDE.  
 

 Table A.2.2:  Permitted Concentrations of Elemental Impurities for Option 1  
The values presented in this table represent permitted concentrations in micrograms per 
gram for elemental impurities in drug products, drug substances and excipients.  These 
concentration limits are intended to be used when Option 1 is selected to assess the 
elemental impurity content in drug products with daily doses of not more than 10 grams 
per day. The numbers in this table are based on Table A.2.1. 

Element Class Oral Concentration 
 µg/g 

 

Parenteral 
Concentration 

µg/g 

Inhalation 
Concentration 

µg/g 
As 1 1.5 1.5 0.29 
Cd 1 0.50 0.60 0.34 
Hg 1 4.0 0.40 0.12 
Pb 1 0.50 0.50 0.50 
Co 2A 5.0 0.50 0.29 
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Mo 2A 18 18 0.76 
Se 2A 17 8.5 14 
V 2A 12 1.2 0.12 
Ag 2B 17 3.5 0.69 
Au 2B 13 13 0.13 
Ir** 2B 100 1.0 0.14 
Os** 2B 100 1.0 0.14 
Pd 2B 10 1.0 0.10 
Pt 2B 100 1.0 0.14 
Rh** 2B 100 1.0 0.14 
Ru** 2B 100 1.0 0.14 
Tl 2B 0.80 0.80 6.9 
Ba 3 1300 130 34 
Cr 3 1100 110 0.29 
Cu 3 130 13 1.3 
Li 3 78 39 2.5 
Ni 3 60 6.0 0.60 
Sb 3 120 60 2.2 
Sn 3 640 64 6.4 

 
** Insufficient data to establish an appropriate PDE; the PDE was established based on 

platinum PDE 
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Appendix 3:  Individual Safety Assessments 

ANTIMONY 

Summary of PDE for Antimony 

Antimony (Sb) 
 Oral Parenteral Inhalation 
PDE (µg/day) 1200 600 22 

Introduction 

Antimony (Sb) is a silvery white naturally occurring metalloid element that is used in 
various manufacturing processes. Small amounts of Sb are found in the earth's crust. It 
exists in valence states of 3 and 5. Metallic Sb and a few trivalent Sb compounds are the 
most significant regarding exposure potential and toxicity. Some antimonials, such as Sb 
potassium tartrate, have been used medicinally as parasiticides.  Antimony trioxide is 
being used as a catalyst (e.g., in the manufacturing of PolyEthylene Terephthalate [PET] 
used for container closure system components).  Antimony is nutritionally not essential 
and no metabolic function is known (ATSDR, 1992). 

Safety Limiting Toxicity  

Because of the limited in vitro genotoxicity data and the lack of in vivo tests, the 
genotoxicity of Sb cannot be determined (ATSDR, 1992). In humans and animals, the 
gastrointestinal tract (irritation, diarrhea, vomiting) appears to be the primary target 
organ after oral exposure. In subchronic studies in rats lower mean body weights and 
adverse liver findings were the most sensitive endpoints. Inhalation of high levels of Sb 
over a long period can cause adverse respiratory effects in both humans and animals. 

PDE – Oral Exposure 

Limited oral data on Sb exposure is available in mice and rats (Schroeder et al. 1968; 
Schroeder et al. 1970; Poon et al. 1998). The WHO evaluated Sb in drinking water (WHO, 
2003). Lynch et al. concluded that a NOAEL from a 90 day drinking water rat study 
using antimony potassium tartrate was 6 mg/kg/day based on lower mean body weight 
and reduced food consumption (Lynch, 1999). This finding is consistent with the earlier 
reports from Schroeder et al. Thus, the Permitted Daily Exposure (PDE) for oral 
exposure was determined on the basis of the lowest NOAEL, i.e., 50 mg/L (equivalent to 
6.0 mg Sb/kg/day).  

Taking into account the modifying factors (F1-F5 as discussed in Appendix 1), the oral 
PDE is calculated as below: 

PDE = 6000 µg/kg/day x 50 kg / 5 x 10 x 5 x 1 x 1 = 1200 µg/day.  

PDE – Parenteral Exposure 

Adverse liver findings were the most sensitive endpoint in rats after repeated 
intraperitoneal administration. Thus, the PDE for intraperitoneal exposure was 
determined on the basis of the lowest NOAEL, i.e., 3.0 mg Sb/kg/day. This value was 
obtained from a 90-day study in rats (based on adverse liver findings at 6 mg/kg in male 
rats exposed to Sb potassium tartrate via intraperitoneal injection) (NTP, 1992).  

Taking into account the modifying factors (F1-F5 as discussed in Appendix 1), the 
human intraperitoneal PDE is calculated as below: 
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PDE = 3000 µg/kg/day x 50 kg / 5 x 10 x 5 x 1 x 1 = 600 µg/day.  

PDE – Inhalation Exposure 

Sub chronic and chronic inhalation rat studies have been conducted. The lung effects 
observed across these studies were consistent. Using the data from a 13 week inhalation 
rat study using antimony trioxide dust, (Newton et al. 1994), a NOAEL of 1.08 mg/m3 
was used to determine the inhalation PDE (~83% Sb).  At higher dose levels an increase 
in mean absolute and relative lung weights were observed, a finding not seen in the one 
year oncogenicity study.   

Taking into account the modifying factors (F1-F5 as discussed in Appendix 1), the 
inhalation PDE is calculated as: 

For continuous dosing  =     0.9 mg/m3 x 6 h x 5 d = 0.16 mg/m3  = 0.00016 mg/L 
 24 h x 7 d 1000 L/m3 

 

Daily dose  =  0.00016 mg/L x 290 L/d =  0.11 mg/kg/d  
 .425 kg bw 
 
PDE = 0.11 mg/kg/d x 50 kg / 5 x 10 x 5 x 1 x 1 = 22 µg/d. 
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ARSENIC 

Summary of PDE for Arsenic 

Arsenic (As) 
 Oral Parenteral Inhalation 
PDE (µg/day)  15 15 1.9 
 

Introduction 

Arsenic (As) is ubiquitous in the environment and present in food, soil, drinking water 
and in air. Inorganic As occurs in trivalent (e.g., arsenic trioxide, sodium arsenite) or 
pentavalent forms (e.g., sodium arsenate, arsenic pentoxide, arsenic acid). Arsenic has no 
known useful biological function in human or mammalian organisms. This assessment 
focuses on inorganic As, since this is most relevant for drug products.  

Safety Limiting Toxicity  

Inorganic arsenic has shown to be genotoxic, but not mutagenic and has been 
acknowledged as a human carcinogen (Group 1; IARC, 2012).  

Due to its ubiquitous nature and toxicity profile, there have been many risk assessments 
conducted of arsenic and arsenic compounds, which utilize non-threshold, linear dose 
response approaches (Meharg and Raab, 2010).  

The effects of arsenic in humans for the most part have not been reproduced in animals, 
so the risk assessments have to rely heavily upon epidemiology data in populations with 
high exposure concentrations (Schuhmacher-Wolz et al. 2009).  In humans, both cancer 
and non-cancer effects have been linked to arsenic exposure.  Oral exposure has been 
linked to cancers of the skin, liver, lung, kidney and bladder. Following inhalation 
exposure there is evidence for an increased risk of lung cancer (ATSDR, 2007; IARC, 
2012; EU EFSA, 2009; WHO, 2011; US EPA, 2010).  

The skin (dyspigmentation, palmoplantar keratosis) and gastrointestinal tract (e.g., 
nausea) appear to be the most sensitive targets for non-cancer adverse effects after oral 
ingestion while vascular disease, reproductive effects and neurological effects are also 
reported as non-cancer endpoints (IARC, 2012; Schuhmacher-Wolz et al. 2009; US EPA, 
2007). Oral exposure studies suggest that skin lesions may appear at levels above 0.02 
mg As/kg/day; no effects were generally seen at levels from 0.0004 to 0.01 mg As/kg/day 
(ATSDR, 2007). There are insufficient epidemiological data to set a LOEL or NOEL for 
other endpoints. The regions of hyperkeratosis may evolve into skin cancers (ATSDR, 
2007) and can possibly be considered predictive of skin and internal cancers and the non-
cancer long-term adverse health effects (Chen et al. 2005; Hsu et al. 2013; Ahsan and 
Steinmaus, 2013). 

Studies of large populations (~40,000) exposed to arsenic concentrations in well water at 
1000 µg/L and higher in southwestern Chinese Taipei have been the basis of risk 
assessments of skin cancer, and more recently of bladder and lung cancer (US EPA, 
2010). Recent meta-analyses of cancer risk have indicated no additional bladder cancer 
risk at low dose exposure (<100–200 µg/L) (Chu and Crawford-Brown, 2006, 2007; Mink 
et al. 2008). This is consistent with the work of Schuhmacher-Wolz et al. (2009). 

The inhalation unit risk for cancer is 0.0043 per µg/m3 has been established by the US 
EPA based on data from two US smelters

 
(US EPA, 2007). The Texas Commission on 

Environmental Quality provided an update to the US EPA Unit Risk Factor (URF), 
incorporating additional years of follow-up to the US EPA data and additional data on 
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workers from the United Kingdom and Sweden, and calculated a URF of 0.0015 per 
µg/m3. This URF translates to an air concentration of 0.067 µg/m3 at a risk of 1 in 
100,000 excess lung cancer mortality (Erraguntla et al. 2012). 

PDE – Oral Exposure 

The oral PDE is based on the chronic effects of As to skin and sets the limit at 15 µg/day 
based on ATSDR Minimal Risk Level (MRL) and US EPA limit of 0.0003 mg/kg/day 
(ATSDR, 2007; US EPA 2007; EU EFSA, 2009).  The PDE calculated based on the 
ATSDR MRL is consistent with drinking water standards (WHO, 2011). 

0.0003 mg/kg/day x 50 kg human = 0.015 mg/day = 15 µg/day. 

No modifying factors were applied because they are incorporated into the derivation of 
the MRL.    

PDE – Parenteral Exposure 

The oral bioavailability of As is ~95%. The most direct evidence is from a study that 
evaluated the 6-day elimination of arsenic in healthy humans who were given water 
from a high-arsenic sampling site (arsenic species not specified) and that reported 
approximately 95% absorption (Zheng et al. 2002). Therefore the PDE is identical to the 
oral PDE. 

PDE = 15 µg/day. 

PDE – Inhalation Exposure  

Increased risk of lung cancer and other respiratory disorders have been reported 
following inhalation exposure to workers in the occupational setting.  The rationale for 
using a cancer endpoint for inhalation to set the PDE is the relative lack of information 
on linear-dose extrapolation, as compared to the oral route. No modifying factors are 
needed as the URF were determined for the protection of the general public.  Based on 
the assessment conducted by Erraguntla et al. (2012), based on the risk of 1:100.000, the 
inhalation PDE is: 

0.067 µg/m3 ÷ 1000 L/m3 x 28800 L/d = 1.9 µg/d. 

No modifying factors were applied because the PDE is based on the multiplicate  relative 
risk model described by Erraguntla et al. (2012).   
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BARIUM 

Summary of PDE for Barium  

Barium (Ba) 
 Oral Parenteral Inhalation 
PDE (µg/day) 13000 1300 340 

Introduction 

Barium (Ba) is a dense, silver-white, soft alkaline earth metal that oxidizes readily in 
moist air and reacts with water. The Ba2+ ion and the water soluble compounds of Ba 
(chloride, nitrate, hydroxide) are toxic. The insoluble compounds of barium, such as 
barium sulfate, do not generate free Ba2+ ions in the gastrointestinal tract and therefore 
are generally nontoxic to humans. Ba is nutritionally not essential and no metabolic 
function is known. Barium sulfate is used as a support for catalyst (e.g., Pd). 

Safety Limiting Toxicity  

In animals and humans, the kidney appears to be the most sensitive target of toxicity 
resulting from repeated ingestion of soluble Ba salts. Chronic rodent studies support the 
evidence for an association between Ba exposure and renal toxicity. In humans, repeated 
exposure to Ba oxide via inhalation may cause bronchitis, including cough, phlegm, 
and/or shortness of breath.  

PDE – Oral Exposure 

Mice and rat Ba drinking water studies have been conducted (NTP, 1994).  Based on the 
review of these data, the mouse was determined to be the more sensitive species.  The 2-
year drinking water study in mice with barium chloride dihydrate was selected as the 
principal study and compound-related nephropathy was identified as the critical effect 
for deriving a PDE for Ba and its soluble salts. The lesions were characterized by tubule 
dilatation, renal tubule atrophy, tubule cell regeneration, hyaline cast formation, 
multifocal interstitial fibrosis, and the presence of crystals, primarily in the lumen of the 
renal tubules. These changes were characterized as morphologically distinct from the 
spontaneous degenerative renal lesions commonly observed in aging mice. 

The oral PDE was determined on the basis of the NOAEL of 500 mg/L (equivalent to 30 
mg Ba/kg/day), using the modifying factors (F1-F5 as discussed in Appendix 1). 

PDE = 30 mg/kg/day x 50 kg / 12 x 10 x 1 x 1 x 1 = 12.5 mg/day ~13.000 µg/day. 

PDE – Parenteral Exposure 

No relevant data on parenteral exposure to barium compounds were found. The 
bioavailability of Ba is estimated to be 20 – 60% in adults and infants, respectively 
(ATSDR, 2007). Thus, a modifying factor of 10 of the oral PDE was used.  

PDE = 13.000 µg/day/ 10 = 1300 µg/day. 

PDE – Inhalation Exposure 

No relevant data on inhalation exposure to barium compounds were found. US DoL 
(2013) has a reported TWA of 0.5 mg/m3 based on soluble Ba salts.   
 
Taking into account the modifying factors (F1-F5 as discussed in Appendix 1), the 
inhalation PDE is calculated as:  
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For continuous dosing = 500 µg/ m3 x 8 hr/day x 5 days/week 
 24 hr/day x 7 days/week X 1000 L/m3 

= 0.119 µg/L 

Daily dose  =  0.119 µg/L  x 28800 L =  68.6 µg/kg 
 50 kg 

PDE = 68.6 µg/kg x 50 kg =   343 µg/day ~340 µg/day. 
 1 x 10 x 1 x 1 x 1 
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CADMIUM 

Summary of PDE for Cadmium 

Cadmium (Cd) 
 Oral Parenteral Inhalation 
PDE (µg/day) 5.0  6.0 3.4 

Introduction 

Cadmium (Cd) is a transition metal whose most abundant naturally-occurring isotope is 
non-radioactive. It is found in nature in mineral forms and is obtained for commercial 
uses principally from cadmium ore (ATSDR, 2012). Cadmium exists as a salt form in the 
+2 oxidation state only. Some cadmium salts are water soluble such as cadmium chloride, 
cadmium sulfate and cadmium nitrate; other insoluble salts can become more soluble by 
interaction with acids, light or oxygen. Cadmium, cadmium oxide, cadmium salts on 
borosilicate carrier are used as catalysts in organic synthesis. Silver cadmium alloy is 
used in the selective hydrogenation of carbonyl compounds. 

Safety Limiting Toxicity  

Cadmium has shown to be genotoxic, but not mutagenic and has been acknowledged as a 
human carcinogen (Group 1; IARC, 2012). Cadmium and cadmium compounds cause 
cancer of the lung. Also, positive associations have been observed between exposure to 
cadmium and cadmium compounds and cancer of the kidney and of the prostate. 

A sensitive endpoint for oral exposure to cadmium and cadmium salts is renal toxicity 
(Buchet et al. 1990).  Skeletal and renal effects are observed at similar exposure levels 
and are a sensitive marker of cadmium exposure (ATSDR, 2012).   

Evidence from numerous epidemiologic studies assessing inhalation exposures to 
cadmium via both occupational and environmental routes has demonstrated an 
increased risk of developing cancer (primarily lung) that correlates with inhalation 
exposure to cadmium (IARC, 2012; NTP, 2004).   

PDE – Oral Exposure 

A sensitive endpoint for oral exposure to cadmium and cadmium salts is renal toxicity 
(Buchet et al. 1990). Skeletal and renal effects are observed at similar exposure levels 
and are a sensitive marker of cadmium exposure (ATSDR, 2012). A number of oral 
exposure studies of cadmium in rats and mice showed no evidence of carcinogenicity.  
Therefore the renal toxicity endpoint was used to establish the oral PDE for cadmium, 
following the recommendations of ATSDR, a level of 0.1 µg/kg for chronic exposure is 
used to set the oral PDE. This is in line with the WHO drinking water limit of 0.003 
mg/L/day (WHO 2011).  

Taking into account the modifying factors (F1-F5 as discussed in Appendix 1), the oral 
PDE is calculated as:  

PDE = 0.1 µg/kg/day x 50 kg = 5.0 µg/day. 
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PDE – Parenteral Exposure 

12 week study in rats given daily subcutaneous injections of 0.6 mg/kg Cd, 5 days per 
week showed renal damage at week 7 and later (Prozialeck, 2009). The LOAEL of this 
study is 0.6 mg/kg.  

Taking into account the modifying factors (F1-F5 as discussed in Appendix 1), the 
parenteral PDE is calculated as:  

PDE = 0.6 mg/kg/day x 50 kg / 5 x 10 x 5 x 10 x 2 =  6.0 µg/day.  

F4 was chosen as 10 because cadmium is carcinogenic by the inhalation route. F5 was 
set at 2, since no NOAEL was identified in this study. 

PDE – Inhalation Exposure 

The use of 5 µg/m3 as the PEL (US DoL, 2013) was considered acceptable as cadmium is 
non-mutagenic. This PDE is similar to the quantitative estimate of carcinogenic risk 
from inhalation exposure to cadmium (1:10.000 risk, US EPA, 1992; EU SCOEL, 2010). 

Taking into account the modifying factors (F1-F5 as discussed in Appendix 1), the 
inhalation PDE is calculated as:  

For continuous dosing = 5 µg/m3 ÷1000 L/m3 = 0.005 µg/L 

0.005 µg/L x 8 hours x 5 days ÷ 24 hours x 7 days = 0.0012 µg/L  

Daily Dose = 0.0012 µg/L x 28800 L/day ÷ 50 kg = 0.69 µg/kg 

PDE =     0.69 µg/kg x 50 kg / 1 x 10 x 1 x 1 x 1 =  3.4 µg/day.  

A modifying factor F2 of 10 was applied to cover the full population with the data coming 
from the worker population. 
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CHROMIUM 

Summary of PDE for Chromium 

Chromium (Cr III) 
 Oral Parenteral Inhalation 
PDE (µg/day) 11000 1100 2.9 

Introduction 

Chromium (Cr) is found in a variety of oxidation states, the most important being Cr 0 
(in stainless steel) Cr II, III and VI. Cr II is readily oxidized and is used as a reducing 
agent in chemical synthesis. Cr VI is a powerful oxidant, chromate, CrO42-, and 
dichromate, Cr2O72-, being the best known oxyanions. Cr III, the most abundant 
environmental form, is an essential element that plays a role in glucose metabolism. 
Chromium deficiency causes changes in the metabolism of glucose and lipids and may be 
associated with maturity-onset diabetes, cardiovascular diseases, and nervous system 
disorders (Anderson, 1993, 1995).  Sources of chromium in pharmaceuticals may include 
colorants, leaching from equipment or container closure systems, and catalysts.  With 
the exception of use as a catalyst, intake of chromium from pharmaceuticals will be in 
the form of metallic chromium (Cr 0) or Cr III rather than the more toxic Cr VI; therefore, 
for drug products, this safety assessment is based on the known toxicity of Cr III and Cr 
VI is excluded from this assessment. Chromium present as a colorant (e.g., chromium 
oxide green, chromium hydroxide green; see 21 CFR 72) is intentionally added and thus 
beyond the scope of this guidance. 

Safety Limiting Toxicity  

The data was reviewed to identify the safety limiting toxicities based on routes of 
administration. 

PDE – Oral Exposure 

No specific target organ toxicities have been identified for the oral intake of 
chromium.  Generally oral intake of 5 mg/kg/day Cr III (US EPA, 1998) is not expected to 
be associated with adverse health.   

The 2 year NTP studies (2010) on the carcinogenicity of Cr (III) picolinate administered 
in feed to rats and mice provided the most relevant safety information for Cr as present 
in drug products.  The NOAEL was 90 mg/kg Cr (III) picolinate (11.9 weight %; 10.7 
mg/kg/day CrIII) in rats based on increase in the incidence of preputial gland adenoma 
in male rats at 460 mg/kg.  This finding was not dose-dependent and was considered an 
equivocal finding by the study authors.  This finding was not observed male mice or in 
the female counterpart in either species (clitoral gland). In the absence of a treatment-
related carcinogenic finding, F4 was set at 1. 

Taking into account the modifying factors (F1-F5 as discussed in Appendix 1), the oral 
PDE is calculated as:  

PDE = 10.7 mg/kg/day x 50 kg/ 5 x 10 x 1 x 1 x 1 = 10.7 mg/day ~11000 µg/day. 

PDE – Parenteral Exposure 

Recommendation for the nutritional intravenous administration of Chromium (III) vary 
per age group between 0.05 µg/kg/day in preterm infants and 15 µg/kg in adults 
(Moukazel, 2009). There is insufficient information to assess if exceeding these 
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recommended daily doses may lead to adverse responses e.g., for the kidney especially in 
newborns and preterm infants.  

The safety review for Cr was unable to identify any significant assessments upon which 
to calculate a PDE for parenteral routes of exposure. On the basis of an oral 
bioavailability of about 10% for chromium and inorganic chromium compounds (ATSDR, 
2012), the recommended PDE for chromium for a parenteral exposure is:   

PDE = 11000 µg/day/10 =  1100 µg/day. 

PDE – Inhalation Exposure 

The study by Deralenko (1999) used inhalation of Cr (III) sulfate particles during 13 
weeks (6h/day and 5 days per week) causing predominantly chronic inflammation of the 
airways (mononuclear infiltrate, particular material) and locally thickening of alveolar 
walls. The effect was observed at all doses. The LOAEL is 17 mg/m3 (3 mg CrIII/m3).  A 
lack of systemic toxicity was noted in a 13 week inhalation study in rats administered 
soluble or insoluble Cr (III).  Based on these data the on these data, the inhalation MRL 
of 0. 1µg/m3 was used to set the PDE (ATSDR, 2012).  

PDE =0.0001 mg/ m3 /1000 m3/L  x 28800 L/day = 2.9 µg/day. 
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COBALT 

Summary of PDE for Cobalt 

Cobalt (Co) 
 Oral Parenteral Inhalation 
PDE (µg/day) 50 5.0 2.9 

Introduction 

Cobalt (Co) is a naturally-occurring element, often combined with other elements such as 
oxygen, sulfur, and arsenic. Co is essential in the human body because it is an integral 
component of Vitamin B-12 and functions as a co-enzyme for several enzymes critical in 
the synthesis of hemoglobin and the prevention of pernicious anemia. The Recommended 
Dietary Allowance of vitamin B12 is 2.4 µg/day, which corresponds to 0.1 µg of Co. No 
essential biological function of inorganic Co in the human body has been identified. 
Cobalt compounds (e.g., cobalt octoate) are being used as catalysts in selective 
hydrogenation. 

Safety Limiting Toxicity  

The IARC (2006) concluded that Co sulphate and other soluble Co (II) salts are possible 
human carcinogens (Group 2B). The data indicate the location of tumors is limited to the 
lung in rats and humans.  

Polycythemia is considered to be the most sensitive finding after repeated oral exposure 
to humans.  Inhalation exposure of humans to Co has been associated with a severe and 
progressive respiratory disease known as hard-metal pneumoconiosis, as well as asthma 
and contact dermatitis. 

PDE – Oral Exposure 

The oral PDE is based on the available human data.  Polycythemia was the most 
sensitive finding in humans after repeated oral exposure to 150 mg of cobalt chloride 
(~1  mg Co /kg/day). The oral PDE was determined on the basis of the LOAEL of 1 
mg/kg/day in male human volunteers after oral exposure over a period of 22 days (WHO, 
2006).     

Taking into account the modifying factors (F1-F5 as discussed in Appendix 1), the oral 
PDE is calculated as below: 

PDE = 1 mg/kg/day x 50 kg / 1 x 10 x 10 x 1 x 10 = 0.05 mg/day = 50 µg/day. 

PDE – Parenteral Exposure 

No relevant data on parenteral exposure to cobalt compounds were found. On the basis of 
the oral bioavailability ranging largely from 18-97% for cobalt and inorganic cobalt 
compounds (ATSDR, 2004). Using a safety factor of 10 to account for low bioavailability, 
the PDE for cobalt for parenteral exposure is:   

PDE = 50 µg/day / 10 = 5.0 µg/day.  

PDE – Inhalation Exposure 

Co sulphate and other soluble Co (II) salts are possible human carcinogens (Group 2B) 
which can induce lung tumors.  
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Pneumoconiosis, asthma and contact dermatitis were the principal non-carcinogenic 
effects in humans after chronic inhalation. For the calculation of the inhalation PDE, the 
chronic inhalation MRL of 0.1 microgram / m3 was used (ATSDR, 2010).  

0.0001 mg/ m3 /1000 m3/L  x 28800 L/day = 2.9 µg/day. 
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COPPER 

Summary of PDE for Copper 

Copper (Cu) 
 Oral Parenteral Inhalation 
PDE (µg/day) 1300 130 13 

Introduction 

Copper (Cu) is a Group 11 element of the first transition series and has two main 
oxidation states, Cu I and Cu II. It is an essential trace element in both animals and 
humans. Copper plays a vital role in a number of critical enzyme systems and is closely 
linked with normal hematopoiesis and cellular metabolism. Copper compounds (e.g., 
copper chromite) are being used as catalysts in hydrogenolysis and decarboxylation 
reactions 

Safety Limiting Toxicity  

A general review of relevant safety data for animals and humans indicates that copper 
can produce adverse effects to the gastrointestinal tract, liver, and kidney upon ingestion 
of toxic doses (Araya et al. 2003).   

PDE – Oral Exposure 

Studies on cupric sulfate and copper 8-quinolinolate have been conducted in mice and 
rats and dogs (EHC, 1998). Rats were determined to be the more sensitive species to 
effects on liver and kidney. In a 13 week study in rats the NOAEL was 17 mg/kg/day for 
copper sulfate, equivalent to 6.7 mg Cu/kg/day (Hebert, 1993).  

Taking into account the modifying factors (F1-F5 as discussed in Appendix 1), the oral 
PDE is calculated as:  

PDE = 6.7 mg/kg/day x 50 kg / 5 x 10 x 5 x 1 x 1 = 1.34 mg/day = 1340 µg/day ~1300 
µg/day. 

PDE – Parenteral Exposure 

The safety review for copper was unable to identify any significant assessments upon 
which to calculate a PDE for parenteral routes of exposure. The human gastrointestinal 
system can absorb 30-40% of ingested copper from the typical diets consumed in 
industrialised countries (Wapnir, 1998). On the basis of limited oral bioavailability of 
30%-40% for copper and inorganic copper salts, the recommended PDE for copper for 
parenteral exposure is:  
PDE = 1340 µg/day / 10 = 134 µg/day ~130 µg/day. 

PDE – Inhalation Exposure 

The available data on the toxicity of inhaled copper were considered inadequate for 
derivation of acute-, intermediate-, or chronic-duration inhalation MRLs (ATSDR, 2004).   

The inhalation PDE was calculated by dividing the oral PDE by 100 (as described in 
Section 3.1). 

1340/100 = 13.4 µg/day ~13 µg/day.  
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GOLD 

Summary of PDE for Gold 

Gold (Au) 
 Oral Parenteral Inhalation 
PDE (µg/day) 130 130 1.3 

Introduction  

Gold (Au) exists in metallic form and in oxidation states of +1 to +5, the monovalent and 
trivalent forms being the most common. Elemental gold is poorly absorbed and 
consequently is not considered biologically active.  Gold is being used on a carrier or in 
complexes like gold chloride and L–Au+ (where L is a phosphane, phosphite, or an arsine; 
Telles, 1998), as catalysts in organic synthesis.  The only source for gold in drug products 
comes from the use as catalyst. Gold (I) salts are used therapeutically.  

Safety Limiting Toxicity  

Most knowledge of gold toxicity is based on therapeutic uses of gold.  Currently available 
therapies are gold salts of monovalent gold (I) with a sulfur ligand (Au-S), but metallic 
gold has also been studied. No toxicity was seen in 10 patients administered colloidal 
metallic gold (monoatomic gold) at 30 mg/day for one week followed by 60 mg/day the 
second week or the reverse schedule.  The patients were continued on trial for an 
additional 2 years at 30 mg/day. There was no evidence of hematologic, renal or hepatic 
cytotoxicity but some improvement in clinical symptoms of rheumatoid arthritis and in 
cytokine parameters were noted (Abraham and Himmel, 1997).   

Long term animal data are available with Au compounds. However, these studies have 
been performed with monovalent gold Au I and are not considered sufficiently relevant to 
assess the potential toxicity of Au in pharmaceutical products.  

Au (III) is thought to be the more toxic form and is used in catalysis, e.g., as gold 
trichloride. There is only limited data on gold (III) complexes.  In one study, the gold (III) 
compound [Au(en)Cl2]Cl (dichloro(ethylenediamine-aurate(III) ion) caused minimal 
histological changes in the kidney and  liver of rats, and no renal tubular necrosis, at a 
dose of 32.2 mg/kg in mice administered the compound intraperitoneally for 14 days 
(Ahmed et al. 2012).   

PDE – Oral Exposure 

The toxicologically significant endpoint for gold exposures is renal toxicity. 

Taking into account the modifying factors (F1-F5 as discussed in Appendix 1), the oral 
PDE is calculated as:  

PDE = 32.2 mg/kg x 50 kg / 12 x 10 x 10 x 1 x 10 = 134 µg/day ~130 µg/day.  

F5 was put at 10 because the NOAEL was not established and the toxicological 
assessment was not complete.  

PDE – Parenteral Exposure 

In humans, 50 mg intramuscular (IM) injections of gold sodium thiomalate resulted in 
>95% bioavailability (Blocka, 1986).  In rabbits, ~70 % of the gold sodium thiomalate was 
absorbed after an IM injection of 2/mg/kg (Melethil, 1987).   

Based on high bioavailability, the parenteral PDE is equivalent to the oral PDE. 
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PDE = 130 µg/day. 

PDE – Inhalation Exposure 

In the absence of relevant inhalation and parenteral data, a modifying factor of 100 was 
applied to the oral PDE as described in Section 3.1. 

 PDE = 134 /100 = 1.34 µg/day ~1.3 µg/day.  
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LEAD 

Summary of PDE for Lead  

Lead (Pb) 
 Oral Parenteral Inhalation 
PDE (µg/day) 5.0 5.0 5.0 

Introduction 

Lead (Pb) is the most common heavy element. It occurs in organic and inorganic forms. 
The generally bivalent Pb compounds include water-soluble salts such as Pb acetate as 
well as insoluble salts such as Pb oxides. Organic Pb compounds include the gasoline 
additives tetramethyl- and tetraethyl-lead. Organic Pb compounds undergo fairly rapid 
degradation in the atmosphere and form persistent inorganic Pb compounds in water 
and soil. Pb has no known useful biological function in human or mammalian organisms 
(ATSDR, 2007). 

Safety Limiting Toxicity  

In humans and animals, exposure to Pb may cause neurological, reproductive, 
developmental, immune, cardiovascular and renal health effects. In general, sensitivity 
to Pb toxicity is greater when there is exposure in utero and in children compared to 
adults.  A target blood level of 1-2 µg/dL was set, and using modelling programs (US EPA, 
2009) that assumed 100% bioavailability and no other exposure, a PDE was obtained.  
For this reason, the PDEs are the same regardless of the route of administration. 

PDE – Oral Exposure 

Adverse neurobehavioral effects are considered to be the most sensitive and most 
relevant endpoint in humans after oral exposure. Data from epidemiological studies 
show that blood Pb levels <5 µg/dL may be associated with neurobehavioral deficits in 
children (NTP, 2011).   

According to the US EPA model (Integrated Exposure Uptake Biokinetic (IEUBK) Model, 
1994) (100% absorption, no other sources of lead), oral intake of 5 µg/day translates into 
a blood level of 1-2 µg/dL for children age 0-7 years (0-82 months).  

PDE =  5.0 µg/day. 

PDE – Parenteral Exposure 

The oral effects of Pb are based on blood levels.  Therefore, the parenteral PDE is equal 
to the oral PDE of 5.0 µg/day.   

PDE – Inhalation Exposure 

The oral effects of Pb are based on blood levels.  Therefore, the inhalation PDE is equal 
to the oral PDE of 5.0 µg/day.   
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LITHIUM 

Summary of PDE for Lithium 

Lithium (Li) 
 Oral Parenteral Inhalation 
PDE (µg/day) 780 390 25 

Introduction 

Lithium (Li) is a common metal that is present in plant and animal tissues.   Lithium is 
used as a therapeutic agent to treat bipolar disease. Lithium is being used alone or in 
combination with other metals as catalyst. Lithium compounds (e.g., lithium aluminum 
hydride) are being used as reagents in organic synthesis. 

Lithium exists commonly as a salt in the +1 form oxidation state only.   

Safety Limiting Toxicity  

The data was reviewed to identify the safety limiting toxicities based on routes of 
administration. 

PDE – Oral Exposure 

There is a minimal amount of data on the effects of lithium carbonate on the immune 
system. A 14 day mouse study was conducted to assess the effects of lithium carbonate 
on the immune system (NTP, 1986).  Doses were modified to 100, 300 and 400 mg/kg in 
repeat and later studies because of a lack of effect at 50 and 200 mg/kg. Findings 
included dose-dependent effects on decreased in liver and thymus weight, and changes in 
leukocytes and red blood cells and associated parameters.   

Using 200 mg/kg/day (18.7 mg Li/kg/day) as the NOAEL and modifying factors (F1-F5 as 
discussed in Appendix 1), the PDE is: 

PDE = 18.7 mg/kg/day x 50 kg/ 12 x 10 x 10 x 1 x 1 = 0.78 mg/day = 780 µg/day.  

PDE – Parenteral Exposure 

There are no adequate data to develop a parenteral PDE. However, based on oral 
bioavailability of 85% (Grandjean, 2009) and using a modifying factor of 2, the parenteral 
PDE is calculated as: 

PDE = 0.77 mg/day  / 2 = 0.39 mg/day =390 µg/day. 

PDE – Inhalation Exposure 

Rabbits were exposed to lithium chloride at 0.6 and1.9 mg/m3 for 4-8 weeks, 5 days/week 
for 6 hours/d (Johansson et al. 1988). Lungs were studied by light and electron 
microscopy with focus on inflammatory changes.  No significant effects were reported, so 
the highest dose was used to set the PDE. 

Taking into account the modifying factors (F1-F5 as discussed in Appendix 1), the oral 
PDE is calculated as:  

For continuous dosing: PDE = 1.9 mg/m3 /1000 L/m3 = .0019 mg/L 

0.0019 mg/L x 6 h/day x 5 days / 24h/day x 7days = 0.000339 mg/L 

Daily dose: 0.339 µg/L x 1440 L/day/4 kg = 122.04 µg/kg/day 

PDE = 122.04 µg/kg/day x 50kg /2.5x10x10x1x1 = 25 µg/day. 
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MERCURY 

Summary of PDE for Mercury 

Mercury (Hg) 
 Oral Parenteral Inhalation 
PDE (µg/day) 40 4.0 1.2 

Introduction 

Mercury (Hg) is an element widely existing in the global environment.  Hg exists in three 
forms: elemental mercury, inorganic mercury and organic mercury.  The most likely form 
of residual mercury in drug products is the inorganic form. Therefore, this safety 
assessment is based on the relevant toxicological data of elemental or inorganic Hg.  This 
safety assessment and derived PDEs do not apply to organic mercury. 

Safety Limiting Toxicity  

There is no data to indicate that inorganic mercury is carcinogenic in human. There is 
limited evidence in experimental animals for the carcinogenicity of mercuric chloride. 
IARC concluded that inorganic mercury compounds are not classifiable as to their 
carcinogenicity to humans (Group 3; IARC, 1997). 

Inorganic mercury compounds show significantly lower oral bioavailability compared to 
organic mercury and induce different toxicological effects including neurological, 
corrosive, hematopoietic, renal effects and cutaneous disease (acrodynia). The safety 
limiting toxicity for inorganic mercury and salts is renal toxicity. 

PDE – Oral Exposure 

There were well organized NTP studies of HgCl2 up to 2 years. The 6 month gavage 
study in rats was selected because it had more detailed clinical pathology assessment 
and wider range of doses than the 2 year study. Based on adverse renal effects from the 
6-months rat study (NTP, 1993), the LOAEL was 0.23 mg/kg/day for mercury (0.16 
mg/kg day for mercury when corrected for 7 days of exposure/week).   

Using the modifying factors (F1-F5 as discussed in Appendix 1) the oral PDE is 
calculated as: 

PDE = 0.16 mg/kg /day x 50 kg / 5 x 10 x 2 x 1 x 2 = 0.04 mg/day = 40 µg/day. 

F5 was set to 2, because no NOAEL was identified in the study and the effect at the 
LOAEL was a slight increase in incidence of an effect also present in the control animals.  

PDE – Parenteral Exposure 

Animal studies indicate that the oral bioavailability of inorganic mercury is in the 10-
30% range (ATSDR, 1999). Therefore, the oral PDE is divided by a factor of 10 (as 
described in Section 3.1).    

PDE = 40/10 = 4.0 µg/day. 

PDE – Inhalation Exposure 

Neurobehavioral effects are considered to be the most sensitive endpoint following 
inhalation exposure in humans as shown in occupational studies at the range of air TWA 
levels between 14 and 20 µg/m3 (US EPA, 1995; EU SCOEL, 2007).  
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The presence of neurobehavioral effects at low-level mercury exposures (14 µg/m3) in 
dentists (Ngim et al. 1992) indicates that the TWA needs to be considered as a LOAEL.  

Taking into account the modifying factors (F1-F5 as discussed in Appendix 1), the 
inhalation PDE is calculated based on the long-term inhalation exposure to elemental 
mercury vapor: 

For continuous dosing = 14 µg/m3 x 8 hr/day x 6 days/week    

    24 hr/day x 7 days/week x 1000 L/m3 

= 0.004 µg/L 

 

Daily dose  =  0.004 µg/L  x 28800 L =  2.30 µg/kg 

  50 kg 

PDE = 2.30 µg/kg x 50 kg = 1.2  µg/day.   
 1 x 10 x 1 x 1 x 10 
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MOLYBDENUM 

Summary of PDE for Molybdenum 

Molybdenum (Mo) 
 Oral Parenteral Inhalation 
PDE (µg/day) 180 180 7.6 

Introduction  

The main oxidation states for Mo are IV and VI, the most common forms of which are 
oxyanions. The predominant form of Mo occurring in soils and natural waters is the 
molybdate ion, MoO42- which forms soluble compounds with a variety of cations including 
K+, NH4 + and Ca2+.  Mo exists in soil in various forms at concentration of 0.1-10 mg/kg. 
MoO2 and MoS2 are insoluble in water.  It is widely present in vegetables, dairy products 
and meats.  Mo combinations (e.g., Bi-Mo, Fe-Mo, molybdenum oxide and Mo-complexes) 
are being used as catalysts in organic synthesis. 

Mo deficiency is characterized by night blindness, nausea, disorientation, coma, 
tachycardia, tachypnea and associated with various biochemical abnormalities including 
high plasma methionine. In addition an almost undetectable serum uric acid 
concentration has been reported in a patient receiving total parenteral nutrition 
(Abumrad et al. 1981). 

Safety Limiting Toxicity  

Molybdenum as the trioxide was not mutagenic (NTP, 1997). Carcinogenicity has not 
been evaluated by IARC or US EPA. 

Alteration of estrus cycle is the most sensitive effect observed in the various rat studies. 
Absorption and retention of Mo is markedly influenced by interactions with dietary Cu 
and sulfate and the typical symptoms from excessive Mo intake were similar to those of 
copper deficiency including weight loss, growth retardation, anorexia, anemia, diarrhea, 
achromotrichia, testicular degeneration, poor conception, deficient lactation, dyspnea, 
incoordination and irritation of mucous membranes (Engel et al. 1956).  

PDE – Oral Exposure 

Fungwe et al. (1990) examined the effects on fertility and reproductive performance of 
sodium molybdenate in female rats given drinking water containing 0, 5, 10, 50 or 100 
mg Mo/L.  After 6 weeks the effect of Mo on the estrous cycle (3 cycles) and vaginal 
cytology was determined, and some animals then mated to untreated males.  Pregnant 
dams continued to be dosed to day 21 of gestation with Mo and fetal effects determined.  
Effects on the estrous cycle, gestational weight gain, and the fetus were observed at 10 
mg/L and higher; thus, a dose level of 5 mg/L can be considered a NOAEL. Vyskocil and 
Viau (1999) calculated this NOAEL to be 0.9 mg Mo/kg/day.   

Using modifying factors (F1-F5 as discussed in Appendix 1) the oral PDE is: 

PDE = 0.9 mg/kg/day x 50 kg / 5 x 10 x 1 x 5 x 1 = 0.180 mg/day = 180 µg/day. 

F4 was selected to be 5 based on the presence of fetal effects. 
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PDE – Parenteral Exposure 

In Vyskocil and Viau (1999), it was reported that oral bioavailability in humans ranged 
from 28-77%.  Turnland et al. (2005) report that molybdenum absorption was about 90% 
in healthy men. Therefore, the parenteral PDE is the same as the oral PDE. 

PDE= 180 µg/day. 

PDE – Inhalation Exposure 

Chronic inflammation in the alveoli was seen in rat and mouse. In addition, a slight 
trend for bronchiolar alveolar adenoma and carcinoma was observed in male rats 
exposed to molybdenum trioxide in a 2-year inhalation study (NTP, 1997).  Lung 
neoplasms were not seen in female rats.  In mice, bronchiolar alveolar adenoma and 
carcinoma were observed at the lowest dose of 10 mg/m3 (6.7 mg/m3 of Mo).   

The inhalation PDE was calculated based on the low dose in the mouse carcinogenicity 
study, where findings of alveolar and bronchiolar carcinoma were observed, using the 
modifying factors (F1-F5 as discussed in Appendix 1).   

6.7 mg/m3 ÷1000 m3/L = 0.0067 mg/L 

For continuous dosing = 0.0067 mg/L x 6 hr x 5 d = 0.0012 mg/L 
 24 hr x 7 d 
 
Daily dose = 0.0012 mg/L x 43 L/d = 1.83mg/kg 
 0.028 kg 
 
PDE = 1.83 mg/kg x 50 kg     =  7.6 µg/day. 
 12 x 10 x 1 x 10 x 10 
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NICKEL 

Summary of PDE for Nickel 

Nickel (Ni) 
 Oral Parenteral Inhalation 
PDE (µg/day) 600 60 6.0 

Introduction 

Nickel (Ni) is a Group 10 element of the first transition series. Although Ni may have 
valences of 0, I, II and III, its main oxidation state is +2. Ni is a naturally occurring 
metal existing in various mineral forms. In general, the more soluble Ni compounds, 
including Ni chloride, Ni sulfate, and Ni nitrate, tend to be more toxic than less soluble 
forms, such as Ni oxide and Ni subsulfide. Ni is nutritionally not essential for humans, 
but Ni deficiency may cause adverse effects in animals.  Nickel as Ni-Al alloys is being 
used as catalyst in hydrogenation reactions. 

Safety Limiting Toxicity  

Nickel is genotoxic, but not mutagenic (IARC 2012). There is no indication of 
carcinogenicity of Ni salts after oral administration.  Depending on the type of salt there 
was an increase in tumors in some rodent inhalation studies (ATSDR, 2005; EU EFSA, 
2005). Combining all forms of Ni, IARC (2012) classified Ni as a human carcinogen 
(Group 1). 

In humans and animals, ingestion of large amounts of Ni may cause stomach pain, 
depression of body weight and adverse effects on blood and kidneys. Humans generally 
become sensitised to Ni after prolonged contact with the skin. Chronic inhalation may 
produce adverse changes in lung and nasal cavity in both humans and animals. 

PDE – Oral Exposure 

Human sensitisation to Ni was used to establish the oral PDE, because it is the most 
sensitive endpoint. Human data show that an oral challenge dose of 0.012 mg Ni/kg can 
induce dermatitis in nickel-sensitized individuals. Exposure to these nickel 
concentrations did not result in dermatitis in non-sensitized individuals (Nielsen 1999).  
Similar data were presented for 0.02 mg/kg by ATSDR (2005). 

PDE = 0.012 mg/kg/day x 50 kg = 0.60 mg/day = 600 µg/day. 

PDE – Parenteral Exposure 

A human study using a stable nickel isotope estimated that 29–40% of the ingested label 
was absorbed (based on fecal excretion data) (Patriarca et al. 1997).  On the basis of 
limited oral bioavailability of Ni and water-soluble Ni compound. Therefore, the oral 
PDE is divided by a factor of 10 (as described in Section 3.1).    

PDE = 600 µg/day / 10 = 60 µg/day. 

PDE – Inhalation Exposure 

For calculation of the inhalation PDE, a relevant form of Ni was selected from the 
available data.  In 2 year studies with nickel oxide (the form commonly used in stainless 
steel coatings), no tumors were observed in hamsters (Wehner et al. 1984) or mice (NTP, 
1996), but there was some evidence of carcinogenicity in rats (NTP, 2006) and no 
evidence of carcinogenicity with inhalation of metallic nickel (Oller, 2008).   
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Taking into account the modifying factors (F1-F5 as discussed in Appendix 1), the 
inhalation PDE is calculated based on the NOAEL in the rat study of 0.5 mg Ni/m3 /day. 

For continuous dosing 0.5 mg/m3 / 1000L/m3 =  0.0005 mg/L 

0.0005 mg/L x 6 hr x 5 d /24 hr x 7 d = 0.000089 mg/L 

Daily dose 0.000089 mg/L x 290 L/d / 0.425 kg = 0.060 mg/kg 

PDE = 0.060 mg/kg x 50 kg / 5 x 10 x 1 x 10 x 1 = 6.0 µg/day.  
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PALLADIUM 

Summary of PDE for Palladium 

Palladium (Pd) 
 Oral Parenteral Inhalation 
PDE (µg/day) 100 10 1.0 

Introduction 

Palladium (Pd) is a steel-white, ductile metallic element resembling and occurring with 
the other platinum group metals and nickel. It exists in three states: Pd0 (metallic), Pd2+ 
and Pd4+. It can form organometallic compounds, only few of which have found industrial 
uses. Palladium (on various supports) is being used as catalyst in hydrogenation 
reactions. Palladium metal is stable in air and resistant to attack by most reagents 
except aqua regia and nitric acid.   

Several mutagenicity tests of different palladium compounds with bacterial or 
mammalian cells (Ames test with Salmonella typhimurium; SOS chromotest with 
Escherichia coli; micronucleus test with human lymphocytes) in vitro gave negative 
results.   

Safety Limiting Toxicity  

The data was reviewed to identify the safety limiting toxicities based on routes of 
administration.   

PDE – Oral Exposure 

A number of long-term animal studies have been conducted exploring the toxicity and 
carcinogenicity of palladium salts. However, none to date have been executed in 
accordance with current guidelines for toxicological studies.  The available data suggest 
potential NOAELs for palladium in the range of 0.8 – 1.5 mg/kg.  A lifetime study with 
mice given palladium(II) chloride in drinking-water at a dose of about 1.2 mg Pd/kg/day 
found a significantly higher incidence of amyloidosis in several inner organs of males and 
females and suppressed growth in males, but not in females (Schroeder and Mitchner, 
1971; IPCS, 2002). This study also contained a signal that suggested a possible 
carcinogenic endpoint; however, the design of the study (single dose level, pooling of the 
tumor rates from male and female animals, and a significant increase in the age of the 
treated vs control animals) limited the utility of the data to assess the carcinogenic 
potential. 

Taking into account the modifying factors (F1-F5 as discussed in Appendix 1), the oral 
PDE is calculated based on the LOEL of 1.2 mg/kg/day.  

PDE = 1.2 mg/kg/day x 50 kg / 12 x 10 x 1 x 5x 1 = 0.1 mg/day = 100 µg/day. 

PDE – Parenteral Exposure 

The safety review for Pd was unable to identify any significant assessments upon which 
to calculate a PDE for parenteral routes of exposure. Palladium(II) chloride (PdCl2) was 
poorly absorbed from the digestive tract (<0.5% of the initial oral dose in adult rats or 
about 5% in suckling rats after 3-4 days). Absorption/retention in adult rats was higher 
following intratracheal or intravenous exposure, resulting in total body burdens of 5% or 
20%, respectively, of the dose administered, 40 days after dosing (IPCS, 2002).  On the 
basis of an oral bioavailability the PDE for palladium for parenteral exposure is:   
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PDE = 100 µg/day / 10 = 10 µg/day. 

PDE – Inhalation Exposure 

There are no adequate inhalation data on Pd. Therefore, the inhalation PDE for 
palladium was derived from the oral PDE by division by a factor of 100 (as described in 
Section 3.1).  

PDE = 100 µg/day /  100 = 1.0 µg/day. 
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PLATINUM 

Summary of PDE for Platinum 

Platinum (Pt) 
 Oral Parenteral Inhalation 
PDE (µg/day) 1000 10 1.4 

Introduction 

Platinum (Pt) is a Group VIII element of the third transition series. It is the most 
important of the six heaviest of the group VIII elements, collectively called the “platinum 
group metals” or “platinoids”, including palladium, osmium, rhodium, ruthenium and 
iridium.  Platinum and Pd are more chemically reactive than the other platinoids. 
Metallic Pt has been shown to catalyze many oxidation-reduction and decomposition 
reactions and the major industrial use of Pt is as a catalyst.  Pt complexes exhibiting a 
range of oxidation states are known, although the principal valences are Pt II and IV.  Pt 
II forms a tetra-coordinate aqua ion [Pt (H2O)4]2+. The most common Pt IV catalysts are 
chloroplatinate salts such as tetra and hexachloroplatinate ions.   

Safety Limiting Toxicity  

The data was reviewed to identify the safety limiting toxicities based on routes of 
administration. 

Chlorinated salts of platinum are responsible for platinum related hypersensitivity and 
are a major occupational health concern (US EPA, 2009). The hypersensitivity appears to 
be the most sensitive endpoint of chloroplatinate exposure, at least by the inhalation 
route.  Signs include urticaria, contact dermatitis of the skin, and respiratory disorders 
ranging from sneezing, shortness of breath, and cyanosis to severe asthma (IPCS, 1991).  
Exposure reduction was effective in resolving symptoms (Merget et al. 2001).  Neutral 
complexes and complexes without halogenated ligands do not appear allergenic (US EPA, 
2009; EU SCOEL, 2011).  The risk of hypersensitivity appears to be related to sensitizing 
dose and dose and length of exposure (IPCS, 1991; US EPA, 2009; Arts et al. 2006) and 
cigarette smoking (US EPA, 2009; Merget et al. 2000; Caverley, 1995). 

PDE – Oral Exposure 

No experimental data are available on the carcinogenicity of platinum and platinum 
compounds, and toxicology data are limited (US EPA, 2009).  In one study in male rats 
administered PtCl2 (relatively insoluble) and PtCl4 (soluble) for 4 weeks, the toxicity of 
the two platinum salts was investigated.  No significant effects on body weight gain or 
food consumption for either compound, and no effects were observed on hematological 
parameters for PtCl2. Some hematological parameters were influenced by PtCl4; a 
reduction of about 13% in hematocrit and erythrocyte parameters was reported at the 
dose of 50 mg Pt/kg in the diet.  Platinum concentration increased in tissues in animals 
dosed with either compound, particularly the kidney.  For this reason plasma creatinine 
was examined, and found to be increased in animals dosed with PtCl4 when added in the 
diet at 50 mg Pt/kg diet for 4 weeks, but not PtCl2. This dose corresponded to 21 mg 
Pt/animal (Reichlmayr-Lais et al. 1992).  This study was used in the determination of the 
PDE as one endpoint in the study was renal toxicity (plasma creatinine), a target organ 
of platinum and a site of accumulation.  Renal toxicity is an also an adverse effect of 
treatment with chemotherapeutic agents such as cisplatin. 
Taking into account the modifying factors (F1-F5 as discussed in Appendix 1), the oral 
PDE is calculated based on the NOAEL of 10 mg/kg/day.   
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PDE = 10 mg/kg/day x 50 kg / 5 x 10 x 10 x 1 x 1 = 1 mg/day = 1000 µg/day. 

PDE – Parenteral Exposure 

The safety review for platinum identified limited assessments of platinum salt toxicity 
for parenteral routes of administration.  The oral absorption of platinum salts is very low 
(<1%) (US EPA, 2009). Therefore, the oral PDE is divided by a factor of 100 (as described 
in section 3.1).    

PDE = 1000 µg/day / 100 = 10 µg/day. 

PDE – Inhalation Exposure 

Due to the use of the chloroplatinates in catalytic converters, numerous animal (Biagini 
et al. 1983) and human (Pepys et al. 1972; Pickering 1972; Merget et al. 2000; Cristaudo 
et al. 2007) studies have been conducted.  The US EPA (1977; 2009) and the EU SCOEL 
(2011) have also examined the safety of chloroplatinates based on sensitization.  The EU 
SCOEL concluded that the database does not allow for setting an occupational limit for 
soluble platinum salts.  The US DoL (2013) has established an occupational limit for 
soluble Pt salts at 2 µg/m3; however, whether this exposure level is completely protective 
of workers has been questioned (Merget and Rosner, 2001). 

Taking into account the modifying factors (F1-F5 as discussed in Appendix 1), the 
inhalation PDE is calculated as: 

2 µg/m3 ÷1000 m3/L = 0.002 µg/L 

For continuous dosing = 0.002 µg/L x 8 hr x 5 d = 0.00048 µg/L 

     24 hr x 7 d 

Daily dose = 0.00048 µg/L x 28800L/d = 0.27 µg/kg/d 
 50 kg 

PDE = 0.27 µg/kg/d x 50 kg = 1.37 µg/day ~1.4 µg/day. 
 1 x 10 x 1 x 1 x 1 
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SELENIUM 

Summary of PDE for Selenium 

Selenium (Se) 
 Oral Parenteral Inhalation 
PDE (µg/day) 170 85 140 

Introduction 

Selenium is present in the earth's crust, often in association with sulfur-containing 
minerals. It can assume four oxidation states (-2, 0, +4, +6) and occurs in many forms, 
including elemental selenium, selenites and selenates. Selenium is an essential trace 
element for many species, including humans.  Selenium is incorporated into proteins via 
a specific selenocysteine tRNA. Selenium is being used as a catalyst in the manufacture 
of rubber. Ru-Se catalysts are used in oxygen reduction. Aryl- and alkyl-Selenium 
reagents have various applications in organic synthesis.  

Safety Limiting Toxicity  

Selenium was listed as a Group 3 compound by IARC (1987), not classifiable for 
carcinogenesis. The only selenium compound that has been shown to be carcinogenic in 
animals is selenium sulfide (NTP, 1980).  According to the US EPA, selenium sulfide is 
in Group B2 (probable human carcinogen) (US EPA, 2002).  Other selenium compounds 
are classified as D; not classifiable as to carcinogenicity in humans. 

The most significant toxicity observed in these assessments was hepatotoxicity.  

PDE – Oral Exposure 

In a rat carcinogenicity study of selenium sulfide, the NOAEL for hepatocellular carcinoma 
was 3 mg/kg/day (1.7 mg Se/kg/day) (NTP, 1980).  There is insufficient data to assess 
carcinogenicity of other forms of selenium, and the human relevance of the rodent liver 
tumors has been questioned (IARC, 1999).  Some human data are available but only in a 
limited number of subjects (ATSDR, 2003).  The PDE is in line with the MRL of 5 
µg/kg/day for Se (ATSDR 2003).  

Taking into account the modifying factors (F1-F5 as discussed in Appendix 1), the oral 
PDE is calculated as below.  

PDE = 1.7 mg/kg/day x 50 kg / 5 x 10 x 1 x 10 x 1 = 170 µg/day. 

PDE – Parenteral Exposure 

The safety review for selenium was unable to identify any significant assessments upon 
which to calculate a PDE for parenteral routes of exposure. Studies in humans and 
experimental animals indicate that, when ingested, several selenium compounds 
including selenite, selenate, and selenomethionine are readily absorbed, often to greater 
than 80% of the administered dose (ATSDR, 2003).  On the basis of oral bioavailability of 
~80%, the PDE for selenium for parenteral exposure is (as described in section 3.1). 

PDE = 170 µg/day / 2 = 85 µg/day.  
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PDE – Inhalation Exposure 

The safety review for selenium was unable to identify any significant animal models or 
clinical studies of inhalation toxicity.  However, occupational limits have established 
time weighted averages for selenium exposures of 0.2 mg/m3 (US DoL, 2013). 

Taking into account the modifying factors (F1-F5 as discussed in Appendix 1), the 
inhalation PDE is calculated as below.  

0.2 mg/m3 /1000 L/m3= 0.0002 mg/L 

For continuous dosing = 0.0002 mg/L x 8 h  x 5 d/24 x 7  = 0.0000476 mg/L 

Daily dose  =  0.0000476 mg/L x 28800 L/50 kg  =  0.027 mg/kg   

PDE =      0.027 mg/kg x 50 kg    = 0.135 mg/day  = 140 µg/day. 
 1 x 10 x 1 x 1 x 1 
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SILVER 

Summary of PDE for Silver 

Silver (Ag) 
 Oral Parenteral Inhalation 
PDE (µg/day) 170 35 6.9 

Introduction 

Silver (Ag) is present in silver compounds primarily in the oxidation state +1 and less 
frequently in the oxidation state +2. Ag occurs naturally mainly in the form of very 
insoluble and immobile oxides, sulfides and some salts. The most important silver 
compounds in drinking-water are silver nitrate and silver chloride. Most foods contain 
traces of silver in the 10–100 µg/kg range. Ag is nutritionally not essential and no 
metabolic function is known. Silver is being used as a catalyst in the oxidation of 
ethylene to ethyleneoxide. Silver-Cadmium alloy is used in selective hydrogenation of 
unsaturated carbonyl compounds. Silver oxide is used as a mild oxidizing agent in 
organic synthesis. 

Safety Limiting Toxicity  

Silver is not mutagenic. Animal toxicity studies and human occupational studies have 
not provided sufficient evidence of carcinogenicity. Based on these data Ag is not 
expected to be carcinogenic in humans (ATSDR, 1990). 

Argyria appears to be the most sensitive clinical effect in response to human Ag intake.  
Silver acetate lozenges are used in smoking cessation (Hymowitz and Eckholdt, 1996). 
Argyria, a permanent bluish-gray discoloration of the skin, results from the deposition of 
Ag in the dermis combined with an Ag-induced production of melanin. Inhalation of high 
levels of silver can result in lung and throat irritation and stomach pains (ATSDR, 1990). 

PDE – Oral Exposure 

Silver nitrate was added at 0.015% to the drinking water of female mice (0.9 g/mouse; 
32.14 mg/kg silver nitrate; 64% silver) for 125 days to examine neurobehavioral activity 
of the animals based on potential neurotoxicity of silver (Rungby and Danscher, 1984).  
Treated animals were hypoactive relative to controls; other clinical signs were not noted.  
In a separate study, silver was shown to be present in the brain after mice were injected 
with 1 mg/kg ip silver lactate (Rungby and Danscher, 1983). The oral PDE is in line with 
the reference dose of 5 µg/kg/day (US EPA, 2003). 

Taking into account the modifying factors (F1-F5 as discussed in Appendix 1), the oral 
PDE is calculated as below.  

20 mg/kg x 50 kg / 12 x 10 x 5 x1 x 10 = 167 µg/d ~170 µg/day. 

A factor 10 was chosen for F5 as a NOAEL was not seen in this study and few 
toxicological endpoints were examined. 

PDE – Parenteral Exposure 

US EPA (2003) identified a LOAEL of 0.014 mg/kg Ag/d using long-term (2 to 9 years) 
human iv data based on argyria following colloidal and organic silver medication. 

Taking into account the modifying factors (F1-F5 as discussed in Appendix 1), the 
parenteral PDE is calculated as below.  
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0.014 mg/kg/d x 50 kg = 700 ug/d/1 x 10 x 1 x 1 x 2 = 35 µg/day.   

A factor of 2 was chosen for F5 as the finding of argyria was not considered a serious 
toxicity and a factor of 10 is used for F2, for a combined modifying factor of 20. 

PDE – Inhalation Exposure 

Lung and throat irritation and stomach pains were the principal effects in humans after 
inhalation of high Ag levels.   

Using the TLV of 0.01 mg/m3 for silver metal and soluble compounds (US DoL, 2013), 
taking into account the modifying factors (F1-F5 as discussed in Appendix 1), the 
inhalation PDE is calculated as:  

0.01 mg/m3 /1000 L/m3= 0.00001 mg/L 

For continuous dosing = 0.00001 mg/L x 8 h  x 5 d/24 x 7  = 0.00000238 mg/L 

Daily dose  =  0.00000238 mg/L x 28800 L/day  =  0.00137 mg/kg/day 
 50 kg 

PDE =       0.00137 mg/kg x 50 kg      = 0.0069 mg/day  = 6.9 µg/day. 
 1 x 10 x 1 x 1 x 1 

The factor F2 was set to 10 to extrapolate to the general population.  
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THALLIUM 

Summary of PDE for Thallium 

Thallium (Tl) 
 Oral Parenteral  Inhalation 
PDE (µg/day) 8.0 8.0 69 

Introduction 

Pure thallium (Tl) is a bluish-white metal. It exists primarily in two valence states: 
monovalent (thallous) and trivalent (thallic). Monovalent thallium is similar to 
potassium (K+) in ionic radius and electrical charge, which contribute to its toxic nature. 
Many of the thallium salts are soluble in water with the exception of the insoluble 
thallium (III) oxide. Tl sulfate has been used in medicine, primarily as a depilatory agent, 
but also to treat infections, such as venereal diseases, ringworm of the scalp, typhus, 
tuberculosis, and malaria. Thallium(III) salts are being used in organic synthesis. Tl is 
nutritionally not essential and no metabolic function is known (ATSDR, 1992). 

Safety Limiting Toxicity  

In humans and animals, the skin, especially the hair follicles, appears to be the most 
sensitive target of toxicity from repeated oral exposure to Tl (US EPA, 2009). 

PDE – Oral Exposure 

The primary target organ for oral exposure to Tl in humans and animals appears to be 
the skin, especially the hair follicles, as shown in a 90-day toxicity rat study with Tl 
sulfate. The NOAEL was defined at 0.04 mg Tl/kg on the basis of an increased incidence 
of alopecia at the higher doses (Stoltz et al. 1986; US EPA, 2009). Thus, the oral PDE 
was determined on the basis of the NOAEL of 0.04 mg Tl/kg in rat. 

Taking into account the modifying factors (F1-F5 as discussed in Appendix 1), the oral 
PDE is calculated as below.  

PDE = 0.04 mg/kg/day x 50 kg / 5 x 10 x 5 x 1 x 1 = 0.008 mg/day = 8.0 µg/day. 

PDE – Parenteral Exposure  

No relevant data on parenteral exposure to thallium compounds were found.  The 
bioavailability of soluble thallium salts is high (> 80%) (US EPA, 2009). Therefore, the 
parenteral PDE is the same as the oral PDE.   

PDE = 8.0 µg/day. 

PDE – Inhalation Exposure 

No relevant data on inhalation exposure to thallium compounds were found. Using the 
TLV of 0.1 mg/m3 for thallium, soluble compounds (US DoL, 2013; CEC, 2000).   

Taking into account the modifying factors (F1-F5 as discussed in Appendix 1), the 
inhalation PDE is calculated as:  

0.1 mg/m3 /1000 L/m3= 0.0001 mg/L 

For continuous dosing = 0.0001 mg/L x 8 h  x 5 d/24 x 7  = 0.0000238 mg/L 

 

Daily dose  =  0.0000238 mg/L x 28800 L/day  =  0.0137 mg/kg/day 
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   50 kg 

PDE =       0.0137 mg/kg x 50 kg    = 0.069 mg/day  = 69 µg/day.  
 1 x 10 x 1 x 1 x 1 
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TIN 

Summary of PDE for Tin 

Tin (Sn) 
 Oral Parenteral Inhalation 
PDE (µg/day) 6400 640 64 

Introduction 

Tin (Sn) is a silvery-white metal that exists in valence states of 2 and 4. The most 
important inorganic compounds of tin are its oxides, chlorides, fluorides and halogenated 
sodium stannates and stannites. Tin is present in some multi-vitamin and mineral food 
supplements (levels up to 10 µg Sn/tablet). Tin is possibly nutritionally essential for 
some animals, it has not been shown to be essential for humans. Tin(II) chloride is being 
used as a reducing agent, and as a stabilizer of polyvinylchloride (PVC). This safety 
assessment focuses on inorganic tin considering that the more frequent occurrence of 
inorganic tin is more relevant with respect to metal impurities in drug products than 
organic tin compounds.   

Safety Limiting Toxicity  

There is no indication of in vivo genotoxicity or carcinogenicity for tin and tin salts. In 
several studies in rats, a decrease in hemoglobin as an early sign for anemia, was the 
most sensitive endpoint. 

PDE – Oral Exposure 

Anemia was the most sensitive endpoint in rats after repeated oral administration. Thus, 
the PDE for oral exposure was determined on the basis of the lowest NOAEL, i.e., 150 
ppm (equivalent to 32 mg Sn/kg/day). This value was obtained from a 90-day study in 
rats based on signs of anemia starting at 500 ppm in rats exposed to stannous chloride 
via diet (De Groot et al. 1973). 

Taking into account the modifying factors (F1-F5 as discussed in Appendix 1), the oral 
PDE is calculated as below.  

PDE = 32 mg/kg/day x 50 kg / 5 x 10 x 5 x 1 x 1 = 6.4 mg/day = 6400 µg/day. 

PDE – Parenteral Exposure 

The safety review for tin was unable to identify any significant assessments upon which 
to calculate a PDE for parenteral routes of exposure. On the basis of an oral 
bioavailability of about 5% for tin and inorganic tin compounds (ATSDR, 2005), and 
using the default factor of 10, the PDE for tin for a parenteral exposure is (as described 
in Section 3.1).   

PDE = 6400 µg/day / 10 = 640 µg/day.  

PDE – Inhalation Exposure 

The safety review for tin was unable to identify any significant assessments on inorganic 
tin upon which to calculate a PDE for inhalation routes of exposure. Although a TLV is 
available for tin (2 mg/m3; US DoL, 2013), there is insufficient data to set a MRL (ATSDR 
2005; EU SCOEL 2003). 

Therefore, the PDE for tin is calculated by using a factor of 100 to convert the oral PDE 
to the inhalation PDE (as described in Section 3.1).   
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PDE = 6400 µg/day / 100 = 64 µg/day.  
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VANADIUM 

Summary of PDE for Vanadium 

Vanadium (V) 
 Oral Parenteral Inhalation 
PDE (µg/day) 120 12 1.2 

Introduction 

Vanadium (V) is present as a trace element in the earth’s crust and can exist in a variety 
of oxidation states (-1, 0, +2, +3, +4 and +5). V is also present in trace quantities in most 
biological organisms with the principal ions being vanadate, VO3- and vanadyl, VO2+.  
Absorption of vanadium from the gastrointestinal tract is poor.  Estimates of total 
dietary intake of vanadium in humans range from 10 to 60 µg/day.  Intake from drinking 
water depends on the water source and estimates are up to 140 µg/day.  Human 
populations have variable serum concentrations of vanadium, with 2 µg/L being the high 
end of the normal range. Despite its ubiquitous presence in the body, an essential 
biological role for vanadium in humans has not been established.  Vanadium has been 
reported to have potentially beneficial effects in treatment of osteoporosis, osteopenia, 
cancer, and diabetes. Oral vanadyl sulfate in amounts up to 20 mg/day is included in 
some dietary supplements intended to promote muscle growth. Vanadium oxide is used 
as a catalyst in the manufacturing of sulfuric acid. 

Safety Limiting Toxicity  

Vanadium is genotoxic, but not mutagenic (ATSDR, 2009). Vanadium pentoxide is 
classified as a possible human carcinogen (Group 2B; IARC, 2012). 

 PDE – Oral Exposure 

Following oral administration to animals and humans the gastrointestinal tract, 
cardiovascular, and hematological system are the primary targets of toxicity.  The most 
appropriate study to assess vanadium toxicity through oral administration was 
conducted in humans exposed to vanadium for 12 weeks. In these studies, no significant 
alterations in hematological parameters, liver function (as measured by serum enzymes), 
cholesterol and triglyceride levels, kidney function (as measured by blood urea nitrogen), 
body weight, or blood pressure were observed in subjects administered via capsule 0.12 
or 0.19 mg vanadium as ammonium vanadyl tartrate or vanadyl sulfate for 6–12 weeks 
(ATSDR, 2012). The oral NOAEL of 0.12 mg vanadium/kg/day for hematological and 
blood pressure effects was used to calculate the oral PDE.  

Taking into account the modifying factors (F1-F5 as discussed in Appendix 1), the oral 
PDE is calculated as below.  

PDE = 0.12 mg/kg/day x 50 kg / 1 x 10 x 5 x 1 x 1 = 0.12 mg/day  = 120 µg/day.  

PDE – Parenteral Exposure 

The safety review for vanadium was unable to identify any significant assessments upon 
which to calculate a PDE for parenteral routes of exposure. On the basis of an 
approximate oral bioavailability of <1–10% for vanadium and inorganic vanadium 
compounds (ATSDR, 2012), the oral PDE was divided by 10 (as described in Section 3.1).    

PDE = 120 µg/day / 10 = 12 µg/day.   
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PDE – Inhalation Exposure 

A two year chronic inhalation exposure study in rats was considered for use for the 
inhalation PDE for vanadium.  In this study, carcinogenic effects were observed to the 
lowest dose tested, 0.5 mg/m3 vanadium pentoxide (Ress et al. 2003).  Vanadium 
pentoxide is a caustic agent and is not considered to be present in drug products.  
Therefore, the inhalation PDE for vanadium was derived from the oral PDE by division 
by a factor of 100 (as described in Section 3.1).   

PDE = 120/100 = 1.2 µg/day. 
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Appendix 4:  Illustrative Example – Calculation Options for Converting PDEs 
to Concentrations 

Examples for Converting PDEs into Permitted Elemental Impurity 
Concentrations  

Option 1:   Permitted common concentration limits of elemental impurities across drug 
product component materials for products with daily intakes of not more than 10 grams. 

For this example, consider a solid oral drug product with a maximum daily intake of 2.5 
grams, containing 9 components (1 drug substance and 8 excipients, see Table A.4.1).   
Because this drug product does not exceed a maximum daily intake of 10 grams, the 
concentrations in Table A.2.2 may be used. As Option 1 has a common permitted 
concentration, each of the 9 components can be used at any level in the formulation.  The 
drug substance synthesis uses Pd and Ni catalysts, and the applicant is also concerned 
about Pb, As, Cd, Hg, and V on the basis of the risk assessment. The maximum daily 
intake of each elemental impurity in the drug product is given in Table A.4.2 assuming 
that each elemental impurity is present at the concentration given in Table A.2.2.  The 
maximum potential daily intake of an elemental impurity is determined using the actual 
drug product daily intake and the concentration limit for the elemental impurity in Table 
A.2.2 (concentration multiplied by the actual daily intake of the drug product of 2.5 
grams). The maximum daily intake given for each elemental impurity is not a 
summation of values found in the individual columns.   

This calculation demonstrates that no elemental impurities exceed their PDEs. Thus if 
these concentrations in each component are not exceeded, the drug product is assured to 
meet the PDEs for each identified elemental impurity. 

Table A.4.1:  Maximum Daily Intake of Components of the Drug Product 

Component Daily Intake, g 
Drug Substance 0.200 

MCC 1.100 
Lactose 0.450 

Ca Phosphate 0.350 
Crospovidone 0.265 
Mg Stearate 0.035 

HPMC 0.060 
Titanium Dioxide 0.025 

Iron Oxide 0.015 
Drug Product 2.500 
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Table A.4.2:  Permitted Concentrations from Table A.2.2 (assuming uniform 
concentrations and 10 grams daily intake) 

 Maximum Permitted Concentration (µg/g) 
Component 

 Pb As Cd Hg Pd V Ni 
Drug 
Substance 0.5 1.5 0.5 4 10 12 60 
MCC 0.5 1.5 0.5 4 10 12 60 
Lactose 0.5 1.5 0.5 4 10 12 60 
Ca Phosphate 0.5 1.5 0.5 4 10 12 60 
Crospovidone 0.5 1.5 0.5 4 10 12 60 
Mg Stearate 0.5 1.5 0.5 4 10 12 60 
HPMC 0.5 1.5 0.5 4 10 12 60 
Titanium 
Dioxide 0.5 1.5 0.5 4 10 12 60 
Iron Oxide 0.5 1.5 0.5 4 10 12 60 
Maximum 
Daily intake, 
µg 

1.25 3.75 1.25 10 25 30 150 

PDE, µg/day 5.0 15 5.0 40 100 120 600 
 
Option 2a:  Permitted common concentration limits across drug product component 
materials for a product with a specified daily intake: 

For this example, consider the same solid oral drug product with a maximum daily 
intake of 2.5 grams, containing 9 components (1 drug substance and 8 excipients, see 
Table A.4.1) used in Option 1.  As Option 2a has a common permitted concentration, 
each of the 9 components can be used at any level in the formulation.  The drug 
substance synthesis uses Pd and Ni catalysts, and the applicant is also concerned about 
Pb, As, Cd, Hg, and V on the basis of the risk assessment.  The concentration of each 
elemental impurity identified in the risk assessment can be calculated using the PDEs in 
Table A.2.1 and equation 1.   

The maximum potential daily intake of an elemental impurity is determined using the 
actual drug product daily intake and the concentration limit for the elemental impurity 
in Table A.4.3 (concentration multiplied by the actual daily intake of the drug product of 
2.5 grams). The maximum daily intake given for each elemental impurity is not a 
summation of values found in the individual columns.   

This calculation also demonstrates that no elemental impurities exceed their PDEs. Thus 
if these concentrations in each component are not exceeded, the drug product is assured 
to meet the PDEs for each identified elemental impurity. 

The factor of 4 increase in Option 2a for permitted concentration seen when comparing 
Option 1 and Option 2a concentration limits is due to the use of 10 grams and 2.5 grams 
respectively as daily intake of the drug product.  
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Table A.4.3: Calculation of Maximum Permitted Concentrations Assuming 
Uniform Concentrations in a Product with a Specified Daily Intake:  

 Maximum Permitted Concentration (µg/g) 
Component 

 Pb As Cd Hg Pd V Ni 
Drug 
Substance 

2 6 2 16 40 48 240 

MCC 2 6 2 16 40 48 240 
Lactose 2 6 2 16 40 48 240 
Ca Phosphate 2 6 2 16 40 48 240 
Crospovidone 2 6 2 16 40 48 240 
Mg Stearate 2 6 2 16 40 48 240 
HPMC 2 6 2 16 40 48 240 
Titanium 
Dioxide 

2 6 2 16 40 48 240 

Iron Oxide 2 6 2 16 40 48 240 
Maximum 
Daily intake, 
µg 

5.0 15 5.0 40 100 120 600 

PDE, µg/day 5.0 15 5.0 40 100 120 600 

Option 2b:   Permitted concentration limits of elemental impurities across drug product 
component materials for a product with a specified daily intake: 

For this example, consider the same solid oral drug product with a maximum daily 
intake of 2.5 grams, containing 9 components (1 drug substance and 8 excipients, see 
Table A.4.1) used in Option 1 and 2a.  The drug substance synthesis uses Pd and Ni 
catalysts, and the applicant is also concerned about Pb, As, Cd, Hg, and V on the basis of 
the risk assessment.  To use Option 2b, the applicant must use the composition of the 
drug product and have additional knowledge regarding the content of each elemental 
impurity in the components. The applicant has generated the following data on 
elemental impurities in the components of the drug product: 

Table A.4.4: Measured Concentrations of Elemental Impurities (µg/g) in the 
Components 

 Measured Concentration (µg/g) 
Component 

 Pb As Cd Hg Pd V Ni 
Drug 
Substance ND 0.5 ND ND 20 ND 50 
MCC 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 * ND ND 
Lactose 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 * ND ND 
Ca Phosphate 1 1 1 1 * 10 5 
Crospovidone 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 * ND ND 
Mg Stearate 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 * ND 0.5 
HPMC 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 * ND ND 
Titanium 
Dioxide 20 1 1 1 * 1 ND 
Iron Oxide 10 10 10 10 * 2000 50 
ND = Below the detection limit 
* = The risk assessment identified that Pd was not a potential elemental impurity; a quantitative 
result was not obtained. 
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The applicant also knows the maximum daily intake of the drug product is 2.5 grams 
and determines the maximum daily intake for each component as shown in Table A.4.5. 

Based on the observed levels (see Table A.4.4), the applicant evaluated the potential 
maximum permitted concentrations of each elemental impurity in the components.  The 
concentrations selected (see Table A.4.5) were set at levels that would ensure the PDE is 
met if the maximum permitted concentration was reached for each component.  The 
maximum daily intake in Table A.4.5 is the summation of the values obtained by 
multiplying the actual weight of the component by the maximum permitted 
concentration for each elemental impurity across all components. 

Table A.4.5: Maximum Permitted Concentrations of Elemental Impurities in the 
Components 

 Maximum Permitted Concentration (µg/g) 
Component 

 Pb As Cd Hg Pd V Ni 
Drug Substance ** 5 ** ** 500 ** 2000 
MCC 0.5 5 1 10 * ** ** 
Lactose 0.5 5 1 10 * ** ** 
Ca Phosphate 5 5 5 40 * 125 475 
Crospovidone 0.5 5 1 10 * ** ** 
Mg Stearate 5 10 5 100 * ** 50 
HPMC 2.5 5 1 10 * ** ** 
Titanium Dioxide 40 20 10 25 * 50 ** 
Iron Oxide 20 100 50 200 * 5000 2000 
Maximum Daily 
intake, µg 

4.3 14.5 4.8 39.9 100 120 598 

PDE, µg/day 5.0 15 5.0 40 100 120 600 
* The risk assessment identified that Pd was not a potential elemental impurity; a quantitative 

result was not obtained. 
** Quantitative results demonstrated less than the limit of detection. 

Option 3: Finished Product Analysis   
For this example, consider the same solid oral drug product with a maximum daily 
intake of 2.5 grams, containing 9 components (1 drug substance and 8 excipients) used in 
Option 1, 2a and 2b.  The drug substance synthesis uses Pd and Ni catalysts, and the 
applicant is also concerned about Pb, As, Cd, Hg, and V on the basis of the risk 
assessment.  The maximum concentration of each elemental impurity in the drug 
product may be calculated using the daily intake of drug product and the PDE of the 
elemental impurity using equation 1.  The total mass of each elemental impurity should 
be not more than the PDE. 

)/(5.2
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Table A.4.6:  Calculation of Concentrations for the Finished Product  

    Maximum Permitted Concentration (µg/g) 

  Daily Intake (g) Pb As Cd Hg Pd V Ni 

Drug Product 2.5 2 6 2 16 40 40 800 
Maximum 

Daily Intake 
(µg) 

  5 15 5 40 100 120 600 
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Illustrative Example – Elemental Impurities Assessment 
The following example is intended as illustration of an elemental impurities risk 
assessment.  This example is intended for illustrative purposes and not as the only way 
to document the assessment.  There are many different ways to approach the risk 
assessment process and its documentation.    

This example relies on the oral drug product described in Appendix 4.  Consider a solid 
oral drug product with a maximum daily intake of 2.5 grams, containing 9 components (1 
drug substance and 8 excipients). The drug substance synthesis uses Pd and Ni catalysts. 

The applicant conducts the risk assessment starting with the identification of potential 
elemental impurities following the process described in Section 5.  Since the applicant 
had limited historical data for the excipients used in the drug product, the applicant 
determined that the Class 1 elementals (As, Cd, Hg, Pb) would be taken through the 
evaluation phase.  The table below shows a summary of the findings of the identification 
stage of the assessment. 

Table A.4.7:  Identification of Potential Elemental Impurities 

 Potential Elemental Impurities 
Component Intentionally 

added 
Potential 
elemental 
impurities 

with a 
relatively high 

abundance 
and/or are 

impurities in 
excipients or 

reagents 

Potential 
elemental 
impurities 

from 
manufacturing 

equipment 

Potential 
elemental 
impurities 

from container 
closure 
systems 

Drug 
Substance 

Pd, Ni As Ni None 

MCC None As, Cd, Hg, Pb  None 
Lactose None As, Cd, Hg, Pb  None 
Ca Phosphate None As, Cd, Hg, Pb V, Ni None 
Crospovidone None As, Cd, Hg, Pb  None 
Mg stearate None As, Cd, Hg, Pb Ni None 
HPMC None As, Cd, Hg, Pb  None 
Titanium 
Dioxide 

None As, Cd, Hg, Pb V None 

Iron Oxide None As, Cd, Hg, Pb V, Ni None 
 
The identification phase of the assessment identified seven potential elemental 
impurities requiring additional evaluation. Three of the identified elemental impurities 
were found in multiple components. The applicant continued the risk assessment 
collecting information from the vendor and available development data.  The summary of 
the results can be found in Table A.4.3. The application of the individual component data 
to the evaluation in the assessment process is shown below in Table A.4.8. 
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Table A.4.8:  Elemental Impurity Assessment – Evaluation of Daily Contribution to the Total Mass of Elemental Impurities in the Drug Product 

    Measured Concentration (µg/g)   
Total Daily Mass of Elemental 

Impurity, µg   

Component 
Daily 

intake, g Pb As Cd Hg Pd V Ni Pb As Cd Hg Pd V Ni 
Drug Substance 0.2 ND 0.5 ND ND 20 ND 50 0 0.1 0 0 4 0 10 
MCC 1.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 * ND ND 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0 0 0 
Lactose 0.45 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 * ND ND 0.045 0.045 0.045 0.045 0 0 0 
Ca Phosphate 0.35 1 1 1 1 * 10 5 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0 3.5 1.75 
Crospovidone 0.265 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 * ND ND 0.0265 0.0265 0.0265 0.0265 0 0 0 
Mg stearate 0.035 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 * ND 0.5 0.0175 0.0175 0.0175 0.0175 0 0 0.0175 
HPMC 0.06 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 * ND ND 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006 0 0 0 
Titanium 
Dioxide 0.025 20 1 1 1 * 1 ND 0.5 0.025 0.025 0.025 0 0.025 0 
Iron Oxide 0.015 10 10 10 10 * 400 50 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0 6 0.75 
                                

              
total daily 

mass, µg/day    1.2 0.8 0.7 0.7 4.0 9.5 12.5 
 

Table A.4.9:   Assessment Example – Data Entry Descriptions 

Column 1: Review the components of drug product for any elements intentionally added in the production (the primary source is the 
drug substance).  For those used, record the elements for further consideration in the assessment. 

Column 2: Identify any potential elements or impurities that are associated with excipients or reagents used in the preparation of the 
drug product.  Record the source(s) for further consideration in the assessment. 

Column 3: Identify any elemental impurities known or expected to be leached from the manufacturing equipment. Record the specific 
elemental impurities for further consideration in the assessment. 

Column 4: Identify any elemental impurities known or expected to be leached from the container closure system. Record the specific 
elemental impurities for further consideration in the assessment. 

Column 5:  Calculate the total contribution of the potential elemental impurity by summing the contributions across the components 
of the drug product. 
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Column 6: Assess the variability of the elemental impurity level(s) in the components 
Column 7: Enter the control threshold of each potential elemental impurity identified. If the variability is known and it is within 

acceptable limits, the control threshold (30% of the PDE) for each elemental impurity can be applied. 
Column 8: Describe action taken – none if the value in column 6 is less than or equal to the control threshold (column 7).  Define 

control element if material variability is high or control threshold is exceeded. 
   

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Element Intentionally 

added 
(if used in the 

process) 

Elemental impurities 
with a relatively high 
abundance and/or are 

impurities in 
excipients or reagents 

Manufacturing 
equipment 

Leached 
from 

container 
closure 
systems 

Total 
elemental 
impurity 

contribution 
µg/day 

Acceptable 
variability of 

elemental 
impurity 

contribution  

Control 
threshold 

Action 

As No Observed contaminant 
in all excipients and 

drug substance 

No No 0.8 yes 4.5 no further 
controls required 

Cd No Observed contaminant 
in all excipients 

No No 0.7 yes 1.5 no further 
controls required 

Hg No Observed contaminant 
in all excipients 

No No 0.7 yes 12 no further 
controls required 

Pb No Observed contaminant 
in all excipients 

No No 1.2 yes 1.5 no further 
controls required 

Pd API catalyst No No No 4.0 yes 30 no further 
controls required 

Ni API catalyst Observed in 3 
excipients 

No No 12.5 yes 180 no further 
controls required 

V No Observed in 3 
excipients 

No No 9.5 yes 36 no further 
controls required 
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EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATION OF  
PHARMACOPOEIAL TEXTS FOR USE IN THE ICH REGIONS 

ON 
RESIDUE ON IGNITION/SULPHATED ASH GENERAL CHAPTER 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This annex is the result of the Q4B process for Residue on Ignition/Sulphated Ash.  
The proposed texts were submitted by the Pharmacopoeial Discussion Group (PDG). 

2. Q4B OUTCOME 

2.1 Analytical Procedures 
The ICH Steering Committee, based on the evaluation by the Q4B Expert Working 
Group (EWG), recommends that the official pharmacopoeial texts, Ph.Eur. 20414 
Sulphated Ash, JP 2.44 Residue on Ignition Test, and USP <281> Residue on Ignition 
can be used as interchangeable in the ICH regions given the following: 

2.1.1 Unless otherwise specified in a monograph, an appropriate sample 
weight is chosen, typically 1-2 g, to result in a level of residue sufficient 
to be accurately measurable by weight (typically 1 mg).  If not specified 
in the monograph, the appropriate sample weight should be justified, 
and the sample weight and the acceptance criteria should be specified 
in the application dossier. 

2.1.2 The muffle furnace should be appropriately calibrated to ensure 
compliance with regional GMP requirements. 

2.2 Acceptance Criteria 
The proposed texts evaluated did not contain acceptance criteria. 

3. TIMING OF ANNEX IMPLEMENTATION 

When this annex is implemented (incorporated into the regulatory process at ICH 
Step 5) in a region, it can be used in that region.  Timing may differ for each region.   

4. CONSIDERATIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION  

4.1 General consideration:  When sponsors or manufacturers change their existing 
methods to the implemented Q4B-evaluated pharmacopoeial texts that are 
referenced in Section 2.1 of this annex, any change notification, variation, 
and/or prior approval procedures should be handled in accordance with 
established regional regulatory mechanisms pertaining to compendial changes. 

4.2 FDA consideration:  Based on the recommendation above, and in accordance 
with the conditions set forth in this annex, the pharmacopoeial texts 
referenced in Section 2.1 of this annex can be considered interchangeable.  
However, FDA might request that a company demonstrate that the chosen 
method is acceptable and suitable for a specific material or product, 
irrespective of the origin of the method.  

4.3 EU consideration:  For the European Union, the monographs of the Ph. Eur. 
have mandatory applicability. Regulatory authorities can accept the reference 
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in a marketing authorisation application, renewal or variation application 
citing the use of the corresponding text from another pharmacopoeia as 
referenced in Section 2.1, in accordance with the conditions set out in this 
annex, as fulfilling the requirements for compliance with the Ph. Eur. Chapter, 
Sulphated Ash:  20414, on the basis of the declaration of interchangeability 
made above. 

4.4 MHLW consideration:  The pharmacopoeial texts referenced in Section 2.1 of 
this annex can be used as interchangeable in accordance with the conditions 
set out in this annex.  Details of implementation requirements will be provided 
in the notification by MHLW when this annex is implemented. 

4.5 In Canada, any of the pharmacopoeial texts cited in section 2.1 of this annex 
and used in accordance with the conditions set out in this annex can be 
considered interchangeable. 

5. REFERENCES USED FOR THE Q4B EVALUATION 

5.1 The PDG Stage 5B sign-off document:   Japanese Pharmacopoeial Forum 
Volume 14, Number 4 (December 2005).  (Note:  the PDG cover letter 
published in this volume was subsequently changed based on Q4B comments.) 

5.2 The pharmacopoeial references for Residue on Ignition/Sulphated Ash for this 
annex are: 

5.2.1 European Pharmacopoeia (Ph. Eur.):  Supplement 5.6 (official on 
January 2007) (reference Sulphated Ash 01/2007:20414); 

5.2.2 Japanese Pharmacopoeia (JP): 2.44 Residue on Ignition Test as it 
appears in the JP Fifteenth Edition (March 31, 2006, The Ministry of 
Health, Labour and Welfare Ministerial Notification No. 285); 

5.2.3 United States Pharmacopeia (USP):  <281> Residue on Ignition official 
in USP 29, 2nd Supplement, August 2006. 
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EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATION OF PHARMACOPOEIAL TEXTS FOR 

USE IN THE ICH REGIONS  
ON 

POLYACRYLAMIDE GEL ELECTROPHORESIS GENERAL CHAPTER  
Q4B ANNEX 10(R1) 

 
 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

This annex is the result of the Q4B process for the Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis 
General Chapter. 

The proposed texts were submitted by the Pharmacopoeial Discussion Group (PDG). 

2. Q4B OUTCOME 

2.1 Analytical Procedures 

The ICH Steering Committee, based on the evaluation by the Q4B Expert Working Group 
(EWG), recommends that the official pharmacopoeial texts, the Section in Ph.Eur. 2.2.31. 
Electrophoresis entitled Sodium Dodecyl Sulphate Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis 
(SDS-PAGE), JP General Information 23. SDS-Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis, and 
USP <1056> Biotechnology-derived Articles – Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis, can be 
used as interchangeable in the ICH regions.  

2.2 Acceptance Criteria  

The texts evaluated did not contain acceptance criteria. 

3. TIMING OF ANNEX IMPLEMENTATION  

When this annex is implemented (incorporated into the regulatory process at ICH Step 5) in 
a region, it can be used in that region. Timing might differ for each region. 

4. CONSIDERATIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION  

4.1 General Consideration  

When sponsors or manufacturers change their existing methods to the implemented Q4B-
evaluated pharmacopoeial texts that are referenced in Section 2.1 of this annex, any change 
notification, variation, and/or prior approval procedures should be handled in accordance 
with established regional regulatory mechanisms pertaining to compendial changes. 

4.2 FDA Consideration 

Based on the recommendation above, and with reference to the conditions set forth in this 
annex, the pharmacopoeial texts referenced in Section 2.1 of this annex can be considered 
interchangeable. However, FDA might request that a company demonstrate that the chosen 
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method is acceptable and suitable for a specific material or product, irrespective of the 
origin of the method.  

4.3 EU Consideration 

For the European Union, regulatory authorities can accept the reference in a marketing 
authorisation application, renewal or variation application citing the use of the 
corresponding text from another pharmacopoeia as referenced in Section 2.1, in accordance 
with the conditions set out in this annex, as fulfilling the requirements for compliance with 
the Ph. Eur. Chapter 2.2.31. on the basis of the declaration of interchangeability made 
above.  

4.4 MHLW Consideration 

The pharmacopoeial texts referenced in Section 2.1 of this annex can be used as 
interchangeable in accordance with the conditions set out in this annex. Details of 
implementation requirements will be provided in the notification by MHLW when this 
annex is implemented. 

4.5 Health Canada Consideration 

In Canada, any of the pharmacopoeial texts cited in section 2.1 of this annex and used in 
accordance with the conditions set out in this annex can be considered interchangeable. 

5. REFERENCES USED FOR THE Q4B EVALUATION 

5.1 The PDG Stage 5B sign-off document: Japanese Pharmacopoeial Forum, Volume 9, 
number 1 (January 2000). 

 

5.2 The pharmacopoeial references for Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis General 
Chapter for this annex are: 

5.2.1 European Pharmacopoeia (Ph. Eur.): 6th Edition (official in January 2008), 
Electrophoresis (reference 01/2008:20231); 

5.2.2 Japanese Pharmacopoeia (JP): The JP General Information 23. SDS-
Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis as it appears in the Japanese 
Pharmacopoeia Fifteenth Edition (March 31, 2006, The Ministry of Health, 
Labour and Welfare Ministerial Notification No. 285); 

5.2.3 United States Pharmacopeia (USP):  <1056> Biotechnology-derived Articles – 
Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis official in USP 32, May 1, 2009.  
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EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATION OF PHARMACOPOEIAL TEXTS FOR 

USE IN THE ICH REGIONS 
ON 

CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS GENERAL CHAPTER  
Q4B ANNEX 11 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This annex is the result of the Q4B process for the Capillary Electrophoresis General 
Chapter. 

The proposed texts were submitted by the Pharmacopoeial Discussion Group (PDG). 

2. Q4B OUTCOME 

2.1 Analytical Procedures 
The ICH Steering Committee, based on the evaluation by the Q4B Expert Working Group 
(EWG), recommends that the analytical procedures described in the official pharmacopoeial 
texts, Ph.Eur. 2.2.47. Capillary Electrophoresis, JP General Information 4. Capillary 
Electrophoresis, and USP General Information Chapter <1053> Biotechnology-derived 
Articles – Capillary Electrophoresis,1  can be used as interchangeable in the ICH regions.   

2.2 Acceptance Criteria  
The texts evaluated did not contain acceptance criteria. 

3. TIMING OF ANNEX IMPLEMENTATION 

When this annex is implemented (incorporated into the regulatory process at ICH Step 5) in 
a region, it can be used in that region.  Timing might differ for each region. 

4. CONSIDERATIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION 

4.1 General Consideration   
When sponsors or manufacturers change their existing methods to the implemented Q4B-
evaluated pharmacopoeial texts that are referenced in Section 2.1 of this annex, any change 
notification, variation, and/or prior approval procedures should be handled in accordance 
with established regional regulatory mechanisms pertaining to compendial changes.  

4.2 FDA Consideration 
Based on the recommendation above, and with reference to the conditions set forth in this 
annex, the pharmacopoeial texts referenced in Section 2.1 of this annex can be considered 
interchangeable.  However, FDA might request that a company demonstrate that the chosen 

                                                 
1 The harmonized text under review has been incorporated into USP informational chapter <1053> 
Biotechnology-derived Articles – Capillary Electrophoresis, which is official (as of the July 1, 2009, 
USP Revision Bulletin). The USP proposed in Pharmacopeial Forum (Vol. 36, number 1) to drop the 
existing (mandatory) General Chapter <727> Capillary Electrophoresis (also now official), and 
rename the (nonmandatory) chapter <1053>  to Capillary Electrophoresis. The official date for this 
change will be May 1, 2011 (USP 34-NF29).   
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method is acceptable and suitable for a specific material or product, irrespective of the 
origin of the method.  

4.3 EU Consideration 
For the European Union, regulatory authorities can accept the reference in a marketing 
authorisation application, renewal or variation application citing the use of the 
corresponding text from another pharmacopoeia as referenced in Section 2.1, in accordance 
with the conditions set out in this annex, as fulfilling the requirements for compliance with 
the Ph. Eur. Chapter 2.2.47. on the basis of the declaration of interchangeability made 
above.  

4.4 MHLW Consideration 
The pharmacopoeial texts referenced in Section 2.1 of this annex can be used as 
interchangeable in accordance with the conditions set out in this annex.  Details of 
implementation requirements will be provided in the notification by MHLW when this 
annex is implemented. 

4.5 Health Canada Consideration 
In Canada any of the pharmacopoeial texts cited in Section 2.1 of this annex and used in 
accordance with the conditions set out in this annex can be considered interchangeable. 

5. REFERENCES USED FOR THE Q4B EVALUATION 

5.1 The PDG Stage 5B sign-off document:  Japanese Pharmacopoeial Forum, Volume 11, number 4 
(October 2002). 

5.2 The pharmacopoeial references for Capillary Electrophoresis General Chapter for this 
annex are: 

5.2.1 European Pharmacopoeia (Ph. Eur.): Supplement 6.6 (published June 2009, and 
official January 1, 2010), Capillary Electrophoresis (reference 01/2008:20247); 

5.2.2 Japanese Pharmacopoeia (JP): General Information 4. as it appears in the JP 
Fifteenth Edition (March 31, 2006, The Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare 
Ministerial Notification No. 285).  The English text was officially updated by 
errata published by MHLW at 
http://www.std.pmda.go.jp/jpPUB/Data/ENG/jpdata/H201105_jp15_errata.pdf on 
May 28, 2010; 

5.2.3 United States Pharmacopeia (USP):2 <1053> Biotechnology-derived Articles – 
Capillary Electrophoresis, USP Revision Bulletin posted May 29, 2009, official 
July 1, 2009.  

                                                 
2  See footnote 1  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This annex is the result of the Q4B process for the Analytical Sieving General Chapter. 

The proposed texts were submitted by the Pharmacopoeial Discussion Group (PDG). 

2. Q4B OUTCOME 

2.1 Analytical Procedures 
The ICH Steering Committee, based on the evaluation by the Q4B Expert Working Group 
(EWG), recommends that the analytical procedures described in the official pharmacopoeial 
texts, Ph.Eur. 2.9.38. Particle-size Distribution Estimation by Analytical Sieving, JP 3.04 
Particle Size Determination entitled Method 2. Analytical Sieving Method, and USP 
General Chapter <786> Particle Size Distribution Estimation by Analytical Sieving, can be 
used as interchangeable in the ICH regions.   

2.2 Acceptance Criteria  
The texts evaluated did not contain acceptance criteria. 

3. TIMING OF ANNEX IMPLEMENTATION  

When this annex is implemented (incorporated into the regulatory process at ICH Step 5) in 
a region, it can be used in that region.  Timing might differ for each region. 

4. CONSIDERATIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION  

4.1 General Consideration   
When sponsors or manufacturers change their existing methods to the implemented Q4B-
evaluated pharmacopoeial texts that are referenced in Section 2.1 of this annex, any change 
notification, variation, and/or prior approval procedures should be handled in accordance 
with established regional regulatory mechanisms pertaining to compendial changes.  

4.2 FDA Consideration 
Based on the recommendation above, and with reference to the conditions set forth in this 
annex, the pharmacopoeial texts referenced in Section 2.1 of this annex can be considered 
interchangeable.  However, FDA might request that a company demonstrate that the chosen 
method is acceptable and suitable for a specific material or product, irrespective of the 
origin of the method.  

4.3 EU Consideration 
For the European Union, regulatory authorities can accept the reference in a marketing 
authorisation application, renewal or variation application citing the use of the 
corresponding text from another pharmacopoeia as referenced in Section 2.1, in accordance 
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with the conditions set out in this annex, as fulfilling the requirements for compliance with 
the Ph. Eur. Chapter 2.9.38. on the basis of the declaration of interchangeability made 
above.  

4.4 MHLW Consideration 
The pharmacopoeial texts referenced in Section 2.1 of this annex can be used as 
interchangeable in accordance with the conditions set out in this annex.  Details of 
implementation requirements will be provided in the notification by MHLW when this 
annex is implemented. 

4.5 Health Canada Consideration 
In Canada any of the pharmacopoeial texts cited in Section 2.1 of this annex and used in 
accordance with the conditions set out in this annex can be considered interchangeable. 

5. REFERENCES USED FOR THE Q4B EVALUATION 

5.1 The PDG Stage 5B sign-off document:  Japanese Pharmacopoeial Forum, Volume 16, 
number 2 (June 2007). 

5.2 The pharmacopoeial references for the Analytical Sieving General Chapter for this 
annex are: 

5.2.1 European Pharmacopoeia (Ph. Eur.): Supplement 6.2 (published December 11, 
2007, and official July 2008), Particle-size Distribution Estimation by 
Analytical Sieving (reference 07/2008:20938); 

5.2.2 Japanese Pharmacopoeia (JP): 3.04 Particle Size Determination as it 
appeared in Supplement II to the JP Fifteenth Edition (September 30, 2009, 
The Ministerial Notification No. 425).   The English version of the JP text was 
published June 4, 2010, and is available at 
www.std.pmda.go.jp/jpPUB/index_e.html; 

5.2.3 United States Pharmacopeia (USP): <786> Particle Size Distribution 
Estimation by Analytical Sieving, USP 32 Supplement 2 (official 12/1/09), and 
Errata in Interim Revision Announcement to USP 32 appearing in 
Pharmacopeial Forum, Vol. 35, no. 5, released September 1, 2009, and official 
October 1, 2009. 
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EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATION OF 
PHARMACOPOEIAL TEXTS FOR USE IN THE ICH REGIONS 

ON 
BULK DENSITY AND TAPPED DENSITY OF POWDERS 

GENERAL CHAPTER 

Q4B ANNEX 13 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This annex is the result of the Q4B process for the Bulk Density and Tapped Density 
of Powders General Chapter. 

The proposed texts were submitted by the Pharmacopoeial Discussion Group (PDG). 

2. Q4B OUTCOME 

2.1 Analytical Procedures 

The ICH Steering Committee, based on the evaluation by the Q4B Expert Working 
Group (EWG), recommends that the analytical procedures described in the official 
pharmacopoeial texts, Ph.Eur. 2.9.34. Bulk Density and Tapped Density of Powders, 
JP 3.01 Determination of Bulk and Tapped Densities, and USP General Chapter 
<616> Bulk Density and Tapped Density of Powders, can be used as interchangeable 
in the ICH regions.  

2.2 Acceptance Criteria  

The texts evaluated did not contain acceptance criteria. 

3. TIMING OF ANNEX IMPLEMENTATION  

When this annex is implemented (incorporated into the regulatory process at ICH 
Step 5) in a region, it can be used in that region.  Timing might differ for each region. 

4. CONSIDERATIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION  

4.1 General Consideration 

When sponsors or manufacturers change their existing methods to the implemented 
Q4B-evaluated pharmacopoeial texts that are referenced in Section 2.1 of this annex, 
any change notification, variation, and/or prior approval procedures should be 
handled in accordance with established regional regulatory mechanisms pertaining 
to compendial changes. 

4.2 FDA Consideration 

Based on the recommendation above, and with reference to the conditions set forth 
in this annex, the pharmacopoeial texts referenced in Section 2.1 of this annex can 
be considered interchangeable.  However, FDA might request that a company 
demonstrate that the chosen method is acceptable and suitable for a specific 
material or product, irrespective of the origin of the method.  
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4.3 EU Consideration 

For the European Union, regulatory authorities can accept the reference in a 
marketing authorisation application, renewal or variation application citing the use 
of the corresponding text from another pharmacopoeia as referenced in Section 2.1, 
in accordance with the conditions set out in this annex, as fulfilling the 
requirements for compliance with the Ph. Eur. Chapter 2.9.34. on the basis of the 
declaration of interchangeability made above. 

4.4 MHLW Consideration 

The pharmacopoeial texts referenced in Section 2.1 of this annex can be used as 
interchangeable in accordance with the conditions set out in this annex.  Details of 
implementation requirements will be provided in the notification by MHLW when 
this annex is implemented. 

4.5 Health Canada Consideration 

In Canada any of the texts cited in Section 2.1 of this annex and used in accordance 
with the conditions set out in this annex can be considered interchangeable. 

5. REFERENCES USED FOR THE Q4B EVALUATION 

5.1 The PDG Stage 5B sign-off document (Rev. 1 – Corr. 1):  Japanese 
Pharmacopoeial Forum, Volume 18, number 3 (September 2009).  

5.2 The pharmacopoeial references for the Bulk Density and Tapped Density of 
Powders General Chapter for this annex are: 

5.2.1 European Pharmacopoeia (Ph. Eur.): Supplement 6.8 to Ph.Eur. 6th 

Edition (official July 2010), Bulk Density and Tapped Density of 
Powders (reference 07/2010:20934). 

5.2.2 Japanese Pharmacopoeia (JP): 3.01 Determination of Bulk and Tapped 
Densities as it appears in the JP Sixteenth Edition (March 24, 2011, 
The Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare Ministerial Notification 
No. 65).  

5.2.3 United States Pharmacopeia (USP): <616> Bulk Density and Tapped 
Density of Powders, USP 34, 2nd Supplement official December 1, 
2011).  
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EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATION OF PHARMACOPOEIAL 
TEXTS FOR USE IN THE ICH REGIONS 

ON 
BACTERIAL ENDOTOXINS TEST 

GENERAL CHAPTER 

Q4B ANNEX 14 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This annex is the result of the Q4B process for the Bacterial Endotoxins Test General 
Chapter. 
The proposed texts were submitted by the Pharmacopoeial Discussion Group (PDG). 

2. Q4B OUTCOME 

2.1 Analytical Procedures 

The ICH Steering Committee, based on the evaluation by the Q4B Expert Working Group 
(EWG), recommends that the analytical procedures described in the official pharmacopoeial 
texts, Ph.Eur. 2.6.14. Bacterial Endotoxins, JP 4.01 Bacterial Endotoxins Test, and USP 
General Chapter <85> Bacterial Endotoxins Test, can be used as interchangeable in the 
ICH regions subject to the following conditions: 

 

2.1.1    Any of the three techniques can be used for the test.  In the event of doubt or 
dispute, the gel-clot limit test should be used to make the final decision on 
compliance for the product being tested. 

 
2.1.2 The USP, JP, and Ph.Eur. reference standards are considered interchangeable 

as they have been suitably calibrated against the WHO (World Health 
Organization) International Standard for Endotoxin. 

 
2.1.3 In the section Photometric quantitative techniques, Preparatory testing, 

Test for interfering factors, the user should perform the test on solutions 
A, B, C, and D on at least 2 replicates using the optimal conditions as 
recommended by the lysate manufacturer.  

2.2 Acceptance Criteria 

The evaluated texts did not contain acceptance criteria.  Endotoxin limits should be 
specified in the application dossier unless otherwise specified in an individual monograph. 

3. TIMING OF ANNEX IMPLEMENTATION  
When this annex is implemented (incorporated into the regulatory process at ICH Step 5) in 
a region, it can be used in that region.  Timing might differ for each region. 
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4. CONSIDERATIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION  

4.1 General Consideration 

When sponsors or manufacturers change their existing methods to the implemented Q4B-
evaluated pharmacopoeial texts that are referenced in Section 2.1 of this annex, any change 
notification, variation, and/or prior approval procedures should be handled in accordance 
with established regional regulatory mechanisms pertaining to compendial changes.  

4.2 FDA Consideration 

Based on the recommendation above, and with reference to the conditions set forth in this 
annex, the pharmacopoeial texts referenced in Section 2.1 of this annex can be considered 
interchangeable.  However, FDA might request that a company demonstrate that the chosen 
method is acceptable and suitable for a specific material or product, irrespective of the 
origin of the method.  

4.3 EU Consideration 

For the European Union, regulatory authorities can accept the reference in a marketing 
authorisation application, renewal or variation application citing the use of the 
corresponding text from another pharmacopoeia as referenced in Section 2.1, in accordance 
with the conditions set out in this annex, as fulfilling the requirements for compliance with 
the Ph. Eur. Chapter 2.6.14. on the basis of the declaration of interchangeability made 
above.  

4.4 MHLW Consideration 

The pharmacopoeial texts referenced in Section 2.1 of this annex can be used as 
interchangeable in accordance with the conditions set out in this annex.  Details of 
implementation requirements will be provided in the notification by MHLW when this 
annex is implemented. 

4.5 Health Canada Consideration 

In Canada any of the pharmacopoeial texts cited in Section 2.1 of this annex and used in 
accordance with the conditions set out in this annex can be considered interchangeable. 

5. REFERENCES USED FOR THE Q4B EVALUATION 
5.1 The PDG Stage 5B sign-off document (Rev. 1 – Correction 1):  Japanese 

Pharmacopoeial Forum, Volume 18, number 4 (December 2009). 

5.2 The pharmacopoeial references for the Bacterial Endotoxins Test General Chapter for 
this annex are: 

5.2.1 European Pharmacopoeia (Ph. Eur.): Supplement 6.6 (official January 1, 2010), 
Bacterial Endotoxins (reference 01/2010:20614). 

5.2.2 Japanese Pharmacopoeia (JP): General Test 4.01 Bacterial Endotoxins Test as it 
appears in the JP Sixteenth Edition (March 24, 2011, The Ministry of Health, 
Labour and Welfare Ministerial Notification No.65). 

5.2.3 United States Pharmacopeia (USP): Text for <85> Bacterial Endotoxins Test, 
USP 33 Reissue (published April 2010 and official October 1, 2010).  
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EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATION OF PHARMACOPOEIAL TEXTS 
FOR USE IN THE ICH REGIONS 

ON 
TEST FOR EXTRACTABLE VOLUME OF PARENTERAL PREPARATIONS 

GENERAL CHAPTER 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This annex is the result of the Q4B process for the Test for Extractable Volume of 
Parenteral Preparations General Chapter.  The proposed texts were submitted by the 
Pharmacopoeial Discussion Group (PDG). 

2. Q4B OUTCOME 

2.1 Analytical Procedures 

The ICH Steering Committee, based on the evaluation by the Q4B Expert Working 
Group (EWG), recommends that the official pharmacopoeial texts, Ph.Eur. 2.9.17. 
Test for Extractable Volume of Parenteral Preparations, JP 6.05 Test for Extractable 
Volume of Parenteral Preparations, and the section in USP <1> Injections General 
Chapter entitled "Volume in Containers”  can be used as interchangeable in the ICH 
regions.   

2.2 Acceptance Criteria 

The acceptance criteria are the same in the three pharmacopoeias. 

3. TIMING OF ANNEX IMPLEMENTATION 

When this annex has been implemented (incorporated into the regulatory process at 
ICH Step 5) in a region, it can be used in that region. Timing might differ for each 
region.  

4. CONSIDERATIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION 

4.1 General consideration:  When sponsors or manufacturers change their existing 
methods to the implemented Q4B-evaluated pharmacopoeial texts that are 
referenced in Section 2.1 of this annex, any change notification, variation, 
and/or prior approval procedures should be handled in accordance with 
established regional regulatory mechanisms pertaining to compendial changes. 

4.2 FDA consideration:  Based on the recommendation above, and with reference 
to the conditions set forth in this annex, the pharmacopoeial texts referenced 
in Section 2.1 of this annex can be considered interchangeable.  However, FDA 
might request that a company demonstrate that the chosen method is 
acceptable and suitable for a specific material or product, irrespective of the 
origin of the method.  

4.3 EU consideration:  For the European Union, the monographs of the Ph. Eur. 
have mandatory applicability. Regulatory authorities can accept the reference 
in a marketing authorisation application, renewal or variation application 
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citing the use of the corresponding text from another pharmacopoeia as 
referenced in Section 2.1, in accordance with the conditions set out in this 
annex, as fulfilling the requirements for compliance with the Ph. Eur. Chapter, 
Test for Extractable Volume of Parenteral Preparations: 2.9.17., on the basis of 
the declaration of interchangeability made above. 

4.4 MHLW consideration:  The pharmacopoeial texts referenced in Section 2.1 of 
this annex can be used as interchangeable in accordance with the conditions 
set out in this annex.  Details of implementation requirements will be provided 
in the notification by MHLW when this annex is implemented. 

4.5 In Canada, any of the texts cited in section 2.1 of this annex and used in 
accordance with the conditions set out in this annex can be considered 
interchangeable. 

5. REFERENCES USED FOR THE Q4B EVALUATION   

5.1 The PDG Stage 5B sign-off document: Japanese Pharmacopoeial Forum, 
Volume 13, Number 3 (August 2004).   

5.2 The pharmacopoeial references for Test for Extractable Volume of Parenteral 
Preparations: 

 5.2.1 European Pharmacopoeia (Ph. Eur.):  Supplement 5.3 (official on 
January 2006), Test for Extractable Volume of Parenteral Preparations 
(reference 01/2006:20917); 

 5.2.2 Japanese Pharmacopoeia (JP):  6.05 Test for Extractable Volume of 
Parenteral Preparations as it appears in the JP Fifteenth Edition 
(March 31, 2006, The Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare 
Ministerial Notification No. 285); 

 5.2.3 United States Pharmacopeia (USP): official text published in the 
Revision Bulletin issued November 14, 2006, and as appeared in USP 
30, 2nd Supplement, official December 1, 2007. The official text is 
incorporated in <1> Injections General Chapter as the section entitled 
"Volume in Containers". 
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EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATION OF PHARMACOPOEIAL TEXTS 
FOR USE IN THE ICH REGIONS 

ON 
TEST FOR PARTICULATE CONTAMINATION: SUB-VISIBLE PARTICLES 

GENERAL CHAPTER 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This annex is the result of the Q4B process for Test for Particulate Contamination: 
Sub-Visible Particles.  The proposed texts were submitted by the Pharmacopoeial 
Discussion Group (PDG). 

2. Q4B OUTCOME 

2.1 Analytical Procedures 

The ICH Steering Committee, based on the evaluation by the Q4B Expert Working 
Group (EWG), recommends that the official pharmacopoeial texts, Ph.Eur. 2.9.19. 
Particulate Contamination: Sub-visible Particles, JP 6.07 Insoluble Particulate 
Matter Test for Injections, and USP <788> Particulate Matter in Injections can be 
used as interchangeable in the ICH regions subject to the following condition: 

 2.1.1 Instrument calibration and system suitability measurements should 
follow regional good manufacturing practice (GMP) requirements.  

2.2 Acceptance Criteria 

Except for nominal 100-milliliter (mL) parenteral products, the acceptance criteria 
are interchangeable.  At the 100-mL nominal volume, the criteria specified in JP are 
more stringent than those in the other two pharmacopoeias; therefore, the criteria are 
not interchangeable in all three regions at that volume.   

3. TIMING OF ANNEX IMPLEMENTATION 

When this annex is implemented (incorporated into the regulatory process at ICH 
Step 5) in a region, it can be used in that region.  Timing might differ for each region.   

4. CONSIDERATIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION  

4.1 General consideration: When sponsors or manufacturers change their existing 
methods to the implemented Q4B-evaluated pharmacopoeial texts that are 
referenced in Section 2.1 of this annex, any change notification, variation, 
and/or prior approval procedures should be handled in accordance with 
established regional regulatory mechanisms pertaining to compendial changes. 

4.2 FDA consideration: Based on the recommendation above, and with reference to 
the conditions set forth in this annex, the pharmacopoeial texts referenced in 
Section 2.1 of this annex can be considered interchangeable.  However, FDA 
might request that a company demonstrate that the chosen method is 
acceptable and suitable for a specific material or product, irrespective of the 
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origin of the method.  For nominal 100-mL parenteral products, the FDA 
considers testing criteria from all three pharmacopoeias as interchangeable.   

4.3 EU consideration:  For the European Union, the monographs of the Ph. Eur. 
have mandatory applicability. Regulatory authorities can accept the reference 
in a marketing authorisation application, renewal or variation application 
citing the use of the corresponding text from another pharmacopoeia as 
referenced in Section 2.1, in accordance with the conditions set out in this 
annex, as fulfilling the requirements for compliance with the Ph. Eur. Chapter, 
Particulate Contamination: Sub-visible Particles:  2.9.19., on the basis of the 
declaration of interchangeability made above. For nominal 100-mL parenteral 
products, the EU considers testing criteria from all three pharmacopoeias as 
interchangeable. 

4.4 MHLW consideration:  The pharmacopoeial texts referenced in Section 2.1 of 
this annex can be used as interchangeable in accordance with the conditions 
set out in this annex.  Details of implementation requirements will be provided 
in the notification by MHLW when this annex is implemented. 

4.5 In Canada, any of the texts cited in section 2.1 of this annex and used in 
accordance with the conditions set out in this annex can be considered 
interchangeable. 
For nominal 100 mL parenteral products, Health Canada considers the testing 
criteria from all three pharmacopoeias to be interchangeable. 

5. REFERENCES USED FOR THE Q4B EVALUATION 

5.1 The PDG Stage 5B sign-off document: Japanese Pharmacopoeial Forum, 
Volume 13, Number 3 (August 2004). 

5.2 The pharmacopoeial references for Particulate Matter for this annex are: 

 5.2.1 European Pharmacopoeia (Ph. Eur.):  5th Edition (official on January 
2005) Particulate Contamination: Sub-visible Particles (reference 
01/2005: 20919); 

 5.2.2 Japanese Pharmacopoeia (JP): 6.07 Insoluble Particulate Matter Test 
for Injections as it appears in the JP Fifteenth Edition (March 31, 2006, 
The Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare Ministerial Notification 
No. 285).  The method was changed in September 2007 to correct a 
sentence in the introduction as underlined in the text that is provided 
by MHLW which is appended; 

 5.2.3 United States Pharmacopeia (USP):  <788> Particulate Matter in 
Injections, Revision Bulletin, April 4, 2007. 
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EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATION OF PHARMACOPOEIAL TEXTS 

FOR USE IN THE ICH REGIONS  
ON 

DISINTEGRATION TEST GENERAL CHAPTER 
Q4B ANNEX 5(R1) 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This annex is the result of the Q4B process for Disintegration Test General Chapter. 

The proposed texts were submitted by the Pharmacopoeial Discussion Group (PDG). 

2. Q4B OUTCOME 

2.1 Analytical Procedures 

The ICH Steering Committee, based on the evaluation by the Q4B Expert Working 
Group (EWG), recommends that for tablets and capsules, the official pharmacopoeial 
texts, Ph. Eur. 2.9.1. Disintegration of Tablets and Capsules, JP 6.09 Disintegration 
Test, and USP <701> Disintegration, can be used as interchangeable in the ICH 
regions subject to the conditions detailed below.  Testing conditions for specific dosage 
forms are outside the scope of the harmonization of this chapter. 

2.1.1 For tablets and capsules larger than 18 millimeters (mm) long for which 
a different apparatus is used, the Disintegration Test is not considered 
to be interchangeable in the three regions.  

2.1.2 The Disintegration Test is not considered to be interchangeable in the 
three regions for dosage forms referred to in the regional compendia as 
delayed-release, gastro-resistant, or enteric-coated. 

2.1.3 Product-specific parameters such as media and the use of discs should 
be specified in the application dossier. 

2.2 Acceptance Criteria  

Acceptance criteria are outside the scope of the harmonization of this chapter and 
should be specified in the application dossier.   

3. TIMING OF ANNEX IMPLEMENTATION 

When this annex is implemented (incorporated into the regulatory process at ICH 
Step 5) in a region, it can be used in that region.  Timing might differ for each region. 

4. CONSIDERATIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION 

4.1 General Consideration 

When sponsors or manufacturers change their existing methods to the implemented 
Q4B-evaluated pharmacopoeial texts that are referenced in Section 2.1 of this annex, 
any change notification, variation, and/or prior approval procedures should be 
handled in accordance with established regional regulatory mechanisms pertaining to 
compendial changes. 
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4.2 FDA Consideration 

Based on the recommendation above, and with reference to the conditions set forth in 
this annex, the pharmacopoeial texts referenced in Section 2.1 of this annex can be 
considered interchangeable.  However, FDA might request that a company 
demonstrate that the chosen method is acceptable and suitable for a specific material 
or product, irrespective of the origin of the method.  

4.3 EU Consideration 

For the European Union, the monographs of the Ph. Eur. have mandatory 
applicability. Regulatory authorities can accept the reference in a marketing 
authorisation application, renewal or variation application citing the use of the 
corresponding text from another pharmacopoeia as referenced in Section 2.1, in 
accordance with the conditions set out in this annex, as fulfilling the requirements for 
compliance with the Ph. Eur. Chapter 2.9.1. on the basis of the declaration of 
interchangeability made above. 

4.4 MHLW Consideration 

The pharmacopoeial texts referenced in Section 2.1 of this annex can be used as 
interchangeable in accordance with the conditions set out in this annex.  Details of 
implementation requirements will be provided in the notification by MHLW when this 
annex is implemented. 

4.5 Health Canada Consideration 

In Canada, any of the pharmacopoeial texts cited in section 2.1 of this annex and used 
in accordance with the conditions set out in this annex can be considered 
interchangeable. 

5. REFERENCES USED FOR THE Q4B EVALUATION 

5.1 The PDG Stage 5B sign-off document (Rev. 1): Japanese Pharmacopoeial 
Forum, Volume 16, number 4 (December 2007). 

5.2 The pharmacopoeial references for Disintegration Test General Chapter for 
this annex are: 

5.2.1  European Pharmacopoeia (Ph. Eur.): Supplement 6.3 (official January 
2009) Disintegration of Tablets and Capsules (reference 01/2009: 20901); 

5.2.2  Japanese Pharmacopoeia (JP): 6.09 Disintegration Test as it appeared in 
the partial revision of the JP 15th edition made official March 31, 2009, 
by the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare Ministerial Notification 
No. 190;  

5.2.3 United States Pharmacopeia (USP): Revision Bulletin <701> 
Disintegration issued June 6, 2008, and official August 1, 2008. 
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EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATION OF PHARMACOPOEIAL TEXTS FOR 

USE IN THE ICH REGIONS  
ON 

UNIFORMITY OF DOSAGE UNITS GENERAL CHAPTER 
Q4B ANNEX 6(R1) 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This annex is the result of the Q4B process for Uniformity of Dosage Units. 

The proposed texts were submitted by the Pharmacopoeial Discussion Group (PDG). 

2. Q4B OUTCOME 

2.1 Analytical Procedures 

The ICH Steering Committee, based on the evaluation by the Q4B Expert Working Group 
(EWG), recommends that the official pharmacopoeial texts, Ph.Eur. 2.9.40. Uniformity of 
Dosage Units, JP 6.02 Uniformity of Dosage Units, and USP General Chapter <905> 
Uniformity of Dosage Units, can be used as interchangeable in the ICH regions subject to 
the following conditions: 

2.1.1 The Uniformity of Dosage Unit test is not considered to be interchangeable in the 
three regions unless the target test sample amount at time of manufacture “T” is  100% (i.e., 
T=100%); 

2.1.2 Unless the 25 milligrams (mg)/25% threshold limit is met, the use of the 
Mass/Weight Variation test as an alternative test for Content Uniformity is not considered 
interchangeable in all ICH regions; 

2.1.3 For specific dosage forms which have been indicated in local text in the 
pharmacopoeias by enclosing the text within the black diamond symbols, application of the 
Uniformity of Dosage Units test is not considered interchangeable in all ICH regions; 

2.1.4 For Mass/Weight Variation, the PDG-harmonised definition for ‘W Bar’ should be 
used; 

2.1.5 If a correction factor is called for when different procedures are used for assay of the 
preparation and for the Content Uniformity Test, the correction factor should be specified 
and justified in the application dossier. 

2.2 Acceptance Criteria  

The acceptance criteria are harmonized between the three pharmacopoeias.   
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3. TIMING OF ANNEX IMPLEMENTATION  

When this annex is implemented (incorporated into the regulatory process at ICH Step 5) in 
a region, it can be used in that region.  Timing might differ for each region. 

4. CONSIDERATIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION  

4.1 General Consideration   

When sponsors or manufacturers change their existing methods to the implemented Q4B-
evaluated pharmacopoeial texts that are referenced in Section 2.1 of this annex, any change 
notification, variation, and/or prior approval procedures should be handled in accordance 
with established regional regulatory mechanisms pertaining to compendial changes. 

4.2 FDA Consideration 

Based on the recommendation above, and with reference to the conditions set forth in this 
annex, the pharmacopoeial texts referenced in Section 2.1 of this annex can be considered 
interchangeable.  However, FDA might request that a company demonstrate that the chosen 
method is acceptable and suitable for a specific material or product, irrespective of the origin 
of the method.  

FDA finds unsuitable for regulatory purposes the not more than (NMT) 2% relative 
standard deviation (RSD) exception to the 25 mg/25% threshold.  Accordingly, for those 
items below the 25 mg/25% threshold, testing by Content Uniformity should be performed. 

4.3 EU Consideration 

For the European Union, the monographs of the Ph. Eur. have mandatory applicability. 
Regulatory authorities can accept the reference in a marketing authorisation application, 
renewal or variation application citing the use of the corresponding text from another 
pharmacopoeia as referenced in Section 2.1, in accordance with the conditions set out in this 
annex, as fulfilling the requirements for compliance with the Ph. Eur. Chapter 2.9.40. on the 
basis of the declaration of interchangeability made above. 

4.4 MHLW Consideration 

The pharmacopoeial texts referenced in Section 2.1 of this annex can be used as 
interchangeable in accordance with the conditions set out in this annex.  Details of 
implementation requirements will be provided in the notification by MHLW when this 
annex is implemented. 

4.5 Health Canada Consideration 

In Canada, any of the pharmacopoeial texts cited in section 2.1 of this annex and used in 
accordance with the conditions set out in this annex can be considered interchangeable. 
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5. REFERENCES USED FOR THE Q4B EVALUATION 

5.1  The PDG Stage 5B sign-off document:  Japanese Pharmacopoeial Forum, Volume 
13, number 2 (May 2004). 

 

5.2  The pharmacopoeial references for Uniformity of Dosage Units for this annex are: 

5.2.1 European Pharmacopoeia (Ph. Eur.): Supplement 6.1 (official April 2008) 
Uniformity of Dosage Units (reference 01/2008: 20940); 

5.2.2 Japanese Pharmacopoeia (JP): 6.02 Uniformity of Dosage Units, as it 
appears in the JP Fifteenth Edition (March 31, 2006, The Ministry of 
Health, Labour and Welfare Ministerial Notification No. 285); 

5.2.3 United States Pharmacopeia (USP): <905> Uniformity of Dosage Units, 
Pharmacopeial Forum, Volume 34, Number 5 to be official December 2009. 
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EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATION OF PHARMACOPOEIAL TEXTS 
FOR USE IN THE ICH REGIONS 

ON 
DISSOLUTION TEST GENERAL CHAPTER  

Q4B ANNEX 7(R2) 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This annex is the result of the Q4B process for Dissolution Test. 

The proposed texts were submitted by the Pharmacopoeial Discussion Group (PDG). 

2. Q4B OUTCOME 

2.1. Analytical Procedures 

The ICH Steering Committee, based on the evaluation by the Q4B Expert Working Group 
(EWG), recommends that the official pharmacopoeial texts, Ph.Eur. 2.9.3. Dissolution Test 
for Solid Dosage Forms, JP 6.10 Dissolution Test, and USP <711> Dissolution can be used 
as interchangeable in the ICH regions subject to the following conditions: 

2.1.1 The declaration of interchangeability applies to the Basket Apparatus 
(Apparatus 1), the Paddle Apparatus (Apparatus 2), and the Flow-Through 
Cell.  The Flow-Through Cell should be referred to in the dossier by an 
unambiguous descriptive title or compendial reference because it is referred 
to by different numbers in the three pharmacopoeias. 

2.1.2 The Dissolution Test is not considered to be interchangeable in the ICH 
regions when enzymes are used in the media. 

2.1.3 The dissolution apparatus should be appropriately calibrated to ensure 
compliance with regional good manufacturing practice (GMP) requirements.  
For example, an appropriately designed and executed mechanical 
calibration strategy should be in compliance with good manufacturing 
practice requirements.     

2.1.4 The Dissolution Test is not considered to be interchangeable in the three 
ICH regions for dosage forms referred to in the regional compendia as 
delayed-release, gastro-resistant, or enteric-coated. 

2.1.5 Validation studies should be conducted to demonstrate that the test results 
are not adversely affected if the thermometer is to remain in the dissolution 
vessel per regional good manufacturing practice (GMP). 

2.1.6 The Dissolution Test is not considered to be interchangeable in the ICH 
regions for JP Interpretation 2. 

2.1.7 The Dissolution Test is not considered to be interchangeable in the ICH 
regions for use of large vessels (greater than 1 liter). 
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2.1.8 Product-specific parameters such as media, stirring rate, sampling time, 
and the use and type of sinkers should be specified and justified in the 
application dossier. 

2.2. Acceptance Criteria  

Acceptance criteria should be specified in the application dossier.   

3. TIMING OF ANNEX IMPLEMENTATION  

When this annex is implemented (incorporated into the regulatory process at ICH Step 5) in 
a region, it can be used in that region.  Timing might differ for each region. 

4. CONSIDERATIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION  

4.1. General Consideration   

When sponsors or manufacturers change their existing methods to the implemented Q4B-
evaluated pharmacopoeial texts that are referenced in Section 2.1 of this annex, any change 
notification, variation, and/or prior approval procedures should be handled in accordance 
with established regional regulatory mechanisms pertaining to compendial changes. 

4.2. FDA Consideration 

Based on the recommendation above, and with reference to the conditions set forth in this 
annex, the pharmacopoeial texts referenced in Section 2.1 of this annex can be considered 
interchangeable.  However, FDA might request that a company demonstrate that the chosen 
method is acceptable and suitable for a specific material or product, irrespective of the 
origin of the method.  

An appropriately rigorous mechanical calibration method, 1 when properly executed, should 
satisfy the current good manufacturing practice (CGMP) requirement for dissolution 
apparatus calibration under § 211.160(b)(4) of Title 21 of the Code of Federal Regulations. 

4.3. EU Consideration 

For the European Union, regulatory authorities can accept the reference in a marketing 
authorisation application, renewal or variation application citing the use of the 
corresponding text from another pharmacopoeia as referenced in Section 2.1, in accordance 
with the conditions set out in this annex, as fulfilling the requirements for compliance with 
the Ph. Eur. Chapter 2.9.3. on the basis of the declaration of interchangeability made above. 

EU considers that it could accept the approach to the dissolution test for delayed-release 
products, as published in the USP, as meeting the criteria of the Ph. Eur.  The validation 
studies referred to in Section 2.1.5 of this annex would normally be submitted in the 
marketing authorisation dossier. 

                                                 
1 See the guidance for industry, The Use of Mechanical Calibration of Dissolution Apparatus 1 and 2 – 
Current Good Manufacturing Practice (CGMP), available on the Internet at 
http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Guidances/default.htm.   
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4.4. MHLW Consideration 

The pharmacopoeial texts referenced in Section 2.1 of this annex can be used as 
interchangeable in accordance with the conditions set out in this annex.  Details of 
implementation requirements will be provided in the notification by MHLW when this 
annex is implemented.  

MHLW considers that it could accept the approach to the dissolution test for reciprocating 
cylinder apparatus as published in Ph. Eur. and USP, if the validation studies have been 
submitted in the marketing authorization dossier. 

4.5. Health Canada Consideration 

In Canada any of the pharmacopoeial texts cited in Section 2.1 of this annex and used in 
accordance with the conditions set out in this annex can be considered interchangeable. 

The dissolution tests for delayed-release/enteric coated products as published in the USP 
and in the Ph. Eur. can be considered interchangeable in Canada. 

5. REFERENCES USED FOR THE Q4B EVALUATION 

5.1 The PDG Stage 5B sign-off document (Rev. 2):  Japanese Pharmacopoeial Forum, 
Volume 18, number 1 (April 2009). 

 

5.2 The pharmacopoeial references for Dissolution Test for this annex are: 

5.2.1 European Pharmacopoeia (Ph. Eur.):  Supplement 6.6 (official January 2010), 
Dissolution Test for Solid Dosage Forms (reference 01/2010: 20903).  

5.2.2 Japanese Pharmacopoeia (JP):  6.10 Dissolution Test as it appears in 
Supplement I to the JP Fifteenth edition (September 28, 2007, The 
Ministerial Notification No. 316), in the partial revision of the JP Fifteenth 
edition made official March 31, 2009, by the Ministry of Health, Labour and 
Welfare Ministerial Notification No. 190, and in the partial revision of the JP 
Fifteenth edition made official July 30, 2010, by the Ministry of Health, 
Labour and Welfare Ministerial Notification No. 322. 

5.2.3 United States Pharmacopeia (USP):  <711> Dissolution as presented in 
Pharmacopeial Forum, Volume 35(3), May/June 2009, published in USP 33-
Reissue, official October 1, 2010.  
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EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATION OF PHARMACOPOEIAL TEXTS 

FOR USE IN THE ICH REGIONS  
ON 

STERILITY TEST GENERAL CHAPTER  
Q4B ANNEX 8(R1) 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This annex is the result of the Q4B process for the Sterility Test General Chapter. 

The proposed texts were submitted by the Pharmacopoeial Discussion Group (PDG). 

2. Q4B OUTCOME 

2.1 Analytical Procedures 

The ICH Steering Committee, based on the evaluation by the Q4B Expert Working 
Group (EWG), recommends that the official pharmacopoeial texts, Ph. Eur. 2.6.1. 
Sterility, JP 4.06 Sterility Test, and USP <71> Sterility Tests, can be used as 
interchangeable in the ICH regions subject to the conditions detailed below. Testing 
conditions for medical devices, such as sutures, are outside the scope of the ICH 
recommendation. 

2.1.1 Diluting and rinsing fluids should not have antibacterial or antifungal 
properties if they are to be considered suitable for dissolving, diluting, or 
rinsing an article under test for sterility. 

2.1.2 When testing liquid parenteral preparations with a nominal volume of 
100 milliliters in batches of more than 500 containers, the test is 
considered interchangeable if the minimum number of containers 
selected is either 20 or is 2 percent of the total number of containers, 
whichever is lower. 

2.2 Acceptance Criteria  

The acceptance criteria are harmonized between the three pharmacopoeias.   

3. TIMING OF ANNEX IMPLEMENTATION 

When this annex is implemented (incorporated into the regulatory process at ICH 
Step 5) in a region, it can be used in that region.  Timing might differ for each region. 

4. CONSIDERATIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION 

4.1 General Consideration 

When sponsors or manufacturers change their existing methods to the implemented 
Q4B-evaluated pharmacopoeial texts that are referenced in Section 2.1 of this annex, 
any change notification, variation, and/or prior approval procedures should be 
handled in accordance with established regional regulatory mechanisms pertaining to 
compendial changes. 
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4.2 FDA Consideration 

Based on the recommendation above, and with reference to the conditions set forth in 
this annex, the pharmacopoeial texts referenced in Section 2.1 of this annex can be 
considered interchangeable.  However, FDA might request that a company 
demonstrate that the chosen method is acceptable and suitable for a specific material 
or product, irrespective of the origin of the method.  

4.3 EU Consideration 

For the European Union, the monographs of the Ph. Eur. have mandatory 
applicability. Regulatory authorities can accept the reference in a marketing 
authorisation application, renewal or variation application citing the use of the 
corresponding text from another pharmacopoeia as referenced in Section 2.1, in 
accordance with the conditions set out in this annex, as fulfilling the requirements for 
compliance with the Ph. Eur. Chapter, Sterility: 2.6.1., on the basis of the declaration 
of interchangeability made above.  

4.4 MHLW Consideration 

The pharmacopoeial texts referenced in Section 2.1 of this annex can be used as 
interchangeable in accordance with the conditions set out in this annex.  Details of 
implementation requirements will be provided in the notification by MHLW when this 
annex is implemented. 

4.5 Health Canada Consideration 

In Canada, any of the pharmacopoeial texts cited in section 2.1 of this annex and used 
in accordance with the conditions set out in this annex can be considered 
interchangeable. 

5. REFERENCES USED FOR THE Q4B EVALUATION 

5.1 The PDG Stage 5B sign-off document: Japanese Pharmacopoeial Forum, 
Volume 16, number 4 (December 2007). 

5.2 The pharmacopoeial references for Sterility Test for this annex are: 

5.2.1  European Pharmacopoeia (Ph. Eur.): Supplement 6.3 (official in January 
2009), Sterility (reference 01/2009:20601); 

5.2.2  Japanese Pharmacopoeia (JP): The 4.06 Sterility Test as it appeared in 
the partial revision of the JP 15th edition made official March 31, 2009, 
by the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare Ministerial Notification 
No. 190; 

5.2.3  United States Pharmacopeia (USP):<71> Sterility Tests as presented in 
Pharmacopeial Forum, Volume 34(6), Interim Revision Announcement 
No. 6, December 1, 2008, official on  May 1, 2009. 
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EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATION OF PHARMACOPOEIAL TEXTS FOR 

USE IN THE ICH REGIONS  
ON 

TABLET FRIABILITY GENERAL CHAPTER  
Q4B ANNEX 9(R1) 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This annex is the result of the Q4B process for the Tablet Friability General Chapter. 

The proposed texts were submitted by the Pharmacopoeial Discussion Group (PDG). 

2. Q4B OUTCOME 

2.1 Analytical Procedures 

The ICH Steering Committee, based on the evaluation by the Q4B Expert Working Group 
(EWG), recommends that the analytical procedures described in the official pharmacopoeial 
texts, Ph.Eur. 2.9.7. Friability of Uncoated Tablets, JP General Information 26. Tablet 
Friability Test, and USP <1216> Tablet Friability, can be used as interchangeable in the 
ICH regions.  

2.2 Acceptance Criteria  

For interchangeability, the loss of mass for a single determination should be not more than 
1.0 percent, unless otherwise specified in the dossier. When three determinations are 
conducted, then the mean loss of mass for the three determinations should be not more than 
1.0 percent, unless otherwise specified in the dossier. 

3. TIMING OF ANNEX IMPLEMENTATION 

When this annex is implemented (incorporated into the regulatory process at ICH Step 5) in 
a region, it can be used in that region. Timing might differ for each region. 

4. CONSIDERATIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION  

4.1 General Consideration  

When sponsors or manufacturers change their existing methods to the implemented Q4B-
evaluated pharmacopoeial texts that are referenced in Section 2.1 of this annex, any change 
notification, variation, and/or prior approval procedures should be handled in accordance 
with established regional regulatory mechanisms pertaining to compendial changes.  

4.2 FDA Consideration 

Based on the recommendation above, and with reference to the conditions set forth in this 
annex, the pharmacopoeial texts referenced in Section 2.1 of this annex can be considered 
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interchangeable. However, FDA might request that a company demonstrate that the chosen 
method is acceptable and suitable for a specific material or product, irrespective of the 
origin of the method.  

4.3 EU Consideration 

For the European Union, regulatory authorities can accept the reference in a marketing 
authorisation application, renewal or variation application citing the use of the 
corresponding text from another pharmacopoeia as referenced in Section 2.1, in accordance 
with the conditions set out in this annex, as fulfilling the requirements for compliance with 
the Ph. Eur. Chapter 2.9.7. on the basis of the declaration of interchangeability made above. 

4.4 MHLW Consideration 

The pharmacopoeial texts referenced in Section 2.1 of this annex can be used as 
interchangeable in accordance with the conditions set out in this annex. Details of 
implementation requirements will be provided in the notification by MHLW when this 
annex is implemented. 

4.5 Health Canada Consideration 

In Canada, any of the pharmacopoeial texts cited in section 2.1 of this annex and used in 
accordance with the conditions set out in this annex can be considered interchangeable. 

5. REFERENCES USED FOR THE Q4B EVALUATION 

5.1 The PDG Stage 5B sign-off document: Japanese Pharmacopoeial Forum, Volume 14, 
number 1 (March 2005). 

 
5.2 The pharmacopoeial references for Tablet Friability General Chapter for this annex 

are: 

5.2.1 European Pharmacopoeia (Ph. Eur.): Supplement 6.6 (published June 2009, 
official January 2010), Friability of Uncoated Tablets (reference 
01/2010:20907); 

5.2.2 Japanese Pharmacopoeia (JP): The JP General Information 26. Tablet 
Friability Test as it appears in the JP Fifteenth Edition (March 31, 2006, The 
Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare Ministerial Notification No. 285), 
officially updated by errata published by MHLW at 
http://www.std.pmda.go.jp/jpPUB/Data/ENG/jpdata/H201105_jp15_errata.pdf 
on November 5, 2008; 

5.2.3 United States Pharmacopeia (USP): <1216> Tablet Friability, official in USP 
32, May 1, 2009.  
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EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATION OF PHARMACOPOEIAL TEXTS 

FOR USE IN THE ICH REGIONS 
ON 

MICROBIOLOGICAL EXAMINATION OF NON-STERILE PRODUCTS 
MICROBIAL ENUMERATIONS TESTS  

GENERAL CHAPTER 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This annex is the result of the Q4B process for Microbiological Examination of Non-
Sterile Products: Microbial Enumeration Tests. 

The proposed texts were submitted by the Pharmacopoeial Discussion Group (PDG). 

2. Q4B OUTCOME 

2.1 Analytical Procedures 
The ICH Steering Committee, based on the evaluation by the Q4B Expert Working 
Group (EWG), recommends that the official pharmacopoeial texts, Ph.Eur. 2.6.12. 
Microbiological Examination of Non-Sterile Products: Microbial Enumeration Tests, 
JP 4.05 Microbiological Examination of Non-Sterile Products: I. Microbiological 
Examination of Non-Sterile Products: Microbial Enumeration Tests, and USP <61> 
Microbiological Examination of Nonsterile Products: Microbial Enumeration Tests can 
be used as interchangeable in the ICH regions. 

2.2 Acceptance Criteria  
The proposed texts evaluated did not contain acceptance criteria.   

3.  TIMING OF ANNEX IMPLEMENTATION  

When this annex is implemented (incorporated into the regulatory process at ICH 
Step 5) in a region, it can be used in that region.  Timing might differ for each region. 

4.  CONSIDERATIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION  

4.1 General Consideration   
When sponsors or manufacturers change their existing methods to the implemented 
Q4B-evaluated pharmacopoeial texts that are referenced in Section 2.1 of this annex, 
any change notification, variation, and/or prior approval procedures should be 
handled in accordance with established regional regulatory mechanisms pertaining to 
compendial changes. 

4.2 FDA Consideration 
Based on the recommendation above, and with reference to the conditions set forth in 
this annex, the pharmacopoeial texts referenced in Section 2.1 of this annex can be 
considered interchangeable.  However, FDA might request that a company 
demonstrate that the chosen method is acceptable and suitable for a specific material 
or product, irrespective of the origin of the method.  
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4.3. EU Consideration 
For the European Union, the monographs of the Ph. Eur. have mandatory 
applicability. Regulatory authorities can accept the reference in a marketing 
authorisation application, renewal or variation application citing the use of the 
corresponding text from another pharmacopoeia as referenced in Section 2.1, in 
accordance with the conditions set out in this annex, as fulfilling the requirements for 
compliance with the Ph. Eur. Chapter 2.6.12. on the basis of the declaration of 
interchangeability made above. 

4.4 MHLW Consideration 
The pharmacopoeial texts referenced in Section 2.1 of this annex can be used as 
interchangeable in accordance with the conditions set out in this annex.  Details of 
implementation requirements will be provided in the notification by MHLW when this 
annex is implemented. 

4.5 Health Canada Consideration 
In Canada, any of the texts cited in section 2.1 of this annex and used in accordance 
with the conditions set out in this annex can be considered interchangeable. 

5.  REFERENCES USED FOR THE Q4B EVALUATION 

5.1 The PDG Stage 5B sign-off document:  Japanese Pharmacopoeial Forum, 
Volume 14, Number 4 (December 2005). 

5.2 The pharmacopoeial references for Microbiological Examination of Non-Sterile 
Products: Microbial Enumeration Tests for this annex are: 

5.2.1 European Pharmacopoeia (Ph. Eur.): 6.3 Edition (official on January 
2009) Microbiological Examination of Non-Sterile Products: Microbial 
Enumeration Tests (reference 01/2009: 20612); 

5.2.2 Japanese Pharmacopoeia (JP): 4.05 Microbiological Examination of Non-
Sterile Products: I. Microbiological Examination of Non-Sterile Products: 
Microbial Enumeration Tests as it appears in Supplement I to the 
Japanese Pharmacopoeia Fifteenth Edition (September 28, 2007, The 
Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare Ministerial Notification No. 
316).  The English version was published on January 9, 2008; 

5.2.3 United States Pharmacopeia (USP):  <61> Microbiological Examination 
of Nonsterile Products: Microbial Enumeration Tests official in USP 30, 
January 2007. 
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EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATION OF PHARMACOPOEIAL TEXTS 

FOR USE IN THE ICH REGIONS 
ON 

MICROBIOLOGICAL EXAMINATION OF NON-STERILE PRODUCTS: 
TEST FOR SPECIFIED MICRO-ORGANISMS 

GENERAL CHAPTER 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This annex is the result of the Q4B process for Microbiological Examination of Non-
Sterile Products: Tests for Specified Micro-organisms. 

The proposed texts were submitted by the Pharmacopoeial Discussion Group (PDG). 

2. Q4B OUTCOME 

2.1 Analytical Procedures 
The ICH Steering Committee, based on the evaluation by the Q4B Expert Working 
Group (EWG), recommends that the official pharmacopoeial texts, Ph.Eur. 2.6.13. 
Microbiological Examination of Non-Sterile Products: Tests for Specified Micro-
organisms, JP 4.05 Microbiological Examination of Non-Sterile Products: II. 
Microbiological Examination of Non-Sterile Products: Tests for Specified Micro-
organisms, and USP <62> Microbiological Examination of Nonsterile Products: Tests 
for Specified Microorganisms can be used as interchangeable in the ICH regions. 

2.2 Acceptance Criteria  
The proposed texts evaluated did not contain acceptance criteria.   

3.  TIMING OF ANNEX IMPLEMENTATION  

When this annex is implemented (incorporated into the regulatory process at ICH 
Step 5) in a region, it can be used in that region.  Timing might differ for each region. 

4.  CONSIDERATIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION  

4.1 General Consideration   
When sponsors or manufacturers change their existing methods to the implemented 
Q4B-evaluated pharmacopoeial texts that are referenced in Section 2.1 of this annex, 
any change notification, variation, and/or prior approval procedures should be 
handled in accordance with established regional regulatory mechanisms pertaining to 
compendial changes. 

4.2 FDA Consideration 
Based on the recommendation above, and with reference to the conditions set forth in 
this annex, the pharmacopoeial texts referenced in Section 2.1 of this annex can be 
considered interchangeable.  However, FDA might request that a company 
demonstrate that the chosen method is acceptable and suitable for a specific material 
or product, irrespective of the origin of the method.  
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4.3 EU Consideration 
For the European Union, the monographs of the Ph. Eur. have mandatory 
applicability. Regulatory authorities can accept the reference in a marketing 
authorisation application, renewal or variation application citing the use of the 
corresponding text from another pharmacopoeia as referenced in Section 2.1, in 
accordance with the conditions set out in this annex, as fulfilling the requirements for 
compliance with the Ph. Eur. Chapter 2.6.13. on the basis of the declaration of 
interchangeability made above. 

4.4 MHLW Consideration 
The pharmacopoeial texts referenced in Section 2.1 of this annex can be used as 
interchangeable in accordance with the conditions set out in this annex.  Details of 
implementation requirements will be provided in the notification by MHLW when this 
annex is implemented. 

4.5 Health Canada Consideration 
In Canada, any of the texts cited in section 2.1 of this annex and used in accordance 
with the conditions set out in this annex can be considered interchangeable. 

5.  REFERENCES USED FOR THE Q4B EVALUATION 

5.1 The PDG Stage 5B sign-off document:  Japanese Pharmacopoeial Forum, 
Volume 14, Number 4 (December 2005). 

5.2 The pharmacopoeial references for Microbiological Examination of Non-
Sterile Products: Tests for Specified Micro-organisms for this annex are: 

5.2.1 European Pharmacopoeia (Ph. Eur.): 6.3 Edition (official on January 
2009) Microbiological Examination of Non-Sterile Products: Tests for 
Specified Micro-organisms (reference 01/2009: 20613); 

5.2.2 Japanese Pharmacopoeia (JP): 4.05 Microbiological Examination of 
Non-Sterile Products: II. Microbiological Examination of Non-Sterile 
Products: Tests for Specified Micro-organisms as it appears in 
Supplement I to the Japanese Pharmacopoeia Fifteenth Edition 
(September 28, 2007, The Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare 
Ministerial Notification No. 316).  The English version was published 
on January 9, 2008; 

5.2.3 United States Pharmacopeia (USP): <62> Microbiological Examination 
of Nonsterile Products: Tests for Specified Microorganisms official in 
USP 30, January 2007. 
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EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATION OF PHARMACOPOEIAL TEXTS 

FOR USE IN THE ICH REGIONS 
ON 

MICROBIOLOGICAL EXAMINATION OF NON-STERILE PRODUCTS: 
ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND 

SUBSTANCES FOR PHARMACEUTICAL USE 
GENERAL CHAPTER 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This annex is the result of the Q4B process for Microbiological Examination of Non-
Sterile Products: Acceptance Criteria for Pharmaceutical Preparations and 
Substances for Pharmaceutical Use. 

For each regulatory region, the pharmacopoeial text is non-mandatory and is provided 
for informational purposes only. 

The proposed texts were submitted by the Pharmacopoeial Discussion Group (PDG). 

2. Q4B OUTCOME 

The ICH Steering Committee, based on the evaluation by the Q4B Expert Working 
Group (EWG), recommends that the official pharmacopoeial texts, Ph.Eur. 5.1.4. 
Microbiological Quality of Non-Sterile Pharmaceutical Preparations and Substances 
for Pharmaceutical Use, JP General Information 12. Microbial Attributes of Non-
sterile Pharmaceutical Products, and USP <1111> Microbiological Attributes of 
Nonsterile Pharmaceutical Products, can be used as interchangeable in the ICH 
regions. 

3.  TIMING OF ANNEX IMPLEMENTATION  

When this annex is implemented (incorporated into the regulatory process at ICH 
Step 5) in a region, it can be used in that region.  Timing might differ for each region. 

4.  CONSIDERATIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION  

4.1 General Consideration   
When sponsors or manufacturers change their existing methods to the implemented 
Q4B-evaluated pharmacopoeial texts that are referenced in Section 2 of this annex, 
any change notification, variation, and/or prior approval procedures should be 
handled in accordance with established regional regulatory mechanisms pertaining to 
compendial changes. 

4.2 FDA Consideration 
Based on the recommendation above, and with reference to the conditions set forth in 
this annex, the pharmacopoeial texts referenced in Section 2 of this annex can be 
considered interchangeable.  However, FDA might request that a company 
demonstrate that the chosen method is acceptable and suitable for a specific material 
or product, irrespective of the origin of the method.  
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4.3 EU Consideration 
For the European Union, the monographs of the Ph. Eur. have mandatory 
applicability. Regulatory authorities can accept the reference in a marketing 
authorisation application, renewal or variation application citing the use of the 
corresponding text from another pharmacopoeia as referenced in Section 2, in 
accordance with the conditions set out in this annex, as fulfilling the requirements for 
compliance with the Ph. Eur. Chapter 5.1.4. on the basis of the declaration of 
interchangeability made above. 

4.4 MHLW Consideration 
The pharmacopoeial texts referenced in Section 2 of this annex can be used as 
interchangeable in accordance with the conditions set out in this annex.  Details of 
implementation requirements will be provided in the notification by MHLW when this 
annex is implemented. 

4.5 Health Canada Consideration 
In Canada, any of the texts cited in section 2 of this annex and used in accordance 
with the conditions set out in this annex can be considered interchangeable. 

5.  REFERENCES USED FOR THE Q4B EVALUATION 

5.1 The PDG Stage 5B sign-off document:  Japanese Pharmacopoeial Forum, 
Volume 14, Number 4 (December 2005). 

5.2 The pharmacopoeial references for Microbiological Examination of Non-Sterile 
Products: Acceptance Criteria for Pharmaceutical Preparations and 
Substances for Pharmaceutical Use for this annex are: 

5.2.1 European Pharmacopoeia (Ph. Eur.): 6.3 Edition (official on January 
2009) Microbiological Quality of Non-Sterile Pharmaceutical 
Preparations and Substances for Pharmaceutical Use (reference 01/2009: 
50104); 

5.2.2 Japanese Pharmacopoeia (JP): JP General Information 12. Microbial 
Attributes of Non-sterile Pharmaceutical Products as it appears in 
Supplement I to the Japanese Pharmacopoeia Fifteenth Edition 
(September 28, 2007, Notification PFSB No. 0928001).  The English 
version was published on January 9, 2008; 

5.2.3 United States Pharmacopeia (USP): <1111> Microbiological Attributes of 
Nonsterile Pharmaceutical Products official in USP 30, January 2007. 
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EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATION OF 
PHARMACOPOEIAL TEXTS FOR USE IN THE ICH REGIONS 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Objective(s) of the Guideline 
This document describes a process for the evaluation and recommendation by the Q4B 
Expert Working Group (EWG) of selected pharmacopoeial texts to facilitate their 
recognition by regulatory authorities for use as interchangeable in the ICH regions. 
Following favourable evaluations, ICH will issue topic-specific annexes with 
information about these texts and their implementation (the Q4B Outcomes).  
Implementation of the Q4B annexes is intended to avoid redundant testing by 
industry. 

1.2 Background 
When issuing Q6A: Specifications: Test Procedures and Acceptance Criteria for New 
Drug Substances and New Drug Products: Chemical Substances, and Q6B: 
Specifications: Test Procedures and Acceptance Criteria for 
Biotechnological/Biological Products, ICH recognized that full use and value of both 
ICH Guidelines would depend on the successful harmonisation of pharmacopoeial 
procedures and encouraged the work of the Pharmacopoeial Discussion Group (PDG). 

1.2.1 The Pharmacopoeial Discussion Group (PDG) 
The PDG, founded in 1990, consists of representatives from the European Directorate 
for the Quality of Medicines (EDQM) in the Council of Europe; the Ministry of Health, 
Labour and Welfare (MHLW) of Japan; and the United States Pharmacopoeial 
Convention, Inc (USP).  The PDG produces harmonised pharmacopoeial texts through 
independent public comment and consultation.  The PDG reports on the status of its 
harmonisation efforts at ICH meetings as appropriate. 

1.2.2 The Q4B Expert Working Group (EWG) 
In November 2003, ICH established the Q4B EWG to evaluate and recommend 
pharmacopoeial texts that are proposed for use in the three ICH regions.  The Q4B 
EWG anticipates that the PDG will be the principal source of pharmacopoeial text 
proposals.  There might be an occasion where not all three parties of the PDG 
participate in a harmonisation effort for a specific pharmacopoeial text.  In such a 
case, the Q4B EWG can accept proposals from one or two PDG pharmacopoeias. 

1.3 Scope of the Guideline 
Initially, the Q4B process will focus on evaluating the 11 General Test Chapters 
discussed during the development of ICH Q6A (refer to Attachment I).  Many other 
pharmacopoeial harmonisation proposals are being developed and could also be 
considered for Q4B evaluation. 

1.4 General Principles 
The EWG will evaluate pharmacopoeial text proposals and assess the regulatory 
impact of the proposals.  The Q4B EWG will continue its dialogue with the PDG as 
necessary during the Q4B process.  Following its evaluation, the Q4B EWG will reach 
a conclusion and make a recommendation on the use of the text in the ICH regions 
which will be conveyed to the ICH Steering Committee.  For each proposal that is 
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favourably evaluated, the Q4B EWG intends to develop a topic-specific annex to the 
Q4B Guideline following the ICH step process.  The annex will provide information on 
how the pharmacopoeial texts can be used in the ICH regions.  Each annex will be 
issued as a stand-alone companion document to the Q4B guideline. 

To preserve transparency, the Q4B EWG should be notified of any revisions to a 
pharmacopoeial text that has been submitted to the Q4B evaluation process.  Any 
change to pharmacopoeial text that has been proposed to, or recommended through, 
the Q4B evaluation process will prompt a Q4B EWG review to assess both the merit 
of the change and the appropriateness of any subsequent Q4B activity related to that 
text.   

2. GUIDELINES 

2.1 Q4B Evaluation Process 
The process begins with a document submission to the Q4B EWG.  For PDG proposed 
pharmacopoeial text, the document submission should be provided as soon as possible 
after PDG Stage 5B sign-off (refer to Attachment II).  The document submission 
should outline any issues for resolution and should contain any appropriate 
supporting data.   

When the Q4B evaluation process results in a conclusion and recommendation that 
the pharmacopoeial text can be used as interchangeable in the ICH regions, a topic-
specific Q4B annex will be issued following the steps in the ICH process as detailed 
below.   

2.1.1 Step 1 
Each Q4B party independently evaluates the documents for regulatory impact.  
Additional discussion within the Q4B EWG, and/or communication/dialogue with the 
submitting party (e.g., the PDG), might be warranted to resolve any issues that 
surfaced during the evaluation (see example in the figure below).   

          

When the Q4B evaluation process results in a recommendation that the 
pharmacopoeial text can be used as interchangeable in the ICH regions, the Q4B 
EWG prepares and signs off on a draft Q4B annex, which is submitted to the Steering 
Committee for adoption at Step 2. 

Q4B 
Evaluation 

and feedback 
to PDG 

Dialogue 
between 

PDG & Q4B 

PDG 
Submission 

(or Revision) 
to Q4B Preparation 

of Topic-
specific 
Annex 
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2.1.2 Step 2 
The Steering Committee agrees, based on the report of the Q4B EWG, that there is 
sufficient scientific consensus on the technical issues for the draft annex to proceed to 
Step 3 regulatory consultation and discussion. 

2.1.3 Step 3 
The draft Q4B annex is made available for regulatory consultation in the three 
regions (generally for 3 months).  The regulatory consultation and discussion should 
focus on the Q4B Outcome in the annex.  The Q4B EWG can revise the annex based 
on comments received and submits a final draft of the annex to the ICH Steering 
Committee. 

2.1.4 Step 4 
The ICH Steering Committee adopts the annex and issues it as a stand-alone 
companion document to the ICH Q4B guideline. 

2.1.5 Step 5 
The annex moves to the regional regulatory implementation step. 

2.2 Annex Contents 
The Q4B annexes will contain the following information at a minimum.  Other 
information might be incorporated on a case-by-case basis. 

 Topic title; 

 Introduction; 

 Q4B Outcome; 

 As appropriate, statements that will assist in the use of the referenced 
pharmacopoeial text by stakeholders; 

 Implementation timelines indicating regulators' advice on when 
stakeholders can begin using the pharmacopoeial text as interchangeable; 

 References to methods and acceptance criteria, as appropriate. 

2.3 Use of the Pharmacopoeial Text  
After a regulatory ICH region has implemented the Q4B annex, the official 
pharmacopoeial texts referenced in the annex can be used as interchangeable in that 
region. Any general and/or specific implementation recommendations for a regulatory 
region will be provided in the Q4B topic specific annex as part of Section 4. 
Considerations for Implementation. The basic information will be as provided below: 

2.3.1 Considerations for Implementation  
General consideration:  When sponsors or manufacturers change their existing 
methods to the implemented Q4B-evaluated pharmacopoeial texts that are referenced 
in Section 2 of the annex, any change notification, variation, and/or prior approval 
procedures should be handled in accordance with established regional regulatory 
mechanisms pertaining to compendial changes. 
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In addition to these general considerations, specific information for each regulatory 
region can assist the implementation in that region.  Each regulatory region will 
provide such notification to its stakeholders in conjunction with regional 
implementation of the annex. 

FDA consideration:  Based on the recommendation above, and in accordance with the 
conditions set forth in the annex, the pharmacopoeial texts as referenced in Section 2 
of the annex can be considered interchangeable.  However, FDA might request that a 
company demonstrate that the chosen method is acceptable and suitable for a specific 
material or product, irrespective of the origin of the method. 

EU consideration:  For the European Union, the monographs of the Ph. Eur. have 
mandatory applicability. Regulatory authorities can accept the reference in a 
marketing authorisation application, renewal or variation application citing the use of 
the corresponding text from another pharmacopoeia as referenced in Section 2 of the 
annex, in accordance with the conditions set out in the annex, as fulfilling the 
requirements for compliance with the Ph. Eur. Chapter [chapter name and Ph. Eur. 
Reference], on the basis of the declaration of interchangeability made above. 

MHLW consideration:  The pharmacopoeial texts as referenced in Section 2 of the 
annex can be used as interchangeable in accordance with the conditions set out in the 
annex. Details of implementation requirements will be provided in the notification by 
MHLW when the specific annex is implemented. 
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3. GLOSSARY 

Document Submission 
The working documents received from the PDG or one or more pharmacopoeial 
sources (USP, Ph. Eur., or JP) that contain the proposed pharmacopoeial text and any 
other support documents provided for Q4B evaluation. 

Interchangeable 
Where such status is indicated, any of the official texts from JP, EP, or USP can be 
substituted one for the other (appropriately referenced) in the ICH regions for 
purposes of the pharmaceutical registration/approval process.  Using any of the 
interchangeable methods, an analyst will reach the same accept or reject decisions 
irrespective of which PDG pharmacopeia is used. 

PDG 
The three-party Pharmacopoeial Discussion Group consisting of representatives from 
the European Directorate for the Quality of Medicines (EDQM) in the Council of 
Europe; the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare (MHLW) of Japan, and the 
United States Pharmacopoeial Convention, Inc (USP). 

Pharmacopoeial text 
The pharmacopoeial monographs, general test chapters, and analytical methods 
emanating from the three regional pharmacopoeias. 

Q4B Outcome 
Produced by the Q4B evaluation process; information concerning how the evaluated 
pharmacopoeial text can be used.  The Q4B Outcome is included as part of the topic-
specific Q4B annex developed as a result of each favourable evaluation. 
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ATTACHMENT I 
 
General Chapters Discussed During ICH Q6A Development 
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ATTACHMENT II 
 
PDG Document Submission Provided for ICH Q4B EWG Evaluation  
 

This is an example of a document submission from the PDG:  

The Coordinating Pharmacopoeia, on behalf of PDG, is asked to provide, as soon as 
possible after PDG Stage 5B sign-off and usually within six months, the following 
texts and information (termed the "document submission" as defined in the Guideline) 
to the Q4B EWG, via the ICH secretariat, with a copy to the Q4B EWG Rapporteur 
(for awareness): 

1) The PDG sign-off document containing the PDG-harmonised text  
(PDG Stage 5B). 

2) A Briefing Note dealing in particular with:  

a. Residual differences between one or more of the pharmacopoeias, to 
include a commentary on any difference from the point of view of 
harmonisation; 

b. Any specific issues relating to publication;  

c. If any equivalency study was conducted, a summary of the outcome; 

d. The projected publication and implementation schedule in each 
pharmacopoeia;   and 

e. Any additional information not covered above. 

3) The texts as intended for adoption and publication in each pharmacopoeia 
together with a statement of any local differences with respect to the sign-off 
text.   

4) Additional clarifying information is incorporated by one or more of the PDG 
pharmacopoeias in their respective information chapters on pharmacopoeial 
harmonisation.  Therefore, the revised information chapter on harmonisation 
from each pharmacopoeia incorporating such information (in draft form where 
this is available) should accompany the provided documents. 

If any changes occur or additional differences are discovered after submission to Q4B 
for evaluation, the Q4B EWG should be informed promptly by the pharmacopoeia 
concerned. 
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VIRAL SAFETY EVALUATION OF BIOTECHNOLOGY PRODUCTS DERIVED FROM 

CELL LINES OF HUMAN OR ANIMAL ORIGIN 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
This document is concerned with testing and evaluation of the viral safety of 
biotechnology products derived from characterised cell lines of human or animal 
origin (i.e., mammalian, avian, insect) and outlines data that should be submitted in 
the marketing application/registration package.  For the purposes of this document 
the term virus excludes nonconventional transmissible agents like those associated 
with Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy (BSE) and scrapie.  Applicants are 
encouraged to discuss issues associated with BSE with the regulatory authorities. 

The scope of the document covers products derived from cell cultures initiated from 
characterised cell banks.  It covers products derived from in vitro cell culture, such as 
interferons, monoclonal antibodies and recombinant DNA-derived products including 
recombinant subunit vaccines, and also includes products derived from hybridoma 
cells grown in vivo as ascites.  In this latter case, special considerations apply and 
additional information on testing cells propagated in vivo is contained in Appendix 1.  
Inactivated vaccines, all live vaccines containing self-replicating agents, and 
genetically engineered live vectors are excluded from the scope of this document. 

The risk of viral contamination is a feature common to all biotechnology products 
derived from cell lines.  Such contamination could have serious clinical consequences 
and can arise from the contamination of the source cell lines themselves (cell 
substrates) or from adventitious introduction of virus during production.  To date, 
however, biotechnology products derived from cell lines have not been implicated in 
the transmission of viruses.  Nevertheless, it is expected that the safety of these 
products with regard to viral contamination can be reasonably assured only by the 
application of a virus testing program and assessment of virus removal and 
inactivation achieved by the manufacturing process, as outlined below. 

Three principal, complementary approaches have evolved to control the potential viral 
contamination of biotechnology products: 

a) selecting and testing cell lines and other raw materials, including media 
components, for the absence of undesirable viruses which may be infectious and/or 
pathogenic for humans; 

b) assessing the capacity of the production processes to clear infectious viruses; 

c) testing the product at appropriate steps of production for absence of contaminating 
infectious viruses. 

All testing suffers from the inherent limitation of quantitative virus assays, i.e., that 
the ability to detect low viral concentrations depends for statistical reasons on the size 
of the sample.  Therefore, no single approach will necessarily establish the safety of a 
product.  Confidence that infectious virus is absent from the final product will in 
many instances not be derived solely from direct testing for their presence, but also 
from a demonstration that the purification regimen is capable of removing and/or 
inactivating the viruses. 

The type and extent of viral tests and viral clearance studies required at different 
steps of production will depend on various factors and should be considered on a case-
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by-case and step-by-step basis.  The factors that should be taken into account include 
the extent of cell bank characterisation and qualification, the nature of any viruses 
detected, culture medium constituents, culture methods, facility and equipment 
design, the results of viral tests after cell culture, the ability of the process to clear 
viruses, and the type of product and its intended clinical use. 

The purpose of this document is to provide a general framework for virus testing, 
experiments for the assessment of viral clearance and a recommended approach for 
the design of viral tests and viral clearance studies.  Related information is described 
in the appendices and selected definitions are provided in the glossary. 

The manufacturers should adjust the recommendations presented here to their 
specific product and its production process.  The approach used by manufacturers in 
their overall strategy for ensuring viral safety should be explained and justified.  In 
addition to the detailed data which is provided, an overall summary of the viral safety 
assessment would be useful in facilitating the review by regulatory authorities.  This 
summary should contain a brief description of all aspects of the viral safety studies 
and strategies used to prevent virus contamination as they pertain to this document. 

II. POTENTIAL SOURCES OF VIRUS CONTAMINATION 
Viral contamination of biotechnology products may arise from the original source of 
the cell lines or from adventitious introduction of virus during production processes. 

A. Viruses That Could Occur in the Master Cell Bank (MCB) 
Cells may have latent or persistent virus infection (e.g., herpesvirus) or endogenous 
retrovirus which may be transmitted vertically from one cell generation to the next, 
since the viral genome persists within the cell.  Such viruses may be constitutively 
expressed or may unexpectedly become expressed as an infectious virus. 

Viruses can be introduced into the MCB by several routes such as: 1) derivation of 
cell lines from infected animals; 2) use of virus to establish the cell line; 3) use of 
contaminated biological reagents such as animal serum components; 4) 
contamination during cell handling. 

B. Adventitious Viruses That Could Be Introduced during Production 
Adventitious viruses can be introduced into the final product by several routes 
including, but not limited to, the following: 1) the use of contaminated biological 
reagents such as animal serum components; 2) the use of a virus for the induction 
of expression of specific genes encoding a desired protein; 3) the use of a 
contaminated reagent, such as a monoclonal antibody affinity column; 4) the use 
of a contaminated excipient during formulation; 5) contamination during cell and 
medium handling.  Monitoring of cell culture parameters can be helpful in the 
early detection of potential adventitious viral contamination.  
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III. CELL LINE QUALIFICATION: TESTING FOR VIRUSES 
An important part of qualifying a cell line for use in the production of a biotechnology 
product is the appropriate testing for the presence of virus.  

A. Suggested Virus Tests for MCB, Working Cell Bank (WCB) and Cells at 
the Limit of in vitro Cell Age Used for Production 
Table 1 shows an example of virus tests to be performed once only at various cell 
levels, including MCB, WCB and cells at the limit of in vitro cell age used for 
production. 

1. Master Cell Bank 
Extensive screening for both endogenous and non-endogenous viral contamination 
should be performed on the MCB.  For heterohybrid cell lines in which one or more 
partners are human or non-human primate in origin, tests should be performed in 
order to detect viruses of human or non-human primate origin as viral 
contamination arising from these cells may pose a particular hazard.  

Testing for non-endogenous viruses should include in vitro and in vivo inoculation 
tests and any other specific tests, including species-specific tests such as the mouse 
antibody production (MAP) test, that are appropriate, based on the passage history 
of the cell line, to detect possible contaminating viruses. 

2. Working Cell Bank 
Each WCB as a starting cell substrate for drug production should be tested for 
adventitious virus either by direct testing or by analysis of cells at the limit of in 
vitro cell age, initiated from the WCB.  When appropriate non-endogenous virus 
tests have been performed on the MCB and cells cultured up to or beyond the limit of 
in vitro cell age have been derived from the WCB and used for testing for the 
presence of adventitious viruses, similar tests need not be performed on the initial 
WCB.  Antibody production tests are usually not necessary for the WCB.  An 
alternative approach in which full tests are carried out on the WCB rather than on 
the MCB would also be acceptable. 

3. Cells at the Limit of in vitro Cell Age Used for Production 
The limit of in vitro cell age used for production should be based on data derived 
from production cells expanded under pilot-plant scale or commercial-scale 
conditions to the proposed in vitro cell age or beyond.  Generally, the production cells 
are obtained by expansion of the WCB; the MCB could also be used to prepare the 
production cells.  Cells at the limit of in vitro cell age should be evaluated once for 
those endogenous viruses that may have been undetected in the MCB and WCB.  
The performance of suitable tests (e.g., in vitro and in vivo) at least once on cells at 
the limit of in vitro cell age used for production would provide further assurance that 
the production process is not prone to contamination by adventitious virus.  If any 
adventitious viruses are detected at this level, the process should be carefully 
checked in order to determine the cause of the contamination, and completely 
redesigned if necessary. 
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B. Recommended Viral Detection and Identification Assays 
Numerous assays can be used for the detection of endogenous and adventitious 
viruses.  Table 2 outlines examples for these assays.  They should be regarded as 
assay protocols recommended for the present, but the list is not all-inclusive or 
definitive.  Since the most appropriate techniques may change with scientific 
progress, proposals for alternative techniques, when accompanied by adequate 
supporting data, may be acceptable.  Manufacturers are encouraged to discuss these 
alternatives with the regulatory authorities.  Other tests may be necessary 
depending on the individual case.  Assays should include appropriate controls to 
ensure adequate sensitivity and specificity.  Wherever a relatively high possibility of 
the presence of a specific virus can be predicted from the species of origin of the cell 
substrate, specific tests and/or approaches may be necessary.  If the cell line used for 
production is of human or non-human primate origin, additional tests for human 
viruses, such as those causing immunodeficiency diseases and hepatitis, should be 
performed unless otherwise justified.  The polymerase chain reaction (PCR) may be 
appropriate for detection of sequences of these human viruses as well as for other 
specific viruses.  The following is a brief description of a general framework and 
philosophical background within which the manufacturer should justify what was 
done. 

1. Tests for Retroviruses 
For the MCB and for cells cultured up to or beyond the limit of in vitro cell age used 
for production, tests for retroviruses, including infectivity assays in sensitive cell 
cultures and electron microscopy (EM) studies, should be carried out.  If infectivity is 
not detected and no retrovirus or retrovirus-like particles have been observed by EM, 
reverse transcriptase (RT) or other appropriate assays should be performed to detect 
retroviruses which may be noninfectious.  Induction studies have not been found to 
be useful. 

2. In vitro Assays 
In vitro tests are carried out by the inoculation of a test article (see Table 2) into 
various susceptible indicator cell cultures capable of detecting a wide range of 
human and relevant animal viruses.  The choice of cells used in the test is governed 
by the species of origin of the cell bank to be tested, but should include a human 
and/or a non-human primate cell line susceptible to human viruses.  The nature of 
the assay and the sample to be tested are governed by the type of virus which may 
possibly be present based on the origin or handling of the cells.  Both cytopathic and 
hemadsorbing viruses should be sought.  

3. In vivo Assays 
A test article (see Table 2) should be inoculated into animals, including suckling and 
adult mice, and in embryonated eggs to reveal viruses that cannot grow in cell 
cultures.  Additional animal species may be used depending on the nature and 
source of the cell lines being tested.  The health of the animals should be monitored 
and any abnormality should be investigated to establish the cause of the illness.  

4. Antibody Production Tests 
Species-specific viruses present in rodent cell lines may be detected by inoculating 
test article (see Table 2) into virus-free animals, and examining the serum antibody 
level or enzyme activity after a specified period.  Examples of such tests are the 
mouse antibody production (MAP) test, rat antibody production (RAP) test, and 
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hamster antibody production (HAP) test.  The viruses currently screened for in the 
antibody production assays are discussed in Table 3.  

C. Acceptability of Cell Lines 
It is recognised that some cell lines used for the manufacture of product will contain 
endogenous retroviruses, other viruses or viral sequences.  In such circumstances, 
the action plan recommended for manufacture is described in Section V of this 
document.  The acceptability of cell lines containing viruses other than endogenous 
retroviruses will be considered on an individual basis by the regulatory authorities, 
by taking into account a risk/benefit analysis based on the benefit of the product and 
its intended clinical use, the nature of the contaminating viruses, their potential for 
infecting humans or for causing disease in humans, the purification process for the 
product (e.g., viral clearance evaluation data), and the extent of the virus tests 
conducted on the purified bulk.  

IV. TESTING FOR VIRUSES IN UNPROCESSED BULK 
The unprocessed bulk constitutes one or multiple pooled harvests of cells and culture 
media.  When cells are not readily accessible (e.g., hollow fiber or similar systems), the 
unprocessed bulk would constitute fluids harvested from the fermenter.  A representative 
sample of the unprocessed bulk, removed from the production reactor prior to further 
processing, represents one of the most suitable levels at which the possibility of 
adventitious virus contamination can be determined with a high probability of detection.  
Appropriate testing for viruses should be performed at the unprocessed bulk level unless 
virus testing is made more sensitive by initial partial processing (e.g., unprocessed bulk 
may be toxic in test cell cultures, whereas partially processed bulk may not be toxic).  

In certain instances it may be more appropriate to test a mixture consisting of both intact 
and disrupted cells and their cell culture supernatants removed from the production 
reactor prior to further processing.  Data from at least 3 lots of unprocessed bulk at pilot-
plant scale or commercial scale should be submitted as part of the marketing 
application/registration package.  

It is recommended that manufacturers develop programs for the ongoing assessment of 
adventitious viruses in production batches.  The scope, extent and frequency of virus 
testing on the unprocessed bulk should be determined by taking several points into 
consideration including the nature of the cell lines used to produce the desired products, 
the results and extent of virus tests performed during the qualification of the cell lines, 
the cultivation method, raw material sources and results of viral clearance studies.  In 
vitro screening tests, using one or several cell lines, are generally employed to test 
unprocessed bulk.  If appropriate, a PCR test or other suitable methods may be used.  

Generally, harvest material in which adventitious virus has been detected should not be 
used to manufacture the product.  If any adventitious viruses are detected at this level, 
the process should be carefully checked to determine the cause of the contamination, and 
appropriate actions taken.  
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V. RATIONALE AND ACTION PLAN FOR VIRAL CLEARANCE STUDIES 
AND VIRUS TESTS ON PURIFIED BULK 

It is important to design the most relevant and rational protocol for virus tests from the 
MCB level, through the various steps of drug production, to the final product including 
evaluation and characterisation of viral clearance from unprocessed bulk.  The 
evaluation and characterisation of viral clearance plays a critical role in this scheme.  
The goal should be to obtain the best reasonable assurance that the product is free of 
virus contamination.  

In selecting viruses to use for a clearance study, it is useful to distinguish between the 
need to evaluate processes for their ability to clear viruses that are known to be present 
and the desire to estimate the robustness of the process by characterising the clearance 
of non-specific “model” viruses (described later).  Definitions of “relevant”, specific and 
non-specific “model” viruses are given in the glossary.  Process evaluation requires 
knowledge of how much virus may be present in the process, such as the unprocessed 
bulk, and how much can be cleared in order to assess product safety.  Knowledge of the 
time dependence for inactivation procedures is helpful in assuring the effectiveness of the 
inactivation process.  When evaluating clearance of known contaminants, in-depth time-
dependent inactivation studies, demonstration of reproducibility of inactivation/removal, 
and evaluation of process parameters will be needed.  When a manufacturing process is 
characterised for robustness of clearance using non-specific “model” viruses, particular 
attention should be paid to non-enveloped viruses in the study design.  The extent of 
viral clearance characterisation studies may be influenced by the results of tests on cell 
lines and unprocessed bulk.  These studies should be performed as described below 
(Section VI).  

Table 4 presents an example of an action plan, in terms of process evaluation and 
characterisation of viral clearance as well as virus tests on purified bulk, in response to 
the results of virus tests on cells and/or the unprocessed bulk.  Various cases are 
considered.  In all cases, characterisation of clearance using non-specific “model” viruses 
should be performed.  The most common situations are Cases A and B.  Production 
systems contaminated with a virus other than a rodent retrovirus are normally not used.  
Where there are convincing and well justified reasons for drug production using a cell 
line from Cases C, D or E, these should be discussed with the regulatory authorities.  
With Cases C, D and E it is important to have validated effective steps to 
inactivate/remove the virus in question from the manufacturing process.  

Case A: Where no virus, virus-like particle or retrovirus-like particle has been 
demonstrated in the cells or the unprocessed bulk, virus removal and inactivation 
studies should be performed with non-specific “model” viruses as previously stated. 

Case B: Where only a rodent retrovirus (or a retrovirus-like particle which is believed 
to be non-pathogenic, such as rodent A- and R-type particles) is present, process 
evaluation using a specific “model” virus, such as a murine leukemia virus, should be 
performed.  Purified bulk should be tested using suitable methods having high 
specificity and sensitivity for the detection of the virus in question.  For marketing 
authorisation, data from at least 3 lots of purified bulk at pilot-plant scale or 
commercial scale should be provided.  Cell lines such as CHO, C127, BHK and murine 
hybridoma cell lines have frequently been used as substrates for drug production with 
no reported safety problems related to viral contamination of the products.  For these 
cell lines in which the endogenous particles have been extensively characterised and 
clearance has been demonstrated, it is not usually necessary to assay for the presence 
of the non-infectious particles in purified bulk.  Studies with non-specific “model” 
viruses, as in Case A, are appropriate. 
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Case C: When the cells or unprocessed bulk are known to contain a virus, other than 
a rodent retrovirus, for which there is no evidence of capacity for infecting humans, 
(such as those identified by footnote 2 in Table 3, except rodent retroviruses (Case B)), 
virus removal and inactivation evaluation studies should use the identified virus.  If it 
is not possible to use the identified virus, “relevant” or specific “model” viruses should 
be used to demonstrate acceptable clearance.  Time-dependent inactivation for 
identified (or “relevant” or specific “model”) viruses at the critical inactivation step(s) 
should be obtained as part of process evaluation for these viruses.  Purified bulk 
should be tested using suitable methods having high specificity and sensitivity for the 
detection of the virus in question.  For the purpose of marketing authorisation, data 
from at least 3 lots of purified bulk manufactured at pilot-plant scale or commercial 
scale should be provided. 

Case D: Where a known human pathogen, such as those indicated by footnote 1 in 
Table 3, is identified, the product may be acceptable only under exceptional 
circumstances.  In this instance, it is recommended that the identified virus be used 
for virus removal and inactivation evaluation studies and specific methods with high 
specificity and sensitivity for the detection of the virus in question be employed.  If it 
is not possible to use the identified virus, “relevant” and/or specific “model” viruses 
(described later) should be used.  The process should be shown to achieve the removal 
and inactivation of the selected viruses during the purification and inactivation 
processes.  Time-dependent inactivation data for the critical inactivation step(s) 
should be obtained as part of process evaluation.  Purified bulk should be tested using 
suitable methods having high specificity and sensitivity for the detection of the virus 
in question.  For the purpose of marketing authorisation, data from at least 3 lots of 
purified bulk manufactured at pilot-plant scale or commercial scale should be 
provided. 

Case E: When a virus, which cannot be classified by currently available 
methodologies, is detected in the cells or unprocessed bulk, the product is usually 
considered unacceptable since the virus may prove to be pathogenic.  In the very rare 
case where there are convincing and well justified reasons for drug production using 
such a cell line, this should be discussed with the regulatory authorities before 
proceeding further. 

VI. EVALUATION AND CHARACTERISATION OF VIRAL CLEARANCE 
PROCEDURES 

Evaluation and characterisation of the virus removal and/or inactivation procedures play 
an important role in establishing the safety of biotechnology products.  Many instances of 
contamination in the past have occurred with agents whose presence was not known or 
even suspected, and though this happened to biological products derived from various 
source materials other than fully characterised cell lines, assessment of viral clearance 
will provide a measure of confidence that any unknown, unsuspected and harmful 
viruses may be removed.  Studies should be carried out in a manner that is well 
documented and controlled.  

The objective of viral clearance studies is to assess process step(s) that can be considered 
to be effective in inactivating/removing viruses and to estimate quantitatively the overall 
level of virus reduction obtained by the process.  This should be achieved by the 
deliberate addition (“spiking”) of significant amounts of a virus to the crude material 
and/or to different fractions obtained during the various process steps and demonstrating 
its removal or inactivation during the subsequent steps.  It is not necessary to evaluate 
or characterise every step of a manufacturing process if adequate clearance is 
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demonstrated by the use of fewer steps.  It should be borne in mind that other steps in 
the process may have an indirect effect on the viral inactivation/removal achieved.  
Manufacturers should explain and justify the approach used in studies for evaluating 
virus clearance.  

The reduction of virus infectivity may be achieved by removal of virus particles or by 
inactivation of viral infectivity.  For each production step assessed, the possible 
mechanism of loss of viral infectivity should be described with regard to whether it is due 
to inactivation or removal.  For inactivation steps, the study should be planned in such a 
way that samples are taken at different times and an inactivation curve constructed (see 
Section VI.B.5).  

Viral clearance evaluation studies are performed to demonstrate the clearance of a virus 
known to be present in the MCB and/or to provide some level of assurance that 
adventitious viruses which could not be detected, or might gain access to the production 
process, would be cleared.  Reduction factors are normally expressed on a logarithmic 
scale which implies that, while residual virus infectivity will never be reduced to zero, it 
may be greatly reduced mathematically.  

In addition to clearance studies for viruses known to be present, studies to characterise 
the ability to remove and/or inactivate other viruses should be conducted.  The purpose of 
studies with viruses, exhibiting a range of biochemical and biophysical properties, that 
are not known or expected to be present, is to characterise the robustness of the 
procedure rather than to achieve a specific inactivation or removal goal.  A 
demonstration of the capacity of the production process to inactivate or remove viruses is 
desirable (see Section VI.C).  Such studies are not performed to evaluate a specific safety 
risk.  Therefore, a specific clearance value needs not be achieved.  

A. The Choice of Viruses for the Evaluation and Characterisation of Viral 
Clearance 
Viruses for clearance evaluation and process characterisation studies should be 
chosen to resemble viruses which may contaminate the product and to represent a 
wide range of physico-chemical properties in order to test the ability of the system to 
eliminate viruses in general.  The manufacturer should justify the choice of viruses 
in accordance with the aims of the evaluation and characterisation study and the 
guidance provided in this guideline. 

1. "Relevant" Viruses and "Model" Viruses 
A major issue in performing a viral clearance study is to determine which viruses 
should be used.  Such viruses fall into three categories: “relevant” viruses, specific 
“model” viruses and non-specific “model” viruses.  

“Relevant” viruses are viruses used in process evaluation of viral clearance studies 
which are either the identified viruses, or of the same species as the viruses that are 
known, or likely to contaminate the cell substrate or any other reagents or materials 
used in the production process.  The purification and/or inactivation process should 
demonstrate the capability to remove and/or inactivate such viruses.  When a 
“relevant” virus is not available or when it is not well adapted to process evaluation 
of viral clearance studies (e.g., it cannot be grown in vitro to sufficiently high titers), 
a specific “model” virus should be used as a substitute.  An appropriate specific 
“model” virus may be a virus which is closely related to the known or suspected virus 
(same genus or family), having similar physical and chemical properties to the 
observed or suspected virus.  
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Cell lines derived from rodents usually contain endogenous retrovirus particles or 
retrovirus-like particles, which may be infectious (C-type particles) or non-infectious 
(cytoplasmic A- and R-type particles).  The capacity of the manufacturing process to 
remove and/or inactivate rodent retroviruses from products obtained from such cells 
should be determined.  This may be accomplished by using a murine leukemia virus, 
a specific “model” virus in the case of cells of murine origin.  When human cell lines 
secreting monoclonal antibodies have been obtained by the immortalization of B 
lymphocytes by Epstein-Barr Virus (EBV), the ability of the manufacturing process 
to remove and/or inactivate a herpes virus should be determined.  Pseudorabies 
virus may also be used as a specific “model” virus.  

When the purpose is to characterise the capacity of the manufacturing process to 
remove and/or inactivate viruses in general, i.e., to characterise the robustness of the 
clearance process, viral clearance characterisation studies should be performed with 
non-specific “model” viruses with differing properties.  Data obtained from studies 
with “relevant” and/or specific “model” viruses may also contribute to this 
assessment.  It is not necessary to test all types of viruses.  Preference should be 
given to viruses that display a significant resistance to physical and/or chemical 
treatments.  The results obtained for such viruses provide useful information about 
the ability of the production process to remove and/or inactivate viruses in general.  
The choice and number of viruses used will be influenced by the quality and 
characterisation of the cell lines and the production process.  

Examples of useful “model” viruses representing a range of physico-chemical 
structures and examples of viruses which have been used in viral clearance studies 
are given in Appendix 2 and Table A-1.  

2. Other Considerations 
Additional points to be considered are as follows:  

a) Viruses which can be grown to high titer are desirable, although this may not 
always be possible.  

b) There should be an efficient and reliable assay for the detection of each virus 
used, for every stage of manufacturing that is tested.  

c) Consideration should be given to the health hazard which certain viruses may 
pose to the personnel performing the clearance studies.  

B. Design and Implications of Viral Clearance Evaluation and 
Characterisation Studies 

1. Facility and Staff 
It is inappropriate to introduce any virus into a production facility because of GMP 
constraints.  Therefore, viral clearance studies should be conducted in a separate 
laboratory equipped for virological work and performed by staff with virological 
expertise in conjunction with production personnel involved in designing and 
preparing a scaled-down version of the purification process.  
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2. Scaled-Down Production System 
The validity of the scaling down should be demonstrated.  The level of purification of 
the scaled-down version should represent as closely as possible the production 
procedure.  For chromatographic equipment, column bed-height, linear flow-rate, 
flow-rate-to-bed-volume ratio (i.e., contact time), buffer and gel types, pH, 
temperature, and concentration of protein, salt, and product should all be shown to 
be representative of commercial-scale manufacturing.  A similar elution profile 
should result.  For other procedures, similar considerations apply.  Deviations which 
cannot be avoided should be discussed with regard to their influence on the results. 

3. Analysis of Step-Wise Elimination of Virus 
When viral clearance studies are being performed, it is desirable to assess the 
contribution of more than one production step to virus elimination.  Steps which are 
likely to clear virus should be individually assessed for their ability to remove and 
inactivate virus and careful consideration should be given to the exact definition of 
an individual step.  Sufficient virus should be present in the material of each step to 
be tested so that an adequate assessment of the effectiveness of each step is 
obtained.  Generally, virus should be added to in-process material of each step to be 
tested.  In some cases, simply adding high titer virus to unpurified bulk and testing 
its concentration between steps will be sufficient.  Where virus removal results from 
separation procedures, it is recommended that, if appropriate and if possible, the 
distribution of the virus load in the different fractions be investigated.  When 
virucidal buffers are used in multiple steps within the manufacturing process, 
alternative strategies such as parallel spiking in less virucidal buffers, may be 
carried out as part of the overall process assessment.  The virus titer before and after 
each step being tested should be determined.  Quantitative infectivity assays should 
have adequate sensitivity and reproducibility and should be performed with 
sufficient replicates to ensure adequate statistical validity of the result.  
Quantitative assays not associated with infectivity may be used if justified.  
Appropriate virus controls should be included in all infectivity assays to ensure the 
sensitivity of the method.  Also, the statistics of sampling virus when at low 
concentrations should be considered (Appendix 3).  

4. Determining Physical Removal versus Inactivation 
Reduction in virus infectivity may be achieved by the removal or inactivation of 
virus.  For each production step assessed, the possible mechanism of loss of viral 
infectivity should be described with regard to whether it is due to inactivation or 
removal.  If little clearance of infectivity is achieved by the production process, and 
the clearance of virus is considered to be a major factor in the safety of the product, 
specific or additional inactivation/removal steps should be introduced.  It may be 
necessary to distinguish between removal and inactivation for a particular step, for 
example when there is a possibility that a buffer used in more than one clearance 
step may contribute to inactivation during each step; i.e., the contribution to 
inactivation by a buffer shared by several chromatographic steps and the removal 
achieved by each of these chromatographic steps should be distinguished. 

5. Inactivation Assessment 
For assessment of viral inactivation, unprocessed crude material or intermediate 
material should be spiked with infectious virus and the reduction factor calculated.  
It should be recognised that virus inactivation is not a simple, first order reaction 
and is usually more complex, with a fast “phase 1” and a slow “phase 2”.  The study 
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should, therefore, be planned in such a way that samples are taken at different times 
and an inactivation curve constructed.  It is recommended that studies for 
inactivation include at least one time point less than the minimum exposure time 
and greater than zero, in addition to the minimum exposure time.  Additional data 
are particularly important where the virus is a “relevant” virus known to be a 
human pathogen and an effective inactivation process is being designed.  However, 
for inactivation studies in which non-specific “model” viruses are used or when 
specific “model” viruses are used as surrogates for virus particles such as the CHO 
intracytoplasmic retrovirus-like particles, reproducible clearance should be 
demonstrated in at least two independent studies.  Whenever possible, the initial 
virus load should be determined from the virus which can be detected in the spiked 
starting material.  If this is not possible, the initial virus load may be calculated from 
the titer of the spiking virus preparation.  Where inactivation is too rapid to plot an 
inactivation curve using process conditions, appropriate controls should be 
performed to demonstrate that infectivity is indeed lost by inactivation. 

6. Function and Regeneration of Columns 
Over time and after repeated use, the ability of chromatography columns and other 
devices used in the purification scheme to clear virus may vary.  Some estimate of 
the stability of the viral clearance after several uses may provide support for 
repeated use of such columns.  Assurance should be provided that any virus 
potentially retained by the production system would be adequately destroyed or 
removed prior to reuse of the system.  For example, such evidence may be provided 
by demonstrating that the cleaning and regeneration procedures do inactivate or 
remove virus. 

7. Specific Precautions 
a) Care should be taken in preparing the high-titer virus to avoid aggregation which 

may enhance physical removal and decrease inactivation thus distorting the 
correlation with actual production.  

b) Consideration should be given to the minimum quantity of virus which can be 
reliably assayed.  

c) The study should include parallel control assays to assess the loss of infectivity of 
the virus due to such reasons as the dilution, concentration, filtration or storage of 
samples before titration.  

d) The virus “spike” should be added to the product in a small volume so as not to 
dilute or change the characteristics of the product.  Diluted, test-protein sample is 
no longer identical to the product obtained at commercial scale.  

e) Small differences in, for example, buffers, media, or reagents, can substantially 
affect viral clearance.  

f) Virus inactivation is time-dependent, therefore, the amount of time a spiked 
product remains in a particular buffer solution or on a particular chromatography 
column should reflect the conditions of the commercial-scale process.  

g) Buffers and product should be evaluated independently for toxicity or interference 
in assays used to determine the virus titer, as these components may adversely 
affect the indicator cells.  If the solutions are toxic to the indicator cells, dilution, 
adjustment of the pH, or dialysis of the buffer containing spiked virus might be 
necessary.  If the product itself has anti-viral activity, the clearance study may 
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need to be performed without the product in a “mock” run, although omitting the 
product or substituting a similar protein that does not have anti-viral activity 
could affect the behaviour of the virus in some production steps.  Sufficient 
controls to demonstrate the effect of procedures used solely to prepare the sample 
for assay (e.g., dialysis, storage) on the removal/inactivation of the spiking virus 
should be included.  

h) Many purification schemes use the same or similar buffers or columns 
repetitively.  The effects of this approach should be taken into account when 
analysing the data.  The effectiveness of virus elimination by a particular process 
may vary with the stage in manufacture at which it is used.  

i) Overall reduction factors may be underestimated where production conditions or 
buffers are too cytotoxic or virucidal and should be discussed on a case-by-case 
basis.  Overall reduction factors may also be overestimated due to inherent 
limitations or inadequate design of viral clearance studies.  

C. Interpretation of Viral Clearance Studies 

Acceptability 
The object of assessing virus inactivation/removal is to evaluate and characterise 
process steps that can be considered to be effective in inactivating/removing viruses 
and to estimate quantitatively the overall level of virus reduction obtained by the 
manufacturing process.  For virus contaminants, as in Cases B - E, it is important to 
show that not only is the virus eliminated or inactivated, but that there is excess 
capacity for viral clearance built into the purification process to assure an 
appropriate level of safety for the final product.  The amount of virus eliminated or 
inactivated by the production process should be compared to the amount of virus 
which may be present in unprocessed bulk. 

To carry out this comparison, it is important to estimate the amount of virus in the 
unprocessed bulk.  This estimate should be obtained using assays for infectivity or 
other methods such as transmission electron microscopy (TEM).  The entire 
purification process should be able to eliminate substantially more virus than is 
estimated to be present in a single-dose-equivalent of unprocessed bulk.  See 
Appendix 4 for calculation of virus reduction factors and Appendix 5 for calculation 
of estimated particles per dose. 

Manufacturers should recognise that clearance mechanisms may differ between 
virus classes.  A combination of factors must be considered when judging the data 
supporting the effectiveness of virus inactivation/removal procedures.  These include:  

(i) The appropriateness of the test viruses used; 

(ii) The design of the clearance studies; 

(iii) The log reduction achieved; 

(iv) The time-dependence of inactivation; 

(v) The potential effects of variation in process parameters on virus 
inactivation/removal; 

(vi) The limits of assay sensitivities; 
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(vii) The possible selectivity of inactivation/removal procedure(s) for certain classes 
of viruses. 

Effective clearance may be achieved by any of the following: multiple inactivation 
steps, multiple complementary separation steps, or combinations of inactivation and 
separation steps.  Since separation methods may be dependent on the extremely 
specific physico-chemical properties of a virus which influence its interaction with gel 
matrices and precipitation properties, “model” viruses may be separated in a 
different manner than a target virus.  Manufacturing parameters influencing 
separation should be properly defined and controlled.  Differences may originate 
from changes in surface properties such as glycosylation.  However, despite these 
potential variables, effective removal can be obtained by a combination of 
complementary separation steps or combinations of inactivation and separation 
steps.  Therefore, well designed separation steps, such as chromatographic 
procedures, filtration steps and extractions, can be effective virus removal steps 
provided that they are performed under appropriately controlled conditions.  An 
effective virus removal step should give reproducible reduction of virus load shown 
by at least two independent studies.  

An overall reduction factor is generally expressed as the sum of the individual 
factors.  However, reduction in virus titer of the order of 1 log10 or less would be 
considered negligible and would be ignored unless justified.  

If little reduction of infectivity is achieved by the production process, and the 
removal of virus is considered to be a major factor in the safety of the product, a 
specific, additional inactivation/removal step or steps should be introduced.  For all 
viruses, manufacturers should justify the acceptability of the reduction factors 
obtained.  Results will be evaluated on the basis of the factors listed above. 

D. Limitations of Viral Clearance Studies 
Viral clearance studies are useful for contributing to the assurance that an 
acceptable level of safety in the final product is achieved but do not by themselves 
establish safety.  However, a number of factors in the design and execution of viral 
clearance studies may lead to an incorrect estimate of the ability of the process to 
remove virus infectivity.  These factors include the following:  

1. Virus preparations used in clearance studies for a production process are likely to 
be produced in tissue culture.  The behaviour of a tissue culture virus in a 
production step may be different from that of the native virus; for example, if 
native and cultured viruses differ in purity or degree of aggregation.  

2. Inactivation of virus infectivity frequently follows a biphasic curve in which a 
rapid initial phase is followed by a slower phase.  It is possible that virus escaping 
a first inactivation step may be more resistant to subsequent steps.  For example, 
if the resistant fraction takes the form of virus aggregates, infectivity may be 
resistant to a range of different chemical treatments and to heating.  

3. The ability of the overall process to remove infectivity is expressed as the sum of 
the logarithm of the reductions at each step.  The summation of the reduction 
factors of multiple steps, particularly of steps with little reduction (e.g., below 1 
log10), may overestimate the true potential for virus elimination.  Furthermore, 
reduction values achieved by repetition of identical or near identical procedures 
should not be included unless justified.  
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4. The expression of reduction factors as logarithmic reductions in titer implies that, 
while residual virus infectivity may be greatly reduced, it will never be reduced to 
zero.  For example, a reduction in the infectivity of a preparation containing 8 
log10 infectious units per ml by a factor of 8 log10 leaves zero log10 per ml or one 
infectious unit per ml, taking into consideration the limit of detection of the assay.  

5. Pilot-plant scale processing may differ from commercial-scale processing despite 
care taken to design the scaled-down process.  

6. Addition of individual virus reduction factors resulting from similar inactivation 
mechanisms along the manufacturing process may overestimate overall viral 
clearance.  

E. Statistics 
The viral clearance studies should include the use of statistical analysis of the data 
to evaluate the results.  The study results should be statistically valid to support the 
conclusions reached (refer to Appendix 3). 

F. Re-Evaluation of Viral Clearance 
Whenever significant changes in the production or purification process are made, the 
effect of that change, both direct and indirect, on viral clearance should be 
considered and the system re-evaluated as needed.  For example, changes in 
production processes may cause significant changes in the amount of virus produced 
by the cell line; changes in process steps may change the extent of viral clearance. 

VII. SUMMARY 
This document suggests approaches for the evaluation of the risk of viral contamination 
and for the removal of virus from product, thus contributing to the production of safe 
biotechnology products derived from animal or human cell lines and emphasises the 
value of many strategies, including:  

A. thorough characterisation/screening of cell substrate starting material in order to 
identify which, if any, viral contaminants are present;  

B. assessment of risk by determination of the human tropism of the contaminants;  

C. establishment of an appropriate program of testing for adventitious viruses in 
unprocessed bulk;  

D. careful design of viral clearance studies using different methods of virus 
inactivation or removal in the same production process in order to achieve 
maximum viral clearance; and 

E. performance of studies which assess virus inactivation and removal.  

VIII. GLOSSARY 

Adventitious Virus 
See Virus. 

Cell Substrate 
Cells used to manufacture product. 
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Endogenous Virus 
See Virus. 

Inactivation 
Reduction of virus infectivity caused by chemical or physical modification.  

In Vitro Cell Age 
A measure of the period between thawing of the MCB vial(s) and harvest of the 
production vessel measured by elapsed chronological time in culture, population 
doubling level of the cells or passage level of the cells when subcultivated by a defined 
procedure for dilution of the culture.  

Master Cell Bank (MCB) 
An aliquot of a single pool of cells which generally has been prepared from the 
selected cell clone under defined conditions, dispensed into multiple containers and 
stored under defined conditions.  The MCB is used to derive all working cell banks. 
The testing performed on a new MCB (from a previous initial cell clone, MCB or 
WCB) should be the same as for the MCB, unless justified. 

Minimum Exposure Time 
The shortest period for which a treatment step will be maintained.  

Non-endogenous Virus 
See Virus. 

Process Characterisation of Viral Clearance 
Viral clearance studies in which non-specific “model” viruses are used to assess the 
robustness of the manufacturing process to remove and/or inactivate viruses.  

Process Evaluation Studies of Viral Clearance 
Viral clearance studies in which “relevant” and/or specific “model” viruses are used to 
determine the ability of the manufacturing process to remove and/or inactivate these 
viruses.  

Production Cells 
Cell substrate used to manufacture product.  

Unprocessed Bulk 
One or multiple pooled harvests of cells and culture media.  When cells are not readily 
accessible, the unprocessed bulk would constitute fluid harvested from the fermenter.  

Virus 
Intracellularly replicating infectious agents that are potentially pathogenic, possessing 
only a single type of nucleic acid (either RNA or DNA), are unable to grow and undergo 
binary fission, and multiply in the form of their genetic material.  

Adventitious Virus 
Unintentionally introduced contaminant viruses.  
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Endogenous Virus  
Viral entity whose genome is part of the germ line of the species of origin of the cell 
line and is covalently integrated into the genome of animal from which the parental 
cell line was derived.  For the purposes of this document, intentionally introduced, 
non-integrated viruses such as EBV used to immortalise cell substrates or Bovine 
Papilloma Virus fit in this category.  

Non-endogenous Virus 
Viruses from external sources present in the Master Cell Bank.  

Non-specific Model Virus 
A virus used for characterisation of viral clearance of the process when the purpose 
is to characterise the capacity of the manufacturing process to remove and/or 
inactivate viruses in general, i.e., to characterise the robustness of the purification 
process.  

Relevant Virus  
Virus used in process evaluation studies which is either the identified virus, or of the 
same species as the virus that is known, or likely to contaminate the cell substrate or 
any other reagents or materials used in the production process.  

Specific Model Virus 
Virus which is closely related to the known or suspected virus (same genus or 
family), having similar physical and chemical properties to those of the observed or 
suspected virus.  

Viral Clearance 
Elimination of target virus by removal of viral particles or inactivation of viral infectivity.  

Virus-like Particles 
Structures visible by electron microscopy which morphologically appear to be related to 
known viruses.  

Virus Removal 
Physical separation of virus particles from the intended product.  

Working Cell Bank (WCB)  
The WCB is prepared from aliquots of a homogeneous suspension of cells obtained from 
culturing the MCB under defined culture conditions.  
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Table 1: Virus Tests to Be Performed Once at Various Cell Levels 

 MCB WCBa Cells at the 

limitb 

Tests for Retroviruses and Other 
Endogenous Viruses 

   

Infectivity +   - +   

Electron microscopyc +c - +c 

Reverse transcriptased +d - +d 

Other virus-specific testse 
as 

appropriatee - as 
appropriatee 

Tests for Non-endogenous or 
Adventitious Viruses 

   

In vitro Assays +   -f + 

In vivo Assays +   -f + 

Antibody production testsg +g - - 

Other virus-specific testsh +h - - 
 

 

 

a. See text - Section III.A.2. 

b. Cells at the limit: cells at the limit of in vitro cell age used for production (See text - 
Section III.A.3). 

c. May also detect other agents. 

d. Not necessary if positive by retrovirus infectivity test. 

e. As appropriate for cell lines which are known to have been infected by such agents. 

f. For the first WCB, this test should be performed on cells at the limit of in vitro cell age, 
generated from that WCB; for WCBs subsequent to the first WCB, a single in vitro and in 
vivo test can be done either directly on the WCB or on cells at the limit of in vitro cell age. 

g. e.g., MAP, RAP, HAP - Usually applicable for rodent cell lines. 

h. e.g., tests for cell lines derived from human, non-human primate or other cell lines as 
appropriate. 
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Table 2: Examples of the Use and Limitations of Assays Which May Be 
Used to Test for Virus 

TEST TEST ARTICLE DETECTION 
CAPABILITY 

DETECTION 
LIMITATION 

Antibody 
production 

Lysate of cells and 
their culture medium 

Specific viral antigens Antigens not infectious for 
animal test system 

in vivo virus 
screen 

Lysate of cells and 
their culture medium 

Broad range of viruses 
pathogenic for humans 

Agents failing to replicate or 
produce diseases in the test 
system 

in vitro virus 
screen for: 

1. Cell bank 
characterisation 

 

 

2. Production 
screen 

 
 

1. Lysate of cells and 
their culture 
medium (for co-
cultivation, intact 
cells should be in the 
test article) 

2. Unprocessed bulk 
harvest or lysate of 
cells and their cell 
culture medium from 
the production 
reactor 

Broad range of viruses 
pathogenic for humans 

Agents failing to replicate or 
produce diseases in the test 
system 

TEM on: 

1. Cell substrate 
2. Cell culture 

supernatant 

 

1. Viable cells 
2. Cell-free culture 

supernatant 

Virus and virus-like 
particles 

Qualitative assay with 
assessment of identity 

Reverse 
transcriptase (RT) 

Cell-free culture 
supernatant  

Retroviruses and 
expressed retroviral RT 

Only detects enzymes with 
optimal activity under 
preferred conditions.  
Interpretation may be 
difficult due to presence of 
cellular enzymes; 
background with some 
concentrated samples 

Retrovirus (RV) 
infectivity 

Cell-free culture 
supernatant  

Infectious retroviruses RV failing to replicate or 
form discrete foci or plaques 
in the chosen test system 

Cocultivation  

1. Infectivity 
endpoint 

Viable cells Infectious retroviruses RV failing to replicate 

1. See above under RV 
infectivity 

2. TEM endpoint 
  2. See above under TEMa 

3. RT endpoint   3. See above under RT 

PCR (Polymerase 
chain reaction) 

Cells, culture fluid and 
other materials 

Specific virus sequences Primer sequences must be 
present.  Does not indicate 
whether virus is infectious 

a  In addition, difficult to distinguish test article from indicator cells 
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Table 3: Virus Detected in Antibody Production Tests 
 

MAP HAP RAP 

Ectromelia Virus2,3 Lymphocytic Choriomeningitis 
Virus (LCM)1,3 

Hantaan Virus1,3 

Hantaan Virus1,3 Pneumonia Virus of Mice 
(PVM)2,3 

Kilham Rat Virus (KRV)2,3 

K Virus 2 Reovirus Type 3 (Reo3)1,3 Mouse Encephalomyelitis 
Virus (Theilers, GDVII)2 

Lactic Dehydrogenase Virus 
(LDM)1,3 

Lymphocytic Choriomeningitis 
Virus (LCM)1,3 

Minute Virus of Mice 2,3 

Mouse Adenovirus (MAV)2,3 

Mouse Cytomegalovirus 
(MCMV)2,3 

Sendai Virus1,3 

 

SV5 

 

Pneumonia Virus of Mice 
(PVM)2,3 

Rat Coronavirus (RCV)2 

 

Reovirus Type 3 (Reo3)1,3 

Sendai Virus1,3 

Sialoacryoadenitis Virus 
(SDAV) 2 

Mouse Encephalomyelitis 
Virus (Theilers, GDVII)2 

 Toolan Virus (HI)2,3 

Mouse Hepatitis Virus (MHV)2 

Mouse Rotavirus (EDIM)2,3 

  

 

Pneumonia Virus of Mice 
(PVM)2,3 

  

Polyoma Virus 2   

Reovirus Type 3 (Reo3)1,3 

Sendai Virus1,3 

  

Thymic Virus 2   

1 

1. Viruses for which there is evidence of capacity for infecting humans or primates. 

2. Viruses for which there is no evidence of capacity for infecting humans. 

3. Virus capable of replicating in vitro in cells of human or primate origin. 
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Table 4: Action Plan for Process Assessment of Viral Clearance and Virus 
Tests on Purified Bulk 

 Case A  Case B Case C2 Case D2 Case E2 

STATUS      

Presence of virus1 - - + + (+)3 

Virus-like particles1 - - - - (+)3 

Retrovirus-like particles1 - + - - (+)3 

Virus identified  not 
applicable 

+ + + - 

Virus pathogenic for humans not 
applicable 

-4 -4 + unknown 

ACTION      

Process characterisation of 
viral clearance using non-
specific “model” viruses 

yes5 yes5 yes5 yes5 yes7 

Process evaluation of viral 
clearance using “relevant” or 
specific “model” viruses 

no yes6 yes6 yes6 yes7 

Test for virus in purified 
bulk 

not  
applicable 

yes8 yes8 yes8 yes8 

1. Results of virus tests for the cell substrate and/or at the unprocessed bulk level.  Cell 
cultures used for production which are contaminated with viruses will generally not be 
acceptable.  Endogenous viruses (such as retroviruses) or viruses that are an integral part 
of the MCB may be acceptable if appropriate viral clearance evaluation procedures are 
followed.   

2. The use of source material which is contaminated with viruses, whether or not they are 
known to be infectious and/or pathogenic in humans, will only be permitted under very 
exceptional circumstances. 

3. Virus has been observed by either direct or indirect methods. 
4. Believed to be non-pathogenic. 

5. Characterisation of clearance using non-specific “model” viruses should be performed. 
6. Process evaluation for “relevant” viruses or specific “model” viruses should be performed. 
7. See text under Case E. 
8. The absence of detectable virus should be confirmed for purified bulk by means of suitable 

methods having high specificity and sensitivity for the detection of the virus in question.  
For the purpose of marketing authorisation, data from at least 3 lots of purified bulk 
manufactured at pilot-plant scale or commercial scale should be provided.  However, for 
cell lines such as CHO cells for which the endogenous particles have been extensively 
characterised and adequate clearance has been demonstrated, it is not usually necessary to 
assay for the presence of the non-infectious particles in purified bulk. 
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APPENDIX 1 

Products Derived from Characterised Cell Banks which Were Subsequently 
Grown in vivo 
For products manufactured from fluids harvested from animals inoculated with cells 
from characterised banks, additional information regarding the animals should be 
provided.  

Whenever possible, animals used in the manufacture of biotechnological/biological 
products should be obtained from well defined, specific pathogen-free colonies.  Adequate 
testing for appropriate viruses, such as those listed in Table 3, should be performed.  
Quarantine procedures for newly arrived as well as diseased animals should be 
described, and assurance provided that all containment, cleaning and decontamination 
methodologies employed within the facility are adequate to contain the spread of 
adventitious agents.  This may be accomplished through the use of a sentinel program.  
A listing of agents for which testing is performed should also be included.  Veterinary 
support services should be available on-site or within easy access.  The degree to which 
the vivarium is segregated from other areas of the manufacturing facility should be 
described.  Personnel practices should be adequate to ensure safety.  

Procedures for the maintenance of the animals should be fully described.  These would 
include diet, cleaning and feeding schedules, provisions for periodic veterinary care if 
applicable, and details of special handling that the animals may require once inoculated.  
A description of the priming regimen(s) for the animals, the preparation of the inoculum 
and the site and route of inoculation should also be included.  

The primary harvest material from animals may be considered an equivalent stage of 
manufacture to unprocessed bulk harvest from a bioreactor.  Therefore, all testing 
considerations previously outlined in Section IV of this document should apply.  In 
addition, the manufacturer should assess the bioburden of the unprocessed bulk, 
determine whether the material is free of mycoplasma, and perform species-specific 
assay(s) as well as in vivo testing in adult and suckling mice. 
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APPENDIX  2 

The Choice of Viruses for Viral Clearance Studies 

A.  Examples of useful "model" viruses 
1. Non-specific “model” viruses representing a range of physico-chemical 

structures:  

 SV40 (Polyomavirus maccacae 1), human polio virus 1 (Sabin), animal 
parvovirus or some other small, non-enveloped viruses;  

 a parainfluenza virus or influenza virus, Sindbis virus or some other 
medium-to-large, enveloped, RNA viruses;  

 a herpes virus (e.g., HSV-1 or a pseudorabies virus), or some other medium-
to-large, DNA viruses.  

These viruses are examples only and their use is not mandatory.  

2. For rodent cell substrates murine retroviruses are commonly used as specific 
“model” viruses.  

B.  Examples of viruses which have been used in viral clearance studies 
Several viruses which have been used in viral clearance studies are listed in 
Table A-1.  However, since these are merely examples, the use of any of the 
viruses in the table is not mandatory and manufacturers are invited to consider 
other viruses, especially those which may be more appropriate for their individual 
production processes.  Generally, the process should be assessed for its ability to 
clear at least three different viruses with differing characteristics. 
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Table A-1 : Examples of Viruses Which Have Been Used in Viral Clearance 
Studies 

 

Virus Family Genus Natural 
host 

Genome Env Size (nm) Shape Resis-
tance* 

Vesicular 
Stomatitis Virus 

Rhabdo Vesiculovirus Equine 
Bovine 

RNA yes 70x150 Bullet Low 

Parainfluenza 
Virus 

Paramyxo Paramyxovirus Various RNA yes 100-200+ Pleo/Spher Low 

MuLV Retro Type C oncovirus Mouse RNA yes 80-110  Spherical Low 

Sindbis Virus Toga Alphavirus Human RNA yes 60-70  Spherical Low 

BVDV Flavi Pestivirus Bovine RNA yes 50-70  Pleo-Spher Low 

Pseudorabies 
Virus 

Herpes  Swine DNA yes 120-200  Spherical Med 

Poliovirus Sabin 
Type 1 

Picorna Enterovirus Human RNA no 25-30  Icosahedral Med 

Encephalomyo-
carditis Virus 
(EMC) 

Picorna Cardiovirus Mouse RNA no 25-30  Icosahedral Med 

Reovirus 3 Reo Orthoreovirus Various RNA no 60-80  Spherical Med 

SV40 Papova Polyomavirus Monkey DNA no 40-50  Icosahedral Very 
high 

Parvoviruses 
(canine, porcine) 

Parvo Parvovirus Canine 
Porcine 

DNA no 18-24  Icosahedral Very 
high 

 

* Resistance to physico-chemical treatments based on studies of production processes.  Resistance is 
relative to the specific treatment and it is used in the context of the understanding of the biology of the 
virus and the nature of the manufacturing process.  Actual results will vary according to the treatment. 

These viruses are examples only and their use is not mandatory. 
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APPENDIX 3 

Statistical Considerations for Assessing Virus Assays 
Virus titrations suffer the problems of variation common to all biological assay systems.  
Assessment of the accuracy of the virus titrations and reduction factors derived from 
them and the validity of the assays should be performed to define the reliability of a 
study.  The objective of statistical evaluation is to establish that the study has been 
carried out to an acceptable level of virological competence.  

1. Assay methods may be either quantal or quantitative.  Quantal methods include 
infectivity assays in animals or in tissue-culture-infectious-dose (TCID) assays, in 
which the animal or cell culture is scored as either infected or not.  Infectivity titers 
are then measured by the proportion of animals or culture infected.  In quantitative 
methods, the infectivity measured varies continuously with the virus input.  
Quantitative methods include plaque assays where each plaque counted corresponds 
to a single infectious unit.  Both quantal and quantitative assays are amenable to 
statistical evaluation.  

2. Variation can arise within an assay as a result of dilution errors, statistical effects 
and differences within the assay system which are either unknown or difficult to 
control.  These effects are likely to be greater when different assay runs are compared 
(between-assay variation) than when results within a single assay run are compared 
(within-assay variation).  

3. The 95% confidence limits for results of within-assay variation normally should be on 
the order of  +0.5 log10  of the mean.  Within-assay variation can be assessed by 
standard textbook methods.  Between-assay variation can be monitored by the 
inclusion of a reference preparation, the estimate of whose potency should be within 
approximately 0.5 log10 of the mean estimate established in the laboratory for the 
assay to be acceptable.  Assays with lower precision may be acceptable with 
appropriate justification.  

4. The 95% confidence limits for the reduction factor observed should be calculated 
wherever possible in studies of clearance of “relevant” and specific “model” viruses.  If 
the 95% confidence limits for the viral assays of the starting material are +s, and for 
the viral assays of the material after the step are +a, the 95% confidence limits for the 
reduction factor are  

  2 2S + a 1. 

Probability of Detection of Viruses at Low Concentrations 
At low virus concentrations (e.g., in the range of 10 to 1,000 infectious particles per liter) 
it is evident that a sample of a few milliliters may or may not contain infectious particles.  
The probability, p, that this sample does not contain infectious viruses is:  

p = ((V-v)/V)n 

where V (liter) is the overall volume of the material to be tested, v (liter) is the volume of 
the sample and n is the absolute number of infectious particles statistically distributed 
in V.  

If V >> v, this equation can be approximated by the Poisson distribution:  

p = e-cv 

where c is the concentration of infectious particles per liter. 
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or,  c = ln p /-v 

As an example, if a sample volume of 1 ml is tested, the probabilities p at virus 
concentrations ranging from 10 to 1,000 infectious particles per liter are:  

c       10       100       1000 

p       0.99    0.90      0.37 

This indicates that for a concentration of 1,000 viruses per liter, in 37% of sampling, 1 ml 
will not contain a virus particle.  

If only a portion of a sample is tested for virus and the test is negative, the amount of 
virus which would have to be present in the total sample in order to achieve a positive 
result should be calculated and this value taken into account when calculating a 
reduction factor.  Confidence limits at 95% are desirable.  However, in some instances, 
this may not be practical due to material limitations.  
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APPENDIX  4 

Calculation of Reduction Factors in Studies to Determine Viral Clearance 
The virus reduction factor of an individual purification or inactivation step is defined as the 
log10 of the ratio of the virus load in the pre-purification material and the virus load in the post-
purification material which is ready for use in the next step of the process.  If the following 
abbreviations are used:  

Starting material:  
vol v'; titer 10a';  
virus load: (v')(10a'),  

Final material:  
vol v"; titer 10a"; 
virus load: (v")(10a"), 

the individual reduction factors Ri are calculated according to 
10Ri = (v')(10a') / (v")(10a") 

This formula takes into account both the titers and volumes of the materials before and after 
the purification step.  

Because of the inherent imprecision of some virus titrations, an individual reduction factor 
used for the calculation of an overall reduction factor should be greater than 1.  

The overall reduction factor for a complete production process is the sum logarithm of the 
reduction factors of the individual steps.  It represents the logarithm of the ratio of the virus 
load at the beginning of the first process clearance step and at the end of the last process 
clearance step.  Reduction factors are normally expressed on a logarithmic scale which implies 
that, while residual virus infectivity will never be reduced to zero, it may be greatly reduced 
mathematically. 
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APPENDIX 5 

Calculation of Estimated Particles per Dose 
This is applicable to those viruses for which an estimate of starting numbers can be made, 
such as endogenous retroviruses. 

Example: 

I. Assumptions 

Measured or estimated concentration of virus in cell culture harvest = 106/ml  

Calculated viral clearance factor = >1015  

Volume of culture harvest needed to make a dose of product = 1 litre (l03ml) 

II. Calculation of Estimated Particles/Dose 

(106 virus units/ml)x(103ml/dose) 

Clearance factor >1015 

 

=   109 particles/dose 

Clearance factor >1015 
 

=  <10-6 particles/dose2 

Therefore, less than one particle per million doses would be expected. 
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ANALYSIS OF THE EXPRESSION CONSTRUCT IN CELLS  
USED FOR PRODUCTION OF R-DNA DERIVED PROTEIN PRODUCTS 

ICH Harmonised Tripartite Guideline 
Having reached Step 4 of the ICH Process at the ICH Steering Committee meeting  

on 30 November 1995, this guideline is recommended for adoption  
to the three regulatory parties to ICH 

I. Introduction 
This document presents guidance regarding the characterisation of the expression 
construct for the production of recombinant DNA protein products in eukaryotic 
and prokaryotic cells.  This document is intended to describe the types of 
information that are considered valuable in assessing the structure of the 
expression construct used to produce recombinant DNA derived proteins.  This 
document is not intended to cover the whole quality aspect of rDNA derived 
medicinal products. 

The expression construct is defined as the expression vector containing the coding 
sequence of the recombinant protein.  Segments of the expression construct should 
be analysed using nucleic acid techniques in conjunction with other tests 
performed on the purified recombinant protein for assuring the quality and 
consistency of the final product.  Analysis of the expression construct at the 
nucleic acid level should be considered as part of the overall evaluation of quality, 
taking into account that this testing only evaluates the coding sequence of a 
recombinant gene and not the translational fidelity nor other characteristics of 
the recombinant protein, such as secondary structure, tertiary structure, and 
post-translational modifications. 

II. Rationale for Analysis of the Expression Construct 
The purpose of analysing the expression construct is to establish that the correct 
coding sequence of the product has been incorporated into the host cell and is 
maintained during culture to the end of production.  The genetic sequence of 
recombinant proteins produced in living cells can undergo mutations that could 
alter the properties of the protein with potential adverse consequences to patients.  
No single experimental approach can be expected to detect all possible 
modifications to a protein.  Protein analytical techniques can be used to assess the 
amino acid sequence of the protein and structural features of the expressed 
protein due to post-translational modifications such as proteolytic processing, 
glycosylation, phosphorylation, and acetylation.  Data from nucleic acid analysis 
may be useful since protein analytical methods may not detect all changes in 
protein structure resulting from mutations in the sequence coding for the 
recombinant protein.  The relative importance of nucleic acid analysis and protein 
analysis will vary from product to product. 

Nucleic acid analysis can be used to verify the coding sequence and the physical 
state of the expression construct.  The nucleic acid analysis is performed to ensure 
that the expressed protein will have the correct amino acid sequence but is not 
intended to detect low levels of variant sequences.  Where the production cells 
have multiple integrated copies of the expression construct, not all of which may 
be transcriptionally active, examination of the transcription product itself by 
analysis of mRNA or cDNA may be more appropriate than analysis of genomic 
DNA.  Analytical approaches that examine a bulk population of nucleic acids, 
such as those performed on pooled clones or material amplified by the polymerase 
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chain reaction, may be considered as an alternative to approaches that depend on 
selection of individual DNA clones.  Other techniques could be considered that 
allow for rapid and sensitive confirmation of the sequence coding for the 
recombinant protein in the expression construct. 

The following sections describe information that should be supplied regarding the 
characterisation of the expression construct during the development and 
validation of the production system.  Analytical methodologies should be validated 
for the intended purpose of confirmation of sequence.  The validation 
documentation should at a minimum include estimates of the limits of detection 
for variant sequences.  This should be performed for either nucleic acid or protein 
sequencing methods.  The philosophy and recommendations for analysis 
expressed in this document should be periodically reviewed to take advantage of 
new advances in technology and scientific information. 

III. Characterisation of the Expression System 

A. Expression Construct and Cell Clone Used to Develop the Master Cell 
Bank (MCB) 
The manufacturer should describe the origin of the nucleotide sequence coding for 
the protein.  This should include identification and source of the cell from which 
the nucleotide sequence was originally obtained.  Methods used to prepare the 
DNA coding for the protein should be described. 

The steps in the assembly of the expression construct should be described in 
detail.  This description should include the source and function of the component 
parts of the expression construct, e.g., origins of replication, antibiotic resistance 
genes, promoters, enhancers, whether or not the protein is being synthesised as a 
fusion protein.  A detailed component map and a complete annotated sequence of 
the plasmid should be given, indicating those regions that have been sequenced 
during the construction and those taken from the literature.  Other expressed 
proteins encoded by the plasmid should be indicated.  The nucleotide sequence of 
the coding region of the gene of interest and associated flanking regions that are 
inserted into the vector, up to and including the junctions of insertion, should be 
determined by DNA sequencing of the construct. 

A description of the method of transfer of the expression construct into the host 
cell should be provided.  In addition, methods used to amplify the expression 
construct and criteria used to select the cell clone for production should be 
described in detail. 

B. Cell Bank System 
Production of the recombinant protein should be based on well-defined Master 
and Working Cell Banks.  A cell bank is a collection of ampoules of uniform 
composition stored under defined conditions each containing an aliquot of a single 
pool of cells.  The Master Cell Bank (MCB) is generally derived from the selected 
cell clone containing the expression construct.  The Working Cell Bank (WCB) is 
derived by expansion of one or more ampoules of the MCB.  The cell line history 
and production of the cell banks should be described in detail, including methods 
and reagents used during culture, in vitro cell age, and storage conditions.  All cell 
banks should be characterised for relevant phenotypic and genotypic markers 
which could include the expression of the recombinant protein or presence of the 
expression construct. 
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The expression construct in the MCB should be analysed as described below.  If 
the testing cannot be carried out on the MCB, it should be carried out on each 
WCB. 

Restriction endonuclease mapping or other suitable techniques should be used to 
analyse the expression construct for copy number, for insertions or deletions, and 
for the number of integration sites.  For extrachromosomal expression systems, 
the percent of host cells retaining the expression construct should be determined. 

The protein coding sequence for the recombinant protein product of the expression 
construct should be verified.  For extrachromosomal expression systems, the 
expression construct should be isolated and the nucleotide sequence encoding the 
product should be verified without further cloning.  For cells with chromosomal 
copies of the expression construct, the nucleotide sequence encoding the product 
could be verified by recloning and sequencing of chromosomal copies.  
Alternatively, the nucleic acid sequence encoding the product could be verified by 
techniques such as sequencing of pooled cDNA clones or material amplified by the 
polymerase chain reaction.  The nucleic acid sequence should be identical, within 
the limits of detection of the methodology, to that determined for the expression 
construct as described in Section III.A. and should correspond to that expected for 
the protein sequence. 

C. Limit for In Vitro Cell Age for Production 
The limit for in vitro cell age for production should be based on data derived from 
production cells expanded under pilot plant scale or full scale conditions to the 
proposed in vitro cell age or beyond.  Generally, the production cells are obtained 
by expansion of the Working Cell Bank; the Master Cell Bank could be used to 
prepare the production cells with appropriate justification. 

The expression construct of the production cells should be analysed once for the 
MCB as described in Section III.B., except that the protein coding sequence of the 
expression construct in the production cells could be verified by either nucleic acid 
testing or analysis of the final protein product.  Increases in the defined limit for 
in vitro cell age for production should be supported by data from cells which have 
been expanded to an in vitro cell age which is equal to or greater than the new 
limit for in vitro cell age. 

IV. Conclusion 
The characterisation of the expression construct and the final purified protein are 
both important to ensure the consistent production of a recombinant DNA derived 
product.  As described above, it is considered that analytical data derived from 
both nucleic acid analysis and evaluation of the final purified protein should be 
evaluated to ensure the quality of a recombinant protein product. 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

Expression Construct 
The expression vector which contains the coding sequence of the recombinant protein 
and the elements necessary for its expression. 

Flanking Control Regions 
Non-coding nucleotide sequences that are adjacent to the 5' and 3' end of the coding 
sequence of the product which contain important elements that affect the 
transcription, translation, or stability of the coding sequence.  These regions include, 
e.g., promoter, enhancer, and splicing sequences and do not include origins of 
replication and antibiotic resistance genes. 

Integration Site 
The site where one or more copies of the expression construct is integrated into the 
host cell genome. 

In vitro Cell Age 
Measure of time between thaw of the MCB vial(s) to harvest of the production vessel 
measured by elapsed chronological time in culture, by population doubling level of the 
cells, or by passage level of the cells when subcultivated by a defined procedure for 
dilution of the culture. 

Master Cell Bank (MCB) 
An aliquot of a single pool of cells which generally has been prepared from the selected 
cell clone under defined conditions, dispensed into multiple containers and stored 
under defined conditions.  The MCB is used to derive all working cell banks.  The 
testing performed on a new MCB (from a previous initial cell clone, MCB or WCB) 
should be the same as for the MCB unless justified. 

Pilot Plant Scale 
The production of a recombinant protein by a procedure fully representative of and 
simulating that to be applied on a full commercial manufacturing scale.  The methods 
of cell expansion, harvest, and product purification should be identical except for the 
scale of production. 

Relevant Genotypic and Phenotypic Markers 
Those markers permitting the identification of the strain of the cell line which should 
include the expression of the recombinant protein or presence of the expression 
construct. 

Working Cell Bank (WCB) 
The Working Cell Bank is prepared from aliquots of a homogeneous suspension of 
cells obtained from culturing the MCB under defined culture conditions. 
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QUALITY OF BIOTECHNOLOGICAL PRODUCTS: 
STABILITY TESTING OF BIOTECHNOLOGICAL/BIOLOGICAL 

PRODUCTS  

Annex to the Tripartite ICH Guideline for  
the Stability Testing of New Drug Substances and Products 

ICH Harmonised Tripartite Guideline 
Having reached Step 4 of the ICH Process at the ICH Steering Committee meeting  

on 30 November 1995, this guideline is recommended for adoption  
to the three regulatory parties to ICH 

 

1. PREAMBLE 
The guidance stated in the ICH harmonised tripartite guideline “Stability Testing of 
New Drug Substances and Products” (27 October 1993) applies in general to 
biotechnological/biological products.  However, biotechnological/biological products do 
have distinguishing characteristics to which consideration should be given in any 
well-defined testing program designed to confirm their stability during the intended 
storage period.  For such products, in which the active components are typically 
proteins and/or polypeptides, maintenance of molecular conformation and, hence of 
biological activity, is dependent on noncovalent as well as covalent forces.  The 
products are particularly sensitive to environmental factors such as temperature 
changes, oxidation, light, ionic content, and shear.  In order to ensure maintenance of 
biological activity and to avoid degradation, stringent conditions for their storage are 
usually necessary. 

The evaluation of stability may necessitate complex analytical methodologies.  Assays 
for biological activity, where applicable, should be part of the pivotal stability studies.  
Appropriate physicochemical, biochemical and immunochemical methods for the 
analysis of the molecular entity and the quantitative detection of degradation 
products should also be part of the stability program whenever purity and molecular 
characteristics of the product permit use of these methodologies. 

With the above concerns in mind, the applicant should develop the proper supporting 
stability data for a biotechnological/biological product and consider many external 
conditions which can affect the product’s potency, purity and quality.  Primary data to 
support a requested storage period for either drug substance or drug product should 
be based on long-term, real-time, real-condition stability studies.  Thus, the 
development of a proper long-term stability program becomes critical to the successful 
development of a commercial product.  The purpose of this document is to give 
guidance to applicants regarding the type of stability studies that should be provided 
in support of marketing applications.  It is understood that during the review and 
evaluation process, continuing updates of initial stability data may occur. 

2. SCOPE OF THE ANNEX 
The guidance stated in this annex applies to well-characterised proteins and 
polypeptides, their derivatives and products of which they are components, and which 
are isolated from tissues, body fluids, cell cultures, or produced using rDNA 
technology.  Thus, the document covers the generation and submission of stability 
data for products such as cytokines (interferons, interleukins, colony-stimulating 
factors, tumour necrosis factors), erythropoietins, plasminogen activators, blood 
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plasma factors, growth hormones and growth factors, insulins, monoclonal antibodies, 
and vaccines consisting of well-characterised proteins or polypeptides.  In addition, 
the guidance outlined in the following sections may apply to other types of products, 
such as conventional vaccines, after consultation with the appropriate regulatory 
authorities.  The document does not cover antibiotics, allergenic extracts, heparins, 
vitamins, whole blood, or cellular blood components. 

3. TERMINOLOGY 
For the basic terms used in this annex the reader is referred to the "Glossary" in the 
ICH harmonised tripartite guideline "Stability Testing of New Drug Substances and 
Products" (27 October 1993).  However, since manufacturers of 
biotechnological/biological products sometimes use traditional terminology, traditional 
terms are specified in parentheses to assist the reader.  A supplemental glossary is 
also included that explains certain terms used in the production of 
biotechnological/biological products. 

4. SELECTION OF BATCHES 

4.1. Drug Substance (Bulk Material) 
Where bulk material is to be stored after manufacture but prior to formulation and 
final manufacturing, stability data should be provided on at least 3 batches for which 
manufacture and storage are representative of the manufacturing scale of production.  
A minimum of 6 months stability data at the time of submission should be submitted 
in cases where storage periods greater than 6 months are requested.  For drug 
substances with storage periods of less than 6 months, the minimum amount of 
stability data in the initial submission should be determined on a case-by-case basis.  
Data from pilot-plant scale batches of drug substance produced at a reduced scale of 
fermentation and purification may be provided at the time the dossier is submitted to 
the regulatory agencies with a commitment to place the first 3 manufacturing scale 
batches into the long-term stability program after approval. 

The quality of the batches of drug substance placed into the stability program should 
be representative of the quality of the material used in preclinical and clinical studies 
and of the quality of the material to be made at manufacturing scale.  In addition, the 
drug substance (bulk material) made at pilot-plant scale should be produced by a 
process and stored under conditions representative of that used for the manufacturing 
scale.  The drug substance entered into the stability program should be stored in 
containers which properly represent the actual holding containers used during 
manufacture.  Containers of reduced size may be acceptable for drug substance 
stability testing provided that they are constructed of the same material and use the 
same type of container/closure system that is intended to be used during manufacture. 

4.2. Intermediates 
During manufacture of biotechnological/biological products, the quality and control of 
certain intermediates may be critical to the production of the final product.  In 
general, the manufacturer should identify intermediates and generate in-house data 
and process limits that assure their stability within the bounds of the developed 
process.  While the use of pilot-plant scale data is permissible, the manufacturer 
should establish the suitability of such data using the manufacturing scale process. 
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4.3. Drug Product (Final Container Product) 
Stability information should be provided on at least 3 batches of final container 
product representative of that which will be used at manufacturing scale.  Where 
possible, batches of final container product included in stability testing should be 
derived from different batches of bulk material.  A minimum of 6 months data at the 
time of submission should be submitted in cases where storage periods greater than 6 
months are requested.  For drug products with storage periods of less than 6 months, 
the minimum amount of stability data in the initial submission should be determined 
on a case-by-case basis.  Product expiration dating will be based upon the actual data 
submitted in support of the application.  Since dating is based upon the real-time/real-
temperature data submitted for review, continuing updates of initial stability data 
should occur during the review and evaluation process.  The quality of the final 
container product placed on stability studies should be representative of the quality of 
the material used in the preclinical and clinical studies.  Data from pilot-plant scale 
batches of drug product may be provided at the time the dossier is submitted to the 
regulatory agencies with a commitment to place the first 3 manufacturing scale 
batches into the long term stability program after approval.  Where pilot-plant scale 
batches were submitted to establish the dating for a product and, in the event that 
product produced at manufacturing scale does not meet those long-term stability 
specifications throughout the dating period or is not representative of the material 
used in preclinical and clinical studies, the applicant should notify the appropriate 
regulatory authorities to determine a suitable course of action. 

4.4. Sample Selection 
Where one product is distributed in batches differing in fill volume (e.g., 1 millilitre 
(ml), 2 ml, or 10 ml), unitage (e.g., 10 units, 20 units, or 50 units), or mass (e.g., 1 
milligram (mg), 2 mg, or 5 mg) samples to be entered into the stability program may 
be selected on the basis of a matrix system and/or by bracketing. 

Matrixing, i.e., the statistical design of a stability study in which different fractions of 
samples are tested at different sampling points, should only be applied when 
appropriate documentation is provided that confirms that the stability of the samples 
tested represents the stability of all samples.  The differences in the samples for the 
same drug product should be identified as, for example, covering different batches, 
different strengths, different sizes of the same closure and possibly, in some cases, 
different container/closure systems.  Matrixing should not be applied to samples with 
differences that may affect stability, such as different strengths and different 
containers/closures, where it cannot be confirmed that the products respond similarly 
under storage conditions. 

Where the same strength and exact container/closure system is used for 3 or more fill 
contents, the manufacturer may elect to place only the smallest and largest container 
size into the stability program, i.e., bracketing.  The design of a protocol that 
incorporates bracketing assumes that the stability of the intermediate condition 
samples are represented by those at the extremes.  In certain cases, data may be 
needed to demonstrate that all samples are properly represented by data collected for 
the extremes. 
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5. STABILITY-INDICATING PROFILE 
On the whole, there is no single stability-indicating assay or parameter that profiles 
the stability characteristics of a biotechnological/biological product.  Consequently, 
the manufacturer should propose a stability-indicating profile that provides assurance 
that changes in the identity, purity and potency of the product will be detected. 

At the time of submission, applicants should have validated the methods that 
comprise the stability-indicating profile and the data should be available for review.  
The determination of which tests should be included will be product-specific.  The 
items emphasised in the following subsections are not intended to be all-inclusive, but 
represent product characteristics that should typically be documented to adequately 
demonstrate product stability. 

5.1. Protocol 
The dossier accompanying the application for marketing authorisation should include 
a detailed protocol for the assessment of the stability of both drug substance and drug 
product in support of the proposed storage conditions and expiration dating periods.  
The protocol should include all necessary information which demonstrates the 
stability of the biotechnological/biological product throughout the proposed expiration 
dating period including, for example, well-defined specifications and test intervals.  
The statistical methods that should be used are described in the tripartite guideline 
on stability. 

5.2. Potency 
When the intended use of a product is linked to a definable and measurable biological 
activity, testing for potency should be part of the stability studies.  For the purpose of 
stability testing of the products described in this guideline, potency is the specific 
ability or capacity of a product to achieve its intended effect.  It is based on the 
measurement of some attribute of the product and is determined by a suitable 
quantitative method.  In general, potencies of biotechnological/biological products 
tested by different laboratories can be compared in a meaningful way only if 
expressed in relation to that of an appropriate reference material.  For that purpose, a 
reference material calibrated directly or indirectly against the corresponding national 
or international reference material should be included in the assay. 

Potency studies should be performed at appropriate intervals as defined in the 
stability protocol and the results should be reported in units of biological activity 
calibrated, whenever possible, against nationally or internationally recognised 
standard.  Where no national or international reference standards exist, the assay 
results may be reported in in-house derived units using a characterised reference 
material. 

In some biotechnological/biological products, potency is dependent upon the 
conjugation of the active ingredient(s) to a second moiety or binding to an adjuvant.  
Dissociation of the active ingredient(s) from the carrier used in conjugates or 
adjuvants should be examined in real-time/real-temperature studies (including 
conditions encountered during shipment).  The assessment of the stability of such 
products may be difficult since, in some cases, in vitro tests for biological activity and 
physicochemical characterisation are impractical or provide inaccurate results.  
Appropriate strategies (e.g., testing the product prior to conjugation/binding, 
assessing the release of the active compound from the second moiety, in vivo assays) 
or the use of an appropriate surrogate test should be considered to overcome the 
inadequacies of in vitro testing. 
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5.3. Purity and Molecular Characterisation 
For the purpose of stability testing of the products described in this guideline, purity 
is a relative term.  Due to the effect of glycosylation, deamidation, or other 
heterogeneities, the absolute purity of a biotechnological/biological product is 
extremely difficult to determine.  Thus, the purity of a biotechnological/biological 
product should be typically assessed by more than one method and the purity value 
derived is method-dependent.  For the purpose of stability testing, tests for purity 
should focus on methods for determination of degradation products. 

The degree of purity, as well as individual and total amounts of degradation products 
of the biotechnological/biological product entered into the stability studies, should be 
reported and documented whenever possible.  Limits of acceptable degradation should 
be derived from the analytical profiles of batches of the drug substance and drug 
product used in the preclinical and clinical studies. 

The use of relevant physicochemical, biochemical and immunochemical analytical 
methodologies should permit a comprehensive characterisation of the drug substance 
and/or drug product (e.g., molecular size, charge, hydrophobicity) and the accurate 
detection of degradation changes that may result from deamidation, oxidation, 
sulfoxidation, aggregation or fragmentation during storage.  As examples, methods 
that may contribute to this include electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE, 
immunoelectrophoresis, Western blot, isoelectrofocusing), high-resolution 
chromatography (e.g., reversed-phase chromatography, gel filtration, ion exchange, 
affinity chromatography), and peptide mapping. 

Wherever significant qualitative or quantitative changes indicative of degradation 
product formation are detected during long-term, accelerated and/or stress stability 
studies, consideration should be given to potential hazards and to the need for 
characterisation and quantification of degradation products within the long-term 
stability program.  Acceptable limits should be proposed and justified, taking into 
account the levels observed in material used in preclinical and clinical studies. 

For substances that cannot be properly characterised or products for which an exact 
analysis of the purity cannot be determined through routine analytical methods, the 
applicant should propose and justify alternative testing procedures. 

5.4. Other Product Characteristics 
The following product characteristics, though not specifically relating to 
biotechnological/biological products, should be monitored and reported for the drug 
product in its final container: 

Visual appearance of the product (colour and opacity for solutions/suspensions; 
colour, texture and dissolution time for powders), visible particulates in solutions 
or after the reconstitution of powders or lyophilised cakes, pH, and moisture level 
of powders and lyophilised products. 

Sterility testing or alternatives (e.g., container/closure integrity testing) should be 
performed at a minimum initially and at the end of the proposed shelf-life. 

Additives (e.g., stabilisers, preservatives) or excipients may degrade during the dating 
period of the drug product.  If there is any indication during preliminary stability 
studies that reaction or degradation of such materials adversely affect the quality of 
the drug product, these items may need to be monitored during the stability program. 

The container/closure has the potential to adversely affect the product and should be 
carefully evaluated (see below). 
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6. STORAGE CONDITIONS 

6.1. Temperature 
Since most finished biotechnological/biological products need precisely defined storage 
temperatures, the storage conditions for the real-time/real-temperature stability 
studies may be confined to the proposed storage temperature. 

6.2. Humidity 
Biotechnological/biological products are generally distributed in containers protecting 
them against humidity.  Therefore, where it can be demonstrated that the proposed 
containers (and conditions of storage) afford sufficient protection against high and low 
humidity, stability tests at different relative humidities can usually be omitted.  
Where humidity-protecting containers are not used, appropriate stability data should 
be provided. 

6.3. Accelerated and Stress Conditions 
As previously noted, the expiration dating should be based on real-time/real-
temperature data.  However, it is strongly suggested that studies be conducted on the 
drug substance and drug product under accelerated and stress conditions.  Studies 
under accelerated conditions may provide useful support data for establishing the 
expiration date, provide product stability information for future product development 
(e.g., preliminary assessment of proposed manufacturing changes such as change in 
formulation, scale-up), assist in validation of analytical methods for the stability 
program, or generate information which may help elucidate the degradation profile of 
the drug substance or drug product.  Studies under stress conditions may be useful in 
determining whether accidental exposures to conditions other than those proposed 
(e.g., during transportation) are deleterious to the product and also for evaluating 
which specific test parameters may be the best indicators of product stability.  Studies 
of the exposure of the drug substance or drug product to extreme conditions may help 
to reveal patterns of degradation; if so, such changes should be monitored under 
proposed storage conditions.  While the tripartite guideline on stability describes the 
conditions of the accelerated and stress study, the applicant should note that those 
conditions may not be appropriate for biotechnological/biological products.  Conditions 
should be carefully selected on a case-by-case basis. 

6.4. Light 
Applicants should consult the appropriate regulatory authorities on a case-by-case 
basis to determine guidance for testing. 

6.5. Container/Closure 
Changes in the quality of the product may occur due to the interactions between the 
formulated biotechnological/biological product and container/closure.  Where the lack 
of interactions cannot be excluded in liquid products (other than sealed ampoules), 
stability studies should include samples maintained in the inverted or horizontal 
position (i.e., in contact with the closure), as well as in the upright position, to 
determine the effects of the closure on product quality.  Data should be supplied for 
all different container/closure combinations that will be marketed. 

In addition to the standard data necessary for a conventional single-use vial, the 
applicant should demonstrate that the closure used with a multiple-dose vial is 
capable of withstanding the conditions of repeated insertions and withdrawals so that 
the product retains its full potency, purity, and quality for the maximum period 
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specified in the instructions-for-use on containers, packages, and/or package inserts.  
Such labelling should be in accordance with relevant national/regional requirements. 

6.6. Stability after Reconstitution of Freeze-Dried Product 
The stability of freeze-dried products after their reconstitution should be 
demonstrated for the conditions and the maximum storage period specified on 
containers, packages, and/or package inserts.  Such labelling should be in accordance 
with relevant national/regional requirements. 

7. TESTING FREQUENCY 
The shelf-lives of biotechnological/biological products may vary from days to several 
years.  Thus, it is difficult to draft uniform guidelines regarding the stability study 
duration and testing frequency that would be applicable to all types of 
biotechnological/biological products.  With only a few exceptions, however, the shelf-
lives for existing products and potential future products will be within the range of 0.5 
to 5 years.  Therefore, the guidance is based upon expected shelf-lives in that range.  
This takes into account the fact that degradation of biotechnological/biological 
products may not be governed by the same factors during different intervals of a long 
storage period. 

When shelf-lives of 1 year or less are proposed, the real-time stability studies should 
be conducted monthly for the first 3 months and at 3 month intervals thereafter. 

For products with proposed shelf-lives of greater than 1 year, the studies should be 
conducted every 3 months during the first year of storage, every 6 months during the 
second year, and annually thereafter. 

While the testing intervals listed above may be appropriate in the pre-approval or 
pre-licence stage, reduced testing may be appropriate after approval or licensure 
where data are available that demonstrate adequate stability.  Where data exist that 
indicate the stability of a product is not compromised, the applicant is encouraged to 
submit a protocol which supports elimination of specific test intervals (e.g., 9 month 
testing) for post-approval/post-licensure, long-term studies. 

8. SPECIFICATIONS 
Although biotechnological/biological products may be subject to significant losses of 
activity, physicochemical changes, or degradation during storage, international and 
national regulations have provided little guidance with respect to distinct release and 
end of shelf-life specifications.  Recommendations for maximum acceptable losses of 
activity, limits for physicochemical changes, or degradation during the proposed shelf-
life have not been developed for individual types or groups of 
biotechnological/biological products but are considered on a case-by-case basis.  Each 
product should retain its specifications within established limits for safety, purity, 
and potency throughout its proposed shelf-life.  These specifications and limits should 
be derived from all available information using the appropriate statistical methods.  
The use of different specifications for release and expiration should be supported by 
sufficient data to demonstrate that clinical performance is not affected as discussed in 
the tripartite guideline on stability. 

9. LABELLING 
For most biotechnological/biological drug substances and drug products, precisely 
defined storage temperatures are recommended.  Specific recommendations should be 
stated, particularly for drug substances and drug products that cannot tolerate 
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freezing.  These conditions, and where appropriate, recommendations for protection 
against light and/or humidity, should appear on containers, packages, and/or package 
inserts.  Such labelling should be in accordance with relevant national/regional 
requirements. 

10. GLOSSARY 

Conjugated Product 
A conjugated product is made up of an active ingredient (for example, peptide, 
carbohydrate) bound covalently or noncovalently to a carrier (for example, protein, 
peptide, inorganic mineral) with the objective of improving the efficacy or stability of 
the product. 

Degradation Product 
A molecule resulting from a change in the drug substance (bulk material) brought 
about over time.  For the purpose of stability testing of the products described in this 
guideline, such changes could occur as a result of processing or storage (e.g., by 
deamidation, oxidation, aggregation, proteolysis).  For biotechnological/biological 
products some degradation products may be active. 

Impurity 
Any component of the drug substance (bulk material) or drug product (final container 
product) which is not the chemical entity defined as the drug substance, an excipient, 
or other additives to the drug product. 

Intermediate 
For biotechnological/biological products, a material produced during a manufacturing 
process which is not the drug substance or the drug product but whose manufacture is 
critical to the successful production of the drug substance or the drug product.  
Generally, an intermediate will be quantifiable and specifications will be established 
to determine the successful completion of the manufacturing step prior to 
continuation of the manufacturing process.  This includes material which may 
undergo further molecular modification or be held for an extended period of time prior 
to further processing. 

Manufacturing Scale Production 
Manufacture at the scale typically encountered in a facility intended for product 
production for marketing. 

Pilot-Plant Scale 
The production of the drug substance or drug product by a procedure fully 
representative of and simulating that to be applied at manufacturing scale.  The 
methods of cell expansion, harvest, and product purification should be identical except 
for the scale of production. 
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DERIVATION AND CHARACTERISATION OF CELL SUBSTRATES 
USED FOR PRODUCTION OF 

BIOTECHNOLOGICAL/BIOLOGICAL PRODUCTS 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Objective 
The objective of this guideline is to provide broad guidance on appropriate standards 
for the derivation of human and animal cell lines and microbial cells to be used to 
prepare biotechnological/biological products defined in Section 1.3, Scope, and for the 
preparation and characterisation of cell banks to be used for production.  The 
document, therefore, provides recommendations on the information in these areas 
that should be presented in market applications for these products. 

1.2 Rationale 
Historically, some quality concerns for cell-derived biological products have originated 
from the presence of adventitious contaminants or from the properties of the cells 
used to prepare the product.  Recombinant DNA (rDNA) - derived products also carry 
quality concerns regarding the expression construct contained in the cell substrate.  
Thus, it is well established that the properties of the cell substrate and events linked 
to the cell substrate can affect resultant product quality and safety and, further, that 
effective quality control of these products requires appropriate controls on all aspects 
of handling the cell substrate. 

This document complements other guidelines to provide a comprehensive approach to 
quality issues arising from biological aspects of processing products from metazoan 
and microbial cell culture. 

1.3 Scope 
This guideline covers cell substrates having a cell banking system. In this document, 
“cell substrate” refers to microbial cells or cell lines derived from human or animal 
sources that possess the full potential for generation of the desired 
biotechnological/biological products for human in vivo or ex vivo use.  Reagents for in 
vitro diagnostic use are outside the scope of this document.  Animal sources of cell 
lines include all those of metazoan origin.  Both continuous cell lines of indefinite in 
vitro lifespan and diploid cells of finite in vitro lifespan are included.  Microbial 
sources include bacteria, fungi, yeast, and other unicellular life forms. 

“Biotechnological/biological products” refers to any products prepared from cells 
cultivated from cell banks with the exception of microbial metabolites such as, for 
example, antibiotics, amino acids, carbohydrates, and other low molecular weight 
substances.  Cell banks used to prepare gene therapy products or vaccines should 
follow the recommendations presented in this document.  Some biological products, 
such as certain viral vaccines, are prepared in primary cell cultures derived directly 
from animal tissues or organs.  Primary cells are not banked and therefore are not 
addressed by this document.  However, other considerations which may apply to 
primary cells are discussed further in Appendix 1 of this document. 
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2. GUIDELINES 

2.1 Source, History, and Generation of the Cell Substrate 

2.1.1 Introduction 
It is important to provide supportive documentation which describes the history of the 
cell substrate that is used in the manufacture of a biotechnological/biological product, 
as well as any parental cell line from which it was totally or partially derived.  Events 
during the research and development phases of the cell substrate may contribute 
significantly to assessment of the risks associated with the use of that particular cell 
substrate for production.  The information supplied in this regard is meant to 
facilitate an overall evaluation which will ensure the quality and safety of the 
product. 

Careful records of the manipulation of the cell substrate should be maintained 
throughout its development.  Description of cell history is only one tool of many used 
for cell substrate characterisation.  In general, deficiencies in documented history may 
not, by itself, be an impediment to product approval, but extensive deficiencies will 
result in increased reliance on other methods to characterise the cell substrate. 

2.1.2 Origin, Source, and History of Cells 
The source of cells (laboratory or culture collection) from which the cell substrate was 
derived should be stated, and relevant references from the scientific literature should 
be cited.  Information obtained directly from the source laboratory is preferred.  When 
this is not available, literature references may be utilised. 

For human cell lines, it is relevant to describe the following characteristics of the 
original donor:  Tissue or organ of origin, ethnic and geographical origin, age, sex and 
general physiological condition.  If known, the state of health or medical history of the 
donor should be reported along with the results of any tests of the donor for 
pathogenic agents.  Specifically for human diploid fibroblasts, the age of the donor 
may influence the in vitro lifespan of the cell line and this information should be 
provided if available.  For animal cell lines, relevant descriptions of the source include 
species, strains, breeding conditions, tissue or organ of origin, geographical origin, age 
and sex, the results of tests for pathogenic agents, and general physiological condition 
of the original donor. 

For microbes, manufacturers should describe the species, strain, and known genotypic 
and phenotypic characteristics of the organism from which the cell substrate was 
derived.  Manufacturers should also describe the pathogenicity, toxin production, and 
other biohazard information, if any. 

The cultivation history of the cells should be documented.  The method originally used 
for the isolation of the cells should be described as well as the procedures used in the 
culturing of the cells in vitro and any procedures used to establish cell lines (for 
example, use of any physical, chemical, or biological procedure, or added nucleotide 
sequences ).  A description of any genetic manipulation or selection should be 
provided.  All available information regarding the identification, characteristics, and 
results of testing of these cells for endogenous and adventitious agents should be 
provided. 

For continuous cell lines of metazoan origin, it is usually adequate to quantitate 
culture duration by estimation of either number of population doublings, or number of 
subcultivations at defined dilution ratio, or time in days.  For diploid cell lines 
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possessing finite in vitro lifespan, accurate estimation of the number of population 
doublings during all stages of research, development, and manufacturing is 
important. For microbial cells, documentation of subcultivation frequency after cell 
substrate generation is considered adequate. 

Regarding the generation of cell substrates, applicants should provide a thorough 
discussion of procedures which would provide exposure to infectious agents.  
Constituents of the culture medium should be described, in particular, information 
regarding exposure of the cells to materials of human or animal origin such as serum, 
enzymes, hydrolysates, or other living cells.  The description should include the 
source, method of preparation and control, test results, and quality assurance.  
Relevant literature on these points may be referenced when available.  This 
information will allow a detailed analysis of potential entry routes for adventitious 
agents from these sources, and will be part of the risk-benefit analysis of the product. 

2.1.3 Generation of the Cell Substrate 
A crucial step is the choice of a suitable parental cell line.  For recombinant products, 
a parental cell line is typically the untransfected recipient cell line.  The use of 
characterised parental cell banks is suggested, but is not considered essential.  A 
characterised parental cell bank may be of benefit, especially when multiple cell 
substrates are generated from the same parental cell type, by providing a set of 
information on which the quality assessment of the Master Cell Bank (MCB) can be 
based.  For example, the myeloma cell line may be banked as a parental cell line for 
hybridomas. 

During the generation of the cell substrate, one or more specific procedures may be 
utilised in the ultimate development of the desired characteristics.  These may 
include, for example, cell fusion, transfection, selection, colony isolation, cloning, gene 
amplification, and adaptation to specific culture conditions or media.  Information 
regarding the methodologies utilised in developing the cell substrate can help to 
provide a clear understanding of the history of the cell substrate.  Some cell 
substrates such as human diploid fibroblasts may not need extensive manipulation or 
cloning prior to cell banking.  

For recombinant products, the cell substrate is the transfected cell containing the 
desired sequences, which has been cloned from a single cell progenitor.  For further 
information on generation of rDNA-modified cell substrates, consult other relevant 
(e.g., regional or international) guidelines. For non-recombinant products or non-
recombinant vaccines, the cell substrate is the cell from the parental cell line chosen 
for preparation of the MCB without further modification.  For products derived from 
hybridomas, the cell substrate is the hybridoma cell line derived by fusion of the 
parental myeloma cell line with other parental cells, e.g., immune spleen cells. 

2.2. Cell Banking  
One of the most important advantages of using serially subcultivated cells to produce 
biotechnological/biological products is the ability to have a characterised common 
starting source for each production lot, i.e., the preserved bank of cells. Manufacturers 
may prepare their own cell banks, or may obtain them from external sources.  
Manufacturers are responsible for ensuring the quality of each cell bank and of the 
testing performed on each bank. 
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2.2.1 Cell Banking System 
The concept of a two-tiered cell bank, in which the MCB which is used to generate 
Working Cell Banks (WCBs), is generally accepted as the most practical approach to 
providing a supply of cell substrate for continued manufacture of the product.  
Manufacturers should describe their strategy for providing a continued supply of cells 
from their cell bank(s), including the anticipated utilisation rate of the cell bank(s) for 
production, the expected intervals between generation of new cell bank(s), and the 
criteria for qualification of cell bank(s).   

Generally, the MCB is made first, usually directly from an initial clone or from a 
preliminary cell bank derived from an initial clone.  It is not considered necessary to 
prepare cell banks from clones for certain types of cells (e.g., diploid cells, where 
limited in vitro life span or other technical factors make cell cloning impractical) or 
where the uncloned cell population is already adequately homogeneous for the 
intended use. 

A WCB is derived from one or more containers of the MCB.  It is the WCB which is 
typically used to directly provide cells for the manufacturing process.  Additional 
WCBs are generated from the MCB as needed.  A newly prepared WCB should be 
appropriately qualified by characterisation and testing. 

It should be noted that the MCB and WCB may differ from each other in certain 
respects, e.g., culture components and culture conditions.  Similarly, the culture 
conditions used to prepare the MCB and WCB may differ from those used for the 
production process. If changes in cell culture process do not affect product quality, it is 
not considered necessary to reclone the cells or to rebank the MCB or WCB.  It is 
important that a characterised bank provides a consistent product. 

A single-tiered banking system consisting only of the MCB but no WCBs could be 
used in principle, for example, if relatively few containers were needed each year to 
produce the desired product. 

In some microbial expression systems, a new transformation is performed for each 
new cell substrate container lot, based upon using aliquots of thoroughly tested host 
cell banks and plasmid banks for each new transformation and on testing of each 
transformed cell substrate bank.  This transformed cell substrate bank is considered 
the MCB, and it is used as the source of cell substrate for production.  Host cell banks, 
plasmid banks, and MCBs are maintained by appropriate preservation methods.  This 
alternative system is considered adequate because the transformation of bacteria and 
yeast is generally a very reproducible and easily performed process, unlike the events 
needed for transfection of metazoan cells.  Manufacturers should provide information 
on the host cells, rDNA molecules (such as plasmids), method of transformation and of 
cell banking, and the results of characterisation studies. 

2.2.2 Cell Banking Procedures 
It is important to prevent a contaminated cell substrate (or bank) from being used in 
production and to avoid a loss of product availability or development time resulting 
from the need to recreate a cell bank found to be unusable due to contamination.  It is 
recognised that no cell bank testing regimen is able to detect all potential 
contaminants; therefore, use of these preventive principles during cell banking is 
important to provide reasonable assurance of the absence of contamination and to 
provide a reliable source of the cell substrate. 
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Manufacturers should describe the type of banking system used, the size of the cell 
bank(s), the container (vials, ampoules, or other appropriate vessels) and closure 
system used, the methods used for preparation of the cell bank(s) including the 
cryoprotectants and media used, and the conditions employed for cryopreservation 
and storage.  

Manufacturers should describe the procedures used to avoid microbial contamination 
and cross-contamination by other cell types present in the laboratory, and the 
procedures that allow the cell bank containers to be traced. This should include a 
description of the documentation system as well as that of a labelling system which 
can withstand the process of preservation, storage, and recovery from storage without 
loss of labelling information on the container. 

Manufacturers should describe their cell banking procedures.  Cells are generally 
prepared for banking by expanding cultures in a progressively greater number or 
larger size of vessel until a pool of cells can be obtained which is sufficient to generate 
enough containers for the bank.  To ensure the uniform composition of the contents of 
each container, a single pool of cells for banking should be prepared by combining the 
cells from all of the culture vessels, if more than one vessel is used. 

Cells suspended in preservation medium are aliquoted from the single pool into 
sterilised containers which are then sealed and stored under appropriate conditions.  
For example, animal cells in media containing a cryoprotectant are frozen in the 
sealed containers under defined and controlled conditions, and then transferred to 
storage in the vapor or liquid phase of liquid nitrogen or at equivalent ultra low 
temperatures.  Other methods of preservation and storage may be adequate 
depending on the organism used, but they should be capable of maintaining a level of 
cell viability upon reconstitution which is both consistent and adequate for production 
use. 

To ensure continuous, uninterrupted production of pharmaceuticals, manufacturers 
should carefully consider the steps that can be taken to provide for protection from 
catastrophic events that could render the cell bank unusable.  Examples of these 
events include fires, power outages and human error.  Manufacturers should describe 
their plans for such precautions; for example, these may include redundancy in the 
storage of bank containers in multiple freezers, use of back-up power, use of 
automatic liquid nitrogen fill systems for storage units, storage of a portion of the 
MCB and WCB at remote sites, or regeneration of the MCB. 

The starting point of reference for estimates of in vitro cell age during manufacturing 
should be the thawing of one or more containers of the MCB.  For diploid cell lines, in 
vitro lifespan should be estimated in terms of population doubling levels.  The 
population doubling level at which senescence occurs should be determined for diploid 
cells. 

2.3. General Principles of Characterisation and Testing of Cell 
Banks 

The characterisation and testing of banked cell substrates is a critical component of 
the control of biotechnological and biological products. Characterisation of the MCB 
allows the manufacturer to assess this source with regard to presence of cells from 
other lines, adventitious agents, endogenous agents and molecular contaminants (e.g., 
toxins or antibiotics from the host organism).  The objective of this testing is to 
confirm the identity, purity, and suitability of the cell substrate for manufacturing 
use.  In some cases, additional testing such as tumorigenicity or karyology may be 
useful.  The testing program chosen for a given cell substrate will vary according to 
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the biological properties of the cells (for example, growth requirements), its 
cultivation history (including use of human-derived and animal-derived biological 
reagents) and available testing procedures.  The extent of characterisation of a cell 
substrate may influence the type or level of routine testing needed at later stages of 
manufacturing.  Manufacturers should perform tests for identity and purity once for 
each MCB, and tests of stability during cell cultivation once for each product to be 
registered. In addition, tests of purity and limited tests of identity should be 
performed once on each WCB.  Also, applicants should consult the ICH guideline on 
viral safety.  Relevant tests among those described below should be performed and 
described in the market application, along with the results of the testing.    

For cell lines containing exogenously assembled expression constructs, the relevant 
ICH guideline on rDNA expression constructs should be consulted for guidance on the 
characterisation of nucleotide and amino acid sequences.  It may also be useful to 
examine, by similar methods, the coding sequences in some non-recombinant DNA-
derived cell lines where the gene sequences have been characterised and are well 
understood.  However, it is not considered necessary to carry out investigations of the 
sequences encoding complex natural products, for example, families of related gene 
products, microbial vaccine antigens, or monoclonal antibodies from hybridomas.    

Manufacturers are also encouraged to employ “state-of-the-art” methods and 
technological improvements in cell substrate characterisation and testing as they 
become available, as long as the specificity, sensitivity, and precision of the newer 
methods are at least equivalent to those of existing methods. 

The manufacturer may choose to characterise the WCB instead of the MCB, if 
justified. 

2.3.1. Tests of Identity 
Appropriate tests should be performed to determine that the banked cell is what it is 
represented to be.  Either phenotypic or genotypic characteristics may be used in 
identity testing.  It is not considered necessary to do all the possible tests.  Tests of 
identity are generally performed on the MCB.  In addition, limited identity testing is 
generally performed on each WCB.  

2.3.1.1 Metazoan Cells 
For human or animal cells which grow attached to a substratum, morphological 
analysis may be a useful tool in conjunction with other tests.  In most cases, 
isoenzyme analysis is sufficient to confirm the species of origin for cell lines derived 
from human or animal sources; other tests may be appropriate depending on the 
history of the cell line. Other technologies may be substituted to confirm species of 
origin, including, for example, banding cytogenetics or use of species-specific antisera. 
 An alternative strategy would be to demonstrate the presence of unique markers, for 
example, by using banding cytogenetics to detect a unique marker chromosome, or 
DNA analysis to detect a genomic polymorphism pattern (for example, restriction 
fragment length polymorphism, variable number of tandem repeats, or genomic 
dinucleotide repeats).  Either confirmation of species of origin or presence of known 
unique cell line markers is considered an adequate test of identity.  Expression of the 
desired product may represent a complementary approach to confirmation of identity.  
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2.3.1.2 Microbial Cells 
For most microbial cells, analysis of growth on selective media is usually adequate to 
confirm host cell identity at the species level for the host cell bank and the 
transformed cell bank.  For E. coli, where a variety of strains may be used, biological 
characterisation methods such as phage typing should be considered as 
supplementary tests of identity.  For plasmid banks, identity assessment can be 
accomplished as described by the ICH document on analysis of the expression 
construct.  Expression of the desired product is also considered adequate to confirm 
the identity of the microbial expression system. 

2.3.2 Tests of Purity 
A critical aspect of cell development and banking is the assessment that the MCB and 
WCB are biologically pure, i.e., are free from adventitious microbial agents and 
adventitious cellular contaminants. The impact of selective agents and antibiotics on 
the detection of adventitious microbial contaminants should be considered when 
planning and performing these tests. 

2.3.2.1 Metazoan Cells 
Tests for the presence of bioburden (bacteria and fungi) should be performed on 
individual containers (1% of the total number but not less than two containers) of the 
MCB and WCB.  In all other aspects, the current methodologies described in either 
the European Pharmacopoeia (Ph. Eur.), the Japanese Pharmacopoeia (JP) or the 
U.S. Pharmacopoeia (U.S.P.) for testing microbial limits or microbial sterility may be 
considered adequate. 

Tests for the presence of mycoplasma should be performed on the MCB and WCB.  
Current procedures considered adequate include both the agar and broth media 
procedures as well as the indicator cell culture procedure. Current methods for 
mycoplasma testing are described in Ph. Eur., JP, and “Points to Consider in the 
Characterisation of Cell Lines Used to Produce Biologicals” (FDA, CBER, 1993).  
Testing cells derived from a single container is generally considered adequate.  For 
non-mammalian animal cell lines, alternative controls and/or assay conditions may be 
appropriate; manufacturers should consult with the national/regional regulatory 
authority for appropriate methodology.  

If future efforts to harmonize bioburden and mycoplasma assays are fruitful, then the 
scientifically appropriate harmonized assay should be used. 

Virus testing of cell substrates should be designed to detect a wide spectrum of 
viruses by using appropriate screening tests and relevant specific tests, based on the 
cultivation history of the cell line, to detect possible contaminating viruses.  
Applicants should consult the ICH guideline on viral safety.  For product classes not 
covered by the viral safety guideline, the current World Health Organization (WHO) 
documents for use of animal cells may be consulted. 

The purity of cell substrates can be compromised through contamination by cell lines 
of the same or different species of origin.  The choice of tests to be performed depends 
upon whether opportunities have existed for cross-contamination by other cell lines.  
In some cases, it may be necessary to maintain growing cultures of different cell lines 
in the same laboratory.  During procedures in cell banking where open manipulations 
are performed, care should be taken to ensure that simultaneous open manipulations 
of other cell lines are avoided to prevent cross-contamination.  Whenever another cell 
line was present in the cell banking room at the same time that open cell banking 
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procedures were being performed (such as cell expansion, pooling, or aliquoting of the 
chosen cell line), the cell banks should be tested for the presence of cells from (or 
products derived from) the second cell line.  In general, the methods described in 
Section 2.3.1 to assess cell identity are also considered adequate tests to detect cross-
contamination by other cell lines.  Additional assurance of lack of cross-contamination 
can be provided by successful preparation of the intended product from the cell 
substrate. 

2.3.2.2 Microbial Cells 
The design and performance of specific tests for adventitious microbial agents and 
adventitious cellular contaminants in microbial cell banks should take into account 
the properties of the banked cell, the likely contaminants based upon scientific 
literature, source, methods and materials used for cultivation, and other organisms 
present in the banking laboratory.  For example, visual examination of the 
characteristics of well-isolated colonies is suggested, using several microbiological 
media, of which some do and some do not support growth of the cell substrate.  
However, it is not intended that manufacturers necessarily characterise resistant 
mutants of the cell substrate arising from such studies, or other artifacts of such 
assays.  Rather, the purpose of such assays is to detect existing contaminants. 

2.3.3 Cell Substrate Stability 
Another dimension to cell characterisation is appropriateness for intended use in 
production.  There are two concerns for cell substrate stability: Consistent production 
of the intended product and retention of production capacity during storage under 
defined conditions. 

For the evaluation of stability during cultivation for production, at least two time 
points should be examined, one using cells which have received a minimal number of 
subcultivations, and another using cells at or beyond the limit of in vitro cell age for 
production use described in the marketing application.  The limit of in vitro cell age 
for production use should be based on data derived from production cells expanded 
under pilot plant scale or commercial scale conditions to the proposed limit of in vitro 
cell age for production use or beyond.  Generally, the production cells are obtained by 
expansion of cells from the WCB; cells from the MCB could be used with appropriate 
justification.  This demonstration of cell substrate stability is commonly performed 
once for each product marketing application. 

Evaluation of the cell substrate with respect to the consistent production of the 
intended product of interest should be the primary subject of concern.  The type of 
testing and test article(s) used for such assessments will depend on the nature of the 
cell substrate, the cultivation methods, and the product.  For cell lines containing 
recombinant DNA expression constructs, consistency of the coding sequence of the 
expression construct should be verified in cells cultivated to the limit of in vitro cell 
age for production use or beyond by either nucleic acid testing or product analysis, as 
described in the relevant ICH guideline.  For non-recombinant cell lines in which the 
coding sequence for the desired product has already been analyzed at the MCB or 
WCB level, invariability of the protein coding sequence during production should be 
verified in the production cells cultivated to the proposed limit of in vitro cell age for 
production use or beyond by either nucleic acid testing or analysis of the purified 
protein product. 
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Where the product cannot be analyzed as described above, other specific traits which 
may include, for example, morphological characteristics, growth characteristics, 
biochemical markers, immunological markers, productivity of the desired product, or 
other relevant genotypic or phenotypic markers may be useful for the assessment of 
cell substrate stability.  In some cases, where direct comparison of the characteristics 
of the MCB with those of the production cells at or beyond the limit of in vitro cell age 
is difficult or impossible, one may compare the characteristics of cells at the initial 
stages of cultivation or production to those of cells at or beyond the limit of in vitro 
cell age for production use in order to assess cell stability during production.  Indices 
such as, for example, oxygen or glucose consumption rates, ammonia or lactate 
production rates may be useful for such testing.  Increases in the defined limit of in 
vitro cell age for production use should be supported by data from cells which have 
been expanded to the proposed new limit of in vitro cell age.  For diploid cell lines, 
data should be presented that establish the finite in vitro lifespan of the cells from the 
WCB under conditions representative of those employed for manufacturing use. 

Evidence for banked cell stability under defined storage conditions will usually be 
generated during production of clinical trial material from the banked cells.  Data 
from the determination of cell viability when the preserved cells are reconstituted for 
production of clinical trial supplies will verify that the revived cells have survived the 
preservation process.  Data from the preparation of clinical materials will 
demonstrate that the revived cells can be used to prepare the desired product.  
Available data should be clearly documented in the application dossiers, plus a 
proposal for monitoring of banked cell stability should be provided.  The proposed 
monitoring can be performed at the time that one or more containers of the 
cryopreserved bank is thawed for production use, when the product or production 
consistency is monitored in a relevant way, or when one or more containers of the 
cryopreserved MCB is thawed for preparation of a new WCB (and the new WCB is 
properly qualified), as appropriate.  In the case when production does not take place 
for a long period of time, viability testing on the cell bank used as a source of the 
production substrate should be performed at an interval described in the marketing 
application.  If the viability of the cell substrate is not significantly decreased, 
generally no further testing of the MCB or WCB is considered necessary. 

2.3.4 Tests for Karyology and Tumorigenicity 
Utilisation of karyology and tumorigenicity testing for evaluating the safety of a 
diploid cell line or characterizing a new cell line may be useful depending on the cells, 
the nature of the product and the manufacturing process.  Extensive analysis to 
determine the relative abundance of aneuploid cells has not been found to be useful.  
Karyology need not be determined for rodent cell lines or new cell lines known to be 
non-diploid.  However, cytogenetic analysis may be an adequate method to assess cell 
substrate identity or purity as described in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2.  Repetition of 
tumorigenicity testing for cells with already documented evidence of tumorigenicity is 
not considered necessary. 

For products that are highly purified and that contain no cells, karyology and 
tumorigenicity testing are generally not considered necessary, provided that 
appropriate limits for residual host cell DNA are shown to be consistently met by 
either process validation studies or by lot release testing. 

In general, products for which the presence of live cells cannot be excluded or which 
have little downstream purification (for example, some conventional live virus 
vaccines) will need such characterization of the cell substrate.  The utility of 
tumorigenicity testing and chromosomal analysis for new cell substrates for 
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unpurified products should be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. Use of cell lines 
known to be tumorigenic or to possess abnormal karyology should be evaluated in 
terms of risk-benefit for each product application when the product contains cells or 
when not highly purified.   

Products that are manufactured in genetically unmodified MRC-5 or WI-38 cells do 
not need characterization of these cell substrates by karyology or tumorigenicity since 
extensive characterization has already been performed and published for these cell 
lines.  However, for each MRC-5 and WI-38 WCB generated, manufacturers should 
confirm, once, that the cells grown in the manner to be used in production are diploid 
and have the expected lifespan. 

For new or previously uncharacterized diploid cell substrates, confirmation of diploid 
karyology should be presented and tumorigenic potential should be established, using 
cells from the MCB.  Methods for karyological and tumorigenicity analysis may be 
found in the WHO document “WHO.Requirements for Use of Animal Cells as in vitro 
Substrates for the Production of Biologicals” in WHO Expert Committee on Biological 
Standardization, 47th Report, Geneva, World Health Organization (WHO Technical 
Report Series, in press). 

3. GLOSSARY  

Cell bank  
A cell bank is a collection of appropriate containers, whose contents are of uniform 
composition, stored under defined conditions.  Each container represents an aliquot of 
a single pool of cells. 

Cell line  
Type of cell population which originates by serial subculture of a primary cell 
population, which can be banked. 

Continuous cell line  
A cell line having an infinite capacity for growth.  Often referred to as “immortal” and 
previously referred to as “established”. 

Diploid cell line  
A cell line having a finite in vitro lifespan in which the chromosomes are paired 
(euploid) and are structurally identical to those of the species from which they were 
derived.  

Host cells 
See Parental cells. 

In vitro cell age 
Measure of time between thaw of the MCB vial(s) to harvest of the production vessel 
measured by elapsed chronological time, by population doubling level of the cells, or 
by passage level of the cells when subcultivated by a defined procedure for dilution of 
the culture.  

Metazoan 
Organism of multicellular animal nature. 
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MCB (Master Cell Bank) 
An aliquot of a single pool of cells which generally has been prepared from the 
selected cell clone under defined conditions, dispensed into multiple containers and 
stored under defined conditions.  The MCB is used to derive all working cell banks.  
The testing performed on a new MCB (from a previous initial cell clone, MCB or 
WCB) should be the same as for the MCB unless justified. 

Parental cells 
Cell to be manipulated to give rise to a cell substrate or an intermediate cell line.  For 
microbial expression systems, it is typical to also describe the parental cells as the 
host cell.  For hybridomas, it is typical to also describe the parental cells as the cells to 
be fused. 

WCB (Working Cell Bank) 
The Working Cell Bank is prepared from aliquots of a homogeneous suspension of 
cells obtained from culturing the MCB under defined culture conditions. 
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APPENDIX 1: PRIMARY CELL SUBSTRATES 

I. Introduction 
The principles contained in this document apply in general to 
biotechnological/biological products prepared from characterized banked cells.  
However, a number of biological products, in particular certain viral vaccines, are 
prepared using primary cells. 

Because primary cell cultures are used within the first passage after establishment 
from the tissue of origin, it is not possible to carry out extensive characterization of 
the cells prior to their use as is done for banked cell substrates.  In addition, biological 
products produced using primary cell substrates often do not undergo extensive 
processing (e.g., purification).  Despite these differences, the approach taken to assure 
the suitability and safety of primary cell substrates for production of biologicals is 
analogous, in many respects, to that outlined in this document and in other 
guidelines. 

This Annex outlines cell substrate-related information that should be included in 
marketing applications for biological products prepared using primary cells.  This 
information falls into three general categories: (1)  Information concerning the source 
tissue (or organ) and other animal-derived raw materials used for the establishment 
of primary cell substrates, (2)  information concerning the preparation of primary cell 
substrates, and (3)  testing performed on primary cell substrates to ensure the safety 
of the product. 

II. Source Tissue and Other Raw Materials  
Information should be provided about the animals used as a source of tissue for the 
preparation of primary cell substrates.  Tissue should be derived from healthy 
animals subjected to veterinary and laboratory monitoring to certify the absence of 
pathogenic agents.  Whenever possible, donor animals should be obtained from closed, 
specific pathogen-free (when available) colonies or flocks.  Animals used as tissue 
donors should not have been used previously for experimental studies.  Animals 
should be adequately quarantined for an appropriate period of time prior to use for 
the preparation of cells. In some countries, animals may need to be quarantined in the 
country where the primary cells are prepared. Manufacturers should consult with 
national/regional authorities for specific requirements. 

Information on materials and components used for the preparation of primary cell 
substrates should be provided, including the identity and source of all reagents of 
human or animal origin.  A description of testing performed on components of animal 
origin to certify the absence of detectable contaminants and adventitious agents 
should be included. 

III. Preparation of Primary Cell Substrates 
Methods used for isolation of cells from tissue, establishment of primary cell cultures 
and maintenance of cultures should be described. 

IV. Testing of Primary Cell Substrates 
Tests performed on primary cell substrates to qualify them for use in production 
should be described.  As noted, the nature of primary cell substrates precludes 
extensive testing and characterization prior to use.  Testing to demonstrate the 
absence of adventitious agents in these substrates is therefore conducted concurrently 
and may include: Observation of production or uninfected control cultures before, 
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during, and beyond the period of production; inoculation of culture fluids from 
production and uninfected control cultures into various susceptible indicator cell 
cultures capable of detecting a wide range of relevant viruses, followed by 
examination for cytopathic changes and testing for the presence of hemadsorbing 
viruses; and other tests for specific agents (such as relevant retroviruses) as 
necessary.  Additional information concerning specific viral tests may be found in the 
relevant national/regional/international guidelines. 

Appropriate testing regimens and test methods for cells used in the production of 
specific products will vary depending on the donor species used as a source of tissue, 
adventitious agents potentially present, the nature of the product, its intended clinical 
use, aspects of the manufacturing process, and the extent of testing performed on the 
final product.  Applicants should explain and justify the approach taken with respect 
to their specific product. 
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COMPARABILITY OF BIOTECHNOLOGICAL/BIOLOGICAL PRODUCTS 

SUBJECT TO CHANGES IN THEIR MANUFACTURING PROCESS 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Objectives of the Guideline 
The objective of this document is to provide principles for assessing the comparability 
of biotechnological/biological products before and after changes are made in the 
manufacturing process for the drug substance or drug product.  Therefore, this 
guideline is intended to assist in the collection of relevant technical information which 
serves as evidence that the manufacturing process changes will not have an adverse 
impact on the quality, safety and efficacy of the drug product.  The document does not 
prescribe any particular analytical, nonclinical or clinical strategy. The main 
emphasis of the document is on quality aspects. 

1.2 Background 
Manufacturers1 of biotechnological/biological products frequently make changes to 
manufacturing processes2 of products3 both during development and after approval.  
Reasons for such changes include improving the manufacturing process, increasing 
scale, improving product stability, and complying with changes in regulatory 
requirements.  When changes are made to the manufacturing process, the 
manufacturer generally evaluates the relevant quality attributes of the product to 
demonstrate that modifications did not occur that would adversely impact4 the safety 
and efficacy of the drug product.  Such an evaluation should indicate whether or not 
confirmatory nonclinical or clinical studies are appropriate. 

While ICH documents have not specifically addressed considerations for 
demonstrating comparability between pre-change and post-change product, several 
ICH documents have provided guidance for technical information and data to be 
submitted in marketing applications that can also be useful for assessing 
manufacturing process changes (see Section 4.0 References).  This document builds 
upon the previous ICH guidelines and provides additional direction regarding 
approaches to: 

 Comparing post-change product to pre-change product following 
manufacturing process changes; and  

                                                 
1  For convenience, when the term “manufacturer” is used, it is intended to include any third 

party having a contractual arrangement to produce the intermediates, drug substance, or 
drug product on behalf of the marketing authorisation holder (or the developer, if prior to 
market authorisation). 

2  For convenience, when the term “manufacturing process(es)” is used, it also includes 
facilities and equipment that might impact on critical processing parameters and, thereby, 
on product quality. 

3  For convenience, when the term “product” is used without modifiers, it is intended to refer to 
the intermediates, drug substance, and drug product. 

4  Improvement of product quality is always desirable and encouraged.  If the results of the 
comparability exercise indicate an improved quality suggesting a significant benefit in 
efficacy and/or safety, the pre- and post-change product may not be comparable.  However, 
this result could be considered acceptable.  The manufacturer is advised to consult the 
appropriate regional Regulatory Authority. 
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 Assessing the impact of observed differences in the quality attributes caused 
by the manufacturing process change for a given product as it relates to safety 
and efficacy of the product.  

1.3 Scope 
The principles adopted and explained in this document5 apply to: 

 Proteins and polypeptides, their derivatives, and products of which they are 
components, e.g., conjugates.  These proteins and polypeptides are produced 
from recombinant or non-recombinant cell-culture expression systems and can 
be highly purified and characterised using an appropriate set of analytical 
procedures; 

 Products where manufacturing process changes are made by a single 
manufacturer, including those made by a contract manufacturer, who can 
directly compare results from the analysis of pre-change and post-change 
product; and  

 Products where manufacturing process changes are made in development or 
for which a marketing authorisation has been granted. 

The principles outlined in this document might also apply to other product types such 
as proteins and polypeptides isolated from tissues and body fluids.  Manufacturers are 
advised to consult with the appropriate regional Regulatory Authority to determine 
applicability. 

1.4 General Principles  
The goal of the comparability exercise is to ensure the quality, safety and efficacy of 
drug product produced by a changed manufacturing process, through collection and 
evaluation of the relevant data to determine whether there might be any adverse 
impact on the drug product due to the manufacturing process changes.   

The demonstration of comparability does not necessarily mean that the quality 
attributes of the pre-change and post-change product are identical, but that they are 
highly similar and that the existing knowledge is sufficiently predictive to ensure that 
any differences in quality attributes have no adverse impact upon safety or efficacy of 
the drug product.   

A determination of comparability can be based on a combination of analytical testing, 
biological assays, and, in some cases, nonclinical and clinical data.  If a manufacturer 
can provide assurance of comparability through analytical studies alone, nonclinical 
or clinical studies with the post-change product are not warranted.  However, where 
the relationship between specific quality attributes and safety and efficacy has not 
been established, and differences between quality attributes of the pre- and post-
change product are observed, it might be appropriate to include a combination of 
quality, nonclinical, and/or clinical studies in the comparability exercise. 

To identify the impact of a manufacturing process change, a careful evaluation of all 
foreseeable consequences for the product should be performed. In consideration of this 
evaluation, appropriate criteria to define highly similar post-change product can be 

                                                 
5 This document applies to situations in which all three of the bulleted conditions are present. 
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established.  Generally, quality data on the pre- and post-change product are 
generated, and a comparison is performed that integrates and evaluates all data 
collected, e.g., routine batch analyses, in-process control, process validation/evaluation 
data, characterisation and stability, if appropriate.  The comparison of the results to 
the predefined criteria should allow an objective assessment of whether or not the 
pre- and post-change product are comparable.   

Following the evaluation of the quality attributes, the manufacturer could be faced 
with one of several outcomes, including:  

 Based on appropriate comparison of relevant quality attributes, pre- and post-
change product are highly similar and considered comparable, i.e., no adverse 
impact on safety or efficacy profiles is foreseen;  

 Although the pre- and post change product appear highly similar, the 
analytical procedures used are not sufficient to discern relevant differences 
that can impact the safety and efficacy of the product. The manufacturer 
should consider employing additional testing (e.g., further characterisation) or 
nonclinical and/or clinical studies to reach a definitive conclusion;  

 Although the pre- and post-change product appear highly similar, some 
differences have been observed in the quality attributes of the pre-change and 
post-change product, but it can be justified that no adverse impact on safety or 
efficacy profiles is expected, based on the manufacturer’s accumulated 
experience, relevant information, and data.  In these circumstances, pre- and 
post-change product can be considered comparable;  

 Although the pre- and post-change product appear highly similar, some 
differences have been identified in the comparison of quality attributes and a 
possible adverse impact on safety and efficacy profiles cannot be excluded. In 
such situations, the generation and analysis of additional data on quality 
attributes are unlikely to assist in determining whether pre- and post-change 
product are comparable.  The manufacturer should consider performing 
nonclinical and/or clinical studies;  

 Differences in the quality attributes are so significant that it is determined 
that the products are not highly similar and are therefore not comparable.  
This outcome is not within the scope of this document and is not discussed 
further. 

2. GUIDELINES 

2.1  Considerations for the Comparability Exercise 
The goal of the comparability exercise is to ascertain that pre- and post-change drug 
product is comparable in terms of quality, safety, and efficacy.  To meet this goal, the 
product should be evaluated at the process step most appropriate to detect a change 
in the quality attributes.  This may entail evaluating the product at multiple stages of 
manufacture.  For example, even though all process changes occurred in the 
manufacture of the drug substance, in cases where the drug product could be 
impacted by the change, it might be appropriate to collect data on both the drug 
substance and the drug product to support the determination of comparability.  
Comparability can often be deduced from quality studies alone (limited or 
comprehensive analysis, as appropriate), but might sometimes need to be supported 
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by comparability bridging studies.  The extent of the studies necessary to demonstrate 
comparability will depend on: 

 The production step where the changes are introduced; 

 The potential impact of the changes on the purity as well as on the 
physicochemical and biological properties of the product, particularly 
considering the complexity and degree of knowledge of the product (e.g., 
impurities, product- related substances); 

 The availability of suitable analytical techniques to detect potential product 
modifications and the results of these studies; and  

 The relationship between quality attributes and safety and efficacy, based on 
overall nonclinical and clinical experience. 

When considering the comparability of products, the manufacturer should evaluate, 
for example: 

 Relevant physicochemical and biological characterisation data regarding 
quality attributes;  

 Results from analysis of relevant samples from the appropriate stages of the 
manufacturing process (e.g., intermediate, drug substance, and drug product);  

 The need for stability data, including those generated from accelerated or 
stress conditions, to provide insight into potential product differences in the 
degradation pathways of the product and, hence, potential differences in 
product-related substances and product-related impurities;  

 Batches used for demonstration of manufacturing consistency;   

 Historical data that provide insight into potential “drift” of quality attributes 
with respect to safety and efficacy, following either a single or a series of 
manufacturing process changes.  That is, the manufacturer should consider the 
impact of changes over time to confirm that an unacceptable impact on safety 
and efficacy profiles has not occurred. 

In addition to evaluating the data, manufacturers should also consider: 

 Critical control points in the manufacturing process that affect product 
characteristics, e.g., the impact of the process change on the quality of  in-
process materials, as well as the ability of downstream steps to accommodate 
material from a changed cell culture process;  

 Adequacy of the in-process controls including critical control points and in-
process testing:  In-process controls for the post-change process should be 
confirmed, modified, or created, as appropriate, to maintain the quality of the 
product;  

 Nonclinical or clinical characteristics of the drug product and its therapeutic 
indications (see section 2.5).  

2.2 Quality Considerations 

2.2.1. Analytical Techniques 
The battery of tests for the comparability exercise should be carefully selected and 
optimised to maximise the potential for detecting relevant differences in the quality 
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attributes of the product that might result from the proposed manufacturing process 
change.  To address the full range of physicochemical properties or biological 
activities, it might be appropriate to apply more than one analytical procedure to 
evaluate the same quality attribute (e.g., molecular weight, impurities, 
secondary/tertiary structures).  In such cases, each method should employ different 
physicochemical or biological principles to collect data for the same parameter to 
maximise the possibility that differences in the product caused by a change in the 
manufacturing process might be detected.   

It can be difficult to ensure that the chosen set of analytical procedures for the pre-
change product will be able to detect modifications of the product due to the 
limitations of the assays (e.g., precision, specificity, and detection limit) and the 
complexity of some products due to molecular heterogeneity.  Consequently, the 
manufacturer should determine: 

 Whether or not existing tests remain appropriate for their intended use or 
should be modified.  For example, when the manufacturing process change 
gives rise to a different impurity profile in the host cell proteins, 
manufacturers should confirm that the test used to quantitate these impurities 
is still suitable for its intended purpose.  It might be appropriate to modify the 
existing test to detect the new impurities;  

 The need to add new tests as a result of changes in quality attributes that the 
existing methods are not capable of measuring.  That is, when specific changes 
in quality attributes are expected as a result of a process change (e.g., 
following addition of a new raw material or modification of a chromatographic 
purification step), it might be appropriate to develop new analytical 
procedures, i.e., to employ additional analytical techniques above and beyond 
those used previously for characterisation or routine testing. 

The measurement of quality attributes in characterisation studies does not 
necessarily entail the use of validated assays but the assays should be scientifically 
sound and provide results that are reliable. Those methods used to measure quality 
attributes for batch release should be validated in accordance with ICH guidelines 
(ICH Q2A, Q2B, Q5C, Q6B), as appropriate.   

2.2.2 Characterisation  
Characterisation of a biotechnological/biological product by appropriate techniques, as 
described in ICH Q6B, includes the determination of physicochemical properties, 
biological activity, immunochemical properties (if any), purity, impurities, 
contaminants, and quantity.   

When a manufacturing process change has been made that has the potential to have 
an impact on quality attributes, a complete or limited (but rationalised) repetition of 
the characterisation activity conducted for the market application is generally 
warranted to directly compare the pre-change and post-change product.  However, 
additional characterisation might be indicated in some cases.  For example, when 
process changes result in a product characterisation profile that differs from that 
observed in the material used during nonclinical and clinical studies or other 
appropriate representative materials (e.g., reference materials, marketed batches), 
the significance of these alterations should be evaluated.  Results of comprehensive 
characterisation of the material used in pivotal clinicial trials could provide a useful 
point of reference for subsequent comparability excercises. 
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Each of the following criteria should be considered as a key point in the conduct of the 
comparability exercise: 

Physicochemical Properties 
The manufacturer should consider the concept of the desired product (and its 
variants) as defined in ICH Q6B when designing and conducting a comparability 
exercise.  The complexity of the molecular entity with respect to the degree of 
molecular heterogeneity should also be considered. Following a manufacturing 
process change, manufacturers should attempt to determine that higher order 
structure (secondary, tertiary, and quaternary structure) is maintained in the 
product.  If the appropriate higher order structural information cannot be obtained, a 
relevant biological activity assay (see biological activity below) could indicate a correct 
conformational structure.  

Biological Activity  
Biological assay results can serve multiple purposes in the confirmation of product 
quality attributes that are useful for characterisation and batch analysis, and, in 
some cases, could serve as a link to clinical activity.  The manufacturer should 
consider the limitations of biological assays, such as high variability, that might 
prevent detection of differences that occur as a result of a manufacturing process 
change.   

In cases where the biological assay also serves as a complement to physicochemical 
analysis, e.g., as a surrogate assay for higher order structure, the use of a relevant 
biological assay with appropriate precision and accuracy might provide a suitable 
approach to confirm that change in specific higher order structure has not occurred 
following manufacturing process changes.  Where physicochemical or biological assays 
are not considered adequate to confirm that the higher order structure is maintained, 
it might be appropriate to conduct a nonclinical or clinical study. 

When changes are made to a product with multiple biological activities, 
manufacturers should consider performing a set of relevant functional assays 
designed to evaluate the range of activities.  For example, certain proteins possess 
multiple functional domains that express enzymatic and receptor mediated activities. 
In such situations, manufacturers should consider evaluating all relevant functional 
activities.  

Where one or more of the multiple activities are not sufficiently correlated with 
clinical safety or efficacy or if the mechanism of action is not understood, the 
manufacturer should justify that nonclinical or clinical activity is not compromised in 
the post-change product. 

Immunochemical Properties   
When immunochemical properties are part of the characterisation (e.g., for antibodies 
or antibody-based products), the manufacturer should confirm that post-change 
product is comparable in terms of the specific properties. 

Purity, Impurities, and Contaminants   
The combination of analytical procedures selected should provide data to evaluate 
whether a change in purity profile has occurred in terms of the desired product.   
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If differences are observed in the purity and impurity profiles of the post-change 
product relative to the pre-change product, the differences should be evaluated to 
assess their potential impact on safety and efficacy.  Where the change results in the 
appearance of new impurities, the new impurities should be identified and 
characterised when possible.  Depending on the impurity type and amount, it might 
be appropriate to conduct nonclinical or clinical studies to confirm that there is no 
adverse impact on safety or efficacy of the drug product.   

Contaminants should be strictly avoided and/or suitably controlled with appropriate 
in-process acceptance criteria or action limits for drug substance or drug product.  
New contaminants should be evaluated to assess their potential impact on the 
quality, safety and efficacy of the product. 

2.2.3 Specifications 
The tests and analytical procedures chosen to define drug substance or drug product 
specifications alone are generally not considered adequate to assess the impact of 
manufacturing process changes since they are chosen to confirm the routine quality of 
the product rather than to fully characterise it.  The manufacturer should confirm 
that the specifications after the process change are appropriate to ensure product 
quality. Results within the established acceptance criteria, but outside historical 
manufacturing control trends, might suggest product differences that warrant 
additional study or analysis.  Modification, elimination, or addition of a test (i.e., in 
the specification) might be indicated where data suggest that the previous test is no 
longer relevant for routine batch analysis of the post-change product.  For example, 
the elimination of bovine serum from the cell culture process would remove the need 
for related analyses.  However, a widening of the acceptance criteria is generally not 
considered appropriate unless justified.  In some cases, additional tests and 
acceptance criteria on the relative amount of specific new impurities might be 
appropriate if the impurity profile is different following the manufacturing process 
changes.  When evaluating both the test methods and acceptance criteria for the post-
change product, it is important to consider the general principles for setting 
specifications as defined in Q6B, i.e., the impact of the changes on the validated 
manufacturing process, characterisation studies, batch analysis data, stability data, 
and nonclinical and clinical experience.   

2.2.4 Stability 
For certain manufacturing process changes, even slight modifications of the 
production procedures might cause changes in the stability of the post-change 
product.  Any change with the potential to alter protein structure or purity and 
impurity profiles should be evaluated for its impact on stability, since proteins are 
frequently sensitive to changes, such as those made to buffer composition, processing 
and holding conditions, and the use of organic solvents.  Furthermore, stability 
studies might be able to detect subtle differences that are not readily detectable by 
the characterisation studies.  For example, the presence of trace amounts of a 
protease might only be detected by product degradation that occurs over an extended 
time period; or, in some cases, divalent ions leached from the container closure system 
might change the stability profile because of the activation of trace proteases not 
detected in stability studies of the pre-change product. Therefore, real-time/real 
temperature stability studies on the product potentially affected by the change should 
be initiated, as appropriate. 
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Accelerated and stress stability studies are often useful tools to establish degradation 
profiles and provide a further direct comparison of pre-change and post-change 
product.  The results thus obtained might show product differences that warrant 
additional evaluation, and also identify conditions indicating that additional controls 
should be employed in the manufacturing process and during storage to eliminate 
these unexpected differences.  Appropriate studies should be considered to confirm 
that suitable storage conditions and controls are selected.  

ICH Q5C and Q1A(R) should be consulted to determine the conditions for stability 
studies that provide relevant data to be compared before and after a change. 

2.3 Manufacturing Process Considerations  
A well-defined manufacturing process with its associated process controls assures 
that acceptable product is produced on a consistent basis.  Approaches to determining 
the impact of any process change will vary with respect to the specific process, the 
product, the extent of the manufacturer’s knowledge of and experience with the 
process, and development data generated.  The manufacturer should confirm that the 
process controls in the modified process provide at least similar or more effective 
control of the product quality, compared to those of the original process.    

A careful consideration of potential effects of the planned change on steps 
downstream and quality parameters related to these steps is extremely important 
(e.g., for acceptance criteria, in-process specification, in-process tests, in-process hold 
times, operating limits, and validation/evaluation, if appropriate).  This analysis will 
help identify which tests should be performed during the comparability exercise, 
which in-process or batch release acceptance criteria or analytical procedures should 
be re-evaluated and which steps should not be impacted by the proposed change.  For 
example, analysis of intermediates might suggest potential differences that should be 
evaluated to determine the suitability of existing tests to detect these differences in 
the product.  The rationale for excluding parts of the process from this consideration 
should be justified.  

While the process will change and the associated controls might be redefined, the 
manufacturer should confirm that pre-change and post-change product are 
comparable.  To support the comparison it is often useful to demonstrate, for example, 
that specific intermediates are comparable or that the modified process has the 
capability to provide appropriate levels of removal for process- and product-related 
impurities, including those newly introduced by the process change.  To support 
process changes for approved products, data from commercial-scale batches are 
generally indicated. 

The process assessment should consider such factors as the criticality of the process 
step and proposed change, the location of the change and potential for effects on other 
process steps, and the type and extent of change.  Information that can aid this 
assessment is generally available from several sources.  The sources can include 
knowledge from process development studies, small scale evaluation/validation 
studies, experience with earlier process changes, experience with equipment in 
similar operations, changes in similar manufacturing processes with similar products, 
and literature.  Although information from external sources is useful to some extent, 
it is within the context of the specific manufacturing process and specific product that 
the change should be assessed. 
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When changes are made to a process, the manufacturer should demonstrate that the 
associated process controls, including any new ones, provide assurance that the 
modified process will also be capable of providing comparable product.  The modified 
process steps should be re-evaluated and/or re-validated, as appropriate.  The in-
process controls, including critical control points and in-process testing, should ensure 
that the post-change process is well controlled and maintains the quality of the 
product.  Typically, re-evaluation/re-validation activities for a simple change might be 
limited to the affected process step, if there is no evidence to indicate that there is 
impact on the performance of subsequent (downstream) process steps, or on the 
quality of the intermediates resulting from the subsequent steps.  When the change 
considered affects more than a single step, more extensive analysis of the change and 
resultant validation might be appropriate.   

Demonstration of state of control with the modified/changed manufacturing process 
might include, but is not limited to, such items as: 

 Establishment of modified specifications for raw, source and starting 
materials, and reagents; 

 Appropriate bioburden and/or viral safety testing of the post-change cell banks 
and cells at the limit of in vitro cell age for production;  

 Adventitious agent clearance;  

 Removal of product- or process-related impurities, such as residual host cell 
DNA and proteins; and  

 Maintenance of the purity level. 

For approved products, an appropriate number of post-change batches should be 
analysed to demonstrate consistent performance of the process. 

To support the analysis of the changes and the control strategy, the manufacturer 
should prepare a description of the change that summarises the pre-change and the 
post-change manufacturing process and that clearly highlights modifications of the 
process and changes in controls in a side-by-side format. 

2.4  Demonstration of Comparability during Development 
During product development, it is expected that multiple changes in the 
manufacturing process will occur that could impact drug product quality, safety, and 
efficacy.  Comparability exercises are generally performed to demonstrate that 
nonclinical and clinical data generated with pre-change product are applicable to post-
change product in order to facilitate further development and, ultimately, to support 
the marketing authorisation.  Comparability studies conducted for products in 
development are influenced by factors such as the stage of product development, the 
availability of validated analytical procedures, and the extent of product and process 
knowledge, which are limited at times due to the available experience that the 
manufacturer has with the process.   

Where changes are introduced in development before nonclinical studies, the issue of 
assessing comparability is not generally raised because the manufacturer 
subsequently conducts nonclinical and clinical studies using the post-change product 
as part of the development process.  During early phases of nonclinical and clinical 
studies, comparability testing is generally not as extensive as for an approved 
product.  As knowledge and information accumulate, and the analytical tools develop, 
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the comparability exercise should utilise available information and will generally 
become more comprehensive. Where process changes are introduced in late stages of 
development and no additional clinical studies are planned to support the marketing 
authorisation, the comparability exercise should be as comprehensive and thorough as 
one conducted for an approved product.  Some outcomes of the comparability studies 
on quality attributes can lead to additional nonclinical or clinical studies. 

In order for a comparability exercise to occur during development, appropriate 
assessment tools should be used.  Analytical procedures used during development 
might not be validated, but should always be scientifically sound and provide results 
that are reliable and reproducible.  Due to the limitations of the analytical tools in 
early clinical development, physicochemical and biological tests alone might be 
considered inadequate to determine comparability, and therefore, bridging nonclinical 
and/or clinical studies, as appropriate, might be needed.  

2.5 Nonclinical and Clinical Considerations 

2.5.1 Factors to be Considered in Planning Nonclinical and Clinical Studies 
Determinations of product comparability can be based solely on quality considerations 
(see section 2.2) if the manufacturer can provide assurance of comparability through 
analytical studies as suggested in this document.  Additional evidence from 
nonclinical or clinical studies is considered appropriate when quality data are 
insufficient to establish comparability. The extent and nature of nonclinical and 
clinical studies will be determined on a case-by-case basis in consideration of various 
factors, which include among others:  

Quality findings  
 Drug product - The type, nature, and extent of differences between the post-

change product and the pre-change product with respect to quality attributes 
including product-related substances, the impurity profile, stability and 
excipients.  
For example, new impurities could warrant toxicological studies for 
qualification; 

 Results of the evaluation/validation studies on the new process including the 
results of relevant in-process tests; 

 Availability, capabilities and limitations of tests used for any comparability 
studies. 

The nature and the level of knowledge of the product 
 Product complexity, including heterogeneity and higher order structure - 

Physicochemical and in vitro biological assays might not be able to detect all 
differences in structure and/or function; 

 Structure-activity relationship and strength of the association of quality 
attributes with safety and efficacy; 

 Relationship between the therapeutic protein and endogenous proteins and the 
consequences for immunogenicity; 

 Mode(s) of action (unknown vs. known, single vs multiple active sites). 
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Existing nonclinical and clinical data relevant to the product, aspects of 
product use and product class 

 Therapeutic indications/target patient groups - The impact of possible 
differences can vary between patient groups, e.g., risk for unintended 
immunogenicity. It may be appropriate to consider the consequences  
separately for each indication; 

 Posology, e.g., dosing regimen, route of administration - The risk of certain 
possible consequences of a difference, such as immunogenicity, could be higher 
with chronic administration as compared to short term administration; 
subcutaneous administration might induce immunogenicity more often than 
intravenous administration;  

 The therapeutic window/dose-response curve - The impact of a certain change 
could be different for products that have a wide therapeutic window as 
compared to those with a more narrow window. The safety or efficacy of 
products with a steep or a bellshaped dose-response curve can be affected by 
minor changes in pharmacokinetics or receptor-binding;   

 Previous experience, e.g., immunogenicity, safety - The experience with the 
original product or with other products in the same class can be relevant, 
especially with regard to rare adverse effects, e.g., knowledge about the 
consequences of immunogenicity; 

 PK/PD relation, distribution, clearance. 

2.5.2 Type of Studies 
The nonclinical and clinical studies referred to in this document might include, 
depending on the situation, PK studies, PD studies, PK/PD studies, clinical efficacy 
studies, specific safety studies, immunogenicity studies and pharmacovigilance 
studies. The purpose of these studies is to enable comparison of pre- and post-change 
product. Where appropriate, these studies should be direct comparative studies. 

3. GLOSSARY 

Comparability Bridging Study: 
A study performed to provide nonclinical or clinical data that allows extrapolation of 
the existing data from the drug product produced by the current process to the drug 
product from the changed process. 

Comparable: 
A conclusion that products have highly similar quality attributes before and after 
manufacturing process changes and that no adverse impact on the safety or efficacy, 
including immunogenicity, of the drug product occurred. This conclusion can be based 
on an analysis of product quality attributes.  In some cases, nonclinical or clinical 
data might contribute to the conclusion. 

Comparability Exercise: 
The activities, including study design, conduct of studies, and evaluation of data, that 
are designed to investigate whether the products are comparable. 
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Quality Attribute:   
A molecular or product characteristic that is selected for its ability to help indicate the 
quality of the product.  Collectively, the quality attributes define identity, purity, 
potency and stability of the product, and safety with respect to adventitious agents.  
Specifications measure a selected subset of the quality attributes. 
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SPECIFICATIONS: TEST PROCEDURES AND ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA 
FOR NEW DRUG SUBSTANCES AND NEW DRUG PRODUCTS: 

CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Objective of the Guideline 
This guideline is intended to assist to the extent possible, in the establishment of a 
single set of global specifications for new drug substances and new drug products. It 
provides guidance on the setting and justification of acceptance criteria and the 
selection of test procedures for new drug substances of synthetic chemical origin, and 
new drug products produced from them, which have not been registered previously in 
the United States, the European Union, or Japan. 

1.2 Background 
A specification is defined as a list of tests, references to analytical procedures, and 
appropriate acceptance criteria, which are numerical limits, ranges, or other criteria 
for the tests described. It establishes the set of criteria to which a drug substance or 
drug product should conform to be considered acceptable for its intended use. 
"Conformance to specifications" means that the drug substance and / or drug product, 
when tested according to the listed analytical procedures, will meet the listed 
acceptance criteria.  Specifications are critical quality standards that are proposed 
and justified by the manufacturer and approved by regulatory authorities as 
conditions of approval.  

Specifications are one part of a total control strategy for the drug substance and drug 
product designed to ensure product quality and consistency. Other parts of this 
strategy include thorough product characterization during development, upon which 
specifications are based, and adherence to Good Manufacturing Practices; e.g., 
suitable facilities, a validated manufacturing process, validated test procedure, raw 
material testing, in-process testing, stability testing, etc. 

Specifications are chosen to confirm the quality of the drug substance and drug 
product rather than to establish full characterization, and should focus on those 
characteristics found to be useful in ensuring the safety and efficacy of the drug 
substance and drug product. 

1.3 Scope of the Guideline 
The quality of drug substances and drug products is determined by their design, 
development, in-process controls, GMP controls, and process validation, and by 
specifications applied to them throughout development and manufacture. This 
guideline addresses specifications, i.e., those tests, procedures, and acceptance criteria 
which play a major role in assuring the quality of the new drug substance and new 
drug product at release and during shelf life. Specifications are an important 
component of quality assurance, but are not its only component. All of the 
considerations listed above are necessary to ensure consistent production of drug 
substances and drug products of high quality. 

This guideline addresses only the marketing approval of new drug products (including 
combination products) and, where applicable, new drug substances; it does not 
address drug substances or drug products during the clinical research stages of drug 
development.  This guideline may be applicable to synthetic and semi-synthetic 
antibiotics and synthetic peptides of low molecular weight; however, it is not sufficient 
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to adequately describe specifications of higher molecular weight peptides and 
polypeptides, and biotechnological/biological products. The ICH Guideline 
Specifications: Test Procedures and Acceptance Criteria for Biotechnological/Biological 
Products addresses guideline specifications, tests and procedures for 
biotechnological/biological products.  Radiopharmaceuticals, products of fermentation, 
oligonucleotides, herbal products and crude products of animal or plant origin are 
similarly not covered. 

Guidance is provided with regard to acceptance criteria which should be established 
for all new drug substances and new drug products, i.e. universal acceptance criteria, 
and those that are considered specific to individual drug substances and / or dosage 
forms. This guideline should not be considered all encompassing.  New analytical 
technologies, and modifications to existing technology, are continually being 
developed.  Such technologies should be used when justified. 

Dosage forms addressed in this guideline include solid oral dosage forms, liquid oral 
dosage forms, and parenterals (small and large volume). This is not meant to be an 
all-inclusive list, or to limit the number of dosage forms to which this guideline 
applies. The dosage forms presented serve as models, which may be applicable to 
other dosage forms which have not been discussed. The extended application of the 
concepts in this guideline to other dosage forms, e.g., to inhalation dosage forms 
(powders, solutions, etc.), to topical formulations (creams, ointments, gels), and to 
transdermal systems, is encouraged.  

2. GENERAL CONCEPTS 
The following concepts are important in the development and setting of harmonized 
specifications. They are not universally applicable, but each should be considered in 
particular circumstances. This guideline presents a brief definition of each concept 
and an indication of the circumstances under which it may be applicable. Generally, 
proposals to implement these concepts should be justified by the applicant and 
approved by the appropriate regulatory authority before being put into effect. 

2.1 Periodic or Skip Testing 
Periodic or skip testing is the performance of specified tests at release on pre-selected 
batches and / or at predetermined intervals, rather than on a batch-to-batch basis 
with the understanding that those batches not being tested still must meet all 
acceptance criteria established for that product. This represents a less than full 
schedule of testing and should therefore be justified and presented to and approved by 
the regulatory authority prior to implementation.  This concept may be applicable to, 
for example, residual solvents and microbiological testing, for solid oral dosage forms. 
It is recognized that only limited data may be available at the time of submission of an 
application (see section 2.5). This concept should therefore generally be implemented 
post-approval.  When tested, any failure to meet acceptance criteria established for 
the periodic test should be handled by proper notification of the appropriate 
regulatory authority(ies).  If these data demonstrate a need to restore routine testing, 
then batch by batch release testing should be reinstated. 

2.2 Release vs. Shelf-life Acceptance Criteria 
The concept of different acceptance criteria for release vs. shelf-life specifications 
applies to drug products only; it pertains to the establishment of more restrictive 
criteria for the release of a drug product than are applied to the shelf-life. Examples 
where this may be applicable include assay and impurity (degradation product) levels. 
In Japan and the United States, this concept may only be applicable to in-house 
criteria, and not to the regulatory release criteria.   Thus, in these regions, the 
regulatory acceptance criteria are the same from release throughout shelf-life; 
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however, an applicant may choose to have tighter in-house limits at the time of 
release to provide increased assurance to the applicant that the product will remain 
within the regulatory acceptance criterion throughout its shelf-life.  In the European 
Union there is a regulatory requirement for distinct specifications for release and for 
shelf-life where different. 

2.3 In-process Tests 
In-process tests, as presented in this guideline, are tests which may be performed 
during the manufacture of either the drug substance or drug product, rather than as 
part of the formal battery of tests which are conducted prior to release. 

In-process tests which are only used for the purpose of adjusting process parameters 
within an operating range, e.g., hardness and friability of tablet cores which will be 
coated and individual tablet weights, are not included in the specification. 

Certain tests conducted during the manufacturing process, where the acceptance 
criterion is identical to or tighter than the release requirement, (e.g., pH of a solution) 
may be sufficient to satisfy specification requirements when the test is included in the 
specification.  However, this approach should be validated to show that test results or 
product performance characteristics do not change from the in-process stage to 
finished product. 

2.4 Design and Development Considerations 
The experience and data accumulated during the development of a new drug 
substance or product should form the basis for the setting of specifications. It may be 
possible to propose excluding or replacing certain tests on this basis. Some examples 
are:  

 microbiological testing for drug substances and solid dosage forms which have 
been shown during development not to support microbial viability or growth 
(see Decision Trees #6 and #8); 

 extractables from product containers where it has been reproducibly shown 
that either no extractables are found in the drug product or the levels meet 
accepted standards for safety; 

 particle size testing may fall into this category, may be performed as an in-
process test, or may be performed as a release test, depending on its relevance 
to product performance; 

 dissolution testing for immediate release solid oral drug products made from 
highly water soluble drug substances may be replaced by disintegration 
testing, if these products have been demonstrated during development to have 
consistently rapid drug release characteristics (see Decision Trees #7(1) 
through #7(2)). 

2.5 Limited Data Available at Filing 
It is recognized that only a limited amount of data may be available at the time of 
filing, which can influence the process of setting acceptance criteria. As a result it may 
be necessary to propose revised acceptance criteria as additional experience is gained 
with the manufacture of a particular drug substance or drug product (example: 
acceptance limits for a specific impurity). The basis for the acceptance criteria at the 
time of filing should necessarily focus on safety and efficacy. 

When only limited data are available, the initially approved tests and acceptance 
criteria should be reviewed as more information is collected, with a view towards 
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possible modification. This could involve loosening, as well as tightening, acceptance 
criteria as appropriate. 

2.6 Parametric Release 
Parametric release can be used as an operational alternative to routine release testing 
for the drug product in certain cases when approved by the regulatory authority. 
Sterility testing for terminally sterilized drug products is one example. In this case, 
the release of each batch is based on satisfactory results from monitoring specific 
parameters, e.g., temperature, pressure, and time during the terminal sterilization 
phase(s) of drug product manufacturing. These parameters can generally be more 
accurately controlled and measured, so that they are more reliable in predicting 
sterility assurance than is end-product sterility testing.  Appropriate laboratory tests 
(e.g., chemical or physical indicator) may be included in the parametric release 
program.  It is important to note that the sterilization process should be adequately 
validated before parametric release is proposed and maintenance of a validated state 
should be demonstrated by revalidation at established intervals. When parametric 
release is performed, the attribute which is indirectly controlled (e.g., sterility), 
together with a reference to the associated test procedure, still should be included in 
the specifications. 

2.7 Alternative Procedures 
Alternative procedures are those which may be used to measure an attribute when 
such procedures control the quality of the drug substance or drug product to an extent 
that is comparable or superior to the official procedure. Example: for tablets that have 
been shown not to degrade during manufacture, it may be permissible to use a 
spectrophotometric procedure for release as opposed to the official procedure, which is 
chromatographic. However, the chromatographic procedure should still be used to 
demonstrate compliance with the acceptance criteria during the shelf-life of the 
product. 

2.8 Pharmacopoeial Tests and Acceptance Criteria 
References to certain procedures are found in pharmacopoeias in each region.  
Wherever they are appropriate, pharmacopoeial procedures should be utilized.  
Whereas differences in pharmacopoeial procedures and/or acceptance criteria have 
existed among the regions, a harmonized specification is possible only if the 
procedures and acceptance criteria defined are acceptable to regulatory authorities in 
all regions. 

The full utility of this Guideline is dependent on the successful completion of 
harmonization of pharmacopoeial procedures for several attributes commonly 
considered in the specification for new drug substances or new drug products.  The 
Pharmacopoeial Discussion Group (PDG) of the European Pharmacopoeia, the 
Japanese Pharmacopoeia, and the United States Pharmacopeia has expressed a 
commitment to achieving harmonization of the procedures in a timely fashion. 

Where harmonization has been achieved, an appropriate reference to the harmonized 
procedure and acceptance criteria is considered acceptable for a specification in all 
three regions.  For example, after harmonization sterility data generated using the JP 
procedure, as well as the JP procedure itself and its acceptance criteria, are 
considered acceptable for registration in all three regions.  To signify the harmonized 
status of these procedures, the pharmacopoeias have agreed to include a statement in 
their respective texts which indicates that the procedures and acceptance criteria from 
all three pharmacopoeias are considered equivalent and are, therefore, 
interchangeable. 
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Since the overall value of this Guideline is linked to the extent of harmonization of the 
analytical procedures and acceptance criteria of the pharmacopoeias, it is agreed by 
the members of the Q6A expert working group that none of the three pharmacopoeias 
should change a harmonized monograph unilaterally.  According to the PDG 
procedure for the revision of harmonized monographs and chapters, “no 
pharmacopoeia shall revise unilaterally any monograph or chapter after sign-off or 
after publication.” 

2.9 Evolving Technologies 
New analytical technologies, and modifications to existing technology, are continually 
being developed. Such technologies should be used when they are considered to offer 
additional assurance of quality, or are otherwise justified. 

2.10 Impact of Drug Substance on Drug Product Specifications 
In general, it should not be necessary to test the drug product for quality attributes 
uniquely associated with the drug substance. Example: it is normally not considered 
necessary to test the drug product for synthesis impurities which are controlled in the 
drug substance and are not degradation products. Refer to the ICH Guideline 
Impurities in New Drug Products for detailed information. 

2.11 Reference Standard 
A reference standard, or reference material, is a substance prepared for use as the 
standard in an assay, identification, or purity test.  It should have a quality 
appropriate to its use. It is often characterized and evaluated for its intended purpose 
by additional procedures other than those used in routine testing.  For new drug 
substance reference standards intended for use in assays, the impurities should be 
adequately identified and / or controlled, and purity should be measured by a 
quantitative procedure.  

3. GUIDELINES 

3.1 Specifications: Definition and Justification 

3.1.1 Definition of Specifications 
A specification is defined as a list of tests, references to analytical procedures, and 
appropriate acceptance criteria which are numerical limits, ranges, or other criteria 
for the tests described. It establishes the set of criteria to which a new drug substance 
or new drug product should conform to be considered acceptable for its intended use. 
"Conformance to specifications" means that the drug substance and / or drug product, 
when tested according to the listed analytical procedures, will meet the listed 
acceptance criteria. Specifications are critical quality standards that are proposed and 
justified by the manufacturer and approved by regulatory authorities as conditions of 
approval. 

It is possible that, in addition to release tests, a specification may list in-process tests 
as defined in 2.3, periodic (skip) tests, and other tests which are not always conducted 
on a batch-by-batch basis. In such cases the applicant should specify which tests are 
routinely conducted batch-by-batch, and which tests are not, with an indication and 
justification of the actual testing frequency. In this situation, the drug substance and / 
or drug product should meet the acceptance criteria if tested. 

It should be noted that changes in the specification after approval of the application 
may need prior approval by the regulatory authority. 
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3.1.2 Justification of Specifications 
When a specification is first proposed, justification should be presented for each 
procedure and each acceptance criterion included. The justification should refer to 
relevant development data, pharmacopoeial standards, test data for drug substances 
and drug products used in toxicology and clinical studies, and results from accelerated 
and long term stability studies, as appropriate. Additionally, a reasonable range of 
expected analytical and manufacturing variability should be considered. It is 
important to consider all of this information. 

Approaches other than those set forth in this guideline may be applicable and 
acceptable. The applicant should justify alternative approaches. Such justification 
should be based on data derived from the new drug substance synthesis and/or the 
new drug product manufacturing process. This justification may consider theoretical 
tolerances for a given procedure or acceptance criterion, but the actual results 
obtained should form the primary basis for whatever approach is taken. 

Test results from stability and scale-up / validation batches, with emphasis on the 
primary stability batches, should be considered in setting and justifying specifications. 
If multiple manufacturing sites are planned, it may be valuable to consider data from 
these sites in establishing the initial tests and acceptance criteria. This is particularly 
true when there is limited initial experience with the manufacture of the drug 
substance or drug product at any particular site. If data from a single representative 
manufacturing site are used in setting tests and acceptance criteria, product 
manufactured at all sites should still comply with these criteria. 

Presentation of test results in graphic format may be helpful in justifying individual 
acceptance criteria, particularly for assay values and impurity levels. Data from 
development work should be included in such a presentation, along with stability data 
available for new drug substance or new drug product batches manufactured by the 
proposed commercial processes. Justification for proposing exclusion of a test from the 
specification should be based on development data and on process validation data 
(where appropriate). 

3.2 Universal Tests / Criteria  
Implementation of the recommendations in the following section should take into 
account the ICH Guidelines “Text on Validation of Analytical Procedures” and 
“Validation of Analytical Procedures: Methodology”. 

3.2.1 New Drug Substances 
The following tests and acceptance criteria are considered generally applicable to all 
new drug substances. 

a) Description: a qualitative statement about the state (e.g. solid, liquid) and color of 
the new drug substance. If any of these characteristics change during storage, this 
change should be investigated and appropriate action taken.  

b) Identification: identification testing should optimally be able to discriminate 
between compounds of closely related structure which are likely to be present. 
Identification tests should be specific for the new drug substance, e.g., infrared 
spectroscopy. Identification solely by a single chromatographic retention time, for 
example, is not regarded as being specific.  However, the use of two chromatographic 
procedures, where the separation is based on different principles or a combination of 
tests into a single procedure, such as HPLC/UV diode array, HPLC/MS, or GC/MS is 
generally acceptable.  If the new drug substance is a salt, identification testing should 
be specific for the individual ions.  An identification test that is specific for the salt 
itself should suffice. 
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New drug substances which are optically active may also need specific identification 
testing or performance of a chiral assay.  Please refer to 3.3.1.d) in this Guideline for 
further discussion of this topic. 

c) Assay: A specific, stability-indicating procedure should be included to determine the 
content of the new drug substance. In many cases it is possible to employ the same 
procedure (e.g., HPLC) for both assay of the new drug substance and quantitation of 
impurities. 

In cases where use of a non-specific assay is justified, other supporting analytical 
procedures should be used to achieve overall specificity. For example, where titration 
is adopted to assay the drug substance, the combination of the assay and a suitable 
test for impurities should be used. 

d) Impurities: Organic and inorganic impurities and residual solvents are included in 
this category. Refer to the ICH Guidelines Impurities in New Drug Substances and 
Residual Solvents in Pharmaceuticals for detailed information.  

Decision tree #1 addresses the extrapolation of meaningful limits on impurities from 
the body of data generated during development. At the time of filing it is unlikely that 
sufficient data will be available to assess process consistency. Therefore it is 
considered inappropriate to establish acceptance criteria which tightly encompass the 
batch data at the time of filing. (see section 2.5) 

3.2.2 New Drug Products 
The following tests and acceptance criteria are considered generally applicable to all 
new drug products: 

a) Description: A qualitative description of the dosage form should be provided (e.g., 
size, shape, and color). If any of these characteristics change during manufacture or 
storage, this change should be investigated and appropriate action taken. The 
acceptance criteria should include the final acceptable appearance. If color changes 
during storage, a quantitative procedure may be appropriate. 

b) Identification: Identification testing should establish the identity of the new drug 
substance(s) in the new drug product and should be able to discriminate between 
compounds of closely related structure which are likely to be present. Identity tests 
should be specific for the new drug substance, e.g., infrared spectroscopy.  
Identification solely by a single chromatographic retention time, for example, is not 
regarded as being specific.  However, the use of two chromatographic procedures, 
where the separation is based on different principles, or combination of tests into a 
single procedure, such as HPLC/UV diode array, HPLC/MS, or GC/MS, is generally 
acceptable. 

c) Assay: A specific, stability-indicating assay to determine strength (content) should 
be included for all new drug products. In many cases it is possible to employ the same 
procedure (e.g., HPLC) for both assay of the new drug substance and quantitation of 
impurities. Results of content uniformity testing for new drug products can be used for 
quantitation of drug product strength, if the methods used for content uniformity are 
also appropriate as assays. 

In cases where use of a non-specific assay is justified, other supporting analytical 
procedures should be used to achieve overall specificity. For example, where titration 
is adopted to assay the drug substance for release, the combination of the assay and a 
suitable test for impurities can be used.   A specific procedure should be used when 
there is evidence of excipient interference with the non-specific assay.  
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d) Impurities: Organic and inorganic impurities (degradation products) and residual 
solvents are included in this category.  Refer to the ICH Guidelines Impurities in New 
Drug Products and Residual Solvents for detailed information.    

Organic impurities arising from degradation of the new drug substance and impurities 
that arise during the manufacturing process for the drug product should be monitored 
in the new drug product. Acceptance limits should be stated for individual specified 
degradation products, which may include both identified and unidentified degradation 
products as appropriate, and total degradation products. Process impurities from the 
new drug substance synthesis are normally controlled during drug substance testing, 
and therefore are not included in the total impurities limit. However, when a 
synthesis impurity is also a degradation product, its level should be monitored and 
included in the total degradation product limit.  When it has been conclusively 
demonstrated via appropriate analytical methodology, that the drug substance does 
not degrade in the specific formulation, and under the specific storage conditions 
proposed in the new drug application, degradation product testing may be reduced or 
eliminated upon approval by the regulatory authorities. 

Decision tree #2 addresses the extrapolation of meaningful limits on degradation 
products from the body of data generated during development. At the time of filing it 
is unlikely that sufficient data will be available to assess process consistency. 
Therefore it is considered inappropriate to establish acceptance criteria which tightly 
encompass the batch data at the time of filing. (see section 2.5) 

3.3 Specific Tests / Criteria 
In addition to the universal tests listed above, the following tests may be considered 
on a case by case basis for drug substances and/or drug products. Individual 
tests/criteria should be included in the specification when the tests have an impact on 
the quality of the drug substance and drug product for batch control. Tests other than 
those listed below may be needed in particular situations or as new information 
becomes available.  

3.3.1 New Drug Substances 
a) Physicochemical properties: These are properties such as pH of an aqueous solution, 
melting point / range, and refractive index. The procedures used for the measurement 
of these properties are usually unique and do not need much elaboration, e.g., 
capillary melting point, Abbé refractometry. The tests performed in this category 
should be determined by the physical nature of the new drug substance and by its 
intended use.  

b) Particle size: For some new drug substances intended for use in solid or suspension 
drug products, particle size can have a significant effect on dissolution rates, 
bioavailability, and / or stability. In such instances, testing for particle size 
distribution should be carried out using an appropriate procedure, and acceptance 
criteria should be provided. 

Decision tree #3 provides additional guidance on when particle size testing should be 
considered.  

c) Polymorphic forms: Some new drug substances exist in different crystalline forms 
which differ in their physical properties. Polymorphism may also include solvation or 
hydration products (also known as pseudopolymorphs) and amorphous forms.  
Differences in these forms could, in some cases, affect the quality or performance of 
the new drug products. In cases where differences exist which have been shown to 
affect drug product performance, bioavailability or stability, then the appropriate solid 
state should be specified.  
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Physicochemical measurements and techniques are commonly used to determine 
whether multiple forms exist.  Examples of these procedures are: melting point 
(including hot-stage microscopy), solid state IR, X-ray powder diffraction, thermal 
analysis procedures (like DSC, TGA and DTA), Raman spectroscopy, optical 
microscopy, and solid state NMR. 

Decision trees #4(1) through 4(3) provide additional guidance on when, and how, 
polymorphic forms should be monitored and controlled. 

Note: These decision trees should be followed sequentially. Trees 1 and 2 consider 
whether polymorphism is exhibited by the drug substance, and whether the different 
polymorphic forms can affect performance of the drug product. Tree 3 should only be 
applied when polymorphism has been demonstrated for the drug substance, and 
shown to affect these properties. Tree 3 considers the potential for change in 
polymorphic forms in the drug product, and whether such a change has any effect on 
product performance.  

It is generally technically very difficult to measure polymorphic changes in drug 
products. A surrogate test (e.g., dissolution) (see Decision tree 4(3)) can generally be 
used to monitor product performance, and polymorph content should only be used as a 
test and acceptance criterion of last resort. 

d) Tests for chiral new drug substances: Where a new drug substance is predominantly 
one enantiomer, the opposite enantiomer is excluded from the qualification and 
identification thresholds given in the ICH Guidelines on Impurities in New Drug 
Substances and Impurities in New Drug Products because of practical difficulties in 
quantifying it at those levels.  However, that impurity in the chiral new drug 
substance and the resulting new drug product(s) should otherwise be treated 
according to the principles established in those Guidelines. 

Decision tree #5 summarizes when and if chiral identity tests, impurity tests, and 
assays may be needed for both new drug substances and new drug products, according 
to the following concepts:  

 Drug Substance: Impurities. For chiral drug substances which are developed as a 
single enantiomer, control of the other enantiomer should be considered in the 
same manner as for other impurities. However, technical limitations may 
preclude the same limits of quantification or qualification from being applied.  
Assurance of control also could be given by appropriate testing of a starting 
material or intermediate, with suitable justification.  

 Assay. An enantioselective determination of the drug substance should be part of 
the specification. It is considered acceptable for this to be achieved either through 
use of a chiral assay procedure or by the combination of an achiral assay together 
with appropriate methods of controlling the enantiomeric impurity. 

 Identity. For a drug substance developed as a single enantiomer, the identity 
test(s) should be capable of distinguishing both enantiomers and the racemic 
mixture.  For a racemic drug substance, there are generally two situations where 
a stereospecific identity test is appropriate for release/acceptance testing: 1) where 
there is a significant possibility that the enantiomer might be substituted for the 
racemate, or 2) when there is evidence that preferential crystallization may lead 
to unintentional production of a non-racemic mixture. 

 Drug Product: Degradation products. Control of the other enantiomer in a drug 
product is considered necessary unless racemization has been shown to be 
insignificant during manufacture of the dosage form, and on storage. 
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 Assay: An achiral assay may be sufficient where racemization has been shown to 
be insignificant during manufacture of the dosage form, and on storage.  
Otherwise a chiral assay should be used, or alternatively, the combination of an 
achiral assay plus a validated procedure to control the presence of the opposite 
enantiomer may be used. 

 Identity: A stereospecific identity test is not generally needed in the drug product 
release specification.  When racemization is insignificant during manufacture of 
the dosage form, and on storage, stereospecific identity testing is more 
appropriately addressed as part of the drug substance specification.  When 
racemization in the dosage form is a concern, chiral assay or enantiomeric 
impurity testing of the drug product will serve to verify identity. 

e) Water content: This test is important in cases where the new drug substance is 
known to be hygroscopic or degraded by moisture or when the drug substance is 
known to be a stoichiometric hydrate. The acceptance criteria may be justified with 
data on the effects of hydration or moisture absorption. In some cases, a Loss on 
Drying procedure may be considered adequate; however, a detection procedure that is 
specific for water (e.g., Karl Fischer titration) is preferred. 

f) Inorganic impurities: The need for inclusion of tests and acceptance criteria for 
inorganic impurities (e.g., catalysts) should be studied during development and based 
on knowledge of the manufacturing process.  Procedures and acceptance criteria for 
sulfated ash / residue on ignition should follow pharmacopoeial precedents; other 
inorganic impurities may be determined by other appropriate procedures, e.g., atomic 
absorption spectroscopy. 

g) Microbial limits: There may be a need to specify the total count of aerobic 
microorganisms, the total count of yeasts and molds, and the absence of specific 
objectionable bacteria (e.g., Staphylococcus aureus, Escherichia coli, Salmonella, 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa). These should be suitably determined using pharmacopoeial 
procedures.  The type of microbial test(s) and acceptance criteria should be based on 
the nature of the drug substance, method of manufacture, and the intended use of the 
drug product.  For example, sterility testing may be appropriate for drug substances 
manufactured as sterile and endotoxin testing may be appropriate for drug substances 
used to formulate an injectable drug product.  

Decision tree #6 provides additional guidance on when microbial limits should be 
included. 

3.3.2 New Drug Products 
Additional tests and acceptance criteria generally should be included for particular 
new drug products. The following selection presents a representative sample of both 
the drug products and the types of tests and acceptance criteria which may be 
appropriate. The specific dosage forms addressed include solid oral drug products, 
liquid oral drug products, and parenterals (small and large volume). Application of the 
concepts in this guideline to other dosage forms is encouraged. Note that issues 
related to optically active drug substances and to solid state considerations for drug 
products are discussed in part 3.3.1. of this guideline.  

3.3.2.1 The following tests are applicable to tablets (coated and uncoated) and hard 
capsules. One or more of these tests may also be applicable to soft capsules and 
granules. 

a) Dissolution: The specification for solid oral dosage forms normally includes a test to 
measure release of drug substance from the drug product.  Single-point measurements 
are normally considered to be suitable for immediate-release dosage forms. For 
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modified-release dosage forms, appropriate test conditions and sampling procedures 
should be established. For example, multiple time point sampling should be performed 
for extended-release dosage forms, and two-stage testing (using different media in 
succession or in parallel, as appropriate) may be appropriate for delayed-release 
dosage forms. In these cases it is important to consider the populations of individuals 
who will be taking the drug product (e.g., achlorhydric elderly) when designing the 
tests and acceptance criteria.  In some cases (see 3.3.2.1 b) Disintegration) dissolution 
testing may be replaced by disintegration testing  (see Decision Tree #7 (1)). 

For immediate-release drug products where changes in dissolution rate have been 
demonstrated to significantly affect bioavailability, it is desirable to develop test 
conditions which can distinguish batches with unacceptable bioavailability.  If 
changes in formulation or process variables significantly affect dissolution and such 
changes are not controlled by another aspect of the specification, it may also be 
appropriate to adopt dissolution test conditions which can distinguish these changes  
(see Decision Tree #7(2)).  

Where dissolution significantly affects bioavailability, the acceptance criteria should 
be set to reject batches with unacceptable bioavailability.  Otherwise, test conditions 
and acceptance criteria should be established which pass clinically acceptable batches  
(see Decision Tree #7(2)). 

For extended-release drug products, in vitro / in vivo correlation may be used to 
establish acceptance criteria when human bioavailability data are available for 
formulations exhibiting different release rates. Where such data are not available, and 
drug release cannot be shown to be independent of in vitro test conditions, then 
acceptance criteria should be established on the basis of available batch data. 
Normally, the permitted variability in mean release rate at any given time point 
should not exceed a total numerical difference of +/-10% of the labeled content of drug 
substance (i.e., a total variability of 20%: a requirement of 50 +/- 10% thus means an 
acceptable range from 40% to 60%), unless a wider range is supported by a 
bioequivalency study  (see Decision Tree #7(3)). 

b) Disintegration: For rapidly dissolving (dissolution >80% in 15 minutes at pH 1.2, 
4.0 and 6.8) products containing drugs which are highly soluble throughout the 
physiological range (dose/solubility volume < 250 mL from pH 1.2 to 6.8), 
disintegration may be substituted for dissolution.  Disintegration testing is most 
appropriate when a relationship to dissolution has been established or when 
disintegration is shown to be more discriminating than dissolution. In such cases 
dissolution testing may not be necessary. It is expected that development information 
will be provided to support the robustness of the formulation and manufacturing 
process with respect to the selection of dissolution vs. disintegration testing  (see 
Decision Tree #7(1)). 

c) Hardness/friability: It is normally appropriate to perform hardness and/or friability 
testing as an in-process control (see section 2.3). Under these circumstances, it is 
normally not necessary to include these attributes in the specification. If the 
characteristics of hardness and friability have a critical impact on drug product 
quality (e.g., chewable tablets), acceptance criteria should be included in the 
specification.  

d) Uniformity of dosage units: This term includes both the mass of the dosage form 
and the content of the active substance in the dosage form; a pharmacopoeial 
procedure should be used. In general, the specification should include one or the other 
but not both.  If appropriate, these tests may be performed in-process; the acceptance 
criteria should be included in the specification.  When weight variation is applied for 
new drug products exceeding the threshold value to allow testing uniformity by weight 
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variation, applicants should verify during drug development that the homogeneity of 
the product is adequate. 

e) Water content: A test for water content should be included when appropriate. The 
acceptance criteria may be justified with data on the effects of hydration or water 
absorption on the drug product. In some cases, a Loss on Drying procedure may be 
considered adequate; however, a detection procedure which is specific for water (e.g., 
Karl Fischer titration) is preferred. 

f) Microbial limits: Microbial limit testing is seen as an attribute of Good 
Manufacturing Practice, as well as of quality assurance. In general, it is advisable to 
test the drug product unless its components are tested before manufacture and the 
manufacturing process is known, through validation studies, not to carry a significant 
risk of microbial contamination or proliferation.  It should be noted that, whereas this 
guideline does not directly address excipients, the principles discussed here may be 
applicable to excipients as well as to new drug products. Skip testing may be an 
appropriate approach in both cases where permissible.  (See Decision Tree #6 for 
microbial testing of excipients.) 

Acceptance criteria should be set for the total count of aerobic microorganisms, the 
total count of yeasts and molds, and the absence of specific objectionable bacteria (e.g., 
Staphylococcus aureus, Escherichia coli, Salmonella, Pseudomonas aeruginosa). These 
should be determined by suitable procedures, using pharmacopoeial procedures, and 
at a sampling frequency or time point in manufacture which is justified by data and 
experience.  The type of microbial test(s) and acceptance criteria should be based on 
the nature of the drug substance, method of manufacture, and the intended use of the 
drug product. With acceptable scientific justification, it should be possible to propose 
no microbial limit testing for solid oral dosage forms.  

Decision tree #8 provides additional guidance on the use of microbial limits testing.    

3.3.2.2 Oral liquids: One or more of the following specific tests will normally be 
applicable to oral liquids and to powders intended for reconstitution as oral liquids. 

a) Uniformity of dosage units: This term includes both the mass of the dosage form 
and the content of the active substance in the dosage form; a pharmacopoeial 
procedure should be used. In general, the specification should include one or the other 
but not both.  When weight variation is applied for new drug products exceeding the 
threshold value to allow testing uniformity by weight variation, applicants should 
verify during drug development that the homogeneity of the product is adequate. 

If appropriate, tests may be performed in-process; however, the acceptance criteria 
should be included in the specification. This concept may be applied to both single-
dose and multiple-dose packages. 

The dosage unit is considered to be the typical dose taken by the patient. If the actual 
unit dose, as taken by the patient, is controlled, it may either be measured directly or 
calculated, based on the total measured weight or volume of drug divided by the total 
number of doses expected. If dispensing equipment (such as medicine droppers or 
dropper tips for bottles) is an integral part of the packaging, this equipment should be 
used to measure the dose. Otherwise, a standard volume measure should be used. The 
dispensing equipment to be used is normally determined during development. 

For powders for reconstitution, uniformity of mass testing is generally considered 
acceptable. 

b) pH: Acceptance criteria for pH should be provided where applicable and the 
proposed range justified. 
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c) Microbial limits: Microbial limit testing is seen as an attribute of Good 
Manufacturing Practice, as well as of quality assurance. In general, it is advisable to 
test the drug product unless its components are tested before manufacture and the 
manufacturing process is known, through validation studies, not to carry a significant 
risk of microbial contamination or proliferation.  It should be noted that, whereas this 
Guideline does not directly address excipients, the principles discussed here may be 
applicable to excipients as well as to new drug products.  Skip testing may be an 
appropriate approach in both cases where permissible.  With acceptable scientific 
justification, it may be possible to propose no microbial limit testing for powders 
intended for reconstitution as oral liquids.  

Acceptance criteria should be set for the total count of aerobic microorganisms, total 
count of yeasts and molds, and the absence of specific objectionable bacteria (e.g., 
Staphylococcus aureus, Escherichia coli, Salmonella, Pseudomonas aeruginosa). These 
should be determined by suitable procedures, using pharmacopoeial procedures, and 
at a sampling frequency or time point in manufacture which is justified by data and 
experience.  

Decision tree #8 provides additional guidance on the use of microbial limits testing. 

d) Antimicrobial preservative content: For oral liquids needing an antimicrobial 
preservative, acceptance criteria for preservative content should be established.  
Acceptance criteria for preservative content should be based upon the levels of 
antimicrobial preservative necessary to maintain microbiological quality of the 
product at all stages throughout its proposed usage and  shelf-life. The lowest 
specified concentration of antimicrobial preservative should be demonstrated to be 
effective in controlling microorganisms by using a pharmacopoeial antimicrobial 
preservative effectiveness test.  

Testing for antimicrobial preservative content should normally be performed at 
release.  Under certain circumstances, in-process testing may suffice in lieu of release 
testing. When antimicrobial preservative content testing is performed as an in-process 
test, the acceptance criteria should remain part of the specification.  

Antimicrobial preservative effectiveness should be demonstrated during development, 
during scaleup, and throughout the shelf-life (e.g., in stability testing: see the ICH 
Guideline, “Stability Testing of New Drug Substances and Products”), although 
chemical testing for preservative content is the attribute normally included in the 
specification. 

e) Antioxidant preservative content: Release testing for antioxidant content should 
normally be performed. Under certain circumstances, where justified by 
developmental and stability data, shelf-life testing may be unnecessary, and in-
process testing may suffice in lieu of release testing where permitted.  When 
antioxidant content testing is performed as an in-process test, the acceptance criteria 
should remain part of the specification. If only release testing is performed, this 
decision should be reinvestigated whenever either the manufacturing procedure or the 
container/closure system changes. 

f) Extractables: Generally, where development and stability data show evidence that 
extractables from the container/closure systems are consistently below levels that are 
demonstrated to be acceptable and safe, elimination of this test can normally be 
accepted.  This should be reinvestigated if the container/closure system or formulation 
changes. 

Where data demonstrate the need, tests and acceptance criteria for extractables from 
the container/closure system components (e.g., rubber stopper, cap liner, plastic bottle, 
etc.) are considered appropriate for oral solutions packaged in non-glass systems, or in 
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glass containers with non-glass closures. The container/closure components should be 
listed, and data collected for these components as early in the development process as 
possible. 

g) Alcohol content: Where it is declared quantitatively on the label in accordance with 
pertinent regulations, the alcohol content should be specified. It may be assayed or 
calculated. 

h) Dissolution: In addition to the attributes recommended immediately above, it may 
be appropriate (e.g., insoluble drug substance) to include dissolution testing and 
acceptance criteria for oral suspensions and dry powder products for resuspension.  
Dissolution testing should be performed at release. This test may be performed as an 
in-process test when justified by product development data. The testing apparatus, 
media, and conditions should be pharmacopoeial, if possible, or otherwise justified. 
Dissolution procedures using either pharmacopoeial or non-pharmacopoeial apparatus 
and conditions should be validated.  

Single-point measurements are normally considered suitable for immediate-release 
dosage forms. Multiple-point sampling, at appropriate intervals, should be performed 
for modified-release dosage forms. Acceptance criteria should be set based on the 
observed range of variation, and should take into account the dissolution profiles of 
the batches that showed acceptable performance in vivo. Developmental data should 
be considered when determining the need for either a dissolution procedure or a 
particle size distribution procedure.  

i) Particle size distribution: Quantitative acceptance criteria and a procedure for 
determination of particle size distribution may be appropriate for oral suspensions. 
Developmental data should be considered when determining the need for either a 
dissolution procedure or a particle size distribution procedure for these formulations.  

Particle size distribution testing should be performed at release.  It may be performed 
as an in-process test when justified by product development data. If these products 
have been demonstrated during development to have consistently rapid drug release 
characteristics, exclusion of a particle size distribution test from the specification may 
be proposed.  

Particle size distribution testing may also be proposed in place of dissolution testing; 
justification should be provided. The acceptance criteria should include acceptable 
particle size distribution in terms of the percent of total particles in given size ranges. 
The mean, upper, and / or lower particle size limits should be well defined.  

Acceptance criteria should be set based on the observed range of variation, and should 
take into account the dissolution profiles of the batches that showed acceptable 
performance in vivo, as well as the intended use of the product. The potential for 
particle growth should be investigated during product development; the acceptance 
criteria should take the results of these studies into account.  

j) Redispersibility: For oral suspensions which settle on storage (produce sediment), 
acceptance criteria for redispersibility may be appropriate. Shaking may be an 
appropriate procedure.   

The procedure (mechanical or manual) should be indicated. Time required to achieve 
resuspension by the indicated procedure should be clearly defined. Data generated 
during product development may be sufficient to justify skip lot testing, or elimination 
of this attribute from the specification may be proposed. 

k) Rheological properties: For relatively viscous solutions or suspensions, it may be 
appropriate to include rheological properties (viscosity/specific gravity) in the 
specification. The test and acceptance criteria should be stated. Data generated during 
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product development may be sufficient to justify skip lot testing, or elimination of this 
attribute from the specification may be proposed. 

l)  Reconstitution time: Acceptance criteria for reconstitution time should be provided 
for dry powder products which require reconstitution. The choice of diluent should be 
justified. Data generated during product development may be sufficient to justify skip 
lot testing or elimination of this attribute from the specification may be proposed. 

m) Water content: For oral products requiring reconstitution, a test and acceptance 
criterion for water content should be proposed when appropriate. Loss on drying is 
generally considered sufficient if the effect of absorbed moisture vs. water of hydration 
has been adequately characterized during the development of the product. In certain 
cases a more specific procedure (e.g., Karl Fischer titration) may be preferable. 

3.3.2.3 Parenteral Drug Products: The following tests may be applicable to 
parenteral drug products. 

a) Uniformity of dosage units: This term includes both the mass of the dosage form 
and the content of the active substance in the dosage form; a pharmacopoeial 
procedure should be used.  In general, the specification should one or the other but not 
both and is applicable to powders for reconstitution.   When weight variation is 
applied for new drug products exceeding the threshold value to allow testing 
uniformity by weight variation, applicants should verify during drug development that 
the homogeneity of the product is adequate. 

If appropriate (see section 2.3), these tests may be performed in-process; the 
acceptance criteria should be included in the specification. This test may be applied to 
both single-dose and multiple-dose packages. 

For powders for reconstitution, uniformity of mass testing is generally considered 
acceptable. 

b) pH: Acceptance criteria for pH should be provided where applicable and the 
proposed range justified. 

c) Sterility: All parenteral products should have a test procedure and acceptance 
criterion for evaluation of sterility. Where data generated during development and 
validation justify parametric release, this approach may be proposed for terminally 
sterilized drug products (see section 2.6).  

d) Endotoxins/Pyrogens: A test procedure and acceptance criterion for endotoxins, 
using a procedure such as the limulus amoebocyte lysate test, should be included in 
the specification.  Pyrogenicity testing may be proposed as an alternative to endotoxin 
testing where justified. 

e) Particulate matter: Parenteral products should have appropriate acceptance criteria 
for particulate matter. This will normally include acceptance criteria for visible 
particulates and / or clarity of solution, as well as for sub-visible particulates as 
appropriate.  

f) Water content: For non-aqueous parenterals, and for parenteral products for 
reconstitution, a test procedure and acceptance criterion for water content should be 
proposed when appropriate. Loss on drying is generally considered sufficient for 
parenteral products, if the effect of absorbed moisture vs. water of hydration has been 
adequately characterized during development. In certain cases a more specific 
procedure (e.g., Karl Fischer titration) may be preferred. 

g) Antimicrobial preservative content: For parenteral products needing an 
antimicrobial preservative, acceptance criteria for preservative content should be 
established. Acceptance criteria for preservative content should be based upon the 
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levels of antimicrobial preservative necessary to maintain microbiological quality of 
the product at all stages throughout its proposed usage and shelf life. The lowest 
specified concentration of antimicrobial preservative should be demonstrated to be 
effective in controlling microorganisms by using a pharmacopoeial antimicrobial 
preservative effectiveness test.   

Testing for antimicrobial preservative content should normally be performed at 
release.  Under certain circumstances, in-process testing may suffice in lieu of release 
testing where permitted.  When antimicrobial preservative content testing is 
performed as an in-process test, the acceptance criteria should remain part of the 
specification.  

Antimicrobial preservative effectiveness should be demonstrated during development, 
during scaleup, and throughout the shelf-life (e.g., in stability testing: see the ICH 
Guideline, “Stability Testing of New Drug Substances and Products”), although 
chemical testing for preservative content is the attribute normally included in the 
specification. 

h) Antioxidant preservative content: Release testing for antioxidant content should 
normally be performed. Under certain circumstances, where justified by 
developmental and stability data, shelf-life testing may be unnecessary and in-process 
testing may suffice in lieu of release testing. When antioxidant content testing is 
performed as an in-process test, the acceptance criteria should remain part of the 
specification. If only release testing is performed, this decision should be 
reinvestigated whenever either the manufacturing procedure or the container/closure 
system changes. 

i) Extractables: Control of extractables from container/closure systems is considered 
significantly more important for parenteral products than for oral liquids. However, 
where development and stability data show evidence that extractables are 
consistently below the levels that are demonstrated to be acceptable and safe, 
elimination of this test can normally be accepted. This should be reinvestigated if the 
container/closure system or formulation changes. 

Where data demonstrate the need, acceptance criteria for extractables from the 
container/closure components are considered appropriate for parenteral products 
packaged in non-glass systems or in glass containers with elastomeric closures. This 
testing may be performed at release only, where justified by data obtained during 
development. The container/closure system components (e.g., rubber stopper, etc.) 
should be listed, and data collected for these components as early in the development 
process as possible. 

j) Functionality testing of delivery systems: Parenteral formulations packaged in pre-
filled syringes, autoinjector cartridges, or the equivalent should have test procedures 
and acceptance criteria related to the functionality of the delivery system. These may 
include control of syringeability, pressure, and seal integrity (leakage), and/or 
parameters such as tip cap removal force, piston release force, piston travel force, and 
power injector function force.  Under certain circumstances these tests may be 
performed in-process. Data generated during product development may be sufficient 
to justify skip lot testing or elimination of some or all attributes from the specification.  

k) Osmolarity: When the tonicity of a product is declared in its labeling, appropriate 
control of its osmolarity should be performed. Data generated during development and 
validation may be sufficient to justify performance of this procedure as an in-process 
control, skip lot testing, or direct calculation of this attribute. 

l) Particle size distribution: Quantitative acceptance criteria and a procedure for 
determination of particle size distribution may be appropriate for injectable 
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suspensions. Developmental data should be considered when determining the need for 
either a dissolution procedure or a particle size distribution procedure.  

Particle size distribution testing should be performed at release.  It may be performed 
as an in-process test when justified by product development data.  If the product has 
been demonstrated during development to have consistently rapid drug release 
characteristics, exclusion of particle size controls from the specification may be 
proposed.  

Particle size distribution testing may also be proposed in place of dissolution testing, 
when development studies demonstrate that particle size is the primary factor 
influencing dissolution; justification should be provided. The acceptance criteria 
should include acceptable particle size distribution in terms of the percent of total 
particles in given size ranges. The mean, upper, and / or lower particle size limits 
should be well defined.  

Acceptance criteria should be set based on the observed range of variation, and should 
take into account the dissolution profiles of the batches that showed acceptable 
performance in vivo and the intended use of the product. The potential for particle 
growth should be investigated during product development; the acceptance criteria 
should take the results of these studies into account. 

m) Redispersibility: For injectable suspensions which settle on storage (produce 
sediment), acceptance criteria for redispersibility may be appropriate. Shaking may be 
an appropriate procedure.  The procedure (mechanical or manual) should be indicated.  
Time required to achieve resuspension by the indicated procedure should be clearly 
defined.  Data generated during product development may be sufficient to justify skip 
lot testing, or elimination of this attribute from the specification may be proposed. 

n) Reconstitution time: Acceptance criteria for reconstitution time should be provided 
for all parenteral products which require reconstitution.  The choice of diluent should 
be justified.  Data generated during product development and process validation may 
be sufficient to justify skip lot testing or elimination of this attribute from the 
specification for rapidly dissolving products. 
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4. GLOSSARY 
(The following definitions are presented for the purpose of this Guideline) 

Acceptance criteria:  
Numerical limits, ranges, or other suitable measures for acceptance of the results of 
analytical procedures. 

Chiral:  
Not superimposable with its mirror image, as applied to molecules, conformations, 
and macroscopic objects, such as crystals. the term has been extended to samples of 
substances whose molecules are chiral, even if the macroscopic assembly of such 
molecules is racemic. 

Combination product:  
A drug product which contains more than one drug substance. 

Degradation product:  
A molecule resulting from a chemical change in the drug molecule brought about over 
time and/or by the action of e.g., light, temperature, pH, water, or by reaction with an 
excipient and/or the immediate container/closure system. Also called decomposition 
product. 

Delayed Release:  
Release of a drug (or drugs) at a time other than immediately following oral 
administration.   

Enantiomers:  
Compounds with the same molecular formula as the drug substance, which differ in 
the spatial arrangement of atoms within the molecule and are nonsuperimposable 
mirror images. 

Extended Release:  
Products which are formulated to make the drug available over an extended period 
after administration. 

Highly Water Soluble Drugs:  
Drugs with a dose/solubility volume of less than or equal to 250 mL over a pH range of 
1.2 to 6.8. (Example: Compound A has as its lowest solubility at 37± 0.5°C, 1.0 mg/mL 
at pH 6.8, and is available in 100 mg, 200 mg, and 400 mg strengths.  This drug would 
be considered a low solubility drug as its dose/solubility volume is greater than 250 
mL (400 mg/1.0 mg/mL = 400 mL). 

Immediate Release:  
Allows the drug to dissolve in the gastrointestinal contents, with no intention of 
delaying or prolonging the dissolution or absorption of the drug. 

Impurity:  
(1) Any component of the new drug substance which is not the chemical entity defined 
as the new drug substance. (2) Any component of the drug product  which is not the 
chemical entity defined as the drug substance or an excipient in the drug product. 

Identified impurity:  
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An impurity for which a structural characterization has been achieved. 

In-process tests:  
Tests which may be performed during the manufacture of either the drug substance or 
drug product, rather than as part of the formal battery of tests which are conducted 
prior to release. 

Modified Release:  
Dosage forms whose drug-release characteristics of time course and/or location are 
chosen to accomplish therapeutic or convenience objectives not offered by conventional 
dosage forms such as a solution or an immediate release dosage form. Modified release 
solid oral dosage forms include both delayed and extended release drug products. 

New drug product:  
A pharmaceutical product type, for example, tablet, capsule, solution, cream, etc.,  
which has not previously been registered in a region or Member State, and which 
contains a drug ingredient generally, but not necessarily, in association with 
excipients. 

New drug substance:  
The designated therapeutic moiety, which has not previously been registered in a 
region or Member State (also referred to as a new molecular entity or new chemical 
entity). It may be a complex, simple ester, or salt of a previously approved drug 
substance. 

Polymorphism:  
The occurrence of different crystalline forms of the same drug substance. This may 
include solvation or hydration products (also known as pseudopolymorphs) and 
amorphous forms.  

Quality:  
The suitability of either a drug substance or drug product for its intended use. This 
term includes such attributes as the identity, strength, and purity. 

Racemate:  
A composite (solid, liquid, gaseous, or in solution) of equimolar quantities of two 
enantiomeric species. It is devoid of optical activity. 

Rapidly Dissolving Products:  
An immediate release solid oral drug product is considered rapidly dissolving when 
not less than 80% of the label amount of the drug substance dissolves within 15 
minutes in each of the following media: (1) pH 1.2, (2) pH 4.0, and (3) pH 6.8.  

Reagent:  
A substance, other than a starting material or solvent, which is used in the 
manufacture of a new drug substance. 
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Solvent:  
An inorganic or an organic liquid used as a vehicle for the preparation of solutions or 
suspensions in the synthesis of a new drug substance or the manufacture of a new 
drug product. 

Specification:  
A list of tests, references to analytical procedures, and appropriate acceptance criteria 
which are numerical limits, ranges, or other criteria for the tests described. It 
establishes the set of criteria to which a drug substance or drug product should 
conform to be considered acceptable for its intended use. "Conformance to 
specifications" means that the drug substance and / or drug product, when tested 
according to the listed analytical procedures, will meet the listed acceptance criteria. 
Specifications are critical quality standards that are proposed and justified by the 
manufacturer and approved by regulatory authorities. 

Specific test:  
A test which is considered to be applicable to particular new drug substances or 
particular new drug products depending on their specific properties and/or intended 
use. 

Specified impurity:  
An identified or unidentified impurity that is selected for inclusion in the new drug 
substance or new drug product specification and is individually listed and limited in 
order to assure the quality of the new drug substance or new drug product. 

Unidentified impurity:  
An impurity which is defined solely by qualitative analytical properties, (e.g., 
chromatographic retention time). 

Universal test:  
A test which is considered to be potentially applicable to all new drug substances, or 
all new drug products; e.g., appearance, identification, assay, and impurity tests. 
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SPECIFICATIONS: TEST PROCEDURES AND ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA 

FOR BIOTECHNOLOGICAL/BIOLOGICAL PRODUCTS 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1  Objective 
This guidance document provides general principles on the setting and justification, to 
the extent possible, of a uniform set of international specifications for biotechnological 
and biological products to support new marketing applications. 

1.2  Background 
A specification is defined as a list of tests, references to analytical procedures, and 
appropriate acceptance criteria which are numerical limits, ranges, or other criteria 
for the tests described.  It establishes the set of criteria to which a drug substance, 
drug product or materials at other stages of its manufacture should conform to be 
considered acceptable for its intended use.  “Conformance to specification” means that 
the drug substance and drug product, when tested according to the listed analytical 
procedures, will meet the acceptance criteria. Specifications are critical quality 
standards that are proposed and justified by the manufacturer and approved by 
regulatory authorities as conditions of approval.  

Specifications are one part of a total control strategy designed to ensure product 
quality and consistency.  Other parts of this strategy include thorough product 
characterization during development, upon which many of the specifications are 
based, adherence to Good Manufacturing Practices, a validated manufacturing 
process, raw materials testing, in-process testing, stability testing, etc. 

Specifications are chosen to confirm the quality of the drug substance and drug 
product rather than to establish full characterization and should focus on those 
molecular and biological characteristics found to be useful in ensuring the safety and 
efficacy of the product. 

1.3  Scope 
The principles adopted and explained in this document apply to proteins and 
polypeptides, their derivatives, and products of which they are components (e.g., 
conjugates).  These proteins and polypeptides are produced from recombinant or non-
recombinant cell-culture expression systems and can be highly purified and 
characterized using an appropriate set of analytical procedures. 

The principles outlined in this document may also apply to other product types such 
as proteins and polypeptides isolated from tissues and body fluids.  To determine 
applicability, manufacturers should consult with the appropriate regulatory 
authorities. 

This document does not cover antibiotics, synthetic peptides and polypeptides, 
heparins, vitamins, cell metabolites, DNA products, allergenic extracts, conventional 
vaccines, cells, whole blood, and cellular blood components.  A separate ICH 
Guideline, ”Specifications: Test Procedures and Acceptance Criteria for New Drugs 
Substances and New Drug Products: Chemical Substances” addresses specifications, 
and other criteria for chemical substances. 
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This document does not recommend specific test procedures or specific acceptance 
criteria nor does it apply to the regulation of preclinical and/or clinical research 
material. 

2. PRINCIPLES FOR CONSIDERATION IN SETTING SPECIFICATIONS 

2.1  Characterization 
Characterization of a biotechnological or biological product (which includes the 
determination of physicochemical properties, biological activity, immunochemical 
properties, purity and impurities) by appropriate techniques is necessary to allow 
relevant specifications to be established.  Acceptance criteria should be established 
and justified based on data obtained from lots used in preclinical and/or clinical 
studies, data from lots used for demonstration of manufacturing consistency and data 
from stability studies, and relevant development data. 

Extensive characterization is performed in the development phase and, where 
necessary, following significant process changes.  At the time of submission, the 
product should have been compared with an appropriate reference standard, if 
available.  When feasible and relevant, it should be compared with its natural 
counterpart.  Also, at the time of submission, the manufacturer should have 
established appropriately characterized in-house reference materials which will serve 
for biological and physicochemical testing of production lots. New analytical 
technology and modifications to existing technology are continually being developed 
and should be utilized when appropriate. 

2.1.1 Physicochemical properties 
A physicochemical characterization program will generally include a determination of 
the composition, physical properties, and primary structure of the desired product.  In 
some cases, information regarding higher-order structure of the desired product (the 
fidelity of which is generally inferred by its biological activity) may be obtained by 
appropriate physicochemical methodologies. 

An inherent degree of structural heterogeneity occurs in proteins due to the 
biosynthetic processes used by living organisms to produce them; therefore, the 
desired product can be a mixture of anticipated post-translationally modified forms 
(e.g., glycoforms).  These forms may be active and their presence may have no 
deleterious effect on the safety and efficacy of the product (section 2.1.4).  The 
manufacturer should define the pattern of heterogeneity of the desired product and 
demonstrate consistency with that of the lots used in preclinical and clinical studies. If 
a consistent pattern of product heterogeneity is demonstrated, an evaluation of the 
activity, efficacy and safety (including immunogenicity) of individual forms may not be 
necessary. 

Heterogeneity can also be produced during manufacture and/or storage of the drug 
substance or drug product.  Since the heterogeneity of these products defines their 
quality, the degree and profile of this heterogeneity should be characterized, to assure 
lot-to-lot consistency.  When these variants of the desired product have properties 
comparable to those of the desired product with respect to activity, efficacy and safety, 
they are considered product-related substances.  When process changes and 
degradation products result in heterogeneity patterns which differ from those 
observed in the material used during preclinical and clinical development, the 
significance of these alterations should be evaluated. 
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Analytical methods to elucidate physicochemical properties are listed in Appendix 6.1.  
New analytical technology and modifications to existing technology are continually 
being developed  and should be utilized when appropriate. 

For the purpose of lot release (section 4), an appropriate subset of these methods 
should be selected and justified. 

2.1.2 Biological activity 
Assessment of the biological properties constitutes an equally essential step in 
establishing a complete characterization profile.  An important property is the 
biological activity that describes the specific ability or capacity of a product to achieve 
a defined biological effect. 

A valid biological assay to measure the biological activity should be provided by the 
manufacturer.  Examples of procedures used to measure biological activity include: 

 Animal-based biological assays, which measure an organism's biological response 
to the product; 

 Cell culture-based biological assays, which measure biochemical or physiological 
response at the cellular level; 

 Biochemical assays, which measure biological activities such as enzymatic 
reaction rates or biological responses induced by immunological interactions. 

Other procedures such as ligand and receptor binding assays, may be acceptable. 

Potency (expressed in units) is the quantitative measure of biological activity based on 
the attribute of the product which is linked to the relevant biological properties, 
whereas, quantity (expressed in mass) is a physicochemical measure of  protein 
content.  Mimicking the biological activity in the clinical situation is not always 
necessary.  A correlation between the expected clinical response and the activity in the 
biological assay should be established in pharmacodynamic or clinical studies. 

The results of biological assays should be expressed in units of activity calibrated 
against an international or national reference standard, when available and 
appropriate for the assay utilized.  Where no such reference standard exists, a 
characterized in-house reference material should be established and assay results of 
production lots reported as in-house units. 

Often, for complex molecules, the physicochemical information may be extensive but 
unable to confirm the higher-order structure which, however, can be inferred from the 
biological activity.  In such cases, a biological assay, with wider confidence limits, may 
be acceptable when combined with a specific quantitative measure.  Importantly, a 
biological assay to measure the biological activity of the product may be replaced by 
physicochemical tests only in those instances where: 

 sufficient physicochemical information about the drug, including higher-order 
structure, can be thoroughly established by such physicochemical methods, and 
relevant correlation to biologic activity demonstrated; and 

 there exists a well-established manufacturing history. 

Where physicochemical tests alone are used to quantitate the biological activity (based 
on appropriate correlation), results should be expressed in mass. 
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For the purpose of lot release (section 4), the choice of relevant quantitative assay 
(biological and/or physicochemical) should be justified by the manufacturer. 

2.1.3  Immunochemical properties 
When an antibody is the desired product, its immunological properties should be fully 
characterized.  Binding assays of the antibody to purified antigens and defined regions 
of antigens should be performed, as feasible, to determine affinity, avidity and 
immunoreactivity (including cross-reactivity). In addition, the target molecule bearing 
the relevant epitope should be biochemically defined and the epitope itself defined, 
when feasible. 

For some drug substances or drug products, the protein molecule may need to be 
examined using immunochemical procedures (e.g., ELISA, Western-blot) utilizing 
antibodies which recognize different epitopes of the protein molecule. 
Immunochemical properties of a protein may serve to establish its identity, 
homogeneity or purity, or serve to quantify it. 

If immunochemical properties constitute lot release criteria, all relevant information 
pertaining to the antibody should be made available. 

2.1.4 Purity, impurities and contaminants 

 Purity 
The determination of absolute, as well as relative purity, presents considerable 
analytical challenges, and the results are highly method-dependent.  Historically, the 
relative purity of a biological product has been expressed in terms of specific activity 
(units of biological activity per mg of product) which is also highly method-dependent.  
Consequently, the purity of the drug substance and drug product is assessed by a 
combination of analytical procedures. 

Due to the unique biosynthetic production process and molecular characteristics of 
biotechnological and biological products, the drug substance can include several 
molecular entities or variants.   When these molecular entities are derived from 
anticipated post-translational modification, they are part of the desired product.  
When variants of the desired product are formed during the manufacturing process 
and/or storage and have properties comparable to the desired product, they are 
considered product-related substances and not impurities (section 2.1.1). 

Individual and/or collective acceptance criteria for product-related substances should 
be set, as appropriate. 

For the purpose of lot release, (section 4), an appropriate subset of methods should be 
selected and justified for determination of purity. 

 Impurities 
In addition to evaluating the purity of the drug substance and drug product, which 
may be composed of the desired product and multiple product-related substances, the 
manufacturer should also assess impurities which may be present.  Impurities may be 
either process or product-related.  They can be of known structure, partially 
characterized, or unidentified.  When adequate quantities of impurities can be  
generated, these materials should be characterized to the extent possible and, where 
possible, their biological activities should be evaluated. 

Process-related impurities encompass those that are derived from the manufacturing 
process, i.e., cell substrates (e.g., host cell proteins, host cell DNA), cell culture (e.g., 
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inducers, antibiotics, or media components), or downstream processing (see 
“Appendix”, section 6.2.1).  Product-related impurities (e.g., precursors, certain 
degradation products) are molecular variants arising during manufacture and/or 
storage, which do not have properties comparable to those of the desired product with 
respect to activity, efficacy, and safety. 

Further, the acceptance criteria for impurities should be based on data obtained from 
lots used in preclinical and clinical studies and manufacturing consistency lots. 

Individual and/or collective acceptance criteria for impurities (product-related and 
process-related) should be set, as appropriate.  Under certain circumstances, 
acceptance criteria for selected impurities may not be necessary (section 2.3). 

Examples of analytical procedures which may be employed to test for the presence of 
impurities are listed in Appendix 6.2.  New analytical technology and modifications to 
existing technology are continually being developed and should be utilized when 
appropriate. 

For the purpose of lot release (section 4), an appropriate subset of these methods 
should be selected and justified. 

 Contaminants 
Contaminants in a product include all adventitiously introduced materials not 
intended to be part of the manufacturing process, such as chemical and biochemical 
materials (e.g., microbial proteases), and/or microbial species.  Contaminants should 
be strictly avoided and/or suitably controlled with appropriate in-process acceptance 
criteria or action limits for drug substance or drug product specifications (section 2.3).  
For the special case of adventitious viral or mycoplasma contamination, the concept of 
action limits is not applicable, and the strategies proposed in ICH  Harmonised 
Tripartite Guidelines  “Quality of Biotechnological/Biological Products: Viral Safety 
Evaluation of Biotechnology Derived Products Derived from Cell Lines of Human or 
Animal Origin” and  “Quality of Biotechnological/Biological Products: Derivation and 
Characterization of Cell Substrates Used for Production of Biotechnological/Biological 
Products“ should be considered. 

2.1.5 Quantity 
Quantity, usually measured as protein content, is critical for a biotechnological and 
biological product and should be determined using an appropriate assay, usually 
physicochemical in nature.  In some cases, it may be demonstrated that the quantity 
values obtained may be directly related to those found using the biological assay.  
When this correlation exists, it may be appropriate to use measurement of quantity 
rather than the measurement of biological activity  in manufacturing  processes, such 
as filling. 

2.2  Analytical Considerations 

2.2.1 Reference standards and reference materials 
For drug applications for new molecular entities, it is unlikely that an international or 
national standard will be available.  At the time of submission, the manufacturer 
should have established an appropriately characterized in-house primary reference 
material, prepared from lot(s) representative of production and clinical materials.  In-
house working reference material(s) used in the testing of production lots should be 
calibrated against this primary reference material.  Where an international or 
national standard is available and appropriate, reference materials should be 
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calibrated against it.  While it is desirable to use the same reference material for both 
biological assays and physicochemical testing, in some cases, a separate reference 
material may be necessary.  Also, distinct reference materials for product-related 
substances, product-related impurities and process-related impurities, may need to be 
established.  When appropriate, a description of the manufacture and/or purification 
of reference materials should be included in the application.  Documentation of the 
characterization, storage conditions and formulation supportive of reference 
material(s) stability should also be provided. 

2.2.2 Validation of analytical procedures 
At the time the application is submitted to the regulatory authorities, applicants 
should have validated the analytical procedures used in the specifications in 
accordance with the ICH Harmonised Tripartite Guidelines  “Validation of Analytical 
Procedures: Definitions and Terminology” and “Validation of Analytical Procedures: 
Methodology", except where there are specific issues for unique tests used for 
analyzing biotechnological and biological products. 

2.3  Process Controls 

2.3.1 Process-related considerations 
Adequate design of a process and knowledge of its capability are part of the strategy 
used to develop a manufacturing process which is controlled and reproducible, yielding 
a drug substance or drug product that meets specifications.  In this respect, limits are 
justified based on critical information gained from the entire process spanning the 
period from early development through commercial scale production. 

For certain impurities, testing of either the drug substance or the drug product may 
not be necessary and may not need to be included in the specifications if efficient 
control or removal to acceptable levels is demonstrated by suitable studies.  This 
testing can include verification at commercial scale in accordance with regional 
regulations.  It is recognized that only limited data may be available at the time of 
submission of an application.  This concept may, therefore, sometimes be implemented 
after marketing authorization, in accordance with regional regulations. 

2.3.2 In-process acceptance criteria and action limits 
In-process tests are performed at critical decision making steps and at other steps 
where data serve to confirm consistency of the process during the production of either 
the drug substance or the drug product. The results of in-process testing may be 
recorded as action limits or reported as acceptance criteria.  Performing such testing 
may eliminate the need for testing of the drug substance or drug product (section 
2.3.1).  In-process testing for adventitious agents at the end of cell culture is an 
example of testing for which acceptance criteria should be established.   

The use of internal action limits by the manufacturer to assess the consistency of the 
process at less critical steps is also important.  Data obtained during development and 
validation runs should provide the basis for provisional action limits to be set for the 
manufacturing process.  These limits, which are the responsibility of the 
manufacturer, may be used to initiate investigation or further action. They should be 
further refined as additional manufacturing experience and data are obtained after 
product approval. 
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2.3.3 Raw materials and excipient specifications 
The quality of the raw materials used in the production of the drug substance (or drug 
product) should meet  standards, appropriate for  their  intended use.  Biological raw 
materials or reagents may require careful evaluation to establish the presence or 
absence of deleterious endogenous or adventitious agents.  Procedures which make 
use of affinity chromatography (for example, employing monoclonal antibodies), 
should be accompanied by appropriate measures to ensure that such process-related 
impurities or potential contaminants arising from their production and use do not 
compromise the quality and safety of the drug substance or drug product.  Appropriate 
information pertaining to the antibody should be made available. 

The quality of the excipients used in the drug product formulation (and in some cases, 
in the drug substance), as well as the container/closure systems, should meet 
pharmacopoeial standards, where available and appropriate. Otherwise, suitable 
acceptance criteria  should be established for the non-pharmacopoeial excipients. 

2.4   Pharmacopoeial Specifications 
Pharmacopoeias contain important requirements pertaining to certain analytical 
procedures and acceptance criteria which, where relevant, are part of the evaluation of 
either the drug substance or drug product. Such monographs, applicable to 
biotechnological and biological products, generally include, but are not limited to tests 
for sterility, endotoxins, microbial limits, volume in container, uniformity of dosage 
units and particulate matter.  With respect to the use of pharmacopoeial methods and 
acceptance criteria, the value of this guidance is linked to the extent of harmonisation 
of the analytical procedures of the pharmacopoeias.  The pharmacopoeias are 
committed to developing identical or methodologically equivalent test procedures and 
acceptance criteria. 

2.5  Release Limits vs. Shelf-life Limits 
The concept of release limits vs. shelf-life limits may be applied where justified.  This 
concept pertains to the establishment of limits which are tighter for the release than 
for the shelf-life of the drug substance or drug product. Examples where this may be 
applicable include potency and degradation products.  In some regions, the concept of 
release limits may only be applicable to in-house limits and not to the regulatory 
shelf-life limits. 

2.6  Statistical Concepts 
Appropriate statistical analysis should be applied, when necessary, to quantitative 
data reported.  The methods of analysis, including justification and rationale, should 
be described fully.  These descriptions should be sufficiently clear to permit 
independent calculation of the results presented. 

3. JUSTIFICATION OF THE SPECIFICATION 
The setting of specifications for drug substance and drug product is part of an overall 
control strategy which includes control of raw materials and excipients, in-process 
testing, process evaluation or validation, adherence to Good Manufacturing Practices, 
stability testing, and testing for consistency of lots.  When combined in total, these 
elements provide assurance that the appropriate quality of the product will be 
maintained.  Since specifications are chosen to confirm the quality rather than to 
characterize the product, the manufacturer should provide the rationale and 
justification for including and/or excluding testing for specific quality attributes.  The 
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following points should be taken into consideration when establishing scientifically 
justifiable specifications. 

 Specifications are linked to a manufacturing process. 

Specifications should be based on data obtained from lots used to demonstrate 
manufacturing consistency. Linking specifications to a manufacturing process is 
important, especially for product-related substances,  product-related impurities and 
process-related impurities.  Process changes and degradation products produced 
during storage may result in heterogeneity patterns which differ from those observed 
in the material used during preclinical and clinical development. The significance of 
these alterations should be evaluated. 

 Specifications should account for the stability of drug substance and drug product. 

Degradation of drug substance and drug product, which may occur during storage, 
should be considered when establishing specifications. Due to the inherent complexity 
of these products, there is no single stability-indicating assay or parameter that 
profiles the stability characteristics.  Consequently, the manufacturer should propose 
a stability-indicating profile. The result of this stability-indicating profile will then 
provide assurance that changes in the quality  of the product will be detected.  The 
determination of which tests should be included will be product-specific.  The 
manufacturer is referred to the ICH Harmonised Tripartite Guideline: “Stability 
Testing of Biotechnological/Biological Products”. 

 Specifications are linked to preclinical and clinical studies.  

Specifications should be based on data obtained for lots used in pre-clinical and 
clinical studies. The quality of the material made at commercial scale should be 
representative of the lots used in preclinical and clinical studies. 

 Specifications are linked to analytical procedures. 

Critical quality attributes may include items such as potency, the nature and quantity 
of product-related substances, product-related impurities, and process-related 
impurities. Such attributes can be assessed by multiple analytical procedures, each 
yielding different results.  In the course of product development, it is not unusual for 
the analytical technology to evolve in parallel with the product.  Therefore, it is 
important to confirm that data generated during development correlate with  those 
generated at the time the marketing application is filed. 

4.  SPECIFICATIONS 
Selection of tests to be included in the specifications is product specific.  The rationale 
used to establish the acceptable range of acceptance criteria should be described. 
Acceptance criteria should be established and justified based on data obtained from 
lots used in preclinical and/or clinical studies, data from lots used for demonstration of 
manufacturing consistency, and data from stability studies, and relevant development 
data.  

In some cases, testing at production stages rather than at the drug substance or drug 
product stages may be appropriate and acceptable.  In such circumstances, test results 
should be considered as in-process acceptance criteria and included in the specification 
of drug substance or drug product in accordance with the requirements of the regional 
regulatory authorities. 
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4.1  Drug Substance Specification 
Generally, the following tests and acceptance criteria are considered applicable to all 
drug substances (for analytical procedures see section 2.2.2).  Pharmacopoeial tests 
(e.g., endotoxin detection) should be performed on the drug substance, where 
appropriate.  Additional drug substance specific acceptance criteria may also be 
necessary. 

4.1.1 Appearance and description 
A qualitative statement describing the physical state (e.g., solid, liquid) and color of a 
drug substance should be provided. 

4.1.2 Identity 
The identity test(s) should be highly specific for the drug substance and should be 
based on unique aspects of its molecular structure and/or other specific properties.  
More than one test (physicochemical, biological and/or immunochemical) may be 
necessary to establish identity. The identity test(s) can be qualitative in nature. Some 
of the methods typically used for characterization of the product as described in 
section 2.1 and in Appendix 6.1 may be employed and/or modified as appropriate for 
the purpose of establishing identity. 

4.1.3 Purity and impurities 
The absolute purity of biotechnological and biological products is difficult to determine 
and the results are method-dependent (section 2.1.4.). Consequently, the purity of the 
drug substance is usually estimated by a combination of methods. The choice and 
optimization of analytical procedures should focus on the separation of the desired 
product from product-related substances and from impurities. 

The impurities observed in these products are classified as process-related and 
product-related: 

 Process-related impurities (section 2.1.4) in the drug substance may include cell 
culture media, host cell proteins, DNA, monoclonal antibodies or chromatographic 
media used in purification, solvents and buffer components. These impurities 
should be minimized by the use of appropriate well-controlled manufacturing 
processes. 

 Product-related impurities (section 2.1.4) in the drug substance are molecular 
variants with properties different from those of the desired product  formed during 
manufacture  and/or  storage. 

For the impurities, the choice and optimization of analytical procedures should focus 
on the separation of the desired product and product-related substances from 
impurities.  Individual and/or collective acceptance criteria for impurities should be 
set, as appropriate.  Under certain circumstances, acceptance criteria for selected 
impurities may not be required (section 2.3). 

4.1.4 Potency 
A relevant, validated potency assay (section 2.1.2) should be part of the specifications 
for a biotechnological or biological drug substance and/or drug product.   When an 
appropriate  potency assay is used for the drug product (section 4.2.4), an alternative 
method (physicochemical and/or biological) may suffice for quantitative assessment at 
the drug substance stage.  In some cases, the measurement of specific activity may 
provide additional useful information. 
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4.1.5 Quantity 
The quantity of the drug substance, usually based on protein content (mass), should 
be determined using an appropriate assay.  The quantity determination may be 
independent of a reference standard or material. In cases where product manufacture 
is based upon potency, there may be no need for an alternate determination of 
quantity. 

4.2  Drug Product Specification 
Generally, the following tests and  acceptance criteria are considered applicable to all 
drug products.  Each section (4.2.1 - 4.2.5) is cross-referenced to respective sections 
(4.1.1 - 4.1.5) under Drug Substance.  Pharmacopoeial requirements apply to the 
relevant dosage forms.  Typical tests found in the pharmacopoeia include, but are not 
limited to sterility, endotoxin, microbial limits, volume in container, particulate 
matter, uniformity of dosage units, and moisture content for lyophilized drug 
products.  If appropriate, testing for uniformity of dosage units may be performed as 
in-process controls and corresponding acceptance criteria set. 

4.2.1 Appearance and description 
A qualitative statement describing the physical state (e.g., solid, liquid), color, and 
clarity of the drug product should be provided. 

4.2.2 Identity 
The identity test(s) should be highly specific for the drug product and should be based 
on unique aspects of its molecular structure and for other specific properties.  The 
identity test(s) can be qualitative in nature.  While it is recognized that in most cases, 
a single test is adequate, more than one test (physicochemical, biological and/or 
immunochemical) may be necessary to establish identity for some products.  Some of 
the methods typically used for characterization of the product as described in section 
2.1 and in Appendix 6.1 may be employed and/or modified as appropriate for the 
purpose of establishing identity.  

4.2.3 Purity and impurities 
Impurities may be generated or increased during manufacture and/or storage of the 
drug product.  These may be either the same as those occurring in the drug substance 
itself, process-related, or degradation products which form specifically in the drug 
product during formulation or during storage.  If impurities are qualitatively and 
quantitatively (i.e., relative amounts and/or concentrations) the same as in the drug 
substance, testing is not necessary.  If impurities are known to be introduced or 
formed during the production and/or storage of the drug product, the levels of these 
impurities should be determined and acceptance criteria established. 

Acceptance criteria and analytical procedures should be developed and justified, based 
upon previous experience with the drug product, to measure changes in the drug 
substance during the manufacture and/or storage of the drug product.  

The choice and optimization of analytical procedures should focus on the separation of 
the desired product and product-related substances from impurities including 
degradation products, and from excipients. 

4.2.4 Potency 
A relevant, validated potency assay (section 2.1.2) should be part of the specifications 
for a biotechnological and biological drug substance and/or drug product.  When an 
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appropriate potency assay is used for the drug substance, an alternative method 
(physicochemical and/or biological) may suffice for quantitative assessment of the drug 
product. However, the rationale for such a choice should be provided. 

4.2.5 Quantity 
The quantity of the drug substance in the drug product, usually based on protein 
content (mass), should be determined using an appropriate assay.  In cases where 
product manufacture is based upon potency, there may be no need for an alternate 
determination of quantity. 

4.2.6 General tests 
Physical description and the measurement of other quality attributes is often 
important for the evaluation of the drug product functions.  Examples of such tests 
include pH and osmolarity. 

4.2.7 Additional testing for unique dosage forms 
It should be recognized that certain unique dosage forms may need additional tests 
other than those mentioned above. 

5.  GLOSSARY 

Acceptance Criteria 
Numerical limits, ranges, or other suitable measures for acceptance of the results of 
analytical procedures which the drug substance or drug product or materials at other 
stages of their manufacture should meet.  

Action Limit 
An internal (in-house) value used to assess the consistency of the process at less 
critical steps.  

Biological Activity 
The specific ability or capacity of the product to achieve a defined biological effect.  
Potency is the quantitative measure of the biological activity. 

Contaminants 
Any adventitiously introduced materials (e.g., chemical, biochemical, or microbial 
species) not intended to be part of the manufacturing process of the drug substance or 
drug product. 

Degradation Products 
Molecular variants resulting from changes in the desired product or product-related 
substances brought about over time and/or by the action of, e.g., light, temperature, 
pH, water, or by reaction with an excipient and/or the immediate container/closure 
system.  Such changes may occur as a result of manufacture and/or storage (e.g., 
deamidation, oxidation, aggregation, proteolysis).  Degradation products may be either 
product-related substances, or product-related impurities. 

Desired Product 
(1) The protein which has the expected structure, or (2) the protein which is expected 
from the DNA sequence and anticipated post-translational modification (including 
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glycoforms), and from the intended downstream modification to produce an active 
biological molecule. 

Drug Product (Dosage Form; Finished Product) 
A pharmaceutical product type that contains a drug substance, generally, in 
association with excipients. 

Drug Substance (Bulk Material) 
The material which is subsequently formulated with excipients to produce the drug 
product.  It can be composed of the desired product, product-related substances, and 
product- and process-related impurities.  It may also contain excipients including 
other components such as buffers. 

Excipient 
An ingredient added intentionally to the drug substance which should not have 
pharmacological properties in the quantity used. 

Impurity 
Any component present in the drug substance or drug product which is not the desired 
product, a product-related substance, or excipient including buffer components.  It 
may be either process- or product-related. 

In-house Primary Reference Material 
An appropriately characterized material prepared by the manufacturer from a 
representative lot(s) for the purpose of biological assay and physicochemical testing of 
subsequent lots, and against which in-house working reference material is calibrated. 

In-house Working Reference Material 
A material prepared similarly to the primary reference material that is established 
solely to assess and control subsequent lots for the individual attribute in question.  It 
is always calibrated against the in-house primary reference material. 

Potency 
The measure of the biological activity using a suitably quantitative biological assay 
(also called potency assay or bioassay), based on the attribute of the product which is 
linked to the relevant biological properties. 

Process-Related Impurities 
Impurities that are derived from the manufacturing process.  They may be derived 
from cell substrates (e.g., host cell proteins, host cell DNA), cell culture (e.g., inducers, 
antibiotics, or media components), or downstream processing (e.g., processing reagents 
or column leachables). 

Product-Related Impurities 
Molecular variants of the desired product (e.g., precursors, certain degradation 
products arising during manufacture and/or storage) which do not have properties 
comparable to those of the desired product with respect to activity, efficacy, and 
safety. 
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Product-Related Substances 
Molecular variants of the desired product formed during manufacture and/or storage 
which are active and have no deleterious effect on the safety and efficacy of the drug 
product. These variants possess properties comparable to the desired product and are 
not considered impurities. 

Reference Standards 
Refer to international or national standards. 

Specification 
A specification is defined as a list of tests, references to analytical procedures, and 
appropriate acceptance criteria which are numerical limits, ranges, or other criteria 
for the tests described.  It establishes the set of criteria to which a drug substance, 
drug product or materials at other stages of its manufacture should conform to be 
considered acceptable for its intended use.  “Conformance to specification” means that 
the drug substance and drug product, when tested according to the listed analytical 
procedures, will meet the acceptance criteria. Specifications are critical quality 
standards that are proposed and justified by the manufacturer and approved by 
regulatory authorities as conditions of approval. 

6.  APPENDICES 

6.1  Appendix for Physicochemical Characterization 
This  appendix provides examples of technical approaches which might  be considered 
for structural characterization and confirmation, and evaluation of physicochemical 
properties of the desired product, drug substance and/or drug product.  The specific 
technical approach employed will vary from product to product and alternative 
approaches, other than those included in this appendix, will be appropriate in many 
cases.  New analytical technology and modifications to existing technology are 
continuously being developed and should be utilized when appropriate. 

6.1.1 Structural characterization and confirmation 
a) Amino acid sequence 

The amino acid sequence of the desired product should be determined to the 
extent possible using approaches such as those described in items b) through e) 
and then compared with the sequence of the amino acids deduced from the 
gene sequence of the desired product. 

b) Amino acid composition 

The overall amino acid composition is determined using various hydrolytic and 
analytical procedures, and compared with the amino acid composition deduced 
from the gene sequence for the desired product, or the natural counterpart, if 
considered necessary.  In many cases amino acid composition analysis provides 
some useful structural information for peptides and small proteins, but such 
data are generally less definitive for large proteins.  Quantitative amino acid 
analysis data can also be used to determine protein content in many cases. 
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c) Terminal amino acid sequence 

Terminal amino acid analysis is performed to identify the nature and 
homogeneity of the amino- and carboxy-terminal amino acids.  If the desired 
product is found to be heterogeneous with respect to the terminal amino acids, 
the relative amounts of the variant forms should be determined using an 
appropriate analytical procedure. The sequence of these terminal amino acids 
should be compared with the terminal amino acid sequence deduced from the 
gene sequence of the desired product. 

d) Peptide map 

Selective fragmentation of the product into discrete peptides is performed 
using suitable enzymes or chemicals and the resulting peptide fragments are 
analyzed by HPLC or other appropriate analytical procedure.  The peptide 
fragments should be identified to the extent possible using techniques such as 
amino acid compositional analysis, N-terminal sequencing, or mass 
spectrometry.  Peptide mapping of the drug substance or drug product using an 
appropriately validated procedure is a method that is frequently used to 
confirm desired product structure for lot release purposes. 

e) Sulfhydryl group(s) and disulfide bridges 

If, based on the gene sequence for the desired product, cysteine residues are 
expected, the number and positions of any free sulfhydryl groups and/or 
disulfide bridges should be determined, to the extent possible.  Peptide 
mapping (under reducing and non-reducing conditions), mass spectrometry, or 
other appropriate techniques may be useful for this evaluation. 

f) Carbohydrate structure 

For glycoproteins, the carbohydrate content (neutral sugars, amino sugars, and 
sialic acids) is determined.  In addition, the structure of the carbohydrate 
chains, the oligosaccharide pattern (antennary profile) and the glycosylation 
site(s) of the polypeptide chain is analyzed, to the extent possible. 

6.1.2 Physicochemical properties 
a) Molecular weight or size 

Molecular weight (or size) is determined using size exclusion chromatography, 
SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (under reducing and/or non-reducing 
conditions), mass spectrometry, and other appropriate techniques. 

b) Isoform pattern 

This is determined by   isoelectric focusing or other appropriate techniques. 

c) Extinction coefficient (or molar absorptivity) 

In many cases it will be desirable to determine the extinction coefficient (or 
molar absorptivity) for the desired product at a particular UV/visible 
wavelength (e.g., 280 nm).  The extinction coefficient is determined using 
UV/visible spectrophotometry on a solution of the product having a known 
protein content as determined by techniques such as amino acid compositional 
analysis, or nitrogen determination, etc.  If UV absorption is used to measure 
protein content, the extinction coefficient for the particular product should be 
used. 
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d) Electrophoretic patterns 

Electrophoretic patterns and data on identity, homogeneity and purity can be 
obtained by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, isoelectric focusing, SDS-
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, Western-blot, capillary electrophoresis, or 
other suitable procedures. 

e) Liquid chromatographic patterns 

Chromatographic patterns and data on the identity, homogeneity, and purity 
can be obtained by size exclusion chromatography, reverse-phase liquid 
chromatography, ion-exchange liquid chromatography, affinity 
chromatography or other suitable procedures. 

f) Spectroscopic profiles 

The ultraviolet and visible absorption spectra are determined as appropriate.  
The higher-order structure of the product is examined using procedures such 
as circular dichroism, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), or other suitable 
techniques, as appropriate. 

6.2  Appendix for Impurities 
This appendix lists potential impurities, their sources and examples of relevant 
analytical approaches for detection.  Specific impurities and technical approaches 
employed, as in the case of physicochemical characterization, will vary from product to 
product and alternative approaches, other than those listed in this appendix will be 
appropriate in many cases.  New analytical technology and modifications to existing 
technology are continuously being developed, and should be applied when appropriate. 

6.2.1 Process-related impurities and contaminants 
These are derived from the manufacturing process (section 2.1.4) and are classified 
into three major categories:  cell substrate-derived, cell culture-derived and 
downstream-derived. 

a) Cell substrate-derived impurities include, but are not limited to, proteins 
derived from the host organism, nucleic acid (host cell genomic, vector, or total 
DNA).  For host cell proteins, a sensitive assay e.g., immunoassay, capable of 
detecting a wide range of protein impurities is generally utilized.  In the case of 
an immunoassay, a polyclonal antibody used in the test is generated by 
immunization with a preparation of a production cell minus the product-coding 
gene, fusion partners, or other appropriate cell lines.  The level of DNA from 
the host cells can be detected by direct analysis on the product (such as 
hybridization techniques).  Clearance studies, which could include spiking 
experiments at the laboratory scale, to demonstrate the removal of cell 
substrate-derived impurities such as nucleic acids and host cell proteins may 
sometimes be used to eliminate the need for establishing acceptance criteria for 
these impurities. 

b) Cell culture-derived impurities include, but are not limited to, inducers 
antibiotics, serum, and other media components. 

c) Downstream-derived impurities include, but are not limited to, enzymes, 
chemical and biochemical processing reagents (e.g., cyanogen bromide, 
guanidine, oxidizing and reducing agents), inorganic salts (e.g., heavy metals, 
arsenic, non metallic ion), solvents, carriers, ligands (e.g., monoclonal 
antibodies), and other leachables. 
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For intentionally introduced, endogenous and adventitious viruses, the ability of the 
manufacturing process to remove and/or inactivate viruses should be demonstrated as 
described in ICH Harmonised Tripartite Guideline “Viral Safety Evaluation of 
Biotechnology Products Derived From Cell Lines of Human or Animal Origin” 

6.2.2 Product-related impurities including degradation products 
The following represents the most frequently encountered molecular variants of the 
desired product and lists relevant technology for their assessment.  Such variants may 
need considerable effort in isolation and characterization in order to identify the type 
of modification(s).  Degradation products arising during manufacture and/or storage 
in significant amounts should be tested for and monitored against appropriately 
established acceptance criteria. 

a) Truncated forms:  Hydrolytic enzymes or chemicals may catalyze the cleavage 
of peptide bonds. These may be detected by HPLC or SDS-PAGE.  Peptide 
mapping may be useful, depending on the property of the variant. 

b) Other modified forms:  Deamidated, isomerized, mismatched S-S linked, 
oxidized or altered conjugated forms (e.g., glycosylation, phosphorylation) may 
be detected and characterized by chromatographic, electrophoretic and/or other 
relevant analytical methods (e.g., HPLC, capillary electrophoresis, mass 
spectroscopy, circular dichroism). 

c) Aggregates:  The category of aggregates includes dimers and higher multiples 
of the desired product.  These are generally resolved from the desired product 
and product-related substances, and quantitated by appropriate analytical 
procedures (e.g., size exclusion chromatography, capillary electrophoresis).   
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Objective 
This document (Guide) is intended to provide guidance regarding good manufacturing 
practice (GMP) for the manufacturing of active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) under an 
appropriate system for managing quality.  It is also intended to help ensure that APIs meet 
the requirements for quality and purity that they purport or are represented to possess.   

In this Guide “manufacturing” is defined to include all operations of receipt of materials, 
production, packaging, repackaging, labelling, relabelling, quality control, release, storage 
and distribution of APIs and the related controls.   In this Guide the term “should” indicates 
recommendations that are expected to apply unless shown to be inapplicable or replaced by 
an alternative demonstrated to provide at least an equivalent level of quality assurance. For 
the purposes of this Guide, the terms “current good manufacturing practices” and “good 
manufacturing practices” are equivalent. 

The Guide as a whole does not cover safety aspects for the personnel engaged in the 
manufacture, nor aspects of protection of the environment.  These controls are inherent 
responsibilities of the manufacturer and are governed by national laws.   

This Guide is not intended to define registration/filing requirements or modify 
pharmacopoeial requirements.  This Guide does not affect the ability of the responsible 
regulatory agency to establish specific registration/filing requirements regarding APIs 
within the context of marketing/manufacturing authorizations or drug applications.  All 
commitments in registration/filing documents must be met. 

1.2 Regulatory Applicability  
Within the world community, materials may vary as to the legal classification as an API. 
When a material is classified as an API in the region or country in which it is manufactured 
or used in a drug product, it should be manufactured according to this Guide. 

1.3 Scope 
This Guide applies to the manufacture of APIs for use in human drug (medicinal) products. 
It applies to the manufacture of sterile APIs only up to the point immediately prior to the 
APIs being rendered sterile. The sterilization and aseptic processing of sterile APIs are not 
covered by this guidance, but should be performed in accordance with GMP guidelines for 
drug (medicinal) products as defined by local authorities.  

This Guide covers APIs that are manufactured by chemical synthesis, extraction, cell 
culture/fermentation, by recovery from natural sources, or by any combination of these 
processes. Specific guidance for APIs manufactured by cell culture/fermentation is described 
in Section 18. 

This Guide excludes all vaccines, whole cells, whole blood and plasma, blood and plasma 
derivatives (plasma fractionation), and gene therapy APIs.  However, it does include APIs 
that are produced using blood or plasma as raw materials. Note that cell substrates 
(mammalian, plant, insect or microbial cells, tissue or animal sources including transgenic 
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animals) and early process steps may be subject to GMP but are not covered by this Guide.  
In addition, the Guide does not apply to medical gases, bulk-packaged drug (medicinal) 
products, and manufacturing/control aspects specific to radiopharmaceuticals.  

Section 19 contains guidance that only applies to the manufacture of APIs used in the 
production of drug (medicinal) products specifically for clinical trials (investigational 
medicinal products). 

An “API Starting Material” is a raw material, intermediate, or an API that is used in the 
production of an API and that is incorporated as a significant structural fragment into the 
structure of the API.  An API Starting Material can be an article of commerce, a material 
purchased from one or more suppliers under contract or commercial agreement, or produced 
in-house.  API Starting Materials normally have defined chemical properties and structure.   

The company should designate and document the rationale for the point at which 
production of the API begins.  For synthetic processes, this is known as the point at which 
"API Starting Materials" are entered into the process.  For other processes (e.g. 
fermentation, extraction, purification, etc), this rationale should be established on a case-
by-case basis. Table 1 gives guidance on the point at which the API Starting Material is 
normally introduced into the process. 

From this point on, appropriate GMP as defined in this Guide should be applied to these 
intermediate and/or API manufacturing steps. This would include the validation of critical 
process steps determined to impact the quality of the API.  However, it should be noted that 
the fact that a company chooses to validate a process step does not necessarily define that 
step as critical. 

The guidance in this document would normally be applied to the steps shown in gray in 
Table 1.  It does not imply that all steps shown should be completed.  The stringency of 
GMP in API manufacturing should increase as the process proceeds from early API steps to 
final steps, purification, and packaging.  Physical processing of APIs, such as granulation, 
coating or physical manipulation of particle size (e.g. milling, micronizing), should be 
conducted at least to the standards of this Guide. 

This GMP Guide does not apply to steps prior to the introduction of the defined "API 
Starting Material". 
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Table 1:  Application of this Guide to API Manufacturing 

 

Type of 
Manufacturing 

Application of this Guide to steps (shown in grey) used in this type of 
manufacturing 

Chemical 
Manufacturing 

Production of 
the API 
Starting 
Material 

Introduction 
of the API 
Starting 
Material into 
process 

Production of 
Intermediate(s) 

 

 

Isolation 
and 
purification 

Physical 
processing, 
and 
packaging 

API derived from 
animal sources 

Collection of 
organ, fluid, or 
tissue 

Cutting, 
mixing, 
and/or initial 
processing 

Introduction of 
the API 
Starting 
Material into 
process 

Isolation 
and 
purification 

Physical 
processing, 
and 
packaging 

API extracted 
from plant 
sources  

 

Collection of 
plants 

Cutting and 
initial 
extraction(s) 

Introduction of 
the API 
Starting 
Material into 
process 

Isolation 
and 
purification 

Physical 
processing, 
and 
packaging 

Herbal extracts 
used as API  

Collection of 
plants 

Cutting and 
initial 
extraction 

 Further 
extraction 

Physical 
processing, 
and 
packaging 

API consisting of 
comminuted or 
powdered herbs 

Collection of 
plants and/or 
cultivation and 
harvesting 

Cutting/ 
comminuting 

  Physical 
processing, 
and 
packaging 

Biotechnology: 
fermentation/ 
cell culture 

Establishment 
of master cell 
bank and 
working cell 
bank 

Maintenance 
of working 
cell bank 

Cell culture 
and/or 
fermentation  

Isolation 
and 
purification 

Physical 
processing, 
and 
packaging 

“Classical” 
Fermentation to 
produce an API 

Establishment 
of cell bank 

Maintenance 
of the cell 
bank 

Introduction of 
the cells into 
fermentation  

Isolation 
and 
purification 

Physical 
processing, 
and 
packaging 

 

 

Increasing GMP requirements 
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2. QUALITY MANAGEMENT 

2.1 Principles  
2.10 Quality should be the responsibility of all persons involved in manufacturing. 

2.11 Each manufacturer should establish, document, and implement an effective system 
for managing quality that involves the active participation of management and 
appropriate manufacturing personnel.  

2.12 The system for managing quality should encompass the organisational structure, 
procedures, processes and resources, as well as activities necessary to ensure 
confidence that the API will meet its intended specifications for quality and purity. 
All quality related activities should be defined and documented.  

2.13 There should be a quality unit(s) that is independent of production and that fulfills 
both quality assurance (QA) and quality control (QC) responsibilities.  This can be in 
the form of separate QA and QC units or a single individual or group, depending 
upon the size and structure of the organization. 

2.14 The persons authorised to release intermediates and APIs should be specified. 

2.15 All quality related activities should be recorded at the time they are performed. 

2.16 Any deviation from established procedures should be documented and explained. 
Critical deviations should be investigated, and the investigation and its conclusions 
should be documented. 

2.17 No materials should be released or used before the satisfactory completion of 
evaluation by the quality unit(s) unless there are appropriate systems in place to 
allow for such use (e.g. release under quarantine as described in Section 10.20 or the 
use of raw materials or intermediates pending completion of evaluation). 

2.18 Procedures should exist for notifying responsible management in a timely manner of 
regulatory inspections, serious GMP deficiencies, product defects and related actions 
(e.g., quality related complaints, recalls, regulatory actions, etc.). 

2.2 Responsibilities of the Quality Unit(s) 
2.20 The quality unit(s) should be involved in all quality-related matters.   

2.21 The quality unit(s) should review and approve all appropriate quality-related 
documents. 

2.22 The main responsibilities of the independent quality unit(s) should not be delegated.  
These responsibilities should be described in writing and should include but not 
necessarily be limited to: 

1. Releasing or rejecting all APIs.  Releasing or rejecting intermediates for use 
outside the control of the manufacturing company; 

2. Establishing a system to release or reject raw materials, intermediates, 
packaging and labelling materials; 

3. Reviewing completed batch production and laboratory control records of critical 
process steps before release of the API for distribution;  

4.  Making sure that critical deviations are investigated and resolved; 

5.  Approving all specifications and master production instructions; 

6. Approving all procedures impacting the quality of intermediates or APIs; 

7.  Making sure that internal audits (self-inspections) are performed; 
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8.  Approving intermediate and API contract manufacturers;  

9.  Approving changes that potentially impact intermediate or API quality; 

10. Reviewing and approving validation protocols and reports;  

11. Making sure that quality related complaints are investigated and resolved; 

12. Making sure that effective systems are used for maintaining and calibrating 
critical equipment; 

13. Making sure that materials are appropriately tested and the results are 
reported;  

14. Making sure that there is stability data to support retest or expiry dates and 
storage conditions on APIs and/or intermediates where appropriate; and 

15. Performing product quality reviews (as defined in Section 2.5). 

2.3 Responsibility for Production Activities 
The responsibility for production activities should be described in writing, and should 
include but not necessarily be limited to:  

1. Preparing, reviewing, approving and distributing the instructions for the 
production of intermediates or APIs according to written procedures; 

2. Producing APIs and, when appropriate, intermediates according to pre-
approved instructions; 

3. Reviewing all production batch records and ensuring that these are completed 
and signed; 

4. Making sure that all production deviations are reported and evaluated and 
that critical deviations are investigated and the conclusions are recorded; 

5. Making sure that production facilities are clean and when appropriate 
disinfected; 

6. Making sure that the necessary calibrations are performed and records kept; 

7. Making sure that the premises and equipment are maintained and records 
kept; 

8. Making sure that validation protocols and reports are reviewed and approved; 

9. Evaluating proposed changes in product, process or equipment; and  

10. Making sure that new and, when appropriate, modified facilities and 
equipment are qualified. 

2.4 Internal Audits (Self Inspection) 
2.40 In order to verify compliance with the principles of GMP for APIs, regular internal 

audits should be performed in accordance with an approved schedule. 

2.41 Audit findings and corrective actions should be documented and brought to the 
attention of responsible management of the firm.  Agreed corrective actions should 
be completed in a timely and effective manner. 
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2.5 Product Quality Review  
2.50 Regular quality reviews of APIs should be conducted with the objective of verifying 

the consistency of the process.  Such reviews should normally be conducted and 
documented annually and should include at least: 

 A review of critical in-process control and critical API test results; 

 A review of all batches that failed to meet established specification(s); 

 A review of all critical deviations or non-conformances and related investigations; 

 A review of any changes carried out to the processes or analytical methods; 

 A review of results of the stability monitoring program; 

 A review of all quality-related returns, complaints and recalls; and 

 A review of adequacy of corrective actions.  

2.51 The results of this review should be evaluated and an assessment made of whether 
corrective action or any revalidation should be undertaken.  Reasons for such 
corrective action should be documented.  Agreed corrective actions should be 
completed in a timely and effective manner. 

3. PERSONNEL 

3.1 Personnel Qualifications 
3.10 There should be an adequate number of personnel qualified by appropriate 

education, training and/or experience to perform and supervise the manufacture of 
intermediates and APIs. 

3.11 The responsibilities of all personnel engaged in the manufacture of intermediates 
and APIs should be specified in writing. 

3.12 Training should be regularly conducted by qualified individuals and should cover, at 
a minimum, the particular operations that the employee performs and GMP as it 
relates to the employee's functions.  Records of training should be maintained. 
Training should be periodically assessed. 

3.2 Personnel Hygiene 
3.20 Personnel should practice good sanitation and health habits. 

3.21 Personnel should wear clean clothing suitable for the manufacturing activity with 
which they are involved and this clothing should be changed when appropriate. 
Additional protective apparel, such as head, face, hand, and arm coverings, should be 
worn when necessary, to protect intermediates and APIs from contamination. 

3.22 Personnel should avoid direct contact with intermediates or APIs. 

3.23 Smoking, eating, drinking, chewing and the storage of food should be restricted to 
certain designated areas separate from the manufacturing areas. 

3.24 Personnel suffering from an infectious disease or having open lesions on the exposed 
surface of the body should not engage in activities that could result in compromising 
the quality of APIs.  Any person shown at any time (either by medical examination 
or supervisory observation) to have an apparent illness or open lesions should be 
excluded from activities where the health condition could adversely affect the quality 
of the APIs until the condition is corrected or qualified medical personnel determine 
that the person's inclusion would not jeopardize the safety or quality of the APIs. 
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3.3 Consultants 
3.30 Consultants advising on the manufacture and control of intermediates or APIs 

should have sufficient education, training, and experience, or any combination 
thereof, to advise on the subject for which they are retained. 

3.31 Records should be maintained stating the name, address, qualifications, and type of 
service provided by these consultants. 

4. BUILDINGS AND FACILITIES 

4.1 Design and Construction  
4.10 Buildings and facilities used in the manufacture of intermediates and APIs should be 

located, designed, and constructed to facilitate cleaning, maintenance, and 
operations as appropriate to the type and stage of manufacture.  Facilities should 
also be designed to minimize potential contamination.  Where microbiological 
specifications have been established for the intermediate or API, facilities should 
also be designed to limit exposure to objectionable microbiological contaminants as 
appropriate. 

4.11 Buildings and facilities should have adequate space for the orderly placement of 
equipment and materials to prevent mix-ups and contamination. 

4.12 Where the equipment itself (e.g., closed or contained systems) provides adequate 
protection of the material, such equipment can be located outdoors. 

4.13 The flow of materials and personnel through the building or facilities should be 
designed to prevent mix-ups or contamination. 

4.14 There should be defined areas or other control systems for the following activities: 

 Receipt, identification, sampling, and quarantine of incoming materials, pending 
release or rejection; 

 Quarantine before release or rejection of intermediates and APIs; 

 Sampling of intermediates and APIs; 

 Holding rejected materials before further disposition (e.g., return, reprocessing or 
destruction); 

 Storage of released materials; 

 Production operations; 

 Packaging and labelling operations; and 

 Laboratory operations. 

4.15 Adequate, clean washing and toilet facilities should be provided for personnel.  These 
washing facilities should be equipped with hot and cold water as appropriate, soap or 
detergent, air driers or single service towels.  The washing and toilet facilities should 
be separate from, but easily accessible to, manufacturing areas.  Adequate facilities 
for showering and/or changing clothes should be provided, when appropriate. 

4.16 Laboratory areas/operations should normally be separated from production areas.  
Some laboratory areas, in particular those used for in-process controls, can be 
located in production areas, provided the operations of the production process do not 
adversely affect the accuracy of the laboratory measurements, and the laboratory 
and its operations do not adversely affect the production process or intermediate or 
API. 
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4.2 Utilities  
4.20 All utilities that could impact on product quality (e.g. steam, gases, compressed air, 

and heating, ventilation and air conditioning) should be qualified and appropriately 
monitored and action should be taken when limits are exceeded.  Drawings for these 
utility systems should be available.  

4.21 Adequate ventilation, air filtration and exhaust systems should be provided, where 
appropriate.  These systems should be designed and constructed to minimise risks of 
contamination and cross-contamination and should include equipment for control of 
air pressure, microorganisms (if appropriate), dust, humidity, and temperature, as 
appropriate to the stage of manufacture.  Particular attention should be given to 
areas where APIs are exposed to the environment. 

4.22 If air is recirculated to production areas, appropriate measures should be taken to 
control risks of contamination and cross-contamination. 

4.23 Permanently installed pipework should be appropriately identified. This can be 
accomplished by identifying individual lines, documentation, computer control 
systems, or alternative means.  Pipework should be located to avoid risks of 
contamination of the intermediate or API. 

4.24 Drains should be of adequate size and should be provided with an air break or a 
suitable device to prevent back-siphonage, when appropriate. 

4.3 Water  
4.30 Water used in the manufacture of APIs should be demonstrated to be suitable for its 

intended use.  

4.31 Unless otherwise justified, process water should, at a minimum, meet World Health 
Organization (WHO) guidelines for drinking (potable) water quality.  

4.32 If drinking (potable) water is insufficient to assure API quality, and tighter chemical 
and/or microbiological water quality specifications are called for, appropriate 
specifications for physical/chemical attributes, total microbial counts, objectionable 
organisms and/or endotoxins should be established. 

4.33 Where water used in the process is treated by the manufacturer to achieve a defined 
quality, the treatment process should be validated and monitored with appropriate 
action limits. 

4.34 Where the manufacturer of a non-sterile API either intends or claims that it is 
suitable for use in further processing to produce a sterile drug (medicinal) product, 
water used in the final isolation and purification steps should be monitored and 
controlled for total microbial counts, objectionable organisms, and endotoxins. 

4.4 Containment  
4.40 Dedicated production areas, which can include facilities, air handling equipment 

and/or process equipment, should be employed in the production of highly sensitizing 
materials, such as penicillins or cephalosporins. 

4.41 Dedicated production areas should also be considered when material of an infectious 
nature or high pharmacological activity or toxicity is involved (e.g., certain steroids 
or cytotoxic anti-cancer agents) unless validated inactivation and/or cleaning 
procedures are established and maintained. 

4.42 Appropriate measures should be established and implemented to prevent cross-
contamination from personnel, materials, etc. moving from one dedicated area to 
another. 
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4.43 Any production activities (including weighing, milling, or packaging) of highly toxic 
non-pharmaceutical materials such as herbicides and pesticides should not be 
conducted using the buildings and/or equipment being used for the production of 
APIs.  Handling and storage of these highly toxic non-pharmaceutical materials 
should be separate from APIs. 

4.5  Lighting 
4.50 Adequate lighting should be provided in all areas to facilitate cleaning, maintenance, 

and proper operations. 

4.6 Sewage and Refuse 
4.60 Sewage, refuse, and other waste (e.g., solids, liquids, or gaseous by-products from 

manufacturing) in and from buildings and the immediate surrounding area should 
be disposed of in a safe, timely, and sanitary manner. Containers and/or pipes for 
waste material should be clearly identified.  

4.7 Sanitation and Maintenance 
4.70  Buildings used in the manufacture of intermediates and APIs should be properly 

maintained and repaired and kept in a clean condition. 

4.71 Written procedures should be established assigning responsibility for sanitation and 
describing the cleaning schedules, methods, equipment, and materials to be used in 
cleaning buildings and facilities. 

4.72 When necessary, written procedures should also be established for the use of suitable 
rodenticides, insecticides, fungicides, fumigating agents, and cleaning and sanitizing 
agents to prevent the contamination of equipment, raw materials, 
packaging/labelling materials, intermediates, and APIs. 

5. PROCESS EQUIPMENT 

5.1 Design and Construction  
5.10 Equipment used in the manufacture of intermediates and APIs should be of 

appropriate design and adequate size, and suitably located for its intended use, 
cleaning, sanitization (where appropriate), and maintenance. 

5.11 Equipment should be constructed so that surfaces that contact raw materials, 
intermediates, or APIs do not alter the quality of the intermediates and APIs beyond 
the official or other established specifications. 

5.12 Production equipment should only be used within its qualified operating range. 

5.13 Major equipment (e.g., reactors, storage containers) and permanently installed 
processing lines used during the production of an intermediate or API should be 
appropriately identified.   

5.14 Any substances associated with the operation of equipment, such as lubricants, 
heating fluids or coolants, should not contact intermediates or APIs so as to alter 
their quality beyond the official or other established specifications.  Any deviations 
from this should be evaluated to ensure that there are no detrimental effects upon 
the fitness for purpose of the material.  Wherever possible, food grade lubricants and 
oils should be used.  

5.15 Closed or contained equipment should be used whenever appropriate.  Where open 
equipment is used, or equipment is opened, appropriate precautions should be taken 
to minimize the risk of contamination. 
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5.16 A set of current drawings should be maintained for equipment and critical 
installations (e.g., instrumentation and utility systems). 

5.2 Equipment Maintenance and Cleaning 
5.20 Schedules and procedures (including assignment of responsibility) should be 

established for the preventative maintenance of equipment.  

5.21 Written procedures should be established for cleaning of equipment and its 
subsequent release for use in the manufacture of intermediates and APIs.  Cleaning 
procedures should contain sufficient details to enable operators to clean each type of 
equipment in a reproducible and effective manner.  These procedures should include: 

 Assignment of responsibility for cleaning of equipment;  

 Cleaning schedules, including, where appropriate, sanitizing schedules; 

 A complete description of the methods and materials, including dilution of 
cleaning agents used to clean equipment;  

 When appropriate, instructions for disassembling and reassembling each article 
of equipment to ensure proper cleaning; 

 Instructions for the removal or obliteration of previous batch identification; 

 Instructions for the protection of clean equipment from contamination prior to 
use; 

 Inspection of equipment for cleanliness immediately before use, if practical; and 

 Establishing the maximum time that may elapse between the completion of 
processing and equipment cleaning, when appropriate. 

5.22 Equipment and utensils should be cleaned, stored, and, where appropriate, sanitized 
or sterilized to prevent contamination or carry-over of a material that would alter the 
quality of the intermediate or API beyond the official or other established 
specifications.   

5.23 Where equipment is assigned to continuous production or campaign production of 
successive batches of the same intermediate or API, equipment should be cleaned at 
appropriate intervals to prevent build-up and carry-over of contaminants (e.g. 
degradants or objectionable levels of micro-organisms).  

5.24 Non-dedicated equipment should be cleaned between production of different 
materials to prevent cross-contamination.   

5.25 Acceptance criteria for residues and the choice of cleaning procedures and cleaning 
agents should be defined and justified.  

5.26 Equipment should be identified as to its contents and its cleanliness status by 
appropriate means. 
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5.3 Calibration 
5.30 Control, weighing, measuring, monitoring and test equipment that is critical for 

assuring the quality of intermediates or APIs should be calibrated according to 
written procedures and an established schedule.  

5.31 Equipment calibrations should be performed using standards traceable to certified 
standards, if existing. 

5.32 Records of these calibrations should be maintained. 

5.33 The current calibration status of critical equipment should be known and verifiable. 

5.34 Instruments that do not meet calibration criteria should not be used. 

5.35 Deviations from approved standards of calibration on critical instruments should be 
investigated to determine if these could have had an impact on the quality of the 
intermediate(s) or API(s) manufactured using this equipment since the last 
successful calibration.  

5.4 Computerized Systems  
5.40  GMP related computerized systems should be validated.  The depth and scope of 

validation depends on the diversity, complexity and criticality of the computerized 
application. 

5.41 Appropriate installation qualification and operational qualification should 
demonstrate the suitability of computer hardware and software to perform assigned 
tasks.  

5.42 Commercially available software that has been qualified does not require the same 
level of testing.  If an existing system was not validated at time of installation, a 
retrospective validation could be conducted if appropriate documentation is 
available.  

5.43 Computerized systems should have sufficient controls to prevent unauthorized 
access or changes to data. There should be controls to prevent omissions in data (e.g. 
system turned off and data not captured). There should be a record of any data 
change made, the previous entry, who made the change, and when the change was 
made.  

5.44 Written procedures should be available for the operation and maintenance of 
computerized systems.    

5.45 Where critical data are being entered manually, there should be an additional check 
on the accuracy of the entry.  This can be done by a second operator or by the system 
itself. 

5.46 Incidents related to computerized systems that could affect the quality of 
intermediates or APIs or the reliability of records or test results should be recorded 
and investigated. 

5.47 Changes to the computerized system should be made according to a change 
procedure and should be formally authorized, documented and tested.  Records 
should be kept of all changes, including modifications and enhancements made to the 
hardware, software and any other critical component of the system. These records 
should demonstrate that the system is maintained in a validated state. 

5.48 If system breakdowns or failures would result in the permanent loss of records, a 
back-up system should be provided.  A means of ensuring data protection should be 
established for all computerized systems. 
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5.49 Data can be recorded by a second means in addition to the computer system.  

6. DOCUMENTATION AND RECORDS 

6.1 Documentation System and Specifications  
6.10 All documents related to the manufacture of intermediates or APIs should be 

prepared, reviewed, approved and distributed according to written procedures.  Such 
documents can be in paper or electronic form. 

6.11 The issuance, revision, superseding and withdrawal of all documents should be 
controlled with maintenance of revision histories. 

6.12 A procedure should be established for retaining all appropriate documents (e.g., 
development history reports, scale-up reports, technical transfer reports, process 
validation reports, training records, production records, control records, and 
distribution records).  The retention periods for these documents should be specified. 

6.13 All production, control, and distribution records should be retained for at least 1 year 
after the expiry date of the batch.  For APIs with retest dates, records should be 
retained for at least 3 years after the batch is completely distributed. 

6.14 When entries are made in records, these should be made indelibly in spaces provided 
for such entries, directly after performing the activities, and should identify the 
person making the entry.  Corrections to entries should be dated and signed and 
leave the original entry still readable.  

6.15 During the retention period, originals or copies of records should be readily available 
at the establishment where the activities described in such records occurred. Records 
that can be promptly retrieved from another location by electronic or other means 
are acceptable. 

6.16 Specifications, instructions, procedures, and records can be retained either as 
originals or as true copies such as photocopies, microfilm, microfiche, or other 
accurate reproductions of the original records.  Where reduction techniques such as 
microfilming or electronic records are used, suitable retrieval equipment and a 
means to produce a hard copy should be readily available. 

6.17 Specifications should be established and documented for raw materials, 
intermediates where necessary, APIs, and labelling and packaging materials.  In 
addition, specifications may be appropriate for certain other materials, such as 
process aids, gaskets, or other materials used during the production of intermediates 
or APIs that could critically impact on quality.  Acceptance criteria should be 
established and documented for in-process controls. 

6.18 If electronic signatures are used on documents, they should be authenticated and 
secure.   

6.2 Equipment Cleaning and Use Record 
6.20 Records of major equipment use, cleaning, sanitization and/or sterilization and 

maintenance should show the date, time (if appropriate), product, and batch number 
of each batch processed in the equipment, and the person who performed the 
cleaning and maintenance. 

6.21 If equipment is dedicated to manufacturing one intermediate or API, then individual 
equipment records are not necessary if batches of the intermediate or API follow in 
traceable sequence.  In cases where dedicated equipment is employed, the records of 
cleaning, maintenance, and use can be part of the batch record or maintained 
separately.  
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6.3 Records of Raw Materials, Intermediates, API Labelling and Packaging 
Materials  

6.30 Records should be maintained including: 

 The name of the manufacturer, identity and quantity of each shipment of each 
batch of raw materials, intermediates or labelling and packaging materials for 
API's; the name of the supplier; the supplier's control number(s), if known, or 
other identification number; the number allocated on receipt; and the date of 
receipt;  

 The results of any test or examination performed and the conclusions derived 
from this;  

 Records tracing the use of materials;  

 Documentation of the examination and review of API labelling and packaging 
materials for conformity with established specifications; and 

 The final decision regarding rejected raw materials, intermediates or API 
labelling and packaging materials. 

6.31 Master (approved) labels should be maintained for comparison to issued labels.   

6.4 Master Production Instructions (Master Production and Control Records) 
6.40 To ensure uniformity from batch to batch, master production instructions for each 

intermediate and API should be prepared, dated, and signed by one person and 
independently checked, dated, and signed by a person in the quality unit(s).  

6.41 Master production instructions should include: 

 The name of the intermediate or API being manufactured and an identifying 
document reference code, if applicable; 

 A complete list of raw materials and intermediates designated by names or codes 
sufficiently specific to identify any special quality characteristics; 

 An accurate statement of the quantity or ratio of each raw material or 
intermediate to be used, including the  unit of measure.  Where the quantity is 
not fixed, the calculation for each batch size or rate of production should be 
included.  Variations to quantities should be included where they are justified;  

 The production location and major production equipment to be used; 

 Detailed production instructions, including the: 

 sequences to be followed,  

 ranges of  process parameters to be used,   

 sampling instructions and in-process controls with their acceptance criteria, 
where appropriate,  

 time limits for completion of individual processing steps and/or the total 
process, where appropriate; and 

 expected yield ranges at appropriate phases of processing or time;  

 Where appropriate, special notations and precautions to be followed, or cross-
references to these; and 
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 The instructions for storage of the intermediate or API to assure its suitability 
for use, including the labelling and packaging materials and special storage 
conditions with time limits, where appropriate. 

6.5 Batch Production Records (Batch Production and Control Records) 
6.50 Batch production records should be prepared for each intermediate and API and 

should include complete information relating to the production and control of each 
batch. The batch production record should be checked before issuance to assure that 
it is the correct version and a legible accurate reproduction of the appropriate master 
production instruction.  If the batch production record is produced from a separate 
part of the master document, that document should include a reference to the 
current master production instruction being used.  

6.51 These records should be numbered with a unique batch or identification number, 
dated and signed when issued.  In continuous production, the product code together 
with the date and time can serve as the unique identifier until the final number is 
allocated. 

6.52 Documentation of completion of each significant step in the batch production records 
(batch production and control records) should include: 

 Dates and, when appropriate, times; 

 Identity of major equipment (e.g., reactors, driers, mills, etc.) used; 

 Specific identification of each batch, including weights, measures, and batch 
numbers of raw materials, intermediates, or any reprocessed materials used 
during manufacturing; 

 Actual results recorded for critical process parameters;  

 Any sampling performed; 

 Signatures of the persons performing and directly supervising or checking each 
critical step in the operation; 

 In-process and laboratory test results; 

 Actual yield at appropriate phases or times; 

 Description of packaging and label for intermediate or API; 

 Representative label of API or intermediate if made commercially available;  

 Any deviation noted, its evaluation, investigation conducted (if appropriate) or 
reference to that investigation if stored separately; and 

 Results of release testing. 

6.53 Written procedures should be established and followed for investigating critical 
deviations or the failure of a batch of intermediate or API to meet specifications. The 
investigation should extend to other batches that may have been associated with the 
specific failure or deviation. 

6.6 Laboratory Control Records  
6.60 Laboratory control records should include complete data derived from all tests 

conducted to ensure compliance with established specifications and standards, 
including examinations and assays, as follows:   
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 A description of samples received for testing, including the material name or 
source, batch number or other distinctive code, date sample was taken, and, 
where appropriate, the quantity and date the sample was received for testing;  

 A statement of or reference to each test method used; 

 A statement of the weight or measure of sample used for each test as described 
by the method; data on or cross-reference to the preparation and testing of 
reference standards, reagents and standard solutions; 

 A complete record of all raw data generated during each test, in addition to 
graphs, charts, and spectra from laboratory instrumentation, properly identified 
to show the specific material and batch tested; 

 A record of all calculations performed in connection with the test, including, for 
example, units of measure, conversion factors, and equivalency factors; 

 A statement of the test results and how they compare with established 
acceptance criteria; 

 The signature of the person who performed each test and the date(s) the tests 
were performed; and 

 The date and signature of a second person showing that the original records have 
been reviewed for accuracy, completeness, and compliance with established 
standards. 

6.61  Complete records should also be maintained for: 

 Any modifications to an established analytical method; 

 Periodic calibration of laboratory instruments, apparatus, gauges, and recording 
devices; 

 All stability testing performed on APIs; and 

 Out-of-specification (OOS) investigations. 

6.7 Batch Production Record Review 
6.70 Written procedures should be established and followed for the review and approval of 

batch production and laboratory control records, including packaging and labelling, 
to determine compliance of the intermediate or API with established specifications 
before a batch is released or distributed. 

6.71 Batch production and laboratory control records of critical process steps should be 
reviewed and approved by the quality unit(s) before an API batch is released or 
distributed.  Production and laboratory control records of non-critical process steps 
can be reviewed by qualified production personnel or other units following 
procedures approved by the quality unit(s). 

6.72 All deviation, investigation, and OOS reports should be reviewed as part of the batch 
record review before the batch is released. 

6.73 The quality unit(s) can delegate to the production unit the responsibility and 
authority for release of intermediates, except for those shipped outside the control of 
the manufacturing company. 
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7. MATERIALS MANAGEMENT 

7.1 General Controls 
7.10 There should be written procedures describing the receipt, identification, quarantine, 

storage, handling, sampling, testing, and approval or rejection of materials.  

7.11 Manufacturers of intermediates and/or APIs should have a system for evaluating the 
suppliers of critical materials. 

7.12 Materials should be purchased against an agreed specification, from a supplier or 
suppliers approved by the quality unit(s).  

7.13 If the supplier of a critical material is not the manufacturer of that material, the 
name and address of that manufacturer should be known by the intermediate and/or 
API manufacturer.   

7.14 Changing the source of supply of critical raw materials should be treated according 
to Section 13, Change Control. 

7.2 Receipt and Quarantine 
7.20 Upon receipt and before acceptance, each container or grouping of containers of 

materials should be examined visually for correct labelling (including correlation 
between the name used by the supplier and the in-house name, if these are 
different), container damage, broken seals and evidence of tampering or 
contamination. Materials should be held under quarantine until they have been 
sampled, examined or tested as appropriate, and released for use. 

7.21 Before incoming materials are mixed with existing stocks (e.g., solvents or stocks in 
silos), they should be identified as correct, tested, if appropriate, and released.  
Procedures should be available to prevent discharging incoming materials wrongly 
into the existing stock. 

7.22 If bulk deliveries are made in non-dedicated tankers, there should be assurance of no 
cross-contamination from the tanker.  Means of providing this assurance could 
include one or more of the following: 

 certificate of cleaning 

 testing for trace impurities 

 audit of the supplier. 

7.23 Large storage containers, and their attendant manifolds, filling and discharge lines 
should be appropriately identified. 

7.24 Each container or grouping of containers (batches) of materials should be assigned 
and identified with a distinctive code, batch, or receipt number.  This number should 
be used in recording the disposition of each batch.  A system should be in place to 
identify the status of each batch.  

7.3 Sampling and Testing of Incoming Production Materials 
7.30 At least one test to verify the identity of each batch of material should be conducted, 

with the exception of the materials described below in 7.32.  A supplier's Certificate 
of Analysis can be used in place of performing other tests, provided that the 
manufacturer has a system in place to evaluate suppliers.  

7.31 Supplier approval should include an evaluation that provides adequate evidence 
(e.g., past quality history) that the manufacturer can consistently provide material 
meeting specifications.  Full analyses should be conducted on at least three batches 
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before reducing in-house testing.  However, as a minimum, a full analysis should be 
performed at appropriate intervals and compared with the Certificates of Analysis. 
Reliability of Certificates of Analysis should be checked at regular intervals. 

7.32 Processing aids, hazardous or highly toxic raw materials, other special materials, or 
materials transferred to another unit within the company’s control do not need to be 
tested if the manufacturer’s Certificate of Analysis is obtained, showing that these 
raw materials conform to established specifications. Visual examination of 
containers, labels, and recording of batch numbers should help in establishing the 
identity of these materials.  The lack of on-site testing for these materials should be 
justified and documented.  

7.33 Samples should be representative of the batch of material from which they are 
taken.  Sampling methods should specify the number of containers to be sampled, 
which part of the container to sample, and the amount of material to be taken from 
each container.  The number of containers to sample and the sample size should be 
based upon a sampling plan that takes into consideration the criticality of the 
material, material variability, past quality history of the supplier, and the quantity 
needed for analysis. 

7.34 Sampling should be conducted at defined locations and by procedures designed to 
prevent contamination of the material sampled and contamination of other 
materials.  

7.35 Containers from which samples are withdrawn should be opened carefully and 
subsequently reclosed.  They should be marked to indicate that a sample has been 
taken. 

7.4 Storage 
7.40 Materials should be handled and stored in a manner to prevent degradation, 

contamination, and cross-contamination. 

7.41 Materials stored in fiber drums, bags, or boxes should be stored off the floor and, 
when appropriate, suitably spaced to permit cleaning and inspection.   

7.42 Materials should be stored under conditions and for a period that have no adverse 
affect on their quality, and should normally be controlled so that the oldest stock is 
used first.   

7.43 Certain materials in suitable containers can be stored outdoors, provided identifying 
labels remain legible and containers are appropriately cleaned before opening and 
use. 

7.44 Rejected materials should be identified and controlled under a quarantine system 
designed to prevent their unauthorised use in manufacturing. 

7.5 Re-evaluation 
7.50 Materials should be re-evaluated as appropriate to determine their suitability for use 

(e.g., after prolonged storage or exposure to heat or humidity). 
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8. PRODUCTION AND IN-PROCESS CONTROLS  

8.1 Production Operations 
8.10 Raw materials for intermediate and API manufacturing should be weighed or 

measured under appropriate conditions that do not affect their suitability for use. 
Weighing and measuring devices should be of suitable accuracy for the intended use.   

8.11 If a material is subdivided for later use in production operations, the container 
receiving the material should be suitable and should be so identified that the 
following information is available: 

 Material name and/or item code; 

 Receiving or control number; 

 Weight or measure of material in the new container; and 

 Re-evaluation or retest date if appropriate. 

8.12 Critical weighing, measuring, or subdividing operations should be witnessed or 
subjected to an equivalent control.  Prior to use, production personnel should verify 
that the materials are those specified in the batch record for the intended 
intermediate or API. 

8.13 Other critical activities should be witnessed or subjected to an equivalent control. 

8.14 Actual yields should be compared with expected yields at designated steps in the 
production process.  Expected yields with appropriate ranges should be established 
based on previous laboratory, pilot scale, or manufacturing data.  Deviations in yield 
associated with critical process steps should be investigated to determine their 
impact or potential impact on the resulting quality of affected batches.  

8.15 Any deviation should be documented and explained.  Any critical deviation should be 
investigated.  

8.16 The processing status of major units of equipment should be indicated either on the 
individual units of equipment or by appropriate documentation, computer control 
systems, or alternative means. 

8.17 Materials to be reprocessed or reworked should be appropriately controlled to 
prevent unauthorized use. 

8.2 Time Limits 
8.20 If time limits are specified in the master production instruction (see 6.41), these time 

limits should be met to ensure the quality of intermediates and APIs. Deviations 
should be documented and evaluated.  Time limits may be inappropriate when 
processing to a target value (e.g., pH adjustment, hydrogenation, drying to 
predetermined specification) because completion of reactions or processing steps are 
determined by in-process sampling and testing. 

8.21 Intermediates held for further processing should be stored under appropriate 
conditions to ensure their suitability for use. 

8.3 In-process Sampling and Controls  
8.30 Written procedures should be established to monitor the progress and control the 

performance of processing steps that cause variability in the quality characteristics 
of intermediates and APIs.  In-process controls and their acceptance criteria should 
be defined based on the information gained during the development stage or 
historical data.   
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8.31 The acceptance criteria and type and extent of testing can depend on the nature of 
the intermediate or API being manufactured, the reaction or process step being 
conducted, and the degree to which the process introduces variability in the product’s 
quality.  Less stringent in-process controls may be appropriate in early processing 
steps, whereas tighter controls may be appropriate for later processing steps (e.g., 
isolation and purification steps). 

8.32 Critical in-process controls (and critical process monitoring), including the control 
points and methods, should be stated in writing and approved by the quality unit(s). 
  

8.33 In-process controls can be performed by qualified production department personnel 
and the process adjusted without prior quality unit(s) approval if the adjustments 
are made within pre-established limits approved by the quality unit(s).  All tests and 
results should be fully documented as part of the batch record. 

8.34  Written procedures should describe the sampling methods for in-process materials, 
intermediates, and APIs.  Sampling plans and procedures should be based on 
scientifically sound sampling practices. 

8.35  In-process sampling should be conducted using procedures designed to prevent 
contamination of the sampled material and other intermediates or APIs.  Procedures 
should be established to ensure the integrity of samples after collection.   

8.36 Out-of-specification (OOS) investigations are not normally needed for in-process 
tests that are performed for the purpose of monitoring and/or adjusting the process.  

8.4 Blending Batches of Intermediates or APIs  
8.40 For the purpose of this document, blending is defined as the process of combining 

materials within the same specification to produce a homogeneous intermediate or 
API.  In-process mixing of fractions from single batches  (e.g., collecting several 
centrifuge loads from a single crystallization batch) or combining fractions from 
several batches for further processing is considered to be part of the production 
process and is not considered to be blending. 

8.41 Out-Of-Specification batches should not be blended with other batches for the 
purpose of meeting specifications.  Each batch incorporated into the blend should 
have been manufactured using an established process and should have been 
individually tested and found to meet appropriate specifications prior to blending. 

8.42  Acceptable blending operations include but are not limited to: 

 Blending of small batches to increase batch size 

 Blending of tailings (i.e., relatively small quantities of isolated material) from 
batches of the same intermediate or API to form a single batch. 

8.43 Blending processes should be adequately controlled and documented and the blended 
batch should be tested for conformance to established specifications where 
appropriate. 

8.44 The batch record of the blending process should allow traceability back to the 
individual batches that make up the blend. 

8.45 Where physical attributes of the API are critical (e.g., APIs intended for use in solid 
oral dosage forms or suspensions), blending operations should be validated to show 
homogeneity of the combined batch.  Validation should include testing of critical 
attributes (e.g., particle size distribution, bulk density, and tap density) that may be 
affected by the blending process. 
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8.46 If the blending could adversely affect stability, stability testing of the final blended 
batches should be performed. 

8.47 The expiry or retest date of the blended batch should be based on the manufacturing 
date of the oldest tailings or batch in the blend. 

8.5 Contamination Control  
8.50 Residual materials can be carried over into successive batches of the same 

intermediate or API if there is adequate control.  Examples include residue adhering 
to the wall of a micronizer, residual layer of damp crystals remaining in a centrifuge 
bowl after discharge, and incomplete discharge of fluids or crystals from a processing 
vessel upon transfer of the material to the next step in the process.  Such carryover 
should not result in the carryover of degradants or microbial contamination that may 
adversely alter the established API impurity profile. 

8.51 Production operations should be conducted in a manner that will prevent 
contamination of intermediates or APIs by other materials. 

8.52 Precautions to avoid contamination should be taken when APIs are handled after 
purification. 

9. PACKAGING AND IDENTIFICATION LABELLING OF APIs AND 
INTERMEDIATES  

9.1 General 
9.10 There should be written procedures describing the receipt, identification, quarantine, 

sampling, examination and/or testing and release, and handling of packaging and 
labelling materials.  

9.11 Packaging and labelling materials should conform to established specifications.  
Those that do not comply with such specifications should be rejected to prevent their 
use in operations for which they are unsuitable. 

9.12 Records should be maintained for each shipment of labels and packaging materials 
showing receipt, examination, or testing, and whether accepted or rejected. 

9.2 Packaging Materials 
9.20 Containers should provide adequate protection against deterioration or 

contamination of the intermediate or API that may occur during transportation and 
recommended storage. 

9.21 Containers should be clean and, where indicated by the nature of the intermediate or 
API, sanitized to ensure that they are suitable for their intended use.  These 
containers should not be reactive, additive, or absorptive so as to alter the quality of 
the intermediate or API beyond the specified limits. 

9.22 If containers are re-used, they should be cleaned in accordance with documented 
procedures and all previous labels should be removed or defaced. 

9.3 Label Issuance and Control  
9.30 Access to the label storage areas should be limited to authorised personnel. 

9.31 Procedures should be used to reconcile the quantities of labels issued, used, and 
returned and to evaluate discrepancies found between the number of containers 
labelled and the number of labels issued. Such discrepancies should be investigated, 
and the investigation should be approved by the quality unit(s). 
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9.32 All excess labels bearing batch numbers or other batch-related printing should be 
destroyed.  Returned labels should be maintained and stored in a manner that 
prevents mix-ups and provides proper identification. 

9.33 Obsolete and out-dated labels should be destroyed. 

9.34 Printing devices used to print labels for packaging operations should be controlled to 
ensure that all imprinting conforms to the print specified in the batch production 
record.   

9.35 Printed labels issued for a batch should be carefully examined for proper identity 
and conformity to specifications in the master production record.  The results of this 
examination should be documented.  

9.36 A printed label representative of those used should be included in the batch 
production record. 

9.4 Packaging and Labelling Operations 
9.40 There should be documented procedures designed to ensure that correct packaging 

materials and labels are used. 

9.41 Labelling operations should be designed to prevent mix-ups.  There should be 
physical or spatial separation from operations involving other intermediates or APIs. 

9.42 Labels used on containers of intermediates or APIs should indicate the name or 
identifying code, the batch number of the product, and storage conditions, when such 
information is critical to assure the quality of intermediate or API.    

9.43 If the intermediate or API is intended to be transferred outside the control of the 
manufacturer’s material management system, the name and address of the 
manufacturer, quantity of contents, and special transport conditions and any special 
legal requirements should also be included on the label.  For intermediates or APIs 
with an expiry date, the expiry date should be indicated on the label and Certificate 
of Analysis.  For intermediates or APIs with a retest date, the retest date should be 
indicated on the label and/or Certificate of Analysis.   

9.44 Packaging and labelling facilities should be inspected immediately before use to 
ensure that all materials not needed for the next packaging operation have been 
removed.  This examination should be documented in the batch production records, 
the facility log, or other documentation system.  

9.45 Packaged and labelled intermediates or APIs should be examined to ensure that 
containers and packages in the batch have the correct label.  This examination 
should be part of the packaging operation.   Results of these examinations should be 
recorded in the batch production or control records.  

9.46 Intermediate or API containers that are transported outside of the manufacturer's 
control should be sealed in a manner such that, if the seal is breached or missing, the 
recipient will be alerted to the possibility that the contents may have been altered.  
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10. STORAGE AND DISTRIBUTION 

10.1 Warehousing Procedures 
10.10 Facilities should be available for the storage of all materials under appropriate 

conditions (e.g. controlled temperature and humidity when necessary). Records 
should be maintained of these conditions if they are critical for the maintenance of 
material characteristics. 

10.11 Unless there is an alternative system to prevent the unintentional or unauthorised 
use of quarantined, rejected, returned, or recalled materials, separate storage areas 
should be assigned for their temporary storage until the decision as to their future 
use has been taken. 

10.2 Distribution Procedures 
10.20 APIs and intermediates should only be released for distribution to third parties after 

they have been released by the quality unit(s).  APIs and intermediates can be 
transferred under quarantine to another unit under the company’s control when 
authorized by the quality unit(s) and if appropriate controls and documentation are 
in place. 

10.21 APIs and intermediates should be transported in a manner that does not adversely 
affect their quality. 

10.22 Special transport or storage conditions for an API or intermediate should be stated 
on the label. 

10.23 The manufacturer should ensure that the contract acceptor (contractor) for 
transportation of the API or intermediate knows and follows the appropriate 
transport and storage conditions. 

10.24 A system should be in place by which the distribution of each batch of intermediate 
and/or API can be readily determined to permit its recall.  

11. LABORATORY CONTROLS 

11.1  General Controls 
11.10 The independent quality unit(s) should have at its disposal adequate laboratory 

facilities. 

11.11 There should be documented procedures describing sampling, testing, approval or 
rejection of materials, and recording and storage of laboratory data.  Laboratory 
records should be maintained in accordance with Section 6.6. 

11.12 All specifications, sampling plans, and test procedures should be scientifically sound 
and appropriate to ensure that raw materials, intermediates, APIs, and labels and 
packaging materials conform to established standards of quality and/or purity.  
Specifications and test procedures should be consistent with those included in the 
registration/filing.   There can be specifications in addition to those in the 
registration/filing.  Specifications, sampling plans, and test procedures, including 
changes to them, should be drafted by the appropriate organizational unit and 
reviewed and approved by the quality unit(s).  

11.13 Appropriate specifications should be established for APIs in accordance with 
accepted standards and consistent with the manufacturing process. The 
specifications should include a control of the impurities (e.g. organic impurities, 
inorganic impurities, and residual solvents).  If the API has a specification for 
microbiological purity, appropriate action limits for total microbial counts and 
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objectionable organisms should be established and met.  If the API has a 
specification for endotoxins, appropriate action limits should be established and met. 

11.14  Laboratory controls should be followed and documented at the time of performance. 
Any departures from the above described procedures should be documented and 
explained. 

11.15 Any out-of-specification result obtained should be investigated and documented 
according to a procedure. This procedure should require analysis of the data, 
assessment of whether a significant problem exists, allocation of the tasks for 
corrective actions, and conclusions.  Any resampling and/or retesting after OOS 
results should be performed according to a documented procedure.  

11.16 Reagents and standard solutions should be prepared and labelled following written 
procedures.  “Use by” dates should be applied as appropriate for analytical reagents 
or standard solutions.  

11.17 Primary reference standards should be obtained as appropriate for the manufacture 
of APIs.  The source of each primary reference standard should be documented.  
Records should be maintained of each primary reference standard’s storage and use 
in accordance with the supplier’s recommendations.  Primary reference standards 
obtained from an officially recognised source are normally used without testing if 
stored under conditions consistent with the supplier’s recommendations.  

11.18 Where a primary reference standard is not available from an officially recognized 
source, an “in-house primary standard” should be established.  Appropriate testing 
should be performed to establish fully the identity and purity of the primary 
reference standard.  Appropriate documentation of this testing should be 
maintained. 

11.19 Secondary reference standards should be appropriately prepared, identified, tested, 
approved, and stored.  The suitability of each batch of secondary reference standard 
should be determined prior to first use by comparing against a primary reference 
standard.  Each batch of secondary reference standard should be periodically 
requalified in accordance with a written protocol.  

11.2 Testing of Intermediates and APIs 
11.20 For each batch of intermediate and API, appropriate laboratory tests should be 

conducted to determine conformance to specifications.  

11.21 An impurity profile describing the identified and unidentified impurities present in a 
typical batch produced by a specific controlled production process should normally be 
established for each API.  The impurity profile should include the identity or some 
qualitative analytical designation (e.g. retention time), the range of each impurity 
observed, and classification of each identified impurity (e.g. inorganic, organic, 
solvent).  The impurity profile is normally dependent upon the production process 
and origin of the API.  Impurity profiles are normally not necessary for APIs from 
herbal or animal tissue origin.  Biotechnology considerations are covered in ICH 
Guideline Q6B. 

11.22 The impurity profile should be compared at appropriate intervals against the 
impurity profile in the regulatory submission or compared against historical data in 
order to detect changes to the API resulting from modifications in raw materials, 
equipment operating parameters, or the production process. 

11.23 Appropriate microbiological tests should be conducted on each batch of intermediate 
and API where microbial quality is specified.  
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11.3 Validation of Analytical Procedures - see Section 12. 

11.4 Certificates of Analysis 
11.40 Authentic Certificates of Analysis should be issued for each batch of intermediate or 

API on request. 

11.41 Information on the name of the intermediate or API including where appropriate its 
grade, the batch number, and the date of release should be provided on the 
Certificate of Analysis.  For intermediates or APIs with an expiry date, the expiry 
date should be provided on the label and Certificate of Analysis. For intermediates or 
APIs with a retest date, the retest date should be indicated on the label and/or 
Certificate of Analysis. 

11.42 The Certificate should list each test performed in accordance with compendial or 
customer requirements, including the acceptance limits, and the numerical results 
obtained (if test results are numerical). 

11.43 Certificates should be dated and signed by authorised personnel of the quality unit(s) 
and should show the name, address and telephone number of the original 
manufacturer.  Where the analysis has been carried out by a repacker or reprocessor, 
the Certificate of Analysis should show the name, address and telephone number of 
the repacker/reprocessor and a reference to the name of the original manufacturer. 

11.44 If new Certificates are issued by or on behalf of repackers/reprocessors, agents or 
brokers, these Certificates should show the name, address and telephone number of 
the laboratory that performed the analysis. They should also contain a reference to 
the name and address of the original manufacturer and to the original batch 
Certificate, a copy of which should be attached. 

11.5 Stability Monitoring of APIs  
11.50 A documented, on-going testing program should be designed to monitor the stability 

characteristics of APIs, and the results should be used to confirm appropriate 
storage conditions and retest or expiry dates.  

11.51 The test procedures used in stability testing should be validated and be stability 
indicating. 

11.52 Stability samples should be stored in containers that simulate the market container. 
For example, if the API is marketed in bags within fiber drums, stability samples 
can be packaged in bags of the same material and in smaller-scale drums of similar 
or identical material composition to the market drums.  

11.53 Normally the first three commercial production batches should be placed on the 
stability monitoring program to confirm the retest or expiry date.  However, where 
data from previous studies show that the API is expected to remain stable for at 
least two years, fewer than three batches can be used. 

11.54 Thereafter, at least one batch per year of API manufactured (unless none is produced 
that year) should be added to the stability monitoring program and tested at least 
annually to confirm the stability. 

11.55 For APIs with short shelf-lives, testing should be done more frequently.  For 
example, for those biotechnological/biologic and other APIs with shelf-lives of one 
year or less, stability samples should be obtained and should be tested monthly for 
the first three months, and at three month intervals after that.  When data exist 
that confirm that the stability of the API is not compromised, elimination of specific 
test intervals (e.g. 9 month testing) can be considered.  
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11.56 Where appropriate, the stability storage conditions should be consistent with the 
ICH guidelines on stability. 

11.6 Expiry and Retest Dating  
11.60 When an intermediate is intended to be transferred outside the control of the 

manufacturer’s material management system and an expiry or retest date is 
assigned, supporting stability information should be available (e.g. published data, 
test results). 

11.61 An API expiry or retest date should be based on an evaluation of data derived from 
stability studies.  Common practice is to use a retest date, not an expiration date. 

11.62 Preliminary API expiry or retest dates can be based on pilot scale batches if (1) the 
pilot batches employ a method of manufacture and procedure that simulates the 
final process to be used on a commercial manufacturing scale; and (2) the quality of 
the API represents the material to be made on a commercial scale.  

11.63 A representative sample should be taken for the purpose of performing a retest. 

11.7 Reserve/Retention Samples 
11.70 The packaging and holding of reserve samples is for the purpose of potential future 

evaluation of the quality of batches of API and not for future stability testing 
purposes. 

11.71 Appropriately identified reserve samples of each API batch should be retained for 
one year after the expiry date of the batch assigned by the manufacturer, or for three 
years after distribution of the batch, whichever is the longer.  For APIs with retest 
dates, similar reserve samples should be retained for three years after the batch is 
completely distributed by the manufacturer. 

11.72 The reserve sample should be stored in the same packaging system in which the API 
is stored or in one that is equivalent to or more protective than the marketed 
packaging system.  Sufficient quantities should be retained to conduct at least two 
full compendial analyses or, when there is no pharmacopoeial monograph, two full 
specification analyses.  

12. VALIDATION  

12.1 Validation Policy  
12.10 The company's overall policy, intentions, and approach to validation, including the 

validation of production processes, cleaning procedures, analytical methods, in-
process control test procedures, computerized systems, and persons responsible for 
design, review, approval and documentation of each validation phase, should be 
documented.  

12.11 The critical parameters/attributes should normally be identified during the 
development stage or from historical data, and the ranges necessary for the 
reproducible operation should be defined.  This should include: 

 Defining the API in terms of its critical product attributes; 

 Identifying process parameters that could affect the critical quality attributes of 
the API; 

 Determining the range for each critical process parameter expected to be used 
during routine manufacturing and process control. 
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12.12 Validation should extend to those operations determined to be critical to the quality 
and purity of the API. 

12.2 Validation Documentation  
12.20 A written validation protocol should be established that specifies how validation of a 

particular process will be conducted.  The protocol should be reviewed and approved 
by the quality unit(s) and other designated units. 

12.21 The validation protocol should specify critical process steps and acceptance criteria 
as well as the type of validation to be conducted (e.g. retrospective, prospective, 
concurrent) and the number of process runs. 

12.22 A validation report that cross-references the validation protocol should be prepared, 
summarising the results obtained, commenting on any deviations observed, and 
drawing the appropriate conclusions, including recommending changes to correct 
deficiencies. 

12.23 Any variations from the validation protocol should be documented with appropriate 
justification. 

12.3 Qualification 
12.30 Before starting process validation activities, appropriate qualification of critical 

equipment and ancillary systems should be completed.  Qualification is usually 
carried out by conducting the following activities, individually or combined: 

 Design Qualification (DQ): documented verification that the proposed design of 
the facilities, equipment, or systems is suitable for the intended purpose.  

 Installation Qualification (IQ): documented verification that the equipment or 
systems, as installed or modified, comply with the approved design, the 
manufacturer’s recommendations and/or user requirements. 

 Operational Qualification (OQ): documented verification that the equipment or 
systems, as installed or modified, perform as intended throughout the anticipated 
operating ranges. 

 Performance Qualification (PQ): documented verification that the equipment and 
ancillary systems, as connected together, can perform effectively and 
reproducibly based on the approved process method and specifications. 

12.4 Approaches to Process Validation  
12.40  Process Validation (PV) is the documented evidence that the process, operated 

within established parameters, can perform effectively and reproducibly to produce 
an intermediate or API meeting its predetermined specifications and quality 
attributes. 

12.41 There are three approaches to validation.  Prospective validation is the preferred 
approach, but there are exceptions where the other approaches can be used.  These 
approaches and their applicability are listed below. 

12.42 Prospective validation should normally be performed for all API processes as defined 
in 12.12. Prospective validation performed on an API process should be completed 
before the commercial distribution of the final drug product manufactured from that 
API. 

12.43 Concurrent validation can be conducted when data from replicate production runs 
are unavailable because only a limited number of API batches have been produced, 
API batches are produced infrequently, or API batches are produced by a validated 
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process that has been modified.  Prior to the completion of concurrent validation, 
batches can be released and used in final drug product for commercial distribution 
based on thorough monitoring and testing of the API batches.  

12.44 An exception can be made for retrospective validation for well established processes 
that have been used without significant changes to API quality due to changes in 
raw materials, equipment, systems, facilities, or the production process.  This 
validation approach may be used where:  

(1) Critical quality attributes and critical process parameters have been identified;  

(2) Appropriate in-process acceptance criteria and controls have been established;  

(3) There have not been significant process/product failures attributable to causes 
other than operator error or equipment failures unrelated to equipment 
suitability; and   

(4) Impurity profiles have been established for the existing API. 

12.45 Batches selected for retrospective validation should be representative of all batches 
made during the review period, including any batches that failed to meet 
specifications, and should be sufficient in number to demonstrate process 
consistency. Retained samples can be tested to obtain data to retrospectively validate 
the process. 

12.5 Process Validation Program 
12.50  The number of process runs for validation should depend on the complexity of the 

process or the magnitude of the process change being considered.  For prospective 
and concurrent validation, three consecutive successful production batches should be 
used as a guide, but there may be situations where additional process runs are 
warranted to prove consistency of the process (e.g., complex API processes or API 
processes with prolonged completion times).  For retrospective validation, generally 
data from ten to thirty consecutive batches should be examined to assess process 
consistency, but fewer batches can be examined if justified. 

12.51  Critical process parameters should be controlled and monitored during process 
validation studies. Process parameters unrelated to quality, such as variables 
controlled to minimize energy consumption or equipment use, need not be included 
in the process validation. 

12.52 Process validation should confirm that the impurity profile for each API is within the 
limits specified.  The impurity profile should be comparable to or better than 
historical data and, where applicable, the profile determined during process 
development or for batches used for pivotal clinical and toxicological studies. 

12.6 Periodic Review of Validated Systems 
12.60 Systems and processes should be periodically evaluated to verify that they are still 

operating in a valid manner. Where no significant changes have been made to the 
system or process, and a quality review confirms that the system or process is 
consistently producing material meeting its specifications, there is normally no need 
for revalidation. 
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12.7 Cleaning Validation  
12.70 Cleaning procedures should normally be validated.  In general, cleaning validation 

should be directed to situations or process steps where contamination or carryover of 
materials poses the greatest risk to API quality.  For example, in early production it 
may be unnecessary to validate equipment cleaning procedures where residues are 
removed by subsequent purification steps. 

12.71 Validation of cleaning procedures should reflect actual equipment usage patterns.  If 
various APIs or intermediates are manufactured in the same equipment and the 
equipment is cleaned by the same process, a representative intermediate or API can 
be selected for cleaning validation.  This selection should be based on the solubility 
and difficulty of cleaning and the calculation of residue limits based on potency, 
toxicity, and stability. 

12.72 The cleaning validation protocol should describe the equipment to be cleaned, 
procedures, materials, acceptable cleaning levels, parameters to be monitored and 
controlled, and analytical methods.  The protocol should also indicate the type of 
samples to be obtained and how they are collected and labelled. 

12.73 Sampling should include swabbing, rinsing, or alternative methods (e.g., direct 
extraction), as appropriate, to detect both insoluble and soluble residues.  The 
sampling methods used should be capable of quantitatively measuring levels of 
residues remaining on the equipment surfaces after cleaning.  Swab sampling may 
be impractical when product contact surfaces are not easily accessible due to 
equipment design and/or process limitations (e.g., inner surfaces of hoses, transfer 
pipes, reactor tanks with small ports or handling toxic materials, and small intricate 
equipment such as micronizers and microfluidizers). 

12.74 Validated analytical methods having sensitivity to detect residues or contaminants 
should be used. The detection limit for each analytical method should be sufficiently 
sensitive to detect the established acceptable level of the residue or contaminant.  
The method’s attainable recovery level should be established.  Residue limits should 
be practical, achievable, verifiable and based on the most deleterious residue.  Limits 
can be established based on the minimum known pharmacological, toxicological, or 
physiological activity of the API or its most deleterious component. 

12.75 Equipment cleaning/sanitization studies should address microbiological and 
endotoxin contamination for those processes where there is a need to reduce total 
microbiological count or endotoxins in the API, or other processes where such 
contamination could be of concern (e.g., non-sterile APIs used to manufacture sterile 
products). 

12.76 Cleaning procedures should be monitored at appropriate intervals after validation to 
ensure that these procedures are effective when used during routine production. 
Equipment cleanliness can be monitored by analytical testing and visual 
examination, where feasible.  Visual inspection can allow detection of gross 
contamination concentrated in small areas that could otherwise go undetected by 
sampling and/or analysis. 

12.8 Validation of Analytical Methods  
12.80  Analytical methods should be validated unless the method employed is included in 

the relevant pharmacopoeia or other recognised standard reference.  The suitability 
of all testing methods used should nonetheless be verified under actual conditions of 
use and documented. 
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12.81 Methods should be validated to include consideration of characteristics included 
within the ICH guidelines on validation of analytical methods.  The degree of 
analytical validation performed should reflect the purpose of the analysis and the 
stage of the API production process. 

12.82 Appropriate qualification of analytical equipment should be considered before 
starting validation of analytical methods. 

12.83 Complete records should be maintained of any modification of a validated analytical 
method.  Such records should include the reason for the modification and 
appropriate data to verify that the modification produces results that are as accurate 
and reliable as the established method. 

13. CHANGE CONTROL 
13.10 A formal change control system should be established to evaluate all changes that 

may affect the production and control of the intermediate or API. 

13.11 Written procedures should provide for the identification, documentation, appropriate 
review, and approval of changes in raw materials, specifications, analytical methods, 
facilities, support systems, equipment (including computer hardware), processing 
steps, labelling and packaging materials, and computer software. 

13.12 Any proposals for GMP relevant changes should be drafted, reviewed, and approved 
by the appropriate organisational units, and reviewed and approved by the quality 
unit(s). 

13.13 The potential impact of the proposed change on the quality of the intermediate or 
API should be evaluated.  A classification procedure may help in determining the 
level of testing, validation, and documentation needed to justify changes to a 
validated process. Changes can be classified (e.g. as minor or major) depending on 
the nature and extent of the changes, and the effects these changes may impart on 
the process. Scientific judgement should determine what additional testing and 
validation studies are appropriate to justify a change in a validated process. 

13.14 When implementing approved changes, measures should be taken to ensure that all 
documents affected by the changes are revised. 

13.15 After the change has been implemented, there should be an evaluation of the first 
batches produced or tested under the change. 

13.16 The potential for critical changes to affect established retest or expiry dates should 
be evaluated.  If necessary, samples of the intermediate or API produced by the 
modified process can be placed on an accelerated stability program and/or can be 
added to the stability monitoring program. 

13.17 Current dosage form manufacturers should be notified of changes from established 
production and process control procedures that can impact the quality of the API. 

14. REJECTION AND RE-USE OF MATERIALS  

14.1 Rejection 
14.10 Intermediates and APIs failing to meet established specifications should be 

identified as such and quarantined.  These intermediates or APIs can be reprocessed 
or reworked as described below.  The final disposition of rejected materials should be 
recorded. 

14.2 Reprocessing  
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14.20 Introducing an intermediate or API, including one that does not conform to 
standards or specifications, back into the process and reprocessing by repeating a 
crystallization step or other appropriate chemical or physical manipulation steps 
(e.g., distillation, filtration, chromatography, milling) that are part of the established 
manufacturing process is generally considered acceptable.  However, if such 
reprocessing is used for a majority of batches, such reprocessing should be included 
as part of the standard manufacturing process. 

14.21 Continuation of a process step after an in-process control test has shown that the 
step is incomplete is considered to be part of the normal process.  This is not 
considered to be reprocessing.  

14.22 Introducing unreacted material back into a process and repeating a chemical 
reaction is considered to be reprocessing unless it is part of the established process. 
Such reprocessing should be preceded by careful evaluation to ensure that the 
quality of the intermediate or API is not adversely impacted due to the potential 
formation of by-products and over-reacted materials. 

14.3 Reworking 
14.30 Before a decision is taken to rework batches that do not conform to established 

standards or specifications, an investigation into the reason for non-conformance 
should be performed.   

14.31 Batches that have been reworked should be subjected to appropriate evaluation, 
testing, stability testing if warranted, and documentation to show that the reworked 
product is of equivalent quality to that produced by the original process.  Concurrent 
validation is often the appropriate validation approach for rework procedures.  This 
allows a protocol to define the rework procedure, how it will be carried out, and the 
expected results.  If there is only one batch to be reworked, then a report can be 
written and the batch released once it is found to be acceptable.  

14.32 Procedures should provide for comparing the impurity profile of each reworked batch 
against batches manufactured by the established process.  Where routine analytical 
methods are inadequate to characterize the reworked batch, additional methods 
should be used.  

14.4 Recovery of Materials and Solvents 
14.40 Recovery (e.g. from mother liquor or filtrates) of reactants, intermediates, or the API 

is considered acceptable, provided that approved procedures exist for the recovery 
and the recovered materials meet specifications suitable for their intended use. 

14.41 Solvents can be recovered and reused in the same processes or in different processes, 
provided that the recovery procedures are controlled and monitored to ensure that 
solvents meet appropriate standards before reuse or co-mingling with other approved 
materials. 

14.42 Fresh and recovered solvents and reagents can be combined if adequate testing has 
shown their suitability for all manufacturing processes in which they may be used.  

14.43 The use of recovered solvents, mother liquors, and other recovered materials should 
be adequately documented. 
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14.5 Returns  
14.50 Returned intermediates or APIs should be identified as such and quarantined. 

14.51 If the conditions under which returned intermediates or APIs have been stored or 
shipped before or during their return or the condition of their containers casts doubt 
on their quality, the returned intermediates or APIs should be reprocessed, 
reworked, or destroyed, as appropriate. 

14.52 Records of returned intermediates or APIs should be maintained. For each return, 
documentation should include: 

 Name and address of the consignee 

 Intermediate or API, batch number, and quantity returned 

 Reason for return 

 Use or disposal of the returned intermediate or API 

15. COMPLAINTS AND RECALLS 
15.10 All quality related complaints, whether received orally or in writing, should be 

recorded and investigated according to a written procedure. 

15.11 Complaint records should include: 

 Name and address of complainant; 

 Name (and, where appropriate, title) and phone number of person submitting the 
complaint; 

 Complaint nature (including name and batch number of the API); 

 Date complaint is received; 

 Action initially taken (including dates and identity of person taking the action); 

 Any follow-up action taken; 

 Response provided to the originator of complaint (including date response sent); 
and 

 Final decision on intermediate or API batch or lot. 

15.12 Records of complaints should be retained in order to evaluate trends, product-related 
frequencies, and severity with a view to taking additional, and if appropriate, 
immediate corrective action. 

15.13 There should be a written procedure that defines the circumstances under which a 
recall of an intermediate or API should be considered. 

15.14 The recall procedure should designate who should be involved in evaluating the 
information, how a recall should be initiated, who should be informed about the 
recall, and how the recalled material should be treated. 

15.15 In the event of a serious or potentially life-threatening situation, local, national, 
and/or international authorities should be informed and their advice sought. 

16. CONTRACT MANUFACTURERS (INCLUDING LABORATORIES) 
16.10 All contract manufacturers (including laboratories) should comply with the GMP 

defined in this Guide.  Special consideration should be given to the prevention of 
cross-contamination and to maintaining traceability.  
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16.11 Contract manufacturers (including laboratories) should be evaluated by the contract 
giver to ensure GMP compliance of the specific operations occurring at the contract 
sites. 

16.12 There should be a written and approved contract or formal agreement between the 
contract giver and the contract acceptor that defines in detail the GMP 
responsibilities, including the quality measures, of each party. 

16.13 The contract should permit the contract giver to audit the contract acceptor's 
facilities for compliance with GMP. 

16.14 Where subcontracting is allowed, the contract acceptor should not pass to a third 
party any of the work entrusted to him under the contract without the contract 
giver's prior evaluation and approval of the arrangements. 

16.15 Manufacturing and laboratory records should be kept at the site where the activity 
occurs and be readily available. 

16.16 Changes in the process, equipment, test methods, specifications, or other contractual 
requirements should not be made unless the contract giver is informed and approves 
the changes. 

17. AGENTS, BROKERS, TRADERS, DISTRIBUTORS, REPACKERS, AND 
RELABELLERS  

17.1 Applicability 
17.10 This section applies to any party other than the original manufacturer who may 

trade and/or take possession, repack, relabel, manipulate, distribute or store an API 
or intermediate. 

17.11 All agents, brokers, traders, distributors, repackers, and relabellers should comply 
with GMP as defined in this Guide. 

17.2 Traceability of Distributed APIs and Intermediates 
17.20 Agents, brokers, traders, distributors, repackers, or relabellers should maintain 

complete traceability of APIs and intermediates that they distribute.  Documents 
that should be retained and available include: 

 Identity of original manufacturer 

 Address of original manufacturer 

 Purchase orders 

 Bills of lading (transportation documentation) 

 Receipt documents 

 Name or designation of API or intermediate 

 Manufacturer’s batch number 

 Transportation and distribution records 

 All authentic Certificates of Analysis, including those of the original 
manufacturer 

 Retest or expiry date 
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17.3 Quality Management 
17.30 Agents, brokers, traders, distributors, repackers, or relabellers should establish, 

document and implement an effective system of managing quality, as specified in 
Section 2. 

17.4  Repackaging, Relabelling and Holding of APIs and Intermediates  
17.40 Repackaging, relabelling and holding of APIs and intermediates should be performed 

under appropriate GMP controls, as stipulated in this Guide, to avoid mix-ups and 
loss of API or intermediate identity or purity.   

17.41 Repackaging should be conducted under appropriate environmental conditions to 
avoid contamination and cross-contamination. 

17.5 Stability 
17.50 Stability studies to justify assigned expiration or retest dates should be conducted if 

the API or intermediate is repackaged in a different type of container than that used 
by the API or intermediate manufacturer. 

17.6 Transfer of Information 
17.60 Agents, brokers, distributors, repackers, or relabellers should transfer all quality or 

regulatory information received from an API or intermediate manufacturer to the 
customer, and from the customer to the API or intermediate manufacturer.   

17.61 The agent, broker, trader, distributor, repacker, or relabeller who supplies the API or 
intermediate to the customer should provide the name of the original API or 
intermediate manufacturer and the batch number(s) supplied. 

17.62 The agent should also provide the identity of the original API or intermediate 
manufacturer to regulatory authorities upon request. The original manufacturer can 
respond to the regulatory authority directly or through its authorized agents, 
depending on the legal relationship between the authorized agents and the original 
API or intermediate manufacturer. (In this context "authorized" refers to authorized 
by the manufacturer.) 

17.63 The specific guidance for Certificates of Analysis included in Section 11.4 should be 
met. 

17.7 Handling of Complaints and Recalls  
17.70 Agents, brokers, traders, distributors, repackers, or relabellers should maintain 

records of complaints and recalls, as specified in Section 15, for all complaints and 
recalls that come to their attention.    

17.71 If the situation warrants, the agents, brokers, traders, distributors, repackers, or 
relabellers should review the complaint with the original API or intermediate 
manufacturer in order to determine whether any further action, either with other 
customers who may have received this API or intermediate or with the regulatory 
authority, or both, should be initiated. The investigation into the cause for the 
complaint or recall should be conducted and documented by the appropriate party.  

17.72 Where a complaint is referred to the original API or intermediate manufacturer, the 
record maintained by the agents, brokers, traders, distributors, repackers, or 
relabellers should include any response received from the original API or 
intermediate manufacturer (including date and information provided). 
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17.8 Handling of Returns 
17.80 Returns should be handled as specified in Section 14.52.  The agents, brokers, 

traders, distributors, repackers, or relabellers should maintain documentation of 
returned APIs and intermediates.   

18. SPECIFIC GUIDANCE FOR APIs MANUFACTURED BY CELL 
CULTURE/FERMENTATION 

18.1 General 
18.10 Section 18 is intended to address specific controls for APIs or intermediates 

manufactured by cell culture or fermentation using natural or recombinant 
organisms and that have not been covered adequately in the previous sections.  It is 
not intended to be a stand-alone Section.  In general, the GMP principles in the other 
sections of this document apply. Note that the principles of fermentation for 
“classical” processes for production of small molecules and for processes using 
recombinant and non-recombinant organisms for production of proteins and/or 
polypeptides are the same, although the degree of control will differ.  Where 
practical, this section will address these differences. In general, the degree of control 
for biotechnological processes used to produce proteins and polypeptides is greater 
than that for classical fermentation processes. 

18.11 The term “biotechnological process” (biotech) refers to the use of cells or organisms 
that have been generated or modified by recombinant DNA, hybridoma or other 
technology to produce APIs.  The APIs produced by biotechnological processes 
normally consist of high molecular weight substances, such as proteins and 
polypeptides, for which specific guidance is given in this Section. Certain APIs of low 
molecular weight, such as antibiotics, amino acids, vitamins, and carbohydrates, can 
also be produced by recombinant DNA technology.The level of control for these types 
of APIs is similar to that employed for classical fermentation. 

18.12 The term “classical fermentation” refers to processes that use microorganisms 
existing in nature and/or modified by conventional methods (e.g. irradiation or 
chemical mutagenesis) to produce APIs.  APIs produced by “classical fermentation” 
are normally low molecular weight products such as antibiotics, amino acids, 
vitamins, and carbohydrates. 

18.13 Production of APIs or intermediates from cell culture or fermentation involves 
biological processes such as cultivation of cells or extraction and purification of 
material from living organisms.  Note that there may be additional process steps, 
such as physicochemical modification, that are part of the manufacturing process. 
The raw materials used (media, buffer components) may provide the potential for 
growth of microbiological contaminants.  Depending on the source, method of 
preparation, and the intended use of the API or intermediate, control of bioburden, 
viral contamination, and/or endotoxins during manufacturing and monitoring of the 
process at appropriate stages may be necessary.  

18.14 Appropriate controls should be established at all stages of manufacturing to assure 
intermediate and/or API quality.  While this Guide starts at the cell 
culture/fermentation step, prior steps (e.g. cell banking) should be performed under 
appropriate process controls.  This Guide covers cell culture/fermentation from the 
point at which a vial of the cell bank is retrieved for use in manufacturing. 

18.15 Appropriate equipment and environmental controls should be used to minimize the 
risk of contamination.  The acceptance criteria for quality of the environment and 
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the frequency of monitoring should depend on the step in production and the 
production conditions (open, closed, or contained systems).  

18.16 In general, process controls should take into account: 

 Maintenance of the Working Cell Bank (where appropriate); 

 Proper inoculation and expansion of the culture; 

 Control of the critical operating parameters during fermentation/cell culture; 

 Monitoring of the process for cell growth, viability (for most cell culture 
processes) and productivity where appropriate; 

 Harvest and purification procedures that remove cells, cellular debris and media 
components while protecting the intermediate or API from contamination 
(particularly of a microbiological nature) and from loss of quality;  

 Monitoring of bioburden and, where needed, endotoxin levels at appropriate 
stages of production; and 

 Viral safety concerns as described in ICH Guideline Q5A Quality of 
Biotechnological Products: Viral Safety Evaluation of Biotechnology Products 
Derived from Cell Lines of Human or Animal Origin. 

18.17 Where appropriate, the removal of media components, host cell proteins, other 
process-related impurities, product-related impurities and contaminants should be 
demonstrated. 

18.2 Cell Bank Maintenance and Record Keeping 
18.20 Access to cell banks should be limited to authorized personnel. 

18.21 Cell banks should be maintained under storage conditions designed to maintain 
viability and prevent contamination. 

18.22 Records of the use of the vials from the cell banks and storage conditions should be 
maintained. 

18.23 Where appropriate, cell banks should be periodically monitored to determine 
suitability for use.  

18.24 See ICH Guideline Q5D Quality of Biotechnological Products:  Derivation and 
Characterization of Cell Substrates Used for Production of 
Biotechnological/Biological Products for a more complete discussion of cell banking.  

18.3 Cell Culture/Fermentation 
18.30 Where aseptic addition of cell substrates, media, buffers, and gases is needed, closed 

or contained systems should be used where possible.  If the inoculation of the initial 
vessel or subsequent transfers or additions (media, buffers) are performed in open 
vessels, there should be controls and procedures in place to minimize the risk of 
contamination.  

18.31 Where the quality of the API can be affected by microbial contamination, 
manipulations using open vessels should be performed in a biosafety cabinet or 
similarly controlled environment.  

18.32 Personnel should be appropriately gowned and take special precautions handling the 
cultures. 

18.33 Critical operating parameters (for example temperature, pH, agitation rates, 
addition of gases, pressure) should be monitored to ensure consistency with the 
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established process. Cell growth, viability (for most cell culture processes), and, 
where appropriate, productivity should also be monitored.  Critical parameters will 
vary from one process to another, and for classical fermentation, certain parameters 
(cell viability, for example) may not need to be monitored.  

18.34 Cell culture equipment should be cleaned and sterilized after use.  As appropriate, 
fermentation equipment should be cleaned, and sanitized or sterilized. 

18.35 Culture media should be sterilized before use when appropriate to protect the quality 
of the API. 

18.36 There should be appropriate procedures in place to detect contamination and 
determine the course of action to be taken.  This should include procedures to 
determine the impact of the contamination on the product and those to 
decontaminate the equipment and return it to a condition to be used in subsequent 
batches.  Foreign organisms observed during fermentation processes should be 
identified as appropriate and the effect of their presence on product quality should be 
assessed, if necessary.  The results of such assessments should be taken into 
consideration in the disposition of the material produced.  

18.37 Records of contamination events should be maintained.  

18.38 Shared (multi-product) equipment may warrant additional testing after cleaning 
between product campaigns, as appropriate, to minimize the risk of cross-
contamination.  

18.4 Harvesting, Isolation and Purification  
18.40 Harvesting steps, either to remove cells or cellular components or to collect cellular 

components after disruption, should be performed in equipment and areas designed 
to minimize the risk of contamination.  

18.41 Harvest and purification procedures that remove or inactivate the producing 
organism, cellular debris and media components (while minimizing degradation, 
contamination, and loss of quality) should be adequate to ensure that the 
intermediate or API is recovered with consistent quality.  

18.42 All equipment should be properly cleaned and, as appropriate, sanitized after use.  
Multiple successive batching without cleaning can be used if intermediate or API 
quality is not compromised. 

18.43 If open systems are used, purification should be performed under environmental 
conditions appropriate for the preservation of product quality.  

18. 44 Additional controls, such as the use of dedicated chromatography resins or additional 
testing, may be appropriate if equipment is to be used for multiple products. 

18.5 Viral Removal/Inactivation steps  
18.50 See the ICH Guideline Q5A Quality of Biotechnological Products: Viral Safety 

Evaluation of Biotechnology Products Derived from Cell Lines of Human or Animal 
Origin for more specific information.  

18.51 Viral removal and viral inactivation steps are critical processing steps for some 
processes and should be performed within their validated parameters. 

18.52 Appropriate precautions should be taken to prevent potential viral contamination 
from pre-viral to post-viral removal/inactivation steps.  Therefore, open processing 
should be performed in areas that are separate from other processing activities and 
have separate air handling units.  
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18.53 The same equipment is not normally used for different purification steps.  However, 
if the same equipment is to be used, the equipment should be appropriately cleaned 
and sanitized before reuse.  Appropriate precautions should be taken to prevent 
potential virus carry-over (e.g. through equipment or environment) from previous 
steps.   

19. APIs FOR USE IN CLINICAL TRIALS  

19.1 General 
19.10 Not all the controls in the previous sections of this Guide are appropriate for the 

manufacture of a new API for investigational use during its development. Section 19 
provides specific guidance unique to these circumstances.   

19.11 The controls used in the manufacture of APIs for use in clinical trials should be 
consistent with the stage of development of the drug product incorporating the API.  
Process and test procedures should be flexible to provide for changes as knowledge of 
the process increases and clinical testing of a drug product progresses from pre-
clinical stages through clinical stages.  Once drug development reaches the stage 
where the API is produced for use in drug products intended for clinical trials, 
manufacturers should ensure that APIs are manufactured in suitable facilities using 
appropriate production and control procedures to ensure the quality of the API.  

19.2 Quality  
19.20 Appropriate GMP concepts should be applied in the production of APIs for use in 

clinical trials with a suitable mechanism of approval of each batch. 

19.21 A quality unit(s) independent from production should be established for the approval 
or rejection of each batch of API for use in clinical trials.  

19.22 Some of the testing functions commonly performed by the quality unit(s) can be 
performed within other organizational units.  

19.23 Quality measures should include a system for testing of raw materials, packaging 
materials, intermediates, and APIs. 

19.24 Process and quality problems should be evaluated. 

19.25 Labelling for APIs intended for use in clinical trials should be appropriately 
controlled and should identify the material as being for investigational use. 

19.3 Equipment and Facilities 
19.30 During all phases of clinical development, including the use of small-scale facilities 

or laboratories to manufacture batches of APIs for use in clinical trials, procedures 
should be in place to ensure that equipment is calibrated, clean and suitable for its 
intended use. 

19.31 Procedures for the use of facilities should ensure that materials are handled in a 
manner that minimizes the risk of contamination and cross-contamination. 

19.4 Control of Raw Materials 
19.40 Raw materials used in production of APIs for use in clinical trials should be 

evaluated by testing, or received with a supplier’s analysis and subjected to identity 
testing.  When a material is considered hazardous, a supplier's analysis should 
suffice. 
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19.41 In some instances, the suitability of a raw material can be determined before use 
based on acceptability in small-scale reactions (i.e., use testing) rather than on 
analytical testing alone. 

19.5 Production  
19.50 The production of APIs for use in clinical trials should be documented in laboratory 

notebooks, batch records, or by other appropriate means.  These documents should 
include information on the use of production materials, equipment, processing, and 
scientific observations. 

19.51 Expected yields can be more variable and less defined than the expected yields used 
in commercial processes.  Investigations into yield variations are not expected. 

19.6 Validation  
19.60 Process validation for the production of APIs for use in clinical trials is normally 

inappropriate, where a single API batch is produced or where process changes during 
API development make batch replication difficult or inexact.  The combination of 
controls, calibration, and, where appropriate, equipment qualification assures API 
quality during this development phase. 

19.61 Process validation should be conducted in accordance with Section 12 when batches 
are produced for commercial use, even when such batches are produced on a pilot or 
small scale. 

19.7 Changes 
19.70 Changes are expected during development, as knowledge is gained and the 

production is scaled up.  Every change in the production, specifications, or test 
procedures should be adequately recorded. 

19.8 Laboratory Controls 
19.80 While analytical methods performed to evaluate a batch of API for clinical trials may 

not yet be validated, they should be scientifically sound.  

19.81 A system for retaining reserve samples of all batches should be in place.  This system 
should ensure that a sufficient quantity of each reserve sample is retained for an 
appropriate length of time after approval, termination, or discontinuation of an 
application.  

19.82 Expiry and retest dating as defined in Section 11.6 applies to existing APIs used in 
clinical trials.  For new APIs, Section 11.6 does not normally apply in early stages of 
clinical trials. 

19.9 Documentation 
19.90 A system should be in place to ensure that information gained during the 

development and the manufacture of APIs for use in clinical trials is documented 
and available.  

19.91 The development and implementation of the analytical methods used to support the 
release of a batch of API for use in clinical trials should be appropriately 
documented. 

19.92 A system for retaining production and control records and documents should be used. 
This system should ensure that records and documents are retained for an 
appropriate length of time after the approval, termination, or discontinuation of an 
application. 
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20. GLOSSARY 

Acceptance Criteria  
Numerical limits, ranges, or other suitable measures for acceptance of test results. 

Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient (API) (or Drug Substance) 
Any substance or mixture of substances intended to be used in the manufacture of a drug 
(medicinal) product and that, when used in the production of a drug, becomes an active 
ingredient of the drug product.  Such substances are intended to furnish pharmacological 
activity or other direct effect in the diagnosis, cure, mitigation, treatment, or prevention of 
disease or to affect the structure and function of the body. 

API Starting Material 
A raw material, intermediate, or an API that is used in the production of an API and that is 
incorporated as a significant structural fragment into the structure of the API.  An API 
Starting Material can be an article of commerce, a material purchased from one or more 
suppliers under contract or commercial agreement, or produced in-house.  API Starting 
Materials are normally of defined chemical properties and structure. 

Batch (or Lot) 
A specific quantity of material produced in a process or series of processes so that it is 
expected to be homogeneous within specified limits.  In the case of continuous production, a 
batch may correspond to a defined fraction of the production.  The batch size can be defined 
either by a fixed quantity or by the amount produced in a fixed time interval. 

Batch Number (or Lot Number) 
A unique combination of numbers, letters, and/or symbols that identifies a batch (or lot) and 
from which the production and distribution history can be determined. 

Bioburden 
The level and type (e.g. objectionable or not) of micro-organisms that can be present in raw 
materials, API starting materials, intermediates or APIs. Bioburden should not be 
considered contamination unless the levels have been exceeded or defined objectionable 
organisms have been detected. 

Calibration 
The demonstration that a particular instrument or device produces results within specified 
limits by comparison with those produced by a reference or traceable standard over an 
appropriate range of measurements. 

Computer System 
A group of hardware components and associated software, designed and assembled to 
perform a specific function or group of functions. 

Computerized System 
A process or operation integrated with a computer system.  
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Contamination 
The undesired introduction of impurities of a chemical or microbiological nature, or of 
foreign matter, into or onto a raw material, intermediate, or API during production, 
sampling, packaging or repackaging, storage or transport. 

Contract Manufacturer 
A manufacturer performing some aspect of manufacturing on behalf of the original 
manufacturer.  

Critical 
Describes a process step, process condition, test requirement, or other relevant parameter 
or item that must be controlled within predetermined criteria to ensure that the API meets 
its specification. 

Cross-Contamination 
Contamination of a material or product with another material or product. 

Deviation  
Departure from an approved instruction or established standard. 

Drug (Medicinal) Product 
The dosage form in the final immediate packaging intended for marketing. (Reference Q1A) 

Drug Substance 
See Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient  

Expiry Date (or Expiration Date) 
The date placed on the container/labels of an API designating the time during which the 
API is expected to remain within established shelf life specifications if stored under defined 
conditions, and after which it should not be used. 

Impurity 
Any component present in the intermediate or API that is not the desired entity.  

Impurity Profile 
A description of the identified and unidentified impurities present in an API.  

In-Process Control (or Process Control) 
Checks performed during production in order to monitor and, if appropriate, to adjust the 
process and/or to ensure that the intermediate or API conforms to its specifications.  

Intermediate 
A material produced during steps of the processing of an API that undergoes further 
molecular change or purification before it becomes an API.  Intermediates may or may not 
be isolated.  (Note: this Guide only addresses those intermediates produced after the point 
that the company has defined as the point at which the production of the API begins.) 

Lot  
See Batch 

Lot Number 
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See Batch Number 

Manufacture 
All operations of receipt of materials, production, packaging, repackaging, labelling, 
relabelling, quality control, release, storage, and distribution of APIs and related controls. 

Material 
A general term used to denote raw materials (starting materials, reagents, solvents), 
process aids, intermediates, APIs and packaging and labelling materials. 

Mother Liquor 
The residual liquid which remains after the crystallization or isolation processes. A mother 
liquor may contain unreacted materials, intermediates, levels of the API and/or impurities.  
It may be used for further processing. 

Packaging Material 
Any material intended to protect an intermediate or API during storage and transport. 

Procedure 
A documented description of the operations to be performed, the precautions to be taken 
and measures to be applied directly or indirectly related to the manufacture of an 
intermediate or API. 

Process Aids 
Materials, excluding solvents, used as an aid in the manufacture of an intermediate or API 
that do not themselves participate in a chemical or biological reaction (e.g. filter aid, 
activated carbon, etc).  

Process Control 
See In-Process Control. 

Production 
All operations involved in the preparation of an API from receipt of materials through 
processing and packaging of the API. 

Qualification 
Action of proving and documenting that equipment or ancillary systems are properly 
installed, work correctly, and actually lead to the expected results.  Qualification is part of 
validation, but the individual qualification steps alone do not constitute process validation.  

Quality Assurance (QA)  
The sum total of the organised arrangements made with the object of ensuring that all APIs 
are of the quality required for their intended use and that quality systems are maintained. 

Quality Control (QC) 
Checking or testing that specifications are met. 
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Quality Unit(s) 
An organizational unit independent of production which fulfills both Quality Assurance and 
Quality Control responsibilities.  This can be in the form of separate QA and QC units or a 
single individual or group, depending upon the size and structure of the organization. 

Quarantine 
The status of materials isolated physically or by other effective means pending a decision on 
their subsequent approval or rejection. 

Raw Material 
A general term used to denote starting materials, reagents, and solvents intended for use in 
the production of intermediates or APIs. 

Reference Standard, Primary 
A substance that has been shown by an extensive set of analytical tests to be authentic 
material that should be of high purity.  This standard can be: (1) obtained from an officially 
recognised source, or (2) prepared by independent synthesis, or (3) obtained from existing 
production material of high purity, or (4) prepared by further purification of existing 
production material. 

Reference Standard, Secondary 
A substance of established quality and purity, as shown by comparison to a primary 
reference standard, used as a reference standard for routine laboratory analysis. 

Reprocessing 
Introducing an intermediate or API, including one that does not conform to standards or 
specifications, back into the process and repeating a crystallization step or other 
appropriate chemical or physical manipulation steps (e.g., distillation, filtration, 
chromatography, milling) that are part of the established manufacturing process.  
Continuation of a process step after an in-process control test has shown that the step is 
incomplete is considered to be part of the normal process, and not reprocessing.  

Retest Date 
The date when a material should be re-examined to ensure that it is still suitable for use.  

Reworking 
Subjecting an intermediate or API that does not conform to standards or specifications to 
one or more processing steps that are different from the established manufacturing process 
to obtain acceptable quality intermediate or API (e.g., recrystallizing with a different 
solvent). 

Signature (signed) 
See definition for signed 

Signed (signature) 
The record of the individual who performed a particular action or review.  This record can 
be initials, full handwritten signature, personal seal, or authenticated and secure electronic 
signature.  
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Solvent 
An inorganic or organic liquid used as a vehicle for the preparation of solutions or 
suspensions in the manufacture of an intermediate or API. 

Specification  
A list of tests, references to analytical procedures, and appropriate acceptance criteria that 
are numerical limits, ranges, or other criteria for the test described.  It establishes the set of 
criteria to which a material should conform to be considered acceptable for its intended use.  
“Conformance to specification” means that the material, when tested according to the listed 
analytical procedures, will meet the listed acceptance criteria.    

Validation 
A documented program that provides a high degree of assurance that a specific process, 
method, or system will consistently produce a result meeting pre-determined acceptance 
criteria. 

Validation Protocol  
A written plan stating how validation will be conducted and defining acceptance criteria.  
For example, the protocol for a manufacturing process identifies processing equipment, 
critical process parameters/operating ranges, product characteristics, sampling, test data to 
be collected, number of validation runs, and acceptable test results. 

Yield,  Expected 
The quantity of material or the percentage of theoretical yield anticipated at any 
appropriate phase of production based on previous laboratory, pilot scale, or manufacturing 
data. 

Yield, Theoretical 
The quantity that would be produced at any appropriate phase of production, based upon 
the quantity of material to be used, in the absence of any loss or error in actual production. 
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PART I: 
PHARMACEUTICAL DEVELOPMENT 

ICH Harmonised Tripartite Guideline 
Having reached Step 4 of the ICH Process at the ICH Steering Committee meeting  

on 10 November 2005, this guideline is recommended for  
adoption to the three regulatory parties to ICH 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Objective of the Guideline 
This guideline describes the suggested contents for the 3.2.P.2 (Pharmaceutical 
Development) section of a regulatory submission in the ICH M4 Common Technical 
Document (CTD) format.   

The Pharmaceutical Development section provides an opportunity to present the 
knowledge gained through the application of scientific approaches and quality risk 
management (for definition, see ICH Q9) to the development of a product and its 
manufacturing process. It is first produced for the original marketing application and 
can be updated to support new knowledge gained over the lifecycle* of a product. The 
Pharmaceutical Development section is intended to provide a comprehensive 
understanding of the product and manufacturing process for reviewers and 
inspectors. The guideline also indicates areas where the demonstration of greater 
understanding of pharmaceutical and manufacturing sciences can create a basis for 
flexible regulatory approaches. The degree of regulatory flexibility is predicated on 
the level of relevant scientific knowledge provided.  

1.2 Scope 
This guideline is intended to provide guidance on the contents of Section 3.2.P.2 
(Pharmaceutical Development) for drug products as defined in the scope of Module 3 
of the Common Technical Document (ICH guideline M4). The guideline does not apply 
to contents of submissions for drug products during the clinical research stages of 
drug development. However, the principles in this guideline are important to consider 
during those stages as well. This guideline might also be appropriate for other types 
of products. To determine the applicability of this guideline to a particular type of 
product, applicants can consult with the appropriate regulatory authorities. 

2. PHARMACEUTICAL DEVELOPMENT 

The aim of pharmaceutical development is to design a quality product and its 
manufacturing process to consistently deliver the intended performance of the 
product. The information and knowledge gained from pharmaceutical development 
studies and manufacturing experience provide scientific understanding to support the 
establishment of the design space*, specifications, and manufacturing controls.    

Information from pharmaceutical development studies can be a basis for quality risk 
management. It is important to recognize that quality* cannot be tested into products; 

                                                 
* See Glossary for definition 
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i.e., quality should be built in by design. Changes in formulation and manufacturing 
processes during development and lifecycle management should be looked upon as 
opportunities to gain additional knowledge and further support establishment of the 
design space. Similarly, inclusion of relevant knowledge gained from experiments 
giving unexpected results can also be useful. Design space is proposed by the 
applicant and is subject to regulatory assessment and approval. Working within the 
design space is not considered as a change. Movement out of the design space is 
considered to be a change and would normally initiate a regulatory post approval 
change process.  

The Pharmaceutical Development section should describe the knowledge that 
establishes that the type of dosage form selected and the formulation proposed are 
suitable for the intended use. This section should include sufficient information in 
each part to provide an understanding of the development of the drug product and its 
manufacturing process. Summary tables and graphs are encouraged where they add 
clarity and facilitate review. 

At a minimum, those aspects of drug substances, excipients, container closure 
systems, and manufacturing processes that are critical to product quality should be 
determined and control strategies justified. Critical formulation attributes and 
process parameters are generally identified through an assessment of the extent to 
which their variation can have impact on the quality of the drug product. 

In addition, the applicant can choose to conduct pharmaceutical development studies 
that can lead to an enhanced knowledge of product performance over a wider range of 
material attributes, processing options and process parameters. Inclusion of this 
additional information in this section provides an opportunity to demonstrate a 
higher degree of understanding of material attributes, manufacturing processes and 
their controls. This scientific understanding facilitates establishment of an expanded 
design space. In these situations, opportunities exist to develop more flexible 
regulatory approaches, for example, to facilitate: 

 risk-based regulatory decisions (reviews and inspections); 

 manufacturing process improvements, within the approved design space 
described in the dossier, without further regulatory review; 

 reduction of post-approval submissions; 

 real-time quality control, leading to a reduction of end-product release testing. 

To realise this flexibility, the applicant should demonstrate an enhanced knowledge of 
product performance over a range of material attributes, manufacturing process 
options and process parameters. This understanding can be gained by application of, 
for example, formal experimental designs*, process analytical technology (PAT)*, 
and/or prior knowledge. Appropriate use of quality risk management principles can be 
helpful in prioritising the additional pharmaceutical development studies to collect 
such knowledge. 

The design and conduct of pharmaceutical development studies should be consistent 
with their intended scientific purpose. It should be recognized that the level of 

                                                 
* See Glossary for definition 
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knowledge gained, and not the volume of data, provides the basis for science-based 
submissions and their regulatory evaluation.  

2.1 Components of the Drug Product 

2.1.1 Drug Substance 
The physicochemical and biological properties of the drug substance that can 
influence the performance of the drug product and its manufacturability, or were 
specifically designed into the drug substance (e.g., solid state properties), should be 
identified and discussed.  Examples of physicochemical and biological properties that 
might need to be examined include solubility, water content, particle size, crystal 
properties, biological activity, and permeability. These properties could be inter-
related and might need to be considered in combination.   

To evaluate the potential effect of drug substance physicochemical properties on the 
performance of the drug product, studies on drug product might be warranted. For 
example, the ICH Q6A Specifications: Test Procedures and Acceptance Criteria for 
New Drug Substances and New Drug Products: Chemical Substances describes some 
of the circumstances in which drug product studies are recommended (e.g., Decision 
Tree #3 and #4 (Part 2)). This approach applies equally for the ICH Q6B 
Specifications: Test Procedures and Acceptance Criteria for Biotechnology/Biological 
Products. The knowledge gained from the studies investigating the potential effect of 
drug substance properties on drug product performance can be used, as appropriate, 
to justify elements of the drug substance specification (3.2.S.4.5).  

The compatibility of the drug substance with excipients listed in 3.2.P.1 should be 
evaluated. For products that contain more than one drug substance, the compatibility 
of the drug substances with each other should also be evaluated. 

2.1.2 Excipients 
The excipients chosen, their concentration, and the characteristics that can influence 
the drug product performance (e.g., stability, bioavailability) or manufacturability 
should be discussed relative to the respective function of each excipient. This should 
include all substances used in the manufacture of the drug product, whether they 
appear in the finished product or not (e.g., processing aids). Compatibility of 
excipients with other excipients, where relevant (for example, combination of 
preservatives in a dual preservative system), should be established. The ability of 
excipients (e.g., antioxidants, penetration enhancers, disintegrants, release 
controlling agents) to provide their intended functionality, and to perform throughout 
the intended drug product shelf life, should also be demonstrated. The information on 
excipient performance can be used, as appropriate, to justify the choice and quality 
attributes of the excipient, and to support the justification of the drug product 
specification (3.2.P.5.6).  

Information to support the safety of excipients, when appropriate, should be cross-
referenced (3.2.P.4.6).  

2.2 Drug Product 

2.2.1 Formulation Development 
A summary should be provided describing the development of the formulation, 
including identification of those attributes that are critical to the quality of the drug 
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product, taking into consideration intended usage and route of administration. 
Information from formal experimental designs can be useful in identifying critical or 
interacting variables that might be important to ensure the quality of the drug 
product. 

The summary should highlight the evolution of the formulation design from initial 
concept up to the final design. This summary should also take into consideration the 
choice of drug product components (e.g., the properties of the drug substance, 
excipients, container closure system, any relevant dosing device), the manufacturing 
process, and, if appropriate, knowledge gained from the development of similar drug 
product(s). 

Any excipient ranges included in the batch formula (3.2.P.3.2) should be justified in 
this section of the application; this justification can often be based on the experience 
gained during development or manufacture.   

A summary of formulations used in clinical safety and efficacy and in any relevant 
bioavailability or bioequivalence studies should be provided. Any changes between the 
proposed commercial formulation and those formulations used in pivotal clinical 
batches and primary stability batches should be clearly described and the rationale 
for the changes provided.  

Information from comparative in vitro studies (e.g., dissolution) or comparative in 
vivo studies (e.g., bioequivalence) that links clinical formulations to the proposed 
commercial formulation described in 3.2.P.1 should be summarized and a cross-
reference to the studies (with study numbers) should be provided. Where attempts 
have been made to establish an in vitro/in vivo correlation, the results of those 
studies, and a cross-reference to the studies (with study numbers), should be provided 
in this section. A successful correlation can assist in the selection of appropriate 
dissolution acceptance criteria, and can potentially reduce the need for further 
bioequivalence studies following changes to the product or its manufacturing process. 

Any special design features of the drug product (e.g., tablet score line, overfill, anti-
counterfeiting measure as it affects the drug product) should be identified and a 
rationale provided for their use.  

2.2.2 Overages 
In general, use of an overage of a drug substance to compensate for degradation 
during manufacture or a product’s shelf life, or to extend shelf life, is discouraged. 

Any overages in the manufacture of the drug product, whether they appear in the 
final formulated product or not, should be justified considering the safety and efficacy 
of the product. Information should be provided on the 1) amount of overage, 2) reason 
for the overage (e.g., to compensate for expected and documented manufacturing 
losses), and 3) justification for the amount of overage. The overage should be included 
in the amount of drug substance listed in the batch formula (3.2.P.3.2). 

2.2.3 Physicochemical and Biological Properties 
The physicochemical and biological properties relevant to the safety, performance or 
manufacturability of the drug product should be identified and discussed. This 
includes the physiological implications of drug substance and formulation attributes. 
Studies could include, for example, the development of a test for respirable fraction of 
an inhaled product. Similarly, information supporting the selection of dissolution vs. 
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disintegration testing, or other means to assure drug release, and the development 
and suitability of the chosen test, could be provided in this section. See also ICH Q6A 
Specifications: Test Procedures And Acceptance Criteria For New Drug Substances 
And New Drug Products: Chemical Substances; Decision Tree #4 (Part 3) and Decision 
Tree #7 (Part 1) or ICH Q6B Specifications: Test Procedures and Acceptance Criteria 
for Biotechnology/Biological Products. The discussion should cross-reference any 
relevant stability data in 3.2.P.8.3.  

2.3 Manufacturing Process Development 
The selection, the control, and any improvement of the manufacturing process 
described in 3.2.P.3.3 (i.e., intended for commercial production batches) should be 
explained. It is important to consider the critical formulation attributes, together with 
the available manufacturing process options, in order to address the selection of the 
manufacturing process and confirm the appropriateness of the components. 
Appropriateness of the equipment used for the intended products should be discussed. 
Process development studies should provide the basis for process improvement, 
process validation, continuous process verification* (where applicable), and any 
process control requirements. Where appropriate, such studies should address 
microbiological as well as physical and chemical attributes. The knowledge gained 
from process development studies can be used, as appropriate, to justify the drug 
product specification (3.2.P.5.6).  

The manufacturing process development programme or process improvement 
programme should identify any critical process parameters that should be monitored 
or controlled (e.g., granulation end point) to ensure that the product is of the desired 
quality.    

For those products intended to be sterile an appropriate method of sterilization for the 
drug product and primary packaging material should be chosen and the choice 
justified.  

Significant differences between the manufacturing processes used to produce batches 
for pivotal clinical trials (safety, efficacy, bioavailability, bioequivalence) or primary 
stability studies and the process described in 3.2.P.3.3 should be discussed. The 
discussion should summarise the influence of the differences on the performance, 
manufacturability and quality of the product. The information should be presented in 
a way that facilitates comparison of the processes and the corresponding batch 
analyses information (3.2.P.5.4). The information should include, for example, (1) the 
identity (e.g., batch number) and use of the batches produced (e.g., bioequivalence 
study batch number), (2) the manufacturing site, (3) the batch size, and (4) any 
significant equipment differences (e.g., different design, operating principle, size). 

In order to provide flexibility for future process improvement, when describing the 
development of the manufacturing process, it is useful to describe measurement 
systems that allow monitoring of critical attributes or process end-points. Collection of 
process monitoring data during the development of the manufacturing process can 
provide useful information to enhance process understanding. The process control 
strategies that provide process adjustment capabilities to ensure control of all critical 
attributes should be described.   

                                                 
* See Glossary for definition 
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An assessment of the ability of the process to reliably produce a product of the 
intended quality (e.g., the performance of the manufacturing process under different 
operating conditions, at different scales, or with different equipment) can be provided. 
An understanding of process robustness* can be useful in risk assessment and risk 
reduction (see ICH Q9 Quality Risk Management glossary for definition) and to 
support future manufacturing and process improvement, especially in conjunction 
with the use of risk management tools (see ICH Q9 Quality Risk Management).  

2.4 Container Closure System 
The choice and rationale for selection of the container closure system for the 
commercial product (described in 3.2.P.7) should be discussed. Consideration should 
be given to the intended use of the drug product and the suitability of the container 
closure system for storage and transportation (shipping), including the storage and 
shipping container for bulk drug product, where appropriate. 

The choice of materials for primary packaging should be justified. The discussion 
should describe studies performed to demonstrate the integrity of the container and 
closure. A possible interaction between product and container or label should be 
considered. 

The choice of primary packaging materials should consider, e.g., choice of materials, 
protection from moisture and light, compatibility of the materials of construction with 
the dosage form (including sorption to container and leaching), and safety of materials 
of construction. Justification for secondary packaging materials should be included, 
when relevant. 

If a dosing device is used (e.g., dropper pipette, pen injection device, dry powder 
inhaler), it is important to demonstrate that a reproducible and accurate dose of the 
product is delivered under testing conditions which, as far as possible, simulate the 
use of the product.  

2.5 Microbiological Attributes 
Where appropriate, the microbiological attributes of the drug product should be 
discussed in this section (3.2.P.2.5). The discussion should include, for example: 

 The rationale for performing or not performing microbial limits testing for non 
sterile drug products (e.g., Decision Tree #8 in ICH Q6A Specifications: Test 
Procedures and Acceptance Criteria for New Drug Substances and New Drug 
Products: Chemical Substances and ICH Q6B Specifications: Test Procedures 
and Acceptance Criteria for Biotechnology/Biological Products); 

 The selection and effectiveness of preservative systems in products containing 
antimicrobial preservative or the antimicrobial effectiveness of products that 
are inherently antimicrobial; 

 For sterile products, the integrity of the container closure system as it relates 
to preventing microbial contamination.  

Although chemical testing for preservative content is the attribute normally included 
in the drug product specification, antimicrobial preservative effectiveness should be 
demonstrated during development. The lowest specified concentration of 
antimicrobial preservative should be demonstrated to be effective in controlling micro-

                                                 
* See Glossary for definition 
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organisms by using an antimicrobial preservative effectiveness test. The 
concentration used should be justified in terms of efficacy and safety, such that the 
minimum concentration of preservative that gives the required level of efficacy 
throughout the intended shelf life of the product is used. Where relevant, microbial 
challenge testing under testing conditions that, as far as possible, simulate patient 
use should be performed during development and documented in this section.  

2.6 Compatibility 
The compatibility of the drug product with reconstitution diluents (e.g., precipitation, 
stability) should be addressed to provide appropriate and supportive information for 
the labelling. This information should cover the recommended in-use shelf life, at the 
recommended storage temperature and at the likely extremes of concentration. 
Similarly, admixture or dilution of products prior to administration (e.g., product 
added to large volume infusion containers) might need to be addressed. 

3. GLOSSARY 

Continuous Process Verification: 
An alternative approach to process validation in which manufacturing process 
performance is continuously monitored and evaluated.  

Design Space:  
The multidimensional combination and interaction of input variables (e.g., material 
attributes) and process parameters that have been demonstrated to provide assurance 
of quality. Working within the design space is not considered as a change. Movement 
out of the design space is considered to be a change and would normally initiate a 
regulatory post approval change process. Design space is proposed by the applicant 
and is subject to regulatory assessment and approval. 

Formal Experimental Design:  
A structured, organized method for determining the relationship between factors 
affecting a process and the output of that process. Also known as “Design of 
Experiments”. 

Lifecycle:  
All phases in the life of a product from the initial development through marketing 
until the product’s discontinuation.  

Process Analytical Technology (PAT):  
A system for designing, analyzing, and controlling manufacturing through timely 
measurements (i.e., during processing) of critical quality and performance attributes 
of raw and in-process materials and processes with the goal of ensuring final product 
quality.   

Process Robustness:  
Ability of a process to tolerate variability of materials and changes of the process and 
equipment without negative impact on quality. 
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Quality:   
The suitability of either a drug substance or drug product for its intended use. This 
term includes such attributes as the identity, strength, and purity (from ICH Q6A 
Specifications: Test Procedures and Acceptance Criteria for New Drug Substances and 
New Drug Products: Chemical Substances). 
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PART II: 
PHARMACEUTICAL DEVELOPMENT - ANNEX 

ICH Harmonised Tripartite Guideline 
Having reached Step 4 of the ICH Process at the ICH Steering Committee meeting  

on 13 November 2008, this guideline is recommended for  
adoption to the three regulatory parties to ICH 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This guideline is an annex to ICH Q8 Pharmaceutical Development and provides 
further clarification of key concepts outlined in the core guideline. In addition, this 
annex describes the principles of quality by design1 (QbD). The annex is not intended 
to establish new standards or to introduce new regulatory requirements; however, it 
shows how concepts and tools (e.g., design space1) outlined in the parent Q8 document 
could be put into practice by the applicant for all dosage forms. Where a company 
chooses to apply quality by design and quality risk management (ICH Q9, Quality 
Risk Management), linked to an appropriate pharmaceutical quality system, 
opportunities arise to enhance science- and risk-based regulatory approaches (see ICH 
Q10, Pharmaceutical Quality System).  

Approaches to Pharmaceutical Development 
In all cases, the product should be designed to meet patients’ needs and the intended 
product performance. Strategies for product development vary from company to 
company and from product to product. The approach to, and extent of, development 
can also vary and should be outlined in the submission. An applicant might choose 
either an empirical approach or a more systematic approach to product development, 
or a combination of both. An illustration of the potential contrasts of these approaches 
is shown in Appendix 1. A more systematic approach to development (also defined as 
quality by design) can include, for example, incorporation of prior knowledge, results 
of studies using design of experiments, use of quality risk management, and use of 
knowledge management (see ICH Q10) throughout the lifecycle1 of the product. Such 
a systematic approach can enhance achieving the desired quality of the product and 
help the regulators to better understand a company’s strategy. Product and process 
understanding can be updated with the knowledge gained over the product lifecycle.  

A greater understanding of the product and its manufacturing process can create a 
basis for more flexible regulatory approaches. The degree of regulatory flexibility is 
predicated on the level of relevant scientific knowledge provided in the registration 
application. It is the knowledge gained and submitted to the authorities, and not the 
volume of data collected, that forms the basis for science- and risk-based submissions 
and regulatory evaluations. Nevertheless, appropriate data demonstrating that this 
knowledge is based on sound scientific principles should be presented with each 
application. 

Pharmaceutical development should include, at a minimum, the following elements: 

                                                 
1
 See glossary 
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 Defining the quality target product profile1 (QTPP) as it relates to quality, 
safety and efficacy, considering e.g., the route of administration, dosage form, 
bioavailability, strength, and stability; 

 Identifying potential critical quality attributes1 (CQAs) of the drug product, so 
that those product characteristics having an impact on product quality can be 
studied and controlled; 

 Determining the critical quality attributes of the drug substance, excipients 
etc., and selecting the type and amount of excipients to deliver drug product of 
the desired quality1; 

 Selecting an appropriate manufacturing process ; 

 Defining a control strategy1. 

An enhanced, quality by design approach to product development would additionally 
include the following elements:  

 A systematic evaluation, understanding and refining of the formulation and 
manufacturing process, including; 

o Identifying, through e.g., prior knowledge, experimentation, and risk 
assessment, the material attributes and process parameters that can 
have an effect on product CQAs; 

o Determining the functional relationships that link material attributes 
and process parameters to product CQAs; 

 Using the enhanced product and process understanding in combination with 
quality risk management to establish an appropriate control strategy which 
can, for example, include a proposal for a design space(s) and/or real-time 
release testing1. 

As a result, this more systematic approach could facilitate continual improvement and 
innovation throughout the product lifecycle (See ICH Q10). 

2. ELEMENTS OF PHARMACEUTICAL DEVELOPMENT  

The section that follows elaborates on possible approaches to gaining a more 
systematic, enhanced understanding of the product and process under development. 
The examples given are purely illustrative and are not intended to create new 
regulatory requirements. 

2.1 Quality Target Product Profile 
The quality target product profile forms the basis of design for the development of the 
product. Considerations for the quality target product profile could include: 

 Intended use in clinical setting, route of administration, dosage form, delivery 
systems; 

 Dosage strength(s); 

 Container closure system; 

                                                 
1
 See glossary 
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 Therapeutic moiety release or delivery and attributes affecting 
pharmacokinetic characteristics (e.g., dissolution, aerodynamic performance) 
appropriate to the drug product dosage form being developed; 

 Drug product quality criteria (e.g., sterility, purity, stability and drug release) 
appropriate for the intended marketed product. 

2.2 Critical Quality Attributes  
A CQA is a physical, chemical, biological, or microbiological property or characteristic 
that should be within an appropriate limit, range, or distribution to ensure the 
desired product quality.  CQAs are generally associated with the drug substance, 
excipients, intermediates (in-process materials) and drug product.  

CQAs of solid oral dosage forms are typically those aspects affecting product purity, 
strength, drug release and stability. CQAs for other delivery systems can additionally 
include more product specific aspects, such as aerodynamic properties for inhaled 
products, sterility for parenterals, and adhesion properties for transdermal patches.  
For drug substances, raw materials and intermediates, the CQAs can additionally 
include those properties (e.g., particle size distribution, bulk density) that affect drug 
product CQAs. 

Potential drug product CQAs derived from the quality target product profile and/or 
prior knowledge are used to guide the product and process development. The list of 
potential CQAs can be modified when the formulation and manufacturing process are 
selected and as product knowledge and process understanding increase.  Quality risk 
management can be used to prioritize the list of potential CQAs for subsequent 
evaluation.   Relevant CQAs can be identified by an iterative process of quality risk 
management and experimentation that assesses the extent to which their variation 
can have an impact on the quality of the drug product. 

2.3 Risk Assessment: Linking Material Attributes and Process Parameters 
to Drug Product CQAs  

Risk assessment is a valuable science-based process used in quality risk management 
(see ICH Q9) that can aid in identifying which material attributes and process 
parameters potentially have an effect on product CQAs. Risk assessment is typically 
performed early in the pharmaceutical development process and is repeated as more 
information becomes available and greater knowledge is obtained.  

Risk assessment tools can be used to identify and rank parameters (e.g., process, 
equipment, input materials) with potential to have an impact on product quality, 
based on prior knowledge and initial experimental data. For an illustrative example, 
see Appendix 2. The initial list of potential parameters can be quite extensive, but can 
be modified and prioritized by further studies (e.g., through a combination of design of 
experiments, mechanistic models). The list can be refined further through 
experimentation to determine the significance of individual variables and potential 
interactions.  Once the significant parameters are identified, they can be further 
studied (e.g., through a combination of design of experiments, mathematical models, 
or studies that lead to mechanistic understanding) to achieve a higher level of process 
understanding.  
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2.4 Design Space 
The relationship between the process inputs (material attributes and process 
parameters) and the critical quality attributes can be described in the design space 
(see examples in Appendix 2). 

2.4.1 Selection of Variables 
The risk assessment and process development experiments described in Section 2.3 
can lead to an understanding of the linkage and effect of process parameters and 
material attributes on product CQAs, and also help identify the variables and their 
ranges within which consistent quality can be achieved.  These process parameters 
and material attributes can thus be selected for inclusion in the design space.  

A description should be provided in the application of the process parameters and 
material attributes considered for the design space, those that were included, and 
their effect on product quality. The rationale for inclusion in the design space should 
be presented. In some cases it is helpful to provide also the rationale as to why some 
parameters were excluded. Knowledge gained from studies should be described in the 
submission. Process parameters and material attributes that were not varied through 
development should be highlighted. 

2.4.2 Describing a Design Space in a Submission 
A design space can be described in terms of ranges of material attributes and process 
parameters, or through more complex mathematical relationships. It is possible to 
describe a design space as a time dependent function (e.g., temperature and pressure 
cycle of a lyophilisation cycle), or as a combination of variables such as components of 
a multivariate model.  Scaling factors can also be included if the design space is 
intended to span multiple operational scales. Analysis of historical data can 
contribute to the establishment of a design space. Regardless of how a design space is 
developed, it is expected that operation within the design space will result in a 
product meeting the defined quality.  

Examples of different potential approaches to presentation of a design space are 
presented in Appendix 2. 

2.4.3 Unit Operation Design Space(s) 
The applicant can choose to establish independent design spaces for one or more unit 
operations, or to establish a single design space that spans multiple operations. While 
a separate design space for each unit operation is often simpler to develop, a design 
space that spans the entire process can provide more operational flexibility. For 
example, in the case of a drug product that undergoes degradation in solution before 
lyophilisation, the design space to control the extent of degradation (e.g., 
concentration, time, temperature) could be expressed for each unit operation or as a 
sum over all unit operations. 

2.4.4 Relationship of Design Space to Scale and Equipment 
When describing a design space, the applicant should consider the type of operational 
flexibility desired. A design space can be developed at any scale. The applicant should 
justify the relevance of a design space developed at small or pilot scale to the proposed 
production scale manufacturing process and discuss the potential risks in the scale-up 
operation.  
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If the applicant proposes the design space to be applicable to multiple operational 
scales, the design space should be described in terms of relevant scale-independent 
parameters. For example, if a product was determined to be shear sensitive in a 
mixing operation, the design space could include shear rate, rather than agitation 
rate. Dimensionless numbers and/or models for scaling can be included as part of the 
design space description. 

2.4.5 Design Space Versus Proven Acceptable Ranges 

A combination of proven acceptable ranges1 does not constitute a design space. 
However, proven acceptable ranges based on univariate experimentation can provide 
useful knowledge about the process.  

2.4.6 Design Space and Edge of Failure 
It can be helpful to determine the edge of failure for process parameters or material 
attributes, beyond which the relevant quality attributes cannot be met. However, 
determining the edge of failure or demonstrating failure modes are not essential parts 
of establishing a design space. 

2.5 Control Strategy  
A control strategy is designed to ensure that a product of required quality will be 
produced consistently. The elements of the control strategy discussed in Section P.2 of 
the dossier should describe and justify how in-process controls and the controls of 
input materials (drug substance and excipients), intermediates (in-process materials), 
container closure system, and drug products contribute to the final product quality. 
These controls should be based on product, formulation and process understanding 
and should include, at a minimum, control of the critical process parameters1 and 
material attributes. 

A comprehensive pharmaceutical development approach will generate process and 
product understanding and identify sources of variability. Sources of variability that 
can impact product quality should be identified, appropriately understood, and 
subsequently controlled. Understanding sources of variability and their impact on 
downstream processes or processing, in-process materials, and drug product quality 
can provide an opportunity to shift controls upstream and minimise the need for end 
product testing. Product and process understanding, in combination with quality risk 
management (see ICH Q9), will support the control of the process such that the 
variability (e.g., of raw materials) can be compensated for in an adaptable manner to 
deliver consistent product quality. 

This process understanding can enable an alternative manufacturing paradigm where 
the variability of input materials could be less tightly constrained. Instead it can be 
possible to design an adaptive process step (a step that is responsive to the input 
materials) with appropriate process control to ensure consistent product quality. 

Enhanced understanding of product performance can justify the use of alternative 
approaches to determine that the material is meeting its quality attributes. The use of 
such alternatives could support real time release testing. For example, disintegration 
could serve as a surrogate for dissolution for fast-disintegrating solid forms with 
highly soluble drug substances. Unit dose uniformity performed in-process (e.g., using 

                                                 
1
 See glossary 
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weight variation coupled with near infrared (NIR) assay) can enable real time release 
testing and provide an increased level of quality assurance compared to the 
traditional end-product testing using compendial content uniformity standards. Real 
time release testing can replace end product testing, but does not replace the review 
and quality control steps called for under GMP to release the batch. 

A control strategy can include, but is not limited to, the following: 

 Control of input material attributes (e.g., drug substance, excipients, primary 
packaging materials) based on an understanding of their impact on 
processability or product quality; 

 Product specification(s); 

 Controls for unit operations that have an impact on downstream processing or 
product quality (e.g., the impact of drying on degradation, particle size 
distribution of the granulate on dissolution); 

 In-process or real-time release testing in lieu of end-product testing (e.g. 
measurement and control of CQAs during processing); 

 A monitoring program (e.g., full product testing at regular intervals) for 
verifying multivariate prediction models. 

A control strategy can include different elements. For example, one element of the 
control strategy could rely on end-product testing, whereas another could depend on 
real-time release testing.  The rationale for using these alternative approaches should 
be described in the submission. 

Adoption of the principles in this guideline can support the justification of alternative 
approaches to the setting of specification attributes and acceptance criteria as 
described in Q6A and Q6B.  

2.6 Product Lifecycle Management and Continual Improvement 
Throughout the product lifecycle, companies have opportunities to evaluate 
innovative approaches to improve product quality (see ICH Q10). 

Process performance can be monitored to ensure that it is working as anticipated to 
deliver product quality attributes as predicted by the design space. This monitoring 
could include trend analysis of the manufacturing process as additional experience is 
gained during routine manufacture. For certain design spaces using mathematical 
models, periodic maintenance could be useful to ensure the model’s performance. The 
model maintenance is an example of activity that can be managed within a company‘s 
own internal quality system provided the design space is unchanged.  

Expansion, reduction or redefinition of the design space could be desired upon gaining 
additional process knowledge. Change of design space is subject to regional 
requirements. 

3. SUBMISSION OF PHARMACEUTICAL DEVELOPMENT AND 
RELATED INFORMATION IN COMMON TECHNICAL DOCUMENTS 
(CTD) FORMAT 

Pharmaceutical development information is submitted in Section P.2 of the CTD.  
Other information resulting from pharmaceutical development studies could be 
accommodated by the CTD format in a number of different ways and some specific 
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suggestions are provided below. However, the applicant should clearly indicate where 
the different information is located. In addition to what is submitted in the 
application, certain aspects (e.g., product lifecycle management, continual 
improvement) of this guideline are handled under the applicant’s pharmaceutical 
quality system (see ICH Q10).  

3.1 Quality Risk Management and Product and Process Development  
Quality risk management can be used at different stages during product and process 
development and manufacturing implementation. The assessments used to guide and 
justify development decisions can be included in the relevant sections of P.2. For 
example, risk analyses and functional relationships linking material attributes and 
process parameters to product CQAs can be included in P.2.1, P.2.2, and P.2.3. Risk 
analyses linking the design of the manufacturing process to product quality can be 
included in P.2.3. 

3.2 Design Space  
As an element of the proposed manufacturing process, the design space(s) can be 
described in the section of the application that includes the description of the 
manufacturing process and process controls (P.3.3). If appropriate, additional 
information can be provided in the section of the application that addresses the 
controls of critical steps and intermediates (P.3.4). The product and manufacturing 
process development sections of the application (P.2.1, P.2.2, and P.2.3) are 
appropriate places to summarise and describe product and process development 
studies that provide the basis for the design space(s). The relationship of the design 
space(s) to the overall control strategy can be discussed in the section of the 
application that includes the justification of the drug product specification (P.5.6). 

3.3 Control Strategy  
The section of the application that includes the justification of the drug product 
specification (P.5.6) is a good place to summarise the overall drug product control 
strategy. However, detailed information about input material controls and process 
controls should still be provided in the appropriate CTD format sections (e.g., drug 
substance section (S), control of excipients (P.4), description of manufacturing process 
and process controls (P.3.3), controls of critical steps and intermediates (P.3.4)). 

3.4 Drug Substance Related Information  
If drug substance CQAs have the potential to affect the CQAs or manufacturing 
process of the drug product, some discussion of drug substance CQAs can be 
appropriate in the pharmaceutical development section of the application (e.g., P.2.1). 
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4. GLOSSARY 

Control Strategy:  
A planned set of controls, derived from current product and process understanding 
that ensures process performance and product quality. The controls can include 
parameters and attributes related to drug substance and drug product materials and 
components, facility and equipment operating conditions, in-process controls, finished 
product specifications, and the associated methods and frequency of monitoring and 
control. (ICH Q10) 

Critical Process Parameter (CPP):  
A process parameter whose variability has an impact on a critical quality attribute 
and therefore should be monitored or controlled to ensure the process produces the 
desired quality. 

Critical Quality Attribute (CQA):  
A physical, chemical, biological or microbiological property or characteristic that 
should be within an appropriate limit, range, or distribution to ensure the desired 
product quality.  

Design Space:  
The multidimensional combination and interaction of input variables (e.g., material 
attributes) and process parameters that have been demonstrated to provide assurance 
of quality. Working within the design space is not considered as a change. Movement 
out of the design space is considered to be a change and would normally initiate a 
regulatory post approval change process. Design space is proposed by the applicant 
and is subject to regulatory assessment and approval (ICH Q8). 

Lifecycle:  
All phases in the life of a product from the initial development through marketing 
until the product’s discontinuation (ICH Q8). 

Proven Acceptable Range:  
A characterised range of a process parameter for which operation within this range, 
while keeping other parameters constant, will result in producing a material meeting 
relevant quality criteria. 

Quality:  
The suitability of either a drug substance or a drug product for its intended use. This 
term includes such attributes as the identity, strength, and purity (ICH Q6A). 

Quality by Design (QbD):  
A systematic approach to development that begins with predefined objectives and 
emphasizes product and process understanding and process control, based on sound 
science and quality risk management. 

Quality Target Product Profile (QTPP):  
A prospective summary of the quality characteristics of a drug product that ideally 
will be achieved to ensure the desired quality, taking into account safety and efficacy 
of the drug product. 
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Real Time Release Testing:  
The ability to evaluate and ensure the quality of in-process and/or final product based 
on process data, which typically include a valid combination of measured material 
attributes and process controls.  
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Appendix 1. Differing Approaches to Pharmaceutical Development  

The following table has been developed to illustrate some potential contrasts between 
what might be considered a minimal approach and an enhanced, quality by design 
approach regarding different aspects of pharmaceutical development and lifecycle 
management. The comparisons are shown merely to aid in the understanding of a 
range of potential approaches to pharmaceutical development and should not be 
considered to be all-encompassing. The table is not intended to specifically define the 
only approach a company could choose to follow. In the enhanced approach, 
establishing a design space or using real time release testing is not necesserily 
expected. Current practices in the pharmaceutical industry vary and typically lie 
between the two approaches presented in the table. 

 

Aspect Minimal Approaches  Enhanced, Quality by Design Approaches  

Overall 

Pharmaceutical 

Development 

 Mainly empirical  

 Developmental research often 
conducted one variable at a 
time 

 

 Systematic, relating mechanistic 
understanding of material attributes and 
process parameters to drug product CQAs 

 Multivariate experiments to understand 
product and process 

 Establishment of design space 

 PAT tools utilised 

Manufacturing 

Process  

 Fixed 

 Validation primarily based on 
initial full-scale batches 

 Focus on optimisation and 
reproducibility 

 Adjustable within design space 

 Lifecycle approach to validation and, ideally, 
continuous process verification 

 Focus on control strategy and robustness 

 Use of statistical process control methods 

Process 

Controls 

 In-process tests primarily for 
go/no go decisions  

 Off-line analysis  

 PAT tools utilised with appropriate feed 
forward and feedback controls  

 Process operations tracked and trended to 
support continual improvement efforts post-
approval 

Product 

Specifications 

 Primary means of control 

 Based on batch data available 
at time of registration 

 Part of the overall quality control strategy 

 Based on desired product performance with 
relevant supportive data 

Control Strategy  Drug product quality controlled 
primarily by intermediates (in-
process materials) and end 
product testing 

 Drug product quality ensured by risk-based 
control strategy for well understood product 
and process 

 Quality controls shifted upstream, with the 
possibility of real-time release testing or 
reduced end-product testing 

Lifecycle 

Management 

 Reactive (i.e., problem solving 
and corrective action) 

 Preventive action  

 Continual improvement facilitated 
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Appendix 2. Illustrative Examples  

 
A. Use of a risk assessment tool. 

For example, a cross-functional team of experts could work together to develop an 
Ishikawa (fishbone) diagram that identifies potential variables which can have an 
impact on the desired quality attribute.  The team could then rank the variables 
based on probability, severity, and detectability using failure mode effects analysis 
(FMEA) or similar tools based on prior knowledge and initial experimental data.  
Design of experiments or other experimental approaches could then be used to 
evaluate the impact of the higher ranked variables, to gain greater understanding of 
the process, and to develop a proper control strategy. 

 

Ishikawa Diagram 
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B. Depiction of interactions 

The figure below depicts the presence or absence of interactions among  three process 
parameters on the level of degradation product Y.  The figure shows a series of two-
dimensional plots showing the effect of interactions among three process parameters 
(initial moisture content, temperature, mean particle size) of the drying operation of a 
granulate (drug product intermediate) on degradation product Y.  The relative slopes 
of the lines or curves within a plot indicate if interaction is present.  In this example, 
initial moisture content and temperature are interacting; but initial moisture content 
and mean particle size are not, nor are temperature and mean particle size. 
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C. Presentations of design space 
 
Example 1: Response graphs for dissolution are depicted as a surface plot (Figure 1a) 
and a contour plot (Figure 1b). Parameters 1 and 2 are factors of a granulation 
operation that affect the dissolution rate of a tablet (e.g., excipient attribute, water 
amount, granule size.) 
 

     
    

Figure 1a:  Response surface plot of 
dissolution as a function of two 
parameters of a granulation operation.  
Dissolution above 80% is desired. 

Figure 1b: Contour plot of dissolution 
from example 1a. 

 

                                               
 
Figure 1c:  Design space for granulation 
parameters, defined by a non-linear 
combination of their ranges, that delivers 
satisfactory dissolution (i.e., >80%). 

Figure 1d: Design space for granulation 
parameters, defined by a linear 
combination of their ranges, that delivers 
satisfactory dissolution (i.e., >80%).   

 
Two examples are given of potential design spaces. In Figure 1c, the design space is 
defined by a non-linear combination of parameter ranges that delivers the dissolution 
critical quality attribute. In this example, the design space is expressed by the 
response surface equation resolved at the limit for satisfactory response (i.e.,80% 
dissolution). The acceptable range of one parameter is dependent on the value of the 
other. For example: 
- If Parameter 1 has a value of 46, then Parameter 2 has a range of 0 and 1.5 
- If Parameter 2 has a value of 0.8, then Parameter 1 has a range of 43 and 54 
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The approach in Figure 1c allows the maximum range of operation to achieve the 
desired dissolution rate. In Figure 1d, the design space is defined as a smaller range, 
based on a linear combination of parameters. 
 
- Parameter 1 has a range of 44 and 53 
- Parameter 2 has a range of 0 and 1.1 
 
While the approach in Figure 1d is more limiting, the applicant may prefer it for 
operational simplicity. 
 
This example discusses only two parameters and thus can readily be presented 
graphically. When multiple parameters are involved, the design space can be 
presented for two parameters, in a manner similar to the examples shown above, at 
different values (e.g., high, middle, low) within the range of the third parameter, the 
fourth parameter, and so on. Alternatively, the design space can be explained 
mathematically through equations describing relationships between parameters for 
successful operation. 
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Example 2:  Design space determined from the common region of successful 
operating ranges for multiple CQAs. The relations of two CQAs, i.e., tablet friability 
and dissolution, to two process parameters of a granulation operation are shown in 
Figures 2a and 2b. Parameters 1 and 2 are factors of a granulation operation that 
affect the dissolution rate of a tablet (e.g., excipient attribute, water amount, granule 
size). Figure 2c shows the overlap of these regions and the maximum ranges of the 
proposed design space. The applicant can elect to use the entire region as the design 
space, or some subset thereof. 
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Figure 2a: Contour plot of dissolution as 
a function of Parameters 1 and 2. 

Figure 2b: Contour plot of friability as a 
function of Parameters 1 and 2. 

 

 
 

Figure 2c: Proposed design space, 
comprised of the overlap region of 
ranges for friability and or 
dissolution. 
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Example 3:  The design space for a drying operation that is dependent upon the path 
of temperature and/or pressure over time.  The end point for moisture content is 1-2%.  
Operating above the upper limit of the design space can cause excessive impurity 
formation, while operating below the lower limit of the design space can result in 
excessive particle attrition. 
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QUALITY RISK MANAGEMENT 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Risk management principles are effectively utilized in many areas of business and 
government including finance, insurance, occupational safety, public health, 
pharmacovigilance, and by agencies regulating these industries. Although there are 
some examples of the use of quality risk management in the pharmaceutical industry 
today, they are limited and do not represent the full contributions that risk 
management has to offer. In addition, the importance of quality systems has been 
recognized in the pharmaceutical industry and it is becoming evident that quality risk 
management is a valuable component of an effective quality system.  

It is commonly understood that risk is defined as the combination of the probability of 
occurrence of harm and the severity of that harm. However, achieving a shared 
understanding of the application of risk management among diverse stakeholders is 
difficult because each stakeholder might perceive different potential harms, place a 
different probability on each harm occurring and attribute different severities to each 
harm. In relation to pharmaceuticals, although there are a variety of stakeholders, 
including patients and medical practitioners as well as government and industry, the 
protection of the patient by managing the risk to quality should be considered of 
prime importance. 

The manufacturing and use of a drug (medicinal) product, including its components, 
necessarily entail some degree of risk. The risk to its quality is just one component of 
the overall risk. It is important to understand that product quality should be 
maintained throughout the product lifecycle such that the attributes that are 
important to the quality of the drug (medicinal) product remain consistent with those 
used in the clinical studies. An effective quality risk management approach can 
further ensure the high quality of the drug (medicinal) product to the patient by 
providing a proactive means to identify and control potential quality issues during 
development and manufacturing. Additionally, use of quality risk management can 
improve the decision making if a quality problem arises. Effective quality risk 
management can facilitate better and more informed decisions, can provide regulators 
with greater assurance of a company’s ability to deal with potential risks and can 
beneficially affect the extent and level of direct regulatory oversight. 

The purpose of this document is to offer a systematic approach to quality risk 
management. It serves as a foundation or resource document that is independent of, 
yet supports, other ICH Quality documents and complements existing quality 
practices, requirements, standards, and guidelines within the pharmaceutical 
industry and regulatory environment. It specifically provides guidance on the 
principles and some of the tools of quality risk management that can enable more 
effective and consistent risk based decisions, both by regulators and industry, 
regarding the quality of drug substances and drug (medicinal) products across the 
product lifecycle. It is not intended to create any new expectations beyond the current 
regulatory requirements. 

It is neither always appropriate nor always necessary to use a formal risk 
management process (using recognized tools and/ or internal procedures e.g., 
standard operating procedures). The use of informal risk management processes 
(using empirical tools and/ or internal procedures) can also be considered acceptable. 
Appropriate use of quality risk management can facilitate but does not obviate 
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industry’s obligation to comply with regulatory requirements and does not replace 
appropriate communications between industry and regulators. 

2. SCOPE 
This guideline provides principles and examples of tools for quality risk management 
that can be applied to different aspects of pharmaceutical quality. These aspects 
include development, manufacturing, distribution, and the inspection and 
submission/review processes throughout the lifecycle of drug substances, drug 
(medicinal) products, biological and biotechnological products (including the use of 
raw materials, solvents, excipients, packaging and labeling materials in drug 
(medicinal) products, biological and biotechnological products). 

3. PRINCIPLES OF QUALITY RISK MANAGEMENT 
Two primary principles of quality risk management are: 

 The evaluation of the risk to quality should be based on scientific knowledge 
and ultimately link to the protection of the patient; and 

 The level of effort, formality and documentation of the quality risk 
management process should be commensurate with the level of risk. 

4. GENERAL QUALITY RISK MANAGEMENT PROCESS 
Quality risk management is a systematic process for the assessment, control, 
communication and review of risks to the quality of the drug (medicinal) product 
across the product lifecycle. A model for quality risk management is outlined in the 
diagram (Figure 1). Other models could be used. The emphasis on each component of 
the framework might differ from case to case but a robust process will incorporate 
consideration of all the elements at a level of detail that is commensurate with the 
specific risk. 

Figure 1: Overview of a typical quality risk management process 
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Decision nodes are not shown in the diagram above because decisions can occur at any 
point in the process. These decisions might be to return to the previous step and seek 
further information, to adjust the risk models or even to terminate the risk 
management process based upon information that supports such a decision. Note: 
“unacceptable” in the flowchart does not only refer to statutory, legislative or 
regulatory requirements, but also to the need to revisit the risk assessment process.  

4.1 Responsibilities 
Quality risk management activities are usually, but not always, undertaken by 
interdisciplinary teams. When teams are formed, they should include experts from the 
appropriate areas (e.g., quality unit, business development, engineering, regulatory 
affairs, production operations, sales and marketing, legal, statistics and clinical) in 
addition to individuals who are knowledgeable about the quality risk management 
process. 

Decision makers should 

 take responsibility for coordinating quality risk management across various 
functions and departments of their organization; and 

 assure that a quality risk management process is defined, deployed and 
reviewed and that adequate resources are available.  

4.2 Initiating a Quality Risk Management Process 
Quality risk management should include systematic processes designed to coordinate, 
facilitate and improve science-based decision making with respect to risk. Possible 
steps used to initiate and plan a quality risk management process might include the 
following: 

 Define the problem and/or risk question, including pertinent assumptions 
identifying the potential for risk; 

 Assemble background information and/ or data on the potential hazard, harm 
or human health impact relevant to the risk assessment; 

 Identify a leader and necessary resources; 

 Specify a timeline, deliverables and appropriate level of decision making for 
the risk management process. 

4.3 Risk Assessment 
Risk assessment consists of the identification of hazards and the analysis and 
evaluation of risks associated with exposure to those hazards (as defined below). 
Quality risk assessments begin with a well-defined problem description or risk 
question. When the risk in question is well defined, an appropriate risk management 
tool (see examples in section 5) and the types of information needed to address the 
risk question will be more readily identifiable. As an aid to clearly defining the risk(s) 
for risk assessment purposes, three fundamental questions are often helpful: 

1. What might go wrong? 

2. What is the likelihood (probability) it will go wrong? 

3. What are the consequences (severity)? 
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Risk identification is a systematic use of information to identify hazards referring 
to the risk question or problem description. Information can include historical data, 
theoretical analysis, informed opinions, and the concerns of stakeholders. Risk 
identification addresses the “What might go wrong?” question, including identifying 
the possible consequences. This provides the basis for further steps in the quality risk 
management process.  

Risk analysis is the estimation of the risk associated with the identified hazards. It 
is the qualitative or quantitative process of linking the likelihood of occurrence and 
severity of harms. In some risk management tools, the ability to detect the harm 
(detectability) also factors in the estimation of risk. 

Risk evaluation compares the identified and analyzed risk against given risk 
criteria. Risk evaluations consider the strength of evidence for all three of the 
fundamental questions.  

In doing an effective risk assessment, the robustness of the data set is important 
because it determines the quality of the output. Revealing assumptions and 
reasonable sources of uncertainty will enhance confidence in this output and/or help 
identify its limitations. Uncertainty is due to combination of incomplete knowledge 
about a process and its expected or unexpected variability. Typical sources of 
uncertainty include gaps in knowledge gaps in pharmaceutical science and process 
understanding, sources of harm (e.g., failure modes of a process, sources of 
variability), and probability of detection of problems. 

The output of a risk assessment is either a quantitative estimate of risk or a 
qualitative description of a range of risk. When risk is expressed quantitatively, a 
numerical probability is used. Alternatively, risk can be expressed using qualitative 
descriptors, such as “high”, “medium”, or “low”, which should be defined in as much 
detail as possible. Sometimes a "risk score" is used to further define descriptors in risk 
ranking. In quantitative risk assessments, a risk estimate provides the likelihood of a 
specific consequence, given a set of risk-generating circumstances. Thus, quantitative 
risk estimation is useful for one particular consequence at a time. Alternatively, some 
risk management tools use a relative risk measure to combine multiple levels of 
severity and probability into an overall estimate of relative risk. The intermediate 
steps within a scoring process can sometimes employ quantitative risk estimation.  

4.4 Risk Control 
Risk control includes decision making to reduce and/or accept risks. The purpose of 
risk control is to reduce the risk to an acceptable level. The amount of effort used for 
risk control should be proportional to the significance of the risk. Decision makers 
might use different processes, including benefit-cost analysis, for understanding the 
optimal level of risk control. 

Risk control might focus on the following questions: 

 Is the risk above an acceptable level? 

 What can be done to reduce or eliminate risks? 

 What is the appropriate balance among benefits, risks and resources? 

 Are new risks introduced as a result of the identified risks being controlled? 
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Risk reduction focuses on processes for mitigation or avoidance of quality risk when 
it exceeds a specified (acceptable) level (see Fig. 1). Risk reduction might include 
actions taken to mitigate the severity and probability of harm. Processes that improve 
the detectability of hazards and quality risks might also be used as part of a risk 
control strategy. The implementation of risk reduction measures can introduce new 
risks into the system or increase the significance of other existing risks. Hence, it 
might be appropriate to revisit the risk assessment to identify and evaluate any 
possible change in risk after implementing a risk reduction process. 

Risk acceptance is a decision to accept risk. Risk acceptance can be a formal 
decision to accept the residual risk or it can be a passive decision in which residual 
risks are not specified. For some types of harms, even the best quality risk 
management practices might not entirely eliminate risk. In these circumstances, it 
might be agreed that an appropriate quality risk management strategy has been 
applied and that quality risk is reduced to a specified (acceptable) level. This 
(specified) acceptable level will depend on many parameters and should be decided on 
a case-by-case basis. 

4.5 Risk Communication 
Risk communication is the sharing of information about risk and risk management 
between the decision makers and others. Parties can communicate at any stage of the 
risk management process (see Fig. 1: dashed arrows). The output/result of the quality 
risk management process should be appropriately communicated and documented 
(see Fig. 1: solid arrows). Communications might include those among interested 
parties; e.g., regulators and industry, industry and the patient, within a company, 
industry or regulatory authority, etc. The included information might relate to the 
existence, nature, form, probability, severity, acceptability, control, treatment, 
detectability or other aspects of risks to quality. Communication need not be carried 
out for each and every risk acceptance. Between the industry and regulatory 
authorities, communication concerning quality risk management decisions might be 
effected through existing channels as specified in regulations and guidances. 

4.6 Risk Review 
Risk management should be an ongoing part of the quality management process. A 
mechanism to review or monitor events should be implemented. 

The output/results of the risk management process should be reviewed to take into 
account new knowledge and experience. Once a quality risk management process has 
been initiated, that process should continue to be utilized for events that might 
impact the original quality risk management decision, whether these events are 
planned (e.g., results of product review, inspections, audits, change control) or 
unplanned (e.g., root cause from failure investigations, recall). The frequency of any 
review should be based upon the level of risk. Risk review might include 
reconsideration of risk acceptance decisions (section 4.4). 

5. RISK MANAGEMENT METHODOLOGY 
Quality risk management supports a scientific and practical approach to decision-
making. It provides documented, transparent and reproducible methods to accomplish 
steps of the quality risk management process based on current knowledge about 
assessing the probability, severity and sometimes detectability of the risk. 
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Traditionally, risks to quality have been assessed and managed in a variety of 
informal ways (empirical and/ or internal procedures) based on, for example, 
compilation of observations, trends and other information. Such approaches continue 
to provide useful information that might support topics such as handling of 
complaints, quality defects, deviations and allocation of resources. 

Additionally, the pharmaceutical industry and regulators can assess and manage risk 
using recognized risk management tools and/ or internal procedures (e.g., standard 
operating procedures). Below is a non-exhaustive list of some of these tools (further 
details in Annex 1 and chapter 8): 

 Basic risk management facilitation methods  
(flowcharts, check sheets etc.); 

 Failure Mode Effects Analysis (FMEA); 

 Failure Mode, Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA); 

 Fault Tree Analysis (FTA); 

 Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points (HACCP); 

 Hazard Operability Analysis (HAZOP); 

 Preliminary Hazard Analysis (PHA); 

 Risk ranking and filtering; 

 Supporting statistical tools. 

It might be appropriate to adapt these tools for use in specific areas pertaining to 
drug substance and drug (medicinal) product quality. Quality risk management 
methods and the supporting statistical tools can be used in combination (e.g., 
Probabilistic Risk Assessment). Combined use provides flexibility that can facilitate 
the application of quality risk management principles. 

The degree of rigor and formality of quality risk management should reflect available 
knowledge and be commensurate with the complexity and/ or criticality of the issue to 
be addressed. 

6. INTEGRATION OF QUALITY RISK MANAGEMENT INTO INDUSTRY 
AND REGULATORY OPERATIONS 

Quality risk management is a process that supports science-based and practical 
decisions when integrated into quality systems (see Annex II). As outlined in the 
introduction, appropriate use of quality risk management does not obviate industry’s 
obligation to comply with regulatory requirements. However, effective quality risk 
management can facilitate better and more informed decisions, can provide regulators 
with greater assurance of a company’s ability to deal with potential risks, and might 
affect the extent and level of direct regulatory oversight. In addition, quality risk 
management can facilitate better use of resources by all parties. 

Training of both industry and regulatory personnel in quality risk management 
processes provides for greater understanding of decision-making processes and builds 
confidence in quality risk management outcomes. 

Quality risk management should be integrated into existing operations and 
documented appropriately. Annex II provides examples of situations in which the use 
of the quality risk management process might provide information that could then be 
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used in a variety of pharmaceutical operations. These examples are provided for 
illustrative purposes only and should not be considered a definitive or exhaustive list. 
These examples are not intended to create any new expectations beyond the 
requirements laid out in the current regulations. 

Examples for industry and regulatory operations (see Annex II): 

 Quality management. 

Examples for industry operations and activities (see Annex II): 

 Development; 

 Facility, equipment and utilities; 

 Materials management; 

 Production; 

 Laboratory control and stability testing; 

 Packaging and labeling. 

Examples for regulatory operations (see Annex II): 

 Inspection and assessment activities. 

While regulatory decisions will continue to be taken on a regional basis, a common 
understanding and application of quality risk management principles could facilitate 
mutual confidence and promote more consistent decisions among regulators on the 
basis of the same information. This collaboration could be important in the 
development of policies and guidelines that integrate and support quality risk 
management practices.  

7. DEFINITIONS 

Decision Maker(s): 
Person(s) with the competence and authority to make appropriate and timely quality 
risk management decisions. 

Detectability: 
The ability to discover or determine the existence, presence, or fact of a hazard. 

Harm: 
Damage to health, including the damage that can occur from loss of product quality or 
availability. 

Hazard: 
The potential source of harm (ISO/IEC Guide 51). 

Product Lifecycle: 
All phases in the life of the product from the initial development through marketing 
until the product’s discontinuation. 
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Quality: 
The degree to which a set of inherent properties of a product, system or process fulfills 
requirements (see ICH Q6A definition specifically for "quality" of drug substance and 
drug (medicinal) products.) 

Quality Risk Management: 
A systematic process for the assessment, control, communication and review of risks 
to the quality of the drug (medicinal) product across the product lifecycle. 

Quality System: 
The sum of all aspects of a system that implements quality policy and ensures that 
quality objectives are met. 

Requirements: 
The explicit or implicit needs or expectations of the patients or their surrogates (e.g., 
health care professionals, regulators and legislators). In this document, 
“requirements” refers not only to statutory, legislative, or regulatory requirements, 
but also to such needs and expectations. 

Risk: 
The combination of the probability of occurrence of harm and the severity of that 
harm (ISO/IEC Guide 51). 

Risk Acceptance: 
The decision to accept risk (ISO Guide 73). 

Risk Analysis: 
The estimation of the risk associated with the identified hazards. 

Risk Assessment: 
A systematic process of organizing information to support a risk decision to be made 
within a risk management process. It consists of the identification of hazards and the 
analysis and evaluation of risks associated with exposure to those hazards. 

Risk Communication: 
The sharing of information about risk and risk management between the decision 
maker and other stakeholders. 

Risk Control: 
Actions implementing risk management decisions (ISO Guide 73). 

Risk Evaluation: 
The comparison of the estimated risk to given risk criteria using a quantitative or 
qualitative scale to determine the significance of the risk. 

Risk Identification: 
The systematic use of information to identify potential sources of harm (hazards) 
referring to the risk question or problem description. 
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Risk Management: 
The systematic application of quality management policies, procedures, and practices 
to the tasks of assessing, controlling, communicating and reviewing risk. 

Risk Reduction: 
Actions taken to lessen the probability of occurrence of harm and the severity of that 
harm. 

Risk Review: 
Review or monitoring of output/results of the risk management process considering (if 
appropriate) new knowledge and experience about the risk. 

Severity: 
A measure of the possible consequences of a hazard. 

Stakeholder: 
Any individual, group or organization that can affect, be affected by, or perceive itself 
to be affected by a risk. Decision makers might also be stakeholders. For the purposes 
of this guideline, the primary stakeholders are the patient, healthcare professional, 
regulatory authority, and industry. 

Trend: 
A statistical term referring to the direction or rate of change of a variable(s). 
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Annex I: Risk Management Methods and Tools 
The purpose of this annex is to provide a general overview of and references for some 
of the primary tools that might be used in quality risk management by industry and 
regulators. The references are included as an aid to gain more knowledge and detail 
about the particular tool. This is not an exhaustive list. It is important to note that no 
one tool or set of tools is applicable to every situation in which a quality risk 
management procedure is used. 

I.1 Basic Risk Management Facilitation Methods 
Some of the simple techniques that are commonly used to structure risk management 
by organizing data and facilitating decision-making are:  

 Flowcharts; 

 Check Sheets; 

 Process Mapping; 

 Cause and Effect Diagrams (also called an Ishikawa diagram or fish bone 
diagram). 

I.2 Failure Mode Effects Analysis (FMEA)  
FMEA (see IEC 60812) provides for an evaluation of potential failure modes for 
processes and their likely effect on outcomes and/or product performance. Once failure 
modes are established, risk reduction can be used to eliminate, contain, reduce or 
control the potential failures. FMEA relies on product and process understanding. 
FMEA methodically breaks down the analysis of complex processes into manageable 
steps. It is a powerful tool for summarizing the important modes of failure, factors 
causing these failures and the likely effects of these failures. 

Potential Areas of Use(s) 
FMEA can be used to prioritize risks and monitor the effectiveness of risk control 
activities. 

FMEA can be applied to equipment and facilities and might be used to analyze a 
manufacturing operation and its effect on product or process. It identifies 
elements/operations within the system that render it vulnerable. The output/ results 
of FMEA can be used as a basis for design or further analysis or to guide resource 
deployment. 

I.3 Failure Mode, Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA)  
FMEA might be extended to incorporate an investigation of the degree of severity of 
the consequences, their respective probabilities of occurrence, and their detectability, 
thereby becoming a Failure Mode Effect and Criticality Analysis (FMECA; see IEC 
60812). In order for such an analysis to be performed, the product or process 
specifications should be established. FMECA can identify places where additional 
preventive actions might be appropriate to minimize risks.  

Potential Areas of Use(s) 
FMECA application in the pharmaceutical industry should mostly be utilized for 
failures and risks associated with manufacturing processes; however, it is not limited 
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to this application. The output of an FMECA is a relative risk “score” for each failure 
mode, which is used to rank the modes on a relative risk basis. 

I.4 Fault Tree Analysis (FTA)  
The FTA tool (see IEC 61025) is an approach that assumes failure of the functionality 
of a product or process. This tool evaluates system (or sub-system) failures one at a 
time but can combine multiple causes of failure by identifying causal chains. The 
results are represented pictorially in the form of a tree of fault modes. At each level in 
the tree, combinations of fault modes are described with logical operators (AND, OR, 
etc.). FTA relies on the experts’ process understanding to identify causal factors.  

Potential Areas of Use(s) 
FTA can be used to establish the pathway to the root cause of the failure. FTA can be 
used to investigate complaints or deviations in order to fully understand their root 
cause and to ensure that intended improvements will fully resolve the issue and not 
lead to other issues (i.e. solve one problem yet cause a different problem). Fault Tree 
Analysis is an effective tool for evaluating how multiple factors affect a given issue. 
The output of an FTA includes a visual representation of failure modes. It is useful 
both for risk assessment and in developing monitoring programs. 

I.5 Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points (HACCP) 
HACCP is a systematic, proactive, and preventive tool for assuring product quality, 
reliability, and safety (see WHO Technical Report Series No 908, 2003 Annex 7). It is 
a structured approach that applies technical and scientific principles to analyze, 
evaluate, prevent, and control the risk or adverse consequence(s) of hazard(s) due to 
the design, development, production, and use of products. 

HACCP consists of the following seven steps:  

(1) conduct a hazard analysis and identify preventive measures for each step of 
the process;  

(2) determine the critical control points;  

(3) establish critical limits;  

(4) establish a system to monitor the critical control points;  

(5) establish the corrective action to be taken when monitoring indicates that the 
critical control points are not in a state of control;  

(6) establish system to verify that the HACCP system is working effectively;  

(7) establish a record-keeping system.  

Potential Areas of Use(s) 
HACCP might be used to identify and manage risks associated with physical, 
chemical and biological hazards (including microbiological contamination). HACCP is 
most useful when product and process understanding is sufficiently comprehensive to 
support identification of critical control points. The output of a HACCP analysis is 
risk management information that facilitates monitoring of critical points not only in 
the manufacturing process but also in other life cycle phases.  
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I.6 Hazard Operability Analysis (HAZOP) 
HAZOP (see IEC 61882) is based on a theory that assumes that risk events are caused 
by deviations from the design or operating intentions. It is a systematic brainstorming 
technique for identifying hazards using so-called “guide-words”. “Guide-words” (e.g., 
No, More, Other Than, Part of, etc.) are applied to relevant parameters (e.g., 
contamination, temperature) to help identify potential deviations from normal use or 
design intentions. It often uses a team of people with expertise covering the design of 
the process or product and its application.  

Potential Areas of Use(s) 
HAZOP can be applied to manufacturing processes, including outsourced production 
and formulation as well as the upstream suppliers, equipment and facilities for drug 
substances and drug (medicinal) products. It has also been used primarily in the 
pharmaceutical industry for evaluating process safety hazards. As is the case with 
HACCP, the output of a HAZOP analysis is a list of critical operations for risk 
management. This facilitates regular monitoring of critical points in the 
manufacturing process. 

I.7 Preliminary Hazard Analysis (PHA)  
PHA is a tool of analysis based on applying prior experience or knowledge of a hazard 
or failure to identify future hazards, hazardous situations and events that might 
cause harm, as well as to estimate their probability of occurrence for a given activity, 
facility, product or system. The tool consists of: 1) the identification of the possibilities 
that the risk event happens, 2) the qualitative evaluation of the extent of possible 
injury or damage to health that could result and 3) a relative ranking of the hazard 
using a combination of severity and likelihood of occurrence, and 4) the identification 
of possible remedial measures. 

Potential Areas of Use(s) 
PHA might be useful when analyzing existing systems or prioritizing hazards where 
circumstances prevent a more extensive technique from being used. It can be used for 
product, process and facility design as well as to evaluate the types of hazards for the 
general product type, then the product class, and finally the specific product. PHA is 
most commonly used early in the development of a project when there is little 
information on design details or operating procedures; thus, it will often be a 
precursor to further studies. Typically, hazards identified in the PHA are further 
assessed with other risk management tools such as those in this section. 

I.8 Risk Ranking and Filtering 
Risk ranking and filtering is a tool for comparing and ranking risks. Risk ranking of 
complex systems typically requires evaluation of multiple diverse quantitative and 
qualitative factors for each risk. The tool involves breaking down a basic risk question 
into as many components as needed to capture factors involved in the risk. These 
factors are combined into a single relative risk score that can then be used for ranking 
risks. “Filters,” in the form of weighting factors or cut-offs for risk scores, can be used 
to scale or fit the risk ranking to management or policy objectives. 
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Potential Areas of Use(s) 
Risk ranking and filtering can be used to prioritize manufacturing sites for 
inspection/audit by regulators or industry. Risk ranking methods are particularly 
helpful in situations in which the portfolio of risks and the underlying consequences 
to be managed are diverse and difficult to compare using a single tool. Risk ranking is 
useful when management needs to evaluate both quantitatively-assessed and 
qualitatively-assessed risks within the same organizational framework.  

I.9 Supporting Statistical Tools 
Statistical tools can support and facilitate quality risk management. They can enable 
effective data assessment, aid in determining the significance of the data set(s), and 
facilitate more reliable decision making. A listing of some of the principal statistical 
tools commonly used in the pharmaceutical industry is provided: 

 Control Charts, for example: 

- Acceptance Control Charts (see ISO 7966); 

- Control Charts with Arithmetic Average and Warning Limits (see ISO 
7873); 

- Cumulative Sum Charts (see ISO 7871); 

- Shewhart Control Charts (see ISO 8258); 

- Weighted Moving Average. 

 Design of Experiments (DOE); 

 Histograms; 

 Pareto Charts; 

 Process Capability Analysis. 
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Annex II: Potential Applications for Quality Risk Management 
This Annex is intended to identify potential uses of quality risk management 
principles and tools by industry and regulators. However, the selection of particular 
risk management tools is completely dependent upon specific facts and circumstances.  

These examples are provided for illustrative purposes and only suggest potential uses 
of quality risk management. This Annex is not intended to create any new 
expectations beyond the current regulatory requirements.  

II.1 Quality Risk Management as Part of Integrated Quality Management 

Documentation 
To review current interpretations and application of regulatory expectations; 

To determine the desirability of and/or develop the content for SOPs, guidelines, etc.  

Training and education 
To determine the appropriateness of initial and/or ongoing training sessions based on 
education, experience and working habits of staff, as well as on a periodic assessment 
of previous training (e.g., its effectiveness); 

To identify the training, experience, qualifications and physical abilities that allow 
personnel to perform an operation reliably and with no adverse impact on the quality 
of the product. 

Quality defects 
To provide the basis for identifying, evaluating, and communicating the potential 
quality impact of a suspected quality defect, complaint, trend, deviation, 
investigation, out of specification result, etc; 

To facilitate risk communications and determine appropriate action to address 
significant product defects, in conjunction with regulatory authorities (e.g., recall). 

Auditing/Inspection 
To define the frequency and scope of audits, both internal and external, taking into 
account factors such as:  

 Existing legal requirements; 

 Overall compliance status and history of the company or facility; 

 Robustness of a company’s quality risk management activities; 

 Complexity of the site; 

 Complexity of the manufacturing process; 

 Complexity of the product and its therapeutic significance; 

 Number and significance of quality defects (e.g., recall); 

 Results of previous audits/inspections; 

 Major changes of building, equipment, processes, key personnel; 

 Experience with manufacturing of a product (e.g., frequency, volume, number 
of batches); 
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 Test results of official control laboratories. 

Periodic review 
To select, evaluate and interpret trend results of data within the product quality 
review; 

To interpret monitoring data (e.g., to support an assessment of the appropriateness of 
revalidation or changes in sampling). 

Change management / change control 
To manage changes based on knowledge and information accumulated in 
pharmaceutical development and during manufacturing; 

To evaluate the impact of the changes on the availability of the final product; 

To evaluate the impact on product quality of changes to the facility, equipment, 
material, manufacturing process or technical transfers; 

To determine appropriate actions preceding the implementation of a change, e.g., 
additional testing, (re)qualification, (re)validation or communication with regulators. 

Continual improvement 
To facilitate continual improvement in processes throughout the product lifecycle. 

II.2 Quality Risk Management as Part of Regulatory Operations 

Inspection and assessment activities 
To assist with resource allocation including, for example, inspection planning and 
frequency, and inspection and assessment intensity (see "Auditing" section in Annex 
II.1); 

To evaluate the significance of, for example, quality defects, potential recalls and 
inspectional findings; 

To determine the appropriateness and type of post-inspection regulatory follow-up; 

To evaluate information submitted by industry including pharmaceutical 
development information; 

To evaluate impact of proposed variations or changes; 

To identify risks which should be communicated between inspectors and assessors to 
facilitate better understanding of how risks can be or are controlled (e.g., parametric 
release, Process Analytical Technology (PAT)). 

II.3 Quality Risk Management as Part of development 
To design a quality product and its manufacturing process to consistently deliver the 
intended performance of the product (see ICH Q8); 

To enhance knowledge of product performance over a wide range of material 
attributes (e.g., particle size distribution, moisture content, flow properties), 
processing options and process parameters; 

To assess the critical attributes of raw materials, solvents, Active Pharmaceutical 
Ingredient (API) starting materials, APIs, excipients, or packaging materials; 
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To establish appropriate specifications, identify critical process parameters and 
establish manufacturing controls (e.g., using information from pharmaceutical 
development studies regarding the clinical significance of quality attributes and the 
ability to control them during processing); 

To decrease variability of quality attributes: 

 reduce product and material defects; 

 reduce manufacturing defects. 

To assess the need for additional studies (e.g., bioequivalence, stability) relating to 
scale up and technology transfer; 

To make use of the “design space” concept (see ICH Q8). 

II.4 Quality Risk Management for Facilities, Equipment and Utilities 

Design of facility / equipment 
To determine appropriate zones when designing buildings and facilities, e.g., 

 flow of material and personnel; 

 minimize contamination; 

 pest control measures; 

 prevention of mix-ups; 

 open versus closed equipment; 

 clean rooms versus isolator technologies; 

 dedicated or segregated facilities / equipment. 

To determine appropriate product contact materials for equipment and containers 
(e.g., selection of stainless steel grade, gaskets, lubricants); 

To determine appropriate utilities (e.g., steam, gases, power source, compressed air, 
heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC), water); 

To determine appropriate preventive maintenance for associated equipment (e.g., 
inventory of necessary spare parts). 

Hygiene aspects in facilities 
To protect the product from environmental hazards, including chemical, 
microbiological, and physical hazards (e.g., determining appropriate clothing and 
gowning, hygiene concerns); 

To protect the environment (e.g., personnel, potential for cross-contamination) from 
hazards related to the product being manufactured. 

Qualification of facility/equipment/utilities 
To determine the scope and extent of qualification of facilities, buildings, and 
production equipment and/or laboratory instruments (including proper calibration 
methods). 
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Cleaning of equipment and environmental control 
To differentiate efforts and decisions based on the intended use (e.g., multi- versus 
single-purpose, batch versus continuous production); 

To determine acceptable (specified) cleaning validation limits. 

Calibration/preventive maintenance 
To set appropriate calibration and maintenance schedules. 

Computer systems and computer controlled equipment 
To select the design of computer hardware and software (e.g., modular, structured, 
fault tolerance); 

To determine the extent of validation, e.g., 

 identification of critical performance parameters; 

 selection of the requirements and design; 

 code review; 

 the extent of testing and test methods; 

 reliability of electronic records and signatures. 

II.5 Quality Risk Management as Part of Materials Management 

Assessment and evaluation of suppliers and contract manufacturers 
To provide a comprehensive evaluation of suppliers and contract manufacturers (e.g., 
auditing, supplier quality agreements). 

Starting material 
To assess differences and possible quality risks associated with variability in starting 
materials (e.g., age, route of synthesis). 

Use of materials 
To determine whether it is appropriate to use material under quarantine (e.g., for 
further internal processing); 

To determine appropriateness of reprocessing, reworking, use of returned goods. 

Storage, logistics and distribution conditions 
To assess the adequacy of arrangements to ensure maintenance of appropriate 
storage and transport conditions (e.g., temperature, humidity, container design); 

To determine the effect on product quality of discrepancies in storage or transport 
conditions (e.g., cold chain management) in conjunction with other ICH guidelines; 

To maintain infrastructure (e.g., capacity to ensure proper shipping conditions, 
interim storage, handling of hazardous materials and controlled substances, customs 
clearance); 

To provide information for ensuring the availability of pharmaceuticals (e.g., ranking 
risks to the supply chain). 
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II.6 Quality Risk Management as Part of Production 

Validation 
To identify the scope and extent of verification, qualification and validation activities 
(e.g., analytical methods, processes, equipment and cleaning methods; 

To determine the extent for follow-up activities (e.g., sampling, monitoring and re-
validation); 

To distinguish between critical and non-critical process steps to facilitate design of a 
validation study. 

In-process sampling & testing 
To evaluate the frequency and extent of in-process control testing (e.g., to justify 
reduced testing under conditions of proven control); 

To evaluate and justify the use of process analytical technologies (PAT) in conjunction 
with parametric and real time release. 

Production planning 
To determine appropriate production planning (e.g., dedicated, campaign and 
concurrent production process sequences). 

II.7 Quality Risk Management as Part of Laboratory Control and Stability 
Studies 

Out of specification results 
To identify potential root causes and corrective actions during the investigation of out 
of specification results. 

Retest period / expiration date 
To evaluate adequacy of storage and testing of intermediates, excipients and starting 
materials. 

II.8 Quality Risk Management as Part of Packaging and Labelling 

Design of packages 
To design the secondary package for the protection of primary packaged product (e.g., 
to ensure product authenticity, label legibility). 

Selection of container closure system 
To determine the critical parameters of the container closure system. 

Label controls 
To design label control procedures based on the potential for mix-ups involving 
different product labels, including different versions of the same label. 
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PHARMACEUTICAL QUALITY SYSTEM 
 

1.  PHARMACEUTICAL QUALITY SYSTEM  

1.1  Introduction  
This document establishes a new ICH tripartite guideline describing a model for an 
effective quality management system for the pharmaceutical industry, referred to as 
the Pharmaceutical Quality System. Throughout this guideline, the term 
“pharmaceutical quality system” refers to the ICH Q10 model.  

ICH Q10 describes one comprehensive model for an effective pharmaceutical quality 
system that is based on International Standards Organisation (ISO) quality concepts, 
includes applicable Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP) regulations and complements 
ICH Q8 “Pharmaceutical Development” and ICH Q9 “Quality Risk Management”. ICH 
Q10 is a model for a pharmaceutical quality system that can be implemented 
throughout the different stages of a product lifecycle. Much of the content of ICH Q10 
applicable to manufacturing sites is currently specified by regional GMP 
requirements. ICH Q10 is not intended to create any new expectations beyond current 
regulatory requirements. Consequently, the content of ICH Q10 that is additional to 
current regional GMP requirements is optional. 

ICH Q10 demonstrates industry and regulatory authorities’ support of an effective 
pharmaceutical quality system to enhance the quality and availability of medicines 
around the world in the interest of public health. Implementation of ICH Q10 
throughout the product lifecycle should facilitate innovation and continual 
improvement and strengthen the link between pharmaceutical development and 
manufacturing activities.  

1.2  Scope  
This guideline applies to the systems supporting the development and manufacture of 
pharmaceutical drug substances (i.e., API) and drug products, including biotechnology 
and biological products, throughout the product lifecycle.  

The elements of ICH Q10 should be applied in a manner that is appropriate and 
proportionate to each of the product lifecycle stages, recognising the differences 
among, and the different goals of each stage (see Section 3).  

For the purposes of this guideline, the product lifecycle includes the following 
technical activities for new and existing products:  

 Pharmaceutical Development: 
o Drug substance development;  
o Formulation development (including container/closure system); 
o Manufacture of investigational products; 
o Delivery system development (where relevant);  
o Manufacturing process development and scale-up;  
o Analytical method development.  

 Technology Transfer: 
o New product transfers during Development through Manufacturing;  
o Transfers within or between manufacturing and testing sites for 

marketed products.  
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 Commercial Manufacturing: 
o Acquisition and control of materials;  
o Provision of facilities, utilities, and equipment;  
o Production (including packaging and labelling);  
o Quality control and assurance;  
o Release;  
o Storage;  
o Distribution (excluding wholesaler activities).  

 Product Discontinuation: 
o Retention of documentation; 
o Sample retention; 
o Continued product assessment and reporting.  

1.3  Relationship of ICH Q10 to Regional GMP Requirements, ISO 
Standards and ICH Q7  

Regional GMP requirements, the ICH Q7 Guideline, “Good Manufacturing Practice 
Guide for Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients”, and ISO quality management system 
guidelines form the foundation for ICH Q10. To meet the objectives described below, 
ICH Q10 augments GMPs by describing specific quality system elements and 
management responsibilities. ICH Q10 provides a harmonised model for a 
pharmaceutical quality system throughout the lifecycle of a product and is intended to 
be used together with regional GMP requirements. 

The regional GMPs do not explicitly address all stages of the product lifecycle (e.g., 
Development). The quality system elements and management responsibilities 
described in this guideline are intended to encourage the use of science and risk based 
approaches at each lifecycle stage, thereby promoting continual improvement across 
the entire product lifecycle.  

1.4  Relationship of ICH Q10 to Regulatory Approaches  
Regulatory approaches for a specific product or manufacturing facility should be 
commensurate with the level of product and process understanding, the results of 
quality risk management, and the effectiveness of the pharmaceutical quality system. 
When implemented, the effectiveness of the pharmaceutical quality system can 
normally be evaluated during a regulatory inspection at the manufacturing site. 
Potential opportunities to enhance science and risk based regulatory approaches are 
identified in Annex 1. Regulatory processes will be determined by region.  

1.5  ICH Q10 Objectives  
Implementation of the Q10 model should result in achievement of three main 
objectives which complement or enhance regional GMP requirements.  

1.5.1 Achieve Product Realisation  
To establish, implement and maintain a system that allows the delivery of products 
with the quality attributes appropriate to meet the needs of patients, health care 
professionals, regulatory authorities (including compliance with approved regulatory 
filings) and other internal and external customers.  
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1.5.2  Establish and Maintain a State of Control  
To develop and use effective monitoring and control systems for process performance 
and product quality, thereby providing assurance of continued suitability and 
capability of processes. Quality risk management can be useful in identifying the 
monitoring and control systems.  

1.5.3 Facilitate Continual Improvement  
To identify and implement appropriate product quality improvements, process 
improvements, variability reduction, innovations and pharmaceutical quality system 
enhancements, thereby increasing the ability to fulfil quality needs consistently. 
Quality risk management can be useful for identifying and prioritising areas for 
continual improvement.  

1.6  Enablers: Knowledge Management and Quality Risk Management  
Use of knowledge management and quality risk management will enable a company to 
implement ICH Q10 effectively and successfully. These enablers will facilitate 
achievement of the objectives described in Section 1.5 above by providing the means 
for science and risk based decisions related to product quality.  

1.6.1 Knowledge Management  
Product and process knowledge should be managed from development through the 
commercial life of the product up to and including product discontinuation. For 
example, development activities using scientific approaches provide knowledge for 
product and process understanding. Knowledge management is a systematic approach 
to acquiring, analysing, storing and disseminating information related to products, 
manufacturing processes and components. Sources of knowledge include, but are not 
limited to prior knowledge (public domain or internally documented); pharmaceutical 
development studies; technology transfer activities; process validation studies over 
the product lifecycle; manufacturing experience; innovation; continual improvement; 
and change management activities.  

1.6.2 Quality Risk Management  
Quality risk management is integral to an effective pharmaceutical quality system.  It 
can provide a proactive approach to identifying, scientifically evaluating and 
controlling potential risks to quality.  It facilitates continual improvement of process 
performance and product quality throughout the product lifecycle. ICH Q9 provides 
principles and examples of tools for quality risk management that can be applied to 
different aspects of pharmaceutical quality.    

1.7  Design and Content Considerations  

(a) The design, organisation and documentation of the pharmaceutical quality 
system should be well structured and clear to facilitate common understanding 
and consistent application.  

(b) The elements of ICH Q10 should be applied in a manner that is appropriate 
and proportionate to each of the product lifecycle stages, recognising the 
different goals and knowledge available for each stage.  

(c) The size and complexity of the company’s activities should be taken into 
consideration when developing a new pharmaceutical quality system or 
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modifying an existing one. The design of the pharmaceutical quality system 
should incorporate appropriate risk management principles. While some 
aspects of the pharmaceutical quality system can be company-wide and others 
site-specific, the effectiveness of the pharmaceutical quality system is normally 
demonstrated at the site level.  

(d) The pharmaceutical quality system should include appropriate processes, 
resources and responsibilities to provide assurance of the quality of outsourced 
activities and purchased materials as described in Section 2.7.  

(e) Management responsibilities, as described in Section 2, should be identified 
within the pharmaceutical quality system.  

(f) The pharmaceutical quality system should include the following elements, as 
described in Section 3: process performance and product quality monitoring, 
corrective and preventive action, change management and management review.  

(g) Performance indicators, as described in Section 4, should be identified and 
used to monitor the effectiveness of processes within the pharmaceutical 
quality system.  

1.8  Quality Manual  
A Quality Manual or equivalent documentation approach should be established and 
should contain the description of the pharmaceutical quality system. The description 
should include:  

(a) The quality policy (see Section 2); 

(b) The scope of the pharmaceutical quality system;  

(c) Identification of the pharmaceutical quality system processes, as well as their 
sequences, linkages and interdependencies. Process maps and flow charts can 
be useful tools to facilitate depicting pharmaceutical quality system processes 
in a visual manner;  

(d) Management responsibilities within the pharmaceutical quality system (see 
Section 2).  

2.  MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITY  
Leadership is essential to establish and maintain a company-wide commitment to 
quality and for the performance of the pharmaceutical quality system.  

2.1  Management Commitment  

(a) Senior management has the ultimate responsibility to ensure an effective 
pharmaceutical quality system is in place to achieve the quality objectives, and 
that roles, responsibilities, and authorities are defined, communicated and 
implemented throughout the company.  

(b) Management should:  

(1) Participate in the design, implementation, monitoring and maintenance 
of an effective pharmaceutical quality system; 

(2) Demonstrate strong and visible support for the pharmaceutical quality 
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system and ensure its implementation throughout their organisation; 

(3) Ensure a timely and effective communication and escalation process 
exists to raise quality issues to the appropriate levels of management; 

(4) Define individual and collective roles, responsibilities, authorities and 
inter-relationships of all organisational units related to the 
pharmaceutical quality system. Ensure these interactions are 
communicated and understood at all levels of the organisation. An 
independent quality unit/structure with authority to fulfil certain 
pharmaceutical quality system responsibilities is required by regional 
regulations; 

(5) Conduct management reviews of process performance and product 
quality and of the pharmaceutical quality system; 

(6) Advocate continual improvement; 

(7) Commit appropriate resources. 

2.2  Quality Policy  

(a) Senior management should establish a quality policy that describes the overall 
intentions and direction of the company related to quality.  

(b) The quality policy should include an expectation to comply with applicable 
regulatory requirements and should facilitate continual improvement of the 
pharmaceutical quality system.  

(c) The quality policy should be communicated to and understood by personnel at 
all levels in the company.  

(d) The quality policy should be reviewed periodically for continuing effectiveness.  

2.3  Quality Planning  

(a) Senior management should ensure the quality objectives needed to implement 
the quality policy are defined and communicated.  

(b) Quality objectives should be supported by all relevant levels of the company.  

(c) Quality objectives should align with the company’s strategies and be consistent 
with the quality policy.  

(d) Management should provide the appropriate resources and training to achieve 
the quality objectives.  

(e) Performance indicators that measure progress against quality objectives 
should be established, monitored, communicated regularly and acted upon as 
appropriate as described in Section 4.1 of this document.  

2.4  Resource Management  

(a) Management should determine and provide adequate and appropriate 
resources (human, financial, materials, facilities and equipment) to implement 
and maintain the pharmaceutical quality system and continually improve its 
effectiveness.  

(b) Management should ensure that resources are appropriately applied to a 
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specific product, process or site.  

2.5  Internal Communication  

(a) Management should ensure appropriate communication processes are 
established and implemented within the organisation.  

(b) Communications processes should ensure the flow of appropriate information 
between all levels of the company.  

(c) Communication processes should ensure the appropriate and timely escalation 
of certain product quality and pharmaceutical quality system issues.  

2.6 Management Review  

(a) Senior management should be responsible for pharmaceutical quality system 
governance through management review to ensure its continuing suitability 
and effectiveness. 

(b) Management should assess the conclusions of periodic reviews of process 
performance and product quality and of the pharmaceutical quality system, as 
described in Sections 3 and 4. 

2.7  Management of Outsourced Activities and Purchased Materials  
The pharmaceutical quality system, including the management responsibilities 
described in this section, extends to the control and review of any outsourced activities 
and quality of purchased materials. The pharmaceutical company is ultimately 
responsible to ensure processes are in place to assure the control of outsourced 
activities and quality of purchased materials. These processes should incorporate 
quality risk management and include: 

(a) Assessing prior to outsourcing operations or selecting material suppliers, the 
suitability and competence of the other party to carry out the activity or 
provide the material using a defined supply chain (e.g., audits, material 
evaluations, qualification);  

(b) Defining the responsibilities and communication processes for quality-related 
activities of the involved parties. For outsourced activities, this should be 
included in a written agreement between the contract giver and contract 
acceptor;  

(c) Monitoring and review of the performance of the contract acceptor or the 
quality of the material from the provider, and the identification and 
implementation of any needed improvements; 

(d) Monitoring incoming ingredients and materials to ensure they are from 
approved sources using the agreed supply chain.   

2.8  Management of Change in Product Ownership  
When product ownership changes, (e.g., through acquisitions) management should 
consider the complexity of this and ensure:   

(a) The ongoing responsibilities are defined for each company involved; 
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(b) The necessary information is transferred.    

3. CONTINUAL IMPROVEMENT OF PROCESS PERFORMANCE AND 
PRODUCT QUALITY  

This section describes the lifecycle stage goals and the four specific pharmaceutical 
quality system elements that augment regional requirements to achieve the ICH Q10 
objectives, as defined in Section 1.5. It does not restate all regional GMP 
requirements.  

3.1  Lifecycle Stage Goals  
The goals of each product lifecycle stage are described below.   

3.1.1 Pharmaceutical Development  
The goal of pharmaceutical development activities is to design a product and its 
manufacturing process to consistently deliver the intended performance and meet the 
needs of patients and healthcare professionals, and regulatory authorities and 
internal customers’ requirements. Approaches to pharmaceutical development are 
described in ICH Q8. The results of exploratory and clinical development studies, 
while outside the scope of this guidance, are inputs to pharmaceutical development.  

3.1.2 Technology Transfer  
The goal of technology transfer activities is to transfer product and process knowledge 
between development and manufacturing, and within or between manufacturing sites 
to achieve product realisation. This knowledge forms the basis for the manufacturing 
process, control strategy, process validation approach and ongoing continual 
improvement.  

3.1.3 Commercial Manufacturing  
The goals of manufacturing activities include achieving product realisation, 
establishing and maintaining a state of control and facilitating continual 
improvement. The pharmaceutical quality system should assure that the desired 
product quality is routinely met, suitable process performance is achieved, the set of 
controls are appropriate, improvement opportunities are identified and evaluated, and 
the body of knowledge is continually expanded.  

3.1.4 Product Discontinuation  
The goal of product discontinuation activities is to manage the terminal stage of the 
product lifecycle effectively. For product discontinuation, a pre-defined approach 
should be used to manage activities such as retention of documentation and samples 
and continued product assessment (e.g., complaint handling and stability) and 
reporting in accordance with regulatory requirements.  

3.2  Pharmaceutical Quality System Elements  
The elements described below might be, required in part under regional GMP 
regulations. However, the Q10 model’s intent is to enhance these elements in order to 
promote the lifecycle approach to product quality. These four elements are:  

 Process performance and product quality monitoring system;  
 Corrective action and preventive action (CAPA) system;  
 Change management system;  
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 Management review of process performance and product quality.  

These elements should be applied in a manner that is appropriate and proportionate 
to each of the product lifecycle stages, recognising the differences among, and the 
different goals of, each stage. Throughout the product lifecycle, companies are 
encouraged to evaluate opportunities for innovative approaches to improve product 
quality.  

Each element is followed by a table of example applications of the element to the 
stages of the pharmaceutical lifecycle. 

3.2.1 Process Performance and Product Quality Monitoring System  
Pharmaceutical companies should plan and execute a system for the monitoring of 
process performance and product quality to ensure a state of control is maintained. An 
effective monitoring system provides assurance of the continued capability of 
processes and controls to produce a product of desired quality and to identify areas for 
continual improvement. The process performance and product quality monitoring 
system should:  

(a) Use quality risk management to establish the control strategy. This can 
include parameters and attributes related to drug substance and drug product 
materials and components, facility and equipment operating conditions, in-
process controls, finished product specifications, and the associated methods 
and frequency of monitoring and control. The control strategy should facilitate 
timely feedback / feedforward and appropriate corrective action and preventive 
action;  

(b) Provide the tools for measurement and analysis of parameters and attributes 
identified in the control strategy (e.g., data management and statistical tools);  

(c) Analyse parameters and attributes identified in the control strategy to verify 
continued operation within a state of control;  

(d) Identify sources of variation affecting process performance and product quality 
for potential continual improvement activities to reduce or control variation;  

(e) Include feedback on product quality from both internal and external sources, 
e.g., complaints, product rejections, non-conformances, recalls, deviations, 
audits and regulatory inspections and findings;  

(f) Provide knowledge to enhance process understanding, enrich the design space 
(where established), and enable innovative approaches to process validation.  
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Table I: Application of Process Performance and Product Quality 
Monitoring System throughout the Product Lifecycle 

Pharmaceutical 
Development  

Technology 
Transfer  

Commercial 
Manufacturing  

Product 
Discontinuation  

Process and product 
knowledge generated 
and process and 
product monitoring 
conducted throughout 
development can be 
used to establish a 
control strategy for 
manufacturing.  

Monitoring during 
scale-up activities can 
provide a preliminary 
indication of process 
performance and the 
successful integration 
into manufacturing. 
Knowledge obtained 
during transfer and 
scale up activities can 
be useful in further 
developing the control 
strategy.  

A well-defined system 
for process 
performance and 
product quality 
monitoring should be 
applied to assure 
performance within a 
state of control and to 
identify improvement 
areas.  

Once manufacturing 
ceases, monitoring 
such as stability 
testing should 
continue to 
completion of the 
studies. Appropriate 
action on marketed 
product should 
continue to be 
executed according to 
regional regulations.  

3.2.2  Corrective Action and Preventive Action (CAPA) System  
The pharmaceutical company should have a system for implementing corrective 
actions and preventive actions resulting from the investigation of complaints, product 
rejections, non-conformances, recalls, deviations, audits, regulatory inspections and 
findings, and trends from process performance and product quality monitoring. A 
structured approach to the investigation process should be used with the objective of 
determining the root cause. The level of effort, formality, and documentation of the 
investigation should be commensurate with the level of risk, in line with ICH Q9. 
CAPA methodology should result in product and process improvements and enhanced 
product and process understanding.  

Table II: Application of Corrective Action and Preventive Action System 
throughout the Product Lifecycle 

Pharmaceutical 
Development  

Technology 
Transfer  

Commercial 
Manufacturing  

Product 
Discontinuation  

Product or process 
variability is explored. 
CAPA methodology is 
useful where corrective 
actions and preventive 
actions are 
incorporated into the 
iterative design and 
development process.  

CAPA can be used as 
an effective system 
for feedback, 
feedforward and 
continual 
improvement.  

CAPA should be used 
and the effectiveness 
of the actions should 
be evaluated.  

CAPA should continue 
after the product is 
discontinued. The 
impact on product 
remaining on the 
market should be 
considered as well as 
other products which 
might be impacted.  
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3.2.3  Change Management System  
Innovation, continual improvement, the outputs of process performance and product 
quality monitoring and CAPA drive change. In order to evaluate, approve and 
implement these changes properly, a company should have an effective change 
management system. There is generally a difference in formality of change 
management processes prior to the initial regulatory submission and after 
submission, where changes to the regulatory filing might be required under regional 
requirements.  

The change management system ensures continual improvement is undertaken in a 
timely and effective manner. It should provide a high degree of assurance there are no 
unintended consequences of the change.  

The change management system should include the following, as appropriate for the 
stage of the lifecycle:  

(a) Quality risk management should be utilised to evaluate proposed changes. The 
level of effort and formality of the evaluation should be commensurate with the 
level of risk;  

(b) Proposed changes should be evaluated relative to the marketing authorisation, 
including design space, where established, and/or current product and process 
understanding. There should be an assessment to determine whether a change 
to the regulatory filing is required under regional requirements.  As stated in 
ICH Q8, working within the design space is not considered a change (from a 
regulatory filing perspective). However, from a pharmaceutical quality system 
standpoint, all changes should be evaluated by a company’s change 
management system;  

(c) Proposed changes should be evaluated by expert teams contributing the 
appropriate expertise and knowledge from relevant areas (e.g., Pharmaceutical 
Development, Manufacturing, Quality, Regulatory Affairs and Medical), to 
ensure the change is technically justified. Prospective evaluation criteria for a 
proposed change should be set;  

(d) After implementation, an evaluation of the change should be undertaken to 
confirm the change objectives were achieved and that there was no deleterious 
impact on product quality.  

Table III: Application of Change Management System throughout the 
Product Lifecycle 

Pharmaceutical 
Development  

Technology 
Transfer  

Commercial 
Manufacturing  

Product 
Discontinuation  

Change is an inherent 
part of the development 
process and should be 
documented; the 
formality of the change 
management process 
should be consistent 
with the stage of 
pharmaceutical 
development.  

The change 
management system 
should provide 
management and 
documentation of 
adjustments made to 
the process during 
technology transfer 
activities.  

A formal change 
management system 
should be in place for 
commercial 
manufacturing. 
Oversight by the 
quality unit should 
provide assurance of 
appropriate science 
and risk based 
assessments.  

Any changes after 
product 
discontinuation should 
go through an 
appropriate change 
management system.  
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3.2.4  Management Review of Process Performance and Product Quality  
Management review should provide assurance that process performance and product 
quality are managed over the lifecycle. Depending on the size and complexity of the 
company, management review can be a series of reviews at various levels of 
management and should include a timely and effective communication and escalation 
process to raise appropriate quality issues to senior levels of management for review.  

(a) The management review system should include:  

(1) The results of regulatory inspections and findings, audits and other 
assessments, and commitments made to regulatory authorities;  

(2) Periodic quality reviews, that can include:  

(i) Measures of customer satisfaction such as product quality 
complaints and recalls; 

(ii) Conclusions of process performance and product quality 
monitoring;  

(iii)The effectiveness of process and product changes including those 
arising from corrective action and preventive actions.  

(3) Any follow-up actions from previous management reviews.  

(b) The management review system should identify appropriate actions, such as:  

(1) Improvements to manufacturing processes and products;  

(2) Provision, training and/or realignment of resources;  

(3) Capture and dissemination of knowledge.  

Table IV:  Application of Management Review of Process Performance and 
Product Quality throughout the Product Lifecycle  

Pharmaceutical 
Development  

Technology 
Transfer  

Commercial 
Manufacturing  

Product 
Discontinuation  

Aspects of 
management review 
can be performed to 
ensure adequacy of 
the product and 
process design.  

Aspects of 
management review 
should be performed 
to ensure the 
developed product and 
process can be 
manufactured at 
commercial scale.  

Management review 
should be a structured 
system, as described 
above, and should 
support continual 
improvement.  

Management review 
should include such 
items as product 
stability and product 
quality complaints.  

4.  CONTINUAL IMPROVEMENT OF THE PHARMACEUTICAL QUALITY 
SYSTEM  

This section describes activities that should be conducted to manage and continually 
improve the pharmaceutical quality system.  

4.1  Management Review of the Pharmaceutical Quality System 
Management should have a formal process for reviewing the pharmaceutical quality 
system on a periodic basis. The review should include:  

(a) Measurement of achievement of pharmaceutical quality system objectives;  

(b) Assessment of performance indicators that can be used to monitor the 
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effectiveness of processes within the pharmaceutical quality system, such as:  

(1) Complaint, deviation, CAPA and change management processes;  

(2) Feedback on outsourced activities; 

(3) Self-assessment processes including risk assessments, trending, and 
audits;  

(4) External assessments such as regulatory inspections and findings and 
customer audits.  

4.2 Monitoring of Internal and External Factors Impacting the 
Pharmaceutical Quality System  

Factors monitored by management can include: 

(a) Emerging regulations, guidance and quality issues that can impact the 
Pharmaceutical Quality System;  

(b) Innovations that might enhance the pharmaceutical quality system;  

(c) Changes in business environment and objectives;  

(d) Changes in product ownership.  

4.3  Outcomes of Management Review and Monitoring  
The outcome of management review of the pharmaceutical quality system and 
monitoring of internal and external factors can include:  

(e) Improvements to the pharmaceutical quality system and related processes;  

(f) Allocation or reallocation of resources and/or personnel training; 

(g) Revisions to quality policy and quality objectives;  

(h) Documentation and timely and effective communication of the results of the 
management review and actions, including escalation of appropriate issues to 
senior management.  
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5.  GLOSSARY  

ICH and ISO definitions are used in ICH Q10 where they exist. For the purpose of 
ICH Q10, where the words “requirement”, “requirements” or “necessary” appear in an 
ISO definition, they do not necessarily reflect a regulatory requirement. The source of 
the definition is identified in parentheses after the definition. Where no appropriate 
ICH or ISO definition was available, an ICH Q10 definition was developed.  

Capability of a Process:  
Ability of a process to realise a product that will fulfil the requirements of that 
product. The concept of process capability can also be defined in statistical terms. (ISO 
9000:2005)  

Change Management:  
A systematic approach to proposing, evaluating, approving, implementing and 
reviewing changes. (ICH Q10) 

Continual Improvement:  
Recurring activity to increase the ability to fulfil requirements. (ISO 9000:2005)  

Control Strategy:  
A planned set of controls, derived from current product and process understanding, 
that assures process performance and product quality. The controls can include 
parameters and attributes related to drug substance and drug product materials and 
components, facility and equipment operating conditions, in-process controls, finished 
product specifications, and the associated methods and frequency of monitoring and 
control. (ICH Q10) 

Corrective Action:  
Action to eliminate the cause of a detected non-conformity or other undesirable 
situation. NOTE: Corrective action is taken to prevent recurrence whereas preventive 
action is taken to prevent occurrence. (ISO 9000:2005)  

Design Space:  
The multidimensional combination and interaction of input variables (e.g., material 
attributes) and process parameters that have been demonstrated to provide assurance 
of quality. (ICH Q8)  

Enabler:  
A tool or process which provides the means to achieve an objective. (ICH Q10) 

Feedback / Feedforward: 
Feedback: The modification or control of a process or system by its results or effects. 

Feedforward: The modification or control of a process using its anticipated results or 
effects. (Oxford Dictionary of English. Oxford University Press; 2003) 

Feedback/ feedforward can be applied technically in process control strategies and 
conceptually in quality management. (ICH Q10)   

Innovation:  
The introduction of new technologies or methodologies. (ICH Q10) 
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Knowledge Management:  
Systematic approach to acquiring, analysing, storing, and disseminating information 
related to products, manufacturing processes and components. (ICH Q10) 

Outsourced Activities:  
Activities conducted by a contract acceptor under a written agreement with a contract 
giver. (ICH Q10)  

Performance Indicators:  
Measurable values used to quantify quality objectives to reflect the performance of an 
organisation, process or system, also known as “performance metrics” in some regions. 
(ICH Q10)  

Pharmaceutical Quality System (PQS):  
Management system to direct and control a pharmaceutical company with regard to 
quality. (ICH Q10 based upon ISO 9000:2005) 

Preventive Action:  
Action to eliminate the cause of a potential non-conformity or other undesirable 
potential situation. NOTE: Preventive action is taken to prevent occurrence whereas 
corrective action is taken to prevent recurrence. (ISO 9000:2005) 

Product Realisation:  
Achievement of a product with the quality attributes appropriate to meet the needs of 
patients, health care professionals, and regulatory authorities (including compliance 
with marketing authorisation) and internal customers requirements. (ICH Q10) 

Quality:  
The degree to which a set of inherent properties of a product, system or process fulfils 
requirements. (ICH Q9)  

Quality Manual:  
Document specifying the quality management system of an organisation. (ISO 
9000:2005)  

Quality Objectives:  
A means to translate the quality policy and strategies into measurable activities. (ICH 
Q10)  

Quality Planning:  
Part of quality management focused on setting quality objectives and specifying 
necessary operational processes and related resources to fulfil the quality objectives. 
(ISO 9000:2005)  

Quality Policy:  
Overall intentions and direction of an organisation related to quality as formally 
expressed by senior management. (ISO 9000:2005)  

Quality Risk Management:  
A systematic process for the assessment, control, communication and review of risks 
to the quality of the drug (medicinal) product across the product lifecycle. (ICH Q9)  
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Senior Management:  
Person(s) who direct and control a company or site at the highest levels with the 
authority and responsibility to mobilise resources within the company or site. (ICH 
Q10 based in part on ISO 9000:2005)  

State of Control:  
A condition in which the set of controls consistently provides assurance of continued 
process performance and product quality. (ICH Q10) 
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Annex 1 

Potential Opportunities to Enhance Science and Risk Based Regulatory 
Approaches * 

*Note: This annex reflects potential opportunities to enhance regulatory approaches.  

The actual regulatory process will be determined by region. 

 

Scenario Potential Opportunity 

1. Comply with GMPs  Compliance – status quo  

2.  Demonstrate effective 
pharmaceutical quality system, 
including effective use of quality 
risk management principles (e.g., 
ICH Q9 and ICH Q10).  

Opportunity to:  
 increase use of risk based 

approaches for regulatory 
inspections.  

3.  Demonstrate product and process 
understanding, including effective 
use of quality risk management 
principles (e.g., ICH Q8 and ICH 
Q9).  

Opportunity to:  
 facilitate science based 

pharmaceutical quality 
assessment;  

 enable innovative approaches to 
process validation;  

 establish real-time release 
mechanisms.  

4.  Demonstrate effective 
pharmaceutical quality system 
and product and process 
understanding, including the use 
of quality risk management 
principles (e.g., ICH Q8, ICH Q9 
and ICH Q10).  

Opportunity to:  
 increase use of risk based 

approaches for regulatory 
inspections;  

 facilitate science based 
pharmaceutical quality 
assessment;  

 optimise science and risk based 
post-approval change processes to 
maximise benefits from innovation 
and continual improvement;  

 enable innovative approaches to 
process validation;  

 establish real-time release 
mechanisms.  
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Annex 2 

Diagram of the ICH Q10 Pharmaceutical Quality System Model 

 
 
 
This diagram illustrates the major features of the ICH Q10 Pharmaceutical Quality 
System (PQS) model. The PQS covers the entire lifecycle of a product including 
pharmaceutical development, technology transfer, commercial manufacturing, and 
product discontinuation as illustrated by the upper portion of the diagram. The PQS 
augments regional GMPs as illustrated in the diagram. The diagram also illustrates 
that regional GMPs apply to the manufacture of investigational products.  

The next horizontal bar illustrates the importance of management responsibilities 
explained in Section 2 to all stages of the product lifecycle.  The following horizontal 
bar lists the PQS elements which serve as the major pillars under the PQS model. 
These elements should be applied appropriately and proportionally to each lifecycle 
stage recognising opportunities to identify areas for continual improvement. 

The bottom set of horizontal bars illustrates the enablers: knowledge management 
and quality risk management, which are applicable throughout the lifecycle stages.  
These enablers support the PQS goals of achieving product realisation, establishing 
and maintaining a state of control, and facilitating continual improvement. 
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DEVELOPMENT AND MANUFACTURE OF DRUG SUBSTANCES 

(CHEMICAL ENTITIES AND BIOTECHNOLOGICAL/BIOLOGICAL 

ENTITIES) 

Q11 

1. Introduction 

This guideline describes approaches to developing and understanding the manufacturing 
process of the drug substance, and also provides guidance on what information should be 
provided in Module 3 of the Common Technical Document (CTD) Sections 3.2.S.2.2 – 
3.2.S.2.6 (ICH M4Q).  It addresses aspects of development and manufacture that pertain 
to drug substance, including the presence of steps designed to reduce impurities.  In 
addition, ICH Q11 provides further clarification on the principles and concepts described 
in ICH Guidelines on Pharmaceutical Development (Q8), Quality Risk Management (Q9) 
and Pharmaceutical Quality System (Q10) as they pertain to the development and 
manufacture of drug substance. 

A company can choose to follow different approaches in developing a drug substance.  For 
the purpose of this guideline, the terms “traditional” and “enhanced” are used to 
differentiate two possible approaches.  In a traditional approach, set points and 
operating ranges for process parameters are defined and the drug substance control 
strategy is typically based on demonstration of process reproducibility and testing to 
meet established acceptance criteria.  In an enhanced approach, risk management and 
scientific knowledge are used more extensively to identify and understand process 
parameters and unit operations that impact critical quality attributes (CQAs) and 
develop appropriate control strategies applicable over the lifecycle of the drug substance 
which may include the establishment of design space(s).  As discussed in ICH Q8 for 
drug product, a greater understanding of the drug substance and its manufacturing 
process can create the basis for more flexible regulatory approaches.  The degree of 
regulatory flexibility is generally predicated on the level of relevant scientific knowledge 
provided in the application for marketing authorisation.  

Traditional and enhanced approaches are not mutually exclusive.  A company can use 
either a traditional approach or an enhanced approach to drug substance development, 
or a combination of both. 

2. Scope 

This guideline is applicable to drug substances as defined in the Scope sections of ICH 
Guidelines Q6A and Q6B, but might also be appropriate for other types of products 
following consultation with the appropriate regulatory authorities.  It is particularly 
relevant to the preparation and organisation of the contents of Sections 3.2.S.2.2 – 
3.2.S.2.6 of Module 3 of the Common Technical Document (ICH M4Q).  The guideline 
does not apply to contents of submissions during the clinical research stages of drug 
development.  Nevertheless, the development principles presented in this guideline are 
important to consider during the investigational stages.  

Regional requirements for post-approval changes are not covered by this guideline. 
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3. Manufacturing Process Development 

3.1 General Principles 

The goal of manufacturing process development for the drug substance is to establish a 
commercial manufacturing process capable of consistently producing drug substance of 
the intended quality. 

3.1.1 Drug Substance Quality Link to Drug Product  
The intended quality of the drug substance should be determined through consideration 
of its use in the drug product as well as from knowledge and understanding of its 
physical, chemical, biological, and microbiological properties or characteristics, which 
can influence the development of the drug product (e.g., the solubility of the drug 
substance can affect the choice of dosage form).  The Quality Target Product Profile 
(QTPP), potential CQAs of the drug product (as defined in ICH Q8) and previous 
experience from related products can help identify potential CQAs of the drug substance.  
Knowledge and understanding of the CQAs can evolve during the course of development. 

3.1.2 Process Development Tools  
Quality Risk Management (QRM, as described in ICH Q9) can be used in a variety of 
activities including assessing options for the design of the manufacturing process, 
assessing quality attributes and manufacturing process parameters, and increasing the 
assurance of routinely producing batches of the intended quality.  Risk assessments can 
be carried out early in the development process and repeated as greater knowledge and 
understanding become available.  Either formal or informal risk management tools, such 
as recognised tools or internal procedures, can be used. 

Knowledge management (as described in ICH Q10) can also facilitate manufacturing 
process development.  In this context, potential sources of information can include prior 
knowledge and development studies.  Prior knowledge can include established biological, 
chemical and engineering principles, technical literature, and applied manufacturing 
experience.  Data derived from relevant prior knowledge, including platform 
manufacturing (see Glossary) can be leveraged to support development of the commercial 
process and expedite scientific understanding. 

3.1.3 Approaches to Development  
ICH Q8 recognises that “Strategies for product development vary from company to 
company and from product to product.  The approach to, and extent of, development can 
also vary and should be outlined in the submission.” These concepts apply equally to the 
development of the drug substance manufacturing process.  An applicant can choose 
either a traditional approach or an enhanced approach to drug substance development, 
or a combination of both.  

Manufacturing process development should include, at a minimum, the following 
elements:  

 Identifying potential CQAs associated with the drug substance so that those 
characteristics having an impact on drug product quality can be studied and 
controlled;  

 Defining an appropriate manufacturing process;  

 Defining a control strategy to ensure process performance and drug substance 
quality. 

An enhanced approach to manufacturing process development would additionally include 
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the following elements:  

 A systematic approach to evaluating, understanding and refining the 
manufacturing process, including; 

o Identifying, through e.g., prior knowledge, experimentation and risk 
assessment, the material attributes (e.g., of raw materials, starting materials, 
reagents, solvents, process aids, intermediates) and process parameters that 
can have an effect on drug substance CQAs; 

o Determining the functional relationships that link material attributes and 
process parameters to drug substance CQAs;  

 Using the enhanced approach in combination with QRM to establish an 
appropriate control strategy which can, for example, include a proposal for a 
design space(s). 

The increased knowledge and understanding obtained from taking an enhanced 
approach could facilitate continual improvement and innovation throughout the product 
lifecycle (see ICH Q10). 

3.1.4 Drug Substance Critical Quality Attributes  
A CQA is a physical, chemical, biological, or microbiological property or characteristic 
that should be within an appropriate limit, range, or distribution to ensure the desired 
product quality.  Potential drug substance CQAs are used to guide process development.  
The list of potential CQAs can be modified as drug substance knowledge and process 
understanding increase.  

Drug substance CQAs typically include those properties or characteristics that affect 
identity, purity, biological activity and stability.  When physical properties are important 
with respect to drug product manufacture or performance, these can be designated as 
CQAs.  In the case of biotechnological/biological products, most of the CQAs of the drug 
product are associated with the drug substance and thus are a direct result of the design 
of the drug substance or its manufacturing process.  

Impurities are an important class of potential drug substance CQAs because of their 
potential impact on drug product safety.  For chemical entities, impurities can include 
organic impurities (including potentially mutagenic impurities), inorganic impurities 
e.g., metal residues, and residual solvents (see ICH Q3A and Q3C).  For 
biotechnological/biological products, impurities may be process-related or product-related 
(see ICH Q6B).  Process-related impurities include: cell substrate-derived impurities 
(e.g., Host Cell Proteins (HCP) and DNA); cell culture-derived impurities (e.g., media 
components); and downstream-derived impurities (e.g., column leachables).  Determining 
CQAs for biotechnology/biological products should also include consideration of 
contaminants, as defined in Q6B, including all adventitiously introduced materials not 
intended to be part of the manufacturing process (e.g., adventitious viral, bacterial, or 
mycoplasma contamination). 

The identification of CQAs for complex products can be challenging. 
Biotechnological/biological products, for example, typically possess such a large number 
of quality attributes that it might not be possible to fully evaluate the impact on safety 
and efficacy of each one.  Risk assessments can be performed to rank or prioritise quality 
attributes.  Prior knowledge can be used at the beginning of development and 
assessments can be iteratively updated with development data (including data from 
nonclinical and clinical studies) during the lifecycle.  Knowledge regarding mechanism of 
action and biological characterisation, such as studies evaluating structure-function 
relationships, can contribute to the assessment of risk for some product attributes.   
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3.1.5 Linking Material Attributes and Process Parameters to Drug 
Substance CQAs 

The manufacturing process development program should identify which material 
attributes (e.g., of raw materials, starting materials, reagents, solvents, process aids, 
intermediates) and process parameters should be controlled.  Risk assessment can help 
identify the material attributes and process parameters with the potential for having an 
effect on drug substance CQAs.  Those material attributes and process parameters that 
are found to be important to drug substance quality should be addressed by the control 
strategy. 

The risk assessment used to help define the elements of the control strategy that pertain 
to materials upstream from the drug substance can include an assessment of 
manufacturing process capability, attribute detectability, and severity of impact as they 
relate to drug substance quality.  For example, when assessing the link between an 
impurity in a raw material or intermediate and drug substance CQAs, the ability of the 
drug substance manufacturing process to remove that impurity or its derivatives should 
be considered in the assessment.  The risk related to impurities can usually be controlled 
by specifications for raw material/intermediates and/or robust purification capability in 
downstream steps.  The risk assessment can also identify CQAs for which there are 
inherent limitations in detectability in the drug substance (e.g., viral safety).  In these 
cases, such CQAs should be controlled at an appropriate point upstream in the process.   

For chemical entity development, a major focus is knowledge and control of impurities.  
It is important to understand the formation, fate (whether the impurity reacts and 
changes its chemical structure), and purge (whether the impurity is removed via 
crystallisation, extraction, etc.) as well as their relationship to the resulting impurities 
that end up in the drug substance as CQAs.  The process should be evaluated to 
establish appropriate controls for impurities as they progress through multiple process 
operations. 

Using a traditional approach, material specifications and process parameter ranges can 
be based primarily on batch process history and univariate experiments.  An enhanced 
approach can lead to a more thorough understanding of the relationship of material 
attributes and process parameters to CQAs and the effect of interactions.  Example 1 
(see Section 10.1) illustrates the development of process parameters using prior 
knowledge and chemistry first principles. 

Risk assessment can be used during development to identify those parts of the 
manufacturing process likely to impact potential CQAs.  Further risk assessments can be 
used to focus development work in areas where better understanding of the link between 
process and quality is needed.  Using an enhanced approach, the determination of 
appropriate material specifications and process parameter ranges could follow a 
sequence such as the one shown below: 

 Identify potential sources of process variability; 

 Identify the material attributes and process parameters likely to have the greatest 
impact on drug substance quality.  This can be based on prior knowledge and risk 
assessment tools; 

 Design and conduct studies (e.g., mechanistic and/or kinetic evaluations, 
multivariate design of experiments, simulations, modelling) to identify and 
confirm the links and relationships of material attributes and process parameters 
to drug substance CQAs; 

 Analyse and assess the data to establish appropriate ranges, including 
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establishment of a design space if desired.   

Small-scale models can be developed and used to support process development studies.  
The development of a model should account for scale effects and be representative of the 
proposed commercial process.  A scientifically justified model can enable a prediction of 
quality, and can be used to support the extrapolation of operating conditions across 
multiple scales and equipment. 

3.1.6 Design Space 
Design space is the multidimensional combination and interaction of input variables 
(e.g., material attributes) and process parameters that have been demonstrated to 
provide assurance of quality.  Working within the design space is not considered as a 
change.  Movement out of the design space is considered to be a change and would 
normally initiate a regulatory post approval change process.  Design space is proposed by 
the applicant and is subject to regulatory assessment and approval (ICH Q8). 

The considerations for design space addressed in ICH Q8 for an enhanced approach to 
the development of the drug product are applicable to drug substance.  The ability to 
accurately assess the significance and effect of the variability of material attributes and 
process parameters on drug substance CQAs, and hence the limits of a design space, 
depends on the extent of process and product understanding.   

Design space can be developed based on a combination of prior knowledge, first 
principles, and/or empirical understanding of the process.  Models (e.g., qualitative, 
quantitative) can be used to support design spaces across multiple scales and equipment.  

A design space might be determined per unit operation (e.g., reaction, crystallisation, 
distillation, purification), or a combination of selected unit operations.  The unit 
operations included in such a design space should generally be selected based on their 
impact on CQAs and do not necessarily need to be sequential.  The linkages between 
process steps should be evaluated so that, for example, the cumulative generation and 
removal of impurities is controlled.  A design space that spans multiple unit operations 
can provide more operational flexibility. 

The development and approval of a design space for some biotechnology/biological drug 
substances can be challenging due to factors including process variability and drug 
substance complexity (e.g., post-translational modifications).  These factors can affect 
residual risk (e.g., potential for unexpected changes to CQAs based on uncertainties 
related to scale sensitivity) which remains after approval of the design space.  Depending 
on the level of residual risk, it may be appropriate for an applicant to provide proposals 
on how movements within a design space will be managed post approval.  These 
proposals should indicate how process knowledge, control strategy and characterisation 
methods can be deployed to assess product quality following movement within the 
approved design space. 

3.2 Submission of Manufacturing Process Development Information 

The information provided on the development of the drug substance manufacturing 
process (primarily in Section 3.2.S.2.6 of the application) should identify significant 
changes during process development, link relevant drug substance batches with the 
developmental stage of the manufacturing process used to prepare them, and explain 
how prior knowledge, risk assessments, and other studies (e.g., experimental, modelling, 
simulations) were used to establish important aspects of the manufacturing process and 
control strategy.  Process development information should be logically organised and 
easy to understand.  Manufacturers can present process development information in a 
number of different ways, but some specific recommendations are provided below for 
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consideration. 

3.2.1 Overall Process Development Summary 
It is recommended that the manufacturing process development section begin with a 
narrative summary that describes important milestones in the development of the 
process and explains how they are linked to assuring that the intended quality of the 
drug substance is achieved.  The following should be included in the summary:  

 List of drug substance CQAs;  

 Brief description of the stages in the evolution of the manufacturing process and 
relevant changes to the control strategy;  

 Brief description of the material attributes and process parameters identified as 
impacting drug substance CQAs;  

 Brief description of the development of any design spaces. 

Following the overall process development summary, the manufacturing process 
development section should include more comprehensive information, as recommended 
below. 

3.2.2 Drug Substance CQAs 
The CQAs of the drug substance should be listed, and the rationale for designating these 
properties or characteristics as CQAs should be provided.  In some cases, it might be 
appropriate to explain why other properties or characteristics that might be considered 
potential CQAs are not included in the list of CQAs.  Links or references should be 
provided to information submitted elsewhere in the submission (e.g., 3.2.S.3.1, 
Elucidation of Structure and other Characteristics) that supports the designation of 
these properties or characteristics as CQAs.  Some discussion of drug substance CQAs as 
they relate to drug product CQAs can be appropriate in the pharmaceutical development 
section of the application (e.g., 3.2.P.2.1 Components of the Drug Product). 

3.2.3 Manufacturing Process History 
A description and discussion should be provided of significant changes made to the 
manufacturing process or site of manufacture of drug substance batches used in support 
of the marketing application (e.g., those used in nonclinical or clinical studies or stability 
studies in support of a marketing authorisation) and, if available, production-scale 
batches.  The description should usually follow a chronological sequence ending with the 
proposed commercial process.  Batch information (batch size or scale, site and date of 
manufacture, route and process used, and intended purpose [e.g., in a specified 
toxicology or clinical study]) and supporting data from comparative analytical testing on 
relevant drug substance batches should be provided or referenced (e.g., Batch Analysis, 
Section 3.2.S.4.4). 

For biotechnological/biological drug substances, the reason for each significant change 
should be explained, together with an assessment of its potential to impact the quality of 
the drug substance (and/or intermediate, if appropriate).  The manufacturing process 
history section should include a discussion of comparability during development as 
described in ICH Q5E.  A discussion of the data, including a justification for selection of 
the tests and assessment of results, should be included.  Testing used to assess the 
impact of manufacturing changes on the drug substance and the corresponding drug 
product can also include nonclinical and clinical studies.  Cross-reference to the location 
of these studies in other modules of the submission should be included.  
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3.2.4 Manufacturing Development Studies 
The studies and risk assessments used to establish important aspects of the commercial 
manufacturing process and control strategy cited in the application should be listed (e.g., 
in tabular form).  The purpose or end use of each cited study or risk assessment should 
be provided.  

Each cited study or risk assessment should be summarised with a level of detail 
sufficient to convey an understanding of the purpose of the study, the data collected, how 
it was analysed, the conclusions reached, and the impact of the study on the 
manufacturing process or further development of the manufacturing process.  The 
particular parameters and ranges studied should be described and discussed in relation 
to the proposed operating conditions or design space for the commercial manufacturing 
process (as described in 3.2.S.2.2).  The risk assessment tools and study results on which 
a design space is based should be adequately described.  Example 2 (see Section 10.2) 
shows a possible communication tool for presenting a risk ranking for parameters 
evaluated during development of a design space.  Where development refers to specific 
prior knowledge, the relevant information and data should be provided and, where 
appropriate, the relevance to the particular drug substance should be justified.   

Small-scale models used to support development of the commercial manufacturing 
process should be described.  

4. Description of Manufacturing Process and Process Controls 

The description of the drug substance manufacturing process represents the applicant’s 
commitment for the manufacture of the drug substance.  Information should be provided 
to adequately describe the manufacturing process and process controls (see ICH M4Q 
3.2.S.2.2). 

The description of the manufacturing process should be provided in the form of a flow 
diagram and sequential procedural narrative.  The in-process controls for each step or 
stage of the process should be indicated in the description.  Scaling factors should be 
included for manufacturing steps intended to span multiple operational scales when the 
process step is scale dependent.  Any design spaces in the manufacturing process should 
be included as part of the manufacturing process description.  Example 3 (see Section 
10.3) gives an example of the presentation of a design space for a biotechnological 
product. 

Many biotechnological/biological products have complex upstream processes and use 
splitting and pooling to create a drug substance batch.  An explanation of how batches of 
drug substance are defined by the manufacturer (e.g., splitting and pooling of harvests or 
intermediates) should be provided.  Details of batch size or scale and batch numbering 
should be included.  

5. Selection of Starting Materials and Source Materials 

5.1 General Principles 

5.1.1 Selection of Starting Materials for Synthetic Drug Substances 
The following general principles should be considered in determining where the drug 
substance manufacturing process begins (i.e., in selecting starting materials). 

 In general, changes in material attributes or operating conditions that occur near 
the beginning of the manufacturing process have lower potential to impact the 
quality of the drug substance; 

o The relationship between risk and number of steps from the end of the 
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manufacturing process is the result of two factors, one concerning the physical 
properties of the drug substance and the other concerning the formation, fate, 
and purge of impurities.  The physical properties of a drug substance are 
determined during the final crystallisation step and subsequent operations 
(e.g., milling, micronising), all of which occur at the end of the manufacturing 
process.  Impurities introduced or created early in the manufacturing process 
typically have more opportunities to be removed in purification operations 
(e.g., washing, crystallisation of isolated intermediates) than impurities 
generated late in the manufacturing process, and are therefore less likely to be 
carried into the drug substance.  However, in some cases (e.g., when peptides 
or oligonucleotides are synthesised on a solid support), there is a more limited 
relationship between risk and number of steps from the end of the 
manufacturing process;  

 Regulatory authorities assess whether the controls on the drug substance and 
drug substance manufacturing process can be considered adequate, including 
whether there are appropriate controls for impurities.  To conduct this 
assessment, enough of the drug substance manufacturing process should be 
described in the application for regulatory authorities to understand how 
impurities are formed in the process, how changes in the process could affect the 
formation, fate, and purge of impurities, and why the proposed control strategy is 
suitable for the drug substance manufacturing process.  This will typically include 
a description of multiple chemical transformation steps; 

 Manufacturing steps that impact the impurity profile of the drug substance should 
normally be included in the manufacturing process described in Section 3.2.S.2.2 
of the application; 

 Each branch of a convergent drug substance manufacturing process begins with 
one or more starting materials.  The Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP) 
provisions described in ICH Q7 apply to each branch beginning with the first use 
of a starting material.  Performing manufacturing steps under GMP together with 
an appropriate control strategy provides assurance of quality of the drug 
substance; 

 A starting material should be a substance of defined chemical properties and 
structure.  Non-isolated intermediates are usually not considered appropriate 
starting materials; 

 A starting material is incorporated as a significant structural fragment into the 
structure of the drug substance.  “Significant structural fragment” in this context 
is intended to distinguish starting materials from reagents, solvents, or other raw 
materials.  Commonly available chemicals used to create salts, esters or other 
simple derivatives should be considered reagents. 

All the general principles above should be considered in selecting Starting Material(s), 
rather than strictly applying each general principle in isolation (see Example 4, Section 
10.4). 

5.1.2 Selection of Starting Materials for Semi-Synthetic Drug 
Substances 

For purposes of this guideline, a semi-synthetic drug substance is one in which the 
structural constituents have been introduced by a combination of chemical synthesis and 
elements of biological origin (e.g., obtained from fermentation or by extraction from 
botanical material).  In some cases, it might be appropriate for the applicant to describe 
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the manufacturing process starting from the source material (microorganism or botanical 
material).  However, if it can be demonstrated that one of the isolated intermediates in 
the synthetic process complies with the principles outlined above for the selection of 
starting materials for synthetic drug substances, that isolated intermediate can be 
proposed as the starting material.  The applicant should specifically evaluate whether it 
is possible to analytically characterise the proposed starting material, including its 
impurity profile, and whether the fermentation or botanical material and extraction 
process impact the impurity profile of the drug substance.  Risks from microbial and 
other contamination should also be addressed. 

5.1.3 Selection of Source and Starting Materials for 
Biotechnological/Biological Drug Substances 

Cell banks are the starting point for manufacture of biotechnological drug substances 
and some biological drug substances.  In some regions, these are referred to as source 
materials; in others, starting materials.  Guidance is contained in ICH Q5A, Q5B, and 
Q5D. 

5.2 Submission of Information for Starting Material or Source Material  

Applicants should identify all proposed starting materials or source materials and 
provide appropriate specifications.  Proposed starting materials for synthetic and semi-
synthetic drug substances should be justified. 

5.2.1 Justification of Starting Material Selection for Synthetic Drug 
Substances 

The applicant should provide a justification for how each proposed starting material is 
appropriate in light of the general principles for the selection of starting materials 
outlined above in Section 5.1.1.  This can include information on: 

 The ability of analytical procedures to detect impurities in the starting material;  

 The fate and purge of those impurities and their derivatives in subsequent 
processing steps; 

 How the proposed specification for each starting material will contribute to the 
control strategy.  

The applicant should provide, as part of the justification, a flow diagram outlining the 
current synthetic route(s) for the manufacture of the drug substance, with the proposed 
starting materials clearly indicated.  Changes to the starting material specification and 
to the synthetic route from the starting material to final drug substance are subject to 
regional, post-approval change requirements.  In addition, regional requirements 
concerning starting material suppliers may also be applicable. 

An applicant generally need not justify the use of a commercially available chemical as a 
starting material.  A commercially available chemical is usually one that is sold as a 
commodity in a pre-existing, non-pharmaceutical market in addition to its proposed use 
as starting material.  Chemicals produced by custom syntheses are not considered to be 
commercially available.  If a chemical from a custom synthesis is proposed as a starting 
material, it should be justified in accordance with the general principles for the selection 
of starting materials outlined above in Section 5.1.1. 

In some instances, additional purification steps by the drug substance manufacturer 
might be called for to ensure the consistent quality of a commercially available starting 
material.  In these instances, the additional purification steps should be included as part 
of the description of the drug substance manufacturing process.  Specifications should 
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normally be provided for both incoming and purified starting material. 

5.2.2 Justification of Starting Material Selection for Semi-Synthetic 
Drug Substances 

If an isolated intermediate is proposed as the starting material for a semi-synthetic drug 
substance, the applicant should provide a justification that explains how the proposed 
starting material complies with the general principles for the selection of starting 
materials outlined above in Section 5.1.1.  Otherwise, the applicant should describe the 
manufacturing process starting from the microorganism or botanical material, as 
appropriate, and these materials should be qualified. 

5.2.3 Qualification of Source or Starting Materials for 
Biotechnological/Biological Drug Substances 

Guidance is contained in ICH Q5A, Q5B and Q5D.  

6. Control Strategy  

6.1 General Principles 

A control strategy is a planned set of controls, derived from current product and process 
understanding, that assures process performance and product quality (ICH Q10).  Every 
drug substance manufacturing process, whether developed through a traditional or an 
enhanced approach (or some combination thereof), has an associated control strategy.   

A control strategy can include, but is not limited to, the following:  

 Controls on material attributes (including raw materials, starting materials, 
intermediates, reagents, primary packaging materials for the drug substance, 
etc.); 

 Controls implicit in the design of the manufacturing process (e.g., sequence of 
purification steps [biotechnological/biological drug substances], or order of addition 
of reagents [chemical entities]); 

 In-process controls (including in-process tests and process parameters); 

 Controls on drug substance (e.g., release testing). 

6.1.1 Approaches to Developing a Control Strategy 
A control strategy can be developed through a combination of approaches, utilising the 
traditional approach for some CQAs, steps, or unit operations, and a more enhanced 
approach for others. 

In a traditional approach to developing a manufacturing process and control strategy, set 
points and operating ranges are typically set narrowly based on the observed data to 
ensure consistency of manufacture.  More emphasis is placed on assessment of CQAs at 
the stage of the drug substance (i.e., end-product testing).  The traditional approach 
provides limited flexibility in the operating ranges to address variability (e.g., in raw 
materials).  

An enhanced approach to manufacturing process development generates better process 
and product understanding than the traditional approach, so sources of variability can 
be identified in a more systematic way.  This allows for the development of more 
meaningful and efficient parametric, attribute, and procedural controls.  The control 
strategy might be developed through several iterations as the level of process 
understanding increases during the product lifecycle.  A control strategy based on an 
enhanced approach can provide for flexibility in the operating ranges for process 
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parameters to address variability (e.g., in raw materials).   

6.1.2 Considerations in Developing a Control Strategy 
A control strategy should ensure that each drug substance CQA is within the 
appropriate range, limit, or distribution to assure drug substance quality.  The drug 
substance specification is one part of a total control strategy and not all CQAs need to be 
included in the drug substance specification.  CQAs can be (1) included on the 
specification and confirmed through testing the final drug substance, or (2) included on 
the specification and confirmed through upstream controls (e.g., as in Real Time Release 
Testing [RTRT]), or (3) not included on the specification but ensured through upstream 
controls.  Examples of upstream controls can include:  

 In process testing;  

 Use of measurements of process parameters and/or in process material attributes 
that are predictive of a drug substance CQA.  In some cases, Process Analytical 
Technology (PAT) can be used to enhance control of the process and maintain output 
quality. 

Regardless of whether a traditional or enhanced process development approach is taken, 
the use of upstream controls should be based on an evaluation and understanding of the 
sources of variability of a CQA.  Downstream factors that might impact the quality of the 
drug substance, such as temperature changes, oxidative conditions, light, ionic content, 
and shear, should be taken into consideration. 

When developing a control strategy, a manufacturer can consider implementing controls 
for a specific CQA at single or multiple locations in the process, depending on the risk 
associated with the CQA and the ability of individual controls to detect a potential 
problem.  For example, with sterilised chemical entities or biotechnological/biological 
drug substances, there is an inherent limitation in the ability to detect low levels of 
bacterial or viral contamination.  In these cases, testing on the drug substance is 
considered to provide inadequate assurance of quality, so additional controls (e.g., 
attribute and in-process controls) are incorporated into the control strategy. 

The quality of each raw material used in the manufacturing process should be 
appropriate for its intended use.  Raw materials used in operations near the end of the 
manufacturing process have a greater potential to introduce impurities into the drug 
substance than raw materials used upstream.  Therefore, manufacturers should evaluate 
whether the quality of such materials should be more tightly controlled than similar 
materials used upstream.   

6.2 Submission of Control Strategy Information 

The information provided on the control strategy should include detailed descriptions of 
the individual elements of the control strategy plus, when appropriate, a summary of the 
overall drug substance control strategy.  The summary of the overall control strategy can 
be presented in either a tabular format or in a diagrammatic format, to aid visualisation 
and understanding (see Example 5, Section 10.5 for example of a control strategy 
summary in tabular form).  Ideally, the summary should explain how the individual 
elements of the control strategy work together to assure drug substance quality. 

ICH M4Q recommends that the individual elements of the control strategy reported in 
an application be provided in the appropriate sections of a submission, including: 

 Description of Manufacturing Process and Process Controls (3.2.S.2.2); 

 Control of Materials (3.2.S.2.3); 
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 Controls of Critical Steps and Intermediates (3.2.S.2.4);  

 Control of Drug Substance (3.2.S.4);  

 Container Closure System (3.2.S.6). 

7. Process Validation/Evaluation 

7.1 General Principles 

Process validation is the documented evidence that the process, operated within 
established parameters, can perform effectively and reproducibly to produce a drug 
substance or intermediate meeting its predetermined specifications and quality 
attributes (ICH Q7).   

Process validation can include the collection and evaluation of data, from the process 
design stage throughout production, that establish scientific evidence that a process is 
capable of consistently delivering a quality drug substance. 

The drug substance manufacturing process should be validated before commercial 
distribution of resulting drug product.  For biotechnological processes, or for aseptic 
processing and sterilisation process steps for drug substances, the data provided in 
support of process validation is included as part of the marketing application (3.2.S.2.5).  
For non-sterile chemical entity drug substance processes, results of process validation 
studies are not normally included in the dossier.   

Generally, process validation includes the collection of data on an appropriate number of 
production batches (see ICH Q7, Section 12.5).  The number of batches can depend on 
several factors including but not limited to: (1) the complexity of the process being 
validated; (2) the level of process variability; and (3) the amount of experimental data 
and/or process knowledge available on the specific process.   

As an alternative to the traditional process validation, continuous process verification 
(ICH Q8) can be utilised in process validation protocols for the initial commercial 
production and also for manufacturing process changes for the continual improvement 
throughout the remainder of the product lifecycle.   

7.2 Principles Specific to Biotechnological/Biological Drug Substance 

For biotechnological/biological drug substances, the information provided in the dossier 
in support of process validation usually contains both commercial-scale process 
validation studies and small-scale studies.  Process validation batches should be 
representative of the commercial process, taking into account the batch definition as 
detailed in the process description. 

The contribution of data from small-scale studies to the overall validation package will 
depend upon demonstration that the small-scale model is an appropriate representation 
of the proposed commercial-scale.  Data should be provided demonstrating that the 
model is scalable and representative of the proposed commercial process.  Successful 
demonstration of the suitability of the small-scale model can enable manufacturers to 
propose process validation with reduced dependence on testing of commercial-scale 
batches.  Data derived from commercial-scale batches should confirm results obtained 
from small-scale studies used to generate data in support of process validation.  
Scientific grounds, or reference to guidelines which do not require or specifically exclude 
such studies, can be an appropriate justification to conduct certain studies only at small-
scale (e.g., viral removal). 

Studies should be conducted to demonstrate the ability of the process to remove product-
related impurities, process-related impurities (ICH Q6B) and potential contaminants 
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(such as viruses in processes using material from human or animal origin, see ICH Q5A).  
Studies carried out to demonstrate the lifetime of chromatography columns can include 
experimental studies carried out in small-scale models but should be confirmed during 
commercial-scale production. 

The limit of in vitro cell age for commercial production should be assessed.  ICH 
documents Q5B and Q5D provide further guidance for relevant products. 

When platform manufacturing experience is utilised, the suitability of the control 
strategy should be demonstrated and the drug substance manufacturing process should 
be appropriately validated at the time of marketing authorisation application.  Usually, 
full scale validation studies should include data derived from the final manufacturing 
process and site(s) used to produce the product to be commercialised. 

8. Submission of Manufacturing Process Development and Related 
Information in Common Technical Documents (CTD) Format 

The use of an enhanced approach to process development results in the generation of 
information for which a location in the CTD is not defined.  Process development 
information should usually be submitted in Section 3.2.S.2.6 of the CTD.  Other 
information resulting from development studies could be accommodated by the CTD 
format in a number of different ways and some specific suggestions are provided below.  
The applicant should clearly indicate where the different information is located.  In 
addition to what is submitted in the application, certain topics referenced in this 
guideline (e.g., lifecycle management, continual improvement) are handled under the 
applicant’s Pharmaceutical Quality System (PQS, see ICH Q10). 

8.1 Quality Risk Management and Process Development 

Quality risk management can be used at different stages during process development 
and manufacturing implementation.  The assessments used to guide and justify 
development decisions (e.g., risk assessment and functional relationships linking 
material attributes and process parameters to drug substance CQAs) can be summarised 
in Section 3.2.S.2.6.  

8.2 Critical Quality Attributes (CQAs) 

The CQAs of the drug substance should be listed, and the rationale for designating these 
properties or characteristics as CQAs should be provided in the manufacturing process 
development section of the application (3.2.S.2.6).  However, detailed information about 
structural characterisation studies that supports the designation of these properties or 
characteristics as CQAs should be provided in the appropriate CTD format sections (e.g., 
3.2.S.3.1 Elucidation of Structure and other Characteristics, 3.2.S.7 Stability).  Some 
discussion of drug substance CQAs as they relate to drug product CQAs can be 
appropriate in the pharmaceutical development section of the application (3.2.P.2.1 
Components of the Drug Product). 

8.3 Design Space 

As an element of the proposed manufacturing process, the design space(s) can be 
described in the section of the application that includes the description of the 
manufacturing process and process controls (3.2.S.2.2).  If appropriate, additional 
information can be provided in the section of the application that addresses the controls 
of critical steps and intermediates (3.2.S.2.4).  The manufacturing process development 
section of the application (3.2.S.2.6) is the appropriate place to summarise and describe 
process development studies that provide the basis for the design space(s).  The 
relationship of the design space(s) to the overall control strategy can be discussed in the 
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section of the application that includes the justification of the drug substance 
specification (3.2.S.4.5). 

8.4 Control Strategy 

Although the drug substance specification is only one part of the total control strategy, 
the section of the application that includes the justification of the drug substance 
specification (3.2.S.4.5) is a good place to summarise the overall drug substance control 
strategy.  However, detailed information about input material controls, process controls, 
and control of drug substance should still be provided in the appropriate CTD format 
sections (e.g., description of manufacturing process and process controls [3.2.S.2.2], 
control of materials [3.2.S.2.3], controls of critical steps and intermediates [3.2.S.2.4], 
drug substance specification [3.2.S.4.1]).  A brief description of relevant changes to the 
control strategy during the evolution of the manufacturing process should be provided in 
Section 3.2.S.2.6 of the application. 

9. Lifecycle Management 

The quality system elements and management responsibilities described in ICH Q10 are 
intended to encourage the use of science-based and risk-based approaches at each 
lifecycle stage, thereby promoting continual improvement across the entire product 
lifecycle.   Product and process knowledge should be managed from development through 
the commercial life of the product up to and including product discontinuation.    

The development and improvement of a drug substance manufacturing process usually 
continues over its lifecycle.  Manufacturing process performance, including the 
effectiveness of the control strategy, should be periodically evaluated.  Knowledge gained 
from commercial manufacturing can be used to further improve process understanding 
and process performance and to adjust the control strategy to ensure drug substance 
quality.  Knowledge gained from other products, or from new innovative technologies, 
can also contribute to these goals.  Continual improvement and successful process 
validation, or continuous process verification, call for an appropriate and effective control 
strategy.   

There should be a systematic approach to managing knowledge related to both drug 
substance and its manufacturing process throughout the lifecycle.  This knowledge 
management should include but not be limited to process development activities, 
technology transfer activities to internal sites and contract manufacturers, process 
validation studies over the lifecycle of the drug substance, and change management 
activities.  The knowledge and process understanding should be shared as needed to 
perform the manufacturing process and implement the control strategy across sites 
involved in manufacturing the drug substance. 

An applicant can include in the original submission a proposal for how specific future 
changes will be managed during the product lifecycle, including changes to the control 
strategy.  As an example of life cycle management of process parameters for a 
biotechnological product, see Example 2, Section 10.2. 

Any proposed change to the manufacturing process should be evaluated for the impact on 
the quality of drug substance and, when appropriate, drug product.  This evaluation 
should be based on scientific understanding of the manufacturing process and should 
determine appropriate testing to analyse the impact of the proposed change.  For 
chemical entities the appropriate testing to analyse the impact of the proposed change 
could include, but is not limited to, an assessment of current and potential new 
impurities and an assessment of the test procedures’ abilities to detect any new 
impurities.  This testing should be performed at an appropriate point in the process (e.g., 
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on an intermediate or drug substance) after the proposed change.  For process changes 
for biotechnological/biological drug substances, see also ICH Q5E. 

All changes should be subject to internal change management processes as part of the 
quality system (ICH Q7 and ICH Q10).  This includes movements within the design 
space, which do not require approval by regional regulatory authorities.   

Changes to information filed and approved in a dossier should be reported to regulatory 
authorities in accordance with regional regulations and guidelines. 

10.  Illustrative Examples 

These examples are provided for illustrative purposes and only suggest potential uses.  
This Appendix is not intended to create any new expectations beyond the current 
regulatory requirements. 

10.1 Example 1: Linking Material Attributes and Process Parameters to Drug 
Substance CQAs - Chemical Entity  

This example illustrates development of a design space using prior knowledge and 
chemistry first principles.  It depicts both a traditional and enhanced approach to 
determination of the ranges for parameters controlling the formation of a hydrolysis 
impurity during Step 5 of the following reaction scheme (also used in Example 4).   

 

 

After the formation of intermediate F in Step 5, the mixture is heated to reflux.  During 
reflux an impurity is formed through hydrolysis of intermediate F.   

For the purpose of this simplified example, this is the only reaction of intermediate F 
that occurs during this reflux.  The following assumptions were used in the design of the 
process: 

 The concentration of intermediate F remains approximately constant; 

 Temperature remains constant; 

 The acceptance criterion for the hydrolysis impurity in Intermediate F is 0.30%.  
(This is based on the CQA in the drug substance and the demonstrated capacity of 
the subsequent steps to purge the impurity.); 

 The initial amount of water in the reflux mixture depends on the amount of water 
in Intermediate E, which can be controlled by drying. 

Time of reflux and water concentration were identified as the most important 
parameters affecting the hydrolysis of intermediate F.  Other potential factors were 
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determined to be insignificant based on prior knowledge and risk assessment. 

The reaction was expected to follow second-order kinetics according to the equation 
below: 

    FOHk
dt

impurityhydrolysisd
2

_
  

Where  F  refers to the concentration of intermediate F.  

Through simple experimentation the following graph linking the extent of hydrolysis to 
time and the water content of intermediate E can be generated: 
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Traditional Approach: 

In a traditional approach this information would be used to set a proven acceptable 
range for % water and time that achieves the acceptance criteria for the hydrolysis 
impurity of 0.30% in intermediate F.  This is typically done by setting a target value and 
maximum such as: 

 Dry Intermediate E to a maximum water content of 1.0%; 

 Target reflux time of 1 hour and a maximum reflux time of 3 hours. 

Enhanced Approach: 

The 2nd order rate equation can be integrated and solved explicitly (Chemical Reaction 
Engineering, Levenspiel 2nd Edition, 1972).  

      ktFOH
XM

XM
oo

F

F 










21
ln  

Where: 

 oF  refers to the initial concentration of intermediate F, 
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 oOH2  refers to the initial concentration of water, 

   oo FOHM 2  refers to the ratio of the initial concentration of water to 
the initial concentration of intermediate F, and 

   oF FXX   refers to the time-dependent concentration of the 
hydrolysis degradant of intermediate F divided by the 
initial concentration of intermediate F. 

Solving this equation for time (t) permits the calculation of the maximum allowable 
reflux time for any combination of initial water content and target level for the 
hydrolysis impurity.  (The initial concentration of intermediate F in the reflux mixture 
will essentially be constant from batch to batch.) The following graph shows the 
combination of conditions required to ensure that the hydrolysis impurity remains below 
0.30% in intermediate F.  

 

The area below the line in the plot above could be proposed as the design space. 

Summary: 

While both the traditional and enhanced approach provide ranges of water content and 
time to control the formation of the hydrolysis impurity, the enhanced approach allows 
more manufacturing  flexibility. 

10.2 Example 2: Use of Quality Risk Management to Support Lifecycle 
Management of Process Parameters 

Interdependence of  Reflux Time and Water Content in 
the Formation of Hydrolysis Impurity
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Operating above the line will produce 
more than 0.30% of the hydrolysis 
impurity 
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This example illustrates how results from an iterative quality risk assessment can be 
used to communicate the rationale for classification and proposed future management 
of changes to process parameters.  Relevant parameters for establishment of a design 
space for a Q-anion exchange column are shown in this Risk Ranking Histogram.  The 
histogram showing the ranking of parameters is intended for illustrative purposes only 
and is not all inclusive, nor is it meant to be applicable to all products that may use ion 
exchange chromatography.  

Initial Filing 

A quality risk assessment utilising prior knowledge and development studies can be 
used to rank process parameters based on their relative potential to have an effect on 
product quality if parameter ranges were changed.  The histogram shows the potential 
impact to quality for future changes to parameter ranges based on the knowledge and 
understanding at the time of submission.  Process development studies and interaction 
studies were conducted to establish design space boundaries for each of the higher risk 
parameters (parameters A-F) that impact CQAs.  Parameters G, H and I were also 
challenged in the development studies and shown not to impact CQAs under the 
conditions studied.  Changes to the ranges of these parameters could still carry residual 
risk (based on prior knowledge/uncertainties, including potential scale sensitivity).  
Parameters J-T were considered lower risk parameters based on documented prior 
knowledge, and therefore an impact on quality attributes is not anticipated.  The 
ranking of parameters from the quality risk assessment can be used to communicate 
with regulators regarding a lifecycle management approach to assure continual 
improvement throughout the product lifecycle.   

Lifecycle Management Options 

Risk should be reassessed throughout the lifecycle as process understanding increases.  
Recommendations regarding lifecycle management changes can be found in the 
Pharmaceutical Quality System (PQS) as described in ICH Q10.  

Working within the design space is not considered as a change.  Movement out of the 
design space is considered to be a change and consequently any extension of ranges for 
higher risk parameters (i.e., parameters A-F) outside the design space would normally 
initiate a regulatory post approval change process.  

An applicant can include in the original submission a proposal for how specific future 
changes to parameters G, H, and I will be managed during the product lifecycle.  
Extension of ranges for lower risk parameters (J-T) is addressed primarily via the PQS 
and does not require prior regulatory approval, although notification may be called for 
depending on regional regulatory requirements and guidance.  If it is determined 
subsequently to the filing that there is a change in the risk ranking, such that an 
extension of ranges for a parameter represents a higher risk, this change should be 
appropriately filed through the regional regulatory process. 
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10.3 Example 3: Presentation of a Design Space for a Biotechnological Drug 
Substance Unit Operation  

This example is based on a design space for a drug substance purification unit operation 
(Q-anion exchange column run for a monoclonal antibody in flow-through mode), 
determined from the common region of successful operating ranges for multiple CQAs.  
This figure illustrates a potential depiction of a design space based on successful 
operating ranges for three CQAs and the use of prior knowledge (platform 
manufacturing) in developing a design space.  The ranges represented here indicate 
areas of successful operation.  Operation beyond these ranges does not necessarily mean 
that drug substance of unacceptable quality will be produced, simply that these 
operating conditions have not been studied and therefore the quality of the drug 
substance is unknown. 

Viral clearance and Host Cell Proteins (HCP) ranges were derived from multivariate 
experimentation (see ICH Q8).  The successful operating range for DNA was derived 
from prior knowledge (platform manufacturing) which in turn was derived from results 
of multivariate studies performed on related products.  The successful operating range 
for HCP lies within the viral clearance and DNA successful operating ranges.  In this 
example, the diagrams below show how HCP limits the unit operation design space 
compared to viral safety and DNA.  Consideration of additional input variables, process 
parameters, or CQAs could limit design space further.  

The design space is applicable only within specified conditions, including  

1. Appropriately defined quality criteria for input materials; 

2. Appropriately selected CQAs and process parameters. 
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10.4 Example 4: Selecting an Appropriate Starting Material  

 

This example illustrates the importance of considering all general principles described in 
Section 5.1.1 when selecting an appropriate starting material, rather than applying each 
general principle in isolation.  The example is fictional, based on a linear synthesis for a 
relatively simple molecule, and is not intended to convey any particular meaning in 
relation to the number of steps.  

The desired stereochemical configuration in the drug substance results from the 
synthesis of compound B in Step 1 from a commercially available achiral precursor A 
and a stereo-selective reagent.  A small amount of the opposite enantiomer of compound 
B is also formed in Step 1.  Once formed, both stereochemical configurations persist 
through the synthetic steps that follow, so the drug substance also contains a small 
amount of its undesired enantiomer as a specified impurity.  In accordance with the 
principle that manufacturing steps that impact the drug substance impurity profile 
should normally be included in the manufacturing process described in Section 3.2.S.2.2 

A 

Final Drug 
Substance 

R3
R4

R1

D

E

Step 1 Step 2

Step 5 Step 6

Step 4

R3
R2

R1

(B)

“Crude”  
Drug Substance 

R3
R4

R1Purification 

Step 3 

F

C
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of the application, it could be concluded that Step 1 should be described in 3.2.S.2.2, and 
that A should be considered the starting material. 

However, for this manufacturing process, it is also known that all of the significant 
impurities in the drug substance (other than opposite enantiomer) arise from Steps 4, 5, 
and 6.  Steps 2 and 3 have no impact on the drug substance impurity profile, and the 
only impact from Step 1 is with regard to the enantiomeric impurity.  Furthermore, it is 
also known that the stereocentre first formed in Step 1 is stable to the manufacturing 
conditions in all of the steps that follow (i.e., no racemisation occurs or is ever likely to 
occur), and that a suitable analytical procedure exists for measuring the amount of the 
opposite enantiomer in compound D.  Therefore, provided compound D is in accordance 
with most of the other general principles described in Section 5.1.1, it would be 
reasonable to propose D as the starting material instead of A in accordance with the 
principle that early steps in the manufacturing process tend to have a lower potential to 
impact drug substance quality than later steps.  In this example, the only impact of Step 
1 is on the amount of the enantiomeric impurity in the drug substance, and this could 
alternatively be controlled through an appropriate limit on the amount of the opposite 
enantiomer in compound D.  Information on Steps 1-3 would be made available to 
regulatory authorities in order to justify such a proposal as per regional expectations. 

A similar argument could be made if the stereocentre in the drug substance originated in 
the commercially available precursor A instead of being created in Step 1. 

10.5 Example 5: Summary of Control Elements for select CQAs 

This example illustrates how part of a drug substance control strategy might be 
summarised in tabular form.  The tables show how an applicant can communicate 
information on multiple elements of a drug substance control strategy and guide the 
reviewer to sections of the CTD where detailed elements of the control strategy are 
described or justified.  Such control strategy summary tables should not contain the 
rationale or justification for the controls but should simply indicate where the 
information can be found in the application for marketing authorisation.  

There are multiple ways of presenting this information, and two are shown below.  One 
table shows more detail than the other to illustrate that there is a range of possibilities 
for presenting this information.  The amount of detail included in a control strategy 
summary table is up to the applicant and is not related to the type of drug substance.  
CQAs and control elements shown in the tables below are only examples and are not 
intended to be a comprehensive representation of all elements of a drug substance 
control strategy.  The tables should not be considered templates.  The section of the 
application that includes the justification of the drug substance specification (3.2.S.4.5) is 
a good place to summarise the overall drug substance control strategy. 
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5a.  Example of a Possible Control Strategy Summary – Biotechnological Products 

Drug 
Substance  

CQA 

Control Strategy for Drug Substance 
CQA 

 

Section(s) in 
CTD where 

Detailed 
Information is 

Located 

Contaminants 
in biologically 
sourced 
materials 

(Viral Safety)  

Summaries of viral safety information for 
biologically-sourced materials 

3.2.S.2.3 

Detailed information including for 
materials of biological origin, testing at 
appropriate stages of production and viral 
clearance studies 

3.2.A.2 

Residual Host 
Cell Proteins  

Design space for an individual unit 
operation (e.g., see Example 3) 

 

3.2.S.2.2 

 

Target range for consistent removal 
assured by validation 

3.2.S.2.5 

Analytical procedures and their validation 3.2.S.4.2 and 
3.2.S.4.3 

Specific 
Glycoforms 

Controls implicit in the design of the 
manufacturing process including a 
summary of process control steps (e.g., cell 
culture conditions, downstream 
purification, holding conditions etc.) 

 

3.2.S.2.2 

Characterisation to justify classification as 
CQA (cross reference to nonclinical/clinical 
sections if relevant)  

3.2.S.3.1 

 

 

Control of Critical Steps, Testing program 
and specifications 

3.2.S.2.4 and/or 
3.2.S.4.1 

Justification of specification  3.2.S.4.5 

Stability  3.2.S.7 
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5b. Example of a Possible Control Strategy Summary – Chemical Entity 

 Type of   
 Control 

Drug → 
Substance 
CQA (3.2.S.2.6) / 
Limit in Drug 
Substance ↓ 

In Process 
Controls 
(Including In-
process Testing 
and Process 
Parameters) 

Controls on 
Material 
Attributes  
(Raw 
Materials/Starting 
Materials 
/Intermediates)  

Impact of 
Manufacturing 
Process Design  

Is CQA Tested 
on Drug 
Substance/ 
Included in 
Drug 
Substance 
Specification 
(3.2.S.4.1) 

Organic Purity     

- Impurity X 
NMT* 0.15% 

Design space of the reflux unit operation 
composed of a combination of %water in 
Intermediate E and the reflux time in 
Step 5 that delivers Intermediate F with 
Hydrolysis Impurity ≤0.30%  (3.2.S.2.2) 

 Yes/Yes 

- Impurity Y 
NMT 0.20% 

Process parameters 
Step 4 (3.2.S.2.2) 
p(H2) ≥2 barg 
T <50°C 
In-process test Step 
4 (3.2.S.2.4) 
Impurity Y ≤0.50% 

  Yes/Yes 

- Any individual 
unspecified 
impurity 
NMT 0.10% 

 Spec for starting  
material D 
(3.2.S.2.3) 

 Yes/Yes 

- Total impurities 
NMT 0.50% 

  Yes/Yes 

Enantiomeric Purity 
- S-enantiomer 

NMT 0.50% 

 Spec for starting  
material D 
(3.2.S.2.3) 
- S-enantiomer 
≤0.50%  

Stereocentre is 
shown not to 
racemise 
(3.2.S.2.6) 

No/No 

Residual Solvent     

- Ethanol 
NMT  5000 ppm 

In-process test 
during drying after 
final purification 
step (3.2.S.2.4) 
LOD  ≤0.40 % 

 In-process 
results correlated 
to test results on 
drug substance  
(3.2.S.2.6) 

No/Yes 

- Toluene 
NMT  890 ppm 

In-process test Step 
4 (3.2.S.2.4) 
≤2000 ppm by GC 

 Process steps 
after Step 4 are 
shown to purge 
toluene to levels 
significantly 
below (less than 
10%) that 
indicated in ICH 
Q3C (3.2.S.2.6) 

No/No1 

* NMT: not more than 
1This approach could be acceptable as part of a control strategy when justified by submission of 
relevant process data that confirms the adequacy of the process design and control.  The 
manufacturing process should be periodically evaluated under the firm's quality system to verify 
removal of the solvent. 
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Notes concerning Table 5b 
The above table is based on the route of synthesis presented in Example 1.  The Control 
for enantiomeric impurity is based on Decision Tree 5 from ICH Guideline Q6A, which 
allows for control of chiral quality to be established by applying limits to appropriate 
starting materials or intermediates when justified from development studies.  In order 
for this approach to be acceptable data would need to be provided in 3.2.S.2.6 to 
demonstrate the stability of the stereocentre under the proposed manufacturing 
conditions. 

The table summarises only a portion of the control strategy that would be presented at 
the time of initial submission and does not include all CQAs of the drug substance.  The 
example control strategy provides for control of some CQAs at stages in the process prior 
to the drug substance.  The elements of the proposed control strategy described in the 
application would be justified by the applicant and subject to regulatory assessment and 
approval. 
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11. Glossary 

Chemical Transformation Step: 
For Chemical Entities, a step involved in the synthesis of the chemical structure of the 
drug substance from precursor molecular fragments.  Typically it involves C-X or C-C 
bond formation or breaking. 

Contaminants: 
Any adventitiously introduced materials (e.g., chemical, biochemical, or microbial 
species) not intended to be part of the manufacturing process of the drug substance or 
drug product. (ICH Q6B) 

Continuous Process Verification: 
An alternative approach to process validation in which manufacturing process 
performance is continuously monitored and evaluated. (ICH Q8) 

Control Strategy: 
A planned set of controls, derived from current product and process understanding, that 
assures process performance and product quality.  The controls can include parameters 
and attributes related to drug substance and drug product materials and components, 
facility and equipment operating conditions, in-process controls, finished product 
specifications, and the associated methods and frequency of monitoring and control. (ICH 
Q10) 

Critical Quality Attribute (CQA): 
A physical, chemical, biological or microbiological property or characteristic that should 
be within an appropriate limit, range, or distribution to ensure the desired product 
quality. (ICH Q8) 

Design Space: 
The multidimensional combination and interaction of input variables (e.g., material 
attributes) and process parameters that have been demonstrated to provide assurance of 
quality.  Working within the design space is not considered as a change.  Movement out 
of the design space is considered to be a change and would normally initiate a regulatory 
post approval change process.  Design space is proposed by the applicant and is subject 
to regulatory assessment and approval. (ICH Q8) 

Intermediate: 
See ICH Q7, ICH Q3A, and ICH Q5C. 

Impurity: 
See ICH Q3A, ICH Q6A and ICH Q6B. 

Lifecycle: 
All phases in the life of a product from the initial development through marketing until 
the product’s discontinuation. (ICH Q8) 

Platform Manufacturing: 
The approach of developing a production strategy for a new drug starting from 
manufacturing processes similar to those used by the same applicant to manufacture 
other drugs of the same type (e.g., as in the production of monoclonal antibodies using 
predefined host cell, cell culture, and purification processes, for which there already 
exists considerable experience). 
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Process Robustness:  
Ability of a process to tolerate variability of materials and changes of the process and 
equipment without negative impact on quality. (ICH Q8) 

Quality Risk Management (QRM): 
A systematic process for the assessment, control, communication and review of risks to 
the quality of the drug (medicinal) product across the product lifecycle. (ICH Q9) 

Quality Target Product Profile (QTPP): 
A prospective summary of the quality characteristics of a drug product that ideally will 
be achieved to ensure the desired quality, taking into account safety and efficacy of the 
drug product. (ICH Q8) 

Real Time Release Testing (RTRT): 
The ability to evaluate and ensure the quality of in-process and/or final product based on 
process data, which typically include a valid combination of measured material 
attributes and process controls. (ICH Q8) 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
This Questions and Answers document (Q&A) refers to the current working procedure of the ICH Q-IWG on implementing the guidelines of 
Q8, Q9 and Q10 which have been approved by the ICH Steering Committee. 
 
The benefits of harmonizing technical requirements across the ICH regions can only be reached if the various Q-ICH guidelines are 
implemented and interpreted in a consistent way across the three regions. Implementation Working Group is tasked to develop Q&As to 
facilitate implementation of existing guidelines. 
 
 
References 
 
ICH Q8(R2) Pharmaceutical Development 

Part I: ‘Pharmaceutical Development’  
Part II: ‘Annex to Pharmaceutical Development’  
http://www.ich.org/fileadmin/Public_Web_Site/ICH_Products/ 
Guidelines/Quality/Q8_R1/Step4/Q8_R2_Guideline.pdf  

approved Aug. 2009 
approved Nov. 10, 2005 
approved Nov. 13, 2008 
 
 

ICH Q9 Quality Risk Management 
http://www.ich.org/fileadmin/Public_Web_Site/ICH_Products/ 
Guidelines/Quality/Q9/Step4/Q9_Guideline.pdf  

approved Nov. 09, 2005 
 
 

ICH Q10 Pharmaceutical Quality Systems 
http://www.ich.org/fileadmin/Public_Web_Site/ICH_Products/ 
Guidelines/Quality/Q10/Step4/Q10_Guideline.pdf  

approved Jun. 04, 2008 
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Q8/Q9/Q10  

Questions and Answers 
 

1.1 For General Clarification 

Date of 
Approval 

Questions Answers 

1 June 
2009 

Is the minimal approach accepted by regulators? Yes. The minimal approach as defined in Q8(R2) (sometime 
also called ‘baseline’ or ‘traditional’ approach) is the 
expectation which is to be achieved for a fully acceptable 
submission. However the ‘enhanced’ approach as described in 
ICH Q8(R2) is encouraged (Ref. Q8(R2) Appendix 1). 

2 Oct. 
2009 

What is an appropriate approach for process validation using ICH 
Q8, Q9 and Q10? 

The objectives of process validation are unchanged when using 
ICH Q8, Q9 and Q10. The main objective of process validation 
remains that a process design yields a product meeting its pre-
defined quality criteria. ICH Q8, Q9 and Q10 provide a 
structured way to define product critical quality attributes, 
design space, the manufacturing process and the control 
strategy. This information can be used to identify the type and 
focus of studies to be performed prior to and on initial 
commercial production batches. As an alternative to the 
traditional process validation, continuous process verification 
[see definition in ICH Q8(R2) glossary] can be utilised in process 
validation protocols for the initial commercial production and for 
manufacturing process changes for the continual improvement 
throughout the remainder of the product lifecycle. 

3 Oct. 
2009 

How can information from risk management and continuous 
process verification provide for a robust continual improvement 
approach under ICH Q8, Q9 and Q10? 

Like the product itself, process validation also has a lifecycle 
(process design, process qualification and ongoing process 
verification). A risk assessment conducted prior to initial 
commercial validation batches can highlight the areas where 
particular focus and data is needed to demonstrate the desired 
high level of assurance of commercial process robustness. 
Continual monitoring (e.g., via Continuous Process Verification) 
can further demonstrate the actual level of assurance of process 
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Date of 
Approval 

Questions Answers 

consistency and provide the basis for continual improvement of 
the product. Quality Risk Management methodologies of ICH Q9 
can be applied throughout the product lifecycle to maintain a 
state of process control. 

 

2. QUALITY BY DESIGN TOPICS 

Date of 
Approval 

Questions Answers 

1 April 
2009 

Is it always necessary to have a Design Space (DS) or Real 
Time Release (RTR) testing to implement QbD? 

Under Quality by Design, establishing a design space or using 
real time release testing is not necessarily expected [ICH 
Q8(R2), Step 4]. 

 

2.1 Design Space 

Date of 
Approval 

Questions Answers 

1 April 
2009 

Is it necessary to study multivariate interactions of all 
parameters to develop a design space? 

No, the applicant will need to justify the choice of material 
attributes and parameters for multivariate experimentation 
based on risk assessment and desired operational flexibility. 

2 April 
2009 

Can a design space be applicable to scale-up? Yes, when appropriately justified [additional details see 
Q8(R2) Section 2.4.4].  An example of a scale-independent 
design space is provided in the EFPIA Mock P2 document 
[EFPIA Mock P2 submission on “Examplain”: Chris Potter, 
Rafael Beerbohm, Alastair Coupe, Fritz Erni, Gerd Fischer, 
Staffan Folestad, Gordon Muirhead, Stephan Roenninger, 
Alistair Swanson, A guide to EFPIA's "Mock P.2" Document, 
Pharm. Tech. (Europe), 18, December 2006, 39-44].  
This example may not reflect the full regulatory requirements 
for a scale-up. 
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Date of 
Approval 

Questions Answers 

3 April 
2009 

Can a design space be applicable to a site change? Yes, it is possible to justify a site change using a site 
independent design space based on a demonstrated 
understanding of the robustness of the process and an in depth 
consideration of site specific factors, e.g., equipment, 
personnel, utilities, manufacturing environment, and 
equipment.  There are region specific regulatory requirements 
associated with site changes that need to be followed. 

4 April 
2009 

Can a design space be developed for single and/or multiple 
unit operations? 

Yes, it is possible to develop a design space for single unit 
operations or across a series of unit operations [see Q8(R2) 
Section 2.4.3]. 

5 April 
2009 

Is it possible to develop a design space for existing products? 
 

Yes, it is possible. Manufacturing data and process knowledge 
can be used to support a design space for existing products. 
Relevant information should be utilised from e.g., commercial 
scale manufacturing, process improvement, CAPA and 
development data. 

For manufacturing operations run under narrow operational 
ranges in fixed equipment, an expanded region of operation 
and an understanding of multi-parameter interactions may 
not be achievable from existing manufacturing data alone and 
additional studies may be needed to develop a design space. 
Sufficient knowledge should be demonstrated and the design 
space should be supported experimentally to investigate 
interactions and establish parameter/attribute ranges. 

6 April 
2009 

Is there a regulatory expectation to develop a design space for 
an existing product? 
 

No, development of design space for existing products is not 
necessary unless the applicant has a specific need and desires 
to use a design space as a means to achieve a higher degree of 
product and process understanding. This may increase 
manufacturing flexibility and/or robustness. 
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Date of 
Approval 

Questions Answers 

7 June 
2009 

Can a design space be applicable to formulation? Yes, it may be possible to develop formulation (not component 
but rather composition) design space consisting of the ranges 
of excipient amount and its physicochemical properties (e.g., 
particle size distribution, substitution degree of polymer) based 
on an enhanced knowledge over a wider range of material 
attributes. The applicant should justify the rationale for 
establishing the design space with respect to quality attributes 
such as bioequivalence, stability, manufacturing robustness 
etc. Formulation adjustment within the design space 
depending on material attributes does not need a submission 
in a regulatory post approval change. 

8 June 
2009 

Does a set of proven acceptable ranges alone constitute a 
design space? 

No, a combination of proven acceptable ranges (PARs) 
developed from univariate experimentation does not constitute 
a design space [see Q8(R2), Section 2.4.5.]. Proven acceptable 
ranges from only univariate experimentation may lack an 
understanding of interactions between the process parameters 
and/or material attributes. However proven acceptable ranges 
continue to be acceptable from the regulatory perspective but 
are not considered a design space [see ICH Q8(R2) Section 
2.4.5].  
The applicant may elect to use proven acceptable ranges or 
design space for different aspects of the manufacturing 
process. 

9 Nov. 
2010 

Should the outer limits of the Design Space be evaluated 
during process validation studies at the commercial scale? 
 

No, there is no need to run the qualification batches at the 
outer limits of the design space during process validation 
studies at commercial scale. The design space must be 
sufficiently explored earlier during development studies (for 
scale up see also Chapter 2.1 Design Space Question 2; for life 
cycle approach see Chapter 1.1 for general clarification 
Question 3). 
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2.2 Real Time Release Testing 

Date of 
Approval 

Questions Answers 

1 April 
2009 

How is batch release affected by employing real time release 
testing? 

Batch release is the final decision to release the product to the 
market regardless whether RTR testing or end product testing 
is employed. End product testing involves performance of 
specific analytical procedures on a defined sample size of the 
final product after completion of all processing for a given 
batch of that product. Results of real time release testing are 
handled in the same manner as end product testing results in 
the batch release decision. Batch release involves an 
independent review of batch conformance to predefined criteria 
through review of testing results and manufacturing records 
together with appropriate GMP compliance and quality 
system, regardless of which approach is used.  

2 April 
2009 

Does real time release testing mean elimination of end 
product testing? 

Real time release testing does not necessarily eliminate all end 
product testing.  For example, an applicant may propose RTR 
testing for some attributes only or not all. If all CQAs (relevant 
for real time release testing) are assured by in-process 
monitoring of parameters and/or testing of materials, then end 
product testing might not be needed for batch release. Some 
product testing will be expected for certain regulatory 
processes such as stability studies or regional requirements. 

3 April 
2009 

Is a product specification still necessary in the case of RTR 
testing? 

Yes, product specifications [see ICH Q6A and Q6B] still need 
to be established and met, when tested. 

4 April 
2009 

When using RTR testing, is there a need for stability test 
methods? 

Even where RTR testing is applied, a stability monitoring 
protocol that uses stability indicating methods is required for 
all products regardless of the means of release testing. [see 
ICH Q1A and ICH Q5C]. 

5 April 
2009 

What is the relationship between Control Strategy and RTR 
testing? 

RTR testing, if utilized, is an element of the Control Strategy 
in which tests and/or monitoring can be performed as in 
process testing (in-line, on-line, at-line) rather than tested on 
the end product. 
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Date of 
Approval 

Questions Answers 

6 April 
2009 

Do traditional sampling approaches apply to RTR testing? No, traditionally sampling plans for in-process and end-
product testing involve a discrete sample size that represents 
the minimal sampling expectations. Generally, the use of RTR 
testing will include more extensive on-line/in-line 
measurement. A scientifically sound sampling approach should 
be developed, justified, and implemented. 

7 April 
2009 

If RTR testing results fail or trending toward failure, can end-
product testing be used to release the batch? 

No, in principle the RTR testing results should be routinely 
used for the batch release decisions and not be substituted by 
end-product testing. Any failure should be investigated and 
trending should be followed up appropriately. However, batch 
release decisions will need to be made based on the results of 
the investigations. The batch release decision needs to comply 
with the content of the marketing authorisation and GMP 
compliance. 

8 June 
2009 

What is the relationship between in-process testing and RTR 
testing? 

In-process testing includes any testing that occurs during the 
manufacturing process of drug substance and/or finished 
product. Real time release testing includes those in-process 
tests that directly impact the decision for batch release 
through evaluation of Critical Quality Attributes. 

9 June 
2009 

What is the difference between ‘real time release’ and ‘real 
time release testing’? 

The definition of ‘real time release testing’ in Q8(R2) is ‘the 
ability to evaluate and ensure the acceptable quality of in-
process and/or final product based on process data, which 
typically includes a valid combination of measured material 
attributes and process controls. 
The term ‘Real time release’ in the Q8(R2), Step 2 document 
was revised to ‘Real time release testing’ in the final Q8(R2) 
Part II document to fit the definition more accurately and thus 
avoid confusion with batch release. 

10 June 
2009 

Can surrogate measurement be used for RTR testing? Yes, RTR testing can be based on measurement of a surrogate 
(e.g., process parameter, material attribute) that has been 
demonstrated to correlate with an in process or end product 
specification [see ICH Q8(R2); Section 2.5.]. 
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Date of 
Approval 

Questions Answers 

11 Oct. 
2009 

What is the relationship between RTR testing and Parametric 
Release? 

Parametric release is one type of RTR testing. Parametric release 
is based on process data (e.g., temperature, pressure, time for 
terminal sterilization, physicochemical indicator) rather than the 
testing of material and/or a sample for a specific attribute. 

 

2.3 Control Strategy 
Refer to the definition of control strategy provided in the ICH Q10 glossary: Q10 Control Strategy definition: ‘a planned set of controls, derived 
from current product and process understanding that assures process performance and product quality. The controls can include parameters 
and attributes related to drug substance and drug product materials and components, facility and equipment operating conditions, in-process 
controls, finished product specifications, and the associated methods and frequency of monitoring and control.’ 
 

Date of 
Approval 

Questions Answers 

1 April 
2009 

What is the difference in a control strategy for products 
developed using the minimal approach vs. ‘quality-by-design’ 
approach? 

Control strategies are expected irrespective of the 
development approach. Control strategy includes different 
types of control proposed by the applicant to assure product 
quality (Section 3.2.1 ICH Q10), such as in-process testing 
and end-product testing.  For products developed following 
the minimal approach, the control strategy is usually derived 
empirically and typically relies more on discrete sampling 
and end product testing. Under QbD, the control strategy is 
derived using a systematic science and risk-based approach. 
Testing, monitoring or controlling is often shifted earlier into 
the process and conducted in-line, on-line or at-line testing. 

2 April 
2009 

Are GMP requirements different for batch release under QbD? No, the same GMP requirements apply for batch release 
under minimal and QbD approaches. 

3 April 
2009 

What is the relationship between a Design Space and a 
Control Strategy? 

A control strategy is required for all products. If a Design 
Space is developed and approved, the Control Strategy [see 
ICH Q8(R2), Part II, Section 4] provides the mechanism to 
ensure that the manufacturing process is maintained within 
the boundaries described by the Design Space. 
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Date of 
Approval 

Questions Answers 

4 June 
2009 

What approaches can be taken in the event of on-line/in-
line/at-line testing or monitoring equipment breakdown? 

The control strategy provided in the application should 
include a proposal for use of alternative testing or monitoring 
approaches in cases of equipment failure. The alternative 
approach could involve use of end product testing or other 
options, while maintaining an acceptable level of quality. 
Testing or monitoring equipment breakdown needs to be 
managed in the context of a deviation under the Quality 
System and can be covered by GMP inspection. 

5 Oct. 
2009 

Are product specifications different for minimal versus QbD 
approaches? 

In principle no, the same product specifications are needed 
for minimal and QbD approaches. For a QbD approach, the 
control strategy may allow achieving the end product 
specifications via real time release testing approaches [see 
ICH Q8(R2), Appendix 1]. Product must meet specification, 
when tested. 

 

3. PHARMACEUTICAL QUALITY SYSTEM 

Date of 
Approval 

Questions Answers 

1 April 
2009 

What are the benefits of implementing a Pharmaceutical 
Quality System (in accordance with ICH Q10)? 

The benefits are: 
 Facilitated robustness of the manufacturing process, 

through facilitation of continual improvement through 
science and risk-based post approval change processes; 

 Consistency in the global pharmaceutical environment 
across regions; 

 Enable transparency of systems, processes, organisational 
and management responsibility; 

 Clearer understanding of the application of a Quality 
System throughout product lifecycle; 

 Further reducing risk of product failure and incidence of 
complaints and recalls thereby providing greater 
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Date of 
Approval 

Questions Answers 

assurance of pharmaceutical product consistency and 
availability (supply) to the patient; 

 Better process performance; 
 Opportunity to increase understanding between industry 

and regulators and more optimal use of industry and 
regulatory resources. Enhance manufacturer’s and 
regulators’ confidence in product quality; 

 Increased compliance with GMPs, which builds confidence 
in the regulators and may result in shorter inspections. 

2 April 
2009 

How does a company demonstrate implementation of PQS in 
accordance with ICH Q10? 

When implemented, a company will demonstrate the use of 
an effective PQS through its documentation (e.g., policies, 
standards), its processes, its training/qualification its 
management its continual improvement efforts, and its 
performance against pre-defined Key Performance Indicators 
[see ICH Q10 glossary on ‘Performance indicator’]. 
A mechanism should be established to demonstrate at a site 
how the PQS operates across the product lifecycle, in an 
easily understandable way for management, staff and 
regulatory inspectors, e.g., a quality manual, documentation, 
flowcharts, procedures. Companies can implement a program 
in which the PQS is routinely audited in-house (i.e., internal 
audit program) to ensure that the system is functioning at a 
high level. 

3 April 
2009 

Is it necessary to describe the PQS in a regulatory 
submission? 

No, however relevant elements of the PQS, such as quality 
monitoring system, change control and deviation 
management may be referenced as part of the control 
strategy as supporting information. 

4 April 
2009 

Will there be certification that the PQS is in accordance with 
ICH Q10? 

No. There will not be a specific ICH Q10 certification 
programme. 

5 April 
2009 

How should the implementation of the design space be 
evaluated during inspection of the manufacturing site? 

Inspection should verify/assess that manufacturing 
operations are appropriately carried out within the Design 
Space. The inspector in collaboration with the assessor, 
where appropriate, should also verify successful 
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Date of 
Approval 

Questions Answers 

manufacturing operations under the Design Space and that 
movement within the Design Space is managed within the 
company’s change management system [see ICH Q10, 
Section 3.2. Table III]. 

6 April 
2009 

What should be done if manufacturing operations run 
inadvertently outside of the Design Space? 

This should be handled as a deviation under GMP. For 
example unplanned ‘one-off‘ excursions occurring as a result 
of unexpected events, such as operator error or equipment 
failure, would be investigated, documented and dealt with as 
a deviation in the usual way. The results of the investigation 
may contribute to the process knowledge, preventive actions 
and continual improvement of the product. 

7 June 
2009 

What information and documentation of the development 
studies should be available at a manufacturing site? 

Pharmaceutical development information (e.g., supporting 
information on design space, chemometric model, risk 
management,…) is available at the development site. 
Pharmaceutical development information which is useful to 
ensure the understanding of the basis for the manufacturing 
process and control strategy, including the rationale for 
selection of critical process parameters and critical quality 
attributes should be available at the manufacturing site. 
Scientific collaboration and knowledge sharing between 
pharmaceutical development and manufacturing is essential 
to ensure the successful transfer to production. 

8 June 
2009 

Can process parameters be adjusted throughout the product 
lifecycle? 

Process parameters are studied and selected during 
pharmaceutical development and monitored during 
commercial manufacturing. Knowledge gained could be 
utilized for adjustment of the parameters as part of continual 
improvement of the process throughout the lifecycle of the 
drug product (see ICH Q10, Section 3.). 
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4. ICH NEW QUALITY GUIDELINES’ IMPACT ON GMP INSPECTION PRACTICES 

Date of 
Approval 

Questions Answers 

1 April 
2009 

How will product-related inspections differ in an ICH Q8, Q9 
and Q10 environment? 

In the case of product-related inspection (in particular pre-
authorisation) depending on the complexity of the product 
and/or process, there could be a need for greater collaboration 
between inspectors and assessors for example for the 
assessment of development data. The inspection would 
normally occur at the proposed commercial manufacturing 
site and there is likely to be greater focus on enhanced 
process understanding and understanding relationships e.g., 
Critical Quality Attribute (CQAs), Critical Process 
Parameters (CPPs). It will also extend into the application 
and implementation of quality risk management principles, 
as supported by the Pharmaceutical Quality System (PQS). 

2 April 
2009 

How will system-related inspections differ in an ICH Q8, Q9 
and Q10 environment? 

The inspection process will remain similar. However upon 
the implementation of ICH Q8, Q9 and Q10, inspections will 
have greater focus (but not only) on how the PQS facilitates 
the use of e.g., Quality Risk Management methods, 
implementation of design space and change management 
[see ICH Q10]. 

3 Oct. 
2009 

How is control strategy approved in the application and 
evaluated during inspection? 

Elements of control strategy submitted in the application will 
be reviewed and approved by the regulatory agency. 
However, additional elements are subject to inspection (as 
described in Q10). 

 

5. KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 

Date of 
Approval 

Questions Answers 

1 April 
2009 

How has the implementation of ICH Q8, Q9, and Q10 changed 
the significance and use of knowledge management? 

Q10 defines knowledge management as: ‘Systematic 
approach to acquiring, analyzing, storing, and disseminating 
information related to products, manufacturing processes 
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Date of 
Approval 

Questions Answers 

and components’. 
Knowledge management is not a system; it enables the 
implementation of the concepts described in ICH Q8, Q9 and 
Q10. 
Knowledge Management is not a new concept. It is always 
important regardless of the development approach. Q10 
highlights knowledge management because it is expected 
that more complex information generated by appropriate 
approaches (e.g., QbD, PAT, real-time data generation and 
control monitoring systems) will need to be better captured, 
managed and shared during product life-cycle. 
In conjunction with Quality Risk Management, Knowledge 
Management can facilitate the use of concepts such as prior 
knowledge (including from other similar products), 
development of design space, control strategy, technology 
transfer, and continual improvement across the product life 
cycle. 

2 April 
2009 

Does Q10 suggest an ideal way to manage knowledge? No. Q10 provides a framework and does not prescribe how to 
implement knowledge management. Each company decides 
how to manage knowledge, including the depth and extent of 
information assessment based on their specific needs. 

3 April 
2009 

What are potential sources of information for Knowledge 
Management? 

Some examples of knowledge sources are: 
 Prior knowledge based on experience obtained from similar 

processes (internal knowledge, industry scientific and 
technical publications) and published information 
(external knowledge: literature and peer-reviewed 
publications); 

 Pharmaceutical development studies; 
 Mechanism of action; 
 Structure/function relationships; 
 Technology transfer activities; 
 Process validation studies; 
 Manufacturing experience e.g.: 
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Date of 
Approval 

Questions Answers 

 - Internal and Vendor audits; 
 - Raw material testing data; 

 Innovation; 
 Continual improvement; 
 Change management activities; 
 Stability reports; 
 Product Quality Reviews/Annual Product Reviews; 
 Complaint Reports; 
 Adverse event reports (Patient safety); 
 Deviation Reports, Recall Information; 
 Technical investigations and/or CAPA reports; 
 Suppliers and Contractors; 
 Product history and /or manufacturing history; 
Ongoing manufacturing processes information (e.g., trends). 
 
Information from the above can be sourced and shared across 
a site or company, between companies and 
suppliers/contractors, products and across different 
disciplines (e.g., development, manufacturing, engineering, 
quality units). 

4 April 
2009 

Is a specific dedicated computerised information management 
system required for the implementation of knowledge 
management with respect to ICH Q8, Q9 and Q10? 

No, but such computerised information management systems 
can be invaluable in capturing, managing, assessing and 
sharing complex data and information. 

5 June 
2009 

Will regulatory agencies expect to see a formal knowledge 
management approach during inspections? 
 

No. There is no added regulatory requirement for a formal 
knowledge management system. However it is expected that 
knowledge from different processes and systems will be 
appropriately utilised. 
Note: ‘formal’ means: it is a structured approach using a 
recognised methodology or (IT-) tool, executing and 
documenting something in a transparent and detailed 
manner. 
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6. SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS 

Date of 
Approval 

Questions Answers 

1 April 
2009 

With the rapid growth of the new science and risk-based 
quality paradigm coupled with the IWG efforts to facilitate 
globally consistent implementation of Q8, Q9, and Q10, a 
number of commercial vendors are now offering products that 
are being marketed as 'ICH compliant solutions' or ICH Q8, 9 
& 10 Implementation software, etc. Is it necessary for a 
pharmaceutical firm to purchase these products to achieve a 
successful implementation of these ICH guidelines within 
their companies? 

No. The ICH Implementation Working Group has not 
endorsed any commercial products and does not intend to do 
so. ICH is not a regulatory agency with reviewing authority 
and thus does not have a role in determining or defining ‘ICH 
compliance’ for any commercial products.  While there will 
likely be a continuous proliferation of new products targeting 
the implementation of these ICH guidelines, firms will need 
to carry out their own evaluation of these products relative to 
their business needs. 
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